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Welcome Address by the Chairman of SSW6, Prof. Wolfgang Hess, Bonn, Germany
Welcome to the Sixth ISCAWorkshop on Speech Synthesis!
This series of workshops has now been held over the past 17
years. It startedwith theworkshop inAutrans, France (1990),
followed by the ones at Mohonk, NY, USA (1994), Jenolan
Caves, Australia (1998), Pitlochry, Scotland, UK (2001), and
Pittsburgh, PA, USA (2004).
Jonathan Allen once said: “Speech synthesis is not a big
problem, but a large collection of small detail problems”. It
is therefore not astonishing that many of the more recent de-
velopments in speech synthesis, such as nonuniform unit
selection, trainable systems, or articulatory synthesis, are
based on long-standing ideas and concepts.
The quality of spoken output again has substantially im-
proved over the last years, yet it still has its limitations with
respect to naturalness and even with respect to intelligibility
and comprehensibility. In 2005, the Blizzard Challenge was
started to establish a common platform for comparing and
evaluating corpus-based synthesis systems.Wewill hearmore
about its outcome at the workshop.
The last years have also seen a rising interest in paramet-
ric methods, in particular in connection with trainable sys-
tems, such as hidden Markov models. They are extremely
flexible with respect to voice variation; they need little train-
ing data to adapt to a new speaker or a different voice quality,
and are thus good research tools in voice conversion or ex-
pressive speech synthesis. So these systems provide the flexi-
bility that is missing in methods directly based on natural
speech signals. Another principle to bementioned is articula-
tory synthesis whose quality has also been greatly improved.
Letme also welcome you to theUniversity of Bonnwhich
will celebrate its 200th birthday 11 years fromnow.Withmore
than 25000 students and 7 faculties it is one ofGermany’sma-
jor universities. It covers a wide range of areas from the hu-
manities to natural and life sciences, from law to medicine,
fromeconomy to agriculture, frommathematics and comput-
er science to language, speech, literature, and culture.
Again, a warm welcome to SSW6, and enjoy your stay at this
workshop and at the University of Bonn!
On behalf of the Organizing Committee,
Wolfgang Hess
Chairman, SSW6
Welcome Address by the President of SynSIG, Prof. Thierry Dutoit, Mons, Belgium
At an international conference on speech processing, a
speech scientist once held up a tube of toothpaste (whose
brandwas ”Signal”) and, squeezing it in front of the audience,
coined the phrase ”This is speech synthesis; speech recogni-
tion is the art of pushing the toothpaste back into the tube.”
One could turn this very simplistic view the other way
round: users are generally muchmore tolerant of speech rec-
ognition errors than they are willing to listen to unnatural
speech. There ismagic in a speech recognizer that transcribes
continuous radio speech into text with a word accuracy as low
as 50%; in contrast, even a perfectly intelligible speech syn-
thesizer is only moderately tolerated by users if it delivers
nothing more than ”robot voices”. Delivering both intelligi-
bility and naturalness has been the holy grail of speech syn-
thesis research for the past 30 years.More recently, expressiv-
ity has been added as an objective of speech synthesis.
Add to this the engineering costs (computational cost,
memory cost, design cost for making another synthetic voice
or another language) which have to be taken into account,
and you’ll start to have an idea of the challenges underlying
text-to-speech synthesis.
The ISCA Special Interest Group on Speech Synthesis
(or SynSIG)was created in 1998 to help face these challenges
with the best chances of success. It promotes activities related
to advancing the science of speech synthesis, including: white
papers, surveys, special issues in international journals, the
development of a speech synthesis portal (http://www.syn-
sig.org), promotion of the annual Blizzard Challenge speech
synthesis evaluations, and ... Speech Synthesis Workshops
(SSWs), now held every three years. SSWs are a unique occa-
sion for meeting each other. They contribute to establishing
a feeling that we are all participating in a joint effort towards
intelligible, natural, and expressive synthetic speech.
If you are not amember of SynSIG yet, visit our web page
and join our (moderated, low traffic) mailing list!
Enjoy SSW6!
On behalf on the SynSIG board,
Thierry Dutoit, President
Welcome Address by the President of ISCA, Prof. Julia B. Hirschberg, New York, NY, USA
As president of ISCA (and one of the organizers of the Sec-
ond ESCA/IEEE Workshop on Speech Synthesis held in
1994) I warmly welcome you the sixth workshop in one of
ISCA’s most successful and enduring workshop series. Since
the first ESCA Workshop on Speech Synthesis held in Au-
trans in 1990 and organized by Christian Benoît and Gérard
Bailly, thesemeetings have played an invaluable role in keep-
ing themembers of the Speech Synthesis community in touch
with one another and in encouraging innovation in both sci-
ence and technology. On behalf of the ISCA Board, I thank
Wolfgang Hess, Workshop Chair, and the members of his
team at the Institute of Communication Sciences (IfK) in the
University of Bonn, and also the ISCA Special Interest
Group on Speech Synthesis (SynSIG) for organizing this
workshop. I have no doubt that it will be a tremendous suc-
cess.
Julia Hirschberg
President,
International Speech Communication Association (ISCA)
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Abstracts
Keynote Session 1
Wednesday, August 22, 10:10-11:00
Perspectives for Articulatory Speech Synthesis
Bernd J. Kröger
Department of Phoniatrics, Pedaudiology, and Communication
Disorders, Medical Faculty of Aachen University, Aachen,
Germany
Articulatory speech synthesis currently has two perspectives.
(i) Technical perspective: Due to progress in common com-
puter hardware (general increase in computation rate) and
software (usability of compilers and simulation software) it is
now possible to develop comprehensive phonetic models of
speech production reaching nearly real-time for the calcula-
tion of acoustic speech signals. Furthermore the phonetic
knowledge increased to a degree that these production mod-
els noware capable of accomplishing a goodup to high acous-
tic quality. Limitations aremainly the controlmodules. In this
paper we argue for a self-learning input dependent gestural
controlmodel for articulatory speech synthesis. (ii) Theoreti-
cal perspective: A comprehensive articulatory speech synthe-
sis system capable of producing high quality acoustic output
necessarily incorporates a lot of knowledge on all phonetic
aspects of speech production: articulatory sound targets, typ-
ical articulatory movement strategies for realizing sounds or
syllables (e.g. coarticulation), a general concept for temporal
coordination of speech relevant articulatory movements (i.e.
speech gestures) etc. In this paper an example for such a sys-
tem will be given and a suggestion for the still open question
on strategies for control concepts for high-quality articulato-
ry speech synthesis will be proposed.
Pages: 391-391
Session: Various Topics
Wednesday, August 22, 11:00-12:40
Learning Optimal Audiovisual Phasing for an
HMM-based Control Model for Facial
Animation
Oxana Govokhina (1,2), Gérard Bailly (1),
Gaspard Breton (2)
(1) GIPSA-Lab Dept. Speech & Cognition, CNRS/INPG/UJF &
Univ. Stendhal, Grenoble, France
(2) France Telecom R&D, Cesson-Sévigné, France
We propose here an HMM-based trajectory formation sys-
tem that predicts articulatory trajectories of a talking face
fromphonetic input. In order to add flexibility to theacoustic/
gestural alignment and take into account anticipatory ges-
tures, a phasing model has been developed that predicts the
delays between the acoustic boundaries of allophones to be
synthesized and the gestural boundaries of HMM triphones.
The HMM triphones and the phasing model are trained si-
multaneously using an iterative analysis-synthesis loop. Con-
vergence is obtained within a few iterations. We demonstrate
here that the phasing model improves significantly the pre-
diction error and captures subtle context-dependent antici-
patory phenomena.
Pages: 1-4
Control Concepts for Articulatory Speech
Synthesis
Peter Birkholz (1), Ingmar Steiner (2),
Stefan Breuer (3)
(1) Institute for Computer Science, University of Rostock,
Germany
(2) Department of Computational Linguistics and Phonetics,
Saarland University, Germany
(3)Institute of Communication Sciences (IfK), University of Bonn,
Germany
Wepresent two concepts for the generation of gestural scores
to control an articulatory speech synthesizer. Gestural scores
are the common input to the synthesizer and constitute an or-
ganized pattern of articulatory gestures. The first concept
generates the gestures for an utterance using the phonetic
transcriptions, phone durations, and intonation commands
predicted by the Bonn Open Synthesis System (BOSS) from
an arbitrary input text. This concept extends the synthesizer
to a text-to-speech synthesis system. The idea of the second
concept is to use timing information extracted from Electro-
magnetic Articulography signals to generate the articulatory
gestures. Therefore, it is a concept for the re-synthesis of nat-
ural utterances. Finally, application prospects for the pre-
sented synthesizer are discussed.
Pages: 5-10
Spectral Control in Concatenative Speech
Synthesis
Alexander B. Kain, Qi Miao, Jan P. H. van Santen
Center for Spoken Language Understanding (CSLU), OGI School
of Science & Engineering, Oregon Health & Science University
(OHSU), Beaverton, OR, USA
We report on research in which we increased the degree of
spectral control in concatenative synthesis by controlling the
formant frequencies of the synthetic speech, as well as the en-
ergies in four spectral bands. In addition, we eliminated
”points” of concatenation in favor of ”regions” of concatena-
tion, by cross-fadingbetween the endand thebeginningof two
speech segments that are part of a concatenation operation.
We hypothesized that these approaches would decrease the
frequency and severity of audible discontinuities in the syn-
thetic speech and thus also increase the perceived quality of
the speech. A listening test determined that stimuli created
with the proposedmethods resulted in significantly increased
quality.
Pages: 11-16
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Feature Transformation Applied to the
Detection of Discontinuities in Concatenated
Speech
Barry Kirkpatrick, Darragh O’Brien, Ronán Scaife
Speech Group, Research Institute for Networks and
Communications Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and
Computing, Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland
The quality of concatenated speech depends on the degree of
mismatch between successive units. Defining a perceptually
salient join cost to represent the degree of mismatch has pro-
ven to be a difficult task. Such a join cost is critical in unit
selection synthesis to ensure that the optimum sequence of
speech units is selected from the units available in the speech
inventory. In this study the problem of defining a join cost is
extended to include a feature transformation stage. Two fea-
ture transformations are considered, principal component
analysis and a neural networkbased approach. Each trans-
formation was investigated for its ability to improve the
detection of discontinuities in concatenated speech for a giv-
en feature set. The results indicate that a feature transforma-
tion combining principal component analysis as a preproces-
sing stage to a neural network-based transformation can in-
crease the rate of detectionof discontinuities. The neural net-
work was trained using perceptual data obtained from a sub-
jective listening test indicating if a join is continuous or dis-
continuous. The highest scoringmeasure based on this strate-
gy provided a correlation with perceptual results of 0.8859
compared with a value of 0.7576 over the baseline MFCC
measure on the same test data set.
Pages: 17-21
Session: Expressive Speech Synthesis
Wednesday, August 22, 14:00-16:05
Towards Conversational Speech Synthesis:
Lessons Learned from the Expressive Speech
Processing Project
Nick Campbell
NiCT/ATR-SLC, National Institute of Information and
Comunications Technology & ATR Spoken Language
Communication Research Labs, Keihanna Science City, Kyoto,
Japan
This paper discusses some ideas for the requirements and
methods of conversational speech synthesis, based on exper-
ience gained from the collection and analysis of a very large
corpus of conversational speech in a variety of real-life every-
day contexts. It shows that because variation in voice quality
plays a significant part in the transmission of interpersonal
and affect-related social information, this feature should be
given priority in future speech synthesis research. Several
solutions to this problem are proposed.
Pages: 22-27
Communicative Speech Synthesis with
XIMERA: A First Step
Shinsuke Sakai (1,2), Jinfu Ni (1,2),
Ranniery Maia (1,2), Keiichi Tokuda (1,3),
Minoru Tsuzaki (1,4), Tomoki Toda (1,5),
Hisashi Kawai (2,6), Satoshi Nakamura (1,2)
(1) National Inst. of Inform. and Comm. Tech. (NiCT), Japan
(2) ATR Spoken Language Comm. Labs, Japan
(3) Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan
(4) Kyoto City University of Arts, Japan
(5) Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Japan
(6) KDDI Research and Development Labs, Japan
This paper presents a corpus-based approach to communica-
tive speech synthesis. We chose ”good news” style and ”bad
news” style for our initial attempt to synthesize speech that
has appropriate expressiveness desired in human-human or
human-machine dialog. We utilized 10-hour ”neutral” style
speech corpus as well as smaller corpora with good news and
bad news styles, each consisting of two to three hours of
speech from the same speaker.We trained targetHMMmod-
els with each style and synthesized speechwith unit databases
containing speech with the relevant style as well as neutral
speech. From the listening tests, we found out that intended
communicative styles were comprehended by listeners and
that considerably high mean opinion score on naturalness
was achieved with rather small, style-specific corpora.
Pages: 28-33
Automatic Exploration of Corpus-Specific
Properties for Expressive Text-to-Speech: A
Case Study in Emphasis
Raul Fernandez, Bhuvana Ramabhadran
IBM TJ Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598,
USA
In this paper we explore an approach to expressive text-tos-
peech synthesis in which pre-existing expression-specific cor-
pora are complemented with automatically generated labels
to augment the search space of units the engine can exploit to
increase its expressiveness. We motivate this data-discovery
approach as an alternative to an approach guided by data
collection, in order to harness the full usefulness of the ex-
pressiveness already contained in a synthesis corpus.We illus-
trate the approach with a case study that uses emphasis as its
intended expression, describe algorithms for the automatic
discovery of such instances in the database and how to make
use of them during synthesis, and, finally, evaluate the bene-
fits of the proposal to demonstrate the feasibility of the ap-
proach.
Pages: 34-39
Modeling and Perceiving of (Un-)Certainty in
Articulatory Speech Synthesis
Charlotte Wollermann (1), Eva Lasarcyk (2)
(1) Institute of Communication Sciences, University of Bonn,
Germany
(2) Institute of Phonetics, Saarland University, Germany
This paper deals with the role of paralinguistic expression in
articulatory speech synthesis. We describe two experiments
which investigate the perception of certain vs. uncertain ut-
terances producrd by articulatory speech synthesis, using the
system developed in [1].
Experiment 1 tests to what extent subjects are able to
identify certainty and uncertainty as intended paralinguistic
expressions in the acoustical signal by the varying acoustic
cues intonation and delay. Further on, we investigate if
(un)certainty influences the intelligibility of the synthetic ut-
terances.Results show that theutterances are identified as in-
tended with respect to (un)certainty. Regarding intelligibil-
ity, hardly any influence is measurable.
Experiment 2 looks more in detail into the perception of
uncertainty by using several levels. Therefore, not only in-
tonation and delay are varied as acoustical cues but also fill-
ers. Results show that our intended different levels of uncer-
tainty indeed evoked different degrees of perceived uncer-
tainty.
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Reference. [1] Birkholz, P. (2005). 3-D Artikulatorische
Sprachsynthese (Logos, Berlin)
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Perceptual Annotation of Expressive Speech
Lijuan Wang (1), Min Chu (1), Yaya Peng (2),
Yong Zhao (1), Frank K. Soong (1)
(1) Microsoft Research Asia, Beijing, China
(2) Department of Linguistics & Modern Languages, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong, China
A six-dimensioned label set for annotating expressiveness of
speech samples is proposed. Unlike conventional emotional
annotation labels that require annotators to make rather dif-
ficult judgments on speakers’ emotional (high-level) status,
the new annotation set of six low-level labels, i.e., ”pitch”,
”vocal effort”, ”voice age”, ”loudness”, ”speaking rate”, and
”speaking manner” can be more easily labeled by non-ex-
perts. 800 expressive utterances were annotated by four an-
notators with the proposed labels. The labeling also shows a
good consistency (71%) among the annotators. The pro-
posed six labels capture the different styles (expressiveness)
well in the audio-book. The difference between styles, mea-
sured by the intensity of styles along the six labels, is highly
correlated (0.85) with the perceptual distance obtained from
a subjective AB test. A compact classification and regression
tree (CART) is built to automatically group sentences of simi-
lar expressiveness into several ”pure” speaking styles. The in-
terpretation of each speaking style can be explicitly under-
stood from the CART structure.
Pages: 46-51
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Joint Analysis of Speech Frames for Synthesis
Based on Lossy Tube Models
Karl Schnell, Arild Lacroix
Institute of Applied Physics, Goethe-University Frankfurt,
Germany
This paper discusses a model-based synthesis approach fo-
cused on the estimation ofmodel parameters. For the treated
approach, tube models are used for analysis and synthesis of
speech units. In comparison to the standard lossless tube
model, an extended tube model is used which includes the
frequency dependent vocal tract losses. The parameters of
the tube models are estimated by minimizing the spectral er-
ror between the tube model and a speech segment. For the
analysis of speech units, the time evolution of the parameters
is taken into account. For that purpose, the speech segments
are analyzed jointly which ensures smooth parameter trajec-
tories. The investigations show that, especially for extended
tubemodels, the joint analysis of frames improves the quality
of the synthesized speech signals. Additionally, the differ-
ences of the results obtained by the standard and the ex-
tended tube model are discussed.
Pages: 52-57
Are Rule-based Syllabification Methods
Adequate for Languages with Low Syllabic
Complexity? The Case of Italian
Connie R. Adsett (1), Yannick Marchand (2)
(1) Institute for Biodiagnostics (Atlantic), National Research
Council Canada, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
(2) Faculty of Computer Science, Dalhousie University, Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada
Syllabification information is a valuable component in
speech synthesis systems. Linguistic rule-basedmethods have
been assumed to be the best technique for determining the
syllabification of unknown words. This has recently been
shown to be incorrect for the English language where data-
driven algorithms have been shown to outperform rule-based
methods. Itmay be possible, however, that data-drivenmeth-
ods are only better for languages with complex syllable struc-
tures. In this paper, three rule-based automatic syllabifica-
tion systems are compared and two data-driven (Syllabifica-
tion by Analogy and the Look-Up Procedure) on a language
with lower syllabic complexity - Italian.Using a leave-one-out
procedure on 44,720 words, the best data-driven algorithm
(Syllabification by Analogy) achieved 97.70% word accuracy
while the best rule-basedmethod correctly syllabified 89.77%
words. These results show that data-driven methods can also
outperform rule-based methods on Italian syllabification, in-
dicating that thesemaybe thebest approaches to the syllabifi-
cation component of speech synthesis systems.
Pages: 58-63
Spoken Language Conversion with Accent
Morphing
Mark Huckvale, Kayoko Yanagisawa
Department of Phonetics and Linguistics, University College
London, UK
Spoken language conversion is the challenge of using synthe-
sis systems to generate utterances in the voice of a speaker but
in a language unknown to the speaker. Previous approaches
have been based on voice conversion and voice adaptation
technologies applied to the output of a foreign language TTS
system. This inevitably reduces the quality and intelligibility
of the output, since the source speaker will not be a good
source of phonetic material in the new language. This article
contrasts previous work with a new approach that uses two
synthesis systems: one in the source speaker’s voice, one in
the voice of a native speaker of the target language. Audio
morphing technology is then exploited to correct the foreign
accent of the source speaker, while at the same time trying to
maintain his or her identity. In this paper we construct a spo-
ken language conversion system using accent morphing and
evaluate its performance in terms of intelligibility. Encourag-
ing results tell us more about the challenges of spoken lan-
guage conversion.
Pages: 64-70
Comparative Investigation of Peak Alignment in
Polish and German Unit Selection Corpora
Grazyna Demenko (1), Agnieszka Wagner (1),
Matthias Jilka (2), Bernd Möbius (3)
(1) Dept. of Linguistics, Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan,
Poland
(2) Dept. of English Linguistics, University of Stuttgart, Germany
(3) Institute of Natural Language Processing, University of
Stuttgart, Germany
This paper presents a comparative study on the temporal
alignment of pitch peaks of H*L accents in Polish and Ger-
man. Speech material used in the study came from the unit
selection synthesis corpora of the Polish voice module of the
BOSS system and the IMSGerman Festival TTS system. The
major factors investigated were concerned with the influence
of syllable structure on the one hand, as well as phrasal and
tonal environment on the other hand. For the analysis of Po-
lish falling accents, the effects of accent type, phrase type, and
word positionwere also taken into account.Results show that
in both languages, pitch peak placement is consistently af-
fected by onset and coda type and by the tonal context (H or
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L tonal target preceding or following). Also, the position of
the accent in the phrase is found to have a significant in-
fluence. Additionally, the results also reveal the difference
between the two Polish falling pitch accents (static and dy-
namic).
Pages: 71-76
Optimization of Polish Segmental Duration
Prediction with CART
Katarzyna Klessa (1), Marcin Szymanski (2),
Stefan Breuer (3), Grazyna Demenko (1)
(1) Institute of Linguistics, Dept. of Phonetics, Adam Mickiewicz
University, Poznan, Poland
(2) Poznan University of Technology, Poland
(3) Institute of Communication Sciences, University of Bonn,
Germany
This paper describes results of the investigation of Polish seg-
mental duration for the purpose of speech synthesis. The ex-
periment is a continuation of the previous work of the same
authors [1] aiming at improving the outcome of the duration
prediction mechanism to enhance the overall quality of syn-
thesized speech.
Reference. [1] Breuer, S., Francuzik, K., Demenko, G.,
Szymanski, M. (2006), Analysis of Polish Duration with
CART, Proceedings of Speech Prosody, Dresden
Pages: 77-80
Utilization of an HMM-Based Feature
Generation Module in 5-ms-Segment
Concatenative Speech Synthesis
Toshio Hirai (1) Junichi Yamagishi (2)
Seiichi Tenpaku (2)
(1) Arcadia, Inc., Osaka, Japan
(2) The Centre for Speech Technology Research, University of
Edinburgh, UK
If a concatenative speech synthesis system uses more short
speech segments, it increases the potential to generate natu-
ral speech because the concatenation variation becomes
greater. Recently, a synthesis approach was proposed in
which very short (5 ms) segments are used. In this paper, an
implementation of an HMM-based feature generation mod-
ule into a very short segment concatenative synthesis system
that has the advantage of modularity and a synthesis experi-
ment are described.
Pages: 81-84
Clustering Algorithm for F0 Curves Based on
Hidden Markov Models
Damien Lolive, Nelly Barbot, Olivier Boeffard
IRISA / University of Rennes 1 - ENSSAT, Lannion, France
This article describes a new unsupervised methodology to
learn F0 classes using HMM on a syllable basis. A F0 class is
represented by a HMMwith three emitting states. The unsu-
pervised clustering algorithm relies on an iterative gaussian
splitting and EM retraining process. First, a single class is
learnt on a training corpus (8000 syllables) and it is thendivid-
ed by perturbing gaussianmeans of successive levels. At each
step, themeanRMS error is evaluated on a validation corpus
(3000 syllables). The algorithm stops automatically when the
error becomes stable or increases. The syllabic structure of a
sentence is the reference level we have taken forF0modelling
even if the methodology can be applied to other structures.
Clustering quality is evaluated in terms of cross-validation us-
ing a mean of RMS errors between F0 contours on a test cor-
pus and the estimated HMM trajectories. The results show a
pretty good quality of the classes (mean RMS error around
4Hz).
Pages: 85-89
Building a Better Indian English Voice Using
”More Data”
Rohit Kumar, Rashmi Gangadharaiah, Sharath Rao,
Kishore Prahallad, Carolyn P. Rosé, Alan W. Black
Language Technologies Institute, Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA
We report our experiments towards improving an existing
publicly available Indian English voice using additional data.
The additional data was used to create new duration and pro-
nunciation models as well as to convert the existing voice to
create a more Indian sounding voice. Two experiments along
the above lines are reported. In the first experiment, we found
that changing the pronunciation models has the potential to
improve an existing Indian English voice. We conducted a
second experiment to validate this finding. The second exper-
iment shows the potential value in carefully investigating the
separate effects of the different components of a pronunci-
ation model in order to understand their unique contribu-
tions to improving an Indian English voice.
Pages: 90-94
Creating German Unit Selection Voices for the
MARY TTS Platform from the BITS Corpora
Marc Schröder, Anna Hunecke
DFKI GmbH, Saarbrücken, Germany
The present paper reports on the creation of German unit
selection voices from corpora which had been recorded and
annotated previously in the BITS project. We describe the
unit selection mechanism of our MARY TTS platform, as
well as the tools for creating a synthesis voice from a speech
corpus, and their application to the creation of German unit
selection voices from the BITS corpora. Because of reserva-
tions concerning the mismatch of phonetic chains predicted
by theGerman TTS components inMARYand themanually
corrected database labels, we compared voices based on the
manually corrected labels with voices based on automatic
forced alignment labelling. We compute the diphone cover-
age for both types of voices and show that it is a reasonable
approximation of the German diphone set. A preliminary
evaluation confirms the expectations: while themanually cor-
rected versions show a higher segmental accuracy, the auto-
matically labelled versions sound more fluent.
Pages: 95-100
Session: Voice Conversion
Thursday, August 23, 9:00-10:40
Regression Approaches to Voice Quality
Control Based on One-to-Many Eigenvoice
Conversion
Kumi Ohta, Yamato Ohtani, Tomoki Toda,
Hiroshi Saruwatari, Kiyohiro Shikano
Graduate School of Information Science, Nara Institute of Science
and Technology, Japan
This paper proposes techniques for flexibly controlling voice
quality of converted speech from a particular source speaker
based on one-to-many eigenvoice conversion (EVC). EVC
realizes a voice quality control based on the manipulation of
a small number of parameters, i.e., weights for eigenvectors,
of an eigenvoiceGaussianmixturemodel (EV-GMM), which
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is trainedwithmultiple parallel data sets consisting of a single
source speaker andmany pre-stored target speakers. Howev-
er, it is difficult to control intuitively the desired voice quality
with those parameters because each eigenvector doesn’t usu-
ally represent a specific physical meaning. In order to cope
with this problem, we propose regression approaches to the
EVC-based voice quality controller. The tractable voicequal-
ity control of the converted speech is achieved with a low-di-
mensional voice quality control vector capturing specific
voice characteristics. We conducted experimental verifica-
tions of each of the proposed approaches.
Pages: 101-106
An Evaluation of Many-to-One Voice
Conversion Algorithms with Pre-Stored Speaker
Data Sets
Daisuke Tani, Yamato Ohtani, Tomoki Toda,
Hiroshi Saruwatari, Kiyohiro Shikano
Graduate School of Information Science, Nara Institute of Science
and Technology, Japan
This paper describes an evaluation ofmany-to-one voice con-
version (VC) algorithms converting an arbitrary speaker’s
voice into a particular target speaker’s voice. These algo-
rithms effectively generate a conversion model for a new
source speaker using multiple parallel data sets of many pre-
stored source speakers and the single target speaker.We con-
ducted experimental evaluations for demonstrating the con-
version performance of each of the many-to-one VC algo-
rithms, including not only the conventional algorithms based
on a speaker independent GMM and on eigenvoice conver-
sion (EVC), but also new algorithms based on speaker selec-
tion and on EVC with speaker adaptive training (SAT). As a
result, it is shown that an adaptation process of the conver-
sion model improves significantly conversion performance,
and the algorithmbased on speaker selectionworks well even
when using a very limited amount of adaptation data.
Pages: 107-112
Towards an Improved Modeling of the Glottal
Source in Statistical Parametric Speech
Synthesis
Joao P. Cabral, Steve Renals, Korin Richmond,
Junichi Yamagishi
The Centre for Speech Technology Research, University of
Edinburgh, UK
This paper proposes the use of the Liljencrants-Fant model
(LFmodel) to represent the glottal source signal in HMM-
based speech synthesis systems. These systems generally use
a pulse train to model the periodicity of the excitation signal
of voiced speech. However, this model produces a strong and
uniform harmonic structure throughout the spectrum of the
excitation which makes the synthetic speech sound buzzy.
The use of a mixed band excitation and phase manipulation
reduces this effect but it can result in degradation of the
speech quality if the noise component is notweighted careful-
ly. In turn, theLFwaveformhas a decaying spectrumat higher
frequencies, which is more similar to the real glottal source
excitation signal.
We conducted a perceptual experiment to test the hypo-
thesis that the LF-model can perform aswell as or better than
the pulse train in a HMM-based speech synthesizer. In the
synthesis, we used themean values of theLF-parameters, cal-
culated by measurements of the recorded speech. The result
of this study is important not only regarding the improvement
in speechquality of these typeof systems, but also because the
LF-model can be used to model many characteristics of the
glottal source, such as voice quality, which are important for
voice transformation and generation of expressive speech.
Pages: 113-118
GMM-based Speech Transformation Systems
under Data Reduction
Larbi Mesbahi, Vincent Barreaud, Olivier Boeffard
IRISA / University of Rennes 1 - ENSSAT, Lannion, France
The purpose of this paper is to study the behavior of voice
conversion systems based on Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) when reducing the size of the training data corpus.
Our first objective is to locate the threshold of degradationon
the training corpus from which the error of conversion be-
comes too important. Secondly, we seek to observe the be-
havior of these conversion systems with regard to this thresh-
old, in order to establish a relation between the size of train-
ing data corpus and the complexity of each method of trans-
formation. We observed that the threshold is beyond 50 sen-
tences (ARCTIC corpus), whatever the conversion system.
For this corpus, the conversion error of the best approach in-
creases only by 1.77 % compared to the complete training
corpus which contains 210 utterances.
Pages: 119-124
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Improved Average-Voice-based Speech
Synthesis using Gender-Mixed Modeling and a
Parameter Generation Algorithm considering
GV
Junichi Yamagishi (1), Takao Kobayashi (2),
Steve Renals (1), Simon King (1), Heiga Zen (3),
Tomoki Toda (4), Keiichi Tokuda (3)
(1) University of Edinburgh, UK; (2) Tokyo Institute of
Technology, Japan; (3) Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan; (4)
Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Japan
For constructing a speech synthesis systemwhich can achieve
diverse voices, we have been developing a speaker indepen-
dent approach of HMM-based speech synthesis in which sta-
tistical average voice models are adapted to a target speaker
using a small amount of speech data. In this paper, we incor-
porate a high-quality speech vocoding method STRAIGHT
and a parameter generation algorithm with global variance
into the system for improvingquality of synthetic speech. Fur-
thermore, we introduce a feature-space speaker adaptive
training algorithm and a gender mixed modeling technique
for conducting further normalization of the average voice
model.We build anEnglish text-to-speech systemusing these
techniques and show the performance of the system.
Pages: 125-130
An Excitation Model for HMM-Based Speech
Synthesis Based on Residual Modeling
Ranniery Maia (1), Tomoki Toda (1,2),
Heiga Zen (3), Yoshihiko Nankaku (3),
Keiichi Tokuda (1,3)
(1) National Inst. of Inform. and Comm. Tech. (NiCT) / ATR
Spoken Language Comm. Labs, Japan
(2) Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Japan
(3) Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan
This paper describes a trainable excitation approach to elimi-
nate the unnaturalness of HMM-based speech synthesizers.
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During the waveform generation part, mixed excitation is
constructed by state-dependent filtering of pulse trains and
white noise sequences. In the training part, filters and pulse
trains are jointly optimized through a procedure which re-
sembles analysis-bysynthesis speech coding algorithms,
where likelihood maximization of residual signals (derived
from the same database which is used to train the HMM-
based synthesizer) is pursued. Preliminary results show that
the novel excitationmodel in question eliminates the unnatu-
ralness of synthesized speech, being comparable in quality to
the the best approaches thus far reported to eradicate the
buzziness of HMM-based synthesizers.
Pages: 131-136
An HMM-based Bilingual (Mandarin-English)
TTS
Hui Liang (1), Yao Qian (2) Frank K. Soong (2)
(1) School of Information Security Engineering, Shanghai Jiaotong
University, China
(2) Microsoft Research Asia, Beijing, China
We propose to build anHMM-based,Mandarin and English,
bilingual TTS system. Starting with a simple baseline of two
TTS systems built separately fromMandarin and English da-
tabases recorded by the same speaker, we construct a new,
mixed-language TTS by designing language specific and in-
dependent questions to facilitate phone sharing across the
two languages. With shared phones, the new system has a
smaller footprint than the baseline system. The synthesis
quality is either the same for non-mixed,Mandarin orEnglish
synthesis as the baseline or much better for mixed-language
synthesis. The higher quality of mixed-language synthesis is
confirmed by preference scores of 59.5% vs 40.5%, obtained
in a subjective listening test. A preliminaryMandarin synthe-
sis experiment was also performed by using themodel param-
eters in the leaf nodes of English decision tree where Kull-
back-Leibler divergence is used to establish the nearest
neighbor based mapping between leaf nodes in the decision
trees of the two languages. A subjective transcription test
shows a character accuracy of 93.9%.
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Data-Driven Approach to Rapid Prototyping
Xhosa Speech Synthesis
Justus C. Roux, Albert S. Visagie
Centre for Language and Speech Technology, Stellenbosch
University, South Africa
This paper presents work in progress towards building aXho-
sa speech synthesizer. HTS is being used for this purpose due
to certain desirable properties. As a minority language, lin-
guistic resources forXhosa are limited despite a variety of im-
pressionistic phonetic studies, prompting a minimalist ap-
proach and a preference for data-driven methods. Xhosa is
an agglutinative language, and is also held to be a tonal lan-
guage, which therefore requires morphological analysis and
tonal information in order to generate intelligible speech. By
taking into account more recent findings on the nature of
Xhosa prosody, it appears that aminimalist approach that ex-
cludes tone information is possible. We implement the sys-
temusingHTS. Such adata-drivenTTS system is a useful tool
to test various syntactic and other features in text that influ-
ence Xhosa prosody.
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Session: Tone and Tone Accent
Languages
Thursday, August 23, 14:00-15:40
CRF-based Statistical Learning of Japanese
Accent Sandhi for Developing Japanese
Text-to-Speech Synthesis Systems
Nobuaki Minematsu (1), Ryo Kuroiwa (2),
Keikichi Hirose (2) Michiko Watanabe (1)
(1) Graduate School of Frontier Sciences; (2) Graduate School of
Information Science and Technology; University of Tokyo, Japan
In Japanese, every contentword has its ownH/Lpitchpattern
when it is uttered isolatedly, called accent type. In a TTS sys-
tem, this lexical information is usually stored in a dictionary
and it is referred to for prosody generation.When converting
a written sentence to speech, however, this lexical H/L pat-
tern is often changed according to the context, known asword
accent sandhi. This accent change is troublesome for speech
synthesis researchers because it is difficult even for native
speakers to describe explicitly what kind of mechanism is
working for the change although young Japanese learn the
mechanism without trouble. For developing a good Japanese
TTS system, this implicit and phonological knowledge has to
be built in the system. In our previous study [1], we developed
a rule-based module for the accent sandhi but it is true that
it produced an unignorable number of errors. In this paper,
the development of a corpusbased module is described using
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) to predict the change.
Although the new module shows the better performance for
the prediction than the previous rulebased module, the new
module is tuned further by integrating the rule-based knowl-
edge acquired in the previous study.
Reference. [1] N. Minematsu, R. Kita, and K. Hirose
(2003), ”Automatic estimation of accentual attribute values
of words for accent sandhi rules of Japanese text-to-speech
conversion,” Trans. IEICE, vol. E86-D, no.3, pp.550-557
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Two-Step Generation of Mandarin F0 Contours
Based on Tone Nucleus and Superpositional
Models
Qinghua Sun (1), Keikichi Hirose (2), Nobuaki
Minematsu (3)
(1) Graduate School of Engineering; (2) Graduate School of
Information Science and Technology; (3) Graduate School of
Frontier Sciences; University of Tokyo, Japan
A 2-step scheme was developed in our method for synthesi-
zing sentence fundamental frequency (F0) contours of Man-
darin speech. The method is based on representing a senten-
ce logarithmic F0 contour as a superposition of tone compo-
nents on phrase components as in the case of generation pro-
cess model (F0 model). The tone components are realized by
concatenating tone nucleus F0 patterns generated by a cor-
pus-based method, while the phrase components are gener-
ated by rules under the F0 model framework. In the 2-step
scheme, the phrase components are first generated and their
information is added to the inputs for the prediction of tone
nucleus F0 patterns. Result of listening tests on synthetic
speech with the synthesized F0 contours verified the validity
of the developed scheme. For comparison, we also generated
F0 contours without decomposing them into tone and phrase
components asmost existingmethods did.Although from the
viewpoint of naturalness of synthetic speech, the result did
not show clear advantage of the proposed method, from the
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viewpoint of flexibility the advantage came clear: by manipu-
lating phrase components in the proposed method, a better
focus control was realized.
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Design of Tree-based Context Clustering for an
HMM-based Thai Speech Synthesis System
Suphattharachai Chomphan, Takao Kobayashi
Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Science and Engineering,
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Yokohama, Japan
This paper proposes an approach to improving the correct-
ness of tone of the synthesized speech which is generated by
an HMM-based Thai speech synthesis system. In the tree-
based context clustering process, tone groups and tone types
are used to design four different structures of decision tree in-
cluding a single binary tree structure, a simple tone-separated
tree structure, a constancy-based-tone-separated tree struc-
ture, and a trend-based-tone-separated tree structure. A sub-
jective evaluation of tone correctness is conducted by using
tone perception of eight Thai listeners. The simple tone-sep-
arated tree structure gives the highest level of tone correct-
ness, while the single binary tree structure gives the lowest
level of tone correctness. Moreover, the additional contextu-
al tone informationwhich is applied to all structuresof thede-
cision tree achieves a significant improvement of tone cor-
rectness. Finally, the evaluation of syllable duration distor-
tion among the four structures shows that the constancy-
based-toneseparated and the trend-based-tone-separated
tree structures can alleviate the distortions that appear when
using the simple tone-separated tree structure.
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Development of a BOSS Unit Selection Module
for Tone Languages
Arne Bachmann, Stefan Breuer
Institute of Communication Sciences (IfK), University of Bonn,
Germany
The Bonn Open Synthesis System (BOSS) is a toolkit for the
efficient development of speech synthesis applications. To fa-
cilitate adaptation to tone languages, we added support for
tone contour quantization and prediction. Now it is possible
to integrate syllable and word tone templates into the system
andpredict aswell as select themefficiently. The simplemod-
el presented here is trained automatically and works inde-
pendently of the morphophonemic rules specific to a certain
tone language. Its feasibility is exemplified for the African
language Ibibio.
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Unit-Selection Text-to-Speech Synthesis using
an Asynchronous Interpolation Model
Alexander B. Kain, Jan P. H. van Santen
Center for Spoken Language Understanding (CSLU), OGI School
of Science & Engineering at OHSU, Beaverton, OR, USA; and
BioSpeech, Inc., Lake Oswego, OR, USA
We describe the Asynchronous Interpolation Model, which
represents speech as a composition of several different types
of feature streams that are computed using asynchronous in-
terpolation of neighboring basis vectors, according to trans-
ition weights. When applied to the acoustic inventory of a
concatenative Text-to-Speech synthesizer, the model elimi-
nates concatenation errors and affords opportunities for high
rates of compression and voice transformation. We propose
a particular instance of themodel that uses formant frequen-
cy values and formant-normalized complex spectra as two
types of streams, in conjunction with a unit-selection synthe-
sizer. During analysis, basis vectors and transition weights
were estimated automatically, using three different labeling
schemes and dynamic programming methods. An evaluation
of the intelligibility and quality of the synthesized speech
showed significant improvements over a standard, size-
matched compression scheme. The proposed method was
also able to convincingly transform speaker characteristics
through replacement of basis vectors.
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Modelling Voiceless Speech Segments by means
of an Additive Procedure based on the
Computation of Formant Sinusoids
Ingo Hertrich, Hermann Ackermann
Department of General Neurology, University of Tübingen,
Germany
A previously developed vowel synthesis algorithm imple-
ments formants as sinusoids, amplitude- and phase-modu-
lated by the fundamental frequency (Hertrich and Acker-
mann, 1999, Journal of the Acoustical Society of America,
106, 2988- 2990). The present study extends this approach to
the modelling of the acoustic characteristics of aperiodic
speech segments. To these ends, a voiceless signal component
is generated by adding at each sample point a random para-
meter onto the formants’ phase progression. Voiceless stop
consonants then can be modelled, e.g., by combining a rele-
ase burst, i.e., an interval in which the formant sinusoids
abruptly increase and gradually decrease in amplitude, with
formantshaped noise components, representing inter-articu-
lator frication, aspiration, and breathy vowel onset.
Pages: 178-181
Using Articulatory Position Data in Voice
Transformation
Arthur R. Toth, Alan W. Black
Language Technologies Institute, Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA
Articulatory position data is information about the location
of various articulators in the vocal tract. One form of it has
beenmade freely available in theMOCHAdatabase [1]. This
data is interesting in that it provides direct information on the
production of speech, but there is the question of whether it
actually provides information beyond what can be derived
from the audio signal, which is much easier to collect. Al-
though there has been some success in improving small-scale
speech recognition and in demonstrating mappings between
articulatory positions and spectral features of the audio sig-
nal, there are many problems to which this data has not been
applied. This work investigates the possibility of using articu-
latory position data to improve voice transformation, which
is the process of making speech from one person sound as if
it had been spoken by another. After further investigation, it
appears to be difficult to use articulatory position data to im-
prove voice transformation using state-of-the-art voice trans-
formation techniques as we only had a few positive results
across a range of experiments. To achieve these results, it was
necessary to modify our baseline voice transformation ap-
proach and/or consider features derived from the articulatory
positions.
Reference. [1]Wrench, A. (1999), ”TheMOCHA-TIMIT
articulatory database,” Queen Margaret University College,
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Edinburgh,
http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/artic/mocha.html
Pages: 182-187
Text Processing for Text-to-Speech Systems in
Indian Languages
Anand Arokia Raj (1), Tanuja Sarkar (1), Satish
Chandra Pammi (1), Santhosh Yuvaraj (1), Mohit
Bansal (2), Kishore Prahallad (1,3), Alan W. Black (3)
(1) International Institute of Information Technology, Hyderabad,
India
(2) Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India
(3) Language Technologies Institute, Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, USA
To build a natural sounding speech synthesis system, it is es-
sential that the text processing component produce an ap-
propriate sequence of phonemic units corresponding to an
arbitrary input text. In this paper we discuss our efforts in ad-
dressing the issues of Font-to-Akshara mapping, pronunci-
ation rules for Aksharas, text normalization in the context of
building text-to-speech systems in Indian languages.
Pages: 188-193
Flexible Harmonic/Stochastic Speech Synthesis
Daniel Erro, Asunción Moreno, Antonio Bonafonte
Department of Signal Theory and Communications, Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), Barcelona, Spain
In this paper, our flexible harmonic/stochastic waveformgen-
erator for a speech synthesis system is presented. The speech
is modeled as the superposition of two components: a har-
monic component and a stochastic or aperiodic component.
The purpose of this representation is to provide a framework
with maximum flexibility for all kind of speech transforma-
tions. In contrast to other similar systems found in the litera-
ture, likeHNM, our system can operate using constant frame
rate instead of a pitch-synchronous scheme. Thus, the analy-
sis process is simplified, while the phase coherence is guaran-
teed by the new prosodic modification and concatenation
procedures that have been designed for this scheme. As the
system was created for voice conversion applications, in this
work, as a previous step, we validate its performance in a
speech synthesis context by comparing it to the well-known
TD-PSOLA technique, using four different voices and differ-
ent synthesis database sizes. The opinions of the listeners in-
dicate that the methods and algorithms described are pre-
ferred rather than PSOLA, and thus are suitable for high-
quality speech synthesis and for further voice transforma-
tions.
Pages: 194-199
Prosody Modelling in Czech Text-to-Speech
Synthesis
Jan Romportl, Jirí Kala
Department of Cybernetics, University of West Bohemia, Pilsen,
Czech Republic
This paper describes data-driven modelling of all three basic
prosodic features - fundamental frequency, intensity and seg-
mental duration - in theCzech text-to-speech systemARTIC.
The fundamental frequency is generated by amodel based on
concatenation of automatically acquired intonational pat-
terns. Intensity of synthesised speech is modelled by experi-
mentally created ruleswhich are in conformitywith phonetics
studies. Phoneme duration modelling has not been previous-
ly solved in ARTIC and this paper presents the first solution
to this problem using a CART-based approach.
Pages: 200-205
Measuring Attribute Dissimilarity with HMM
KL-Divergence for Speech Synthesis
Yong Zhao (1), Chengsuo Zhang (2), Frank K. Soong
(1), Min Chu (1), Xi Xiao (2)
(1) Speech Group, Microsoft Research Asia, China
(2) Department of Electronic Engineering, Tsinghua University,
China
This paper proposes to useKLDbetween context-dependent
HMMs as target cost in unit selection TTS systems. We train
context-dependent HMMs to characterize the contextual at-
tributes of units, and calculate Kullback-Leibler Divergence
(KLD) between the corresponding models. We demonstrate
that theKLDmeasure provides a statisticallymeaningful way
to analyze the underlining relations among elements of at-
tributes. With the aid of multidimensional scaling, a set of at-
tributes, including phonetic, prosodic and numerical con-
texts, are examined by graphically representing elements of
the attribute as points on a low-dimensional space, where the
distances among points agree with the KLDs among the ele-
ments. The KLD between multi-space probability distribu-
tion HMMs is derived. A perceptual experiment shows that
the TTT system defined with the KLD-based target cost
sounds slightly better than one with the manually-tuned.
Pages: 206-210
Lagrangian Relaxation for Optimal Corpus
Design
Jonathan Chevelu, Nelly Barbot, Olivier Boeffard,
Arnaud Delhay
IRISA / University of Rennes 1 - ENSSAT, Lannion, France
This article is interested in the problem of the linguistic con-
tent of a speech corpus.Depending on the target task (speech
recognition, speech synthesis, etc) we try to control the
phonological and linguistic content of the corpus by collect-
ing an optimal set of sentences whichmake it possible to cov-
er a preset description of phonological attributes (prosodic
tags, allophones, syllables, etc) under the constraint of amini-
mal overall duration. This goal is classically achieved by
greedy algorithms which however do not guarantee the op-
timality of the desired cover. We propose to call upon the
principle of lagrangian relaxation where a set covering prob-
lem is solved by iterating between a primal and a dual spaces.
We propose to evaluate our proposedmethodology against a
standard greedy algorithm in order to estimate an optimal
phone and diphone covering in French. Our results show that
our algorithm based on a lagrangian relaxation principle
gives a 10% better solution than a standard greedy algorithm
and especially enables to locate the absolute quality of the
proposed solution by giving a lower bound to the set covering
problem. According to our experiments, our best solution is
only 0.8% far from the lower boundof thephone anddiphone
covering problem.
Pages: 211-216
Approaches for Adaptive Database Reduction
for Text-to-Speech Synthesis
Aleksandra Krul (1), Géraldine Damnati (1),
François Yvon (2), Cédric Boidin (1), Thierry
Moudenc (1)
(1) France Télécom R&D Division, TECH/SSTP, Lannion, France
(2) GET/ENST and CNRS/LTCI, Paris, France
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This paper raises the issue of speech database reduction
adapted to a specific domain for Text-To-Speech (TTS) syn-
thesis application. We evaluate several methods: a database
pruning technique based on the statistical behaviour of the
unit selection algorithm and a novel method based on the
Kullback- Leibler divergence. The aim of the formermethod
is to eliminate the least selected units during the synthesis of
a domain specific training corpus. The aim of the latter ap-
proach is to build a reduced database whose unit distribution
approximates a given target distribution.We compare the re-
duced databases. Finally we evaluate thesemethods on sever-
al objective measures given by the unit selection algorithm.
Pages: 217-222
Statistical Analysis of Filled Pauses’ Rhythm for
Disfluent Speech Synthesis
Jordi Adell (1), Antonio Bonafonte (1), David
Escudero (2)
(1) Dpt. of Signal Theory and Comunications, Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya, Spain
(2) Dpt. Computer Science, Universidad de Valladolid, Spain
Given that state of the art speech synthesis systems have al-
ready reached a high naturalness level, it is time to move to
talking speech from the actual read speech framework. For
this purpose it is thus necessary to investigate how disfluen-
cies can be included in speech synthesis and even increase its
naturalness. This paper builds on a previously presented
work and focuses on finding a local model of filled pauses
rhythm. A statistical study of rhythm effects around filled
pauses is presented and based on the correlation between
rhythm variables, a regression model is proposed to predict
filled pauses duration and prepausal lengthening.
Pages: 223-227
Quantitative Analysis of F0 Contours of
Emotional Speech of Mandarin
Wentao Gu, Tan Lee
Department of Electronic Engineering, the Chinese University of
Hong Kong, China
The F0 characteristics ofMandarin speech in four basic emo-
tions (anger, fear, joy, and sadness) as well as in neutral read-
ing are compared quantitatively. Two approaches are
employed: analysis of surface features from time-normalized
F0 contours, and analysis-by-synthesis of time-intact F0 con-
tours based on the command-response model, which turns
out to be also applicable to emotional speech. For surface F0
features, the height and range of F0, the local tonal variation,
and the sentential F0 declination are all investigated. Inmod-
el-based analysis, the parameters for both phrase and tone
commands are compared systematically. The study shows
that those surface F0 phenomena can be explained better by
themodel-based approach, which can later be used inF0 gen-
eration for emotional speech synthesis.
Pages: 228-233
Session: Prosody Modelling
Thursday, August 23, 16:50-18:30
Maximum-Likelihood Dynamic Intonation
Model for Concatenative Text-to-Speech System
Slava Shechtman
IBM Research Laboratory, Haifa, Israel
In this work we present a Maximum Likelihood (ML) joint
pitch curve modeling, inspired by HMM TTS synthesis con-
cept. This model provides an optimal solution for the coarse
target intonation curve (3 points per syllable) and incorpo-
rates both static anddynamic pitch values for better utterance
intonationmodeling. The coarse intonation curvemay be op-
tionally combined with the original pitch extracted from the
concatenated units, by a technique namedmicroprosody pres-
ervation, which is also described. The latter is intended for re-
ducing pitchmodification ratio and improving soundnatural-
ness for large-scale concatenative TTS systems. The pro-
posed model was successfully applied on IBM’s trainable
concatenative TTS system improving the subjective intona-
tion quality.
Pages: 234-239
Data-Driven Extraction of Intonation Contour
Classes
Uwe D. Reichel
Institute of Phonetics and Speech Processing, University of
Munich, Germany
In this paper we introduce the first steps towards a new data-
driven method for extraction of intonation events that does
not require any prerequisite prosodic labelling. Provided
with data segmented on the syllable constituent level it de-
rives local and global contour classes by stylisation and subse-
quent clustering of the stylisation parameter vectors. Local
contour classes correspond to pitchmovements connected to
one or several syllables and determine the local F0 shape.
Global classes are connected to intonationphrases anddeter-
mine theF0 register. Local classes initially are derived for syl-
labic segments, which are then concatenated incrementally
by means of statistical language modelling of co-occurrence
patterns.
Due to its generality the method is in principle language
independent and potentially capable to deal also with other
aspects of prosody than intonation.
Pages: 240-245
Word Accentuation Prediction using a Neural
Net Classifier
Taniya Mishra, Emily Tucker Prud’hommeaux, Jan P.
H. van Santen
Center for Spoken Language Understanding, OGI School of
Science & Engineering at OHSU, Beaverton, OR, USA
Automatic prediction of pitch accent assignment is an impor-
tant but challenging task in text-to-speech synthesis (TTS).
Early work in accent prediction relied on simple word-class
distinctions, but recently more sophisticated inductive learn-
ing models using multiple features have been applied to the
problem. For our neural network accent classifier, we devel-
oped a corpus that was labeled according to judgments of ac-
cent assignment appropriateness in synthesized speech rath-
er than the usual ToBI annotation guidelines. Because the re-
sulting training set was imbalanced, the baseline neural net-
work we developed for this task had a very high accuracy rate
(84%) but performed only slightly better than chance accord-
ing to our ROC analysis. Balancing our training data using
downsizing, oversampling, and cost-based post-processing
yielded significant improvement in this informative measure.
We anticipate that balance adjustments and the inclusion of
more complex features will lead to further improvement.
Pages: 246-251
Issues of Optionality in Pitch Accent Placement
Leonardo Badino, Robert A. J. Clark
Centre for Speech Technology Research, University of Edinburgh,
Scotland, UK
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When comparing the prosodic realization of different En-
glish speakers reading the same text, a significant disagree-
ment is usually foundamongst thepitch accent patterns of the
speakers. Assuming that such disagreement is due to a partial
optionality of pitch accent placement, it has been recently
proposed to evaluate pitch accent predictors by comparing
them with multispeaker reference data. In this paper we face
the issue of pitch accent optionality at different levels. At first
we propose a simple mathematical definition of intra-speak-
er optionality which allows us to introduce a function for eval-
uating pitch accent predictors which we show being more ac-
curate and robust than those used in previous works. Subse-
quently we compare a pitch accent predictor trained on single
speaker data with a predictor trained on multi-speaker data
in order to point out the large overlapping between intra-
speaker and inter-speaker optionality. Finally, we show our
successful results in predicting intra-speaker optionality and
we suggest how this achievement could be exploited to im-
prove the performances of a unit selection text-to speech syn-
thesis (TTS) system.
Pages: 252-257
Session: Inventory Construction
Friday, August 24, 9:00-10:40
Single Speaker Segmentation and Inventory
Selection Using Dynamic Time Warping Self
Organization and Joint Multigram Mapping
Matthew P. Aylett, Simon King
Centre of Speech Technology Research, University of Edinburgh,
Edinburgh, UK
In speech synthesis the inventory of units is decided by in-
spection andon thebasis of phonological and phonetic exper-
tise. The ephone (or emergent phone) project at CSTR is in-
vestigating how self organisation techniques can be applied
to build an inventory based on collected acoustic data togeth-
er with the constraints of a synthesis lexicon. In this paper we
will describe a prototype inventory creationmethod using dy-
namic timewarping (DTW) for acoustic clustering and a joint
multigram approach for relating a series of symbols that re-
present the speech to these emerged units. We initially ex-
amined two symbol sets: 1) A baseline of standard phones 2)
Orthographic symbols. The success of the approach is evalu-
ated by comparing word boundaries generated by the emer-
gent phones against those created using state-of-the-art
HMM segmentation. Initial results suggest the DTW seg-
mentation can match word boundaries with a root mean
square error (RMSE) of 35ms. Results from mapping units
onto phones resulted in a higher RMSE of 103ms. This error
was increased when multiple multigram types were added
and when the default unit clustering was altered from 40 (our
baseline) to 10. Results for orthographic matching had a
higher RMSE of 125ms. To conclude we discuss future work
that we believe can reduce this error rate to a level sufficient
for the techniques to be applied to a unit selection synthesis
system.
Pages: 258-263
How (Not) to Select Your Voice Corpus:
Random Selection vs. Phonologically Balanced
Tanya Lambert, Norbert Braunschweiler, Sabine
Buchholz
Speech Technology Group, Cambridge Research Laboratory;
Toshiba Research Europe Ltd., Cambridge, UK
This paper compares the effect of two different voice corpus
selection methods on the overall quality of unit selection-
based text-to-speech (TTS) voices resulting from training on
these corpora. The first selection method aims to maximize
the coverage of stressed as well as unstressed diphones
(phonologically balanced:Phonbal) while the secondmethod
simply selects sentences at random (Random). We show that,
as expected, the Phonbal method results in better phonetic
and phonological coverage for the training as well as unseen
test sentences. However, we also provide evidence from an
objective evaluation and a subjective listening test that the
Random method results in an overall better voice quality
when only automatic corpus annotation tools (such as forced
alignment) are used, and potentially even with manual an-
notation. This result has general implications for the fast cre-
ation of TTS voices.
Pages: 264-269
Unit Selection Synthesis Using Long
Non-Uniform Units and Phonemic Identity
Matching
Lukas Latacz, Yuk On Kong, Werner Verhelst
Department of Electronics and Informatics (ETRO), Vrije
Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium
This paper investigates two ways of improving synthesis qual-
ity: tomaximise the length of selected units or to capitalise on
phonemic context. For the former, it compares a synthesiser
using a novel way of target specification and unit search with
a standard unit selection synthesiser. For the latter, weights
for phonemic context are set differently according to the dis-
tance of the phoneme concerned from the target diphone,
and according to the class (consonant/vowel) to which the
phoneme in question belongs. Both ways lead to improve-
ments, at least when the speech database is small in size.
Pages: 270-275
Evaluation of Various Unit Types in the Unit
Selection Approach for the Czech Language
using the Festival System
Martin Gruber, Daniel Tihelka, Jindrich Matousek
Department of Cybernetics, University of West Bohemia, Pilsen,
Czech Republic
The present paper focuses on the utilization of concatenative
speech synthesis, aiming to determine and compare the in-
fluence on the synthesized speech quality when various unit
types are used in theunit selection approach. There are sever-
al unit types which can be used for this purpose. This work
deals with those most widely used, i.e. halfphones, diphones,
phones, triphones and syllables. Speech was synthesized us-
ing these unit types and theoutcomewas listened to a by num-
ber of listeners, whose task was to evaluate the quality of syn-
thetic speech. The result of the listening test performed for
the Czech language is presented. However, it can be assumed
that the results would be probably equal for other languages
with similar structure, as we made no language-dependent
modification in the Festival system. No research of a similar
character has been conducted yet, so this unique evaluation
should suggest what unit types are appropriate for general
TTS systems.
Pages: 276-281
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Keynote Session 2
Friday, August 24, 11:00-11:50
The Blizzard Challenge: Evaluating
Corpus-based Speech Synthesis Techniques
Alan W. Black
Language Technologies Institute, Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA
The Blizzard Challenge was started in 2005 as a way to evalu-
ate different corpus speech synthesis techniques on a com-
mon data set. It has been noted that it is very hard to evaluate
different speech synthesis techniques when different size and
quality databases are used to build a voice. To remove the
variable of database size and speaker quality, we proposed a
common database that all participants would use. The Chal-
lenge itself is for participants to take the given database (or
databases) and build a voice using their voice building soft-
ware. After a short time, a set of test sentences are released
that are to be synthesized by each participants’ system. The
synthesized utterances are collected together and a web-
based listening test is set up. Two types of listening tests are
carriedout, a simpleMOSbased test, and a set of understand-
ability tests where the listener is asked to type in what they
hear.
Three sets of listeners are used: speech experts (provided
from the participants’ groups), volunteers (collect by web ad-
vertising), and paid undergraduate native speakers. Each
year the results have been presented at a workshop where
participants present descriptions of their systems, and final
results are given.
The challenge has brought together groups from acade-
mia and industry from around the world. Both established
groups, and new groups have been represented. The results
have been both interesting and unexpected.
But we see the Challenge as a long term evolving event.
Modifications in the basic structure are being considered ea-
ch year. For example: how to test if speaker identity is preser-
ved in voice conversion based systems; how canwe test multi-
sentence synthesis; what about multi-lingual databases; and
who is going to run it.
No individual results will be presented in this talk, but
overall trends will be given as well as discussion of future
directions for Blizzard.
Amore detailed description of themotivation and details
of the challenge is described in [1]. All the presentations in-
cluding anonymized results are also available on line at
http://festvox.org/blizzard/ .
Reference. [1] Black, A., and Tokuda, K., (2005) Blizzard
Challenge 2005: Evaluating corpus-based speech synthesis
on common datasets
Interspeech 2005, Lisbon, Portugal.
Pages: 392-392
Session: Applications
Friday, August 24, 11:50-12:40
Assessing the Adequate Treatment of Fast
Speech in Unit Selection Speech Synthesis
Systems for the Visually Impaired
Donata Moers, Petra Wagner, Stefan Breuer
Institut für Kommunikationswissenschaften, Abteilung Sprachliche
Kommunikation, Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität
Bonn, Germany
This paper describes work in progress concerning the ade-
quatemodeling of fast speech in unit selection speech synthe-
sis systems ? mostly having inmind blind and visually impair-
ed users. Initially, a survey of the main phonetic characteris-
tics of fast speechwill be given. From this, certain conclusions
concerning an adequatemodeling of fast speech in unit selec-
tion synthesis will be drawn. Subsequently, a questionnaire
assessing synthetic speech related preferences of visually im-
paired users will be presented. The last section deals with fu-
ture experiments aiming at a definition of criteria for the de-
velopment of synthesis corpora modeling fast speech within
the unit selection paradigm.
Pages: 282-287
Making Speech Synthesis More Accessible to
Older People
Maria Wolters (1), Pauline Campbell (2), Christine
DePlacido (2) Amy Liddell (2), David Owens (2)
(1) Centre for Speech Technology Research, University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK
(2) Audiology Division, Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh,
UK
In this paper, we report on an experiment that tested users’
ability to understand the content of spoken auditory remin-
ders. Users heard meeting reminders and medication re-
minders spoken in both a natural and a synthetic voice. Our
results show that older users can understand synthetic speech
as well as younger users provided that the prompt texts are
well-designed, using familiar words and contextual cues. As
soon as unfamiliar and complex words are introduced, users’
hearing affects how well they can understand the synthetic
voice, even if their hearing would pass common screening
tests for speech synthesis experiments. Although hearing
thresholds correlate best with users’ performance, central au-
ditory processing may also influence performance, especially
when complex errors are made.
Pages: 288-293
Session: Systems
Friday, August 24, 14:00-15:40
The HMM-based Speech Synthesis System
(HTS) Version 2.0
Heiga Zen (1), Takashi Nose (2), Junichi Yamagishi
(2,3), Shinji Sako (1,4) Takashi Masuko (2), Alan W.
Black (5), Keiichi Tokuda (1)
(1) Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan
(2) Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan
(3) University of Edinburgh, UK
(4) Tokyo University, Japan
(5) Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA
Astatistical parametric speech synthesis systembased onhid-
den Markov models (HMMs) has grown in popularity over
the last few years. This system simultaneously models spec-
trum, excitation, and duration of speech using context-de-
pendent HMMs and generates speech waveforms from the
HMMs themselves. Since December 2002, we have publicly
released an open-source software toolkit named HMM-
based speech synthesis system (HTS) to provide a research
and development platform for the speech synthesis commu-
nity. In December 2006, HTS version 2.0 was released. This
version includes a number of new features which are useful
for both speech synthesis researchers and developers. This
paper describesHTS version 2.0 in detail, as well as future re-
lease plans.
Pages: 294-299
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eCIRCUS: Building Voices for Autonomous
Speaking Agents
Christian Weiss (1), Luis C. Oliveira (1), Sergio Paulo
(1), Carlos Mendes (1) Luis Figueira (1) Marco Vala
(2), Pedro Sequeira (2), Ana Paiva (2), Thurid Vogt
(3), Elisabeth Andre (3)
(1) INESC-ID/IST, Spoken Language Systems Laboratory, Lisbon,
Portugal
(2) INESC-ID/IST, GAIPS, Lisbon, Portugal
(3) Institute of Computer Science, University of Augsburg,
Germany
This paper describes our work integrating automatic speech
generation into a virtual environment where autonomous
agents are enabled to interact by natural spoken language.
The application intents to address bullying problems for chil-
dren aged 9-12 in theUK andGermany by presenting impro-
vised dramas and by asking the user to act as an ”invisible
friend” of the victimised character. As we are addressing an
elementary school environment one specification of the re-
sulting voice was building agecorresponding young school
kids voices. The second specification addresses building a
low-resource speech generation system which is capable to
run on older school computers but is still fast enough in re-
sponse time to guaranty a fluent conversation between the
agents. Third requirement was integrating the speech-mod-
ulewith the agents.We focus on the speech generation system
itself, pointing out possible implementation issues in building
non-controlled speech interaction in virtual environments
Furthermore we describe the problems arising in building
unit-selection based child’s’ voice TTS and shows alternative
methods to child’s voice recording by deploying voice trans-
formation methods.
Pages: 300-303
Unit Selection Synthesis in the SmartWeb
Project
Martin Barbisch, Grzegorz Dogil, Bernd Möbius,
Bettina Säuberlich, Antje Schweitzer
Institute for Natural Language Processing, University of Stuttgart,
Germany
This paper describes three aspects of the unit selection syn-
thesis used in the SmartWeb dialog system. The synthesis
module has been implemented in the IMS German Festival
speech synthesis system. First, we compare a unit selection
strategy developed in the course of the project to a strategy
developed earlier. Second, we discuss our experiences with
F0 smoothing and amplitude modeling, which were both de-
vised to reduce audible discontinuities. However, the results
are inconclusive so far. Finally, we sketch a simple mecha-
nism that addresses the problem of language disambiguation
for proper names.
Pages: 304-309
Building a Finnish Unit Selection TTS system
Hanna Silen, Elina Helander Konsta Koppinen,
Moncef Gabbouj
Institute of Signal Processing, Tampere University of Technology,
Finland
Speech synthesis based on unit selection can produce farmo-
re natural speech than conventional diphone-basedmethods.
Unit selection based text-to-speech synthesizers have been
built for many different languages. In this paper, we describe
the development of TUTVOICE, the first Finnish unit selec-
tion synthesis engine for academic research. The system in-
cludes database construction, synthesis engine implementa-
tion and optimization for Finnish.
Pages: 310-315
Poster Session 3
Friday, August 24, 15:40-16:45
Evaluating Automatic Syllabification Algorithms
for English
Yannick Marchand (1,2), Connie R. Adsett (1,2),
Robert I. Damper (1,3)
(1) Institute for Biodiagnostics (Atlantic), National Research
Council Canada, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
(2) Faculty of Computer Science, Dalhousie University, Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada
(3) School of Electronics and Computer Science University of
Southampton, UK
Automatic syllabification of words is challenging, not least
because the syllable is difficult to define precisely. This task
is important for word modelling in the composition process
of concatenative synthesis as well as in automatic speech re-
cognition. There are two broad approaches to perform auto-
matic syllabification: rule-based and data-driven. The rule-
basedmethod effectively embodies some theoretical position
regarding the syllable, whereas the data-driven paradigm in-
fers ? new’ syllabifications from examples assumed to be cor-
rectly-syllabified already. This paper compares the perfor-
mance of the two basic approaches. However, it is difficult to
determine a correct syllabification in all cases and so to estab-
lish the quality of the ? gold standard’ corpus used either to
quantitatively evaluate the output of an automatic algorithm
or as the example-set on which data-drivenmethods crucially
depend.Thus, three lexical databases of pre-syllabifiedwords
were used. Two of these lexicons hold the same 18,016 words
with their corresponding syllabifications coming from inde-
pendent sources, whereas the third corresponds to the 13,594
words that share the same syllabifications according to these
two sources. Aswell as one rule-based approach (Fisher’s im-
plementation of Kahn’s syllabification theory), three data-
driven techniques are evaluated: a look-up procedure, an ex-
emplar-based generalization technique, and syllabification
by analogy (SbA). The results on the three databases show
consistent and robust patterns: the datadriven techniques
outperform the rule-based system in word and juncture accu-
racies by a very significant margin and best results are ob-
tained with SbA.
Pages: 316-321
Voice Building from Insufficient Data -
Classroom Experiences with Web-Based
Language Development Tools
John Kominek, Tanja Schultz, Alan W. Black
Language Technologies Institute, Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, USA
To make the goal of building voices in new languages easier
and more accessible to non-experts, the combined tasks of
phoneme set definition, text selection, prompt recording, lex-
icon building, and voice creation in Festival are now inte-
grated behind a web-based development environment. This
environment has been exercised in a semester-long laborato-
ry course taught at Carnegie Mellon University. Here we re-
port on the students’ efforts in building voices for the lan-
guages of Bulgarian, English, German, Hindi, Konkani,
Mandarin, andVietnamese. In some cases intelligible synthe-
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sizers were built from as little as ten minutes of recorded
speech.
Pages: 322-327
SVM Based Feature Extraction in Speech
Synthesis
Peter Cahill, Jan Macek, Julie Carson-Berndsen
School of Computer Science and Informatics, University College
Dublin, Ireland
Annotations of speech recordings are a fundamental part of
any unit selection speech synthesiser. However, obtaining
flawless annotations is an almost impossible task. Manual
techniques can achieve themost accurate annotations, pro-
vided that enough time is available to analyse every phone in-
dividually. Automatic annotation techniques are a lot faster
than manual, doing the task in a much more reasonable time
frame, but such annotations contain a considerable amount
of error. In this paper a technique is introduced that can quite
accurately ensure a degree of articulatory-acoustic similarity
between annotated units. The synthesiser will encourage the
useof units that have been identified to have appropriate arti-
culatory-acoustic parameters, but will not limit the domain of
the speech database. This helps to identify where joins can be
performed best and also identifies which annotations should
be avoided at the phone level.
Pages: 328-332
Spectral Conversion based on Statistical Models
Including Time-Sequence Matching
Yoshihiko Nankaku (1), Kenichi Nakamura (1),
Tomoki Toda (2), Keiichi Tokuda (1)
(1) Nagoya Institute of Technology, Gokiso-cho, Showa-ku,
Nagoya, Aichi, Japan;
(2) Nara Institute of Science and Technology, 8916-5 Takayama,
Ikoma, Nara, Japan
This paper proposes a spectral conversion technique based
on a new statistical model which includes time-sequence
matching. In conventional GMM-based approaches, the Dy-
namic Programming (DP) matching between source and tar-
get feature sequences is performed prior to the training of
GMMs. Although a similarity measure of two frames, e.g.,
the Euclid distance is typically adopted, this might be inap-
propriate for converting the spectral features. The likelihood
function of the proposedmodel can directly deal with two dif-
ferent length sequences, inwhich a framealignment of source
and target feature sequences is represented by discrete hid-
den variables. In the proposed algorithm, the maximum like-
lihood criterion is consistently applied to the training ofmod-
el parameters, sequence matching and spectral conversion.
In the subjective preference test, the proposed method is su-
perior than the conventional GMM-based method.
Pages: 333-338
Analysis of Affective Speech Recordings using
the Superpositional Intonation Model
Esther Klabbers, Taniya Mishra, Jan P. H. van Santen
Center for Spoken Language Understanding, OGI School of
Science & Engineering at OHSU, Beaverton, OR, USA
This paper presents an analysis of affective sentences spoken
by a single speaker. The corpus was analyzed in terms of dif-
ferent acoustic and prosodic features, including features der-
ived from the decomposition of pitch contours into phrase
and accent curves. It was found that sentences spoken with a
sad affect were most easily distinguishable from other affects
as theywere characterized by a lowerF0, lower phrase and ac-
cent curves, lower overall energy and a higher spectral tilt.
Fearful was also relatively easy to distinguish from angry and
happy as it exhibited flatter phrase curves and lower accent
curves. Angry and happy were more difficult to distinguish
fromeachother, but angrywas shown to exhibit a higher spec-
tral tilt and a lower speaking rate. The analysis results provide
informative clues for synthesizing affective speech using our
proposed recombinant synthesis method.
Pages: 339-344
Calliphony: A Real-Time Intonation Controller
for Expressive Speech Synthesis
Sylvain Le Beux, Albert Rilliard, Christophe
d’Alessandro
LIMSI-CNRS, Orsay, France
Intonation synthesis using a hand-controlled interface is a
new approach for effective synthesis of expressive prosody. A
system for prosodic real time modification is described. The
user is controlling prosody in real time by drawing contours
on a graphic tablet while listening to the modified speech.
This system, a pen controlled speech instrument, can be ap-
plied to text to speech synthesis along two lines. A first ap-
plication is synthetic speech post-processing. The synthetic
speech produced by a TTS system can be very effectively
tuned by hands for expressive synthesis. A second application
is database enrichment. Several prosodic styles can be ap-
plied to the sentences in the database without the need of re-
cording new sentences. These two applications are sketched
in the paper.
Pages: 345-350
Epoch Synchronous Non-Overlap-Add
(ESNOLA) Method-Based Concatenative
Speech Synthesis System for Bangla
Shyamal Kumar Das Mandal, Asoke Kumar Datta
Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (C-DAC),
Kolkata, India
In the last decade there has been a shift towards development
of speech synthesizer using concatenative synthesis techni-
que instead of parametric synthesis. There are a number of
different methodologies for concatenative synthesis like
TDPSOLA, PSOLA, and MBROLA. This paper, describes
a concatenative speech synthesis systembased onEpoch Syn-
chronous Non Over Lapp Add (ESNOLA) technique, for
standard colloquial Bengali, which uses the partnemes as the
smallest signal units for concatenation. The system provided
full control for prosody and intonation.
Pages: 351-355
Syllable-Based Thai Duration Model using
Multi-Level Linear Regression and Syllable
Accommodation
Chatchawarn Hansakunbuntheung (1),
Hiroaki Kato (2), Yoshinori Sagisaka (1)
(1) GITI/Language and Speech Science Research Laboratory,
Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan
(2) NICT/ATR Cognitive Information Science Labs, Kyoto, Japan
This paper proposes a syllable-basedThai durationmodel us-
ing multi-level linear regression and syllable accommoda-
tion. To build a timing model reflecting control characteris-
tics directly, we introduce two analysis results on hierarchical
control characteristics. First analysis result showed that syl-
lable is highly correlated to higher-phone-level timing con-
trols, while phone differences by themselves do not affect
higher control and contribute to local timing control only.
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Second one on the syllable accomodation showed that phone
duration highly depends on local phone factors. These analy-
sis results support a syllable-based hierarchical model pro-
posed in this paper. Duration prediction experiments of
5-fold cross validation showed 46.73 and 32.37ms inRMSer-
ror, and, 0.905 and 0.811 in correlation between measured
and predicted duration at syllable and phone levels, respec-
tively. The comparison of predicted precision showed that
the proposed syllable-based multi-level duration model bet-
ter performed than a conventional single-level phone dura-
tion model.
Pages: 356-361
Linguistic and Mixed Excitation Improvements
on a HMM-based speech synthesis for Castilian
Spanish
Xavier Gonzalvo, Joan Claudi Socoró, Ignasi Iriondo,
Carlos Monzo, Elisa Martínez
GPMM - Grup de Recerca en Processament Multimodal,
Enginyeria i Arquitectura La Salle. Universitat Ramon Llull,
Barcelona, Spain
Hidden Markov Models based text-to-speech (HMM-TTS)
synthesis is one of the techniques for generating speech from
trained statistical models where spectrum and prosody of ba-
sic speech units aremodelled altogether. This paper presents
the advances in our SpanishHMM-TTS and a perceptual test
is conducted to compare it with an extended PSOLA-based
concatenative (E-PSOLA) system. The improvements have
been performed on phonetic information and contextual fac-
tors according to the Castilian Spanish language and speech
generation using a mixed excitation (ME) technique. The re-
sults show the preference of the new HMM-TTS system in
front of the previous system and a betterMOS in comparison
with a real E-PSOLA in terms of acceptability, intelligibility
and stability.
Pages: 362-367
Inventory of Intonation Contours for
Text-to-Speech Synthesis
Tetyana Lyudovyk, Valentyna Robeiko
International Research/Training Center for Information
Technologies and Systems, Kyiv, Ukraine
This paper presents an intonation model which determines
intonation contours over intonation phrases. The model is
described by four elements: communicative type of an in-
tonationphrase; numberof accent groups in it; positionof the
nuclear accent group in it; and set of target intonation points.
Individualization of the model is based on semiautomatic
analysis of speaker database. Themodel was implemented in
unit selection TTS system for Ukrainian.
Pages: 368-373
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Analysis Methods for Assessing TTS
Intelligibility
H. Timothy Bunnell, Jason Lilley
Center for Pediatric Auditory and Speech Sciences, Nemours
Biomedical Research, USA & Department of Linguistics &
Cognitive Sciences, University of Delaware, USA
Semantically unpredictable (SU) sentences are often used to
assess intelligibility of TTS systems, but analyses of listener
responses to SU sentences can be a labor-intensive process.
In this paper we compare several approaches to the analysis
of data from an SUS task. Data from a study comparing five
TTS systems were analyzed in a variety of ways ranging from
string edit measures based on carefully hand-corrected
phonetically transcribed responses to largely uncorrected
words- or sentences-correct measures. Results suggest that a
simple sentences-correctmeasure is adequatewhen only ran-
k order information is of interest. However, the sentences-
correctmeasuremasks themagnitude of differences between
systems and should be avoided when it is important to gage
how large the difference in intelligibility is between systems.
In preparing response data for analysis, careful human inter-
pretationof listener response data can lead to higher intelligi-
bilitymeasures overall, but does not interact with TTS system
or other factors and consequently does not lead to different
conclusions when comparingmultiple TTS systems. This sug-
gests that largely automated scoring procedures are feasible.
Pages: 374-379
Understandable Production of Massive
Synthesis
Brian Langner, Alan W. Black
Language Technologies Institute, Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA
This paper explores massive synthesis, or synthesis of suffi-
ciently large amounts of content such that its evaluation is
challenging. We discuss various applications where massive
synthesis may apply, and their related issues. We also outline
factors related to those applications that affect the perceived
quality and intelligibility of the speech output, and discuss
modifications of those factors that can improve the under-
standability of the resulting synthetic speech. There is a dis-
cussion of the challenges of evaluating this work, and of the
different possible metrics that may be appropriate. Finally,
we show in a simple evaluation that our modifications im-
prove the perceived quality of the synthesis.
Pages: 380-384
The Online Evaluation of Speech Synthesis
using Eye Movements
Charlotte van Hooijdonk, Edwin Commandeur,
Reinier Cozijn, Emiel Krahmer, Erwin Marsi
Department of Communication & Information Sciences, Tilburg
University, The Netherlands
This paper describes an eye tracking experiment to study the
processing of diphone synthesis, unit selection synthesis, and
human speech taking segmental and suprasegmental speech
quality into account. The results showed that both factors in-
fluenced the processing of human and synthetic speech, and
confirmed that eye tracking is a promising albeit time con-
suming research method to evaluate synthetic speech.
Pages: 385-390
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Abstract 
We propose here an HMM-based trajectory formation system 
that predicts articulatory trajectories of a talking face from 
phonetic input. In order to add flexibility to the 
acoustic/gestural alignment and take into account anticipatory 
gestures, a phasing model has been developed that predicts the 
delays between the acoustic boundaries of allophones to be 
synthesized and the gestural boundaries of HMM triphones. 
The HMM triphones and the phasing model are trained 
simultaneously using an iterative analysis-synthesis loop. 
Convergence is obtained within a few iterations. We 
demonstrate here that the phasing model improves 
significantly the prediction error and captures subtle context-
dependent anticipatory phenomena. 
1. Introduction 
Embodied conversational agents – virtual characters as well as 
anthropoid robots – should be able to compute facial 
movements from symbolic input in order to engage in 
conversation with human partners. This symbolic input 
minimally consists in the phonetic string with phoneme 
durations. It can be enriched with more phonological 
information, facial expressions, or paralinguistic information 
that has an impact on speech articulation (mental or emotional 
state). A trajectory formation model has thus to be built that 
computes articulatory parameters from such a symbolic 
specification of the speech task. These articulatory parameters 
will then drive the plant (the shape and appearance models of 
a talking face or the control model of the robot). 
Human interlocutors are sensitive to discrepancies between the 
visible and audible consequences of articulation [1, 2] and 
have strong expectations on articulatory variability [3] 
resulting from the under-specification of articulatory targets 
and planning. The effective modeling of coarticulation in 
speech is therefore a challenging issue for trajectory formation 
systems. 
Audiovisual speech synthesizers should therefore cope not 
only with the modeling of adequate inter-articulatory 
coordination but also with the correct synchronization of 
audible and visible articulation [4]. Central to all speech 
synthesizers using rules, stored segments or trajectory 
formation models to generate speech from phonological input 
is the choice of speech landmarks. In most systems acoustic 
boundaries between phones are used as such landmarks for 
prosody characterization or generation. We question here the 
relevance of these landmarks for the generation of gestural 
scores. 
2. State-of the art 
Several strategies can be proposed to build audiovisual text-to-
speech synthesis [5]. The most straightforward solution simply 
consists in driving a trajectory formation model from the 
phoneme string and phoneme durations computed by an 
existing text-to-speech system. The trajectory formation 
model then uses acoustic phoneme boundaries to anchor the 
gestural score and the coarticulation model if necessary. 
Coarticulation is usually predicted using rules [6] or by 
exploiting an explicit coarticulation model [7, 8] that anchor 
the positions and spans of the phoneme-specific gestural 
targets. Interestingly, Kaburagi and Honda [9] have proposed 
to add dynamic features in the specification of gestural targets 
in order to cope with inter-gestural phasing relations. 
Data-driven trajectory formation systems have also been 
proposed to automatically capture regularities of the context-
dependent gestural realization of phoneme-sized segments 
[10]. Concatenative audiovisual speech synthesis encapsulates 
coarticulation effects by storing multimodal segments. The 
problem of possible asynchronies is thus pushed in the 
segmentation and smoothing of boundaries and eventually in 
the compression/expansion of segments if required. Although 
HMMs are intrinsically generation engines that are tuned to 
emit a set of training observations, they have been used only 
recently for speech synthesis and particularly as trajectory 
formation systems [11, 12]. HMMs can in fact capture inter-
gestural phasing relations thanks to the state-dependent static 
and dynamic probability density functions characterizing the 
sub-phonemic observations. Although HMM structures have 
been proposed [13] to take into account larger audiovisual 
asynchronies, the benefit for audiovisual recognition scores is 
highly discussed [14]. We should also mention a third 
possibility that consists in computing articulation directly 
from speech signals. Proposals range from frame-based linear 
[15] or nonlinear models to GMM-based or HMM-based 
mapping models that take as input a large speech window 
surrounding the current analysis frame [11]. The key problem 
is here to determine the span of coarticulation and hope that 
the mapping model will learn context-dependent phasing 
patterns from training data. 
We study here an HMM-based trajectory formation system 
and claim that audiovisual asynchrony has an impact on its 
performance. A phasing model has thus been developed that 
predicts the delays between the acoustic boundaries of 
allophones to be synthesized and the gestural boundaries of 
HMM triphones that are proposed by unconstrained HMM 
alignment. 
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Figure 1. Training consists in iteratively refining the context-
dependent phasing model and HMMs (plain lines and dark 
blocks). The phasing model computes the average delay 
between acoustic boundaries and HMM boundaries obtained 
by aligning current context-dependent HMMs with training 
utterances. Synthesis simply consists in forced alignment of 
selected HMMs with boundaries predicted by the phasing 
model (dotted lines and light blocks). 
 
Figure 2. 125 colored beads have been glued on the subject’s 
face along Langer’s lines so that to cue geometric 
deformations caused by main articulatory movements when 
speaking. 
3. Data and articulatory model 
In order to be able to compare up-to-date data-driven methods 
for audiovisual synthesis, a main corpus of 697 sentences 
pronounced by a female speaker was recorded. Using a greedy 
algorithm, the phonetic content of these sentences was 
designed in order to maximize statistical coverage of triphones 
(differentiated also with respect to syllabic and word 
boundaries). 
We used the motion capture technique developed at ICP [16, 
17] that consists in collecting precise 3D data on selected 
visemes. 3D movements of facial fleshpoints (see Figure 2) 
are acquired using photogrammetry and hand-fitted generic 
models. Visemes are selected by an analysis-by-synthesis 
technique [18] that combines robust automatic tracking with 
semi-automatic correction.  
Our shape models are built using a so-called guided Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) where a priori knowledge is 
introduced during the linear decomposition. We in fact 
compute and iteratively subtract predictors using carefully 
chosen data subsets [19]. For speech movements, this 
methodology enables us to extract six components directly 
related to jaw, proper lip movements and clear movements of 
the throat linked with underlying movements of the larynx and 
hyoid bone. The resulting articulatory model also includes 
components for head movements and basic facial expressions 
but only components related to speech articulation are 
considered here. 
We use here only the first 230 sentences for training and 10 
sentences for testing. The average modeling error for training 
frames is less than half a millimeter for beads located on the 
lower face. 
4. The trajectory formation system 
The principle of speech synthesis by HMM was first 
introduced by Donovan for acoustic speech synthesis [20]. 
This was extended to audiovisual speech by the HTS working 
group [21]. The HMM-trajectory synthesis technique 
comprises training and synthesis parts. 
4.1. Basic principles 
An HMM and a duration model for each state are first learned 
for each segment of the training set. The input data for the 
HMM training is a set of observation vectors. The observation 
vectors consist of static and dynamic parameters, i.e. the 
values of articulatory parameters and their temporal 
derivatives. The HMM parameter estimation is based on ML 
(Maximum-Likelihood) criterion [22]. The ML estimation is 
achieved using a particular EM (Expectation Maximization) 
algorithm known as the Baum-Welch recursion algorithm. 
Usually, for each phoneme in context, a 3-state left-to-right 
model with single Gaussian diagonal output distributions. The 
state durations of each HMM are usually modeled as single 
Gaussian distributions. A second training step may also be 
added to factor out similar output distributions among the 
entire set of states (state tying). 
The synthesis is performed as follows. The phonetic string to 
be synthesized is first chunked into segments and a sequence 
of HMM states is built by concatenating the corresponding 
segmental HMMs. State durations for the HMM sequence are 
determined so that the output probabilities of the state 
durations are maximized (thus usually by z-scoring) From the 
HMM sequence with the proper state durations assigned, a 
sequence of observation parameters is generated using a 
specific ML-based parameter generation algorithm [12]. 
4.2. Comments 
This trajectory formation system exploits the dynamic 
parameters both in training and synthesis: the generated 
trajectory reflects both the means and covariances of the 
output distributions of a number of frames before and after 
each of the frames. By this way, this algorithm may 
incorporate implicitly part of short-term coarticulation 
patterns and inter-articulatory asynchrony. Larger 
coarticulation effects can also be captured since triphones 
intrinsically depend on adjacent phonetic context. 
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Note however that these coarticulation effects are anchored to 
acoustic boundaries that are imposed as synchronization 
events between the duration model and the HMM sequence. 
Intuitively we can suppose that context-dependent HMM can 
easily cope with this constraint. We show here that adding a 
context-dependent phasing model helps the trajectory 
formation system to better adjust to observed trajectories. 
4.3. Adding and learning a phasing model 
We propose to add a phasing model to the standard HMM-
based trajectory formation system (see Figure 1) that consists 
in learning the time lag between acoustic and gestural units 
i.e. between acoustic boundaries delimiting allophones and 
gestural boundaries delimiting pieces of the articulatory score 
observed/generated by the context-dependent HMM 
sequence. 
We test here a very simple phasing model: a unique time lag 
is associated with each context-dependent HMM. This lag is 
computed as the mean delay between acoustic boundaries and 
unconstrained alignment of triphones with articulatory 
trajectories of training utterances. 
 
 
Figure 3: Mean reconstruction error as a function of number 
of iterations for context independent (black) and context-
dependent phone HMMs (light gray). Results for training vs. 
test utterances are displayed respectively with thick vs. thin 
lines. Convergence is very fast and the phasing model benefits 
even more from contextual information. 
 
Figure 4: Average duration (ms) increase/decrease of the 
gestural segment with reference to its acoustic duration 
according to position and phoneme category. From left to 
right: first and final segment of the utterance, unrounded, 
rounded vowels, semivowels, bilabials, alveolars, labiodentals 
and remaining consonants. 
5. Results 
Figure 3 shows the significant decrease of prediction error 
when the phasing model is introduced in the HMM-based 
trajectory formation model. The convergence is obtained 
within 2 iterations: regularization constraints guarantying 
minimum durations of segments should be applied at least one 
time to avoid degeneration of the model. 
Figure 4 shows that most gestural expansions occur at initial 
and final positions in the utterance (capturing prephonatory 
gestures and termination of phonation). Slow vocalic gestures 
generally expand whereas rapid consonantal gestures shrink: 
this is completely in accordance to the well-known numerical 
model of coarticulation proposed by Öhman [23] that 
superposes and blends vocalic and consonantal tongue 
gestures. The trajectory formation model places boundaries 
between segments so that dynamic information contained by 
observation probabilities of flanking HMM states best capture 
the variations of gestural speeds at the boundaries. Figure 5 
gives an example of the necessary compromise between 
speech and duration: the large rounding gesture due to the 
semi-vowel [!] is adequately predicted by the proposed 
system because the phasing model expands the duration of the 
gesture compared to the observed acoustic duration of the 
sound. 
 
Figure 5. Comparing prediction of lip geometry by context-
dependent HMMs trained either using acoustic (light gray) or 
gestural boundaries (dark gray) with original test data (black). 
The utterance is: ”un huis clos” ["#!iklo]. Note the expansion 
of initial and final movements (enabling the large final 
rounding movement) as well as the expansion of the 
semivowel [!] with the following [i] shifted forward in time. 
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6. Conclusions 
We have demonstrated here that the prediction accuracy of an 
HMM-based trajectory formation system can be greatly 
improved by modeling the phasing relations between acoustic 
and gestural boundaries. The phasing model is learned using 
an analysis-synthesis loop that uses constrained and 
unconstrained HMM alignments with the original data. We 
have shown that this scheme improves significantly the 
prediction error and captures subtle context-dependent 
anticipatory phenomena. 
The interest of such an HMM-based trajectory formation 
system is double: (a) it provides accurate and smooth 
articulatory trajectories that can be used straightforwardly to 
control the articulation of a talking face or used as a skeleton 
to anchor multimodal concatenative synthesis [see notably the 
TDA proposal in 24]; (b) it also provides gestural 
segmentation as a by-product of the phasing model. These 
gestural boundaries can be used to segment original data for 
multimodal concatenative synthesis. This segmentation can 
also be used for asynchronous audiovisual speech recognition. 
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Abstract
We present two concepts for the generation of gestural scores
to control an articulatory speech synthesizer. Gestural scores
are the common input to the synthesizer and constitute an or-
ganized pattern of articulatory gestures. The first concept gen-
erates the gestures for an utteranceusing the phonetic transcrip-
tions, phone durations, and intonation commands predicted by
the Bonn Open Synthesis System (BOSS) from an arbitrary in-
put text. This conceptextends the synthesizerto a text-to-speech
synthesis system. The idea of the second concept is to use tim-
ing informationextractedfromElectromagneticArticulography
signals to generate the articulatory gestures. Therefore, it is a
concept for the re-synthesis of natural utterances. Finally, ap-
plicationprospects for the presented synthesizerare discussed.
1. Introduction
Articulatory speech synthesis is the most rigorous way of syn-
thesizing speech, as it constitutes a simulation of the mecha-
nisms underlying real speech production. Compared to other
approachesin speech synthesis,it has the potentialto synthesize
speech with any voice and in any languagewith the most natu-
ral quality. Further advantages of articulatory speech synthesis
are discussed by Shadle and Damper [17]. However, despite its
potential, it is still a difficult task to actually achieve an average
speechquality for one specificvoice and languagewith an artic-
ulatory speech synthesizer. The problem are the high demands
on the models for the various aspects of speech production.One
of these aspects is the generationof speechmovements, i.e., the
control of the model articulators. In this paper, we present (i)
a novel control model based on articulatory gestures and (ii)
propose two concepts for the high-level prediction of the ges-
tural parameters. The control model was implemented as part
of an articulatory speech synthesizer based on a 3D model of
the vocal tract and a comprehensive aeroacoustic simulation
method [3, 4, 5]. The goal of the proposed high-level concepts
is to specify the articulatory gestures in the form of a gestural
score needed for the generationof the speech movements from
different sources of input.
The idea of the first concept is to generate speech from text
using the open source software platform BOSS (Bonn Open
Synthesis System) [8]. BOSS was originally developed as a
unit-selectionspeech synthesis system comprisingmodules for
phonetic transcription, phone duration prediction, intonation
generation, and the actual unit-selectionstep. In this study, we
present a way to transform the output of the modules for pho-
netic transcriptionand phone durationpredictioninto the gestu-
ral score for the articulatorysynthesizer.
The idea of the second concept is to use timing information
Gestural score
Motor commands
Articulatory trajectories
Speech output
Coarticulatory
model
Motor execution
Vocal tract model and
acoustical simulation
Figure 1: Flow diagramof the articulatorysynthesizer.
extracted from ElectromagneticArticulography (EMA) signals
to create the artificialgestural scores.Since EMA signals reflect
the articulatorymovementsof real speakers, this is a concept for
the resynthesis of speech. In other words, the second concept is
an attempt to copy the speech of a speaker recordedby an EMA
device, primarilywith respect to gestural timing.
The speech generationchain of the articulatorysynthesizer
is depicted in Figure 1. As mentioned above, the input to the
synthesizer is a gestural score. It can be regarded as a repre-
sentation of the intended utterance in terms of gestures for the
glottal and the supraglottal articulators. As in the framework
of articulatoryphonology by Browman and Goldstein [10] and
the gestural control model by Kröger [15], we regard gestures
as characterizationsof discrete articulatory events that unfold
during speech production in terms of goal-oriented articula-
tory movements. However, the actual characterizationof these
events differs from the aforementionedapproaches and will be
discussed later. After a gestural score has been specified, it is
transformedinto sequencesof motor commands– one sequence
for each parameter of the glottis and the vocal tract model. The
execution of the motor commands, i.e. the generation of the
actual articulatory trajectories, is simulated by means of third
order linear systems. These systems were designed to produce
smooth movements similar to those observed in EMA signals.
The movements are directly generated in terms of time-varying
parameter values for the vocal tract and the glottis. They de-
termine the shape of the vocal tract and the state of the glottis
which are the input to the aeroacoustic simulation generating
the speech output.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the com-
ponents in Figure 1 will be described in more detail, in particu-
lar themodels for the vocal tract and the glottis, the specification
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of the parameters of the vocal
tract model and the articulatorystructures that they control.
of gestural scores, and their transformation into speech move-
ments. Section3 presents the concepts for the high level control
of the synthesizer, i.e. the generation of gestural scores from
text using BOSS on one hand, and from timing information
extracted from EMA tracks on the other hand. In Section 3.3
we discuss application prospects for the presented synthesizer.
Conclusionsare drawn in Section 4.
2. Articulatoryspeech synthesizer
2.1. Models for the vocal tract and the glottis
Vocal tract model. The vocal tract model of the synthesizer is a
three-dimensionalwire frame representationof the surfaces of
the articulatorsand the vocal tractwalls of a male speaker [3, 4].
The shape and position of all movable stuctures is a function of
23 adjustable parameters. Figure 2 shows the midsagittal sec-
tion of the 3D vocal tract model along with the most impor-
tant parameters. The arrows indicatehow the correspondingpa-
rameters influence the articulation. Most of these parameters
come in pairs and define the position of certain structures di-
rectly in Cartesian coordinates in a fixed frame of reference.
For example, the point definedby the parameters(TCX, TCY )
specifies the position of the tongue body (represented by a
circle), (TTX, TTY ) defines the position of the tongue tip,
and (JX, JY ) the position of the jaw. Therefore, the tempo-
ral change of these parameters should be comparable to the
movement of pellets glued to the tongue or mandible in real
articulations,as measuredby EMA devices. The parameterval-
ues that best represent the ideal articulatory target shapes for
German vowels and consonants have recently been determined
by means of magnetic resonance images (MRI) [4]. The artic-
ulatory targets for consonants represent the vocal tract shape at
the time of the maximum constriction, uttered without a spe-
cific phonetic context. However, it is well known that the actual
articulatory realization of consonants strongly depends on the
phonetic context. Only a few articulators (or parts of them) are
really involved in the formation of the consonantal constriction
while others are subject to coarticulationwith adjacent phones.
For example, the in is realizeddifferentlyfrom the in
. In both cases, the tongue body is raised to make a palatal
closure, but it is clearlymore anterior in the context of the front
vowel than in the context of the back vowel . In our syn-
thesizer, such coarticulatorydifferences are handled by means
z
y
!
!01
!02
!m
Figure 3: Model for the glottis based on Titze [19].
of a dominancemodel. This model specifies a dominancevalue
or “degree of importance”for each vocal tract parameterof each
consonant. A high dominance means that a certain parameter
is important for the formation of the consonantal constriction,
and a low dominance value means that it is not important and
therefore subject to coarticulation.In the above example for the
consonant , the parameterTCY for the height of the tongue
body has a high dominance, but TCX for its horizontal posi-
tion a low dominance.The actual target parameter value xc|v[i]
of a parameter i for a consonantc in the context of a vowel v at
the moment of maximumconstriction/closureis expressed as
xc|v[i] = xv[i] + wc[i] · (xc[i]− xv[i]), (1)
wherewc[i] is theweight (dominance)for parameteri, andxc[i]
and xv[i] are the parameter values of the ideal targets for the
consonant and vowel. The optimal dominancevalues for all pa-
rameters of all consonants have been determined in a previous
study [4]. It was also shown that this simple dominancemodel
is capable of reproducing the major coarticulatory differences
in the realizationof consonants.
Vocal fold model. For the voiced excitation of the synthe-
sizer, we implementeda parametricmodel of the glottal geom-
etry based on the proposal by Titze [19]. A schematic represen-
tation of the model is shown in Figure 3. The vocal fold param-
eters are the degree of abductionat the posteriorend of the folds
at the lower and upper edge (ζ01 and ζ02), the fundamental fre-
quency F0, the phase difference between the upper and lower
edge, and the subglottal pressure. Based on these parameters,
the model generates the time-varying cross-sectional areas at
the glottal inlet and outlet opening.We extendedTitze’s original
model to account for a smooth diminishment of the oscillation
amplitudewith increasing abduction [2] and for a parametriza-
tion of glottal leakage similar to [11].
Combination of the models. The geometric models of the
vocal folds and the vocal tract are transformedinto a combined
area function. This area function, supplemented with the area
functions of the subglottal system and the nasal cavity, serve as
input to a time domain simulation of the flow and acoustics in
the vocal system, producing the actual speech output [2, 1].
2.2. From gestural scores to speechmovements
The intermediate representation layer for an utterance in the
synthesizeris a gesturalscore. It defines an utterance in terms of
an organized pattern of articulatorygestures. The specification
and execution of these gestures differs, however, from previ-
ously proposed gestural control concepts (e.g., Browman and
Goldstein [10], and Kröger [15]).
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Figure4: Gesturalscore for the utterance with the gen-
erated speechwaveform (top) and the resulting targets and their
execution for two of the vocal tract parameters (bottom).
Figure 4 shows a gestural score for the utterance .
This example will illustrate the following explanations of the
model.We differentiatebetweensix types of gestures.Each row
in Figure4 contains the gesturesof one type. The gestures in the
first two rows are vocalic and consonantal gestures. Together
with the velicgestures(third row) they determinethe parameters
of the vocal tract model, i.e., the supralaryngeal articulation.
The gestures in the remaining rows control the glottal rest area
(degree of abduction), the F0, and the subglottalpressure.They
determine the parameters of the model of the vocal folds, i.e.,
the laryngeal articulation. Each gesture has a certain temporal
activation interval (defined by the vertical boundary lines) and
is associatedwith a target for one or more vocal tract parameters
or laryngeal parameters.
Let us first turn towards the supraglottalarticulation.In Fig-
ure 4, the first vocalic gesture is associated with the target con-
figuration for the vowel , and the second one is associated
with the vowel . The fixed target configurations were de-
termined a priori for each vowel, as discussed in Section 2.1.
The consonantal gestures in Figure 4 are associated with the
consonants , and . We must point out that the target
configuration for consonants with the same place of articula-
tion are represented by only one configuration for each group.
The groups{ , , }, { , , }, and { , , } are rep-
resented by the target configurations for , , and , re-
spectively. The voicelessplosives and the nasals are assumed to
differ from the voiced plosives only in the state of the velum
and the glottal area, which can be controlled individually in the
gestural scores. Also the supraglottalarticulationof voiced and
voiceless fricatives with the same place of articulation is rep-
resented by only the voiced cognates. In Figure 4, the intervals
for , , and overlapwith the intervals for the vowels
and . Thismeans that these consonantsare coarticulatedwith
the correspondingvowels. All vocalic and consonantalgestures
are associatedwith an articulatoryeffort parameter. This effort
translatesinto the transitionspeed towards the associatedtargets
during the execution of the gestures.
But how are the vocalic and consonantalgestures executed,
i.e., how are they transformed into the time-varying vocal tract
parameter functions? First, a sequence of motor commands is
generated for each parameter. In the context of this control
model, a motor command is defined as target value for a vo-
cal tract parameter within a defined time interval. Below the
gestural score in Figure 4, these sequences of target values are
shown for the lip opening LH and the vertical tongue tip posi-
tion TTY by means of horizontal dashed lines. An individual
motor command is generated for each combinationof a vocalic
and a consonantalgesture. The motor command boundariesare
indicated by vertical dotted lines. The actual target value as-
sociated with a motor command for a vocal tract parameter
depends on the underlying gestures. We differentiate between
three cases: (1) The target value is that for a vowel. (2) The tar-
get is that for an isolated consonant. (3) The target is that for
a consonant coarticulatedwith a vowel calculated according to
Equation (1).
In Figure 4, we have only the cases (1) and (3), which are
marked accordingly on top of the gestural score. In this way, a
sequence of motor commands is calculated for each vocal tract
parameter. The only exception is the parameter for the velic
aperture, which is controlled separately by the velic gestures.
These gestures directly correspond to the motor commands for
the parameterVEL (cf. Figure 2).
The executionof themotor commandsis modeledbymeans
of a criticallydamped dynamical third order linear systemwith
the transfer function
H(s) = 1/(1 + τs)3, (2)
where s is the complex frequency and τ is a time constant to
be described later. The input to the system is the sequence of
targets for a certain parameter. The system’s output is the time
dependent function value for that parameter. For the parame-
ters LH and TTY , the resulting functions are drawn as solid
lines below the gestural score in Figure 4. Note that the systems
behave in such a way that the vocal tract parameters succes-
sively approximate the target values associated with the motor
commands. In other words, they implement the original articu-
latory gesturesas goal-orientedmovements.The parameter τ in
Equation (2) is a measure for the speed of target approximation.
A small value for τ corresponds to a fast movement, and vice
versa. The τ parametersfor the individualmotor commandsare
derived from the articulatory effort parameters for the vocalic
and consonantal gestures. Therefore, τ can vary for adjacent
motor commands.
As stated before, the parameter for the velic aperture of the
vocal tract model is controlled independently from the other
supraglottal parameters by means of velic gestures. The velic
gestures directly define the target positions for motor com-
mands,which are executed in the sameway as describedabove.
Similarily, the gestural targets for the glottal rest area, F0, and
the subglottal pressure defined in the gestural score are directly
mapped on motor commands for the correspondingparameters
of the model of the vocal folds.
A more detailed description of the gestural control model
and the underlying ideas can be found in [6].
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3. High level control concepts
3.1. Bonn Open SynthesisSystem (BOSS)
The Bonn Open Synthesis System (BOSS) [8] is a developer
framework for the design of unit selection speech synthesis ap-
plications in C++. Its main goal is to relieve researchers in the
field of speech synthesis of the need to implement their own
systems from scratch. It is available under the GPL open source
licensefrom the IfKwebsite [9]. BOSS is designedto be used as
a client/server applicationover a network.Most of the symbolic
preprocessing,the selectionof units and their concatenationand
manipulationare performed by the server while the client soft-
ware is responsible for text normalizationand tokenization and
for encoding this information into the XML vocabulary under-
stood by the server. By this choice of design,BOSS can be flex-
ibly employed for either CTS or TTS, depending on what type
of client is used. The core class of the BOSS server, also called
the module scheduler, processes the client-generated informa-
tion sentenceby sentence.Requiredmodulesare loadeddynam-
ically upon initializationof the scheduler class. The names and
calling order of module libraries are defined in a configuration
file, so that a developerwhowishes to adaptBOSS to a new lan-
guage or application is not required to change the source code
of the server software. For the applicationdescribed in this pa-
per, we used the German transcriptionmodule, the CART [7]
duration prediction module and the Fujisaki-based [13] into-
nation module delivered with the BOSS distribution. In sum-
mary, these modules provide the phonetic transcription (struc-
tured into syllables and phones) of a German input text with a
duration specification for each phone, and Fujisaki-basedinto-
nation commands for each syllable. In the following, we will
discuss a proposal how to translate this information into a ges-
tural score for the articulatorysynthesizer.
The major problem in this context is to translate the phone
durations given by BOSS into activation intervals of the ges-
tures, especially of the vocalic, consonantal, velic and glottal
gestures. BOSS predicts the phone durations corresponding to
the conventionalway of phone segmentation, i.e. the beginning
and the end of phones is associatedwith striking landmarks in
the auditory signal or the spectrogram. In this sense, the con-
sonant , for example, starts where the acoustic signal energy
suddenly drops due to the apico-alveolar closure and ends af-
ter the aspiration phase following the release of the closure.
In general, these acoustical landmarks can be assigned to spe-
cial articulatory events that are also reflected in the gestural
scores. Furthermore, each class of phones exhibits typical pat-
terns of temporal coordinationof the involved articulatoryges-
tures, such as the coordination between the constriction form-
ing gesture (consonantalgesture) and the glottal abductionges-
ture for voiceless plosives. These patterns are sometimes called
“phasing rules” [10, 15]. The phasing rules, together with the
associationsbetween acoustical landmarks and time instants in
the gestural scores allow to calculatephone durations from ges-
tural scores, and vice versa, to create gestural constellationsfor
phones of a given class and with a given duration.
Figure 5 illustrates the phasing rules and the correspon-
dence between gestural constellationsand the resulting speech
waveform for plosives, fricatives, and nasals. The consonants
in these examples were embedded into the context C . First
of all, the consonantalgestureswere always aligned to be coar-
ticulated with the vowel of the second syllable, according to
Xu [20]. The time intervals of consonantal closure (or critical
constriction in the case of ) are marked by vertical dashed
lines. Typically, these intervals start 30–60ms after the onset of
/ita/ /ida/
/isa/ /ina/
VOC
CONS
VEL
GLOT
VOC
CONS
VEL
GLOT
i: a:
d
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Figure 5: Gestural constellations for voiced and voice-
less plosives, voiceless fricatives, and nasals in the context
C . VOC=vocalic gestures, CONS=consonantal gestures,
VEL=velic gestures, and GLOT=glottal gestures. The vertical
dotted lines indicate the beginningsand ends of the consonantal
closure/constrictionintervals. The gestures for subglottal pres-
sure and F0 are not shown.
the consonantalgestures.This is the time the constrictionform-
ing articulators need to reach their target positions. The ends
of the constriction/closure intervals are typically very shortly
after the offset of the consonantal gestures, where the articula-
tors start moving towards their targets for the following vowels.
For , , and (and the correspondingclasses of
consonants),the constrictionintervals directlycorrespondto the
phone durations according to the BOSS predictions.However,
for voiceless aspirated plosives as the in , BOSS does
not predict the constriction duration, but the duration from the
onset of the closure to the end of the burst and aspirationphase.
In the gestural score, this end point is roughlywhere the glottal
aperture is reduced to 50% of its maximal area.
The velic and glottalgesturesin Figure5 illustrateappropri-
ate phasing rules for the different classes of consonants.Voiced
plosives need neither a velic nor a glottal gesture. For voiceless
aspiratedplosives, glottal abduction should approximatelystart
at the beginningof the closure interval [18]. To get a fair amount
of aspiration, glottal adduction should start approximately by
the end of the oral closure interval. For voiceless fricatives,
the glottal gesture should start and end roughly simultaneously
with the consonantal gesture to produce good synthetic results.
Nasals need a lowering of the velum by means of a velic ges-
ture. Preliminary synthesis results suggest that the onset and
offset of the velic aperture is not very critical.For in Fig-
ure 5, we made the velic gesture start shortly before the corre-
sponding consonantal gesture and end simultaneouslywith it.
Similar rules can easily be establishedfor voiced fricatives, lat-
erals, glottal consonants, and the generation of consonant clus-
ters. The duration of vowels and diphthongs is determined by
the borders of the adjacent consonants.
This section was mainly meant to illustrate basic ideas for
the rule-basedcreation of gestural scores from a given phonetic
transcription and phone durations. A quantitative implemen-
tation of these rules is in progress, and first speech examples
will be presented at the conference.To improve the naturalness
of the synthetic utterances, a prototypical transformation from
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BOSS intonationcommands to gestures for F0 controlwill also
be implemented.
3.2. Speech resynthesisbased on EMA data
The duration of predicted parameters (both segmental and
suprasegmental) using conventional TTS “preprocessing” is
based on observations of acoustic landmarks in speech. In ar-
ticulatory synthesis, we must predict the movements of the ar-
ticulators which cause these landmarks, after a certain delay.
To analyze and directly implement this delay in an articulatory
synthesizer, we must first study the actual movements of the
articulatorsduring speech production.One possibilityof doing
this is throughElectromagneticArticulography (EMA).
For the analysis of articulatory parameters during actual
speech production, we were given access to two EMA cor-
pora ([12], [14]). The first of these contains recordings of a fe-
male German speaker uttering /CVCVCVCV/ sequences, with
all combinationsof a set of 9 consonants and 15 vowels of Ger-
man, in two conditions(EMA sensors: jaw, lower and upper lip,
tongue tip, blade and dorsum). The second corpus consists of
recordings of 7 German speakers (1 female, 6 male) uttering
/CVC/ syllables embedded in a carrier phrase, with all combi-
nations of 3 consonants and 14 vowels, in two conditions, as
well as reading a list of 108 German sentences (EMA sensors:
jaw, lower lip, tongue tip, blade, dorsum, and back).
The aim of an intermediate study is to resynthesize the ut-
terances of the recorded speakers, comparing the trajectoriesof
the articulatoryparameters.Since the virtual vocal tract is mod-
eled upon that of one speaker and the naturaldata obtainedfrom
another, a direct comparisonof raw articulatormovements does
not make sense. Rather, the timing of the simulated EMA tra-
jectories produced by the synthesizer is modeled on the tempo-
ral structure of articulatory gestures performed by the original
speaker, and thereby indirectlyon his speech rhythm.
While it could in theory be possible to directly transfer the
EMA trajectories to the virtual articulators(normalizedfor dif-
ferences in anatomy) and produce similar, if not identical utter-
ances, such a low-level approach is not the goal of an articu-
latory synthesizerwith high-level control mechanisms.Rather,
the purpose of this resynthesis is twofold: to test the paramet-
ric fidelity of the synthesizer; and to analyze the observed delay
from gestural onsets to the acoustic landmarks traditionallyre-
garded as the beginning of the corresponding segment in the
synthesis output.
For a preliminarycomparisonof natural and syntheticartic-
ulatory trajectories, the word Methanol was resyn-
thesized, using EMA parameters of one of the male speakers.
The resynthesisprocess involved two steps: first, identifyingin-
tervals in which the relevant EMA trajectories approached the
respective target values; and second, providing this timing in-
formation to the synthesizer in the form of a gestural score.
Additionally, the F0 contour was extracted from the acoustic
signal and included in the gestural score in a smoothed form.
The resulting synthesis output is presented alongside the origi-
nal recording in Figure 6. The relative height and arrangement
over time of the peaks and valleys in these curves displays an
encouraging similarity. One should keep in mind that our aim
was not to produce an exact copy of the trajectories,but to com-
bine the gestural targets of the virtual vocal tract with timing
derived fromEMAdata, creating the desiredperceptualimpres-
sion.
In addition to gestural timing, it is conceivable to extract
measures of articulatory effort from the EMA trajectories and
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Figure6: Gesturalconstellationsfor original(left) and resynthe-
sized (right) version of the word Methanol . Below
the spectrogramsare the normalized trajectoriesof the parame-
ters correspondingto height of the lower lip (LLipY), tongue tip
(TTipY), and velum (VelY).
include these in the gestural score, since the synthesizer allows
fine control over this parameter.
3.3. Applicationprospects
Combining high-level articulatory control with natural-
sounding synthesis breaks out of the widely-acceptedcompro-
mise that naturalness and parametric flexibility are inversely
correlated in speech synthesis and cannot both be satisfied at
once. This opens up many new opportunitiesfor a variety of ap-
plications for the presented system.A few immediate prospects
are outlinedbelow, but listing all the possibilitieswould be well
outside the scope of this paper.
Considerablenaturalnesscan alreadybe achieved with unit-
selection and similar synthesis approaches (especially in a lim-
ited domain), but at the cost of prosodic control. In fact, many
unit-selectionsynthesis platforms currently choose to abandon
explicit prosodymodeling altogetherand therefore lack control
over parameterssuch asF0. Those that do allow F0 target speci-
fication(either through the unit selectionalgorithmitself or sub-
sequent signalmanipulation)may introducesignificantartifacts
in an unpredictableway, depending on whether or not suitable
units can be found in the unit-selectioncorpus.
Expressive speech synthesis. One possible area of appli-
cation for an articulatory synthesizer with full flexibility and
high naturalness is of course expressive (a.k.a. “emotional”)
speech synthesis(cf. [16] for a detailedsurvey). This expanding
field of speech synthesis relies heavily on flexible control over
prosodic and/or paralinguisticparameters, mainly F0, but also
voice quality, among others. For this reason, expressive speech
synthesishas largely been unable to make use of the progress in
unit-selection approaches, being forced to rely instead on less
natural-sounding, but more flexible diphone concatenation or
formant synthesis.
Certainother relevant parameters,such as voice register, ar-
ticulatory effort, lip spreading, etc. can only be controlledwith
elaborateeffort, if at all, using the synthesismethodsmentioned
above. The system presented here, however, is ideally suited to
such tasks and can be extended to provide high-level control
over precisely such parameters.
Multilingual speech synthesis. With a certain amount of
adjustment, the presented system could easily be adapted to
new languages, the phoneset being, after all, a set of gestu-
ral “macros”. The resulting synthesis output would be in the
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same voice as long as the vocal tract characteristicsremain un-
changed. This would allow true multilingual synthesis without
dependingon necessarilydistinct native speaker recordings.
Voice morphing. On the other hand, vocal tract characteris-
tics could be deliberately modified to create a different voice.
This allows control over gender, age, timbre, as well as a mul-
titude of other extralinguistic parameters. Since all synthesis
output is rendered to an acoustic signal only once, no degra-
dation of quality occurs, as is inevitable with voice morphing
techniquesand similar signal processing.The presented system
provides full control over numerous physiologicalpropertiesof
the synthesis voice, permitting finely detailed voice design for
e.g. artificial agents in dialog systems.
Prosody research. Phonetic research in prosodywould ben-
efit greatly from an instrument allowing at leisure the synthe-
sis of natural-sounding,prosodicallyfully-flexible speech. This
would provide the means to e.g. implement and test autoseg-
mental phonological models, generate high-quality stimuli for
experiments, and much more. Currently, many synthetic stim-
uli created for prosody experiments suffer from limited natu-
ralness, depending on the synthesis technique used to produce
them, for the same reasons as outlined above under expressive
speech synthesis. Whereas in a (commercial)TTS system, intel-
ligibility takes precedenceover naturalness, in prosodic experi-
ments, a lack of naturalnessmay distract test subjects and affect
their responses, skewing the results of the study.
Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged that the computa-
tional complexity of articulatory synthesis as implemented in
the presentedsystemcurrentlyprevents synthesis in realtimeon
an average desktop PC. It is our belief, however, that realtime
synthesiswill become realistic in the very near future, owing to
advances in processingpower as well as code optimization.
4. Conclusions
We have presented two concepts for the high-level control of an
articulatory speech synthesizer. First, we outlined rules for the
transformation of phonetic transcriptions and phone durations
predictedby the BonnOpen SynthesisSystem(BOSS) into ges-
tural scores, extending the synthesizer to a text-to-speech sys-
tem. Second,we demonstratedthe generationof gestural scores
based on EMA signals. Our preliminary results suggest that
both ways lead to well intelligiblesynthetic speech.
For future research, it is conceivable to train BOSS to di-
rectly predict gestural parameters, e.g. gestural durations, in-
stead of phone durations in the conventional sense, as it cur-
rently does. This would considerably simplify the rules for the
generationof gesturalscores,but would requirea corresponding
segmentationof the original EMA data.
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Abstract
We report on researchin whichwe increasedthe degree of spec-
tral control in concatenative synthesis by controlling the for-
mant frequenciesof the syntheticspeech, as well as the energies
in four spectral bands. In addition, we eliminated “points” of
concatenationin favor of “regions” of concatenation,by cross-
fading between the end and the beginning of two speech seg-
ments that are part of a concatenationoperation. We hypothe-
sized that these approaches would decrease the frequency and
severity of audible discontinuities in the synthetic speech and
thus also increase the perceived quality of the speech. A lis-
tening test determined that stimuli created with the proposed
methods resulted in significantlyincreasedquality.
1. Introduction
In the processof generatingaudiblespeech from a textual repre-
sentation, a text-to-speech(TTS) system first converts text into
a linguisticrepresentation,which is then used to generatean ap-
propriate acoustic waveform. This second step is achieved by
using a speech synthesis model that describes the relationship
between linguistic units and acoustic features. These speech
synthesismodels vary in their complexity. The first intelligible
synthesizers used an approach called formant synthesis, which
utilizes relatively simple models of the glottal source and vocal
tract. Model parameters can be generated either by rule [1] or
from a database [2]. Most aspects of speech are controllable,
including the degree of articulation and characteristics of the
speaker. The resulting speech is highly intelligible, but is of-
ten judged as not very natural. In an effort to increase natural-
ness without decreasing flexibility, researchers have increased
the complexity of the speech synthesis model to take into ac-
count more physiologicaland physical details about the speech
productionprocess; this approach is called articulatorysynthe-
sis [3]. Unfortunately, it is proving difficult, in practice, to gen-
erate the high-dimensional parameter trajectories necessary to
drive articulatory synthesis models, because the relationships
between linguistic units and parameter trajectories are compli-
cated and cannot be learned easily. Both formant and articula-
tory synthesis are examples of parametric synthesis.
The most successful TTS approach to-date is called con-
catenativesynthesis; in this approach,natural speech utterances
of a single speaker must first be recordedand stored in an acous-
tic inventory. During synthesis, individual portions of speech
are retrieved from the inventory, optionallymodified, and then
concatenated in the desired sequence. In the unit-selection
Thisworkwas supportedbyNSF grant #0313383"Objective Meth-
ods for Predictingand OptimizingSyntheticSpeechQuality".
approach, the relationship between linguistic units from text-
processingand acoustic units of the acoustic inventory is estab-
lished by means of a search, which, given a sequence of target
linguistic units, optimizes (1) the fit between chosen linguistic
units and the target linguistic units, also known as target cost,
and (2) the fit between the chosen consecutive units, usually in
the acoustic domain, known as concatenationcost. Intelligibil-
ity and naturalnessare very high in the concatenative synthesis
approach[4]. However, output speech is limitedby the contents
of the acoustic inventory (not just the linguisticcontent,but also
the emotional state of the speaker, degree of articulation, etc.),
and inevitable concatenationerrors can lead to audible discon-
tinuities. To overcome the problems of limited content and dis-
continuities,researcherseither significantlyincrease the size of
the database to includemore variability, or introduceadditional
modeling to modify and thus control the natural speech signal.
In the latter case, models that include prosodic control of pitch
and duration are common [5]. In addition to prosodicmodifica-
tions, researchershave also proposedspectralmodifications,for
example smoothing spectral balance discontinuitiesat concate-
nation points, expressed as energies in four bands [6], smooth-
ing formant discontinuities[7, 8, 9], and controlling the degree
of articulation[10].
It is our long-termgoal to combineparametricand concate-
native synthesis methods to achieve highly flexible and natu-
ral speech, by researchingdata-driven speechmodels and high-
quality speechmodificationalgorithms. In this paper, we report
on experiments involving modification of formant frequencies,
spectral balance, and time-domain waveforms, using speech
units selected by the concatenative approach. We eliminated
“points” of concatenation in favor of “regions” of concatena-
tion, by cross-fading (i. e. fading out one signal while fading
in another) in various domains between the end and the begin-
ning of two speech segments adjoining a concatenation. We
hypothesized that this approach would decrease the frequency
and severity of audible discontinuities in the synthetic speech
and thus increase the perceived quality of the speech.
Section 2 introduces the methods to analyze and construct
formant frequency trajectories,and to implement the necessary
changes to the speech signal. Section 3 describes a perceptual
test designed to validate our hypothesis, and we conclude in
Section 4.
2. Methods
The key goal of our proposed approach is to decrease the neg-
ative effects of unnatural discontinuities between two speech
segments that are part of a concatenationoperation. We aimed
to achieve this decrease by explicitly controlling the first three
formant frequencies and the energies in four spectral bands
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Figure 1: Cross-fading across a region of concatenation,using a
fictitious1-dimensionalexample feature. Without cross-fading,
the final trajectorywould be the concatenationof the solid left
half-curve with the solid right half-curve, resulting in a large
discontinuity. With cross-fading, the following demiphone of
the left chunk and the previous demiphone of the right chunk
are combined, resulting in a smooth final trajectoryas indicated
by the continuouscurve.
of the synthetic speech. Although a predictive model of how
these features,given linguistictargets,may evolve over time ex-
ists [11], we initially chose a cross-fading approach of natural
formant frequencies and natural four-band spectral energies in
the acoustic inventory to achieve smooth synthetic trajectories.
We then modified the selected speech segments in accordance
with the cross-faded feature trajectories. Even after control-
ling for formant frequencies and spectral balance, we expected
remaining, unaccounted-fordifferences in the two speech seg-
ments to be joined. Therefore, a final time-domain cross-fade
was employed, which cross-faded the waveforms of the two
modified segments.
2.1. Acoustic Inventory and Feature Analysis
Our acoustic inventory consisted of the CSLU’s TLL diphone
database, used in related previous experiments [12]. Typically,
a diphone database only contains “chunks” (contiguous speech
segments containingone or more speechunits) of the type aR−
bL, where aR is the demiphonecorrespondingto the right-hand
side of a phonemea, and bL is the demiphonecorrespondingto
the left-handside of the following phonemeb. To accommodate
cross-fading in the formant frequency, spectral band, and time
domains, we extended our analysis one demiphone to the left
and one to the right, analyzing and storing chunks of the type
aL − aR − bL − bR, equivalent to two full phonemes for each
possible phoneme combination.
For each of the 1733 two-phoneme chunks in the acoustic
inventory, we automatically extracted formant frequencies, as
well as amplitudes and phases of harmonic sinusoids. We cal-
culatedenergies in four discretespectralbands (0–800Hz, 800–
2500 Hz, 2500–3500Hz, and 3500-8000Hz) by integrating the
correspondingharmonicamplitudes[13, 6]. Formant frequency
trajectoriesin vowel regions (the focus of the perceptual exper-
iment in Section 3) were manually verified and correctedwhen
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(a) Removing the frequency response of vocal tract and glottal source
from the original speech signal. Top pane shows the original sinu-
soidal frequencies, the spectral envelope, and the model fit. Bottom
pane shows the resulting residual.
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(b) Creating a new spectrum. Top pane shows the warped residual.
Bottom pane shows the frequency response of the new model, as well
as the recombinationof that model with the warped residual.
Figure 2: Formant frequency modification.
necessary, using a standard labeling tool in conjunctionwith a
pen input device.
2.2. Feature TrajectoryConstruction
As mentioned previously, we aim to reduce concatenation er-
rors by constructing smooth feature trajectories in the formant
frequency and spectral balance domains, and then modifying
the natural speech signal accordingly. The construction of the
feature trajectory was implemented by cross-fading the acous-
tic featuresof each speech frame across the entire phoneme that
is involved in the concatenation operation (we ignored atypi-
cal concatenations at phoneme boundaries). Specifically, we
considered the demiphone that followed the previous chunk,
and the demiphone that preceded the following chunk, giv-
ing us a double set of features over the entire phoneme re-
gion (features were stretched or compressed by linear inter-
polation to match durations). The desired smooth feature tra-
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Figure 3: Spectral band modification. Top pane shows the de-
sired amplitude gains for each individual band. To avoid dis-
continuities, a smooth gain curve is calculated. The bottom
pane shows the original and modified sinusoidalharmonicsand
spectral envelopes.
jectories s(t) were calculated by applying the equation s(t) =
α(t)·r(t)+(1−α(t))·l(t), where l(t) and r(t) are featurevec-
tors at time t = 1 . . . N of the last demiphoneof the left chunk
and the first demiphone of the right chunk, respectively, N de-
notes the total number of datapoints in the cross-fade region,
and α is the cross-fade function given by α(t) = t/(N + 1).
Figure 1 illustrates the concept using a fictitious trajectory.
We implementedboth formant domain cross-fading on the first
three formant frequencies, and spectral balance cross-fading,
using the energies in four spectral bands.
The approach just described has some parallelswith a “fu-
sion unit” strategy researchedpreviously [14]; however, the dif-
ferences are that our proposed approach modifies formant fre-
quencies instead of line spectral frequencies,does not require a
fusion unit, and operateson featuresdirectly, instead of on their
derivatives.
2.3. Speech Modificationand Synthesis
Speech was synthesized using a pitch-synchronous,frame-by-
frame, overlap-add, harmonic sinusoidal system. During syn-
thesis, both left and right natural segments from the acoustic in-
ventory are modified in accordancewith the smooth feature tra-
jectories constructed as described in the previous section, first
in the formant frequency (FFXF) and then in the spectral band
domains (SBXF). Finally the two modified speech segments are
cross-faded in the time-domain (TDXF), to smooth any remain-
ing acoustic differences.
2.3.1. Formant Modification
The modification of formants has attracted attention by many
researchers. Most studies focus on the so-called “pole interac-
tion” problem, which refers to the problem of correctly asso-
ciating formants with the roots of linear prediction coefficients
(LPC).Once formants are identified,modificationis carried out
by changingLPCpoles’anglesand radii [15, 16], or directmod-
ificationof line spectralpairs [17, 18], usually followed by LPC
synthesis. Researchers also proposedmodifications in the mel-
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Figure 4: Time-domaincross-fade. Top pane shows left speech
segment and middle pane shows right speech segment. Lines
with×markers represent cross-fade weightsα and 1 − α. The
traditional cutpoint is displayed as vertical lines. The bottom
pane shows the cross-faded waveform.
cepstrum domain using the STRAIGHT analysis and synthesis
method [19]. Finally, another modification approach is based
on a joint all-pole and sinusoidal model, wherein residual har-
monics are warped in accordance with changes to the all-pole
model, leading to improved speech quality [14].
In our work, we used a variation on the last approach. The
pole-interactionproblem did not exist in our case since reliable
formant informationwas available. Figure 2 shows an example
of increasingF2 and F3 formant frequencies. In a first step, we
constructedan estimateof the frequency responseof the speech
signal by linearly combining the effects of the vocal tract and
the glottal source. The vocal tract was modeled as an all-pole
formantfilter using the original,manuallyverified formantsF1–
F3 information from Section 2.1; in addition, we added higher
formants with constant frequency and bandwidths. The glot-
tal source was modeled using a frequency domain representa-
tion of a standard glottal flow model [18], with global glottal
source parameters that were tuned for the TLL voice. Next, we
subtracted the resulting frequency response from an upsampled
and smoothed envelope of the individual harmonic sinusoids,
as illustrated by Figure 2(a). Then, we frequency warped the
resulting residual in accordance with the desired formant fre-
quency changes, and recombined the modified residual with a
new formant filter that reflects the desired changes to formant
frequenciesand bandwidths. Finally, we sampled the new spec-
tral envelope at harmonic intervals to obtain the new sinusoidal
parameters,as illustratedby Figure 2(b).
2.3.2. Spectral Band Modification
After formant modification, we calculate the 4-band spectral
energies of the modified spectrum, compare the energy values
to the desired cross-faded spectral band trajectories, and com-
pute the required gains. For each frame, sinusoidal amplitudes
are multiplied with the resulting gain function, after appropri-
ate smoothing to avoid energy discontinuitiesat the band edges
(see Figure 3).
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Figure 5: Spectrogramsof the word /b u dZ/ in the five conditions. Dashed lines denote phoneme boundaries.
2.3.3. Time-domainCross-fade
Despite best efforts to explicitly control speech parameters, in
our case formant frequencies and spectral band energies, there
are likely to be aspects of speech that remain unmodeled. Dur-
ing concatenation, a mismatch of those aspects may be heard
as audible discontinuities. To address this problem, we used a
time-domain cross-fade approach to make a smooth transition
from one (already modified by the methods described above)
chunk to the next. This approach required the synthesizer to
produce parallel frames of speech with identical features, but
from two distinct chunks, during regions of concatenation. We
then linearly interpolated between these (pitch-synchronous)
segments in the time domain, according to a cross-fade func-
tion similar to the one in Section 2.2 (see Figure 4). It should
be noted that the TDXF approach implements global energy
smoothing inherently.
3. Perceptual Experiment
3.1. Stimuli and Administration
To test the expected quality improvements over a baseline sys-
tem (BASE), we ran a comparative mean opinion score (CMOS)
listeningtest, using just one of the proposedapproachesin isola-
tion (FFXF, SBXF, and TDXF) or all of them jointly (ALL). Stim-
uli consisted of six vowels (two diphthongs /aI/ and /aU/, and
four tense vowels /i:/, /@/, /u/ and /A/) in a consonant-vowel-
consonant (CVC) context.
For each of the six vowels, we were interested in the in-
teractions between given formant frequency or spectral band
distances, and the approachesdesigned to smooth them. There-
fore, we selectedstimuli based on two distance types at the con-
catenation points, namely the formant distance, DFF , and the
spectral balance distance, DSB . For each possible vowel con-
catenation in a C1 − V − C2 context in the acoustic inventory,
we calculated the distancesby applying equations
DFF (VL, VR) =
√∑3
k=1
(FFk,VL − FFk,VR)2
and
DSB(VL, VR) =
√∑4
k=1
(SBk,VL − SBk,VR)2
whereVL representsthe left half of a vowel in a C1−V context,
VR represents the right half of a vowel in a V − C2 context,
FFk,VL and FFk,VL represent the k
th formant frequencies (in
Bark) at the concatenationpoint of VL andVR, andSBk,VL and
SBk,VR represent the energies in the k
th spectralband (in dB) at
the concatenationpoint of VL and VR.
After determining both DFF and DSB distances for all
possible vowel concatenations,we normalized their values, and
selectedconcatenationsat the extremesof these distances,using
the Euclideandistance to the four corners of the square spanned
by the candidatedata. This resultedin four stimulustypes: large
DFF and large DSB , large DFF and small DSB , small DFF
and large DSB , and finally small DFF and small DSB , using
the top and bottom 50% of the data for large and small, respec-
tively. We repeated this process for all six vowels, using two
concatenationsper distance type, resulting in 48 (2 concatena-
tions× 4 types× 6 vowels) differentCVCwords, some of them
nonsensical.
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Listener FFXF SBXF TDXF ALL
1 +0.04 +0.17 +0.40 +0.50
2 +0.40 +0.63 +0.77 +1.15
3 +0.08 +0.33 +0.67 +0.58
4 +0.10 +0.27 +0.38 +0.65
5 -0.08 +0.06 +0.31 +0.23
6 +0.10 +0.15 +0.58 +0.23
7 0.00 +0.27 +0.38 +0.42
8 +0.19 +0.54 +0.60 +0.67
Mean +0.10 +0.30 +0.51 +0.56
SD 0.13 0.18 0.16 0.28
Table 1: Comparative mean opinion scores for the modified
conditions,as comparedto the BASE condition. Scores are aver-
aged over all vowels with results shown for individual listeners,
as well as the mean and standarddeviation for averaged listener
responses.
The selected CVC words were generated by an implemen-
tation of the proposed approaches in Section 2. We synthesized
the selected CVC words under five different conditions: (1) no
modificationswere applied (BASE), (2) only formant frequency
trajectorieswere cross-faded (FFXF), (3) only spectral band en-
ergy trajectorieswere cross-faded (SBXF), (4) only time-domain
cross-fading was applied (TDXF), and (5) all cross-fading oper-
ations were applied (ALL). Note that the BASE condition per-
formed a very short version of TDXF as part of the standard
procedureof overlap-addingsynthesis speech frames.
Each CVC word consistedof four chunks from the acoustic
inventory (pause-C→ C-V→V-C→ C-pause), requiringthree
concatenation operations. Smoothing operations took place in
all three concatenations, except that FFXF was not used when
consonantswere involved that lacked reliable formant informa-
tion (such as unvoiced fricatives). We set vowel durations to
their median values, as calculated from the acoustic inventory
(130 ms for /i:/, 185 ms for /@/, 125 ms for /u/, 175 ms for /A/,
175 ms for /aI/, and 170 for /aU/). We used a naturally falling
pitch contourwith an average of 220 Hz for each CVC word.
Figure 5 shows spectrograms of the word /b u dZ/1 in all
five conditions. The following observations can be made: the
vowel and the final consonant are quite discontinuous in the
BASE condition. The FFXF condition“connects”the formantsof
the vowel smoothly(especiallyF2), but large energy differences
remain. The SBXF condition smooths the energy transition in
the vowel (this can be seen clearly for F3 and F4), but formant
discontinuitiesremain; however, this condition smooths the fi-
nal consonant very successfully. The TDXF condition can be
seen to smooth the vowel transition by fading one speech unit
out as it is fading anotherunit in; however, formantsdo not truly
connect this way, and at the middle of the cross-fade there are
formant “duplicates”(as can be seen by the presence of two F2
tracks towards the middle of the vowel). For the final conso-
nant, TDXF performs an adequate smoothing. Finally, the ALL
condition connects formants, equalizes the energy in the four
spectral bands, and cross-fades any remainingdiscrepancies.
The final test stimuli contained pairs of identical CVC
words in two different conditions, with a 200 ms separating
pause. We comparedall 4 modifiedconditionsagainst the BASE
condition,but ignoredorderingeffects, which resulted in 4 pos-
1An atypical concatenation inside the frication of the /dZ/ unit was
forced for purposes of illustration.
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Figure 6: Comparative mean opinion scores for the four mod-
ified conditions as compared to the BASE condition, separated
into the four stimulus types described in Section3.1. Scores are
averaged over all vowels and listeners.
sible condition pairs and a total of 192 stimuli (48 CVC words
× 4 conditionpairs).
We recruited 8 normal-hearing (self-reported) listeners,
whose native languagewas American English. Listeners heard
stimuli over circumaural headphones. Upon hearing the two
words, they were asked to compare them based on quality
and processing artifacts, using a scale of -2 (A is much better
than B), -1 (A is slightly better than B), 0 (A and B are about
the same), +1 (B is slightly better than A), and +2 (B is much
better than A). The order of the conditions in a stimulus pair
was randomized.
3.2. Results and Discussion
The CMOS values (preferencescores)were first transformedto
take into account the order of presentation. Table 1 shows the
preferencescores averaged over all words and listeners.We ob-
served that all individual modifications improved quality, with
FFXF yielding the least amount of improvement, followed by
SBXF and then TDXF. The combined ALL condition led to the
highest overall score. Individual t-tests (one-sided)showed sig-
nificant (p ≤ 0.05) differencesbetween the following condition
pairs: BASE-FFXF (p = 0.04), BASE-SBXF (p = 0.002), BASE-
TDXF (p < 0.001), and BASE-ALL (p < 0.001). However,
TDXF-ALL (p = 0.31) did not show significantdifferences.
Figure 6 illustrates the relationshipbetween quality scores
and conditions, when separated by the four stimulus types de-
fined in Section 3.1. We observed that the ordering of condi-
tions remained mostly invariant across all types. However, we
noted that the SBXF condition resulted in a relatively low score
for stimulus types for whichDFF andDSB was small, and that
the ALL conditiondid not improve upon the TDXF conditionfor
two of the four stimulus types.
To further investigate the relationships between distances
and scores of various conditions,we performed a linear regres-
sion with DFF , DSB , and DFF + DSB as independent vari-
ables and scoresQ for various conditionsas dependentvariable.
Table 2 shows correlation coefficients for four relationshipsof
interest,for all availabledata, and for data forwhicheitherDFF
or DSB was large or small, respectively. For all data, correla-
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Correlation Coefficient All DFF ↑ DSB ↑ DFF ↓ DSB ↓
DFF → QFFXF 0.11* 0.18* 0.14 -0.17* 0.06*
DSB → QSBXF 0.52* 0.48* 0.38 -0.55* 0.46*
DFF + DSB → QTDXF 0.50* 0.50* 0.17 -0.54* 0.36*
DFF + DSB → QALL 0.52* 0.45* 0.23 -0.60* 0.34*
Table 2: Correlationsbetweendistancesand scores, for all data and large (↑) and small (↓) distances. Starredcorrelationsare significant.
tion coefficients were significant at r = 0.5, with the excep-
tion of predicting QFFXF from DFF . The latter relationship
was not significant for any stimulus types. Predicting QSBXF
from DSB resulted in significantlypositive coefficients, except
for when DSB was large. PredictingQTDXF and QALL from
DFF + DSB resulted in significantly positive coefficients for
all data, and for data with large or small DFF ; however, when
using data with large or small DSB , coefficients were smaller,
and not significant.
4. Conclusion
We proposed two approaches that increase the degree of spec-
tral control in concatenative speech synthesizers, by control-
ling formant frequencies and energies in four spectral bands.
We used the proposedmethods (FFXF and SBXF) and one addi-
tional time-domaincross-fading technique (TDXF) to smoothly
connect from one unit of the acoustic inventory to the next. A
comparative mean opinion score listening test showed that all
threemethods significantlyimproved perceived quality, to vary-
ing degrees. Using all three methods in combination(ALL) was
not significantlydifferent from using TDXF alone. We speculate
that this is so because (1) even though formants are not contin-
uous in frequency, the human auditory system resolves cross-
faded formants with small frequency differences into smoothly
varying formants,and (2) a global energy smoothingtakes place
simultaneously. However, TDXF cannot implement other types
of spectral changes, such as controlling the degree of artic-
ulation or modeling reduction phenomena due to changes in
phoneme duration.
Even though we considered the whole phoneme region for
cross-fading in this work, the approach could also be used for
smaller regions centered around the point of concatenation.
In the future, we plan on exploring additional capabilities.
One example is the applicationof formant parameterspredicted
by an explicit model that considers input parameters such as
phoneme durations and degree of articulation. Another exam-
ple is the transformationof formants by a mapping function for
voice transformation.
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Abstract
The quality of concatenated speech depends on the degree of
mismatch between successive units. Defining a perceptually
salient join cost to represent the degree of mismatch has proven
to be a difficult task. Such a join cost is critical in unit selection
synthesis to ensure that the optimum sequence of speech units is
selected from the units available in the speech inventory. In this
study the problem of defining a join cost is extended to include
a feature transformation stage. Two feature transformations are
considered, principal component analysis and a neural network-
based approach. Each transformation was investigated for its
ability to improve the detection of discontinuities in concate-
nated speech for a given feature set. The results indicate that
a feature transformation combining principal component anal-
ysis as a preprocessing stage to a neural network-based trans-
formation can increase the rate of detection of discontinuities.
The neural network was trained using perceptual data obtained
from a subjective listening test indicating if a join is continuous
or discontinuous. The highest scoring measure based on this
strategy provided a correlation with perceptual results of 0.8859
compared with a value of 0.7576 over the baseline MFCC mea-
sure on the same test data set.
1. Introduction
Unit selection synthesis is currently considered state-of-the-art
in text-to-speech synthesis. Synthetic speech is generated by
concatenating units of speech which are selected from a large
speech database. Cost functions are employed to select the opti-
mum sequence of units. The quality of speech generated can be
quite inconsistent; natural sounding speech is generated when
the join between successive speech units is inaudible; much
lower quality speech results when the transition between units
sounds discontinuous. An audible discontinuity occurs when
two units are not appropriately matched, specific criteria for
a perceptually continuous join remain undefined to date. Join
costs currently employed in unit selection typically consist of
f0 and spectral measures usually represented by Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCC).
1.1. Background
An ideal join cost should accurately reflect human perception
of discontinuity. A number of studies have attempted to deter-
mine which distance measures are most successful at predicting
audible discontinuities in concatenated speech [1–6]. Many of
these studies have presented conflicting results, with measures
that ranked highly in one study performing poorly in another. It
is difficult to make direct comparisons between studies as each
used a different database and different criteria to rank each mea-
sure. A consistent element in each of the studies is that the de-
gree of correlation with human perception is often quite weak,
also many studies report improvement in results with the inclu-
sion of basic perceptual modelling.
The aforementioned studies predominantly focused on a
comparison of standard speech parametrisations as measures of
spectral continuity typically based on representations found to
be useful in automatic speech recognition and coding. Both Bel-
legarda [7] and Vepa and King [8] have tailored specific strate-
gies for the problem of defining spectral join costs. Bellegarda
developed an alternative transform approach based on a singu-
lar value decomposition of speech frames extracted about the
points of concatenation in the speech inventory. Vepa and King
developed a Kalman filter based strategy that measured the de-
gree of mismatch between idealised trajectories predicted by
the Kalman filter and the actual trajectories about the point of
concatenation.
In this study feature transformations are investigated to en-
hance the ability of existing spectral measures to detect discon-
tinuities, specifically principal component analysis (PCA) and
neural networks. This extends the existing distance measure
framework to a feature space based framework and enables the
application of feature space transformations. The objective is
to maximally exploit the discriminating information in the fea-
tures extracted with the proposed transformations and as a result
determine a spectral join cost that correlates better with human
perception of discontinuity.
1.2. Motivation
In unit selection systems the spectral join cost is computed by
extracting spectral features from speech frames adjacent to the
unit boundaries and calculating the Euclidean distance between
the features. In this computation the level of spectral mismatch
between corresponding features is treated equally for all fea-
tures. Perceptually it is unlikely that all features are equally
significant. Mismatch below a certain threshold is likely to be
perceptually irrelevant and should be discarded with no contri-
bution to the overall distance measure. Certain spectral bands
may be of more significance, for example mismatch coincid-
ing with the location of a formant would be expected to be of
more perceptual importance than mismatch in other regions of
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the spectrum. It has been reported that an abrupt increase in an
acoustic component is more perceptually significant than a sud-
den drop in amplitude [9], this indicates that mismatch due to
the introduction of a new component should be weighted more
heavily than mismatch due to a drop in component energy. With
the application of neural networks a mapping can be learned
from data provided from subjective listening tests relating con-
tinuous and discontinuous joins with input feature vectors rep-
resenting a join. The appropriate weighting of the features is
data driven and does not require advanced knowledge of audi-
tory processing.
The testing procedure to quantify the performance of the
proposed techniques is outlined in section 2. Section 3 intro-
duces the background associated with generalising the distance
measure approach to a feature space representation and the ap-
plication of feature transformations. The application of PCA
and neural networks as feature transformations are also dis-
cussed in section 3. Section 4 contains the results from employ-
ing PCA and neural networks to transform features for the task
of detecting discontinuities in concatenated speech. Section 5
contains discussion and conclusions.
2. Testing
To test each proposed technique it is necessary to correlate the
perceptual response of a human listener with each candidate
measure. This enables a comparison of the standard spectral
distance for a given feature set with the proposed measure after
the feature transformation has been applied.The evaluation of
each measure was conducted using the database from [5] and
the corresponding perceptual results. The perceptual stimuli
consisted of 1800 monosyllabic words. Each of these words
was generated by concatenating two half words with the same
vowel nucleus. The inventory of units consisted of 300 words
recorded from an adult male. The inventory of 300 words con-
sisted of 50 sets of 6 words. Within each set the words share the
same vowel nucleus and differ in the final or initial consonant.
The perceptual test required the listeners to make a forced de-
cision for each test word: continuous or discontinuous. Twelve
listeners in total contributed perceptual results with coverage
of three listeners per subtest. A majority scoring system was
employed to indicate if a test word was continuous or discon-
tinuous.
In order to test the performance of the neural network-based
measures the database was split into training and testing subsets.
The training set contained 50% of the database and the remain-
ing 50% made up the testing set. The database was divided to
have an equal number of discontinuities in both the training and
testing sets. The database contained a total of 434 discontinu-
ities. The database was split such that joins contained in each
vowel type represented in the database are equally spread be-
tween training and testing subsets.
3. Feature transformations
Many studies have been conducted in the automatic speech
recognition literature investigating the use of feature transfor-
mations to improve the discriminating qualities of the features
for speech recognition [10,11]. In this study PCA [12] and neu-
ral networks [13] are applied to transform features representing
the spectral join cost in concatenated speech. The objective is
to investigate the ability of these techniques to enhance existing
measures for objective detection of discontinuities.
3.1. Defining a join vector
In order to apply feature transformations that fully exploit the
discriminating information within each feature, it is necessary
to define a suitable vector to represent a join. Existing meth-
ods employ a distance to represent a join and feature vectors
to represent individual units of speech. In this study the error
vector is used to represent a join, hereby referred to as the join
vector, which is computed by subtracting the left and right unit
feature vectors, xleft and xright. Each feature in the join vector
represents the degree of mismatch between the corresponding
features in the left and right units.
xjoin = xleft − xright (1)
Different strategies to construct join vectors motivated by
the standard, lp norms and the symmetric Kullback-Leibler
were investigated in [14]. The join vector resulting from the
subtraction of the left and right features was found to be suit-
able. This generalises the standard distance measure approach
for the lp norms. Classification of the join vectors in the feature
space without further processing for the join vectors constructed
using equation (1) corresponds exactly with calculating the lp
distance between the original left and right feature vectors, for
a given p, equation (2).
lp(x, y) =
 
NX
i=1
|x(i)− y(i)|p
!1/p
(2)
The ideal join should correspond with the origin in the feature
space and the quality of the join can be quantified as the distance
of the join vector from the origin. Thus joins can be classified
as continuous or discontinuous with respect to distance from the
origin. When classification is based on a distance from the ori-
gin, the subsequent choice of norm for the feature space estab-
lishes the geometry of the classifier. The classifiers correspond-
ing to the l1, l2, l4 and l∞ norms are illustrated in Fig. 1. This
illustrates how the standard distance measure can be interpreted
in the feature space.
With the join vector representation it is possible to apply a
transformation, A, on the join vector before computing the final
measure of mismatch, equation (3).
X = A(xjoin) (3)
With this approach standard techniques can be applied to in-
crease the separability between join vectors representing con-
tinuous and discontinuous joins. The application of a linear
feature transformation is equivalent to stretching or contracting
the individual axes and rotating the classifiers in Fig. 1, with
a possible reduction in dimensionality. The final measure of
mismatch,D, can be computed from the transformed vector, X.
D = ‖X‖ (4)
Two techniques were investigated; PCA and a neural network-
based approach. For the neural network-based approach PCA
was used as a preprocessing stage for dimensionality reduction
of the input data. Ideally a feature transformation will remove
redundant information and weight perceptually important infor-
mation resulting in improved discrimination between continu-
ous and discontinuous joins.
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Fig. 1: Classifier shape in 2 dimensions employing l1, l2, l4 and l∞
norms.
3.2. Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis is an unsupervised learning tech-
nique and does not require splitting the database. In this study
PCA is investigated for two roles; firstly for its ability as an un-
supervised learning technique to improve the detection of dis-
continuities and secondly as a dimensionality reduction tech-
nique to remove redundant information preceding the applica-
tion of neural networks. The removal of redundant informa-
tion with PCA often leads to an improvement in performance in
many pattern recognition tasks [12].
In the implementation of PCA the data is centred in the fea-
ture space about the origin by subtracting the mean vector com-
puted over the complete database. The data is also normalised
with respect to variance such that the standard deviations are
equal to one. The normalised data is transformed using PCA,
this produces transformed join vectors whose components are
uncorrelated and ordered according to the magnitude of their
variance.
3.3. Neural networks
For each of the feature sets considered and for each possible
combination of feature sets a corresponding neural network is
trained from the training set of the database. PCA is applied as
a preprocessing step to reduce the dimensionality of the input
vectors before training the networks. When the join vector is
passed through the neural network a distance measure is output.
To train the neural networks join vectors corresponding with
discontinuities are assigned an output value of 1 and continuous
joins are assigned an output value of 0.
A number of neural network architectures were investigated
for the task of detecting discontinuities. General regression neu-
ral networks (GRNN) [15] were found to be the most suitable
for the task. Feedforward neural networks were investigated
but were found to be less consistent than GRNNs. GRNNs do
not suffer from the problem of getting trapped in local minima,
which can be a problemwith iteratively trained neural networks.
4. Results
The results presented were computed by generating receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves [16] that relate the per-
ceptual results of human listeners with the proposed measures.
Two probability density functions, p(τ |1) and p(τ |0), are es-
timated for each distance measure, τ , based on the perceptual
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Fig. 2: Plot of AUC value as the output dimension from PCA is varied
using Log PS.
results for continuous (0) and discontinuous (1) joins. The ROC
curves were calculated from the probability density functions
and provide information regarding the separability of p(τ |1)
and p(τ |0), for each distance measure.The ROC curves are gen-
erated by plotting the hit rate, PH , against the false alarm rate,
PFA.
PH(τ0) =
Z ∞
τ0
p(τ |1)dτ (5)
PFA(τ0) =
Z ∞
τ0
p(τ |0)dτ (6)
The performance metric employed was the area under the ROC
curve (AUC). The AUC represents the separability of the sets
of continuous and discontinuous joins for each measure tested.
The AUC values are presented for before and after the applica-
tion of the proposed transforms for each feature set tested.
4.1. Features
The features employed were the log power spectra (Log PS)
computed from the fast Fourier transform (FFT), MFCCs and
Line spectral frequencies (LSF). They were all extracted using
a frame of one pitch period in length with a Hanning window.
The MFCCs were computed from FFT spectra and the LSFs
were computed from a 16th order LPC analysis on a Mel scale .
4.2. PCA
The results comparing the AUC values computed before and
after the application of PCA are presented in Table 1. These
results were computed across the entire dataset as the database
did not require the separation into training and testing for the
application of PCA.
Features x PCA[x]
MFCC 0.75 0.7696
LSF 0.7381 0.6966
Log PS 0.7615 0.7841
Table 1: Comparison of results with and without the application of
PCA for each feature set; the table entries indicate the AUC value.
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Fig. 3: Illustrating the ROC curves computed from the Log PS before
and after applying the neural network.
Features x ANN [x]
Log PS 0.7673 0.8744
MFCC 0.7565 0.8413
LSF 0.7468 0.7955
Table 2: Comparison of results before and after the application of the
neural network for each feature set; the table entries indicate the AUC
value.
For both MFCCs and Log PS the application of PCA was
found to improve the rate of detection of discontinuities. For
LSFs, PCA was found to result in a decrease in the AUC value.
The dimension of the transformed vector was chosen to max-
imise the AUC value for each of the feature sets. Figure 2 illus-
trates the resulting AUC values as the dimension of the trans-
formed vector is varied for the case of join vectors constructed
from Log PS. The maximumAUC value in Figure 2 occurs for a
dimension of 39. This indicates how effective PCA is at retain-
ing the discriminating information in relatively few dimensions;
the original dimension was 256. This justifies the use of PCA
as a preprocessing stage prior to applying neural networks. For
MFCCs the maximum AUC value was obtained at a dimension
of 3; the original dimension was 19. For LSFs the maximum
AUC value corresponded with the maximum possible dimen-
sion of 16, although the AUC value essentially plateaued at a
dimension of 4 (AUC = 0.6953 for dimension 4).
4.3. Neural networks
The results for each of the feature sets before and after the appli-
cation of the proposed neural network-based transformation are
presented in Table 2. The neural network is trained on the train-
ing set and tested in a separate testing set. PCA is employed as
a preprocessing stage to reduce the dimensionality of the input
vectors. The results presented are for GRNN type networks.
Table 2 indicates that the neural network-based approach
significantly enhances the performance, this is most notable for
Log PS in which the AUC value increased from 0.7673 with the
standard distance measure approach to a value of 0.8744 with
the proposed approach. The ROC curves comparing each of
these measures before and after they were passed through their
respective neural networks are illustrated in Figures 3, 4 and 5.
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Fig. 4: Illustrating the ROC curves computed from MFCCs before and
after applying the neural network.
4.4. Combined measures
To combine the measures each join vector is concatenated and
subsequently PCA is applied, at this point the neural network
is trained. The results computed from the standard distance
measures with no transformation based on the concatenated
join vectors and those computed from the neural network-based
measures are presented in Table 3.
The neural network-based measure based on both MFCC
and Log PS features is the best performing measure tested with
an AUC value of 0.8859. For each of the combined measures
the neural network-based measure outperforms the correspond-
ing standard measure. The ROC curves comparing the perfor-
mance of MFCCs combined with Log PS features before and
after they were passed through the neural network are illustrated
in Figure 6.
Features x ANN [x]
MFCC + LSF 0.7468 0.8581
MFCC + Log PS 0.7673 0.8859
LSF + Log PS 0.7517 0.8753
LSF + MFCC + Log PS 0.7517 0.8829
Table 3: Comparison of results with and without the application of the
ANN for possible combination of feature sets; the table entries indicate
the AUC value.
5. Discussion and conclusions
This paper discusses a framework for applying feature transfor-
mations to spectral features for join cost optimisation in con-
catenative speech synthesis. PCA and a neural network-based
strategy were investigated. The results indicate that PCA can
be employed as an effective mechanism for dimensionality re-
duction without losing critical information in the detection of
discontinuities. PCA does not always provide an increase in
the performance as illustrated in the results for the LSF-based
measure. The potential gain in performance is relatively small
when it does occur. Perceptual data is required to optimally se-
lect the output dimension. The neural network-based measures
were found to outperform the corresponding standard distance
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Fig. 5: Illustrating the ROC curves computed from LSFs before and
after applying the neural network.
measure approach for each feature set tested and can be em-
ployed to enhance an existing feature set for its ability to detect
discontinuities. The neural network-based strategy provided the
best results of all measures tested and produced the highest de-
tection rates on the test database to date. This suggests that the
proposed feature transformation framework used in conjunction
with neural networks is an effective strategy to learn the levels
of mismatch that give rise to discontinuities for a given feature
set. A critical issue with the proposed strategy is that train-
ing the neural network requires perceptual data which requires
conducting perceptual experiments. This is a laborious and dif-
ficult task; most studies that involved listening experiments for
the detection of discontinuities reported that the listeners found
the task difficult.
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Abstract
This paper discusses some ideas for the requirements and meth-
ods of conversational speech synthesis, based on experience
gained from the collection and analysis of a very large corpus of
conversational speech in a variety of real-life everyday contexts.
It shows that because variation in voice quality plays a signifi-
cant part in the transmission of interpersonal and affect-related
social information, this feature should be given priority in future
speech synthesis research. Several solutions to this problem are
proposed.
Keywords: non-verbal speech, expression of affect, con-
catenative synthesis, conversational speech corpus, syntax of
spoken language
1. Introduction
The JST/ATR Expressive Speech Processing project took place
over a period of five years from July 2000 to March 2005 [1].
In that time, 1,500 hours of natural unprompted conversational
speech was recorded in a variety of everyday situations using
the voices of up to forty paid volunteers as they went about
their normal daily activity. Recordings were made directly to
DAT or MD using high-quality head-mounted close-talking mi-
crophones and all the speech was transcribed manually to form
the JST/ATRESP corpus [2]. A subset of the corpus was further
manually labelled to annotate speaking-style and affect-related
features.
Given such a large pool of speech samples, including more
than 600 hours of speech from one adult female volunteer, a
concatenative speech synthesiser was built and tested. The as-
sumption being that given five-years of one person’s daily con-
versations, the system should already contain and so be able to
accurately generate most of the speech needed for the sixth or
future years from that supply. This turned out not to be the case,
but from this work it was discovered that a large amount of the
speech was used for expressing interpersonal relationships and
affective information [3], rather than propositional content, and
considerable effort has since been put into producing a dictio-
nary and a grammar of that mode of nonverbal speech.
2. The Function of Conversational Speech
If speech synthesis is to be developed for conversational ap-
plications, such as virtual agents [4], speech translation [5], or
‘customer-care’ types of two-way spoken interactions, then it
will perhaps need to cover the full range of vocal activity en-
countered in human conversational speech. In other words, it
will need to be able to express ‘personal feelings’ as well as to
transmit linguistic information. This will require a degree of
prosodic control for which we are currently not well prepared.
Many speech synthesis applications assume a ‘broadcast’
mode of speech, where the synthesiser speaks and a human lis-
tens, with little interaction between the two sides. The focus in
broadcast speech is on correctly rendering an input text so that
its prosody expresses the syntactic and semantic relations of the
component words and their linguistic organisation [6]. Its func-
tion is to transmit linguistic information. Contrast this with a
conversational mode [7], where the synthesiser also has to take
on the role of a listener, providing feedback sounds to signal
comprehension (i.e., adequate processing by the dialogue sys-
tem of the recognised input speech stream), agreement, sympa-
thy, interest, alarm, etc., and their opposites. In this latter ‘par-
alinguistic’ mode of speech, the verbal content is limited but its
prosodic impact is great. In real interactive speech, laughs and
other affect-bursts are common, and ‘grunts’ take the place of
more formal semantics. Phatic communion [8, 9] is as common
as (or even more so than) the transfer of linguistic information.
2.1. Non-Verbal Speech Sounds
From the analysis of the ESP corpus, it was learned that approx-
imately half of the conversational-speech utterances are difficult
to comprehend from their transcriptions alone. That is, a knowl-
edge of their prosody and voice quality; i.e., of how they were
spoken, is necessary before an interpretation of their meaning
and the speaker’s intention can be formed.
A dictionary listing the 100 most frequent utterances in
this conversational speech corpus [10] contains words such as
“yeah”, “okay”, “maybe”, “gotcha”, “uhuh” (i.e., their Japanese
equivalents), as well as many laughs, intakes of breath, grunts
(such as “ummm”, “hmmm”, “ooh”, etc) and greetings. This
list alone is sufficient to cover half of the speech data in terms
of utterance frequency. Such non-verbal speech sounds are ex-
tremely common. Expanding the list to include similar but less
frequent utterances gives at least 2,000 entries excluding laughs,
which if we include verbatim (where haha is distinguished from
hahaha and hahahaha) involves a further 2,000 types or more.
2.2. Synthesis of Non-Verbal Speech Sounds
Several methods have been tested for the synthesis of such
sounds using speech data from the ESP corpus. Being concate-
native, they entails little signal processing or prosody or voice-
quality manipulation, and simply require the construction of an
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efficient index to retrieve suitable speech samples from the cor-
pus for replay intact. Although no phone-level concatenation is
required for these short complete and self-contained utterances,
this method arguably still falls under the umbrella of ‘speech
synthesis’ as it entails the generation of interactive speech ut-
terances by use of a computer system.
The selection of a phatic speech utterance obviously can-
not be done just by text alone, as the style and nuance of such
speech sounds is much more variable (and informative) than
their textual representation. Even something as literal as a greet-
ing, e.g., “Good Morning!”, becomes a delicate indicator of
speaker-state and speaker-listener relationships through subtle
differences in prosody and tone-of-voice, when its phatic role is
considered.
Hand-in-hand with the task of selecting appropriately ex-
pressive waveform segments is the problem of input; since a
computer keyboard (which is limited to the generation of plain
text as input) may not be the most appropriate device. Assum-
ing for example that many of our users might prefer to use a
portable telephone keypad as their input device of choice, we
tested an icon-based menu interface, ‘NATR’, whereby com-
mon conversational utterances could be chosen by toggling
the selector button up, down, left, or right (using the thumb)
and then pressing a function key to send/synthesise the target
speech (see Figure 1). An extended version, ‘Chakai’, for use
with notebook computers with space for occasional free input
(shown in Figure 2) has been described elsewhere [11].
Common to both these input devices is a matrix of valency
and activation for selection of an appropriate utterance, with
icons depicting characteristic features of the utterance in a non-
text-based manner. This is because a fundamental assumption
of this form of unit selection for conversational speech seg-
ments is that the target speech sound is constrained by a set
of discourse and interactional features that determine not only
its resulting prosody and voice quality, but also the text of the
utterance itself. The greeting above is only one form such an
utterance might take; when spoken to a close friend it might
instead be realised as “Hi!”, or clipped down to “mornin’ ” if
the speaker is not feeling too bright. The selection of a phatic
utterance should therefore result in a complete and appropri-
ate discourse event, rather than being thought of as determining
the prosody and speaking style for a predetermined lexical se-
quence. This gives the selection procedure a greater freedom
to produce what is most common in the corpus, provided that
the labels can effectively constrain selection by representing the
factors that generate such an event in the real world.
3. Characteristics of Non-Verbal Speech
In previous work [13] it was proposed that the structure of con-
versational speech can best be explained as an intermingled se-
quence of ‘wrappers’ and ‘fillers’ such that linguistic content is
chunked into small segments that are ‘wrapped’ by the com-
mon and frequently repeated non-verbal speech segments so
that both the propositional content and the intended interpreta-
tion of the linguistic sequence can be simultaneously conveyed
through speech, allowing even a listener unfamiliar with the
speech habits of the speaker to be able to interpret the subtle
affective changes expressed through micro prosodic and voice-
quality variations.
In this paper, we focus more on the lexical, syntactic, acous-
tic and prosodic characteristics of these ‘wrappers’ in an at-
tempt to explain how they function and how they might be used
to produce natural-sounding utterance sequences for conversa-
Figure 1: Input device using portable telephone.
Figure 2: Input device using notebook computer. Note the space
in the centre of the bottom two rows for the input of free text.
tional interaction between a person and an agent or agents using
speech synthesis.
3.1. Wrappers and Fillers - Interaction Devices
Erm, this might seem obvious, but, err, we don’t usually use
‘wrappers’ in text, do we? The previous sentence could better
be expressed by seven words (those from ‘we’ to ‘text’ inclu-
sive, i.e., what we are calling here the ‘fillers’), but nine were
added to make it more conversational in style. Contrary to
the theory of least effort, it seems that people produce much
more speech than ‘necessary’ (sic) to communicate their in-
tentions. This has been discussed in linguistic science under
the competence-performance framework [12], and even today
many non-verbal speech sounds are considered to be ‘noise’; re-
moved from a recording, not transcribed, covered by a ‘garbage-
model’ in speech recognition, or similarly downgraded and ig-
nored. Errm, one does NOT start a sentence with ‘errm’!
And yet these sounds perform a very useful function in dis-
course. Hesitation is a way of indicating politeness for exam-
ple, and starting an utterance with ‘errm’ (or its equivalent) to
indicate hesitation is therefore a form of politeness in speech.
Stating the obvious, similarly, should not be necessary. How-
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Figure 3: Speech & silence plots for the first nine minutes of a
conversation between two male speakers, JMC and JMB, show-
ing fragmentation of the discourse and progressive but not ab-
solute alternations of speaker dominance. Each line shows one
minute of speech, with speaker JMC’s speech activity plotted
above and that of speaker JMB plotted below. White space in-
dicates lack of speech activity
ever, “this might seem obvious, but ...” hedges the utterance; it
is not redundant but a part of the discourse where the speaker
can express affective information, relating to the listener, and
to his or her confidence and purpose in speaking. In much the
same way “do we?” functions to bring the listener closer into
the discourse and to personalise it. It is not a question but a
phatic tag.
Furthermore, the very frequency of such tags as “do we?”
(here we are including them in the more general term ‘wrap-
pers’) allows precise variation in expressivity to carry consid-
erable weight of information in the discourse, enabling the
speaker to express the degree of belief which the statement is
intended to carry. In other words, the linguistic content (i.e., the
filling of the utterance) is wrapped in paralinguistic segments
that serve to lighten it and to add speaker involvement. This
form of speech is limited to conversational styles, and is not
found in broadcast modes, where the voice is used solely to por-
tray the content of the text rather than the feelings or attitudes
of the speaker.
Such non-verbal (or fringely verbal) use of speech is also
particularly common when listening. Active listening demands
that the listener chip in frequently to confirm attention, under-
standing, agreement, etc., and if these phatic sounds are not pro-
duced as expected, then most people will simply stop talking.
They ‘dry-up’, asking if the ‘listener’ is alright perhaps, and the
discourse fails as an interactive two-way event.
Figure 3 shows a plot of such two-way activity during a
telephone conversation between two people who do not know
each other very well. It is probably clear at any given moment
in the time sequence who is the dominant speaker, but there is
considerable overlap as the listener verbally nods to the speech.
Here the same “um” (which is by far the most common utter-
ance in the corpus) can mean yes, no, maybe, just ‘I’m listen-
ing”, ‘go on’, etc., from differences in intonation, timing, loud-
ness, and voice quality. These are the new challenges for the
Table 1: Results of a principal component analysis of the speech
features. We see a decrease in the standard deviation (sd) of the
rotated variables as the component number increases, and a de-
crease in the proportion of the variance (pov) that each compo-
nent accounts for. By PC7 we note that 82.6% of the cumulative
proportion of the acoustic variance (cp) in these data can be ac-
counted for.
Importance of components:
PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7
sd 1.86 1.62 1.35 1.18 1.05 1.00 0.95
pov 0.23 0.17 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.06
cp 0.23 0.40 0.53 0.62 0.69 0.76 0.82
PC8 PC9 PC10 PC11 PC12 PC13 PC14
sd 0.87 0.74 0.64 0.59 0.51 0.39 0.31
pov 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00
cp 0.87 0.91 0.94 0.96 0.98 0.99 1.00
Rotation:
PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7
fmean -0.35 0.23 0.31 -0.13 0.06 -0.11 0.01
fmax -0.33 0.15 0.36 -0.11 0.08 -0.14 0.02
fmin -0.02 0.13 -0.10 -0.52 -0.52 -0.15 -0.11
fpct -0.20 0.04 0.05 -0.10 0.38 -0.43 -0.57
fvcd 0.19 0.27 0.05 0.55 0.11 0.02 -0.19
pmean 0.03 0.54 0.09 0.11 0.00 0.26 0.01
pmax -0.24 0.34 0.28 -0.07 -0.11 0.31 0.04
pmin 0.17 0.44 -0.21 -0.12 -0.04 0.09 0.12
ppct 0.05 0.03 -0.09 -0.34 0.67 0.02 0.49
h1h2 0.22 -0.06 0.43 0.15 -0.19 -0.41 0.27
h1a3 0.43 -0.01 0.35 -0.21 0.03 0.01 -0.04
h1 0.42 0.10 0.30 -0.08 0.02 -0.21 0.07
a3 -0.16 0.25 -0.22 0.33 -0.03 -0.46 0.26
dn -0.11 -0.26 0.37 0.13 0.07 0.37 -0.10
synthesis of conversational speech. It is not easy to specify the
intended variant from text input alone.
3.2. Acoustic features of Wrappers and Fillers
This paper uses the term ‘non-verbal’ for these speech sounds,
but rather than strictly limiting the term to laughs and grunts
alone it should be interpreted in its wider meaning to include
phrases used more as discourse-gesture than as linguistic con-
tent. The example above gave “this might seem obvious” and
“do we?” as examples of speech segments that might look like
linguistic content but which are actually used more for phatic
rather than propositional information transfer. They wrap the
linguistic content and give conversational speech its character-
istic ‘broken’ or so-called ‘ill-formed’ structure illustrated in
Figure 3.
Since these non-verbal wrappers function more to carry
prosodic and voice-quality information, it is necessary to cat-
egorise them primarily by their acoustic features for unit selec-
tion in concatenative conversational speech synthesis. Whereas
the prosody of a sentence for broadcast-mode speech synthe-
sis can be largely determined from an analysis of its syntac-
tic, semantic and lexical components and their interactions, the
prosody of a phatic grunt for conversational speech synthesis
has to be determined independently of (and arguably even be-
fore) its lexical composition.
To facilitate the use of acoustic features in unit selection, we
used a short program written in Tcl/Tk-Snack [14] to extract the
main acoustic and prosodic characteristics of each non-verbal
utterance in the corpus to represent its speech waveform as a
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vector of 14 values (see details in [15]). These include five val-
ues (fmean, fmax, fmin, fpct, and fvcd) to represent the pitch
contour (fundamental frequency of the speech waveform), four
(pmean, pmax, pmin, and ppct) for signal amplitude (power),
one for duration, and four to represent spectral characteristics
(h1h2, h1a3, h1, a3) of the entire utterance.
The fourteen acoustic and prosodic features thus extracted
were then subjected to a principal component analysis to re-
duce the complexity of the data and to determine the strength
of any interactions between the factors. For this, the “prncomp”
function in “R” [16] was employed (pc=prcomp(feats, retx=T,
center=T, scale.=T) which yielded results as shown in Table 1.
3.3. Voice quality and Acoustics
While we see from Table 1 that the principal component analy-
sis allows us to reduce our search space to a smaller number of
dimensions, we also note that spectral features rank very highly
in explaining the acoustic variation. The data shown in Table
1 were all from the single utterance “umm”, the most common
word in the corpus, so there is no inherent phonetic variation to
be expected that might account for the spectral differences. In-
stead, the difference in voice quality or breathiness in the speech
were used to differentiate between different interpretations of
the utterance in the discourse.
“Umm” is used in Japanese, as in English, to mean ‘yes’,
‘I’m listening’, ‘I understand’, ‘I agree’, ‘I don’t agree’, ‘I don’t
understand’, I’m surprised’, and so on ..., with each intended
meaning unambiguous to the listener but indistinguishable from
the text alone. The table shows that more than 50% of this
acoustic variance can be accounted for by the first three princi-
pal components alone, and that more than 80% can be explained
by the first seven. This greatly facilitates search for an appro-
priate unit.
The table also shows that the first principal component is
dominated by h1a3 (i.e., the difference between energy mea-
sured at the first harmonic and that measured at the third for-
mant = 0.43), h1 (energy at the first harmonic = 0.42), fmean
(mean fundamental frequency of the utterance = 0.35), and
fmax (maximum fundamental frequency = 0.32). Power domi-
nates the second principal component, and duration (or speak-
ing rate) the third. Whereas there have been some interesting
proposals for modification of spectral tilt in the speech sig-
nal (and hence breathiness and ‘force’ in the speech; see e.g.,
[17, 18]) the interactions between these four components of
prosody is so great that the present author maintains their mod-
ification results in unacceptable degradation to the perception
of naturalness in the resulting speech and loss of this impor-
tant voice-quality dimension that is so important for signalling
affect and social relationships.
4. KeyTalk
In order to explore the problem of synthesising with a very large
number of utterances having a limited number of textual repre-
sentations but considerable variety in their prosodic expression,
and hence in their meaning, we tested a system using a midi-
keyboard devise as input for unit selection (see Figure 4).
This system, ‘KeyTalk’, addresses the problem of grouping
related utterances and also of selecting among them by use of
a ‘force’ feature to represent prosodic strength of the utterance.
Being coded in the midi language, it allows sequences to be
recorded and replayed at a later time or modelled statistically
for further synthesis development.
Figure 4: The KeyTalk setup alongside the NATR conversational
speech synthesis interface.
Figure 5: KeyTalk sample mappings. Groups of keys provide
input for related utterances. The keys are touch-sensitive. See
text for an explanation.
4.1. Grouping Related Utterances
Whereas the data for KeyTalk are complex, the software for the
synthesiser itself is very simple. The small piano-like keyboard
offers a compact view over the full range of several octaves.
Each octave section is grouped into sets of seven and five keys,
and alternating within each group are the black and the white
keys. The keys are touch-sensitive so a strong keypress will
produce a different output-value from a weak keypress, with up
to 64 intermediate stages of touch sensitivity.
Each group of keys was mapped deterministically to a
group of related and frequently-used conversational utterances,
as illustrated in Figure 5 in Japanese. The first group of five keys
on the left of the figure represent ‘greetings’, the next twelve
map to ‘replies’, the next seven map to ‘opinions’, and those on
the right to ‘initiating’ or ‘calling’ utterances.
By default, the white keys represent the more positive vari-
ants, and black keys their negative equivalents, reflecting the
major/minor distinction on a musical keyboard. However, it
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is not always the case that such simple pairings exist; for ex-
ample the greetings (white keys) map to morning, afternoon,
and evening variants respectively, with the black keys for say-
ing farewell.
Clearly, considerable further work would be required on
the selection and grouping of the utterances if this were to be
implemented as a commercial system for general use, but as a
testbed for experimentation the present working prototype al-
lows ‘touch-and-feel’ hands-on experience for the selection of
individual utterances within a real-time interactive framework.
4.2. Touch-sensitive Selection
The mapping from key to utterance is only a token mapping
with no guarantee that the exact word mapped to the key (drawn
on the key in Figure 5 for illustration) will be the word that is
ultimately spoken by the system. Several modifiers come into
action to determine the precise prosody and phrasing of the final
utterance. These are governed by global, local, and keypress
settings.
Every midi keyboard is also equipped with two roller
wheels, one (the ‘pitch’ wheel) with both positive and nega-
tive settings sprung to return to the centre position after each
use, and the other, for scalar settings, with no spring, retaining
its previous value until further changed. For use as a speech
synthesiser, these rollers allow the user to modify the affec-
tive profile of each utterance to determine the segment for out-
put. As explained in [11], a three-dimensional control space is
posited for conversational speech, whereby the content and style
of the utterance are determined from (a) the affective state(s)
of the speaker, (b) the character the speaker wishes to display
to the listener or conversation partner, and (c) the underlying
pragmatic and discoursal intentions of the utterance [19]. This
constraint-based unit selection is implemented by ranking can-
didates for each group of utterances in the database.
As all the speech in the corpus has been transcribed, it is a
simple matter to select and group all utterances having an oc-
currence frequency above a predetermined threshold. These are
then ranked according to values of the three principal compo-
nents described above. The settings of the roller-wheels in com-
bination with the force of the keypress determine which utter-
ance segment from the many ranked candidates will be chosen
for playback. The group of candidates from which this selection
is made is determined by the key being pressed.
4.3. Evaluation
No formal evaluation has been performed on this prototype sys-
tem, because each utterance synthesised is a complete and self-
contained natural-speech segment. There is no concatenation,
except at the phrase level, where utterances are separated natu-
rally by pauses, no prosody modification, and no signal process-
ing. By definition each utterance is natural. Judging how infor-
mative it is would be a research issue in itself, because there
is as yet no formal grammar of non-verbal utterances against
which a sequence of such sounds could be measured.
A test of its fun value was carried out in two public demon-
strations, one at NAIST (the Nara Institute of Science and Tech-
nology) as part of the Open Campus demonstrations in 2006,
and again at ATR in the same year as part of the Open House
exhibition. In both these cases the keyboard attracted a large
number of people and many, especially the younger ones stayed
quite a time playing with it, laughing at the sounds that came
out, and testing the variety of expression that differences in
force of keypress produced.
Figure 6: A model of the constraints (rectangles) and drivers
(ovals) underlying the expression of a conversational utterance.
A different form of evaluation needs to be performed at
the level of system design; to find an optimal mapping from
keys and clusters of related keys to common utterances in a dis-
course, and on the mappings between their acoustic characteris-
tics and the perceived intentions of the speaker, but this requires
a formal grammar of spoken language that incorporates non-
verbal utterances, and so remains as future work.
5. Discussion
For the system to be of use in an automatic speech synthesiser,
a control model must be designed for the generation and inte-
gration of non-verbal utterances into the speech stream. One
such has been proposed in [21] and is illustrated in Figure 6.
Here, two elemental forces are considered as jointly having an
influence at the most basic level of the desire to speak. These
(marked by ovals in the figure) are hidden and not subject to
conscious awareness but must be included in the control model
as causative factors.
Below them in the figure are a series of filters (marked by
rectangular boxes) representing the constraints that determine
the coding of an utterance. This coding is at both the lexical
and biomechanical level, resulting in the word sequence and its
prosody, simultaneously.
The filters or constraints are of three kinds: (a) the message,
i.e the intended pragmatic force of the utterance, what is to be
conveyed by the speech, but not yet its precise wording, (b)
the social impact of the utterance, on the listener, and in the
discourse, and (c) the speaker’s character and inhibitions, both
trained and innate, as well as the facets of that character to be
portrayed (revealed or hidden) in the speech through its content
and style. The model assumes emotion and intention to be co-
drivers of an utterance, but places most of the control at the level
of the constraints.
6. Conclusion
There is growing need internationally for the synthesis of ex-
pressive speech, not just in speech translation environments,
which are now well developed, but also in the growing area
of virtual agents, such as Second Life, where animated beings
function in a world of their own, interacting both with each
other and with the human sponsors of their communities. The
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business needs for lifelike conversational speech synthesis are
great, and very large amounts of real money are already being
spent in the virtual communities by a growing number of people
across the world.
This paper has described some recent attempts to model the
characteristics of conversational speech for use in concatenative
speech synthesis, using a very large database of recordings cov-
ering a variety of natural environments and interpersonal inter-
actions. Rather than propose a single prototype system, which
would be application-specific, it has described several factors
that might be taken into consideration in the design of a generic
conversational speech synthesis system on the basis of experi-
ence gathered from the analysis of the corpus of 1,500 hours of
human spoken interactions.
A key theme of the paper is that interactive speech requires
different uses of speech prosody from broadcast-mode synthe-
sis, particularly for the expression of affect, interpersonal rela-
tionships, and discourse control. Furthermore, in a dialogue
system employing conversational speech synthesis, modules
will be required for ‘active listening’ wherein the synthesiser
is required to make frequent non-verbal speech sounds to reas-
sure the speaker, to maintain a steady flow of incoming speech,
and to control the dialogue. This is an area of discourse which
has been little studied, particularly within the engineering and
speech technology communities.
The paper has described some of the acoustic features found
to be important for the selection of non-verbal speech segments
for conversational speech synthesis and has shown that a prin-
cipal component analysis reduces these to a small manageable
number that can be easily ranked and directly used for prosody-
based selection of discourse units. The paper has further de-
scribed some previous attempts at designing novel input devices
suitable for use in a conversational environment, both by human
users and by computer programs.
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Abstract
This paper presents a corpus-based approach to commu-
nicative speech synthesis. We chose “good news” style and
“bad news” style for our initial attempt to synthesize speech
that has appropriate expressiveness desired in human-human
or human-machine dialog. We utilized 10-hour “neutral” style
speech corpus as well as smaller corpora with good news and
bad news styles, each consisting of two to three hours of speech
from the same speaker. We trained target HMM models with
each style and synthesized speech with unit databases contain-
ing speech with the relevant style as well as neutral speech.
From the listening tests, we found out that intended commu-
nicative styles were comprehended by listeners and that con-
siderably high mean opinion score on naturalness was achieved
with rather small, style-specific corpora.
1. Introduction
Corpus-based approaches to speech synthesis have been very
popular in the past decade and concatenative synthesizers have
been especially successful due to its high naturalness [1, 2, 3, 4].
After achieving highly natural-sounding synthetic speech, how-
ever, the research and user communities of speech synthesis
have become more aware about the issues with using speech
synthesizers that speaks in an articulate but uniform manner
in all the situations in human-machine dialogs or machine-
mediated human-human dialogs. Research efforts on expressive
and emotional speech synthesis, therefore, have become more
and more active these days [5, 6]. We are aiming at developing
speech synthesis technology that is useful for human-machine
dialogs such as those in speech-enabled automatic conversa-
tional services as well as machine-mediated human-human di-
alogs such as conversations through the speech-to-speech trans-
lation system [7]. To investigate the possibilities of achieving
synthetic speech appropriate for the communicative purposes
in those systems, we looked at different styles of spoken com-
munication such as conveying good news, bad news, and focus
(or emphasis) [5], and selected good news and bad news for
the styles to handle in our first attempt at synthesizing commu-
nicative speech. Part of the reason that we did not choose the
focus was that it seems the objective of making some part of
the utterance more salient than the others is often achieved by
some other linguistic means such as using a different syntactic
structure or adding small function words, rather than prosodic
means in Japanese, which was the first target language for our
communicative speech synthesis efforts.
In this paper, we report our initial attempt at communica-
tive speech synthesis in the framework of XIMERA, a concate-
native speech synthesis system [4]. We developed two-hour ad-
ditional speech corpora in good news and bad news styles and
trained HMM target models using these corpora. We also used
these corpora together with the 10-hour corpus of neutral speech
to generate speech with communicative styles. We tested how
much desired styles were achieved and how much of natural-
ness was maintained by subjective listening tests. In the rest
of the paper, we introduce the XIMERA concatenative speech
synthesis system, followed by a description of the present ap-
proach to communicative speech synthesis. We then report on
the experiments followed by the conclusion.
2. XIMERA
The block diagram of Figure 1 shows the main procedures con-
ducted by XIMERA. Like most concatenative TTS systems,
XIMERA is composed of four major modules, namely text
processing, prosodic parameter generation, segment selection,
and waveform generation modules. The target languages of
XIMERA are Japanese, Chinese and English. Although the
framework of corpus-based synthesis is language independent,
most modules, in reality, must be developed or tuned for a tar-
get language. The language dependent modules comprise text
processing, acoustic models for prosodic parameter generation,
speech corpora, and the cost function for segment selection.
The search algorithm for segment selection is also related to
the target language via the cost function.
2.1. Text processing
The text processing module consists of three sub-modules for
morphological analysis, rough syntactic analysis, and pronun-
ciation and accent generation. The morphological analysis is
conducted based on a bigram language model and a morpheme
dictionary consisting of 239,591 Japanese or 195,959 Chinese
entries. The rough syntactic analysis determines (1) a depen-
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Figure 1: Main procedures performed by the XIMERA TTS
system.
dency between adjacent words, which is mainly used for F0
generation, and (2) clause boundaries, which is mainly used for
pause insertion. The pronunciation generation determines the
readings of homographs and euphonic changes of unvoiced to
voiced sounds. The accent generation determines the accent
type of an accentual phrase based on accent types and the ac-
cent concatenation features of the constituent morphemes.
2.2. Generation of prosodic parameters
Prosodic parameters, namely F0, phone duration, and power,
are generated according to the HMM-based speech synthesis
technique [8, 9]. In other words, XIMERA includes an HMM-
based synthesizer whose purpose is to produce the duration and
power of the final concatenated waveform. Therefore, each
HMM observation vector is composed of: (1) power; (2) mel-
cepstral coefficients (without the 0-th coefficient); and F0. The
generated parameters are also included in the concatenation cost
for target selection.
2.3. Segment selection
2.3.1. Processing unit
The minimal processing unit is a half-phone [10, 11]. For
Japanese synthesis, concatenation at a C-V boundary is inhib-
ited by definition of the cost function. Moreover, a half phone
unit in the resultant unit sequence should be at least either fol-
lowed or preceded by a unit that was adjacent to it in the original
speech corpus.
2.3.2. Cost function
The cost function of a sentence for segment selection is given
by
Cg =
1
N
NX
i=1
Cl(ui, ti)
p
, (1)
where N denotes the number of targets in the sentence, Cl de-
notes a local cost at the target ti, and ui and ti respectively
denote the i-th target and segment candidate. The power p was
determined to be 2 as a result of perceptual experiments [12].
The local cost is given by
Cl(ui, ti) = wF0CF0(ui, ti) + wdurCdur(ui, ti)+
wcenCcen(ui, ti) + wF0cCF0c(ui, ti)+
wenvCenv(ui, ti) + wspgCspg(ui, ti), (2)
where CF0(ui, ti), Cdur(ui, ti), and Ccen(ui, ti) respectively
denote errors in F0, segment duration, and spectral centroid be-
tween the target and a segment candidate; representing therefore
the target costs. On the other hand, CF0c(ui, ti), Cenv(ui, ti),
and Cspg(ui, ti) respectively denote discontinuities of F0, pho-
netic environment, and spectrum between adjacent segments;
representing the concatenation costs. wF0, wdur , wcen, wF0c,
wenv , and wspg are corresponding weights for the local costs.
Mappings from acoustic measures into the above local costs and
weights were optimized based on perceptual experiments [13].
2.3.3. Search
The optimal sequence of waveform segments is searched for by
using the Viterbi algorithm [14]. A problem due to large corpora
is the heavy computation load required for evaluating candidate
segments. To reduce the amount of computation, pre-selection
based on target sub-costs is adopted.
2.4. Signal processing
XIMERA does not utilize prosodic modification of the final
concatenated waveform. Toda et al. reported in [15] that the
unnaturalness caused by prosodic modification algorithms, such
as STRAIGHT [16], degrades the synthesized speech when the
corpus size is greater than two hours. Therefore the wave-
form generation module is based on simple waveform concate-
nation. The concatenation point is searched for within a 5-ms
range around the segment boundaries so that a short-term cross-
correlation coefficient is maximized.
3. Communicative speech synthesis with
XIMERA
We developed corpora of good news and bad news styles with
the same speaker that we recorded 60 hours of neutral speech.
Due to the limited time available for developing the prompt text,
we reused part of the existing prompt text. The set of prompt
sentences were equivalent to those used for a 2.6-hour subset of
the existing neutral speech. Roughly 50% of the prompts were
newspaper sentences, 25% were phonetically balanced sentence
set, and the rest were travel conversation and novel sentences.
The sentences in written form were modified to have conversa-
tional sentence ends.
The procedures of database collection, correction, labeling
and phonetic segmentation, were conducted as described in [4],
following the same directions employed for the construction of
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Table 1: Speech corpora used in this experiment.
Speech corpus ID # utterances # phones Size
Neutral N10 12,169 515,845 10 h
Neutral N2 1,962 135,142 2.6 h
Good news G2 1,962 139,551 3.0 h
Bad news B2 1,962 138,558 3.2 h
Table 2: The corpus sizes for training the target HMMs.
Database Size # utterances # phones # feature
style (h) labels
Neutral 2.3 1,807 118,701 117,638
Good news 2.8 1,852 128,468 126,962
Bad news 2.7 1,726 118,640 117,070
the original XIMERA database. The sizes of the corpora de-
veloped, with good-news and bad-news styles, were 3.0 and 3.2
hours, respectively.
4. Experiments and results
4.1. Goal
The effectiveness of an approach can be evaluated by some de-
signed experiments. For this purpose, we built several TTS sys-
tems from the corpora listed in Table 1, under XIMERA frame-
work, and conducted two perceptual experiments to investigate
the ability of conveying communicative speech synthesis with
a certain degree of naturalness. Therefore, Experiment I is in-
tended to evaluate the naturalness of synthetic speech in each
target speaking style, namely “good news”, “bad news” and
neutral styles1, whereas Experiment II is focused on rating the
appropriateness of conveying “good news” and “bad news” by
the synthetic speech.
4.2. Prosody generation modules and unit databases
In order to synthesize “good news”, “bad news” and “neutral”
speech, we trained contextual HMMs for three style-specific
prosody generation modules. Table 2 shows the amount of
database used to train each style and the resulting number of
feature labels.
The unit database were generated from the database sets
shown in Table 1. Note that two versions of “neutral” database
were generated, one with two hours and other with ten hours.
4.3. Different system versions used in the experiments
Through a few combination of the corpora shown in Table 1,
the six databases listed in Table 3 were developed. The database
N2 is a sub-set of N10. Further, by combining the HMM-based
prosody generation modules of Table 2 with these databases,
eight TTS systems are used in this experiment. Table 4 illus-
trates which acoustic model is combined with each individual
database. In the following, each system is described.
1. System G–G2
• Target: “good news”;
• Unit database: G2.
2. System G–G2+N10:
1Hereafter referred to as G, B, and N, respectively.
Table 3: Description of the six databases for use in this test.
ID Size Content
G2 3.0 3 h “good news” speech
G2+N10 13 3 h “good news”+10h neutral speech
N2 2.6 2.6 h neutral speech
N10 10 10 h neutral speech
B2 3.2 3.2 h “bad news” speech
B2+N10 13.2 3.2h “bad news”+10 h neutral speech
Table 4: Combination of the three HMM-based targets with the
six unit databases to form eight systems.
Style G2 G2+N10 N2 N10 B2 B2+N10
G • • •
N • •
B • • •
• Target: “good news”;
• Unit database: G2+N10.
3. System G–N10:
• Target: “good news”;
• Unit database: N10.
4. System N-N2:
• Target: “neutral”;
• Unit database: N2.
5. System N-N10:
• Target: “neutral”;
• Unit database: N10.
6. System B–B2:
• Target: “bad news”;
• Unit database: B2.
7. System B–B2+N10:
• Target: “bad news”;
• Unit database: B2+N10.
8. System B–N10:
• Target: “bad news”;
• Unit database: N10.
The use of style-specific target HMMs combined with neu-
tral database is intended to test how good performance can be
achieved by use of a neutral speech corpus only.
4.4. The test sentences
The eight TTS systems above were used to supply synthetic
speech for use in a listening test. We chose ten ambiguous
Japanese sentences. These sentence can be literally interpreted
as “good news”, “bad news”, or “neutral.” The use of am-
biguous sentences is expected to be suited for testing synthetic
speech in delivering an intended speaking style. Since there are
eight versions of synthetic speech for each sentence, 80 distinct
stimuli in total were yielded . The 80 stimuli are divided into
two groups, 40 stimuli for each, using a different randomized
order across groups. One group was used for Experiment I and
the other for Experiment II.
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4.5. Subjects
Twelve listeners participated this listening test, six male and six
female speakers, all of whom are Japanese natives with normal
hearing. These stimuli were presented to listeners with head-
phones in a silent office. The listeners were allowed to listen to
a few samples before starting this test so as to get some idea of
the quality of synthetic speech in the three styles. During this
listening test, they could listen to each stimulus as many times
as they liked, but could not go back and forth anyway.
4.6. Results and discussion
In Experiment I, the listeners were asked to rate the naturalness
of synthetic speech on a 5-point scale from 1, the worst natu-
ralness, to 5, very natural. In Experiment II, the same listeners
were then instructed in the listening task of evaluating the ap-
propriateness of synthetic speech in conveying “good news”,
neutral news, and “bad news” on a 7-point scale from -3 (very
good “bad news”), 0 (neutral), and 3 (very good “good news”).
Figure 2 shows Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) for each of the
TTS systems enumerate above, and Figure 3 shows the MOS
obtained in Experiment II for each system. Table 5 lists the
number of stimuli in percentage evaluated as “bad news”, “neu-
tral,” or “good news” on the 7-point scale for each system.
Several observations may be made from the experimental
results. Firstly, synthetic speech in “good news” style has high
naturalness, even we use the “neutral” unit database. The MOS
obtained by System G-N10 in Figure 2 illustrates this fact.
Secondly, when both the targets and databases were
built from style-relevant speech corpus, the resulting systems
achieved better performance than the others. For instance, Sys-
tem G-G2 outperforms systems G-G2+N10 and G-N10, and
System B-B2 outperforms systems B-B2+N10 and B-N10. The
degradation in naturalness from systems G-G2 to G-G2+N10,
and from B-B2 to B-B2+N10, perhaps might be partly caused
by the unit selection algorithm, since the former was included
in the latter. On the other hand, the MOS values obtained in
Experiment II for rating the appropriateness of intended styles
were quite similar in both systems G-G2 and G-G2+N10 as well
as systems B-B2 and B-B2+N10, as shown in Figure 3.
Thirdly, when focusing on the naturalness of systems G-
G2, N-N2, and B-B2, which are similar in speech corpus size,
systems with “good news” and “bad news” styles achieved con-
siderable better performance than the neutral system N-N2.
This result might indicate that appropriate styles could possi-
bly improve the naturalness of the synthesized speech. In other
words, an effective way to improving naturalness in small cor-
pus speech synthesis is to generate synthesized speech in varied
styles.
Finally, while “good news” speech presented better natu-
ralness than “bad news,” “bad news” speech could give clearer
impression than “good news” speech, according to Figure 3.
Basically, the results of Experiment II showed that listeners
could correctly identify synthesized speech in a particular style
ranging from 98.4% for “bad news” to 66.7% for “good news”.
The results also imply that there is an overlap for distin-
guishing between “good news” and “neutral” styles. This can
be supported by the numbers in Table 6, which shows how many
units were selected from N10 in both systems B-B2+N10 and
G-G2+N10. As shown in Table 6, 59% of units were selected
from N10 when synthesizing the sentences in “good news”
style, while only 3% of units were selected from N10 when
synthesizing “bad news.” Further, a deeper examination showed
that the vocal range in uttering “bad news” style (by the same
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Figure 2: Mean Opinion Scores and standard deviations for
each of the synthesis systems in Experiment I described in the
text.
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Figure 3: Mean Opinion Scores for each of the synthesis systems
in Experiment II described in the text.
speaker) is sharply narrowed and the mean is considerably low-
ered. Table 7 lists the voice ranges measured from B2, N2, and
G2, and some examples are displayed in Figure 4.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a corpus-based approach to com-
municative speech synthesis. We chose “good news” style and
“bad news” style for our initial attempt to synthesize commu-
nicative speech and collected speech corpora with those styles.
Target HMMs were trained with these style-specific corpora,
whereas we also made use of neutral speech corpus for building
style-specific unit databases in order to know how this existing
resource can be utilized to generate speech with expressions rel-
evant in the communication. From the listening tests, we found
out that intended communicative styles were comprehended by
listeners and that considerably high mean opinion score on nat-
uralness was achieved with rather small, style-specific corpora.
Currently we need to have separate model trees for each of the
communicative styles. We plan to examine the possibilities of
having a single model tree where styles are handled as one of
the features for clustering HMM target models.
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Table 5: Percentage of stimuli evaluated as individual levels in
Experiment II.
System ID –3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3
B–B2 26.7 41.7 30 1.6
B–B2+N10 26.7 43.3 23.3 6.7
B–N10 16.7 25 40 11.7 5 1.7
N–N2 15 63.3 18.3 3.3
N–N10 16.7 60 18.3 5
G–G2 3.3 28.3 30 30 6.7
G–G2+N10 3.3 28.3 35 28.3 5
G–N10 0.86 35 46.7 10
Table 6: Percentage of units selected from the neutral speech
corpus when synthesizing “bad news” and “good news” styles.
Style System Units selected from subset N10
Bad news B–B2+N10 3%
Good news G–G2+N10 59%
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Abstract
In this paper we explore an approach to expressive text-to-
speech synthesis in which pre-existing expression-specific cor-
pora are complemented with automatically generated labels to
augment the search space of units the engine can exploit to in-
crease its expressiveness. We motivate this data-discovery ap-
proach as an alternative to an approach guided by data collec-
tion, in order to harness the full usefulness of the expressive-
ness already contained in a synthesis corpus. We illustrate the
approach with a case study that uses emphasis as its intended
expression, describe algorithms for the automatic discovery of
such instances in the database and how to make use of them dur-
ing synthesis, and, finally, evaluate the benefits of the proposal
to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach.
1. Introduction
There has been recent interest in text-to-speech (TTS) research
to address the need of speech synthesizers to not just sound nat-
ural and intelligible, but also to convey suitable expressions.
Rather than being a decorative flourish, it can be argued that
producing expressive synthetic speech is fundamental, not only
to ensure that there is a match between the linguistic content of
the text and the tone of voice in which it is delivered, but also
to engage the user and maintain him motivated in the listening
experience. This is particularly relevant as we move beyond
simple short-prompts interactive scenarios (e.g., a help desk ap-
plication) toward more challenging, cognitively-taxing uses of
text-to-speech technology (e.g., a synthesized news podcast).
The IBM Expressive TTS System [1] is capable of gener-
ating speech in expressive styles suitable for conveying good
news, conveying bad news, asking a question, or delivering em-
phasis. The system relies on augmenting its baseline speech
corpus with smaller expression-specific corpora of speech, large
enough to derive prosody models and to augment the search
space with explicitly tagged expressive units. Although this ap-
proach works quite well, it is impeded by the fact that expand-
ing the repertoire of expressions, or increasing the size of an
existing corpus, is costly in terms of studio time and footprint
size. As an alternative to indiscriminate data collection, we re-
cently argued for an approach in which existing databases are
exploited for the occurrence of (possibly more subtle) examples
of expressions that are already contained in the database [2]. In
this paper, we follow this philosophy and apply machine learn-
ing algorithms to our speech databases to automatically explore
and learn new labels that can be used by the engine at run time
to expand the range of its expressiveness. The purpose is not
to discount additional data collection as a viable alternative, but
rather to motivate exploring the overlap that there may already
exist between the existing databases and a given category of in-
terest, before proceeding with a data-collection approach. We
will motivate and illustrate this approach with the case study of
emphasis, an ”expression” for which we already have a corpus
of suitable recordings which can be used as a basis for training
learning schemes.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we
present an overview of the expressive component of the IBM
TTS System. We discuss the idea of mining attributes from
the dataset in Section 3, present and evaluate algorithms for the
automatic labeling of emphasis in speech, and discuss how to
make use of this output at run time. In Section 4 we evaluate
the proposal and discuss results and finally conclude in Section
5.
2. Expressive System Overview
In this section we review only the architectural components of
the TTS engine that are responsible for addressing the gener-
ation of expressive (acoustic and prosodic) targets and the ex-
pressive unit selection at synthesis time. For a more complete
overview of the IBM TTS system, the reader is directed to, e.g.,
[1].
The baseline corpus used to build the core concatenative
database (henceforth referred to as the neutral corpus) consists
of approximately 10 hours of audio recorded from a profes-
sional speaker delivered in a lively, friendly style. In addi-
tion to the neutral corpus, the system makes use of smaller,
expression-specific corpora containing approximately 1 hour of
audio. Some of the expressions we have considered are good
news, apologies, confusion and emphasis. During the concate-
native database build process, the synthesis units in the data-
base (which, in the case of the IBM TTS system correspond to
subphonemic speech segments aligned with a single state of a
typically 3-state HMM) are labeled with a discrete-valued at-
tribute vector containing, e.g., linguistic, expressive and other
kinds of information about the units. Fig. 1 contains an exam-
ple of a 3-dimensional vector that illustrates the kind of attribute
information the system could make use of. Each attribute type
has a default attribute value from its value set associated with it
(shown underlined in Fig. 1). Synthesis units that are not explic-
itly labeled are assumed by the engine to bear the default value
for the unlabeled attribute in question. The attribute vector de-
finition (i.e., the list of attributes, the value set each is defined
on as well as its default value) is fully customizable to the ap-
plication and can be specified through an external configuration
file.
Separate attribute-specific prosody models are also built at
this stage. The current implementation of the engine allows for
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Figure 1: Example of a 3-dimensional attribute vector, and the
attribute value set for each component.
the style attribute illustrated in Fig. 1 to be the attribute dimen-
sion that acts as a switch between different prosody models at
run time to generate different prosody targets. The full dataset
is therefore segregated into separate style-specific subsets, and
the standard prosody models for pitch, duration (and, option-
ally, energy) are constructed for each subset [1] .
During synthesis, the input, assumed to be in the form of
marked-up text, is processed by an XML parser. The result-
ing tags are used to assign attribute values to different words,
and these values are propagated down to the subphonemic
synthesis-unit level. The plain text is then processed by our
standard rules-based front-end to produce phonetization and
symbolic linguistic descriptions. Acoustic models, previously
built while assembling the dataset, are used to generate a suit-
able list of context-dependent synthesis-unit candidates over
which to evaluate the search, and the style-specific prosody
models are invoked in order to generate prosody targets as a
function of the corresponding style attribute value for each unit.
Since prosody alone does not fully convey the desired style [3],
we also include the smaller set of segments from each of the at-
tributes in the search to allow the dynamic programming algo-
rithm to evaluate trade-offs between matching different compo-
nents of the target cost. That is, all segments from all attributes
are considered in the search (as long as they fit the context-
dependent constraints imposed by the acoustic models), and the
attribute match is assessed through an additional component of
the cost function,C(t,o), introduced to penalize using a speech
segment labeled with attribute vector o when the target is la-
beled with attribute vector t. Since all attributes are discrete-
valued, this cost can be summarized by means of a square ma-
trix. The elements of this matrix are usually tuned empirically.
3. Attribute Mining
The previous section highlighted an architecture that makes
use of attribute annotations on the synthesis corpus to facili-
tate attribute-driven prosody target generation and dynamic pro-
gramming search. We would now like to turn to the source
of knowledge for these attribute labels. In one particular case,
these attributes could be present in the data by experimental de-
sign and their specific occurrence be known a priori. Such is the
case, for instance, of the approach we have followed in the past
for collecting expression-specific corpora [1]: a professional
reader is instructed to read text in a particular expressive style
(e.g., apologetic) in a recording studio and is closely supervised
to make sure she delivers the intended expression. We have re-
cently motivated going beyond this kind of a priori knowledge
of the descriptors, and moving toward discovering them in the
corpus to increase the range, and flexibility, of expressive con-
catenative text-to-speech [2]. A similar approach can be found
in the work by Campbell and Marumoto [4], where prosodic and
acoustic characteristics associated with different emotions are
learned from emotion-specific corpora and then used to relabel
segments in other databases. As a particular instance of this ap-
proach, consider the scenario where attributes can be expected
to be in the dataset, and the occurrence of the different values
for that attribute can be arrived at through a learning or rules-
based mechanism. Imagine, as an example, labeling the speak-
ing rate of every synthesis unit in the corpus as slow, medium,
or fast. One could establish this discretization by some simple
rules given knowledge of e.g., text alignments, phone classes
and speaker’s average speaking rate. In the most general case
of this approach, however, we may or may not have knowledge
about whether the attribute is reflected in the dataset, the degree
to which it is, and where it occurs. In this case, we wish to mine
the corpus to discover these attribute values automatically.
In previous work [2], we focused primarily on attributes
that could be derived from the text itself (and from the sym-
bolic description thereof produced by the front-end analysis).
While this is a reasonable first step, it has the limitation that we
ultimately wish to establish properties of the spoken synthesis
units; using the text string as proxy for analysis can only pro-
vide an approximation given the multiple prosodic realizations
that can exist for a given syntactic structure [5]. In the work pre-
sented here, we are following the approach of mining attributes
from the corpus by focusing on automatic discovery of prop-
erties of the spoken units. We are illustrating this with a case
study in emphasis. The motivation for focusing on this type
of attribute is manifold: First, emphasis is one of the expres-
sive labels for which we already have an existing smaller corpus
of in-studio recordings with professional speakers explicitly in-
structed to produce it. This corpus can therefore be exploited as
learning material for data-driven algorithms; that is, automat-
ically discovering this attribute in the larger synthesis corpus
can be bootstrapped to a part of the corpus where we have very
high confidence the attribute is present. Secondly, emphasis is
a fairly pervasive attribute of spoken language, and, although
different speakers can vary in the manner and degree of the re-
alization, we expected that, at least for some of the speakers
with a more ”lively” reading style, we would be able to find
quite a few exemplars in the 10-hour baseline recordings. Fi-
nally, being able to properly produce emphasis is applicable to
many text-to-speech scenarios where we would like to improve
the expressiveness. This includes not just the canonical case of
contrast, but also cases where you may want to highlight a rare
word or increase the liveliness of a sentence by, e.g., treating
focus words differently, or speech-to-speech applications where
user-intended focus or emphasis in the original language should
be preserved and synthesized in the output target language.
3.1. Emphasis Classification
In this section we turn to the details of how to annotate the base-
line corpus with emphasis labels. As mentioned above, since
we have at our disposal smaller corpora containing emphasis
annotations that we can use as training and development data,
our approach will be to implement data-driven algorithms for
automatically learning a mapping from a set of input predictor
features to a binary emphasis label. What is understood in this
work by emphasis is primarily a perceptual phenomenon. We
are not adhering to any theoretical descriptions of how empha-
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sis is accomplished. Rather, we are interested in modeling the
characteristics of the speech obtained under the following con-
ditions: A professional speaker is instructed to read a sentence
in which some words are meant to be emphasized. When (usu-
ally) two judges present in the studio, plus the speaker herself,
are satisfied with the outcome (i.e., when the intended words,
and only those, are perceived as emphatic), the recorded sen-
tence is added to the emphasis corpus; otherwise, the speaker
reads the sentence again. The script is carefully designed to en-
sure as much as possible that emphasis is requested for words
where it would be natural to produce it. This avoids unnatural
realizations that would be difficult for the speaker to produce,
and which might hurt the quality at synthesis time.
Emphasis is treated here as a binary-valued word-level at-
tribute (i.e., a word is emphasized, or not), and the classification
scheme implemented here is based on a set of features extracted
at the word level. We realize that emphasis can be a continuous-
valued attribute, or, since the architecture presented in the pre-
vious section relies on discrete attributes, that it would at least
admit a multi-level discrete description rather than a binary one.
However, for the purpose of the modeling done in this paper,
and the instructions delivered to the speakers, it was treated as
a binary variable.
The feature set is meant to capture some variations in pitch,
energy and duration (the latter roughly modulated by broad
phone classes) which are likely to be acoustic-prosodic corre-
lates of emphasis. The full list of features is given below:
1. Average pitch in word, normalized by speaker’s average
pitch
2. Median pitch in word, normalized by speaker’s average
pitch
3. Standard deviation of pitch in word, normalized by
speaker’s pitch standard deviation
4. Pitch range over word, normalized by speaker’s pitch
standard deviation
5. Word duration, in seconds
6. Word duration in seconds, normalized by the number of
phones in word
7. Word duration in seconds, normalized by the number of
vowels in word
8. Ratio of vowel duration to overall duration in word
9. Previous value normalized by the vowels-to-phones ratio
in word
10. Root-Mean-Squared energy value of word
Since one of the applications we envision for this kind of system
is to be able to label corpora for speakers for whom we do not
have any development data, we have avoided highly speaker-
dependent features, such as absolute pitch-based features, from
this list. However, for the case where the training and test-
ing speaker were the same, we did consider these additional
features, only to discover that they did not improve the perfor-
mance. We have, therefore, omitted them from the final system
and from the rest of the discussion.
We explored a variety of classification schemes on this task
and found that K-Nearest-Neighbor and Support Vector Ma-
chines were the two top performers, in that respective order,
over other classifiers like Decision Trees or Naive Bayes. Eval-
uations were done in all cases using 10-fold cross-validation.
The fact that a simple K-Nearest Neighbor (with K ≈ 10)
consistently performs at the top is possibly due to the fact that,
given the good amount of data we have, its performance is start-
ing to approximate that of the Bayesian posterior for this fea-
ture set. Nonetheless, to explore the possibility of benefiting
from classifier combination, we stacked the outputs of these 2
top performers into a combination scheme using a Naive Bayes
classifier. The first stage of the training, therefore, maps the in-
put feature space listed above into two (intermediate) estimates,
PKNN (ω|x) and PSVM (ω|x) of the class posterior probabil-
ity whereas the second (output combination) stage takes these
estimates as input features and maps them to one final class pos-
terior PNB

ω
PKNN (ω|x), PSVM (ω|x)

. A word with fea-
ture vector x is assigned to the class ω which satisfies the Bayes
decision rule:
ωˆ = argmax
ω
P (ω)PNB

PKNN (ω|x), PSVM (ω|x)
ω

(1)
where
PNB

PKNN (ω|x), PSVM (ω|x)
ω

=
P (ω)
Z
×
PKNN (x|ω)×
PSVM (x|ω) (2)
and Z is a normalizing constant to ensure the posterior sums
up to 1. Analysis of the error distribution of the two intermedi-
ate classifiers reveals that there is considerable overlap between
their outputs. This lack of complementarity, therefore, limits
the usefulness of a classifier combination scheme and does not
satisfy the independence assumption on which the success of
the Naive Bayes classifier depends. Combining classifiers only
offered a modest 2% absolute improvement. However, since the
classification is done off-line, we have accepted the extra com-
putational cost in exchange for the minor improvement. The
results reported below are all based on the final output of the
combining classifier.
We trained and tested two separate speaker-dependent sys-
tems, one for a male speaker and one for a female speaker, with
15,204 and 13,278 word tokens respectively. The empirical
prior distribution for emphasized words for each set was 22%.
Although this number may seem low for a corpus that was ex-
pressly designed to collect emphasis, it is challenging to main-
tain the naturalness and flow of the sentences during the data
collection process, as explained above, when emphasized words
appear much more frequently than this. Performance was as-
sessed on the training set by means of 10-fold cross-validation.
The confusion matrices showing the performance for the two
speakers are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The systems achieve an
overall recognition rate of 91.17% (male speaker) and 89.86%
(female speaker).
Labeled
Emph Non-Emph
Emph 2710 602
Tr
u
e
Non-Emph 741 11151
Table 1: Confusion matrix showing the emphasis classification
results for the male speaker. Overall recognition rate is 91.17%.
Prior class probabilities are [0.22, 0.78] for emphasis and non-
emphasis respectively.
A class-dependent analysis of the systems showing differ-
ent performance measures, Recall (Rec), Precision (Prec), False
Positive Rate (FP) and F-Measure (F-Meas), is also shown in
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Labeled
Emph Non-Emph
Emph 2295 578
Tr
u
e
Non-Emph 768 9637
Table 2: Confusion matrix showing the emphasis classifica-
tion results for the female speaker. Overall recognition rate is
89.86%. Prior class probabilities are [0.22, 0.78] for emphasis
and non-emphasis respectively.
Table 3. For a class ω, these performance measures are defined
as follows:
Recall = Num. correctly labeled ω
Total number of actual ω
Precision = Num. correctly labeled ω
Total number of predicted ω
False Positive Rate = Num. incorrectly labeled ω
Total number of not ω
F-Measure = 2× Recall × Precision
Recall + Precision
We want, in general, to obtain both a high recall and a high pre-
Speaker Class Rec Prec FP F-Meas.
Male Emph 0.82 0.78 0.06 0.80Non-Emph 0.94 0.95 0.18 0.94
Female Emph 0.80 0.75 0.07 0.77Non-Emph 0.93 0.94 0.20 0.94
Table 3: Performance figures (recall, precision, false-positives
and F-measure) derived from the confusion matrices in Tables
1 and 2.
cision measure (a combined fact that a high F-Measure ought to
reflect) while minimizing the number of false positives. As we
can see from Table 3, the best results for the Emphasis class are
obtained for the male speaker with an F-Measure of 0.8 and a
False Positive Rate of 0.06. The results for the female speaker
are only marginally different. These numbers suggest that the
feature set and classification scheme described here are doing
a reasonable job at modeling the emphasis class, while still al-
lowing some room for improvement in future iterations of this
work. Further work could explore, for instance, how spectrally-
derived features, such as energy in different spectral bands [6],
contribute to the realization and perception of emphasis and can
aid in its automatic classification.
3.2. Building an Expressive System with Automatic Labels
We can apply the systems proposed in the previous section to
the task of discovering examples of emphasis that may occur
throughout the rest of the unlabeled baseline database. When
we do this, we discover that approximately 8% to 10% of the
words in this corpus receive the emphasis label. An empiri-
cal subjective analysis of the output of this labeling suggests
that the results are better for the case of the male speaker, who
speaks in a style that shows more demarcated alternation be-
tween emphasized and unemphasized words. The words that
are automatically labeled as being emphasized are then given
an attribute value that can be used at run time by the framework
described in Section 2 to bias the search toward choosing seg-
ments with emphasis. Our approach is to keep a distinction be-
tween those units that belong to the small emphasis corpus from
Target
neutral collEmph labEmph
neutral 0.0 0.3 0.2 · · ·
collEmph 0.5 0.0 0.0 · · ·
Se
gm
en
t
labEmph 0.5 0.1 0.0 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · 0.0
Table 4: Attribute cost matrix to combine automatically- and
hand-labeled expressions. Automatically-labeled segments are
weighted differently than hand-labeled ones to reflect inaccura-
cies in labeling scheme.
which the classifiers were built, and the units that are automat-
ically labeled. The former are closely scrutinized in the studio
during the recording session, and therefore carry a high confi-
dence on the label. The confidence on the latter set is clearly
limited and constrained by the performance of the automatic
classifiers, which are always prone to have a margin of error.
Since the main objective of this work is to increase the inven-
tory of units with a particular attribute from which the search
can choose at run time, the prosody models are not rebuilt in
light of the additionally labeled data now available. Rather, we
retain the models originally developed with the original empha-
sis data only. However, it remains to be explored whether this
additional (noisier) data can offer improved prosody targets.
Fig. 2 summarizes the procedure used to build an expres-
sive system with emphasis: after the steps described in the pre-
vious section to build the emphasis classifiers, the baseline cor-
pus is analyzed and augmented with emphasis annotations, and
both the annotated baseline and emphasis corpora are combined
to produce one final system. Provided we keep the labeled em-
phasis as a distinct attribute value, the reliability of the annota-
tion scheme can be addressed at run time by choosing weights
for the attribute cost matrix that reflect this uncertainty. This is
illustrated by the sample cost matrix shown in Table 4. Here
collEmph is used to describe the emphasis annotations attached
to the emphasis-specific corpus collected in the studio whereas
labEmph describes the annotations produced by the automatic
labeling scheme. This is in theory a square matrix although,
in practice, the labEmph label is unlikely to be requested as an
explicit target: A user would mark up the text with a tag that
translates to a collEmph request directly, not to a request for a
target with labeled emphasis. labEmph acts as an additional an-
notation that is tied in some sense to collEmph by the system
developer behind the user interface layer. However, the engine
architecture allows us to directly make this kind of request if, for
instance, we wish to test how well these labels alone produce the
percept of emphasis. In this example, the 0.1 value in the ma-
trix reflects the fact that, whenever a collEmph target is sent to
the search, we penalize retrieving a labEmph unit slightly more
than retrieving a collEmph unit (by definition a perfect match,
and therefore 0 cost). If we wish to make the two labels equiv-
alent, we can do so by making their two respective row entries
identical.
4. Evaluation and Discussion
In order to test the usefulness of the proposed automatic min-
ing approach, we designed a listening test where subjects were
presented with pairs comprising one neutral sentence and one
sentence containing emphatic words, and asked to make choices
about the emphasis-carrying sentence. Three type of sentence
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Figure 2: Building an expressive TTS system with collected and mined expression. The relative width of the two lines feeding into the
final system is meant to illustrate the fact that we can assign different weights to these different data subsets based on our confidence of
the labels.
stimuli were used to make up the pairs:
• Type A: a sentence where no word was marked for em-
phasis was synthesized using the unannotated baseline
corpus.
• Type B: a sentence where one or more words were
marked for emphasis was synthesized using the unan-
notated baseline corpus, plus the collected emphasis cor-
pus.
• Type C: a sentence where one or more words were
marked for emphasis was synthesized using the base-
line corpus automatically annotated with emphasis la-
bels, plus the collected emphasis corpus.
The texts of 12 distinct sentences, each containing one or more
words marked-up for emphasis, were synthesized as described
above to produce 3 sets of stimuli (when synthesizing Type
A sentences, the marked-up emphasis was ignored). Both the
Type B and Type C versions of each sentence marked-up the
same word or words for emphasis. We tried to mark-up words
where emphasis might fall naturally but avoided contrastive-
emphasis constructions since in those cases the text alone is
often a predictor of where the emphasis should be realized. Af-
ter generating these basic stimuli, 12 pairs were produced for 2
testing conditions, as follows:
• Condition 1: a pair consisting of 1 sentence of Type A
(neutral) and 1 sentence of Type B (emphatic), both with
the same text
• Condition 2: a pair consisting of 1 sentence of Type A
(neutral) and 1 sentence of Type C (emphatic), both with
the same text
A total of 24 pairs, 12 from each condition, were combined to
produce one final set of listening samples. All run-time para-
meters were set to be the same for all conditions. A playlist was
created by randomly interleaving the pairs from each condition,
and by randomizing the order within each pair. Additionally,
a second playlist was assembled by reversing the order within
each pair from the first list. Thirty-one listeners took part in the
test; 16 listened to the samples in the original order and 15 in
the reverse order.
When synthesizing emphasis, we usually resort to mak-
ing use of very brief pauses (usually in the order of 5 to 10
msecs.) around the emphasized words. This alone often suf-
fices to create the impression of emphasis although the acoustic
and prosodic realization of the units that follow are often at odds
with this impression if no further emphasis units are used. Since
the focus of this work has been on this last component of the em-
phasis realization (i.e., using suitably labeled units to produce
emphasis), we have left out the pauses around the emphatic
words since we felt this effect might confound or overwhelm
the effect we are trying to study. The implication is also that the
stimuli become much harder to evaluate in this case since the
listener might benefit, or expect, a salient break index around
emphasized words [7].
During the test, listeners were given the chance to listen to
each pair, repeatedly if they wished, and were told that each
sentence in the pair may contain one or more words bearing
emphasis. Their task was to select which sentence of the pair
they thought best conveyed emphasis. The overall results from
all 31 subjects are summarized, according to condition, in Table
5.
Condition Neutral Emphatic
1 229 (61.6%) 143 (38.4%)
2 181 (48.7%) 191 (51.3%)
Table 5: Results of listening test for conditions 1 and 2. Each
cell contains the number of times (and percentage) that a partic-
ular type of sentence (neutral or emphatic) was preferred within
each condition
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This is a difficult listening identification task for some of the
reasons we have already highlighted. Additionally, the listener’s
attention is not directed toward specific words in the pair so
that he can contrast those words. Moreover, the word(s) that
may be candidates for perceived emphasis in the first sentence
may not be the same word(s) that the listener is considering as
candidates in the second sentence (in which case he may have
to resolve based on, e.g., the relative degree of emphasis). In
spite of this, it is surprising that, when evaluating Condition 1,
subjects indicated 61.6% of the time that the neutral baseline
sentence was the emphasis-bearing stimulus and only chose the
emphatic sentence 38.4% of the time. Our hypothesis for why
this is so is the following: in the emphatic samples of Condition
1 (sentences of Type B), we are highly biasing the search toward
choosing emphasis units from a smaller inventory of units (the
small studio recording), and trying to aggressively recruit units
from this limited inventory for synthesis creates artifacts (e.g.
clicks or warbles) that might interfere with the perception of
emphasis.
However, when we compare across conditions, we see that
there is a large improvement from 38.4% to 51.3% (statistically
significant at the p < 0.001 level) 1 in the identification of in-
tended emphasis when automatically labeled units are allowed
to play an explicit role in the synthesis of emphatic words (sen-
tences of Type C). Since our ultimate goal is to improve how
accurately emphasis is conveyed, in practice we would adopt
the hybrid approach described, where we use a combination of
break-index and unit selection. This would allow us to bias less
aggressively toward choosing the ”right” units while exploit-
ing the perceptual salience of carefully placed pauses. How-
ever, the experiment we have carried out here demonstrates the
advantage of exploring the synthesis corpus, by means of auto-
matic expression-recognition algorithms, to extract examples of
expressive units that can be found scattered throughout a large
database, and which can be harnessed at synthesis time to in-
crease the expressiveness of TTS.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have tried to make a case for applying ma-
chine learning and datamining techniques to concatenative-unit
speech synthesis corpora in order to enhance the expressiveness
of TTS. Although recording a large database for every desired
expressive style can be very effective, it can also be costly in
terms of recording time, voice talent fees, and system footprint
size. The premise of this work lies in recognizing that there is
often noticeable expressive variability to be found within large
databases which can be exploited as an alternative to enlarging
existing expression-specific corpora. The approach is of course
limited by the extent to which the expression can be at all found
in a baseline, mostly neutral, database: some speakers may ex-
hibit less expressive variability, especially when they may have
been coached to speak with a consistent style for the purpose
of speech synthesis. Or the limitation may be one of degree: a
given expression may be found, but in a much mitigated form.
To apply these ideas we focused on the identification and
realization of perceptual emphasis, something which we ex-
1Statistical significance is assessed in a Bayesian fasion by treat-
ing the “identification rate” as a random variable x ∈ [0, 1] with a
parametric distribution p(x|k, n) ∝ xk(1 − x)n−k , where k is the
number of times a stimulus is identified in a population of size n. Sig-
nificance is then evaluated as the p value which satisfies the inequality
p(x1 < x2|k1, n1, k2, n2) for the two events examined. See Appen-
dix D in [8] for mathematical details.
pected to find with some likelihood in a large database of ap-
proximately 10 hours. We described a system that can be auto-
matically trained to identify with reasonably high performance
the occurrence of emphasized words throughout the database,
and then demonstrated that augmenting the corpus with these
automatically discovered labels significantly enhances the per-
ception of intended emphasis.
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=#9,3'#&3,=* -33&)-)#&3* (,-);%,* '8-$,* '.&;F=* #3=#$-),* ).,*
8,%$,8);-F* =#((,%,3$,* G,)N,,3* ).,* )N&* ')AF,'H* W=,-FFA0* ).,*
F-%4,%* ).,* =#')-3$,0* ).,* G#44,%* ).,* 8,%$,8);-F* =#((,%,3$,*
G,)N,,3*)N&*')AF,'0*-3=*@#$,*@,%'-H*
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1A* -'';9#34* &3,* $.-%-$),%* .-'* &3,* '8,-I#34* ')AF,0* N,*
=,'#43,=* -3* /1* $&98-%#'&3* ),')* )&* 9,-';%,* ).,* 8,%$,8);-F*
=#((,%,3$,* G,)N,,3* $.-%-$),%'0* N.#$.* N-'* $-%%#,=* &;)* GA* 6R*
';G2,$)'H* W3* ).#'* ),')0* ;)),%-3$,'* (%&9* ).,* '-9,* $.-%-$),%* &%*
=#((,%,3)*$.-%-$),%'*N,%,*8-#%,=*-3=*8%,',3),=*)&*).,*';G2,$)'H*
V;G2,$)'*N,%,*-'I,=*)&*2;=4,*N.,).,%*).,*)N&*;)),%-3$,'*N,%,*
'-#=* GA* ).,* '-9,* '8,-I,%* &%* 3&)* L';G2,$)'* =#=3K)* I3&N* ).-)*
).,',* ;)),%-3$,'*N,%,* #3* (-$)* '-#=* GA* ).,* '-9,* @&#$,* )-F,3)MH*
dUR* 8-#%'* &(* ;)),%-3$,'* N,%,* 8%,8-%,=* (&%* ).,* ,D8,%#9,3)H*
/9&34* ).,90* 6RR* ',3),3$,* 8-#%'* N,%,* #33,%E$.-%-$),%*
$&98-%#'&30* 6R* #3)%-E$.-%-$),%* 8-#%'* (&%* ,-$.* $.-%-$),%\* eUR*
8-#%'*-%,*#3),%E$.-%-$),%*$&98-%#'&30*R*8-#%'*(&%*G,)N,,3*-3A*
)N&*$.-%-$),%'H**
/FF* ;)),%-3$,* 8-#%'* N,%,* '&%),=* %-3=&9FA* -3=* ',8-%-),=*
#3)&* )N&* ',''#&3'H* V;G2,$)'* N,%,* -'I,=* )&* (#3#'.* ).,* )N&*
',''#&3'* N#).* -* 3&)EF,''E).-3* ]RE9#3;),* G%,-I* #3* G,)N,,3H**
>.,*;)),%-3$,*8-#%'*N,%,*8F-A,=*)&*).,*';G2,$)'*GA*-* '$&%#34*
)&&F*&3*-* ')-3=-%=*c5*-3=*';G2,$)'* F#'),3,=* )&* ).,9* ).%&;4.*
.,-=8.&3,'H*>.,* ',J;,3$,* &(* ')#9;F#* 8F-A,=* )&*,-$.* ';G2,$)*
N-'* %-3=&9FA* 4,3,%-),=H* V;G2,$)'*N,%,* -FF&N,=* )&* F#'),3* )&*
,-$.* 8-#%* -'* 9-3A* )#9,'* -'* 3,,=,=* G,(&%,* 9-I#34* -* (#3-F*
=,$#'#&3*&(*O'-9,*'8,-I,%P*&%*O=#((,%,3)*'8,-I,%'PH*/(),%*).,*
$.&#$,* #'* 9-=,0* 3,D)* ;)),%-3$,* 8-#%* N#FF* G,* 8%,',3),=H* _3*
-@,%-4,0* #)* )&&I* -* ';G2,$)* ]* .&;%'* )&* (#3#'.* ).,* ,D8,%#9,3)H*
1,(&%,*).,*(&%9-F*),')#340*-*'.&%)*)%-#3#34*',''#&3*N-'*$-%%#,=*
&;)H*6R*5.#3,',*4%-=;-),*');=,3)'0*(F;,3)*#3*h34F#'.*'8,-I#34*
-3=*N#).*3&%9-F*.,-%#340* 8-%)#$#8-),=* #3* ).,* ,D8,%#9,3)H*^&*
&3,* .-=* ,@,%* F#'),3,=* )&* ).#'* -;=#&EG&&I* G,(&%,H* /F'&* ).,A*
=#=3K)*I3&N*.&N*9-3A*j'8,-I,%'K*N,%,*#3@&F@,=*#3*).,*),')H*
>.,* ')AF,* =#')-3$,* G,)N,,3* )N&* $.-%-$),%'* c* -3=* q* #'*
=,(#3,=*GA*hJH*60*#H,H*).,*3;9G,%*&(*;)),%-3$,*8-#%'*G,)N,,3*c*
-3=*q*).-)*N,%,*2;=4,=*-'*O=#((,%,3)P*&@,%*).,*)&)-F*3;9G,%*&(*
8-#%'* G,)N,,3* c* -3=* qH* V9-FF* 8,%$,8);-F* =#')-3$,* 9,-3'*
$.-%-$),%*c*-3=*q*-%,*8,%$,8);-FFA*'#9#F-%*-3=*@#$,*@,%'-H**
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h-$.* -33&)-),=* ,D,98F-%'* #'* -* 8&#3)* #3* ).,* '#DE=#9,3'#&3-F*
-33&)-)#&3* (,-);%,* '8-$,H* W(* ).,',* (,-);%,'* $-3* $-8);%,* ).,*
'8,,$.*')AF,*&(*,-$.*$.-%-$),%0*8&#3)'*(%&9*).,*'-9,*$.-%-$),%*
'.&;F=*$F;'),%*)&4,).,%H*>.;'0*).,*$F;'),%#34*&(*).,9*#3*).,*'#DE
=#9,3'#&3,=* '8-$,* '.&;F=* %,8%,',3)* ).,* $.-%-$),%K'* '8,-I#34*
')AF,H*h-$.*$.-%-$),%*#3*).,*'#DE=#9,3'#&3,=*-33&)-)#&3*(,-);%,*
'8-$,* #'* ).,3* 9&=,F,=* GA* d* b-;''#-3* =#')%#G;)#&3'0* &3,*
=#')%#G;)#&3* (&%* ,-$.* =#9,3'#&3H* >.,%,(&%,0* ).,* $.-%-$),%*
=#')-3$,* #3* ).,* '#DE=#9,3'#&3,=* -33&)-)#&3* (,-);%,* '8-$,* $-3*
G,* 9,-';%,=* GA* C;FFG-$IE:,#GF,%* =#@,%4,3$,* G,)N,,3* ).,*
$.-%-$),%*9&=,F'H*
VA99,)%#$* C;FFG-$IE:,#GF,%* =#@,%4,3$,* LC:7M* G,)N,,3*
b'*XY*#'*;',=*#3*).#'*');=AH*b#@,3*-*',)*&(*S*$.-%-$),%*
9&=,F'0* =,3&),=* -' p0l S ≤≤Λ 0* ).,* 'A99,)%#$* C:*
=#@,%4,3$,*#'*=,(#3,=*-'*).,*';9*&(*%,F-)#@,*,3)%&8A*G,)N,,3*
9&=,F* "Λ -3=* 9&=,F #Λ 8F;'* ).,* %,F-)#@,* ,3)%&8A* G,)N,,3*
9&=,F*
#Λ *-3=*9&=,F "Λ *-'*'.&N3*#3*hJH*][*
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N.,%,* MLT"Λ *-3=* MLT#Λ *-%,* ).,* &$$;%%,3$,'*
F#I,F#.&&='* &(* &G',%@-)#&3*T0* 4#@,3* "Λ -3=* #Λ *%,'8,$)#@,FAH*
/$$&%=#34* )&* XY0* 3&%9-F#Z,=* C:7* L^C:7M* #3* hJH* e* (#)'*
.;9-3* 8,%$,8)#&3* G,)),%H* >.,%,(&%,0* ).,* 3&%9-F#Z,=*C:7* #'*
;',=* -'* ).,* -$&;')#$* =#')-3$,* G,)N,,3* )N&* @&#$,* $.-%-$),%'H*
1A* $-F$;F-)#34* ).,* 3&%9-F#Z,=* C:7* G,)N,,3* ,-$.* 8-#%* &(*
$.-%-$),%'0* -3* SEGAES* L^* #'* ).,* 3;9G,%* &(* ).,* $.-%-$),%'M*
'A99,)%#$*-$&;')#$*=#')-3$,*9-)%#D*N#).*Z,%&'*#3*).,*=#-4&3-F*
$,FF'*#'*&G)-#3,=H**
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>.,%,(&%,0* N,* =,(#3,* ).,* =#')-3$,* G,)N,,3* )N&* $.-%-$),%'* c*
-3=* q* #3* ).,* -33&)-)#&3* (,-);%,* '8-$,* -'* ).,* ';9* &(* ).,* d*
3&%9-F#Z,=*C;FFG-$IE:,#GF,%*=#@,%4,3$,'*-'*'.&N3*#3*hJH*U[*
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V#3$,* G&).* ).,* $.-%-$),%* =#@,%4,3$,* -3=* ).,* 8,%$,8);-F*
=#((,%,3$,* G,)N,,3* -3A* )N&* &(* ).,* )&8* ),3* $.-%-$),%'* -%,*
&G)-#3,=0* ).,*$&%%,F-)#&3*G,)N,,3*).,9*$-3*G,*$-F$;F-),=H*/'*
f#4;%,* * '.&N'0* ).,* $&%%,F-)#&3* $&,((#$#,3)* #'* RHQU0* N.#$.*
#3=#$-),'* ')%&34* $&%%,F-)#&3H* >.,%,(&%,0* ).,* 8%&8&',=* '#D*
(,-);%,'*-%,*).,*I,A*G;#F=#34*,F,9,3)'*&(*,D8%,''#@,*')AF,'H*W)*
#'* GA*9-3#8;F-)#34* ).,',* '#D* (,-);%,'* ).,* @&#$,* )-F,3)* $%,-),'*
@-%#&;'* $.-%-$),%'* #3* ).,* $&%8;'H* 1-',=* &3* ).#'* %,';F)0* N,*
$&3$F;=,* ).-)* ).,* 8%&8&',=* -33&)-)#&3* ',)* #'* $-8-GF,* &(*
$-8);%#34* ).,* $.-%-$),%#')#$'* &(* @-%#&;'* ,D8%,''#@,* ')AF,'* -3=*
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6"72=*5&%%,F-)#&3*-3=*%,4%,''#&3*G,)N,,3*).,*$.-%-$),%*
=#@,%4,3$,*-3=*).,*8,%$,8);-F*=#((,%,3$,**
N>.,*%,4%,''#&3*F#3,*#'[*AnRHR]Rd6eDsRHeSekHO
C8 "D?&"&
V,$)#&3*e*'.&N'*).-)*).,*,D8%,''#@,*;)),%-3$,'*$-3*G,*%,F#-GFA*
-3=* $&3'#'),3)FA* -33&)-),=* GA* 3&3E,D8,%)'H* ?3=,%* ).,*
-'';98)#&3* ).-)* =#((,%,3)* $.-%-$),%'* .-@,* =#((,%,3)* '8,-I#34*
')AF,'0*).,*8%&8&',=*'#D*F-G,F'*-%,*@,%#(#,=*)&*N,FF*$-8);%,*-3=*
=#'$%#9#3-),*).,*=#((,%,3)*')AF,'*L$.-%-$),%'M*#3*).,*-;=#&EG&&I*
$&%8;'H* B&N,@,%0* ).,* %,F-)#&3'.#8* G,)N,,3* O$.-%-$),%'P* -3=*
).,*;3=,%FA#34*O'8,-I#34*')AF,'P*#'*3&)*-*&3,E)&E&3,*9-88#34H*
>.,* '8,-I#34* ')AF,'* &(* '&9,* $.-%-$),%'* $-33&)* G,* ')-GFA*
=#'$%#9#3-),=*(%&9*&).,%'H*>.,%,(&%,0*$F-''#(A#34*).,*'8,-I#34*
')AF,'*#3*),%9*&(*$.-%-$),%*W7'*$-3*')#FF*9-I,*9#')-I,'H*W3*).#'*
',$)#&30* N,* N#FF* =#'$;''* .&N* )&* $F;'),%* '#9#F-%* ')AF,'* #3)&*
')-)#')#$-FFA* %&G;')* '8,-I#34* ')AF,'* #3* -3* ;3';8,%@#',=* N-AH*
1-',=* &3* ).,* -33&)-),=* QRR*,D8%,''#@,* '8,,$.* ;)),%-3$,'0* -*
$F-''#(#$-)#&3* -3=* %,4%,''#&3* )%,,* L5/+>M* XRY* #'* $%,-),=* )&*
-;)&9-)#$-FFA*4%&;8* ',3),3$,'*&(* '#9#F-%* ,D8%,''#@,3,''* #3)&*
',@,%-F* O8;%,P* '8,-I#34*')AF,'H* W3* ).,* (&FF&N#34*';G',$)#&3'0*
N,*N#FF*=,'$%#G,*#3*=,)-#F'*.&N*)&*$&3')%;$)* ).,*J;,')#&3*',)0*
9,-';%,*,-$.*'8F#)0*-3=*G;#F=*).,*)%,,H*
C88 "D?&"&EFG
h-$.*-33&)-),=*;)),%-3$,*#'*-*)%-#3#34*'-98F,*%,8%,',3),=*#3*-*
'#DE=#9,3'#&3-F* $-),4&%#$-F* (,-);%,* @,$)&%H* >&* $&3')%;$)* -*
5/+>* (%&9* ).,',* )%-#3#34* '-98F,'0* -* J;,')#&3* ',)* %,4-%=#34*
).,*9,-';%,*@-%#-GF,'*#'*3,,=,=0*,H4H0*OW'*).,*'8,-I#34*9-33,%*
n* 77A"J2 CK22H.iP0* OW'* ).,* '8,-I#34* 9-33,%* n* K;<"H
CK22H.iP0*OW'*).,*@&#$,*-4,*n*4<@iP0*,)$H0*&%*-*$&9G#3-)#&3*&(*
).,',* J;,')#&3'[* OW'* ).,* '8,-I#34*9-33,%* n* K;<"H CK22H.iP*
/^7*OW'*).,*@&#$,*-4,*n*4<@iPH*
_3$,*).,*J;,')#&3*',)*#'*=,),%9#3,=0*5/+>*;','*-*4%,,=A*
-F4&%#).9* )&*4,3,%-),* ).,*=,$#'#&3* )%,,H*/FF* )%-#3#34*'-98F,'*
-%,*8F-$,=*-)*).,*%&&)H*>.,*G,')*J;,')#&3*#'*).,3*$.&',3*(%&9*
).,* J;,')#&3* ',)* )&* '8F#)* ).,* %&&)* #3)&* )N&H* /3* O#98;%#)AP*
9,-';%,9,3)*&(*.&N*N,FF*-*J;,')#&3*$-3*'8F#)* L8-%)#)#&3M* ).,*
=-)-*'-98F,'*-3=*%,=;$,*).,*4F&G-F*#98;%#)A*#'*=,(#3,=*)&*8#$I*
).,*OG,')*J;,')#&3PH*>.,*-F4&%#).9*).,3*%,$;%'#@,FA*'8F#)'*).,*
9&')*8%&9#'#34*3&=,*;3)#F*-*')&88#34*$%#),%#&3*#'*%,-$.,=H*L,H4H*
-*9#3#9;9*3;9G,%*&(*'-98F,'*#3*-*F,-(*3&=,0*&%*-*).%,'.&F=*
&(*).,*4F&G-F*O#98;%#)AP*%,=;$)#&3M**
`,*=,(#3,*).,*#98;%#)A*(&%*-3A*)%,,*3&=,*)*-'*(&FF&N'[*
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N.,%,*t*#'*-*%-3=&9*@-%#-GF,*).-)*=,$#=,'*).,*=#@#'#&3*&(*=-)-*
'-98F,*u0*C"*-3=*C#*-%,* )N&*=#((,%,3)*'-98F,'* #3*3&=,* )0*N#).*
).,*8,%$,8);-F*=#((,%,3$,*G,)N,,3*9"*-3=*9#*=,(#3,=*-'*hJH*6H*
>.,*#98;%#)A*%,=;$)#&3*&(*-*J;,')#&3*J*)&*'8F#)*3&=,*)*#3)&*)N&*
$.#F=%,3* F* -3=* %* #'* =,(#3,=* -'* hJH* SH* ^&N* (#3=#34* ).,* G,')*
J;,')#&3* G,$&9,'* ,@-F;-)#34* #98;%#)A* %,=;$)#&3* L MAW XΔ (&%*
,-$.*8&),3)#-F*J;,')#&3*L'8F#)M*-3=*8#$I#34*).,*J;,')#&3*&(*).,*
4%,-),')*#98;%#)A*%,=;$)#&3*-'*#3*hJH*QH*
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>.,*4F&G-F* #98;%#)A*&(*-* )%,,*>* #'*=,(#3,=*-'* ).,* ';9*&(*
#98;%#)#,'*(&%*-FF*).,*F,-(*3&=,'[*
*#'*F,-(*3&=,
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/88-%,3)FA0* ).,* 4F&G-F* #98;%#)A* =,$%,-','* -'* ).,* )%,,*
4%&N'H* 1A* ',))#34* ).,* 9#3#9;9* )%-#3#34* '-98F,'* &3* F,-(*
3&=,'* -)* R0* -* 5/+>* )%,,* &(* e* F-A,%'0* k* F,-(* 3&=,'* #'*
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Abstract 
This paper discusses a model-based synthesis approach 
focused on the estimation of model parameters. For the treated 
approach, tube models are used for analysis and synthesis of 
speech units. In comparison to the standard lossless tube 
model, an extended tube model is used which includes the 
frequency dependent vocal tract losses. The parameters of the 
tube models are estimated by minimizing the spectral error 
between the tube model and a speech segment. For the 
analysis of speech units, the time evolution of the parameters 
is taken into account. For that purpose, the speech segments 
are analyzed jointly which ensures smooth parameter 
trajectories. The investigations show that, especially for 
extended tube models, the joint analysis of frames improves 
the quality of the synthesized speech signals. Additionally, the 
differences of the results obtained by the standard and the 
extended tube model are discussed. 
1. Introduction 
Speech generation is nowadays often performed by 
concatenation of speech units. The speech units to be 
concatenated can be represented by the speech signals 
themselves [1] or by model-based descriptions. The model-
based description has the advantage of flexibility and possible 
data reduction with the disadvantage of decreasing more or 
less the speech quality in comparison to natural speech signals. 
For model-based synthesis or re-synthesis, the speech signals 
are usually generated by a model describing the vocal tract 
and/or nasal tract ranging from the standard LPC-model to 
articulatory models, e.g. [2-4]. For synthesis, the common task 
of these models is to shape the spectral envelope of the 
synthesized speech. It is known that, for linear prediction, the 
harmonic structure of the spectrum of voiced speech 
influences the estimation of formant frequencies and 
bandwidths, especially for high pitch. Underestimating of 
bandwidth by linear prediction decreases the synthesis quality, 
which can be compensated by a subsequent bandwidth 
expansion or by specialized analysis methods [5-6]. In 
contrast, in [7] an analysis is proposed considering multiple 
measurements. Besides spectral approximation, an important 
feature of the models is the type of model parameters. The 
interpretation of the parameters varies from parameters 
describing the spectral envelope such as MFCCs, LSF, or 
formants to parameters describing the geometry of the vocal 
tract. Tube models describe the geometry of the vocal tract by 
tube areas. Articulatory models are mostly based on tube 
models with articulatory parameters such as the center or tip 
position of the tongue. Different articulatory vocal tract 
models exist mapping articulatory parameters to vocal tract 
areas or to mid-sagittal cross-sections, which restricts the 
scope to feasible vocal tract configurations. One problem is to 
control the articulatory parameters for synthesis. For a data-
driven approach the parameters are estimated from speech 
signals, which is not an easy task [8, 9]. The fact that the 
articulatory vocal tract models are more or less imperfect 
affects the estimation. A more practical obstacle is that model 
adaptation to an individual speaker needs measurements of the 
speaker’s anatomy [9], and another more general problem of 
estimation is the non-uniqueness of acoustic-to-articulatory 
mappings, which has several reasons. One reason for 
ambiguity can lie in the type of spectral features. For example, 
if only the first formants are taken into account, not the whole 
spectral information is used for the estimation. To tackle the 
problem of non-uniqueness, look-up tables, obtained from 
acoustic and articulatory measurements, combined with 
dynamic constraints can be used [10]. The benefit of 
articulatory parameters is their meaningful interpretation; 
however, their drawbacks for data-driven synthesis are the 
difficulties of the parameter estimation and the restriction of 
the area function, which can be unfavorable for a precise 
spectral approximation. In this contribution, a lossy tube 
model is used whose parameters are estimated from the 
magnitude spectrum of a speech segment. In comparison to the 
standard lattice filter, the lossy tube model implies the 
frequency dependent losses of the vocal tract. The losses 
which are introduced influence spectral estimation, especially 
on the formant bandwidths, and, additionally, on the vocal 
tract areas. The areas of the model are unconstrained enabling 
detailed spectral modeling. In comparison to the investigations 
in [11-12], the main focus of this contribution is the 
discussion of a joint parameter estimation of speech segments 
implying dynamic constraints and the realization of the 
acoustic synthesis. 
2. Extended Tube Model 
Tube models can be described in the time domain or frequency 
domain. The advantages of the frequency-domain description 
are the direct realization of frequency dependent vocal tract 
losses and variable tube lengths; however, one drawback is 
that for the realization of the acoustic synthesis a conversion 
from the frequency domain to the time domain has to be 
performed, which is usually realized via the calculation of the 
impulse response [13]. In comparison to frequency-domain 
models, time-domain tube models enable a direct realization of 
the acoustic synthesis. Here, time-domain tube models are 
treated for synthesis. 
The simplest tube model is the LPC-model in lattice structure, 
which describes a lossless tube model. The standard lossless 
tube model consists of tube elements realized by lossless 
delays 1z−  and adaptors describing the area discontinuities; 
the tube termination at the lips is realized by a reflection 
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coefficient 1± . In this contribution, a lossy tube model is 
used, which considers losses within the vocal tract and at the 
lips by radiation. The frequency dependent loss effects by 
vibrating walls, viscous friction, and heat conduction within 
the vocal tract are modeled by lossy tube elements, which 
includes a lossy delay ( )zϑ  instead of the lossless delay 1z− . 
ϑ  is realized by a pole-zero system 
               
1 2
1 2
0.9875 0.9047
( )
1 0.9182 0.0041
z z
z
z z
ϑ
− −
− −
⋅ − ⋅
=
− ⋅ + ⋅
 .              (1) 
The coefficients of ϑ  are obtained by an optimization with 
respect to the mentioned loss effects [11]; here, for a sampling 
rate of 16 kHz. The lossy delays are placed alternately in the 
upper and lower path of the signal flow graph of the lossy tube 
model depicted in Fig. 1. The reflection coefficients ( )r i  can 
be transformed into the areas by 
( 1) ( ) (1 ( )) (1 ( ))a i a i r i r i+ = ⋅ − + . For synthesis, power waves 
 
Figure 1: Flow graph of the lossy tube model for synthesis. 
are chosen as wave quantities determining the adaptors in Fig. 
1. The advantage of power waves is that alterations of the 
coefficients don’t change the wave energy. The termination 
( )L zα ⋅  at the lips is realized frequency dependent by the 
pole-zero lip-impedance model from Laine [14] with the lip 
opening area as parameter; α  is an additional real damping 
factor. The termination of the tube model at the other end is 
reflection free since a fixed termination at the glottis has the 
disadvantage that the vocal tract length has to be estimated. 
The tube model consists of 24L =  tube elements whose area 
configuration is described by the vector 
T
( (1), (2), ( ))r r r L=r …  of reflection coefficients. Since for a 
sampling rate of 16 kHz the vocal tract length is smaller than 
24 tubes, the first reflection coefficients can model the 
constriction of the glottis. 
2.1. Parameter estimation of the lossy tube model 
For the analysis of speech units, the model parameters are 
determined from the corresponding speech signals of the units. 
For that purpose, the units are segmented into overlapping 
frames 
ks , which are multiplied by a Hanning window. For 
each frame, the parameters to be estimated are the reflection 
coefficients of the lossy tube model, whereas the parameters of 
the lossy delays and the lip termination are constant for the 
analysis due to ambiguity; the lip opening is chosen to 2.5 
cm². To eliminate the influence of excitation and radiation on 
the spectral envelope, the speech segments 
ks  are filtered by a 
repeated adaptive pre-emphasis which is realized by inverse 
filtering with linear prediction of first order. The resulting pre-
emphasis filter P consists of two real zeros 
                       ( )
2
1
1
( ) 1 ( )
i
P z p i z−
=
= − ⋅∏ ,                             (2) 
which can balance better the spectral decrease of voiced 
speech than only one zero. Each segment k has its individual 
estimated pre-emphasis coefficients. After pre-emphasis, the 
reflection coefficients of the lossy tube model are estimated 
from the pre-emphasized speech segments 
ks′  by minimizing 
the error  
       
2
j
0
1 ( )
( , ) d
(e )
k
k k k
k
S
e S H
H
π
ω
ω
ω
π
′
′ = ∫ ,                       (3)  
which describes a spectral distance between the magnitude 
response | kH | of the tube model and the spectrum | kS′ | 
corresponding to frame k. The transfer function of the tube 
model in Eq. (3) is calculated with adaptors which are equal to 
those used for the standard lattice filter. This is necessary for 
the error definition since the adaptors for power waves 
introduce a factor of the transfer function which is unfavorable 
for the estimation. The error definition (3) represents an 
inverse filtering approach in the frequency domain. Since the 
segments ks′  are finite signals, the integral in Eq. (3) can be 
represented by a sum with discrete frequencies. The error e is 
minimized by a gradient-based optimization algorithm. The 
gradient is approximated by error differences of small 
variations of individual reflection coefficients. Since the 
transfer function j( , e )
k k
H ωr  is a function of the parameter 
vector 
kr  of the k-th frame, the spectral error ( )k ke r  is a 
function of the reflection coefficients, too. The approximation 
of gradient is defined by  
          T
1 2( , , )k k ke e e∇ = ∇ ∇ …       with 
  T T( ( 1), ( ) , ) ( ( 1), ( ) , ) ;i k k ke e r i r i e r i r iε∇ = − + − −… … … …  
ε  is a small constant about 810− . One iteration of the gradient 
algorithm is defined by a step in the direction of the negative 
normalized gradient with the adaptive step size δ : 
             1 / max( | | )
j j
k k k ke eδ
+ = − ⋅∇ ∇r r ;                          (4) 
the superscript with j indicates the iteration number and the 
function max() yields the maximum value. The step size 
7
1 l ll
c dδ
=
= ⋅∑  is a parameterized function with the variables 
lc ∈ℕ  which are determined by 
           arg min ( / max( | | ))
l
j
c k k k ke e eδ− ⋅∇ ∇r                   (5) 
with the constraints 
7
1 l ll
c dδ
=
= ⋅∑  and | ( ) | 0.99kr i ≤ . For the 
minimization of Eq. (5), the step size δ  is, firstly, increased 
repeatedly by 1d  until the error is equal or greater in 
comparison to the previous error value or if | ( ) | 0.99kr i >  is 
valid. Then, the next smaller 
ld  is used for increasing δ  to 
minimize the error. The iteration is finished if the smallest 
ld  
is reached. Here, the values of 
ld  are defined by 1 0.05d =  
and 
1 / 5l ld d+ =  for 2 7l = … .  
2.1.1. Joint analysis of frames 
To ensure a smooth trajectory of parameter vectors, the frames 
are analyzed jointly. The joint analysis is realized by an 
exchange of interim results between adjacent frames during 
optimization. For that purpose, the parameter vectors of an 
individual iteration are averaged with the vectors of adjacent 
frames. For example, if the j-th iteration yields the vectors j
kr , 
then these vectors are updated by a mean of vectors including 
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those of the neighboring frames. This averaging can be 
performed in different parameter descriptions. For that 
purpose, the vectors are transformed into the desired 
description j
kψ , then the averaging is performed, and, finally, 
the averaged parameter vectors j
k
ɶψ  are transformed back  into 
reflection coefficients: 
                      j j
k k→r ψ  
       
0 1
( )
Wj j j j
k k i k i k ii
a a − +== ⋅ + ⋅ +∑ɶψ ψ ψ ψ                            (6) 
                      j j
k k→ɶ ɶψ r . 
The updated vectors j
k
ɶr  are used for the starting vectors 
1j
k
+
r  
of the next iteration. The use of the averaging (6) imposes 
dynamic constraints and helps prevent divergence between 
neighboring frames during parameter optimization. The 
averaging (6) is performed in prescribed iterations with the 
numbers j J∈ ; J is a set of iteration numbers. The averaging 
can be performed every n-th iteration denoted by 
{ , 2 , 3 ,...}nJ n n n= . The iterations without averaging allow that 
the vectors of the frames can evolve apart from each other a 
little bit. An irregular arrangement of the numbers in J can be 
suitable allowing a more unconstrained parameter evolution 
for the first iterations. For that purpose, the set 
{40,50,52, 54,...,68,70}irJ =  is used.   
2.1.2. Independent analyses of frames 
In comparison to the joint analysis, the frames can be analyzed 
by minimizing the errors ( )ke r  for each frame independently. 
Since there are no iterations with averaging, this independent 
analysis is denoted by the null set 
0 {}J = . 
2.1.3. Analysis of speech units 
Both the joint and the independent analysis terminate after a 
prescribed number of iterations. In the following sections, 
analysis results are shown with a total iteration number of 70. 
The averaging by Eq. (6) is performed in the description of 
logarithmic areas. The values for the averaging in Eq. (6) are 
1W = , 
0 3/ 7a = , and 1 2 / 7a =  describing a weighted mean 
of adjoining frames, which emphasizes the middle frame. 
3. Analysis of Diphones 
The estimation procedure in the preceding section is used for 
speech analysis and synthesis. The sampling rate of the speech 
signals is 16 kHz. For re-synthesis, words are analyzed, 
whereas diphones are analyzed for synthesis. The diphones are 
from the diphone database de1 [15] for German from a female 
speaker. The analysis of the diphones yields the corresponding 
parameter vectors representing the diphones. To demonstrate 
the effect of the losses by the lossy tube model, also analysis 
and synthesis is performed with the lossless tube model 
represented by the standard lattice filter with power waves. In 
this case, the parameter estimation is performed as described 
in the preceding section, however, using the transfer function 
of the lossless model for the error definition of Eq. (3). The 
lossy model can be converted into the lossless tube model by 
the substitutions 1( ) :z zϑ −=  and ( ) : 1L zα ⋅ = − . If the 
estimation is performed with the lossless tube model by the 
independent analysis without averaging, the estimation results 
are comparable to those of the common linear prediction 
approach. For the analysis, the diphones are segmented into 
overlapping frames with the length of 625 samples and an 
overlap of 125. Figures 2-5 show the estimated logarithmic 
areas and the corresponding magnitude responses |
kH | of each 
analyzed frame 
ks′  of diphones. Fig. 2 shows the results from 
the independent analysis of the frames without averaging using 
0J .  It can be seen that the estimated areas and magnitude 
responses fluctuate from frame to frame, especially in the case 
of the lossy tube model. These discontinuities of the model 
parameters decrease usually the quality of the synthesized 
speech and can be reduced by averaging during the 
optimization, which can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4. The 
iteration set 
2J  is used for the results of Fig. 3, whereas the 
iteration set 
irJ  is used for the results of Fig. 4. The 
differences between the results using 
2J  or irJ  are relatively 
small for the lossy tube model and almost negligible for the 
lossless tube model. The effect of 
irJ  is a slightly stronger 
emphasis on the temporal details in comparison to 
2J . Here, a 
compromise should be made between smoothness and detailed 
approximation. It should be noted that temporal details can be 
caused by different effects: on the one hand, resonance 
movements by articulation which should be preserved and, on 
the other hand, by fluctuations of the excitation and by block-
wise processing which should be ignored. Besides different 
uses of the averaging, the results obtained by the lossy and the 
lossless tube model show generally some differences in the 
estimated areas and magnitude responses. The areas estimated 
by the lossy tube model are more prominent in comparison to 
those of the lossless model; additionally, the shapes of the area 
configurations differ between the lossy and the lossless case. 
For example, for the fricative /v/ of the diphone /a-v/ in Fig. 5, 
the corresponding areas near the lips show more an open 
mouth for the lossless model, whereas the areas of the lossy 
model show more a closed mouth, which is more realistic. In 
general for the majority of the voiced sounds of the diphone 
database, the estimated logarithmic areas show reasonable 
vocal tract cavities. For example, from the figures 2-5 it can be 
seen that the estimated areas of the vowel /a/ shape a large 
front cavity ranging to the lips. For the sound /j/, the back 
cavity can be recognized. Due to the fact that the transfer 
function is more sensitive to the relationship of areas than to 
the absolute areas themselves, the logarithmic areas can be 
estimated more reasonably than the absolute areas. The 
assessment of the areas can be performed by regarding vocal 
tract areas from literature obtained from x-ray or NMR; 
however, this comparison can be used only for a rough 
assessment since these vocal tract shapes are from other 
subjects and the vocal tract configurations differ, in general, 
by coarticulation and by individual representations of the 
phonemes. An important pre-processing step for obtaining 
reasonable area configurations is an appropriate pre-emphasis 
[16]. Here, the repeated adaptive pre-emphasis seems to be 
suitable for that task.  
In addition to the differences in terms of area functions, the 
magnitude responses estimated by the lossy tube model imply 
resonances of expanded bandwidths in comparison to the 
lossless model, which tends to underestimating of bandwidth. 
One reason for that may lie in the more realistic modeling of 
vocal tract acoustics by the lossy model. 
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Figure 2: Estimated log. areas and magnitude responses of 
diphone /j-a/ by optimization without averaging using 
0J , 
(a) for lossy tube model and (b) for lossless tube model. 
     
Figure 3: Estimated log. areas and magnitude responses of 
diphone /j-a/ by optimization with averaging using 
2J ,   
(a) for lossy tube model and (b) for lossless tube model. 
      
Figure 4: Estimated log. areas and magnitude responses of 
diphone /j-a/ by optimization with averaging using 
irJ ,   
(a) for lossy tube model and (b) for lossless tube model. 
   
Figure 5: Estimated log. areas and magnitude responses of 
diphone /a-v/ by optimization with averaging using 
irJ ,  
(a) for lossy tube model and (b) for lossless tube model. 
4. Synthesis of speech 
The estimated areas and pre-emphasis coefficients obtained 
from the speech units are used for synthesis. For that purpose, 
the tube model is controlled by the parameter vectors 
successively. A de-emphasis filtering controlled by the pre-
emphasis coefficients precedes the filtering of the tube model. 
To adapt the speech units to the required phoneme durations, 
parameter vectors can be doubled or omitted. The quality of 
the acoustic synthesis depends, aside from estimation of 
parameter vectors, also on the excitation of the tube system 
and on the concatenation of the model-based diphones. The 
diphone concatenation is performed by a parameter transition 
between the boundary vectors of the diphones to be 
concatenated, and is also treated in [12]. The excitation of the 
tube model is different for voiced and unvoiced sounds. For 
unvoiced fricatives, the excitation is relatively unproblematic 
and can be realized by noise. It is well known that the 
realization of the voiced excitation is more problematic due to 
its complicated structure and its impact on the speech quality; 
the voiced excitation has harmonic and non-harmonic 
components and its noisy components are non-stationary 
within a speech period. The use of an impulse train is the 
easiest way to implement a voiced excitation, however, with 
the disadvantage of introducing buzziness into synthesis [17]. 
To yield a more naturally sounding excitation, in [18] 
analyzed speech segments are used repeatedly for the voiced 
excitation. Related to that approach, here, a pitch-modified 
residual of an individual utterance of the schwa-sound is used 
for all voiced sounds, which avoids unnaturally sounding 
effects like the buzziness, for the most part. The pitch 
modification algorithm is based on a decomposition and 
parameterization of the residual signal in a low-pass filtered 
description, which is sketched in Fig. 6. The low-pass filter 
causes a smooth waveform related to the glottal flow. Each 
period of the low-passed residual g is decomposed into a small 
region y including the glottal closure instance and the 
remaining part x. The segments of the glottal closure instances 
are taken over unchanged, whereas the adaptation to the new 
period length is performed in the remaining parts. The 
remaining parts x are approximated by a polynomial which 
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models the smooth contour of the waveform. Additionally, the 
approximation error is considered, which contains also noisy 
components. The modification of the lengths of the remaining 
parts is performed differently for the polynomial model and for 
the error of approximation, namely, by interpolation for the 
polynomial model and by a specific OLA-technique (overlap 
and add) for the error of approximation. After the modification 
of length, the parts are composed and the resulting signal is 
filtered by a high-pass filter. The pitch modification algorithm 
is explained in detail in [19]. For the realization of the 
excitation during synthesis, a sufficient number of adjacent 
periods between 15 and 30 of the schwa-sound is used one 
after the other. If the last period is reached, a period of the 
beginning is used randomly between the first and fifth period; 
in this way the repetition is irregular. Since the excitation is  
  
Figure 6: Sketch of the decomposition of the low-passed 
residual signal for pitch modification. 
independent  of  the  analyzed speech units, the acoustic 
synthesis needs only the estimated model parameters, which is 
favorable for data reduction. Fig. 7 shows spectrograms of 
synthesized speech signals of the German word “jawohl” 
[javo:l] by concatenation of the parameter vectors obtained 
from the diphones; the lossy tube model is used for analysis 
and synthesis. Figure 7(a) results from the synthesis with the 
excitation using the pitch-modified residual of the schwa-
sound, whereas Fig. 7(b) results from the synthesis with 
impulse train excitation. The impulse train causes a harmonic 
structure in the whole frequency range, whereas the residual-
based excitation reduces the harmonicity in the higher 
frequency range comparable to natural speech. A perceptive 
evaluation shows that the synthesized speech signals with  the 
residual-based excitation sound less peaky with significantly 
 
Figure 7: Spectrograms of synthesized word [javo:l] by 
model-based diphones with the lossy tube model: (a) with 
residual-based excitation obtained from the schwa-sound 
and (b) with impulse train excitation. 
reduced buzziness in comparison to synthesis with impulse 
train excitation. In general, the residual-based excitation yields 
a more natural timbre. It should be reiterated that the residual-
based excitation is independent from the analyzed  speech  
units.   Figure  8  shows  a   segment  of   the synthesized 
 
Figure 8: Segment of synthesized speech of [javo:l] by 
model-based diphones with the lossy tube model: (a) with 
residual-based excitation obtained from the schwa-sound 
and (b) with impulse train excitation. 
speech signal. It can be seen that the synthesized speech 
signals with the residual-based excitation produces waveforms 
like natural speech, whereas the impulse train causes unnatural 
peaks in the synthesized speech waveforms.  
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4.1. Re-synthesis of words 
To assess the influence of the lossy tube model without 
concatenation effects, whole words are analyzed and 
synthesized, too. The analyses reveal that the main spectral  
difference  between  the  lossy  and lossless  model  is that the 
estimated bandwidths are often narrower in the case of the 
lossless model. In Fig. 9, the resulting magnitude responses of 
the estimated areas are depicted for the German word “Julia” 
[jUlja] uttered by a male speaker; the averaging during the  
 
Figure 9: Estimated magnitude responses of word [jUlia] 
by optimization with averaging: (a) lossy tube model and 
(b) lossless tube model. 
optimization is chosen with 
irJ . Underestimating of 
bandwidth is usually caused by overemphasizing the 
harmonics of voiced speech. One effect of too small 
bandwidths concerning synthesis or re-synthesis with pitch 
modification is that artifacts can occur, for example, if the 
shifted harmonics don’t match the resonances with small 
bandwidths. Hence, the bandwidths should be not too small. 
In comparison to bandwidth expansion methods [5-6], the 
investigations show that the use of the lossy tube model 
implies an avoidance of bandwidth underestimating inherently. 
5. Conclusions 
The parameter estimation and the realization of an acoustic 
synthesis for a model-based approach based on tube models is 
discussed. The results show that independent estimation 
without averaging causes, especially for the lossy tube model, 
fluctuations from frame to frame decreasing the synthesis 
quality. To yield a continuous trajectory of parameter vectors, 
the proposed joint analysis of frames is favorable. The main 
differences of the estimation results relating to the type of tube 
model is that the estimated areas of the lossy model are more 
prominent and the bandwidths of the corresponding 
resonances are expanded in comparison to the lossless model. 
The voiced excitation can be can be realized by a repeated use 
of a pitch-modified residual segment. 
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Abstract
Syllabification information is a valuable component in speech
synthesis systems. Linguistic rule-based methods have been
assumed to be the best technique for determining the syllabi-
fication of unknown words. This has recently been shown to
be incorrect for the English language where data-driven algo-
rithms have been shown to outperform rule-based methods. It
may be possible, however, that data-driven methods are only
better for languages with complex syllable structures. In this pa-
per, three rule-based automatic syllabification systems are com-
pared and two data-driven (Syllabification by Analogy and the
Look-Up Procedure) on a language with lower syllabic com-
plexity - Italian. Using a leave-one-out procedure on 44,720
words, the best data-driven algorithm (Syllabification by Anal-
ogy) achieved 97.70% word accuracy while the best rule-based
method correctly syllabified 89.77% words. These results show
that data-driven methods can also outperform rule-based meth-
ods on Italian syllabification, indicating that these may be the
best approaches to the syllabification component of speech syn-
thesis systems.
1. Introduction
Automatic syllabification is the process of determining the
proper placement of syllable boundaries in a given word. Syl-
lables have been used as key features in text-to-speech (TTS)
systems for diverse languages. For instance, knowledge of syl-
lable boundaries in written words is an essential component of a
speech synthesis system for generating regional accents in En-
glish [1]. In the Hindi language, it has been demonstrated that
using syllables as the units for speech synthesis gives better per-
formance than smaller sized units [2]. Syllable structure infor-
mation is also used in Czech [3], [4], European Portuguese [5],
German [6], [7], Italian [8], [9] and Romanian [10] TTS sys-
tems.
Rule-based approaches have traditionally been the pre-
ferred method of determining the syllabification of unknown
words (for example, see [2], [5], [7], [8] and [10]). Once de-
fined by linguists, rules are straightforward to implement and
apply. However, this approach is often time-consuming and
requires expert knowledge. More importantly, several stud-
ies have raised the question of whether rule-based methods
are actually the best approach to these tasks given the high
performance of data-driven methods [11]–[14]. In particular,
it has been demonstrated that, for syllabification of English
words, data-driven methods perform significantly better than
rule-based methods [14]. The success of data-driven methods
on this language may be due to the fact that English is a lan-
guage with a complex and irregular syllable structure [15], [16],
which is challenging (and perhaps impossible) to fully capture
with traditional linguistic rules.
Finnish, Italian and Spanish are considered to exhibit sim-
ple syllablic structure [16]–[20]. In this study, we performed an
evaluation of syllabification methods on a language with sim-
pler syllabic structure. The Italian language was selected to
compare rule-based and data-driven methods for automatic syl-
labification in the same manner as these approaches were com-
pared for English. This language was chosen because of the
availability of both a large lexicon of syllabified Italian words
and several rule-based algorithms for automatic syllabification
in Italian.
2. Italian lexicon
The Italian lexicon used in this paper is part of the Italian Fes-
tival TTS project [21]. It was created by ITC-irst (Instituto
Trentino di Cultura - Instituto per la Ricerca Scientifica e Tec-
nologio) and ISTC-SPFDCNR (Instituto di Scienza e Tecnologi
della Cognizione - Sezione di Padova “Fonetica e Dialettologia”
- Consiglio Nationale della Ricerche) and is freely available
at www.pd.istc.cnr.it/Software/It-Festival/
2.0/lex_ifd.zip (last accessed 9 March 2007).
Each entry provides spelling, part-of-speech, pronuncia-
tion, stress, and syllabification information. A total of 440,084
entries exist in the original lexicon. Because there is such sim-
ilarity in Italian between different forms of the same words, we
endeavoured to reduce the lexicon to only one form of each
word. For this reason, proper nouns, plurals, verb forms (apart
from the infinitive), superlatives and comparatives, and homo-
phones and homographs were removed from the lexicon.
Because syllabification information was given in the pro-
nunciation domain and the three Italian rule-based syllabifica-
tion algorithms operate on the spelling domain (see Section 3),
all words which did not have the same number of letters as
phonemes were also removed. This allowed syllable bound-
aries to be transferred to the spelling domain without any need
of complex alignment processing. Using this simple alignment
approach, only 8,697 words were removed. The resulting lexi-
con (referred to as the Full Italian lexicon below) consisted of
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44,720 entries, which formed the basis for all experiments un-
less otherwise stated.
3. Rule-based algorithms
Three Italian-specific rule-based algorithms for automatic syl-
labification were tested. The algorithms selected were: Cioni’s
algorithm for the syllabification of written Italian [22], an im-
plementation of Hall’s ordered rules for Italian syllabification
[23], and Bergamini’s SYL-LABE syllabification algorithm
[24]. None of these methods have been tested or compared in
order to determine accuracy. All three algorithms operate on the
spelling domain.
3.1. Cioni’s algorithm for the syllabification of written Ital-
ian
Cioni [22] presents a method using what he claims to be
a “minimal set of rules” developed with the assistance of
Italian linguists. The source code (written in C) for this
program is available from www.di.unipi.it/˜lcioni/
AltroSoftware/sillabatore.tar.gz (last accessed
9 February 2007).
A subset of these rules is provided by Cioni [22] and is
listed below (where C denotes a consonant and V denotes a
vowel):
1. CVCV→ CV |CV;
2. VC1C2V→ VC1| C2V, if C1 = C2;
3. VC1C2V→ V|C1C2V, if C2 = h;
4. VC1C2V→ V|C1C2V or VC1|C2V, if C1 = s and
depending on the value of C2;
5. VCCV→ VC|CV;
6. VC1C2C3V→ VC1|C2C3V, if C1 6= s;
7. VC1C2C3V→ V|C1C2C3V or VC1|C2C3V, if C1 = s
and depending on the values of C2 and C3;
8. VCCCCV→ VCC|CCV in most cases;
9. V1V2 → V1|V2, if V1 ∈ {a,e,o} and V2 ∈ {a,e,o};
10. V1V2V3V4 → V1V2V3|V4, if V1V2V3 is a triphthong;
11. V1V2V3 → V1|V2V3 if V1 ∈ {a,e,o};
12. V1V2V3 → V1V2|V3, if V1 = i and V2 6= u, or V1 = u
and V2 6= i.
Rules are also included to specify which pairs of vowels
form diphthongs and therefore cannot be separated into differ-
ent syllables. All rules are applied recursively by searching
through the given word from left to right.
3.2. Hall’s ordered rules for Italian syllabification
Hall [23] lists six ordered rules for breaking single Italian words
into syllables:
1. C1C2 → C1|C2, if C1 = C2;
2. C1C2 → C1|C2, if C1 = c and C2 = q;
3. C1C2 → C1|C2, if C1 ∈ {m,n,r,l};
4. VCC→ V|CC;
5. VCV→ V|CV;
6. never divide a sequence of vowels into multiple
syllables.
He provides two additional rules for division across word
boundaries. The first states that a syllable boundary should
never be placed immediately following an apostrophe which
connect two words; for example, “l’albero” (the tree). The sec-
ond concerns placement of syllables in musical scores. In this
environment when a final syllable in a word ends in a vowel and
the next word begins with a vowel and they must be both sung
on the same note or over tied notes, it is necessary to indicate
that they form a single syllable. This is done by decreasing the
space between the two syllables.
These rules are given with the intent of assisting Italian in-
structors in teaching students how to divide Italian words in the
spelling domain. Because they are fully described, it was pos-
sible to implement a rule-based automatic syllabification pro-
gram1 using these rules for the purpose of evaluation.
3.3. Bergamini’s SYL-LABE program
Bergamini’s rule-based syllabification algorithm is called SYL-
LABE and was implemented in C (available at http://www.
pierotofy.it/pages/sorgenti/C/Utility/2 - last
accessed 15 March 2007). The results of this algorithm were
used as a gold standard in work on the automatic syllabification
of Italian [24]. Two versions (1.0 and 3.3) of the algorithm are
available and both were tested but only the results of the best al-
gorithm (version 1.0) are reported. Implementation details are
given in an Italian file which accompanies the download of ver-
sion 3.3 of the program. One sample rule used in this system is
VCV→ V |CV.
The SYL-LABE program, as it was originally built, syl-
labifies only one word each time it runs. In addition to the
word itself, stress information is required by the SYL-LABE
algorithm in order to obtain syllabified output. Stress informa-
tion was provided as given in the Italian lexicon. For example,
to syllabify the word “sempre” (always), the input required is:
sempre and 2 at the prompts given, where 2 is the location in
the input string of the vowel in the stressed syllable. A simple
loop program was written in order to obtain the syllabification
of a list of words using the SYL-LABE program.
4. Data-driven algorithms
The data-driven algorithms used in this comparison were the
same two that performed best on the syllabification of English
words [14]: Syllabification by Analogy (SbA) and the Look-Up
Procedure.
4.1. Syllabification by Analogy
Syllabification by Analogy is adapted from Pronunciation by
Analogy, a method for automatic grapheme-to-phoneme tran-
scription [25]–[28].
To compute the syllabification of an unknown word, it is
first broken into substrings. Comparing these to substrings of
syllabified words in the lexicon determines each segment’s syl-
labic structure. This information is then used to construct the
syllabification of the entire word.
Matching substrings are found by comparing the input word
to all words in the dictionary. For each entry, the initial char-
acter in the input string is aligned with the final character in
the syllabified word. The input string is then shifted left un-
1A Python implementation of Hall’s rules is available from the au-
thors upon request.
2The program may not be listed on the first page of the site.
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til its final character is aligned with the initial character of the
syllabified word. Before each shift all aligned characters are
checked to determine whether there are any matching substrings
at this point. If a match is found, syllabification information for
this substring (obtained from the syllabified dictionary entry) is
stored in a syllabification lattice. Using this procedure, the input
word is compared to all words in the dictionary.
For example, the word “able” is represented as the in-
put string a?b?l?e where ? represents each position be-
tween letters (juncture) at which a syllable boundary may
occur. The syllabified word “syl | la | ble” is represented as
s*y*l|l*a|b*l*e where * and | represent non-syllable
and syllable boundaries, respectively. When compared to find
matching substrings, ? may be matched with either | or *. Us-
ing “able” as the unknown word and “syllable” as the word from
the lexicon, the matching process for them is shown in Table 1.
Step Matching Procedure
1 a?b?l?e
s*y*l|l*a|b*l*e
7 a?b?l?e
s*y*l|l*a|b*l*e
Final a?b?l?e
s*y*l|l*a|b*l*e
Table 1: Example matching process using “syllable” (an entry
in the lexicon) to syllabify “able” (an unknown word).
The resulting syllabification lattice is a graph for which in-
formation from matching substrings form the nodes and arcs.
Nodes represent the beginning and ending substring charac-
ters. Arcs are labeled with any intermediate substring characters
along with the number of occurrences of this substring within
the matches found in the dictionary. In the case of the above ex-
ample, the nodes and arc inserted into the lattice from the sub-
string a|b*l*e (found in step seven) would be •a |b∗l∗:1−→ •e,
along with all other subelements of this substring (for example,
•a |:1→ •b for a|b and •∗ l∗:1−→ •e for *l*e).
A decision function is used to find the all possible shortest
paths through the lattice from the first to the last character of
the input word. Syllabification is obtained from a given path by
concatenating the node and arc labels (aside from the frequen-
cies). If only one shortest path is found it is used to infer the
syllabification of the unknown word.
When two or more shortest paths exist, a set of scoring
strategies are used to determine the best syllabification. The
three scoring strategies that gave the highest performance on
the English language [29] were:
1. the maximum product of the arc frequencies along the
shortest path;
2. the maximum frequency of the same syllabification
within the shortest paths;
3. the maximum weak link value where ‘weak link’ is the
minimum of the arc frequencies.
For the sake of consistency, these same scoring strategies were
used to determine the syllabification of Italian words.
4.2. Look-Up Procedure
The Look-Up Procedure was also originally used for grapheme-
to-phoneme transcription [30]. It has since been modified to
perform automatic syllabification [11], [14]. This method uses
N-grams (each consisting of a left context, right context and
central letter) to learn and determine syllable boundaries.
During training, an N-gram is generated for each possible
syllable boundary location in a word. Each N-gram is stored in a
table along with how often a syllable occurs and does not occur
following the central letter. Table 2 shows the table entries for
the word s*y*l|l*a|b*l*e, using a left and right context
of three letters (N = 7).
Frequencies
N-grams | *
---syll 0 1
--sylla 0 1
-syllab 1 0
syllabl 0 1
yllable 1 0
llable- 0 1
lable-- 0 1
Table 2: Table entries for the word “s*y*l | l*a | b*l*e” used by
the Look-Up Procedure.
During testing, the closest matches to the N-grams from
the test words are found in the table. Similarity between N-
grams is determined using an N-element weight vector. For a
given N-gram, if the frequency of a syllable boundary occurring
after the central letter is higher than the frequency of no syllable
boundary, a syllable boundary is placed in the test word.
For example, using the 7-grams stored in Table 2 to syl-
labify the word “able” requires finding the closest match to
each of four 7-grams (---able, --able- and -able--)
within the table. Using [1, 4, 16, 64, 16, 4, 1] as the weight
vector, the closest match to the first 7-gram in given above
(---able) is the entry yllable with a similarity value of
85 (64 + 16 + 4 + 1). The frequency of a syllable boundary
occurring after the central letter in this pattern is greater than
the frequency of no syllable boundary and therefore a syllable
boundary is placed following the a in “able”.
The Look-Up Procedure was tested with all 15 weight vec-
tors (given in Table 3) that were used in the comparison of au-
tomatic syllabification methods for English [14] and the study
in which this technique was originally described [30].
5. Results
To compare the syllabification algorithms described above, a
leave-one-out procedure was used whereby each word was re-
moved from the lexicon in turn and its syllabification was in-
ferred from all other words.
Results were computed using word and juncture accuracy.
Word accuracy is simply the number of words syllabified by
the method in exactly the same way as is given by the stan-
dard used (in this case, the Italian lexicon). Juncture accu-
racy compares syllabification at the sub-word level. Each po-
sition between letters is assessed to determine whether it was
classified correctly. For example, the Italian word “sempre”
has five junctures (denoted by a ‘?’) and can be shown as
“s?e?m?p?r?e”. The accepted syllabification, according to
the Italian lexicon, is “sem | pre”. If an algorithm syllabifies the
word as “semp | re”, this is considered entirely wrong in terms
of word accuracy, however it is 60% (3/5) correct in terms of
juncture accuracy, as shown in Table 4 in which C and I corre-
spond to correctly and incorrectly syllabified junctures.
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Version Left Context Central Letter Right Context
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
1 1
2 1 4
3 4 1
4 1 4 1
5 1 4 16 4
6 4 16 4 1
7 1 4 16 4 1
8 1 4 16 4 2
9 1 4 16 64 16 4 1
10 1 4 16 64 16 5 1
11 1 4 16 64 256 64 17 4
12 4 16 64 256 64 16 4 1
13 4 16 64 256 64 17 4 1
14 16 64 256 1024 256 64 16 4 1
15 16 64 256 1024 256 65 16 4 1
Table 3: Weight vectors used in the Look-Up Procedure.
Syllabification of “sempre”
Output s * e * m | p * r * e
Lexicon s * e * m * p | r * e
Junctures C C I I C
Table 4: Juncture accuracy example.
The results for all automatic syllabification algorithms are
presented in Table 5. Although all 15 weight sets were used
for the Look-Up Procedure, only the top five are reported. The
difference in performance between the best rule-based method
(SYL-LABE) and the best data-driven method (SbA) is approx-
imately 10%. A Chi-squared test (χ2) reveals χ2obt = 2977.0
for words and χ2obt = 5030.3 for junctures. These differences
between SbA and SYL-LABE are highly statistically significant
(p < 0.01 in both word and juncture accuracy).
Discrepancies in performance amongst the rule-based
methods are attributed to differences in the rule sets used by
each. Although some rules are consistent between methods,
others are vastly different. For example, Hall’s rules [23] state
that no vowel cluster should ever be separated by a syllable
boundary while Cioni [22] states that when the vowels ‘a’, ‘e’,
and ‘o’ are adjacent within a word (e.g. ‘ae’ or ‘eo’), they are
not in the same syllable. Simple analysis of the lexicon reveals
that, for bigrams involving the vowels ‘a’, ‘e’, and ‘o’, Hall’s
rule is nearly always wrong while Cioni’s rule is often correct.
Percentage Correct
Algorithm Word Juncture
Cioni 86.59 97.78
Hall 81.59 97.24
SYL-LABE 89.77 97.89
Syllabification by Analogy 97.70 99.67
Look-up Procedure
version 10 96.43 99.54
version 11 96.04 99.49
version 8 96.02 99.49
version 13 95.93 99.48
version 15 95.82 99.46
Table 5: Syllabification results on the Full Lexicon.
In addition, the overall results of all methods appear to be
better in Italian than syllabification results in English, previ-
ously reported in [14]. This could be due to the fact that the
Full Italian lexicon contained many more words than any of the
lexicons used when comparing syllabification methods in En-
glish.
Because the correct syllable boundaries in a word are some-
times disputed, the English comparison used three lexicons:
one from Webster’s Pocket Dictionary (19,596 entries), another
from theWordsmyth English Dictionary-Thesaurus (18,016 en-
tries), and a third (called the Overlap database) which consisted
of the 13,594 words with the same syllabification in both of
the other lexicons [14]. To determine whether Italian is indeed
easier to syllabify automatically than English, a randomized re-
duced set of the Full Italian entries, which matched Overlap
lexicon size and, as closely as possible, the word length dis-
tribution was selected. The resulting Reduced Italian database
also consisted of 13,594 entries.
Words Correct (%)
Algorithm Italian English χ2obt
SbA 95.33 85.43 764.0
Look-up Pro-
cedure
91.60 73.53 1541.6
Rule-based 89.77 36.88 8186.0
Table 6: Comparison of syllabification results for Overlap En-
glish [14] and Reduced Italian lexicons.
The performance of the data-driven methods on the Re-
duced Lexicon was slightly less than on the Full Lexicon, as
would be expected given that significantly fewer words were
provided for training. However, the difference between the best
data-driven algorithm (SbA - 95.33% for words) and best rule-
based method (SYL-LABE - 89.77% for words) is still signifi-
cant (χ2obt = 563.3, p < 0.01).
Furthermore, from a computational perspective, these re-
sults quantitatively confirm linguistic and psychological find-
ings, which indicate that Italian is simpler and more consistent
in syllable structure than English, as stated by [17], [20], [31]
and [32]. Although the CV syllable has been found to be most
common in both English and Italian, this constituted only 34%
of the syllables in English [17] as opposed to a full 60% in
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Italian [31]. Such a marked difference should result in Italian
being easier to syllabify than English. Table 6 compares the re-
sults for the Italian and English [14] languages, showing that,
for SbA, the best Look-Up Procedure weights (version 10 for
both languages) and the best rule-based methods in each of the
two languages, the results obtained for Italian are significantly
higher (p < 0.01). Indeed, although data-driven methods pro-
vide the most accurate results for Italian, rule-based methods
still perform well with the best word accuracy at a full 89.77%
in comparison to the poor performance of rules on English syl-
labification.
6. Conclusion
Previous studies show that data-driven methods outperform
rule-driven methods in English syllabification tasks [14]. The
purpose of this study was to extend the comparison of these two
approaches to the syllabification of a language known to have
lower syllabic complexity, namely Italian.
When the results from Italian syllabification methods are
compared to those from English, it is evident that, regardless of
the method used, performance on the Italian lexicon is signifi-
cantly better. This indicates that syllabification must be a more
straightforward task in Italian which is not surprising due to the
fact that Italian exhibits lower syllabic complexity.
This comparison on a set of about 44,000 Italian words
also confirms the superiority of the data-driven algorithms in
terms of both word and juncture accuracy. Overall, all the al-
gorithms presented attain at least 80% word accuracy. The best
data-driven method (SbA) reaches a word accuracy of 97.70%,
whereas the best rule-based method (SYL-LABE) achieves
89.77%.
In conclusion, these results suggest that, when a syllabifi-
cation procedure is included as a component of a TTS system,
a data-driven method is a more appropriate choice than a rule-
based approach, even for languages with low syllabic complex-
ity.
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
       
         
         
        
        

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         
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          
       
       
       
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         
        
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       
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         
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
        
       
   

       
  

         

       
      

       
        

 

         
        
        
        
       
       
       
       
        


        
      
         

        
        
   
        
       
        

       
      
 
           

  
        
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          
       
          
        
          
  
         


       
  

   

       


      
          

       
      
        

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

        
         


          
         



 
        
  

        

       
        


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        
        
        
        


       
 
         
       

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       
        


      
    


         
      
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        
          

       
         
     
        
       
       
          
       

      
       
         
         
         
        
        
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




      

       
     
         
      
 

      



       
        


     
      
      
       
       
  
         
         

 
         

            
       
        
       
    

       

   
        
        
 

        
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    

      

        




   


        
      


       

        
     
     

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Abstract 
This paper presents a comparative study on the temporal 
alignment of pitch peaks of H*L accents in Polish and German. 
Speech material used in the study came from the unit selection 
synthesis corpora of the Polish voice module of the BOSS 
system and the IMS German Festival TTS system. The major 
factors investigated were concerned with the influence of 
syllable structure on the one hand, as well as phrasal and tonal 
environment on the other hand. For the analysis of Polish 
falling accents, the effects of accent type, phrase type, and 
word position were also taken into account. Results show that 
in both languages, pitch peak placement is consistently affected 
by onset and coda type and by the tonal context (H or L tonal 
target preceding or following). Also, the position of the accent 
in the phrase is found to have a significant influence. 
Additionally, the results also reveal the difference between the 
two Polish falling pitch accents (static  and  dynamic). 
1. Introduction 
The alignment of pitch peaks is one of the key issues in the 
generation of natural prosody of synthetic speech. It is 
generally acknowledged that an F0 peak position on the 
syllable constitutes a distinctive feature of pitch accents.  
In various intonation models the issue of peak alignment is 
dealt with in different ways. Phonological models distinguish 
between early and late peaks represented by two bi-tonal pitch 
accents: L*+H with a low target on the accented syllable 
followed by a rise or jump up to a peak on the post-accented 
syllable, and L+H* with a low target on the pre-accented 
syllable followed by a rise or jump up to a peak on the accented 
syllable (e.g. [5]).  
In phonetic models [18] the alignment of pitch peaks is 
carefully controlled and determined on the basis of syllable and 
tonal environment. Contrary to those studies, there is, however, 
no control of the segmental and prosodic environment of the 
H*L peaks in the corpora used in this study (for example in 
[16] only H* peaks in the phrase-final syllable followed by a 
low phrase accent and a low boundary tone are considered) and 
the languages examined are Polish and German, not 
(American) English. 
Proper identification of an F0 peak position is essential for 
the correct approximation and stylization of intonation 
contours, e.g. the Momel method [6] is based on the detection 
of target points – F0 maxima and minima – for application of 
the approximation function. At the moment we are developing 
a tool for automatic stylization of Polish intonation contours 
[4]. We hope that the analyses presented in this paper will bring 
more insight into the factors which influence peak alignment 
and that their results can also be used to help the automatic 
detection of pitch peaks for the purpose of intonation 
stylization.  
2. Speech material and annotation  
For the purpose of the investigation of peak alignment of Polish 
falling pitch accents 1150 phrases from the unit selection 
corpus of the Polish module for the BOSS speech synthesis 
system were used [2]. They were created by a linguist in order 
to provide speech samples that include accented syllables in 
different segmental (e.g. sonorant vs. voiceless obstruent onset 
and coda) and suprasegmental contexts (e.g. statement vs. 
exclamation). The phrases are of different length (varying from 
1 to 13 words) and include 7136 accented syllables altogether 
(3031 instances of falling  pitch accents).  
The speech material was labelled using a tool Annotation 
Editor developed in the Institute of Linguistics AMU and at 
Poznan University of Technology. Labelling at the segmental 
level (transcription, segmentation into phonemes, syllables and 
words) was carried out automatically and with respect to 
prosodic features – semi-automatically. We distinguished two 
rising and two falling pitch accents differing with respect to 
whether the rise/fall is realized on the accented or the post-
accented syllable (LH* and L*H for the rising accents, and H* 
and ΔH for the static and dynamic falling accents respectively), 
one rising-falling accent (L*HL), one accent realized by F0 
interval between pre-accented and accented vowels (LI) and 
one realized by duration rather than pitch (LD). For the purpose 
of the current study the two types of falling accents were 
merged into a single class (H*L)1.  
At the prosodic phrase level information concerning phrase 
type was provided: statement, exclamation, question, minor 
intonation phrase (i.e. minor continuation and minor cadence). 
The speech database labelling made it possible to extract the 
following features for each accented syllable and include them 
in the analysis of peak alignment: 1) preceding and following 
accent type, 2) number of phonemes in the onset and coda, 3) 
onset and coda type (sonorant vs. voiced obstruent vs. voiceless 
                                                          
1 An accent can be induced by two different mechanisms, a 
jump to a new pitch level in the syllable nucleus, and a change 
within the syllable nucleus. The use of a jump rather than a 
glide or vice versa is often dependent on the make-up of the 
syllables over which the accent spreads. If there is only one 
syllable a glide is more likely to be used. Differences between 
static and dynamic accent realizations are related to semantic 
function [3].   
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obstruent), 4) syllable position in the word, 5) number of 
syllables in the word, 6) foot position in the phrase (measured 
as a distance from the phrase end), 7) number of feet in the 
phrase and 8) prosodic phrase type. 
For German the speech database of the IMS German 
Festival synthesis system [7] served as a corpus for the 
investigation. It mainly consists of sentences that were selected 
from a newspaper corpus by means of a greedy algorithm in 
order to ensure good coverage. The corpus was recorded by a 
professional male speaker, contains approximately 160 minutes 
of speech (2601 utterances with 17489 words [13] and was 
prosodically labeled using the GtoBI(S) System [11] (2681 
instances of the H*L pitch accent). 
3. Procedure  
A Praat script was written which enabled to automatically 
obtain the information necessary for the peak alignment 
analysis in the Polish corpus. For each file the F0 contour was 
extracted and smoothed with a median filter with a window of 
7 points which is useful for elimination of faulty F0 values and 
microprosodic effects on the F0 contour (see e.g. [12]). For 
each syllable the script provided: the F0 value at the syllable 
start and end, position and height of F0 maximum and 
minimum, mean F0 over the length of the syllable, F0 standard 
deviation and syllable duration. All this information was very 
useful for detection of possible errors in the F0 extraction or 
prosodic annotation and elimination of faulty data from the 
analysis.  
The Festival synthesis system [1], which was used for the 
investigation of German, includes the “Festival feature 
functions” which can be used to describe a multitude of aspects 
of the segmental, syllabic, and prosodic structure of the 
utterances in the database. The measurement of the peaks 
themselves was done in a straightforward, automatic fashion by 
locating the F0 peak in a syllable labeled with a H*L pitch 
accent. In the case of H*L, the assumption that the peak is 
indeed in the same syllable is not problematic, but 
complications due to microprosody or voiceless regions cannot 
be avoided. 
Throughout the analyses presented in this paper, syllable 
start was used as a reference point for measuring peak location, 
which is expressed as percentage of total syllable duration. 
Alternative reference points, such as start of voicing or start of 
rhyme, had previously been shown to yield less consistent 
results [8]. 
4. Analysis: Polish 
4.1. Effects of segmental factors 
4.1.1. Onset and coda type 
Our analysis confirms previous findings concerning the 
influence of the onset and coda type - according to the van 
Santen & Hirschberg classification [16]: -V (voiceless 
obstruent), +V-S (voiced obstruent), +S (sonorant) - on peak 
alignment, i.e. that peaks occur earlier in the syllable if there is 
a sonorant in the onset and later if there is a sonorant in the 
coda (e.g. [8], [16]). On the basis of our data we found out that 
peaks occur relatively early in the syllable if there is no onset 
(mean: 34.22%, median: 23.05%), around the middle of the 
syllable if it starts with a sonorant (mean: 49.11%, median: 
56.37%) or voiced obstruent (mean: 49.53%, median: 56.82%). 
The F0 peak moves towards the end of the syllable if the onset 
includes a voiceless obstruent (mean: 59.91%, median: 
66.06%). As far as codas are concerned the effect is just the 
opposite: the peak occurs the earliest in the syllable if it 
includes a voiceless obstruent in the coda (mean: 39.41%, 
median: 45.47%), it moves towards the syllable center if there 
is a voiced obstruent or sonorant in the coda (mean: 43.26%, 
median: 48.42% and mean: 45.95%, median: 52.48% for the 
two coda types respectively). Peaks have the latest position if 
there is no coda (mean: 56.59%, median: 68.12%).  
4.1.2. Number of phonemes in the onset and coda 
The number of phonemes in the onset and coda also has a 
significant influence on peak alignment. In general, the more 
segments the onset includes the later the peak occurs and the 
less segments the coda consists of the later the peak is aligned 
in the syllable. The effects discussed here are illustrated in 
Figures 1 and 2: 
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Figure 1:  The effect of the phoneme number in the 
onset on relative peak position: 0 (median: 23.05%), 1 
(median: 58.94%), 2 (median: 67.68%) and 3 (median: 
70.24%)  
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Figure 2:  The effect of the phoneme number in the 
coda on relative peak position: 0 (median: 68.12%), 1 
(median: 51.49%), 2 (median 41.93%) 
4.2. Effects of suprasegmental factors 
Suprasegmental factors investigated in the current study 
concerned phrasal and tonal environment of the accented 
syllable and word, and prosodic phrase type.  
4.2.1. Syllable position in the word 
The position of word accent in Polish is most often the 
penultimate syllable (see e.g. [14]). In our database there were 
only three instances of word-final accented syllables and four 
instances of word-medial accented syllables (in polysyllabic 
words): they were excluded from the analysis in order to avoid 
uncertain results. Thus, the effect of syllable position in the 
word was investigated on the basis of a two-way distinction 
between word-initial syllables and syllables pre-final in the 
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word. An insignificant effect of syllable position in the word 
has been found: F0 peaks occur relatively earlier in word-initial 
syllables (mean: 53.02%, median: 60.24%) than in pre-final 
accented syllables (mean: 54.32%, median: 64.43%).  
4.2.2. Features of feet 
Our results on the influence of syllable number in the feet on 
peak alignment confirm previous findings. It was shown in  
[17] that in monosyllabic feet pitch peaks occur somewhere in 
the middle of the syllable, whereas in polysyllabic feet they are 
located earlier (i.e. towards the end of the foot-initial syllable). 
Additionally, in [9] it was observed that this effect concerns 
only first three syllables in the foot. Therefore, in the current 
analysis feet consisting of than three syllables and more were 
merged into one class. The results obtained for our data are 
illustrated in Figure 3:  
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Figure 3: The effect of syllable number in the feet  on 
relative peak position: 1 (median: 56.37%), 2 (median: 
62.33%), 3 and more (median: 64.38%)  
 Considering feet position in the phrase an observation was 
made that the peak shifts towards the beginning of the syllable 
as the feet position changes from phrase-initial to phrase-final. 
In feet at the beginning of major intonation phrases the mean 
peak position is 76.45% into the syllable (median: 78.94%) and 
at the beginning of minor intonation phrases: 65.96% (median: 
74.25%). The results suggest that intonation phrase type (major 
vs. minor) also plays a role in peak alignment. Syllables in 
phrase-medial feet have peaks located relatively later than 
syllables in feet of a pre-final position in the phrase (mean: 
65.45%, medial: 69.94 vs. mean: 61.96%, median: 65.65%). In 
phrase-final feet F0 peaks occur in the first-third of the 
accented syllable (mean: 29.94%, median: 16.49%).  It can be 
seen in Figure 4 that the accent type influences relative peak 
position as well: it seems that even though the mean peak 
position was the same for the two accent types when all 
instances of accented syllables were taken into account, the 
separation of falling accents depending on whether the fall is 
realized on the accents or post-accented syllable was justified 
(see section 2). The analysis of variance has proved that peak 
position is influenced significantly by both falling accent type 
(F [4,3031]=86.005, p<0.001) and distance of the accented 
syllable from phrase boundary (F [4,3031]=49.34, p < 0.001). 
4.2.3. Features of phrases 
On the basis of our data an influence of prosodic phrase type on 
peak alignment was found. We distinguished among three 
sentence modes: statements, questions and exclamations, and 
two types of minor prosodic phrases: ending with a cadence  
and signalling continuation. It has to be explained that in our 
database questions beginning with a question pronoun received 
the same phrase type label as statements, because they both.  
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Figure 4:  The effect of foot position (regarded as a distance 
from phrase boundary, i.e. 0 is phrase final) on relative peak 
position depending on the accent type H* or ΔH*. Mean peak 
position for phrase final static accented syllables: 43.2%  and 
for dynamic  accents: 20.85%. 
 
have falling nuclear melody. Only yes-no questions were 
marked as representing the interrogative mode 
Median pitch peak position in syllables in different types 
of prosodic phrases is illustrated in Figure 5. It can be seen that 
pitch peaks are located much earlier in exclamations compared 
to other phrase types. In statements peaks occur somewhere in 
the middle of the accented syllable; in questions and minor 
intonation phrases they are located in the second half of the 
syllable.  
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Figure 5: The effect of the phrase type on relative peak 
position: statement (median: 53.05%), minor cadence 
(median: 64.24%), question (median: 66.02%), minor 
continuation (median: 70.5%) and exclamation 
(median: 36.54%). 
 Another factor related to phrase structure examined in the 
study was the number of words in the phrase. This factor 
appeared to have an opposite effect on peak alignment to the 
one of syllable number in the word, i.e. with an increasing 
number of words in the phrase the peak shifts towards the start 
of the syllable.  In single-word phrases the mean peak position 
is 68.15% (median: 72.71%), in two-word phrases it is 52.67% 
(median: 60.,89%). But from 3 words up peak location remains 
fairly constant: the mean position is 53.69%  (median: 61.78%) 
in three-word phrases and 53.55% (median: 62.42%) in phrases 
consisting of more than three words.  
4.2.4. Tonal environment 
The influence of neighbouring tonal targets on peak location 
investigated in [8] concerned the number of syllables from/to 
the preceding/following pitch accent as well as type of the 
preceding/following tonal target (H vs. L). In the study of F0 
peaks in Polish we examined the influence of the 
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preceding/following pitch accent type on peak alignment.  A 
general observation is that the type of preceding pitch accent 
has smaller impact on peak location than the following pitch 
accent type.  
4.3. Comments 
Both for segmental and suprasegmental factors the statistical 
analyses  shows  large  differences between median and mean 
values. For the interpretation of  the statistical significance of 
the analysed data further research is needed. It is necessary to 
a) make more precise analyses for each individual factor, b) to 
examine the interactions between the factors and c) to carry out 
a multivariate analysis.  
 
5. Analysis: German 
5.1. Factors relating to syllable structure 
5.1.1. Effects of onset and coda class  
Similar to the Polish results (see section 4.1.1) peak placement 
is significantly influenced by onset and coda type in German 
as well. These types are again defined according to the van 
Santen & Hirschberg classification [16]: -V (voiceless 
obstruent), +V-S (voiced obstruent), +S (sonorant).  
 With respect to the three onset types (see also Figure 6), 
the peak is earliest when there is a sonorant in the onset (mean: 
32.8% of syllable duration) and latest when a voiceless 
obstruent forms the onset (mean: 42.0%). Peaks are generally 
located in-between (mean: 37.0%), if the onset consists of a 
voiced obstruent. 
 For the different coda types (see Figure 7) there is a 
significant difference of peak position between sonorant codas 
(mean: 41.7% of syllable duration) and codas solely made up 
of obstruents (mean 28.5% for voiced obstruents; 27.7% for 
voiceless obstruents). The peak thus occurs clearly later when 
a sonorant coda is present, whereas there is no significant 
difference between the two obstruent classes.  
 
    
Figure 6:  Boxplot showing relative peak position 
depending on onset type: sonorant (+S, median: 
25.95%), voiced obstruent (+V-S, median: 28.4%), 
voiceless obstruent (-V, median: 40.5%) 
 
     
Figure 7: Boxplot showing relative peak position 
depending on coda type: sonorant (+S, median: 38.4%), 
voiced obstruent (+V-S, median: 18.45%), voiceless 
obstruent (-V, median: 27.7%)  
 
If onset type varies but coda type remains unchanged 
(sonorant), a significant movement of the peak can be 
observed (F [2, 2667] = 31.526, p < 0.001), as the peak occurs 
successively later when the onset is a sonorant (36.23% of 
syllable duration), a voiced obstruent (39.23%), or a voiceless 
obstruent (44.97%). Variation of coda type (sonorant vs. 
voiceless obstruent) has a less distinct effect on the peak 
locations. Most peaks apparently occur in the same locations. 
However, the greater frequency of late peaks near the syllable 
boundary in sonorant codas leads to a significantly later mean 
value (F [2, 2667] = 65.005, p < 0.001) for sonorant (36.23%) 
vs. obstruent codas (25.15%).   
5.1.2. Two types of sonorant coda 
In the Festival feature functions’ classification of syllable 
structure types, coda type +S covers both closed syllables with 
actual sonorant coda consonants and open syllables. 
Differences between the two types must therefore be expected.  
Examining the absolute interval between syllable start and 
peak location, it turns out that there is virtually no difference 
between open and closed (+S) syllables. For the former, peak 
location is on average 97.59 ms after the beginning of the 
syllable compared  to 97.24  ms for the latter.  Peak position is 
thus stable in terms of absolute timing in this very specific 
context. As syllables with actual sonorant codas can be 
expected to be longer despite possible compensatory effects 
concerning vowel length (vowels in accented open syllables are 
unlikely to be short), this has the consequence that, in relation 
to syllable duration, peaks occur later in open syllables. Indeed, 
in open syllables the mean value for peak location is 45.87% 
compared to 37.98 % for syllables with one sonorant coda 
consonant and 35.08% for syllables with two coda consonants. 
If the coda consists of only one obstruent, the peak occurs even 
earlier, at 30.83%. Figure 8 attempts to visualize these results.  
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Figure 8:  Relative peak position (*) for different coda 
compositions: open syllable (top row), coda with one 
sonorant consonant, coda with two consonants, coda 
with one obstruent consonant (bottom row). 
5.2. Influence of the phrasal and tonal environment  
The alignment of F0 peaks is known to be affected by the 
proximity of other tonal events (pitch accents or phrase 
boundaries) which may lead to effects of tonal repulsion (e.g., 
[14]). 
5.2.1. Position of the accented syllable in the phrase  
A first interesting issue regarding the position of the H*L pitch 
accent in the intonation phrase is its distance to the preceding 
or following phrase boundary in number of accents. This 
amounts to the question whether it is significant if the pitch 
accent is the first, second, third, next-to-last, last etc. accent of 
the phrase. As determined by an analysis of variance this 
distance is shown to be significant (F [1, 2668] = 475.87, p < 
0.001) when looking in the direction of the final phrase 
boundary. This is not the case with respect to the initial phrase 
boundary (F [1, 2668] = 0.2437, p = 0.6216). 
Considering this result it is especially interesting to see 
whether pitch accents in the extreme positions of the phrase, 
i.e. the first or last (nuclear) accent, behave accordingly.  
Indeed  we find that peak alignment in the final pitch 
accent of the intonation occurs significantly earlier (F [1, 
2668] = 21.591, p < 0.001) than in those accents which are not 
final (mean: 38.5% of syllable duration vs. 53.4% of syllable 
duration). Peak alignment in the first pitch accent of the phrase 
is on the other hand not significantly different (F [1, 2668] = 
2.5009, p = 0.1139) from that of the other H*L pitch accents in 
the phrase.  
The early alignment in nuclear pitch accents as opposed to 
non-final accents raises the question whether this is an effect 
that is facilitated by those instances that occur in the final 
syllable of the phrase and are thus being pushed forward by the 
following boundary tone. The comparison of H*L pitch 
accents in the phrase-final syllable with all other H*L pitch 
accents does in fact show a significant difference (F [1, 2668] 
= 496.56, p < 0.001).  The peaks of final syllable accents are 
aligned quite early in the syllable (mean: 21.1% of syllable 
duration vs. 44.0%). The difference remains significant (F [1, 
2668] = 104.98, p < 0.001) also when the nuclear phrase-final 
pitch accents are compared to nuclear pitch accents that are not 
in the phrase-final syllable (mean: 21.1% of syllable duration 
vs. 41.7%). In accordance with these results it is not surprising 
that similarly to a pitch accent’s distance to the next phrase 
boundary in number of accents, its distance in number of 
syllables is also significant (F [1, 2668] = 420.01, p < 0.001), 
and that, correspondingly, there are no significant results with 
regard to distance to the preceding phrase boundary (F [1, 
2668] = 0.0194, p = 0.8892). 
5.2.2. Influence of neighboring tonal targets  
If boundaries can affect peak alignment, then it is reasonable 
to assume that other neighboring tonal events, i.e., pitch 
accents, will do so as well. In a comprehensive analysis of the 
influence of such adjacent tonal events three major questions 
are of interest, namely whether the adjacent target is high or 
low, whether it is preceding or following and how far in terms 
of number of syllables it is away from the examined pitch 
accent.  
 High (H) or low (L) targets are defined by the target point 
closest to the examined pitch accent, a preceding L*H pitch 
accent would thus be registered as H, a following one as L.  
A first analysis shows that peak alignment is not 
influenced by the type of target preceding it (F [1, 2461] = 
1.643, p = 0.2000). It is, however, of weak significance 
whether a H or L target follows (F [1, 2665] = 6.0593, p < 
0.05; mean peak position when H target follows: 36.4% of 
syllable duration vs. mean peak position when L target 
follows: 39.3% of syllable duration). 
Alignment occurs significantly earlier (F [1, 2665] = 
80.584, p = 0.001) when the next tonal target follows 
immediately in the next syllable (mean peak position: 33.6% 
of syllable duration vs. 42.2% of syllable duration). 
This result is confirmed when comparing the influence of 
H and L targets at a distance of either one or two syllables 
from the accented syllable. Here, peak alignment is 
significantly different for all four possibilities (mean H 
following after 1 syllable: 26.1%; mean H following after 2 
syllables: 39.3%; mean L following after 1 syllable: 34.5% 
mean L following after 2 syllables: 43.2%). In this case there 
is thus also a difference depending on whether a high or low 
target is following (see also Figure 9). 
6. Conclusions 
Analyses presented in this paper confirmed results of previous 
studies (e.g. the influence of factors related to syllable and feet 
structure, tonal environment) and revealed more factors that 
play significant role in peak alignment such as prosodic phrase 
structure and type, phoneme number in the onset and coda.  
 
 
Figure 9:  Boxplot showing relative peak position 
depending on distance and type of following target:H 
target after 1 syllable (median: 23.8%), L target after 1 
syllable (median: 33.2%), H target after 2 syllables 
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(median: 31.4%), L target after 2 syllables  median: 
39.9%). 
The comparison of peak alignment in Polish and German 
has shown that a) peaks occur generally later in Polish than in 
German, b) considering the effects of onset/coda type the same 
tendency can be observed in the two languages, c) in Polish 
stronger effect of following tonal target can be observed, d) 
phrase-final accent has special status in both languages 
(Polish: final word position, German: nuclear accent).  
With respect to speech synthesis it can be added that even 
very general measurements such as the most frequent peak 
location in all H*L pitch accents of the corpus may have their 
use as defaults to fall back on, should more complex rules not 
apply. In fact, for unit selection the procedure offers the 
possibility of adapting to the potential prosodic idiosyncrasies 
of the individual speaker who provides the voice.  
The general analysis of all labeled H*L accents must also 
disregard the fact that timing differences can either be phonetic 
or phonological in nature. As a consequence, differences in 
peak alignment that are not caused by the segmental and/or 
prosodic environment but are actually the expression of a 
different communicative function (as shown in [10] for early, 
medial, or late peaks in German) are not captured. From the 
point of view of speech synthesis, this problem is not too 
pressing as the prediction of such differences in meaning is not 
yet possible anyway. Also, this kind of phonological variation 
is arguably less likely to occur in a corpus that mainly contains 
readings from newspaper articles. Similarly, the method of 
detecting peaks may have to be refined, if the current approach 
is extended to other types of accents which are more likely to 
have peaks outside of the accented syllable. It may be 
emphasized again that the approach taken in this study has the 
advantage of allowing for the effective analysis of large 
amounts of data. It does, however, not create a controlled 
environment in which influences from parameters other than 
the one investigated are excluded. This apparent disadvantage 
can be dealt with by targeting interactions between specific 
parameters. 
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Abstract
This paper describes results of the investigation of Polish
segmental duration for the purpose of speech synthesis. The
experiment is a continuation of the previous work of the same
authors [1] aiming at improving the outcome of the duration
prediction mechanism to enhance the overall quality of
synthesized speech.  
1.Introduction
Duration prediction models for speech synthesis range
from the more traditional, rule-based techniques to trainable,
corpus-based techniques. Nowadays, it is often the case that
the two approaches overlap and careful linguistic feature
extraction usually is an important stage preceding the actual
statistical processing [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] The unit that should be
regarded as the base for segmental duration modeling is also a
subject of discussion. Most frequently, phone is used as the
unit, however there are also other proposals e.g. Campbell's
syllable-based model [7]. Linguistic knowledge may be used
not only in the data preparation process but also in the
modeling process itself which is postulated and tested for
various languages by Van Santen's sum-of-product models
e.g. [8, 9, 10]. In the present study, phones were the base
units for prediction, though the influence of other units was
considered. In our experiment, the influence of two sets of
factors on phone duration was investigated. Then we
compared the present results with the ones we obtained from
similar tests done with a smaller corpus of data [1]. Both
experiments were performed using BOSS technology [11].
2. Corpora and annotation procedure
For the most recent analyses, we used a corpus of two
hours of continuous speech read by a male professional
speaker. The results were then compared to those obtained
from a corpus of almost 50 minutes of speech produced by the
same speaker [1]. 
• The 2-hour corpus contains utterances prepared
especially for the database to provide coverage for the
most frequent Polish triphones (most importantly CVC
triphones in the contexts of sonorants), as well as the
most frequent diphones, and consonant clusters and the
600 most common Polish words.
• The texts in the 50-minute database consist of
fragments of prose, newspaper articles, short dialogs,
(some of them having a potential emotional load), and
a list of railway enquiry entries.
Both corpora were annotated according to the same
labeling procedure. First, the recordings were labeled
automatically with “Salian” [12]. (the segmentation accuracy
of the software is 10 [ms]). In the second step, the labels were
corrected manually based on visual inspection of
spectrograms. Both corpora were revised by the same group
of experts following the same guidelines. The 50-minutes
corpus was corrected mainly using Wavesurfer, and for the
other corpus “Annotation Editor”, a tool designed specifically
for the purposes of the speech synthesis project for the Polish
language (see acknowledgments) was used. SAMPA for
Polish was used as the transcription alphabet with the
following modifications:
• Palatalized variants of [k][g] were added to the label
set and marked with: [c][J]
• Labels for the Polish nasalized vowels i. e. [e~][o~]
were removed and instead sequences of vowels and
nasalized consonants [w] or [j] marked with [w~][j~]
were used
The second modification will be subject of further
investigation in the future as there are reasons to suspect that
better results for synthesis could be obtained by connecting
the oral and nasal component into compound items [13].
Syllable boundaries were inserted automatically as well as
word stress labels. Word stress was assigned to the
penultimate syllable, which is its most common position in
Polish. Afterwards, the actual placement of stress was
manually verified and corrected, if needed. Phrase boundaries
were established according to linguistic cues and then verified
on the basis of perceptual evaluation of intonation contours,
intensity and pauses.
3. Features for training CART
Initially, the list of features for duration prediction
included the following information:
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 Sound (which particular phone is the phone in
question)
 Sound's properties. The following features were
included as sound properties: the manner of
articulation, the place of articulation, the presence of
voice, the type of sound (consonant or vowel)
 Properties of the preceding and of the following
context. The properties were exactly the same as
those listed above as the properties of the sound in
question. A 7-element frame was used as the context
information, i. e. the same properties were used as
features for three preceding and for three following
phones as well as for the phone in question.
 Position within the higher unit of speech
organization structure. Feature space included:
position of the phone in question relative to pause;
the distance of the syllable containing the phone to
the left and right word boundary; the position of the
syllable within the foot (in the anacrusis, head or tail
of the foot), the position of the foot within the
intonation phrase. Position of the sound within
syllable structure (onset, nucleus, coda). 
 Identical neighborhood. The information if the
phone in question occurred in the neighborhood of
an identical phone in the directly preceding or
following context within the same word.
 The position of sound relative to consonant clusters
(within cluster, before or after cluster or with no
cluster in the direct neighborhood). 
 Word length and foot length.
 Word stress and  sentence stress.
4. Results
To obtain our results, we used the CART implementation
“wagon” [14]. The set of features corresponding to the
properties listed in the previous paragraph was used to predict
segmental duration with the 50-minute database and with the
2-hour database. The results are shown in the first two
columns of Table 1. Each time, the results were obtained with
5 %  held out data.
Table 1: Comparison of CART results for two corpora
50-min Corpus
2-h Corpus 2-h Corpus &
Features
Modified
RMSE  19.1973 RMSE 15.5178 RMSE 15.4010 
Correlation:
0.7284
Correlation :
0.8047 
Correlation:
0.8080 
 Mean (abs)
Error 14.1092
(13.0182). 
Mean (abs)
Error 11.4132
(10.5139)
Mean (abs)
Error 11.3451
(10.4154)
As can be seen, the results for the 2-hour corpus are
significantly better. The difference in RMSE (the root mean
squared error) appeared to be more than 4 milliseconds, the
overall mean correlation also improved from almost 0.73 to
0.8. In search for further improvement of the prediction the
list of features was extended by the following new items:
 The same or different place of articulation of the
phone in question and the phone in its direct left or
right context
 The same place of articulation across word
boundary. The information if the phone in question
occurred in a neighborhood of a phone with the
same place of articulation across word boundary
 Syllable length, phrase length, and the length of the
whole source utterance 
After including this information into the feature space,
there was another improvement of the results, yet it was less
substantial than the one obtained after switching to a bigger
and better controlled database in terms of the coverage of
phonetic-acoustic properties of the read speech.
The next step was to check how the contribution of
particular features to the overall result obtained by the whole
feature set was influenced after adding new features. In order
to get the information, we used the stepwise option of
“wagon” [14]. With the stepwise option enabled, results are
expressed as cumulative correlation. 
The number of features in the two experiments differed by
six items (51 features in the initial test, and 57 features after
adding the new features). As it appeared, the order of features
in order of their contribution was very similar in both of the
two experiments as far as the most contributing features are
concerned. The first difference was observed on the 12th
position in the ranking. In the experiment with the modified
feature list the 12th feature was one of the new features: the
length of the utterance. As for the other new features, the
phrase length was on the 16th position, the syllable length on
the 18th position, and the information of the same or different
place of articulation across word boundaries was on the next
position, immediately followed by the feature “same or
different place of articulation”  for the right context. 
Table 2 shows the 15 most contributive features in the test
performed with various number of features. In the first two
columns the results for the two-hour database are presented
for experiment with the two different feature lists. The last
column shows the similar results for the 50-minute database
that were obtained using the shorter feature list. 
Despite the differences between the corpora and various
number of features taken into account four features out of the
first fifteen in the rankings appear exactly on the same
position in each of the three sets (marked in bold). 
Another observation is the that in the results for the 50-
minute database, the first feature in the ranking is the “phone
in question”, which is consistent with the results reported for
many similar studies for various languages e. g. [6, 15, 16].
The second feature in terms of importance was the immediate
right context. For the two-hour database the order appeared to
be reverse: the phone in question was placed on the second
position just behind the “right context” feature. First, we
thought one of the possible reasons might be the fact that
Polish diphthongs were treated as two separate units in the 2-
hour database while in the 50-minute database they were
regarded as compounds. In order to check if that was the case
an additional test using stepwise option of “wagon” was run.
This time, two parts of diphthongs were again joined into
compound units, however in the resulting order of features the
right context was still more contributive than the phone in
question.
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Table 2: Feature ranking comparison (stepwise) – the most important features, cumulative correlation.
2-h corpus features modified
(Dataset of 98835 vectors of 57 )
2-h corpus
(Dataset of 98835 vectors of 51 )
50-min corpus
 (Dataset of 98835 vectors of 51)
1. Right context: 0.5062
2. Phone in question: 0.7004
3. Left context: 0.7375
4. Foot distance to the right
phrase boundary: 0.7613
5. Articulation manner in the 3rd
right context: 0.7703
6. Articulation manner in the left
context: 0.7749
7. Nuclear stress: 0.7787
8. Presence of voice (the phone
in question): 0.7846
9. Articulation manner in the
right context: 0.7893
10. Articulation manner (the
phone in question): 0.7934
11. Articulation manner of the 2nd
left context: 0.7963
12. Utterance length: 07893  
13. Presence of voice in the left
context: 0.8003
14. Word length: 0.8025
15. Articulation manner of the 2nd
right context: 0.8038
1. Right context: 0.5062
2. Phone in question: 0.7004
3. Left context: 0.7375
4. Foot distance to the right
phrase boundary: 0.7613
5. Articulation manner of the 3rd
right context: 0.7703
6. Articulation manner in the left
context: 0.7749
7. Nuclear stress: 0.7787
8. Presence of voice (the phone
in question): 0.7846
9. Articulation manner in the
right context: 0.7893
10. Articulation manner (the phone
in question): 0.7934
11. Articulation manner of the 2nd
left context: 0.7963
12.  Articulation manner of the 2nd
right context: 0.7982
13.  Syllable distance from the
beginning of the word: 0.7995
14.  Sound type in the right
context: 0.8003
15. Presence of voice in the left
context: 0.8011
1. Phone in question: 0.4774
2. Right context: 0.6396
3. Left context 0.6625
4. Foot distance to the right
phrase boundary 0.6793
5. Articulation manner in the left
context 0.6859
6. * Syllable position within the
foot 0.6919
7. * Articulation place (the phone
in question) 0.6959
8. Presence of voice (the phone
in question) 0.7033
9. Articulation manner in the
right context 0.7098
10. Articulation manner in the 3rd
right context: 0.7146
11. Articulation place in the right
context  0.7168
12. Syllable distance from the
beginning of the word: 0.7189
13. Articulation manner in the 2nd
left context:  0.7208
14. Articulation place in the 2nd
right context 0.7219
15. Phone position in the syllable
onset, nucleus or coda: 0.7231
It should be noticed that in the classification and
regression tree the top-most rule generated for the 2-hour
database was “CRIGHT is sil” (i.e. right context is silence).
Due to the fact that one of the sub-bases of the 2-hour
database consisted of short, 3-4-word phrases, the stronger
influence of the following context might possibly be
explained by prepausal lengthening effect.
Most features in the first fifteen positions occur in all
three tests with two exceptions: the features “syllable position
within the foot” and “Articulation place (the phone in
question) “ appear on the 6th and 7th position in the test for
the 50-minute corpus, these two are marked with a star.
Additionally, two more experiments were performed. First,
the “new” set of features was used to test a corpus composed
of all data, i.e. both the 50-minute and the 2-hour database.
The results appeared to be slightly better than for the 50-
minute database but worse than those for the 2-hour database.
The numbers were as follows:
• no heldout: RMSE 16.3432, Correlation 0.7878,
Mean (absolute) Error 11.5945 (11.5182) 
• 5% heldout data: RMSE 16.3977 Correlation is
0.7862 Mean (abs) Error 11.6520 (11.5377). 
For the second experiment, fifty minutes of recordings were
randomly selected from the 2-hour database to compare the
outcome of the two corpora using a similar amount of speech
data. The results were characterized by the following values
of correlation and errors: 
• no heldout: RMSE 15.9093 Correlation is 0.7929 
Mean (abs) Error 11.7416 (10.7352)
• 5% heldout data: RMSE 15.9644 Correlation is
0.7912 Mean (abs) Error 11.7652 (10.7909)
The above values are an improvement as compared both
to the 50-minute database and to the results obtained for the
combined databases, however they are slightly worse than
those for the 2-hour database. The latter observation seems to
be an obvious effect of enlarging the speech corpus. The
deterioration of the results after combining both corpora
might be due to differences between the types of texts
recorded in the two databases. The speaker tended to
accelerate while reading longer texts as compared to short
separate phrases even though he was supposed to keep the
same rate for all the recordings. However this relation
requires further investigation.
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5. Conclusions
Correlation and RMSE improved substantially when we
used the larger corpus containing sentences prepared to cover
the most frequent clusters, diphones and triphones as the
training data set. The modification of the list of features
provided a further (slight) improvement of the results. The
comparison of the results obtained with the two feature sets
(Table 2) shows  that the first difference in the order of
contribution appears on the 12th position (per 51 or 57 items),
the first eleven items are ordered identically in the two tests. 
This stability of feature order, together with the
improvements in correlation and RMSE suggests that our
choice of features comprises the chief linguistic and phonetic
determinants of segmental duration. The problem that needs
further examination is the fact that in the recent tests the
feature “phone in question” was the second most contributive
feature and not the first one which seems to be the obvious
expected result and was always the case in the previous
experiments of the authors as well as reported in other
studies. The values of correlation and the RMSE after the
modification of the corpus and the list of features for duration
prediction provided comparably good results. The next step in
order to obtain further improvement should be a closer
investigation into the cost function in the unit selection
algorithm, which will be performed in the near future, as well
as more detailed analyses of the statistical relevance of the
results obtained for correlation and RMSE
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Abstract
If a concatenative speech synthesis system uses more short
speech segments, it increases the potential to generate natural
speech because the concatenation variation becomes greater.
Recently, a synthesis approach was proposed in which very
short (5ms) segmentsare used. In this paper, an implementation
of an HMM-based feature generationmodule into a very short
segment concatenative synthesis system that has the advantage
of modularityand a synthesis experiment are described.
1. Introduction
Speech synthesis is a technique for converting text into speech.
Currently, concatenative speech synthesis systems are entering
the mainstream because they can achieve high quality speech
without great difficulty. In a concatenative speech synthesis
system, an amount of recorded speech samples and their
features are stored in a database (“corpus.”) At synthesis,
an appropriate speech segment sequence is selected from
the corpus and concatenated smoothly. The selection is
executed according to the feature time series (target) that is
generated from input text. A concatenative speech synthesis
system increases its potential to generate natural speech if the
systemuses shorterspeechsegments,because the concatenation
variation becomes greater. Recently, a synthesis approach was
proposed in which very short segments (5 ms) were used [1, 2,
3, 4].
We have been trying to improve the naturalness of the
synthesized speech. At the same time, we sought the feature
generation module since our system lacked the module [1].
Another5 ms segment synthesismethodproposedby Ling et al.
uses HTS (HMM-basedTriple S (speech synthesis system)) [5]
as a feature generation module [2]. HTS has the ability to
generate a time series of vectors (mel-cepstrum or “mcep”)
from Linguistic-/Prosodic-Information(LPI) that is produced
from input text. In our system, HTS is also adopted as the
feature generationmodule.
The method proposedby Ling et al. requires the time series
of the mean and variance of features as the target value for
synthesis. Since it is difficult to get paired information which
guarantees “natural” synthesized speech, it is also difficult to
isolate the cause (a problemof the featuregenerationmoduleor
of the feature-to-speechmodule) when the synthesized speech
is not natural enough. On the other hand, in our method, only
the mean value is required as the target to synthesize. It would
be an advantage since if the feature (which corresponds to the
mean value and must have the informationto synthesizenatural
speech) extracted from natural recorded speech is used as the
target in our method but the synthesized speech is not natural
enough, it can be said that the cause rests with the feature-to-
speechmodule.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section (Sec-
tion 2) introduces the processing outline in the 5 ms segment
concatenative speech synthesis including the utilization of the
feature generationmodule in HTS. The following two sections
(Sections 3 and 4) present a synthesis experiment and its re-
sults, in which 450 Japanese utterances were used. Section 5
discusses the findings in the experiment, and Section 6 summa-
rizes this paper.
2. Concatenative speech synthesisusing
5 ms segmentswith an HMM-based feature
generationmodule
2.1. Analysis stage
2.1.1. Corpus construction
Speech data are analyzed every 5 ms, and extracted features
are stored in a speech corpus during the analysis stage for
corpus construction. The extracted features are the speech
fundamental frequency (F0), power, and spectrum. As the
spectral information,mcep is adopted. These features are used
to get the target cost in the synthesis stage. To construct a
corpus automatically and to avoid contamination of the F0
extractionerrors, it is not the scalarF0 value (as in conventional
speech synthesis systems including Ling’s method [2]) but the
lower frequency part of a power spectrum (the upper frequency
bound is set by the highest F0 of the speech data) which is
treated as the F0 information in our method. Hereafter, the
lower frequency part of a power spectrum is also denoted as
“F0 information.” Figure 1 shows an example of the F0
information. As can be seen from the figure, the “ridge” of the
power spectrum contour corresponds to the scalar F0 pattern
(‘+’) very well.
In the synthesis stage, FFT-based power spectrum is
used for the calculation of concatenation distortion at the
concatenation point. Therefore, FFT analysis centered at the
ends of 5 ms segments is also executed. The processingflow is
illustratedin Figure 2.
2.1.2. Feature generation module building
In HTS, the relationship between LPI and features (F0 and
mcep) is analyzed in order to construct a feature generation
model. In our method, it is required to generateF0 information
by the model. In this report, the F0 information is merged
into the mcep and analyzed as one stream in model training for
simplicity.
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Figure 1: Contour of the lower frequency part of power
spectrumwith scalarF0.
Initial part of sentence J21 in ATR503:
“nyu:gakushIkeNo ukeru tokiyori (than
an entrance examination)”
2.2. Synthesis stage
2.2.1. Feature generation
In the synthesis stage, input text is used to generate the feature
time series by HMMs trained in the analysis stage as target
vectors that are used to synthesize the required speech sound.
The generated feature is decomposed into F0 information,
power, and mcep.
2.2.2. Feature-to-speech processing
Speech segments similar to the generated feature are searched
for in each segment in the speech corpus using a target cost
function, and theN -best segments are selected as candidates in
each frame. Next, all combinationsof the candidateconnections
are evaluated, and the segment sequence exhibiting the lowest
connectiondistortionper concatenationpoint is concatenatedin
order to generate synthesizedspeech.
3. Experiment
3.1. Speechmaterial
We used a phonetically balanced Japanese speech database
(“ATR 503 sentences [6],” ATR503) spoken by a male speaker
that is attached to HTS [5]. Speech data in the database were
sampled at 16 kHz and quantized with 16 bits. For corpus
construction and feature generation module building by HTS
in the analysis stage,we used the 450 utterancesof the database
(the groupsA, B, ..., and I). The total number of 5 ms segments
was 481,207.
3.2. Analysis conditions
These are the segment analysis conditions: frame length,
1,024 points (64 ms) for F0 analysis and 512 points (32 ms)
for power and mcep analysis; Hanning windowing; frame step
width, 80 points (5 ms); F0 analysis, from 1st to 19th orders
of the power spectrum (the frequency of the 19th channel is
296.875 Hz (= 16, 000/1, 024 × 19)); the order and α in
mcep analysis, 24 and 0.42. The zero-th term of mcep was
not used as the power. Instead, power was calculated from
the windowed signal directly. For the extraction of the mcep
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Figure 2: Processing flowchart of analysis/synthesisstages.
parameter, we used the “mcep” command in Speech Signal
ProcessingToolkit [7].
In paper [1], the lower frequency part of a power spectrum
was normalized in each segment in order to eliminate power
informationby dividing each original value by the summation.
However, if the normalized value is used in the HTS training,
the generated feature sometimes shows negative values though
it should be positive. To avoid this problem, the normalization
was not executed in this report. Because the velocity (“∆”) and
the acceleration(“∆2”) of the value are consideredin parameter
generationof HTS[8], the smoothnessof them was ensured.
These are the analysis conditions for distortion measure-
ment at the segment edge: Frame length was 256 points (=
16 ms) with 0.97 pre-emphasisand Hanningwindowing.
3.3. HTS processing conditions
The version of HTS was 2.0 [5]. From the remaining 53
sentences that were not used for model building, five were
chosen for a synthesis experiment. Scalar F0 information
was also included in the training features since the training
becameunstablewithout it. The featuresequenceswere directly
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Figure 3: Parameters generated by HTS.
Refer to the note of Figure 1.
generated from HMMs that was trained with HTS. The HMMs
are 5-state left-to-right context-dependent HMMs, and each
state has 2 Gaussian probability density functions. We utilized
an EM-based iterative parameter generation algorithm which
is detailed in Section 2.3 of [8] (Case 3) and the information
is stored in the directory “gen/qst001/ver1/2mix/2” in the HTS
system.
3.4. Synthesis conditions
N in N -best was set at 300. This is the procedure to calculate
the distance between a target segment and a segment in the
corpus: (1) For all features (F0, power, and mcep), execute
(1–1) and (1–2). (1–1) For each target segment, calculate the
Euclid distance of the feature from all segments in the corpus.
(1–2) Each distance is normalized by the mean and standard
deviation of all distances. (2) The summation of weighted
previous-/current-/post-positionaldistances of all features is
treated as the definitive distance. The weights for previous-
/current-/post-positionwere 1, 3, and 1.
For the distortion measure at concatenation points, the
Kullback-Leibler distance of the FFT-based power spectra [9]
with the consideration of the powers was adopted. The
Dijkstra’s shortest path search algorithm [10] was used for
the full path search. Consideration for previous-/post-target
distanceand concatenationdistortionensures the smoothnessof
synthesizedspeech indirectly. Finally, the cross-fade technique
for frame sized segment concatenationwas used to generate the
speechwaveform.
4. Results
It took about 7 hours to complete the learning of HMMs by a
computerwith a 2.4 GHz CPU and 768MBmemory, excluding
the feature extraction time from recorded speech. A sample
of the generated F0 information is shown in Figure 3 with
the generated scalar F0. For 5 ms segment synthesis, it took
about 1.6 hours for a sentence. The spectrum, F0, etc. of the
synthesized speech are shown in Figure 4 with those of the
recorded speech. Synthesizedspeech samples can be listened
to at: http://www.arcadia.co.jp/˜thirai/ssw6.
-3
-2
-1
 0
 1
 2
 3
 0  0.5  1
Figure 5: An example of a finite-infinite transformation
(equation (1)).
5. Discussion
The speech synthesized by the proposed method seems to
have better voice quality (speaker’s individual reproducibility)
than that generated by the original HTS. In 5 ms segment
speech synthesis, sometimes a buzz noise appears (e.g. /N/ in
“he:kiN” of speech sample J11). It might be caused by the
monotonous target value in a part where a segment sequence
is used repeatedlyin the part in synthesizedspeech. It would be
suppressedby adding a small randomnoise to the target feature.
The intonation of the speech synthesized by the 5 ms
segment synthesis and by the HTS has problems. For example,
the intonation pattern of 5 morae accentual phrase “unagiyani
(at an eel restaurant)” of sample J01 should be “LHHHH,” but
the patterns realized in the synthesizedspeechwere “LHHHL.”
(H: High, L: Low.) It might be caused by the mismatch
between recorded speech and the LPI of it in the training data.
Therefore, if LPI is correctedaccording to the recorded speech,
the intonationqualityof synthesizedspeechwould be improved.
As mentioned in section 3.2, the normalizationof the lower
frequency part of a power spectrum was not executed in this
report. In order to suppress the appearanceof the negative value
in a generated feature, it would be effective to use a function
that transformsfinite-domain [0, 1] to infinite-range(−∞,∞),
such as the logistic transformation:
y = log
x
1− x , (1)
where x is one of the normalized value in the F0 information,
and y is a transformed value, which is used in the model
training. Figure 5 shows the part of the function (y range is
[−3, 3]). In the synthesis stage, its inverse function is used
for the transformation from the value generated by HTS to
target value for speech synthesis. By the way, it is necessary
to study the meaning of such non-linear conversion for speech
parameters, and if such pre-processing is appropriate for the
analysis in HTS. Not only the transformed value, but also the
originalvalue has not been the target for such consideration.For
example, the agreement between the Euclid distance of a pair
of F0 informationand the auditory perceptualdistance in F0 in
these segments has not been studied deeply yet. We have tried
to find the optimal distance measure by changing it to another
one (correlation between the F0 information [11]), but clear
improvement of synthesizedspeech qualitywas not confirmed.
It is known that the speech synthesized from the target
feature extracted from recorded speech has a “vibration”
sounding problem which appears at /no o/ of “hiQshino omoi”
in sample J21. (This phenomenon also appears in the speech
synthesized from the HTS generated features, around 2.7 s in
Figure 4.) These are possible reasons: the low resolution of
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Figure 4: Synthesizedspeech (bottom)with original speech (top).
The utterance is J21: “nyu:gakushIkeNo ukeru tokiyori hiQshino omoide aru (I made more desperate efforts than an entrance
examination).” In each panel, the spectrum, enlarged part of narrow band spectrum (0–300 Hz) for F0 pattern displayingwith
automaticallydetected scalarF0, and waveform are drawn from top to bottom. The unit of time axis is second.
the F0 information to representF0; the limitationof contextual
information (currently, only the adjacent segment’s distances
are considered). It is necessary to investigate if the resolution
precisionof F0 affects the speech quality seriouslyby changing
the order of FFT in F0 analysis.
In the proposed method, the shortest path that exhibits
the lowest mean concatenation distortion is searched for
exhaustively in the N -best candidates. Such a full search is
effective if the distortionmeasure correspondsto the perceptual
measure very well. However, the measure used in this method
might not have such correspondence. For this reason, some
kind of pruning in the segment search would be effective for
improving the naturalnessof synthesizedspeech.
6. Summary
In this paper, we presented a concatenative speech synthesis
system in which 5 ms segments are used and an HMM-based
feature generation function of HTS is introduced as an LPI-
to-feature transformation module. It was confirmed that the
reproducibility of the speaker’s voice quality was better than
that generatedby the originalHTS.
Since speech synthesized from the extracted features of
recorded speech has a vibration sounding problem, the priority
for the solution of it should be higher than that of speed-
enhancementfor synthesis.
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Abstract
This article describes a new unsupervised methodology to learn
F0 classes using HMM on a syllable basis. A F0 class is repre-
sented by a HMM with three emitting states. The unsupervised
clustering algorithm relies on an iterative gaussian splitting and
EM retraining process. First, a single class is learnt on a train-
ing corpus (8000 syllables) and it is then divided by perturbing
gaussian means of successive levels. At each step, the mean
RMS error is evaluated on a validation corpus (3000 syllables).
The algorithm stops automatically when the error becomes sta-
ble or increases. The syllabic structure of a sentence is the refe-
rence level we have taken for F0 modelling even if the metho-
dology can be applied to other structures. Clustering quality
is evaluated in terms of cross-validation using a mean of RMS
errors between F0 contours on a test corpus and the estimated
HMM trajectories. The results show a pretty good quality of the
classes (mean RMS error around 4Hz).
Index Terms: prosody, fundamental frequency, unsupervised
classification, Hidden Markov Model
1. Introduction
Technologies linked to speech processing widely use intona-
tional speech models. We can particularly consider Text-to-
Speech Synthesis (TTS) or a more emerging field as Voice
Transformation. A TTS system needs prosodic models in order
to create intelligible speech from text and elocution style. Most
of works on this subject rely on a strong expertise in phono-
logy and acoustic phonetics. A great challenge for a TTS sytem
would be to offer a wide variety of prosodic models so as to
diversify voice catalogs.
Nowadays, the majority of voice transformation systems
use global prosodic adjustment (elocution rate and melody) [1].
An important issue would be to transform prosodic models bet-
ween source and target speakers, notably of melodic contours.
In order to easily adapt these models from various speakers and
to limit manual expertise, an unsupervised methodology is ne-
cessary.
Although intonation is a combination of numerous linguis-
tic factors, this article focuses on the acoustic parameter re-
cognized to be the most prominent suprasegmental factor, the
fundamental frequency or F0. F0 contours, extracted from the
speech signal, represent the vibration of the vocal folds over
time. A wide range of publications have reported on efforts in
modelling F0 evolution. We can particularly cite MoMel [2],
Tilt [3], B-spline models [4], as well as Sakai and Glass’s work
[5] which use regular spline functions. Such stylizations offer
a direct or parametric description of the F0. A consequent li-
terature deals with the fundamental frequency prediction prob-
lem from linguistic information [6]. This kind of modelling is
supervised insofar as a segmentation in prosodic units is im-
posed and associated to F0 curves.
As for the melodic contour classification issue, few works
deal with an unsupervised F0 clustering. The problem is to
derive a set of basic melodic patterns from a set of sentences
from which F0 has been previously computed. The idea is
that concatenation of elementary F0 contours can character-
ize a complete melodic sentence [7]. We assume here that an
atomic element of the melodic space is linked to the syllable.
Thus, the objective is to learn a coherent set of melodic con-
tour classes at the syllabic level. The major difficulty is to
take into account the syllable duration. Two melodic contours
with different temporal supports can represent the same elemen-
tary melodic pattern. Consequently, we choose to use Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) which intrinsically integrate the elas-
ticity of the representation support of an elementary form.
In this article, an unsupervised classification methodology
for melodic contours is described. This methodology is based
on the use of HMM in an unsupervised mode. The increase of
the number of classes is realized thanks to a variant of Gaussian
splitting on a HMM set.
The HMM structure and the procedure carried out to split
a class are introduced in section 2. In section 3, the unsuper-
vised learning algorithm applied to determine a set of melodic
contour classes is described. The experimental methodology is
then presented is section 4, as well as the evaluation method of
class quality. The results are discussed in section 5.
2. Unsupervised HMMmodelling
2.1. The model
In this article, we are interested in finding out a partition of a set
of syllable melodic contours thanks to HMM. In our approach,
a HMM characterizes a class and models F0 contours which are
monodimensional signals. Figure 1 shows the topology of the
HMM used. Their construction is based on a syllable structure.
Indeed, linguistics teaches us that a syllable can be divided into
three parts: onset, nucleus and coda. This structure leads us to
consider a model with three emitting states. Moreover, as onset
and coda are optional, the state transition graph includes jumps
which allow to avoid the first and last emitting states.
A HMM Mj is composed of five states and does not have
any backward state transitions. States q0j and q4j are respecti-
vely the start and end nodes of the HMM. These two states are
non-emitting and have a null sojourn time. As for the states qij ,
for i from 1 to 3, their output values are distributed according
to a Gaussian law with mean µij and variance σ2ij .
For a contour class Mj , the associated HMM parameters
are trained using a standard Baum-Welch algorithm. Melodic
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Figure 1: Structure of HMM Mj: it is composed of three emit-
ting states q1j , q2j , q3j . Their output values are supposed to be
Gaussian. States q0j and q4j are start and end nodes.
contours are labeled thanks to the Viterbi algorithm that pro-
poses an unsupervised decoding. The grammar used for deco-
ding permits to respect the syllable indivisible nature. No loop
is enabled and only one HMM can be chosen among the whole
HMM setM.
This work takes place in an unsupervised framework, the
number of classes is a priori unknown. We then propose to
increase the number of classes by dividing the existing classes.
The strategy presented in paragraph 2.2 answers this problem
and also provides an initialization of the HMM training after
the division process.
2.2. Gaussian splitting
In the previous section, we have introduced the model used to
describe a class. We now propose a solution to divide a class,
that is to say a HMM, into two distinct classes based on Gaus-
sian splitting.
In [8, 9], we find two different applications of Gaussian
splitting. It is a practical method that enables to increase the
number of classes and to initialize the new class parameters for
the retraining phase. This method consists in slightly pertur-
bing the mean of the Gaussian law associated to each state of a
HMM. In this article, we use this method to create two HMM
from a single one.
For a class in the training corpus (a set of syllables), we
denote Mj the associated HMM which is estimated according
to the maximum likelihood criterion. To obtain two classes, we
split the HMM Mj by perturbing the means µij of the Gau-
ssians associated to the states qij . The means are modified
along the standard deviation direction σij of the corresponding
Gaussian:
µ+ij = µij +  ∗ σij (1)
µ−ij = µij −  ∗ σij (2)
where  is a constant fixed to 0.001 in our experiments. The
specialization of the two new HMM is done using the Baum-
Welch algorithm.
3. Unsupervised learning algorithm
The learning process of the set of melodic contour classes is
realized in an unsupervised manner. We do not have classes
already defined from which we can train the HMM. Under the
proposed model assumption, the main goal is to cluster forms
that look alike.
The strategy described in figure 2 builds a set of classes
from three elements: the set of contours, the method to split
classes and a measure allowing to decide which classes must be
divided.
Input: NbToSplit the number of HMM to split at each
step
Output: M = {M1, . . . ,Mp}
M = {M1};1
eprev = +Inf ;2
 = 1e−4;3
converged = false;4
repeat5
foreach HMMMi ∈M do6
- learnMi using the Baum-Welch algorithm on7
the training corpus
end8
- re-label all syllables of the validation corpus with9
the new HMMM (Viterbi);
- re-compute the mean RMS error ecur between10
each syllable and its HMM class model;
if eprev − ecur <  then11
converged = true;12
else13
- divideM into two HMM setsM1 andM214
with card(M1) = NbToSplit;
- split each HMM ofM1 intoMnew1 ;15
- mergeMnew1 andM2 into a new HMM set16
Mnew;
- re-label all syllables according to the new17
HMM setMnew;
M =Mnew;18
eprev = ecur;19
end20
until converged = true ;21
Figure 2: Unsupervised algorithm used to learn the melodic
contour classes
The algorithm first considers one class to which a HMM
is associated. At each step of the algorithm, we split a subset
of the existing classes to create new classes. Considering the
algorithm has done a certain number of iterations, we then have
a HMM setM. After the learning step of the models inM, the
global mean RMS error (Root Mean Square error) is computed
on a validation corpus. For a F0 contour of length d, the RMS
error calculation is done in the following way:
• We compute the optimal state sequence (Tt)t ∈
{q1j , q2j , q3j}d of the HMM Mj using the Viterbi al-
gorithm.
• To each state Tt, we associate the mean value µTtj of the
Gaussian in the state Tt of the HMMMj .
• The RMS error is then computed between the F0 obser-
vations and that sequence of mean values:
RMS2 =
1
d
dX
t=1
(F0(xt)− µTtj)2 (3)
The algorithm convergence is then evaluated in function of
the mean RMS error on the validation corpus: we consider that
the convergence is achieved if the mean RMS increases or is
stable. If the algorithm has not converged at this step, we cons-
truct the subsetM1 constituted by the NbToSplit HMM that
have the highest value for a criterion, four are tested in section
4.3. These HMM are then split each one into two HMM, in
order to obtain more accurate classes in terms of mean RMS
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error. The number of HMM to split NbToSplit is a parameter
of the algorithm.
Once we have the new set of classes Mnew coming from
the splitting of M1, the Viterbi algorithm is applied to mo-
dify the F0 contour labels in the training corpus and to make
them correspond to the new classes. Thenceforth, we can learn
the new HMM on the modified training corpus. The Gaussian
splitting process is repeated until the algorithm reaches a con-
vergence threshold. During the splitting step, if a HMM does
not capture a sufficient number of contours, then the algorithm
goes on without splitting it.
4. Experimental methodology
4.1. F0 corpus
Experiments are conducted on a set of syllables randomly ex-
tracted from a 7,000 sentence corpus. The acoustic signal was
recorded in a professional recording studio; the speaker was
asked to read the text. Then, the acoustic signal was annotated
and segmented into phonetic units. The fundamental frequency,
F0, was analyzed in an automatic way according to an estima-
tion process based primarily on the autocorrelation function of
the speech signal. Next, an automatic algorithm was applied to
the phonetic chain pronounced by the speaker so as to find the
underlying syllables. The corpus of the selected syllables is di-
vided into a training corpus (8, 000 syllables) and a validation
corpus (3, 000 syllables).
4.2. Data pre-processing
The first step concerns the conversion of the F0 values in cent.
The cent, which is the hundredth of a semi-tone, is a unit that
makes a parallel with the logarithmic scale of the ear. The
conversion from Hertz to cent is given by equation 4, where
F ref0 = 110Hz.
F cent0 = 1200 ∗ log2
 
Fhertz0
F ref0
!
(4)
The second step is similar to the process achieved in [10].
It realizes a linear interpolation of unvoiced parts of the F0
curves at the sentence level. This interpolation comes from the
hypothesis according to which a continuous melodic gesture ex-
ists, the fundamental frequency value is then masked during un-
voiced parts. Moreover, a linear regression is done on the inter-
polated F0 curves in order to suppress microprosodic variations.
4.3. Experiments
The main goal of this study is to establish unsupervised classes
from a speech corpus. Thus, the use of common evaluation
methodology in order to evaluate the quality of the classes is
impractical.
In our case, we propose to evaluate the overall quality of the
clustering in relation to the similarity of the contours grouped
according to their shape and independently of their duration. To
do that, we use a RMS error calculation between a syllable and
the optimal trajectory of the associated HMM. We can obtain a
RMS error for an entire class, that we want as small as possible
and notably smaller than the common JND threshold for the F0
(about 4Hz).
Moreover, to be able to compute the RMS error and com-
pare the results to the JND threshold (for F0), we convert the
melodic contours and the mean trajectory of the associated
HMM into hertz.
In the next section, three experiments are presented. The
first one shows an example of a curve and its class HMM tra-
jectory. The aim of this experiment is to show how a curve and
its duration are represented by a HMM. The second experiment
shows the evolution of the RMS error for the CMSE (Cumu-
lative MSE) criterion in function of the number of classes for
three NbToSplit values. The third experiment compares the
four following class selection criteria:
1. mRMSE: for each class we compute the mean RMS
error, classes are then sorted according to this value,
2. RMSEv: we compute the RMS error variance for each
class, so low variance classes are kept while high va-
riance classes are split,
3. CMSE: the global error for a class is calculated by
summing the squared RMS values (Cumulative MSE),
4. CMSE n: the Cumulative MSE divided by the number
of curves in the class is computed for each class. In
this case, the global error is equally distributed over the
curves.
They are compared in terms of RMS error and number of HMM
at each iteration of the algorithm.
5. Results and discussion
5.1. F0 contour example
Figure 3 shows an example of a melodic contour and the tra-
jectory of the HMM associated to its class. We can observe the
sequence of the HMM states over time. For this example, the
HMM stays in state q1 during the first four observations. The
Gaussian mean that corresponds to this state is approximately
107Hz. In this example, the RMS error between the F0 con-
tour and the HMM trajectory is around 1Hz. The analysis of
this figure shows that the states of the HMM capture the general
shape of the contour. The time evolution and thus the length of
the contour is catched by the loops at the level of each HMM
state. Consequently, each HMM reflects a particular formwhich
is independent of duration and enables the modelling of melodic
contours of different lengths but of similar shape.
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Figure 3: Example of an HMM class and a F0 contour taken
within this class. The melodic contour (red line) is superposed
to the mean values of the Gaussians associated to the states of
the HMM (dashed blue line). The sequence of the three HMM
states for this syllable is written below the curves.
A HMM state models a constant melodic segment and the
first derivative could be useful to better follow the evolution of
the melodic contour. For practical purposes, this could be rea-
lized by the joint use of the F0 values and the first derivative
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Table 1: Mean RMS error (Hz) with 95% confidence intervals
for the three split variants on the validation corpus
N. of Split-1 Split-2 Split-nHMM
1 11.44 ±0.18 11.44 ±0.18 11.44 ±0.18
2 9.87 ±0.16 9.87 ±0.16 9.87 ±0.16
4 9.23 ±0.15 9.30 ±0.15 9.30 ±0.15
8 7.25 ±0.15 7.87 ±0.12 8.26 ±0.14
16 5.48 ±0.12 5.79 ±0.11 6.74 ±0.13
32 4.86 ±0.11 4.82 ±0.10 5.76 ±0.12
64 4.56 ±0.10 4.54 ±0.11 5.15 ±0.11
128 4.27 ±0.10 4.25 ±0.11 4.68 ±0.11
values. However, taking into account this problem is relatively
complex and leads us to difficulties concerning the estimation
of the class quality. Instead of taking into account explicitly the
first derivative, we can also increase the number of the states.
In this case, the estimation process turns out to be an over-
estimated solution considering the high number of parameters.
5.2. Results for the CMSE criterion
Mean RMS errors related to the number of classes are presented
in tables 1 and 2. This experiment is carried out with three
different NbToSplit threshold values:
• Split-1: NbToSplit = 1, we divide only one HMM at
each iteration.
• Split-2: NbToSplit = 2, two HMM are divided at each
iteration.
• Split-n: all the HMM are split into two parts at each
iteration.
In table 1, we can see that, on the validation corpus, the
RMS error decreases while the number of HMM increases for
the three split methods. However, the error does not evolve in
the same manner for the three cases. Concerning split-1 and
split-2, the number of HMM split at each iteration is small. The
consequence is a lower RMS error (around 4Hz) than the split-
n case, on the contrary the number of iterations necessary to
obtain 128 HMM is greater. A bigger value for NbToSplit in-
creases the convergence speed (split-n case), but the RMS error
is higher (greater than 5Hz). Generally speaking, we can con-
clude that relatively few classes are necessary to obtain a RMS
error near the F0 JND threshold around 4 Hz.
In table 2, the mean RMS errors in function of the number
of classes are expressed in cent. The evolution of the error is the
same as in table 1. We can notice that, for at least 16 classes,
the error is smaller than one semi-tone (100 cents). Moreover,
for the split-1 and split-2 cases, with 128 classes, the error is
near a quarter of tone.
The errors presented in these two tables enable us to con-
clude that the distance between a contour and the associated
trajectory of the HMM is small. This implies that the shapes
of the melodic contours inside a class are similar. So a class
reflects a particular elementary form and the set of classes is a
quite good partition of the melodic contour corpus.
5.3. Behavior of the class selection criteria
To select the classes to split, we have tested four criteria (see
section 4.3). Figure 4 shows the evolution of the RMS error for
each criterion considering the split-1 case. We can observe that
Table 2: Mean RMS error (Cent) with 95% confidence intervals
for the three split variants on the validation corpus
N. of Split-1 Split-2 Split-nHMM
1 165.50 ±2.30 165.50 ±2.30 165.50 ±2.30
2 140.89 ±2.01 140.89 ±2.01 140.89 ±2.01
4 130.96 ±1.92 131.98 ±1.90 131.98 ±1.90
8 104.80 ±2.05 113.86 ±1.71 118.85 ±1.92
16 79.81 ±1.68 84.91 ±1.58 98.26 ±1.73
32 71.37 ±1.56 70.53 ±1.40 84.28 ±1.69
64 66.97 ±1.50 66.16 ±1.53 75.63 ±1.59
128 62.62 ±1.48 62.03 ±1.49 68.53 ±1.50
the error decreases quickly during the first 20 iterations. Indeed,
during the first iterations, the number of classes is small and
data are easily separable. Consequently, adding a new HMM,
ie. increasing the number of classes by one, is very efficient
when the number of classes is small. Moreover, the difference
between the four criteria is not distinguishable, the 95% con-
fidence intervals are not disjoint. Concerning the RMS error,
the best criterion in this experiment is the Cumulative MSE
(CMSE) which leads to a mean error near 4Hz.
As the number of classes is unknown a priori, the number
of iterations for each criterion is variable. In the mRMSE case,
we can notice that it is very small (smaller than 60) while in the
other cases the number of iterations is over 150.
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Figure 4: Evolution of the RMS error for the four class selection
criteria in the split-1 case: mRMSE (red line), RMSEv (long
dashed blue curve), CMSE (dashed green curve) and CMSE n
(dotted black curve).
Figure 5 represents the evolution of the number of HMM
for the four criteria. As in figure 4, the number of iterations is
varying from one criterion to another. Concerning the number
of HMM, we can observe that its evolution is quite different be-
tween the four criteria. Indeed, in the CMSE case, the evolution
of the number of HMM is nearly linear. On the contrary, the
RMSEv and the CMSE n cases have stages where the number
of HMM is constant. During these stages, the algorithm can not
split any of the HMM, but some iterations with a constant num-
ber of classes enable the algorithm to recompute new models
and improve the set of classes. This processing continues until
the RMS error increases significantly or stabilizes.
The comparison between figures 4 and 5 shows that when
the number of classes is high, classes are specialized and their
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Figure 5: Evolution of the number of HMM for the four selection
criteria of the split-1 case: mRMSE (red line), RMSEv (long
dashed blue curve), CMSE (dashed green curve) and CMSE n
(dotted black curve).
mean RMS error is low. In this case, the addition of a new class
enables classes to specialize a little bit more. The consequence
is that higher the number of classes is, lower and more stable
the mean RMS error is.
With the help of these figures, we can think about the more
efficient criterion. First of all, we can select a criterion accor-
ding to the RMS error. In this case, the most suitable of the
four proposed criteria is CMSE which leads to an RMS error
near 4Hz. We can also be more interested in the most efficient
criterion, ie. we can then choose it as a compromise between the
mean RMS error and the number of classes. This point of view
makes the CMSE criterion the less efficient. Indeed, the number
of classes for this criterion is twice the number of classes of the
others while the error is not much less.
Despite of this fact, the CMSE criterion has good proper-
ties that the others do not have. Indeed, the mRMSE and the
CMSE n cases are mean values with respect to the number of
F0 contours in the classes. So the error is equally distributed
over the contours which compose each class. Consequently, in
a class, badly modelled curves are masked by well modelled
curves. Concerning the RMSEv criterion, a class can have a low
variance and even a high RMS error. Then, this criterion is not
consistent, and the RMS error as well as the number of HMM
quickly stabilize. Finally, as the global error for the CMSE cri-
terion is not divided by the number of curves falling into each
class, if a curve has a high RMS error, its class will be split.
Moreover this criterion is coherent with the goal of a optimal
RMS error in opposition to the RMSEv criterion.
6. Conclusion
In this article, a new unsupervised learning methodology based
on HMM for melodic contour classes is described. The results
show a pretty good precision of the classes. The mean RMS er-
ror is near 4Hz which is the common JND threshold for the F0.
Besides, HMMmodelling enables to cluster contours of similar
shape independently of their duration. Four class selection cri-
teria were presented, we show that a CMSE criterion gives the
most accurate results.
The experiments presented in this paper are based on
melodic contours at a syllabic level. This methodology can be
easily adapted to other temporal units like syllable sequences or
intonational units.
Having a set of melodic contour classes for two speakers,
we will try to estimate a conversion function enabling the trans-
formation from one’s speaker melodic contour classes (source
speaker) into the classes of a target speaker. Moreover, the
classification of melodic contours gives output labels corres-
ponding to the F0 patterns. These labels could be used in a
TTS system to enhance it and diversify the possible synthesized
voices at a prosodic level.
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Abstract 
We report our experiments towards improving an existing 
publicly available Indian English voice using additional data. 
The additional data was used to create new duration and 
pronunciation models as well as to convert the existing voice 
to create a more Indian sounding voice. Two experiments 
along the above lines are reported. In the first experiment, we 
found that changing the pronunciation models has the 
potential to improve an existing Indian English voice. We 
conducted a second experiment to validate this finding. The 
second experiment shows the potential value in carefully 
investigating the separate effects of the different components 
of a pronunciation model in order to understand their unique 
contributions to improving an Indian English voice. 
1. Introduction 
English is the official language of India. Over 200 million 
people use Indian English. In this paper, we refer to the 
English used in news telecasts as Indian English. The English 
used in India, although originally acquired by native Indian 
speakers during the course of the British rule, is known to 
have undergone transformations along various dimensions of 
the language including its phonology, morphology, syntax and 
word usage [1]. While borrowing models from American or 
British English may be the right way to bootstrap Indian 
Language systems, it is essential that changes in the above 
mentioned aspects of Indian English are modeled 
appropriately in these systems. 
Our motivation for this work is two fold. First, we want to 
develop a better Indian English voice. Second, we want to 
study whether additional data can be used either to improve a 
given Indian English voice or to build newer voices with very 
little data. We hypothesize that additional data can be used to 
improve multiple models used in any text to speech system 
(TTS). In particular we focus on three key components of a 
TTS, i.e., the duration model, the pronunciation model, and 
the voice data used to build the synthesis model. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 discusses the design and results of the first 
experiment. Section 3 describes the second experiment along 
with our findings. Discussion of the results from both the 
experiments is found in Section 4 which is followed by 
conclusions and next steps. 
2. Experiment 1: The new models 
In the first experiment, we used additional data to create new 
duration, pronunciation and synthesis models. We 
experimentally evaluate their separate effects on two different 
response variables. 
2.1. Data 
We start with two baseline voices (KSP and BDL) distributed 
as a part of the CMU Arctic [2] set of voices. Both of these 
voices include recordings of 1132 optimally selected 
sentences. KSP is the voice of a native Indian who is a fluent 
speaker of Indian English. BDL is the voice of a standard 
American English speaker. Both KSP and BDL are male 
speakers. 
The additional data we used is comprised of an Indian 
English pronunciation lexicon and speech recorded by five 
male Indian English speakers. Each of the five speakers 
recorded 100 sentences of the CMU Arctic set. These 
utterances were originally recorded for the ConQuest project 
to build acoustics models for an Indian English speech 
recognition system. Hence the recording was done in an office 
space unlike the CMU Arctic KSP and BDL voices which 
were recorded in a recording booth. Given the number of 
utterances per speaker and the quality of the recordings, the 
additional data by itself was not suitable for building high 
quality synthesis voices. Hence we use this data for building 
new duration models as well as for conversion as described 
later in this section.  
2.1.1. Indian English Pronunciation Lexicon 
The Indian English pronunciation lexicon was built 
specifically for this project. It is comprised of 3489 words 
derived from the 1132 CMU Arctic sentences and the 200 
sentences from the SCRIBE Project [3]. An American English 
phoneme set was used to represent the pronunciation of these 
words in Indian English. Despite the differences between the 
American and Indian English, an American English phoneme 
set was used to represent the pronunciations in the Indian 
English lexicon because it allows us to bootstrap the Indian 
English dictionary from existing letter to sound rules as 
described ahead. 
We used the CMU Dictionary [4] and a set of letter to 
sound rules built from the dictionary to generate American 
English pronunciations for the 3489 words. These 
pronunciations were then corrected by the authors to match 
the Indian English pronunciations. During corrections, if a 
desired phoneme was unavailable in the phoneme set, the 
nearest available phoneme (in terms of minimal mismatch of 
articulatory descriptors) was chosen. 
After the manual corrections, the new Indian English 
phoneme sequences were syllabified and stress marked using a 
set of rules derived from characteristics of Indian Languages 
as discussed below. 
The basic units of the writing system in Indian languages 
are referred to as “Aksharas”. The properties of Aksharas are 
as follows: (1) An Akshara is an orthographic representation 
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of a speech sound in an Indian language; (2) Aksharas are 
syllabic in nature; (3) The typical forms of Akshara are V, 
CV, CCV and CCCV, thus have a generalized form of C*V; 
(4) An Akshara always ends with a vowel (which includes 
nasalized vowels); [5]. In view of these points, given a 
sequence of phones, one can consistently mark syllable 
boundaries at vowels. This heuristic is typically followed in 
building TTS systems for Indian languages [6]. At the same 
time, a simple set of rules are followed to assign stress to the 
syllables. A primary stress level is associated with the first 
syllable and to the other syllables which have non-schwa 
vowels. A secondary stress is associated with the rest of the 
syllables which have schwas.  Assuming that Indian English 
speakers tend to borrow syllabification and stress assignment 
characteristics from their native languages, we wanted to 
investigate how the use of these rules would affect the quality 
of an Indian English TTS. 
On analyzing the new Indian English Pronunciation 
lexicon we observed that only 918 (26.3%) words needed any 
correction at all. At the phoneme level only a 7.2% change 
was observed. The majority of these changes were phoneme 
substitutions. The most common substitution included vowel 
substitutions (like /aa/ ! /ao/ e.g. hostilities). Also, several 
common consonant substitutions like /z/ ! /s/ and /w/ ! /v/ 
were observed. 
2.2. The New Models 
We created 15 different voices using different combinations of 
converted voices, duration models and pronunciation models. 
We used the FestVox framework [7] to build all of these 
different models and voices. 
2.2.1. The converted voices 
We used the speech from two of the 5 speakers in the 
additional data to convert the KSP and BDL utterances. A 
converted set of utterance is represented as a 2-tuple 
<SOURCE, TARGET>. The SOURCE refers to the original 
speaker whose utterances are being converted. SOURCE can 
be KSP and BDL in our case. TARGET refers to the speaker 
to which SOURCE is being converted. One of the two target 
speakers we used from the additional data is a North Indian 
(NIE) speaker, and the other is a South Indian (SIE) speaker. 
Also it may be noted that KSP is a South Indian speaker too. 
 We use a GMM based Spectral conversion method [8] to 
create the converted voices. The 5 converted voices are <KSP, 
NIE>, <KSP, SIE>, <BDL, NIE>, <BDL, SIE> and <KSP, 
KSP> respectively. The <KSP, KSP> converted voice is used 
to compare the new voices with the existing Indian English 
voice and can be assumed to have the lowest distortion due to 
conversion. 
2.2.2. The duration models 
The duration models predict the duration of a phoneme during 
synthesis. The models are trained on phoneme segments 
obtained by automatically segmenting the given utterances. 
We use a publicly available Ergodic HMM based segmenter 
distributed with FestVox. 
The baseline duration model was built using the 1132 
utterances of the KSP voice. The experimental duration model 
in this case was built using the 1132 utterances of the KSP 
voice and the 500 utterances from the additional data. We 
refer to the experimental duration model as KSP++ which we 
contrast with the baseline duration model, namely KSP. Both 
the duration models are built using correlation and regression 
trees (CART) and are based on phonetic and syllabic features 
of the segment as well as its context. 
2.2.3. The pronunciation models 
A pronunciation model converts a given word to its 
pronunciation. The pronunciation of a word is comprised of 
the phoneme sequence corresponding to the sounds of the 
word and the syllabification of the phoneme sequence. Each 
syllable also carries information about its stress. A typical 
pronunciation model is comprised of a dictionary and a set of 
letter to sound (LTS) rules. The LTS rules may either be hand 
crafted or learnt from the dictionary. Given a word, a 
pronunciation model typically does a lookup in the dictionary. 
In case the dictionary does not contain the pronunciation of 
Table 1. Results of the first Experiment (sorted by Mean Intelligibility) 
Intelligibility Indian-ness   
Converted 
Voice 
Duration 
Model 
Pronunciation 
Model 
   
Mean   Std. Dev 
   
Mean Std. Dev 
KSP, KSP KSP IE 4.9 1.79 5.92 1.41 
KSP, KSP KSP++ IE 4.87 1.79 5.37 1.86 
KSP, KSP KSP++ CMU 4.48 1.83 5.3 1.89 
KSP, SIE KSP++ IE 4 1.78 5.4 1.69 
KSP, SIE KSP IE 3.85 2.07 5.02 1.8 
BDL, SIE KSP++ CMU 3.78 1.97 2.77 2.15 
KSP, NIE KSP IE 3.7 2.22 4.73 2.25 
KSP, NIE KSP++ IE 3.48 1.93 4.38 2.12 
BDL, NIE KSP++ CMU 3.48 2.07 2.53 1.79 
KSP, SIE KSP++ CMU 3.4 2.16 4.47 2.14 
BDL, SIE KSP++ IE 3.18 2.05 2.55 2.06 
BDL, NIE KSP IE 3.17 2.06 2.83 1.63 
BDL, NIE KSP++ IE 3.13 1.88 3.17 1.7 
KSP, NIE KSP++ CMU 3.1 2 4.75 1.76 
BDL,SIE KSP IE 2.87 2.04 2.72 1.78 
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the given word, the LTS rules are used to generate the 
pronunciation of the word. 
We use two different pronunciation models in the first 
experiment. The baseline pronunciation model (CMU) is built 
from the CMU Dictionary consisting of over 105,000 words. 
The experimental pronunciation model which we refer to as 
IE, is built from the Indian English pronunciation lexicon of 
3489 words described earlier. The LTS rules for both the 
models have been trained using CART [9]. 
2.3. The pilot experiment 
To study the effect of (1) the different source and target 
voices, (2) the duration models and (3) the pronunciation 
models, we created 15 different festival [10] compatible 
voices. All voices are built to use a Unit Selection Synthesizer 
[11]. Table 1 lists the 15 different voices in terms of the 
models and converted voice they use. 
In the first experiment, these 15 voices were subjectively 
evaluated for two different perceived measures: Intelligibility 
and Indian-ness. 15 subjects were asked to listen to 60 
utterances and score each utterance for both the measures 
independently on a scale 0 to 7. For Intelligibility, they were 
instructed to score a zero if they did not understand even a 
single word of the utterance and to score a 7 if the utterance 
was perfectly understandable. For Indian-ness, they were 
instructed to score a 0 if the utterance did not sound like an 
Indian speaker at all and to score a 7 if the utterance sounded 
perfectly like an Indian speaker. Subjects were instructed to 
evaluate both the measures independent of each other. 
15 subjects participated in this evaluation under controlled 
conditions. All subjects used the same equipment (laptop, 
speakers) and performed the listening task in the same office. 
All subjects are of Indian origin and are graduate students at 
Carnegie Mellon University. They have not been outside India 
for more than 4 years. The subjects were 21 to 27 years old. 
The 60 utterances given to the subjects were composed of 4 
utterances from each voice in random order in order to avoid 
ordering effects. 
2.4. Preliminary evidence and directions 
Table 1 enumerates the average scores for each of the voice on 
both the measures along with the corresponding standard 
deviations. The voice built from the KSP ! KSP conversion 
performed best among all the other voices. The KSP Source 
voice was scored significantly higher than the BDL voice on 
both the measures. Further, the KSP voice as a target was 
significantly better than NIE.  SIE was not significantly 
different from either KSP or NIE as a target voice. The <KSP, 
KSP> converted voice performed better than all the other 
converted voices because the distortion caused by conversion 
was minimal for that pair. However SIE not being 
significantly different from KSP shows the potential for 
creating new voices using a baseline voice and very little 
speech data from a target voice in the case where the source 
and target speakers have similar characteristics. Both SIE and 
KSP are South Indian English speakers of comparable age and 
educational background. 
There was no effect of the duration model on either of the 
outcome measures. We found that both the duration models 
selected exactly the same sequence of units per utterance 
despite generating different targets. We understand that this is 
because of the low cost associated with duration mismatch as 
well as the restricted diversity of units in the inventory. The 
units matching the targets generated by both the duration 
models turn out to be the same in all cases. 
Comparing across all the 15 experimental voices, we found 
no significant difference between the two pronunciation 
models. However, if we restrict our attention to the data from 
the <KSP, KSP> converted voice, we then see a significant 
difference in the average Intelligibility between the 
pronunciation models (p=0.008) when we included a variable 
in the model indicating for each judgment which sentence was 
spoken to account for variance caused by differences in the 
words included across sentences. A similar effect was 
observed for the voices based on the <KSP, SIE> converted 
voice (p=0.044). 
Based on the evidence that <KSP, KSP> was the best of the 
converted voices and that <KSP, SIE> was among the better 
ones of the converted voices, ranking second according to the 
average intelligibility scores, we hypothesize that the 
improvements due to the IE pronunciation model were 
observable only in the good voices which were least distorted 
due to voice conversion. Based on this reasoning, we decided 
to further investigate the effect of the experimental 
pronunciation model using high quality voices like the 
unconverted CMU Arctic KSP voice. 
3. Experiment 2: The field study 
In the follow up experiment, we decided to focus on studying 
the contribution of the pronunciation model towards building a 
better Indian English voice. Unlike the first experiment, we 
conducted the second study in India. 
In this experiment, we wanted to compare the two 
pronunciation models from the first experiment, CMU and IE, 
with high quality voices which have been built without any 
degradation due to voice conversion. We start with CMU 
Arctic KSP data and use two different synthesis techniques 
supported by Festival [10] to build the high quality voices: A 
unit selection approach referred to as CLUNITS [11] and a 
statistical parametric synthesis technique called 
CLUSTERGEN [12]. 
3.1. Three pronunciation models 
To further study the contribution of the various components 
of the Indian English pronunciation model we introduce an 
intermediate pronunciation model derived from the CMU 
Dictionary. The intermediate pronunciation model (referred to 
as CMU+IESyl) was built by applying the Indian English 
syllabification and stress assignment rules to the baseline 
CMU Dictionary. 
The intention of using this intermediate model was to 
study the individual contributions of two macro components 
of the Indian English pronunciation model i.e. the 
pronunciation (letter to sound rules) and the rules for 
syllabification and stress assignment. While CMU and 
CMU+IESyl pronunciation models can be compared to study 
the effect of the syllabification and stress assignment rules, 
the contrast between CMU+IESyl and IE pronunciation 
models can be used to study the contribution of the modified 
pronunciations for Indian English. 
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Table 2. Results of the field Experiment 
Intelligibility Naturalness 
Synthesis Technique Pronunciation Model Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev 
CLUNITS CMU 3.83 1.18 3.37 1.1755 
CLUNITS CMU+IESYL 3.76 1.2 3.33 1.2368 
CLUNITS IE 3.88 1.16 3.48 1.1853 
CLUSTERGEN CMU 2.80 1.36 2.21 1.3597 
CLUSTERGEN CMU+IESYL 2.82 1.38 2.24 1.3972 
CLUSTERGEN IE 2.92 1.38 2.23 1.3737 
3.2. Experimental Design 
We built 6 different voices using all combinations of the 3 
pronunciation models (CMU, CMU+IESyl, IE) and the 2 
synthesis techniques (CLUNITS, CLUSTERGEN). All voices 
were built on the CMU Arctic KSP data. 
Duration models were trained on the same data for all the 
voices. However, it must be noted that as the phoneme 
sequence for several words would be different for the 
different pronunciation models, the duration models will not 
be exactly the same for all the voices. We think that this is 
acceptable as building the duration model does not need any 
new knowledge engineering into the voice since they are built 
fully automatically given the KSP utterances and 
automatically generated segment labels. Table 2 enumerates 
the 6 voices. 
 23 participants evaluated all the 6 voices on two different 
measures: Intelligibility and Naturalness. Both these measures 
are similar to those used in the first experiment. We choose 
the term Naturalness instead of Indian-ness in this study as 
the participants in this study are resident in India. In this 
study a scale of 0 to 5 was used for both the outcome 
measures. The instructions for scoring each of the measures 
were similar to those in the first experiment. 
 The subjects used a web based interface to evaluate upto 
6 sets of 30 utterances. Most of the subjects completed all the 
6 sets in their evaluation. All subjects were 20 to 27 years old 
students at IIIT Hyderabad, India. Each set contained the 
same 30 sentences, 5 synthesized by each of the 6 voices. 
However in every set the 5 sentences synthesized by each 
voice were different. Further each set was randomized to 
avoid any ordering effects. 
For our analysis, we consider a session to be the duration 
a single participant spends on evaluating one of the 6 sets. 
128 sessions were completed among the 23 participants and 
in total 3840 utterances were evaluated. 
3.3. Results 
The results from the second experiment are shown in Table 2. 
We find a significant effect of the pronunciation model on the 
Intelligibility measure considering the session as a random 
factor in the analysis. F(2, 3710) = 3.24, p < 0.04. The IE 
pronunciation model proves to be better than the 
CMU+IESYL pronunciation model, although the effect size is 
very small (p < 0.05, effect size = 0.079). 
In order to contrast between the different components of 
the 3 pronunciation models, we compared the CMU+IESYL 
and the IE pronunciation models. We found the Indian 
English pronunciation lexicon had a small but significant 
effect on Intelligibility as compared to the CMU dictionary 
when both of them use the same syllabification rules and 
stress marks. 
On comparing the CMU and CMU+IESyl pronunciation 
models, we found no effect of the syllabification and stress 
marking rules in improving the intelligibility of Indian 
English. This observation leads us to conclude that the new 
pronunciation lexicon contributes to improving the Indian 
English voice. These studies also highlight that modifications 
in pronunciation lexicon provide better improvement in 
intelligibility than use of modified stress and syllable patterns 
on baseline CMU dictionary.  
We also observe that the CLUNITS synthesis performs 
better than the CLUSTERGEN technique on both the 
measures (p < 0.001, effect size for intelligibility=0.71 and 
effect size for Indian-ness=0.85) for all the three 
pronunciation models. 
4. Discussion 
There have been other efforts in building an Indian English 
TTS. An Indian-accent TTS [13] uses a pronunciation model 
which does a morphological analysis to decompose a word 
and then looks up the pronunciation of the constituents in a 
dictionary containing about 3000 lexical items. If the 
pronunciation of any constituent is not found in the 
dictionary, it uses a set of hand crafted letter to sound rules 
[14] to obtain the pronunciation. [15] describes a method to 
build non-native pronunciation lexicons using hand-crafted 
rules in a formalism capable of modeling the changes in 
pronunciation from a standard (UK/US) pronunciation to a 
non-native pronunciation. [16] also describes a formalism and 
a set of rules for letter to sound transformation. However, 
unlike [14] and [15], [16] also discusses rules for 
syllabification as a part of pronunciation modeling. 
Unlikely the above mentioned, we use automatic methods 
to derive the letter to sound rules. None of the mentioned 
work discusses stress assignment which we consider as an 
integral part of pronunciation modeling. 
In this paper we have evaluated the contribution of 
pronunciation modeling in an Indian English TTS. This work 
reports our current finding and lays out directions for further 
investigation into the roles of pronunciation model and its 
components in building an Indian English TTS. 
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We believe the mismatch between pronunciations in the 
CMU Dictionary and the Indian English syllabification and 
stress assignment rules caused the CMU+IESyl pronunciation 
model to under perform. We are interested in improving the 
syllabification and stress assignment rules used for Indian 
Languages to be suitable for use with Indian English 
pronunciation modeling. Also, we would like to study the use 
of a larger manually modified pronunciation lexicon to 
improve the IE pronunciation model. 
5. Conclusions 
We conducted two experiments to evaluate new models for 
improving an existing Indian English voice. We found that 
voice conversion can be a useful technique for creating new 
voices with little data from an existing voice, particularly 
when the new voice and the existing voice share qualitative 
characteristics.  
We also find that an Indian English pronunciation model 
can be the key to building a better Indian English voice. We 
experimented with a small manually corrected lexicon and 
found that it helps in improving the intelligibility of the voice. 
Further it may be noted that the Indian English lexicon was 
bootstrapped from American English letter to sound rules and 
only 26.3% words needed corrections. This can be an 
efficient technique for creating a non-native pronunciation 
lexicon. 
While a better pronunciation lexicon is crucial in building 
a good pronunciation model, it may be worthwhile to further 
investigate the individual roles of syllabification and stress 
assignment. Also, the use of new phoneme set designed to 
incorporate the peculiarities of an Indian English phonology 
can be part of the next steps. 
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Abstract
The present paper reports on the creation of German unit
selection voices from corpora which had been recorded and an-
notated previously in the BITS project. We describe the unit se-
lection mechanism of our MARY TTS platform, as well as the
tools for creating a synthesis voice from a speech corpus, and
their application to the creation of German unit selection voices
from the BITS corpora. Because of reservations concerning
the mismatch of phonetic chains predicted by the German TTS
components in MARY and the manually corrected database la-
bels, we compared voices based on the manually corrected la-
bels with voices based on automatic forced alignment labelling.
We compute the diphone coverage for both types of voices and
show that it is a reasonable approximation of the German di-
phone set. A preliminary evaluation confirms the expectations:
while the manually corrected versions show a higher segmental
accuracy, the automatically labelled versions sound more fluent.
1. Introduction
Unit selection synthesis is becoming a mature technology. In-
troduced in the mid-1990s [1, 2], it has matured over the last
decade to the extent that now a regular competition, the Bliz-
zard Challenge is being organised, where different data-driven
synthesis algorithms are compared based on synthesis voices
prepared from the same data. The vast majority of commercial
TTS systems are based on unit selection technology; they are
covering an increasing number of languages and voices.
Research systems, and particularly open-source systems,
are less numerous. By far the most well-known system is Fes-
tival [3]; it contains two unit selection implementations, a clus-
ter unit selection [4] and a generic unit selection [5]. The ad-
mirable Festvox toolkit provides support for creating custom
synthesis voices, in the form of source code and documenta-
tion. The FreeTTS system [6] is a Java based reimplementation
of code derived from Festival, and contains an implementation
of the cluster unit selection algorithm. The BOSS system [7]
implements a non-uniform unit selection method, which uses
phrase- or word-sized units when these are found in the corpus,
and reverts to smaller units otherwise. The MARY platform [8]
became open source in early 2006, but until recently could gen-
erate audio only using the MBROLA [9] diphone synthesiser.
A first unit selection component was added for US English [10]
and released as open source.
Research on German speech synthesis, and German unit
selection technology, seems to be progressing rather slowly.
Indeed, there seem to be only a very limited number of Ger-
man unit selection systems developed purely in Academia – we
could only find two. The unit selection system BOSS [7] is
available as open source; it comes with the Verbmobil database
Lioba, which is somewhat tilted towards the domain of appoint-
ment negotiation. A general-domain German unit selection sys-
tem based on Festival [3] has been developed at IMS Stuttgart
[11] and continues to be developed in the Smartweb project
[12]. However, it does not seem to be publicly available.
One important factor slowing down the development of unit
selection systems in research labs is the cost associated with the
creation of unit selection corpora. In order to lower that barrier,
the project BITS [13] was funded to create unit selection voice
databases, annotate them, and make them publicly available.
The present paper reports on the creation of publicly avail-
able German unit selection voices for the MARY TTS platform,
based on the BITS corpora. The paper is organised as follows.
We start by presenting the basic properties of the unit selection
system developed in the framework of the MARY platform, and
report on work in progress on an open-source toolkit for creat-
ing unit selection synthesis voices. We then describe the BITS
corpora used as speech material for voice creation in the present
paper, and report on our experiences building synthetic voices
from these corpora.
2. The MARY unit selection system
2.1. The open source MARY TTS platform
MARY (Modular Architecture for Research on speech sYnthe-
sis) is a platform for research, development and teaching on
text-to-speech synthesis. Originally developed for German [8],
it was extended to US English by incorporating some TTS mod-
ules from the FreeTTS project, and, as the result of a student
project, to Tibetan. MARY uses an XML-based representation
format for its data, which makes it possible to access interme-
diate processing states, and to connect it to other XML-based
processing components [14].
Apart from being a research platform, MARY is also a sta-
ble Java server capable of multi-threaded handling of multiple
client requests in parallel.
The design is highly modular. A set of configuration files,
read at system startup, define the processing components to
use. For example, the file german.config defines the Ger-
man processing modules, english.config defines the En-
glish modules, etc. If both files are present in the config-
uration directory, both subsystems are loaded when starting
the server. Each synthesis voice is defined by a configuration
file: german-mbrola-de7.config loads the MBROLA
voice de7, english-arctic-jmk.config the unit selec-
tion voice built from the Arctic recordings of speaker jmk [15],
etc.
Each synthesis module has an input and an output format,
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which can be flexibly defined. This makes it extremely easy to
define pipeline architectures for processing any given input for-
mat into one or more output formats, without explicitly stating
the required chain of modules. Starting from the input format
specified for the system input (e.g., plain text, SSML [16], etc.),
the TTS system searches a path through the available processing
components until it arrives at the requested output format (e.g.,
audio). Although this is a very simple mechanism for specify-
ing a component architecture, it seems to be sufficient for the
processing requirements of a TTS system.
For the generation of audio, MARY includes the concept
of a collection of waveform synthesisers; these are defined in
an extensible way through the MARY configuration files. Cur-
rently, the list of available waveform synthesisers includes the
MBROLA diphone synthesiser; an LPC-based diphone synthe-
siser provided by FreeTTS; the MARY unit selection synthe-
siser covered in the present paper; and an experimental inter-
polating synthesiser, creating intermediate voices from two ex-
isting unit selection voices [17] using a spectral interpolation
algorithm [18].
The architecture of the MARY platform as well as the En-
glish and Tibetan processing components are available under a
liberal BSD-style license. The German processing components
are available free of charge under a research license. By permis-
sion from the MBROLA team, MBROLA binaries and voices
are provided with MARY under the MBROLA license.
The system runs under Windows, Linux, Solaris, and
Mac OS X. A comfortable graphical installer can be down-
loaded from the MARY website. During installation, users can
indicate which components they want to install; only these com-
ponents are downloaded from the MARY page.
In order to avoid misconfigurations, the configuration files
define a number of dependencies, which are checked automat-
ically at every system startup. If a component is found to be
missing, the system offers to download it from the MARY web-
site.
2.2. Unit selection in MARY
The unit selection system in MARY implements a generic unit
selection algorithm, combining the usual steps of tree-based
pre-selection of candidate units, a dynamic programming phase
combining weighted join costs and target costs, and a concate-
nation phase joining the selected units into an output audio
stream.
Units to concatenate are uniform. An early version of the
system [10] used phoneme units. After getting feedback at the
Blizzard Challenge Workshop 2006, we switched to diphone
units, because joining in the mid-section of phonemes is ex-
pected to introduce less discontinuities than joining at phoneme
boundaries. For each target diphone, a set of candidate units is
selected by separately retrieving candidates for each halfphone
through a decision tree, and retaining only those that are part of
the required diphone. When no suitable diphone can be found,
the system falls back to halfphone units.
The most suitable candidate chain is obtained through dy-
namic programming, minimising a weighted sum of target costs
and join costs. Both are themselves a weighted sum of compo-
nent costs. Target costs cover the linguistic properties of units,
and the way they match the linguistically defined target. In addi-
tion, acoustic target costs can be used. These are currently used
for comparing a unit’s duration and F0 to the ones predicted
for the target utterance by means of regression trees trained on
the voice data. In the future, we intend to use acoustic target
costs to also cover expressivity-related acoustic measures, such
as spectral tilt or other robust measures of voice quality.
Join costs are computed as a weighted sum of F0 difference
and of spectral distance, computed as the absolute distance in
12-dimensional MFCC space. We had experimented with a step
function for the F0 penalty, based on the reasoning that small
F0 deviations can be corrected by a smoothing algorithm [10];
currently, we are using a linear cost function instead and avoid
signal post-processing as it seems to degrade the overall quality.
Like all unit selection systems, we face the challenge of de-
termining appropriate weights for the individual target and join
cost components. As we have not yet developed a principled
way of determining these weights, we have set a number of ad
hoc values through iterative listening and adapting. The result-
ing weights give equal importance to join costs and to target
costs, a higher importance to F0 continuity than to spectral con-
tinuity, and a higher importance to duration and F0 targets than
to phonetic context.
After the chain of units minimising these costs is deter-
mined, the units are retrieved from a timeline file and concate-
nated using overlap-add of one pitch period at the unit bound-
aries. The timeline file currently contains uncompressed PCM
audio data, but is designed in a way that makes it easy to use
more efficient encodings in the future.
The system is reasonably efficient: it synthesises speech
about ten times faster than real-time on a recent Core 2 Duo
processor. Decision trees and feature vectors required for the
cost computation are held in memory; audio data is retrieved
from a file after selection.
2.3. The voice creation toolkit in MARY
We are in the process of developing a toolkit for creating voices
for MARY. We originally used the Festvox tools [19], and we
continue to be deeply grateful to their creators for making them
available to the community. However, it appears that some as-
pects of Festvox are tightly linked to the Festival system, and
we felt that in the long run, the gain in control and flexibility
justifies the development of our own voice creation toolkit.
The system combines an extensible list of “voice import
components” in a graphical interface which is currently still
very simple (see Figure 1). The user can select a series of im-
port components, which are run in sequence. A progress bar
is shown for the component which is currently running. After
successful completion, the component is coloured in green; if
processing fails, it is displayed in red, and processing of subse-
quent components is aborted. Configuration of non-default file
system paths and special settings for the components is done via
command-line options.
The voice import components that are currently available
include components for automatic labelling using Sphinxtrain
[20]; for importing text files in Festvox format; for predicting
unit features with MARY; for making sure the unit labels and
the feature chain predicted by MARY are properly aligned; for
pitchmarking using Praat [21]; for the conversion of data into
the compact format required by the MARY unit selection run-
time system; for building classification trees for candidates us-
ing the wagon tool from the Edinburgh speech tools [22]; for
pruning outliers from the generated trees; and for creating re-
gression trees for duration and F0.
One of the most time-consuming tasks is the training of
classification trees for the prediction of candidate units. Sim-
ilarly to [4], we use acoustic distance between units as the im-
purity measure, and run wagon based on distance tables. In
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Figure 1: The MARY voice creation toolkit at work. In the
situation shown, half-phone unit labels have been created suc-
cessfully, unit features are being computed, and a number of
components are scheduled for subsequent execution.
order to speed up the process on a multi-processor machine,
the MARY CartBuilder component can run several wagon pro-
cesses in parallel. Given the fact that the computation of acous-
tic distances is currently done in a single Java process, there is
a limit to the number of wagon processes that should reason-
ably be started in parallel; we have experienced considerable
speedup with running 3-5 wagon processes alongside one Java
process on an 8-processor machine.
The MARY voice creation toolkit currently requires a con-
siderable amount of expert knowledge in order to set paths cor-
rectly via command-line options and to select the right compo-
nents for the task at hand. We intend to develop a more intuitive
system providing groupings of the components that are usually
required for a given task. For example, components working
with halfphones are required for creating the necessary files to
build classification trees for pre-selection of candidate units, but
phone-sized units are needed for training regression trees for the
prediction of duration and F0.
3. The BITS corpora
The BITS corpora were produced by the Bavarian Archive for
Speech Signals (BAS) at Ludwig-Maximilians University, Mu-
nich, to provide a publicly available synthesis corpus for Ger-
man. Two different kinds of corpora were recorded: logatome
corpora for diphone synthesis and unit selection corpora. This
paper only deals with the latter.
The unit selection part consists of 1683 sentences cover-
ing all German diphones and a few selected French and English
diphones. A subset of the sentences was selected from a News-
paper Corpus (TAZ corpus) with a greedy algorithm. Addition-
ally, semantically unpredictable sentences, provided by the IMS
at University of Stuttgart, trade names and proverbs are con-
tained in the set. Four speakers (two female, two male) were
recorded with a close-talking microphone, a large membrane
microphone and a laryngograph. The sentences were annotated
with phonetic and prosodic labels automatically, then corrected
by hand.
The corpus is distributed through the European Language
Resources Association (ELRA) and can be ordered via the BAS
website (http://www.bas.uni-muenchen.de).
4. German unit selection voices from the
BITS corpora
4.1. Manual vs. automatic annotation
Since the BITS corpora have hand-corrected labels, they capture
some phonetic detail, such as coarticulation effects and segmen-
tal reductions as they were realised by the speaker (e.g., Schwa
elisions, nasal assimilations, or idiosyncratic devoicing). This
poses a problem for the MARY system, since the phonemes pre-
dicted by MARY do not reflect these effects. As a result, even
though a given syllable or word may be in the corpus, it may not
be possible to retrieve the corresponding units. For example,
one speaker frequently reduced Schwas: For the word “dunkel”
(dark), the phonological form /dUNk@l/ was realised phonet-
ically as [dUNkl]. A lookup of candidate units for /dUNk@l/
would need to find Schwa units from a different part of the cor-
pus, even though the original word was available.
A proper solution to this problem would be a trainable
postlexical phonological component, to be trained on the speech
data from a given speaker in order to capture the speaker’s pro-
nounciation rules. However, such a component is not yet re-
alised in MARY.
In building synthetic voices for MARY from the BITS cor-
pora, we therefore had two choices:
• use the existing manual annotation, knowing that subop-
timal candidate units will be retrieved;
• use a fully automatic annotation created by forced align-
ment of the audio recordings with a phoneme chain cre-
ated from the text using the MARY phonemisation com-
ponent.
We decided to explore the trade-offs between both ap-
proaches by building two voices from each of the four
databases: one with manual (M) and one with automatic (A)
labels. We refer to the resulting voices as M1-4 and A1-4, re-
spectively.
The expectation was that the A voices would show some
segmental errors introduced by the uncorrected automatic la-
belling, but that overall the fluidity of the speech would be
higher than for the M voices. In particular, it could be expected
that the average length of segments joined would be higher for
the A than for the M voices. The M voices, on the other hand,
would be expected to have more accurate segmental pronounci-
ations.
4.2. Voice creation
For the creation of the voices, the voice creation toolkit de-
scribed in section 2.3 was used.
For the M (manually labelled) versions of the voices, addi-
tional voice import components were implemented which cre-
ated labels and features based on the given labels. In the pro-
cess, the phone labels of the annotation had to be mapped to
the ones used by MARY, because some of the diacritics were
not used by MARY, and some phone symbols were different.
Also, in the BITS corpora, vowels followed by “6” (a-schwa)
were annotated as diphthongs and had to be split up for MARY.
For the computation of the features, first the phones and ToBI
tones predicted by MARY were replaced with the actually an-
notated phones and tones. This modified version was then sent
to MARY to compute the unit features needed for computing
the target costs.
The automatic labels for the A versions of the voices were
created with the components calling SphinxTrain and Sphinx2,
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using the phoneme chain predicted by MARY from the text.
We enriched the MARY pronounciation lexicon to make sure
that the text is transcribed as accurately as possible. In the tex-
tual form of the BITS corpus, we found 459 unknown words
and 123 words interpreted as English words (many of them
proper names). Out of these, we manually transcribed 338 of
the unknown words, and 40 of the words recognised as English;
the remaining words were transcribed properly by the MARY
letter-to-sound components. The unit features for the A voices
were fully based on MARY predictions from text.
After the labels and features were created, the usual voice
building steps were performed for all voices: First, the pitch-
marks were calculated from the laryngograph files, using Praat,
and with reasonable estimates of the pitch range of each speaker
to minimise the risk of octave jumps. Pitch-synchronous mel-
frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) vectors were computed
using the EST tools.
The units, unit features and audio data were converted into
a format suitable for the efficient use in the run-time unit selec-
tion components. In addition to the purely symbolic unit feature
predicted by MARY, the unit F0 and duration were included as
acoustic unit features, in view of the computation of acoustic
target costs. Join cost features were computed at unit bound-
aries, comprising 12 MFCCs plus F0, and stored in a file allow-
ing to access them efficiently.
For each voice, regression trees were built to predict phone
duration and initial, medial and final log F0 in each syllable,
to be used as acoustic targets and potentially for signal post-
processing.
For the pre-selection of candidate units, classification trees
were built using acoustic similarity as the impurity measure.
Acoustic similarity was computed as a combined measure con-
sisting of duration, F0, and linearly time-stretched average Ma-
halanobis distance between MFCC frames. This tree-building
approach is similar to the cluster unit selection algorithm pro-
posed by Black and Taylor [4]; however, our leaves contain be-
tween 50 and 100 candidates, for which full target costs are
computed at run-time. The classification trees contain half-
phone units; for generating diphone candidates, candidates are
looked up for both halfphones, and only those that belong to the
needed diphone are retained. This method makes it simple to
fall back to halfphones: when no instance of a given diphone is
found, the two sets of halfphone candidates are retained.
A pruning algorithm was implemented to remove outliers
from the leaves of the pre-selection tree. This is particularly
useful with fully automatic labelled data, as it can identify some
of the most obvious labelling errors. One important kind of
outliers are units labelled as silence which are not actually si-
lence; we apply an energy criterion to identify these, based on
a silence cutoff value determined from an energy histogram. A
second kind of outlier are units that are too long, e.g. because
a long portion of silence was labelled to be part of the unit, or
because of wrongly predicted phoneme chains, leading to sev-
eral phonemes to be labelled as a single one. We use a cutoff of
200 ms maximum duration for a halfphone: every non-silence
unit that is longer than this threshold is removed. A third kind
of outlier are units that have extreme values in the probability
ratings generated by wagon during tree training. These are also
removed from the pre-selection tree.
We have observed that some of the problems arising from
automatic labelling could be filtered out using this pruning step.
This is reflected in the amount of data pruned: it lies between
0.9 and 1.2% of the units for the M voices, and between 1.5
and 2.1% of the units for the A voices. However, more sub-
tle pronounciation deviations could not be identified using this
approach.
In the runtime system, weights were fine-tuned to reach
a balance between linguistic and acoustic target costs on the
one hand, and join costs on the other hand. Even though the
weights are normalised so that all target cost weights and all
join cost weights sum to one, the fact that duration and F0 are
currently not normalised makes it necessary to manually adjust
the weights for each voice. We did this so as to make sure that
target costs are about as high join costs on average, and acous-
tic target costs (duration + F0) are slightly higher than symbolic
target costs (mainly phonetic context).
4.3. Phonetic coverage
One objective measure of the expected quality of a voice is the
coverage of diphones as they occur in the language. Therefore,
the phonetic coverage of the voices was measured both for the
annotated phonemes and the phonemes predicted by MARY.
To get an idea of how the coverage of the BITS corpora re-
lates to the German language in general, the results were com-
pared with the coverage of a large German corpus. For this pur-
pose, we collected a textual corpus consisting of 978,269 sen-
tences extracted from German ebooks from Project Gutenberg
(http://www.gutenberg.org), and transcribed it fully
automatically using the MARY phonemisation component.
For a phoneme set of 56 German phonemes, including some
English and French xenophones, the phoneme coverage is 100%
for the M voices, and 98% for the A voices, where the /T/
(voiceless English “th”) is missing.
The diphone coverage varies slightly between the different
voices, because for each voice, some of the sentences in the
corpus could not be used for building the voice. Overall, the
diphone coverage for the A voices, using the automatically pre-
dicted phonemes, is slightly worse (around 1690 diphones) than
the coverage for the M voices (1770 diphones). Both figure
are considerably lower than the number of different diphones
found in the Gutenberg corpus (2306 diphones). It strikes the
eye that these figures are substantially smaller than the number
of 56 ∗ 56 = 3136 theoretically possible diphones – appar-
ently, only around 2306/3136 = 73% of these actually occur
in German. Taking the Gutenberg figure as the reference, rather
than the theoretically possible number of diphones, we can thus
compute a diphone coverage of 1690/2306 = 73% for the A
voices and 1770/2306 = 77% for the M voices.
To get an idea not only of the quantity but also of the qual-
ity of the diphone coverage in the BITS voices, we also looked
at the distribution of the diphones. Figure 2a shows the distri-
bution of the diphones in the Gutenberg corpus. It can be seen
that the distribution follows Zipf’s law, according to which the
frequency of a word (or in this case, a diphone) is roughly in-
versely proportional to its rank in the frequency table.
Figures 2b and 2c show the relative frequencies of diphones
in the BITS voices A1 and M1, respectively. The distribution
curves for the other BITS voices look similar. Whereas the dis-
tribution of A1 is highly similar to the distribution of the Guten-
berg corpus, M1 has substantially more outliers. Most of these
are related to the Schwa elisions annotated in the BITS corpora:
For example, the diphone “t n” (arising by a reduction of /t@n/)
occurs far more frequently in M1 than in the Gutenberg corpus,
which is transcribed without phonological reduction.
Figure 3 shows a different way of comparing the diphone
distribution in A1 and M1 to the Gutenberg corpus. The cov-
erage ratio v shown in the figure is computed for each diphone
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Figure 2: Relative frequency of diphones (a) in the Gutenberg
corpus, (b) in voice A1, and (c) in voice M1. In all three, di-
phones are sorted on the X axis according to their frequency of
occurrence in the Gutenberg corpus.
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Figure 3: Coverage ratio of Gutenberg diphones for voices A1
(light) and M1 (dark), for (a) the frequent and (b) the rare half
of Gutenberg diphones.
as the ratio of the relative frequency of the diphone in the voice
and the relative frequency in the Gutenberg corpus. The graph
shows the percentage of diphones with a given coverage ratio.
Figure 3a represents the most frequent half of the Gutenberg
diphones (the left half of Figure 2a), Figure 3b represents the
least frequent half of the Gutenberg diphones (the right half of
Figure 2a).
It can be seen that for the frequent German diphones, v val-
ues around 1 dominate, i.e. the coverage is close to the Guten-
berg distribution. This is true for both voices, A1 and M1, with
a slight advantage for the automatic labelling method which was
also used for transcribing the text corpus. For the rare diphones,
on the other hand, we see a clear dichotomy between diphones
which are missing and diphones which are over-represented.
Over-representation seems generally inevitable when trying to
approximate a Zipf distribution with a much smaller corpus:
even by occurring only once in the voice, a rare diphone al-
ready has a much higher relative frequency than the very low
relative frequency in the large corpus.
4.4. Initial assessment of quality
Informal listening tests were performed to compare the quality
of the voices, using ten example sentences for each of two text
styles. First, news sentences were extracted from the web page
of the German newspaper TAZ. Given the fact that the recording
script was based on text material from the TAZ newspaper cor-
pus, this can be considered a “within-domain” condition, which
can be expected to lead to a relatively good synthesis quality.
As a second text style, we used ten sentences from the fairy
tale “Da¨umelieschen” available from the Gutenberg collection
(http://www.gutenberg.org). This domain being dif-
ferent from the recording script, it can be considered a priori
more challenging.
The first author, a trained phonetician, listened to the eight
versions of each sentence, generated with the A and the M voice
created from each of the four BITS corpora. Labels “+”, “0”
and “-” were assigned to each utterance, where “+” indicated
that only minor problems could be heard, “0” indicated audi-
ble prosodic deviations or minor segmental deviations, and “-”
indicated clearly wrong segments. While the individual ratings
are certainly subjective, and therefore are not reported in detail,
some relatively clear patterns seem to emerge from this prelim-
inary assessment.
Globally, more discontinuities can be heard in the M voices
than in the A voices. This is reflected in the average length
of consecutive unit stretches selected – 3.5 halfphones for M
voices, and 4.0 halfphones for A voices. Furthermore, the M
voices tend to sound a bit over-articulated. The A voices gen-
erally have a more natural prosody, but occasionally labelling
errors are very prominent.
In the preliminary assessment, the A voices received bet-
ter overall ratings than the M voices, reflecting the fact that
prosodic naturalness and continuity were better for many of the
sentences, and bad segments occurred only in a few sentences.
The news style sentences received better scores than the
fairy tale sentences, lending support to the hypothesis that it
is easier to synthesise within-domain material at good quality
than material from a different type of text.
“-” labels, indicating segmental errors, occurred mostly for
the A voices, but occasionally also for the M voices.
These first impressions provide an indication regarding the
trade-off between the M and A voices which motivated the cre-
ation of both voices (see Section 4.1). Manual labelling leads to
a considerable reduction of wrong segments in the output, and
therefore remains a requirement for the professional creation of
voice databases which cannot be replaced with filtering meth-
ods at the stage of tree pruning; however, when the predicted
chain of target units does not reflect the kinds of postlexical
phonological effects exhibited by the speaker, the continuity of
the generated speech is reduced.
These findings suggest that it is not easy to choose between
the M and the A version of a voice. Instead, it seems that the
effort to develop a postlexical phonological component which
can learn to map lexical-phonemic transcriptions to speaker-
dependent surface-phonetic transcriptions would be well justi-
fied, because it could be expected to combine the benefits of
both methods.
5. Conclusion
We have described the creation of unit selection synthesis
voices in the MARY TTS platform, using the German cor-
pora recorded for this purpose in the BITS project. Com-
paring voices created from the manually corrected labels in
the database with voices created from fully automatic forced-
alignment, we found systematic differences: higher segmen-
tal accuracy for the manually labelled voices, but more natural
prosody and higher continuity for automatically labelled voices.
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The resulting synthesis voices are work in progress, and can
certainly be improved; but they are already quite intelligible
German unit selection voices. Given the sparsity of publicly
available unit selection systems for German, we will make the
resulting voices available for download as soon as possible, un-
der the same research license as the existing German MARY
TTS components.
Future work will address various aspects of the current sys-
tem. In the context of the present paper, the most obviously
needed improvement is a trainable postlexical component. In
addition, the general voice-building and unit selection methods
will be improved, as time permits, along the following lines.
Acoustic target and join costs should be computed in a nor-
malised acoustic space, i.e. in z-scores. This will make it
easier to set the weights for various target and join cost com-
ponents. It will also allow us to reuse one speaker’s prosody
model with another speaker’s voice, simply by setting the de-
normalisation coefficients to the new speaker’s mean and stan-
dard deviation. Pooling training data from several voices for
more robust prosody prediction is another option.
These developments are also in line with our mid-term
goals of making progress towards parametrisable expressive
speech synthesis. In this context, a major issue in view of high-
quality signal modification and efficiency is the representation
of the audio signal, e.g. as line spectrum pairs (LSP).
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Abstract
This paper proposes techniques for flexibly controlling voice
quality of converted speech from a particular source speaker
based on one-to-many eigenvoice conversion (EVC). EVC re-
alizes a voice quality control based on the manipulation of a
small number of parameters, i.e., weights for eigenvectors, of
an eigenvoice Gaussian mixture model (EV-GMM), which is
trained with multiple parallel data sets consisting of a single
source speaker and many pre-stored target speakers. However,
it is difficult to control intuitively the desired voice qualitywith
those parametersbecause each eigenvector doesn’t usually rep-
resent a specific physical meaning. In order to cope with this
problem, we propose regression approaches to the EVC-based
voice quality controller. The tractable voice quality control of
the converted speech is achieved with a low-dimensionalvoice
quality control vector capturing specific voice characteristics.
We conducted experimental verifications of each of the pro-
posed approaches.
1. Introduction
Voice conversion (VC) is a technique for converting non-
linguistic features such as speaker individuality while keeping
the linguistic features. One of the most typical VC applications
is speaker conversion that converts a certainspeaker’s voice into
another speaker’s voice [1]. This technique realizes a voice
quality controller which converts one user’s voice quality into
another voice, which is very useful not only as an amusement
device but also as a speech enhancement device for a speaking
aid system recovering a disabled person’s voice or as a hearing
aid system to make speech soundsmore intelligible.
Speech morphing [2] [3] is one of the techniques for con-
structinga voice quality controller. Input speech is usually con-
verted by manipulating acoustic features such as fundamental
frequency (F0) and spectral envelope in a simple manner, e.g.,
linear spectral warping. One advantage of this method is that it
is easily used without training for a specific conversion model.
On the other hand, this system allows very limitedvoice quality
controlof the converted speech. Since, in this case, the resulting
voice quality strongly depends on the user’s own voice quality,
it is indeed difficult to convert any arbitrary voice into any de-
sired speaker’s voice.
As a technique for realizing a specific speaker’s voice, a
statistical approach to VC has been studied [1]. This frame-
work trains a conversionmodel between a source speaker and a
target speaker in advance, using parallel data consisting of ut-
terance pairs of those two speakers [4]. A Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) is often used as the conversion model [5]. The
resulting model allows the determination of target speech pa-
rameters given the source parameters based on minimummean
square error (MMSE) estimation[5] or maximumlikelihoodes-
timation (MLE) [6] without any linguistic restrictions. Thus
an arbitrary sentence uttered by the source speaker is rendered
as an utterance by the target speaker. Because this framework
needs training samples of the desired target speaker’s voices, it
is very difficult to construct a voice quality controller with the
flexibility to vary voice quality of the converted speech.
As a novel VC framework, eigenvoice conversion (EVC)
has been proposed [7] [8]. The eigenvoice is a popular speaker
adaptation technique in the speech recognition area [9] [10].
It has also been applied to HMM-based TTS [11]. EVC re-
alizes the conversion from a particular source speaker’s voice
into arbitrary speakers’ voices (one-to-many EVC) or that from
arbitrary speakers’ voices into a particular target speaker’s
voice (many-to-oneEVC). In one-to-many EVC, the eigenvoice
Gaussian mixture model (EV-GMM) is trained in advance, us-
ing multiple parallel data sets consisting of utterance-pairs of
the source speaker and multiple pre-stored target speakers. The
voice quality of the converted speech is controlled by a small
number of free parameters for eigenvectors capturingdominant
voice characteristicsextracted from pre-stored target speakers,
which are called eigenvoices. Therefore, this framework allows
us to controlmanuallythe voice qualityof the converted speech.
However, it is difficult to control intuitively the desired voice
qualitybecauseeach eigenvoice doesn’t usually representa spe-
cific physical meaning.
Recently, a multipleregressionapproachhas been proposed
for intuitively controlling voice quality of synthetic speech in
the HMM/HSMM-basedTTS [12] [13]. HMM/HSMMparam-
eters are controlled with a low-dimensional vector called the
voice quality control vector. Each component of the voice
quality control vector captures specific characteristicsof voice
quality described by expression words such as sex, age and
brightness. This paper proposesmultiple regressionapproaches
to EVC for constructing the voice quality controller that al-
lows us to intuitively control the voice quality of the converted
speech. We conducted experimental verifications for showing
the advantages and disadvantages of each of them.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section2, the frame-
work of EVC is described. In Section 3, the proposedmethods
for constructingthe EVC-basedvoice quality controller are de-
scribed. In Section 4, experimental verificationsare described.
Finally, we summarize this paper in Section 5.
2. One-to-ManyEigenvoice Conversion
(EVC) [7] [8]
The framework of EVC is shown in Figure 1.
2.1. Eigenvoice GMM (EV-GMM)
We use 2D-dimensionalacousticfeaturesX t =
ˆ
x!t , ∆x
!
t
˜!
(source speaker’s) and Y (s)t =
h
yt
(s)!, ∆yt(s)
!i!
(the
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sth pre-stored target speaker’s) consisting of D-dimensional
static and dynamic features at frame t, where ! denotes
transposition of the vector. Using a parallel training data
set consisting of time-aligned source and target features
Z(s)t =
h
X!t , Y t
(s)!
i!
determined by Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW), the EV-GMMλ(EV ) on joint probabilityden-
sity P
“
Z(s)t |λ(EV )
”
is trained in advance. The joint probabil-
ity density is written as
P
“
Z(s)t |λ(EV )
”
=
MX
i=1
αiN
“
Zt;µ
(Z)
i , Σ
(ZZ)
i
”
,
µ(Z)i =
"
µ(X)i
B(Y )i w + b
(Y )
i (0)
#
,
Σ(ZZ)i =
"
Σ(XX)i Σ
(XY )
i
Σ(Y X)i Σ
(Y Y )
i
#
, (1)
where N `x;µ,Σ´ shows the normal distribution with a mean
vector µ and a covariance matrix Σ. The ith mixture weight
is αi. The total number of mixtures is M . In the EV-GMM,
the target mean vector for the ith mixture is represented as
a linear combination of a bias vector b(Y )i (0) and eigenvec-
tors B(Y )i =
h
b(Y )i (1), b
(Y )
i (2), · · · , b(Y )i (J)
i
. The
number of eigenvectors is J . The target speaker individual-
ity is controlled with only the J-dimensional weight vector
w =
ˆ
w(1), w(2), · · · , w(J)˜! for eigenvectors. Con-
sequently, the EV-GMM has a parameter set λ(EV ) consisting
of the single weight vector and parameters for individual mix-
tures such as the mixture weights, the source mean vectors, the
bias and eigenvectors, and the covariance matrices. This pa-
per employs diagonalcovariancematricesfor individual blocks,
Σ(XX)i ,Σ
(XY )
i ,Σ
(Y X)
i , andΣ
(Y Y )
i .
2.2. Training of EV-GMM
In order to train the EV-GMM, we use multiple parallel data
sets. Each of them consists of utterance-pairs of the source
speaker and one of the multiple pre-stored target speakers.
Firstly, we train a target independent GMM λ(0) simulta-
neously, using all of the multiple parallel data sets as follows:
λ(0) = argmax
SY
s=1
TsY
t=1
P
“
Z(s)t |λ
”
, (2)
The number of feature vectors for the sth speaker is Ts. The
number of pre-stored target speakers is S. Secondly, we train
each target dependentGMM λ(s) by updatingonly target mean
vectors µ(Y )i of the target independent GMM λ
(0) using each
of multiple parallel data sets as follows:
λ(s) = argmax
TsY
t=1
P
“
Z(s)t |λ
”
. (3)
Lastly, we determine the bias vector b(Y )i (0) and the eigenvec-
tors B(Y )i . We prepare a (2D × M)-dimensional supervec-
tor µ(Y )(s) =
h
µ(Y )1 (s)
!, µ(Y )2 (s)
!, · · · , µ(Y )M (s)!
i!
for
each pre-stored target speaker by concatenatingthe target mean
vectorsµ(Y )i (s) of the target dependentGMM λ
(s). We extract
the eigenvectors with principal component analysis (PCA) for
the supervectors. Consequently, the supervector is written as
µ(Y )(s) # B(Y )w(s) + b(Y ),
B(Y ) =
h
B1
(Y )!,B2(Y )
!
, · · · , BM (Y )!
i!
,
b(Y ) =
h
b(Y )1 (0)
!, b(Y )2 (0)
!, · · · , b(Y )M (0)!
i!
, (4)
b(Y )i (0)
! =
1
S
SX
s=1
µ(Y )i (s), (5)
where w(s) consists of the principal components for the sth
pre-stored target speaker. We construct the EV-GMM λ(EV )
from the resulting bias and eigenvectors and the tied parame-
ters, i.e., the mixture weights, the source mean vectors, and the
covariancematrices of the target independentGMM. Now, var-
ious supervectors, i.e., the target mean vectors are created by
varying only J (< S $ 2D ×M) free parametersof w.
2.3. Problems in EV-GMM
The EV-GMM allows the control of voice quality of the con-
verted speech by manually changing the weight vector. How-
ever, individual eigenvectors only capture dominant voice char-
acteristicsamong pre-storedtarget speakers, which don’t repre-
sent a specific physical meaning such as a masculine voice, a
feminine voice, a hoarse voice, or a clear voice. Therefore, it is
difficult to intuitively control the desired voice quality.
3. EVC-BasedVoice QualityController
We propose regressionapproachesto the EVC-basedvoice con-
troller for realizingthe control of target mean vectorsµ(Y )i with
the K-dimensionalvoice quality control vector we as follows:
µ(Y )i = Bˆ
(Y )
i we + bˆ
(Y )
i (0), (6)
where
Bˆ
(Y )
i =
h
bˆ
(Y )
i (1), bˆ
(Y )
i (2), · · · , bˆ(Y )i (K)
i
.
First, appropriate components of the voice quality control vec-
tor aremanuallyassignedto each pre-storedtarget speaker. And
then, the regressionparametersBˆ
(Y )
i and bˆ
(Y )
i (0) are estimated
by the following three methods: A) least squares estimation
(LSE) of a regression matrix converting the voice quality con-
trol vector into principal components, B) LSE of a regression
matrix converting the voice quality control vector into target
mean vectors, and C) MLE of all parameters of EV-GMM un-
der the condition of Eq. (6). Figures 2, 3, and 4 show these
proposedmethodsA, B, and C, respectively.
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Figure 2: Proposed method A.
3.1. Proposed Method A: Regression of Principal Compo-
nents on Voice QualityControl Vector
The target mean vectors of each pre-stored target speaker are
efficiently representedas principal componentsby using eigen-
vectors. The proposedmethodA performs a regression of prin-
cipal componentson the voice quality control vector.
Principal components for the sth target speaker p(s) mod-
eled by the following linear equation,
p(s) # Rw(s)e + r
=
ˆ
r R
˜ » 1
w(s)e
–
= R′w(s)e
′
, (7)
where R is a regression matrix and r is a bias vector. w(s)e
is the voice quality control vector for the sth target speaker.
In order to estimate the matrix R′, we minimize the following
error function:
ε2A =
SX
s=1
“
p(s) −R′w(s)e ′
”! “
p(s) −R′w(s)e ′
”
. (8)
The LS estimate of R′ is given by
Rˆ
′
= PW e
′!
“
W ′eW e
′!
”−1
, (9)
where
P =
h
p(1),p(2), · · · , p(S)
i
,
W ′e =
h
we
(1)′,we(2)
′
, · · · , we(S)′
i
.
Therefore, using the obtained regression matrix and the bias
vector, the regression parameters in Eq. (6) are written as
Bˆ
(Y )
i = B
(Y )
i Rˆ,
bˆ
(Y )
i (0) = B
(Y )
i rˆ + b
(Y )
i (0). (10)
3.2. Proposed Method B: Regression of Target Mean Vec-
tors on Voice QualityControl Vector
Voice characteristicsto be controlledmight not be properly rep-
resented as a linear combination of eigenvectors. If so, it is
necessary to change the eigenvectors themselves. The proposed
method B performs a regression of the target mean vectors on
the voice quality control vector.
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The target mean vector for the sth target speaker µ(Y )(s)
is modeled by
µ(Y )(s) # B(Y )w(s)e + b(Y )(0)
=
ˆ
b(Y ) B(Y )
˜ » 1
w(s)e
–
= B(Y )
′
w(s)e
′
, (11)
In order to estimate the matrixB(Y )
′
, we minimize the follow-
ing error function:
ε2B =
SX
s=1
“
µ(Y )(s)−B(Y )′w(s)e ′
”! “
µ(Y )(s)−B(Y )′w(s)e ′
”
.
(12)
The LS estimate of B(Y )
′
is given by
Bˆ(Y )
′
= µ(Y )W e
′!
“
W ′eW e
′!
”−1
, (13)
where
µ(Y ) =
h
µ(Y )(1),µ(Y )(2), · · · , µ(Y )(S)
i
.
3.3. Proposed method C: MLE of EV-GMM Parameters
The desired voice quality might not always be realized by the
methods mentioned above because voice quality of the con-
verted speech is affected not only by the target mean vectors but
also the other EV-GMM parameters. In order to realize more
precise voice quality control, the proposedmethod C optimizes
all of the EV-GMM parameters in the sense of ML under the
condition that the weight vector is set to w(s)e . This process
is considered to be speaker adaptive training (SAT) [14] [15].
Most parameters of the EV-GMM in the previous methods are
affected by acoustic variations of the pre-stored target speak-
ers because they are from the target independent GMM. SAT
reduces those variations by training the EV-GMM while con-
sidering the adaptationprocess.
The EV-GMM is trained by maximizing the likelihood of
the adapted models for individual pre-stored target speakers as
follows:
λˆ
(EV )
= argmax
λ
SY
s=1
TsY
t=1
P
“
Z(s)t | λ(EV ), w(s)e
”
, (14)
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where the voice quality control vector w(s)e is employed in the
adapted model for the sth pre-stored target speaker. In order
to estimate the EV-GMM parameters including the regression
parameters,we maximize the following auxiliary functionwith
the EM algorithm,
Q
“
λ(EV ), λˆ
(EV )
”
=
SX
s=1
MX
i=1
γ¯(s)i logP
“
Z(s)t , mi| λˆ
(EV )
, w(s)e
”
, (15)
where
γ¯(s)i =
TsX
t=1
P
“
mi| Z(s)t , λ(EV ), w(s)e
”
. (16)
Because it is difficult to estimate all parameterssimultaneously,
we estimate them at the following order,
Q
“
λ(EV ), λ(EV )
”
≤ Q
“
λ(EV ), (Bˆ
(Y )
i , b
(Y )
i (0), µ
(X)
i , αi, Σ
(zz)
i )
”
≤ Q
“
λ(EV ), (Bˆ
(Y )
i , bˆ
(Y )
i (0), µˆ
(X)
i , αˆi, Σˆ
(zz)
i )
”
,
ML estimates of those parametersare written as
vˆi =
 
SX
s=1
γ¯(s)i W
!
s Σ
(ZZ)
i
−1
W s
!−1
×
 
SX
s=1
W !s Σ
(ZZ)
i
−1
Z¯
(s)
i
!
, (17)
αˆi =
SX
s=1
γ¯(s)i
MX
i=1
SX
s=1
γ¯(s)i
, (18)
Σˆ
(ZZ)
i =
1PS
s=1 γ¯
(s)
i
SX
s=1
n
V¯
(s)
i + γ¯
(s)
i µˆ
(s)
i µˆ
(s)
i
!
−
“
µˆ(s)i Z¯
(s)
i
!
+ Z¯
(s)
i µˆ
(s)
i
!”o
, (19)
where
Z¯
(s)
i =
"
X¯
(s)
i
Y¯
(s)
i
#
=
26666664
TsX
t=1
P
“
mi| Z(s)t , λ(EV ), w(s)e
”
X (s)t
TsX
t=1
P
“
mi| Z(s)t , λ(EV ), w(s)e
”
Y (s)t
37777775 ,
Σ(ZZ)i
−1
=
"
P (XX)i P
(XY )
i
P (Y X)i P
(Y Y )
i
#
,
V¯
(s)
i =
TsX
t=1
P
“
mi| Z(s)t , λ(EV ), w(s)e
”
Z(s)t Z
(s)
t
!
,
µˆ(s)i = W svˆi =
"
µˆ(X)i
Bˆ
(Y )
i w
(s)
e + bˆ
(Y )
i (0)
#
,
vˆi =
h
µˆ(X)i
!
, bˆ(Y )i (0)
!
, bˆ(Y )i (1)
!
, · · · , bˆ(Y )i (K)
!i!
,
W s =
»
I 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 I w(s)e (1)I w
(s)
e (2)I · · · w(s)e (K)I
–
,
and the matrix I is the D×D unit matrix. This paper employs
the target independentGMM λ(0) in Eq. (2) for calculatingoc-
cupancies γ¯(s)i at the first E-step.
4. ExperimentalVerifications
4.1. ExperimentalConditions
We used 30 speakers, 15 male and 15 female, as the pre-stored
speakers. These speakers were included in the JapaneseNews-
paper Article Sentences (JNAS) database [16]. Each of them
uttered a set of phonetically balanced 50 sentences. We used
a female speaker not included in JNAS as the source speaker,
who uttered the same sentence sets as uttered by the pre-stored
speakers.
As the voice quality control vector, we used a 7-scaled cat-
egorical score (-3: very, -2: quite, -1: somewhat, 0: no prefer-
ence, 1: somewhat, 2: quite, 3: very) for 5 Japaneseword pairs
expressing voice quality (masculine/feminine,hoarse/clear, el-
derly/youthful,thin/deep,and lax/tense),whichwere in the ma-
jor expressionword pairs extracted by Kido et al. [17, 18]. One
Japanese female subject assigned these scores to each of the
pre-stored target speakers by listening to natural speech sam-
ples of various sentences uttered by each of them. Scores for
each word pair were normalized into the Z-score (zero mean
and unit variance).
The STRAIGHT analysis method [19] was employed for
the spectral extraction. The first through 24th mel-cepstral co-
efficients into which the extracted STRAIGHT spectrum were
converted were used as the spectral parameter. The shift length
was set to 5 ms. Sampling frequency was 16 kHz.
First, we trained the EV-GMM as described in Section 2.2.
And then, its parameters were further updated with each pro-
posed method. In the proposed method A, all 29 eigenvectors
were employed with no loss of information. The number of
mixtures of the EV-GMM was set to 128.
4.2. Objective Verification
In order to validate whether the resulting EV-GMM appropri-
ately models a correspondencebetween the voice quality con-
trol vector and voice quality of the converted speech, we cal-
culated the Euclidian distance between the manually assigned
scores for each of pre-stored target speakers and the estimated
ones, so that voice quality of the converted speech was similar
to that of each pre-stored target speaker. We also calculated the
correlationcoefficient between those two kinds of scores. Since
it was difficult to determine manually the best score settings,
they were approximatelydeterminedwith maximum likelihood
eigen-decomposition(MLED) [9] for the target adaptationdata
in the same manner as described in [7]. We used 2 sentences
for each pre-stored target speaker as the adaptation data in the
score determination.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows the Euclidean distances
and the correlation coefficients between the manually assigned
scores and the estimated scores. Moreover, an example of the
assigned and the estimated scores on sex and hoarseness is
shown in Figure 7. As a reference, each figure also shows the
results of the reassigned scores, which were assigned by the
same subject a second time on a different day.
We can see that the proposed method A doesn’t work at
all. These results show that the relationshipbetween the voice
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quality control vector and principal components is difficult to
model as a linear conversion.
The proposed method B yields slightly lower distance and
much better correlation coefficients than the proposed method
A. It is necessary to estimate the regression matrix by directly
modeling the relationshipbetween the target mean vectors and
the voice quality control vector instead of by using eigenvec-
tors for designing the desired voice quality control. Although
the proposed method B works much better than the proposed
method A, the score distance is still large. Moreover, the es-
timated scores are quite different from the assigned ones for
several speakers, as shown in Figure 7. These degradationsare
caused by a fact that the training criterion (LS) doesn’t corre-
spond to the conversion criterion (ML) and the trained parame-
ters of the EV-GMM are limited to only regression parameters.
The proposedmethodC causes the best results. This is rea-
sonable because the training criterion corresponds to the con-
version criterion and every parameter of the EV-GMM is opti-
mized so that the assigned scores capture the voice quality of
the pre-stored target speakers as accurately as possible. How-
ever, we can observe from the results of the reassigned scores
that even human judgment is not so consistentin scoring. These
results imply that it is not always necessaryto realize such strict
score-consistency as found in the proposedmethod C.
4.3. Subjective Verification
To compare proposed method B with C, we conducted a pref-
erence test on the speech quality of the converted voices. Av-
erage voices were used as stimuli. Average voices were con-
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Figure 7: An example of the manually assigned scores and the
estimated scores for sex and hoarseness. The starting point of
each arrow shows the manually assigned score, and its ending
point shows the estimated score for each of pre-stored target
speakers.
verted voices from the source speaker’s voices when setting ev-
ery component of the voice quality control vector to zero. Be-
cause the resulting bias vectors were almost the same in those
methods,averagevoices producedby individualEV-GMMshad
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very similar speaker individuality. As for F0 conversion, a sim-
ple linear conversion based on mean values and standard devi-
ations of log-scaledF0 was employed for converting the source
to the average voice. In the preference test in those two pro-
posed methods, we randomly presented a pair of the average
voices produced by the EV-GMMs. The subjects were asked
which sample sounded more natural. The 50 utterances not in-
cluded in the training data were evaluated. The number of sub-
jects was 5.
The result of the preference test is shown in Figure 8. It is
observed that method B outperformsmethod C. The converted
speech in method C sometimes has unstable sound quality. As
mentionedabove, methodC causes the EV-GMM modeling the
correspondence between the voice quality control vector and
the pre-stored target voice quality as precisely as possible. It is
possible that such strict modeling causes large projectionerrors
on the high-dimensionalacoustic space, especially if the low-
dimensionalspace representedby the voice quality control vec-
tors covers only a very limited sub-space. Those errors directly
affect the estimation of the EV-GMM parameters. We have to
cope with this problem in order to realize both high-qualityand
high-controllabilityof the EVC-based voice quality controller.
It is also possible that the trained parameters in method C con-
verge to local optima due to using inappropriate initial model,
i.e., the target independentGMM in this paper.
5. Conclusions
We proposed regression approaches to the voice quality con-
troller based on one-to-many eigenvoice conversion (EVC).
First, the voice quality control vector was defined and proper
componentvalues of the vector were manually assigned to each
of the pre-stored target speakers. And then, the eigenvoice
Gaussian mixture model (EV-GMM) was trained so that voice
characteristics of the pre-stored target speakers were properly
representedby the voice quality control vectors. We conducted
experimental verifications for showing advantages and disad-
vantages of each of the proposedmethods.
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Abstract
This paper describes an evaluation of many-to-one voice con-
version (VC) algorithmsconverting an arbitraryspeaker’s voice
into a particular target speaker’s voice. These algorithmseffec-
tively generatea conversionmodel for a new source speaker us-
ing multiple parallel data sets of many pre-storedsource speak-
ers and the single target speaker. We conducted experimental
evaluations for demonstrating the conversion performance of
each of the many-to-oneVC algorithms, including not only the
conventional algorithmsbased on a speaker independentGMM
and on eigenvoice conversion (EVC), but also new algorithms
based on speaker selection and on EVC with speaker adap-
tive training (SAT). As a result, it is shown that an adaptation
process of the conversionmodel improves significantlyconver-
sion performance,and the algorithmbased on speaker selection
works well even when using a very limited amount of adapta-
tion data.
Index Terms: voice conversion, many-to-one VC, EVC, SAT,
speaker selection
1. Introduction
Voice conversion (VC) is a technique for converting an input
speaker’s voice into another speaker’s voice while keeping the
linguistic information [1]. VC is applied to various applica-
tions such as modification of the synthetic speech of Text-to-
Speech [2], bandwidth extension of cellular speech [3], and
body-transmittedspeechenhancement[4]. One of themost use-
ful VC applicationsis cross-languageVC [5,6], which converts
speaker individualityacross different two languages. This tech-
nique realizes a speech translation system or a CALL (Com-
puter Assisted Language Learning) system synthesizing non-
native languagewith user’s own voice.
Statistical approaches are often employed in VC, the most
popular being the conversion method based on the Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) [7]. A GMM representing joint prob-
ability density of the source and the target speech parameters
is trained in advance using parallel data consistingof utterance
pairs of the source and the target speakers. The trained GMM
allows the determination of the target speech parameters for
the given source speech parameters based on minimum mean
square error (MMSE) estimation[7] or maximumlikelihoodes-
timation (MLE) [8], without any linguisticrestrictions.Thus an
arbitrary sentence uttered by the source speaker is rendered as
a sentence uttered by the target speaker. One essential problem
of this approach is the need for parallel data for model training.
Moreover, several tens of phoneme-balancedsentences whose
total duration is around 3 to 5 minutes are generally required to
train the GMM sufficiently for conversion performance. These
constraintsclearly limit VC applications.
In order to alleviate the problem of parallel training, two
main approacheshave been proposed. One is parallel data gen-
eration from non-parallel data; the other is model adaptation
with non-paralleldata. The first approachconducts frame align-
ment between the source and the target voices based on HMM
state alignment [9] or unit selection [10]. In that case, con-
ventional model training is employed with the resulting paral-
lel data. This approach requires only the source and the tar-
get speakers’ voices for the model training. Therefore, the
same amount of training data is basically necessary. On the
other hand, the latter approach uses other speaker’s voices as a
prior knowledge for training the model for the desired speaker
pair. Mouchtaris et al. [11] proposed a non-parallel training
method based on maximum likelihood constrained adaptation.
The GMM trained with an existing parallel data set of a cer-
tain source and target speaker-pair is adapted for the desired
source and target speakers separately. Lee et al. [12] proposed
the adaptationmethod based on maximum a posteriori (MAP).
In order to use a more reliable prior knowledge and reduce the
amount of adaptationdata, Toda et al. [13] proposed the eigen-
voice conversion (EVC). EVC trains the eigenvoice GMM (EV-
GMM) in advance usingmultipleparalleldata sets consistingof
utterance pairs of a single speaker and many pre-stored speak-
ers. Effectively using the feature correlation between those
speakers extractedfrom pre-storedparalleldata sets enablesun-
supervised adaptation of EV-GMM for the desired speaker us-
ing only a few arbitrary sentences.
There are two novel VC frameworks to which EVC has
been applied, i.e., one-to-many VC and many-to-one VC [14].
One-to-many VC converts the particular source speaker’s voice
into arbitrary speaker’s one. On the other hand, many-to-
one VC converts arbitrary speakers’ voice into the particular
speaker’s voice. This paper focuses on many-to-one VC. It
enables the conversion of any language uttered by an arbi-
trary speaker as utterances of the specific target speaker. It has
been reported that not only the EV-GMM but also the source-
independentGMM (SI-GMM) works in many-to-one VC [14]
without any adaptationprocesses,but simply trained simultane-
ouslyusingmultipleparalleldata sets of many pre-storedsource
speakers and the single target speaker. In this paper, we propose
another many-to-one VC method based on speaker selection
[15]. And, we introduce speaker adaptive training (SAT) [16]
into EVC to further improve conversion performance. These
many-to-oneVC methods are comparedwith each other in both
objective and subjective evaluations.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the Many-to-One VC algorithms. In Section 3, we de-
scribe an experimental evaluation. Finally, we summarize this
paper in Section 4.
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2. Many-to-OneVC algorithms
We describe four many-to-one VC algorithms based on 1) SI-
GMM, 2) speaker selection, 3) EVC, 4) EVC with SAT. The
difference among these algorithms is only in the way of con-
structing the conversion model for a given new source speaker.
Every algorithm employs the MLE-based conversion method
[8] using the resulting conversionmodel.
2.1. Many-to-OneVC based on SI-GMM [14]
We use 2D-dimensional acoustic features, X(s)t =
[x(s)
!
t , ∆x
(s)!
t ]
! (the s-th source speaker’s), and
Y t = [y
!
t , ∆y
!
t ]
! (target speaker’s), consisting of D-
dimensional static and dynamic features, where ! denotes
transposition of the vector. Joint probability density of
Z(s)t = [X
(s)!
t , Y
!
t ]
! consisting of time-alignedsource and
target features determinedby DTW is modeledwith a GMM as
follows:
P (Z(s)t |λ) =
MX
i=1
αiN (Z(s)t ; —(Z)i , Σ(ZZ)i ), (1)
—(Z)i =
"
—(X)i
—(Y )i
#
, Σ(ZZ)i =
"
Σ(XX)i Σ
(XY )
i
Σ(Y X)i Σ
(Y Y )
i
#
, (2)
where N (x; —,Σ) shows the normal distribuion with a mean
vector— and a covariancematrixΣ. The ith mixture weight is
αi. The total number of mixtures is M . This paper employs
diagonal covariance matrices for individual blocks, Σ(XX)i ,
Σ(XY )i ,Σ(Y X)i andΣ(Y Y )i .
The SI-GMM is trained with all multiple parallel data
sets consisting of utterance-pairsof multiple pre-stored source
speakers and one target speaker, as follows:
λ(0) = argmax
λ
SY
s=1
TSY
t=1
P (Z(s)t |λ), (3)
where S is the number of pre-stored source speakers. Figure 1
shows the previous training process.
In the conversion, the SI-GMMis directlyused without any
adaptationprocesses.
2.2. Many-to-OneVC based on Speaker Selection
It is well known that phonemicspaces of a certain speaker often
overlap with those of another speaker. Therefore, the SI-GMM
might cause a conversion error especially for source speakers
whose voice characteristicsare quite different from those of the
average voice among the pre-storedsource speakers. Therefore,
a model adaptationprocess for each source speaker is useful for
alleviating this problem.
Speaker selection is one of the model adaptation tech-
niques. Figure 2 shows the previous training and the adapta-
tion processes in many-to-one VC based on speaker selection.
The conversion model is trained not with all parallel data sets
but with only those consisting of the pre-stored source speak-
ers whose voice characteristicsare similar to those of the given
source speaker. In order to reduce considerably the computa-
tional cost for this adaptation,we employ the single EM update
of the SI-GMM, using pre-calculated sets of sufficient statis-
tics for individual speaker-pairs. Note that this process allows
unsupervisedadaptation.
Target speaker
1 st
2nd
Sth
Many pre-stored
..
.
source speakers
SI-GMM
Figure 1: Previous training process in many-to-one VC based
on SI-GMM.
Target
1st
2nd
Sth
Many pre-stored
..
.
source speakers
SI-GMM
E step
E step
E step
M step
M step
M step
M step
Sufficient statistics
Likelihood Caluculation
of individual SD-GMMs
Input speaker
Selection of N-bset
sufficient statistics
1st
2 nd
Sth
..
.
22th
..
.
10 th
Selected N-best
Conversion
speaker
model
Previous training stage
Speaker adaptation stage
sufficient statistics
SD-GMMs
3 rd
Figure 2: Previous training and adaptation processes in many-
to-one VC based on speaker selection.
2.2.1. Previous training
A set of sufficient statistics for each speaker pair is computed
with each parallel data set and the SI-GMMas follows:
γ¯(s)i =
TsX
t=1
P (mi|Z(s)t , λ(0)), (4)
Z¯
(s)
i =
TsX
t=1
P
`
mi|Z(s)t ,λ(0)
´
Z(s)t , (5)
V¯
(s)
i =
TsX
t=1
P (mi|Z(s)t , λ(0))Z(s)t Z(s)
!
t . (6)
Moreover, individual source dependent GMMs (SD-GMMs)
are trained using each of the calculated sets of sufficient statis-
tics for individual speaker pairs.
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2.2.2. Unsupervisedadaptation
Firstly, a likelihoodof each SD-GMMfor given adaptationdata
of the new source speakerX(org) is calculatedas follows:
L(s) =
Z
P (X(org),Y |λ(s))dY . (7)
Then, the likelihoods of individual SD-GMMs are sorted and
the top N speaker-pairs are selected. The conversion model is
generated using the N-best sets of sufficient statistics for the
selected speaker pairs as follows:
αˆi =
X
s∈SN
γ¯(s)iX
m
X
s∈SN
γ¯(s)i
, (8)
—ˆi =
X
s∈SN
Z¯
(s)
iX
s∈SN
γ¯(s)i
, (9)
Σˆi =
X
s∈SN
V¯
(s)
iX
s∈SN
γ¯(s)i
,−—ˆi—ˆ!i , (10)
where αˆi, —ˆi and Σˆi are the updated mixture weight, mean
vector and covariance matrix, and SN is a set of the N-best
speakers.
2.3. Many-to-OneVC based on EVC [14]
2.3.1. Eigenvoice GaussianMixture Model (EV-GMM)
The mean vector of the EV-GMM for many-to-oneVC is given
by
—(Z)i =
"
B(X)i w + b
(X)
i (0)
—(Y )i
#
. (11)
The source mean vector for the ith mixture is represented as
a linear combination of a bias vector b(X)i (0) and representa-
tive vectorsB(X)i = [b(X)i (1),b(X)i (2), · · · , b(X)i (J)]. The
number of the representative vectors is J . The source speaker
individuality is controlledwith only the J-dimensionalweight
vectorw= [w(1), w(2), · · · , w(J)]!.
2.3.2. Training of EV-GMM
Figure 3 shows the previous training and the adaptation pro-
cesses of many-to-one VC based on the EVC. Each SD-GMM
is trainedby updatingonly sourcemean vectors of the SI-GMM
using each of the multipleparallel data sets. As a source depen-
dent parameter, a supervector for each pre-storedsourcespeaker
is constructedby concatenatingthe sourcemean vectors of each
of the SD-GMMs. The bias and representative vectors, i.e.,
eigenvectors are determinedwith principal component analysis
(PCA) for all source speakers’ supervectors. Finally, the EV-
GMM is constructed from the resulting bias and representative
vectors and parametersof the SI-GMM.
Target
Many pre-stored
1st
2nd
Sth
..
.
source speakers
SI-GMM
EM
EM
EM
Supervectors of
PCA
Conversion
speaker
model
..
.
EV-GMM
MLED
Input speaker
Previous training stage
Speaker adaptation stage
source mean vectors
Figure 3: Previous training and adaptation processes in many-
to-one VC based on EVC .
2.3.3. UnsupervisedAdaptationof EV-GMM
The EV-GMM is adapted for arbitrary speakers by estimating
the optimum weight vector for given speech samples without
any linguistic information. The weight vector is estimated so
that the likelihood of the marginal distribution for a time se-
quence of the given source features X(org) is maximized as
follows:
wˆ = argmax
w
Z
P (X(org),Y |λ(EV ))dY . (12)
This estimation is performedwith EM algorithm.
2.4. Many-to-OneVC based on EVC with SAT
The tied parameters of the PCA-based EV-GMM are from the
SI-GMM.They are affected by acousticvariationsof many pre-
stored source speakers. Especially, source covariance values
are much larger than those of the SD-GMM.They would cause
performancedegradationof the adapted EV-GMM.
In order to train an appropriate canonical EV-GMM, we
apply speaker adaptive training (SAT) to the EV-GMM train-
ing. Figure 4 shows the previous training and the adaptation
processes of many-to-one VC based on the EVC with SAT.
The canonical EV-GMM is trained by maximizing the follow-
ing likelihood of the adapted models for individual pre-stored
source speakers,
λˆ(EV )(wˆS1 ) = argmax
λ
SY
s=1
TsY
t=1
P
“
Z(s)t |λ(EV )(ws)
”
, (13)
where λ(EV )(ws) denotes the adapted model for the s-th
pre-stored source speaker with the weight vector ws. SAT
estimates both canonical EV-GMM parameters λˆ(EV ) and a
set of weight vectors for pre-stored source speakers wˆS1 =
[w1,w2, · · · , wS ]. The estimation is performedwith EM al-
gorithm by maximizing the following auxiliary function:
Q
“
λ(EV )(wS1 ), λˆ
(EV )(wˆS1 )
”
=
SX
s=1
MX
i=1
γˆ(s)i log P (mi,Z
(s)|λˆ(EV )`wˆs´),
(14)
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Figure 4: Previous training and adaptation processes of many-
to-one VC based on EV-GMMwith SAT .
where
γˆ(s)i =
TsX
t=1
P (mi|Z(s)t ,λ(EV )(ws)).
It is difficult to update all parameters simultaneously because
somedependon others. Therefore,each parameterof EV-GMM
is updated as follows:
Q
“
λ(EV )(wS1 ),λ
(EV )(wS1 )
”
≤Q
“
λ(EV )(wS1 ), (wˆ
S
1 ,B
(X)
i , b
(X)
i (0),—
(Y )
i ,αi,Σ
(zz)
i )
”
≤Q
“
λ(EV )(wS1 ), (wˆ
S
1 , Bˆ
(X)
i , bˆ
(X)
i (0), —ˆ
(Y )
i , αˆi,Σ
(zz)
i )
”
≤Q
“
λ(EV )(wS1 ), (wˆ
S
1 , Bˆ
(X)
i , bˆ
(X)
i (0), —ˆ
(Y )
i , αˆi, Σˆ
(zz)
i )
”
.
The ML estimate of the weight vector for the s-th pre-stored
source speaker is written as
wˆs =
„ MX
i=1
γ¯(s)i B
(X)!
i P
(XX)
i B
(X)
i
«
×
» MX
i=1
n
B(X)
!
i P
(XY )
i
`
Y¯
(s)
i − γ¯(s)i —(Y )i
´
+ B(X)
!
i P
(XX)
i
`
X¯
(s)
i − γ¯(s)i b(X)i (0)
´´o–
, (15)
where
Z¯
(s)
i =
"
X¯
(s)
i
Y¯
(s)
i
#
=
24 PTst=1 P `mi|Z(s)t ,λ(EV )`ws´´X(s)tPTs
t=1 P
`
mi|Z(s)t ,λ(EV )
`
ws
´´
Y (s)t
35 ,
Σ(ZZ)i
−1
=
"
P (XX)i P
(XY )
i
P (Y X)i P
(Y Y )
i
#
.
ML estimates of the tied parametersare written as
αˆi =
SX
s=1
γ(s)i
MX
i=1
SX
s=1
γ(s)i
, (16)
vˆi =
„ SX
s=1
γ¯(s)i Wˆ
!
s Σ
(ZZ)−1
i Wˆ s
«−1„ SX
s=1
Wˆ
!
s Σ
(ZZ)−1
i Z¯
(s)
i
«
,
(17)
Σˆ
(ZZ)
i =
1PS
s=1 γ¯
(s)
i
SX
s=1

V¯
(s)
i + γ¯
(s)
i —ˆ
(s)
i —ˆ
(s)!
i
−
„
—ˆ(s)i Z¯
(s)!
i + Z¯
(s)
i Vˆ
(s)!
i
«ff
, (18)
where
V¯
(s)
i =
TsX
t=1
P
`
mi|Z(s)t ,λ(EV )
`
ws
´´
Z(s)t Z
(s)!
t ,
—ˆ(s)i = Wˆ svˆi =
"
Bˆ
(X)
i wˆs + bˆ
(X)
i (0)
—ˆ(Y )i
#
,
vˆi =
h
—ˆ(X)
!
i , {bˆ
(X)
i (0)}!, {bˆ(X)i (1)}!, · · · , {bˆ(X)i (J)}!,
i!
,
Wˆ s =
»
I 0 0 0 ... 0
0 I wˆ(s)1 I wˆ
(s)
2 I ... wˆ
(s)
J I
–
,
and the matrix I isD×D unit matrix.
3. ExperimentalEvaluations
3.1. Experimentalconditions
We used 160 speakers, 80 male and 80 female, included in the
Japanese Newspaper Article Sentences (JNAS) database [17]
as the pre-stored source speakers. Each of them uttered a set
of phoneticallybalanced 50 sentences.We used a male speaker
not included in JNAS as the target speaker in many-to-oneVC.
He uttered the same sentence sets as uttered by the pre-stored
speakers. We used 10 test speakers, 5 male and 5 female, who
were not included among the pre-stored speakers. They uttered
53 sentences that were also not included in the pre-stored data
sets. The number of adaptation sentences was varied from 1
to 32. The remaining 21 sentences were used for evaluations.
More detailed conditionsare described in [13,14].
We used the 1st through 24th mel-cepstral coefficients ob-
tained from the smoothed spectrum analyzed by STRAIGHT
[18] as a spectral parameter. The frame shift was set to 5 ms.
A simple linear conversion with means and standard deviations
of log-scaledF0 of the source and the target speakers was em-
ployed in the F0 conversion.
In many-to-one VC based on EVC with/without SAT, the
number of representative vectors of the EV-GMM was set to
159. In the MLED-based unsupervised adaptation, the first E-
step was conducted with the SI-GMM. And then, the next E-
steps were conductedwith the adapted EV-GMM. The number
of times of EM iteration was set to 10. Note that only a few
times of EM iteration also works well because rapid conver-
gence is usually obtained.
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Figure 5: Mel-cepstral distortion as a function of the number
of selected pre-stored speakers in many-to-one VC based on
speaker selection. The number of mixtures is set to 32, 64, 128,
256 and 512. Only one sentence is used for the adaptation.
3.2. Objective evaluations
We conducted objective evaluations using the mel-cepstraldis-
tortion between the converted and the target mel-cepstra as an
evaluationmeasure. The averaged distortionover all test speak-
ers was 8.11 [dB] before the conversion.
Figure 5 shows the mel-cepstral distortion as a function
of the number of selected pre-stored speakers in many-to-one
VC based on speaker selection. Note that results when select-
ing 160 pre-stored speakers are the same as those in many-
to-one VC based on SI-GMM. The adaptation method based
on speaker selection improves conversion accuracy, compared
with the method based on the SI-GMM, because the adapted
GMM models an acoustic space of the given source speaker
more properly than does the SI-GMM.We can see that the best
conversion accuracy is achieved when selecting around 20 to
40 pre-stored speakers. Rapid degradation of conversion accu-
racy is observed when setting the number of the selected speak-
ers much smaller. Using directly the conversion model for an-
other speaker does not obviously work even if, among the pre-
stored speakers, his voice characteristicsare the most similar to
those of the given source speaker. Therefore, it is important to
construct the conversion model properly, covering the acoustic
space of the given source speaker by mixing multiple speak-
ers’ data sets. The number of selected speakers is set to 27 in
many-to-one VC based on speaker selection in the following
evaluations.
Figure 6 shows mel-cepstraldistortion as a function of the
number of mixtures. Each many-to-one VC algorithm with
the adaptationprocess outperformsthat based on the SI-GMM.
Many-to-one VC based on speaker selection allows the adap-
tation of every parameter of the conversion model. However,
its adaptationmechanism is rougher than that of EVC, in terms
of using a constant rate of mixing data sets of the selected pre-
stored speakers. On the other hand, EVC estimates the best
mixing rate, i.e., weights for eigenvectors, in the sense of ML,
although it allows only the adaptation of source mean vectors.
Consequently, the conversion performance in speaker selection
is comparableto that in EVC. SAT optimizes tied parametersof
the EV-GMM considering the adaptation process. Therefore,
the performance of EVC is obviously improved by applying
SAT into the EV-GMM training.
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Figure 6: Mel-cepstral distortion as a function of the number
of mixtures. The number of adaptation sentences is set to 2.
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as references
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Figure 7: Mel-cepstraldistortionas a functionof the number of
adaptationsentences. The number of mixtures is set to 128.
Figure 7 shows the mel-cepstraldistortion as a function of
the numberof adaptationsentencesvarying from1/32 to 32 sen-
tences. In the 1/32 sentence, only one of 32 blocks into which
one sentence is divided is used as adaptation data. It includes
only around 32 frames,whose total duration is around 0.16 sec-
onds. EVC obviously improves performancecomparedwith the
SI-GMM, when using one or more adaptation sentences. In-
troducing SAT into EVC improves further performance. How-
ever, when decreasing the adaptation data less than one sen-
tence, conversion accuracy starts to degrade rapidlydue to over-
adaptation. Although reducing the number of representative
vectors alleviates the over-adaptationproblem, similar degrada-
tion tendencieswere still observed in another experimentwhich
in not shown here. On the other hand, speaker selection still
keeps the performance improvements compared with the SI-
GMM even when decreasing the adaptation data less than one
sentence. Compared with EVC, speaker selection is more ro-
bust against the amount of adaptation data. These results show
that the best adaptationmethod differs according to the amount
of adaptationdata.
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Figure 8: Result of subjective evaluation in many-to-oneVC.
3.3. Subjective evaluation
We conducted subjective evaluation of speech quality of the
converted voices. Four many-to-one VC methods were eval-
uated in the preference test. The number of mixtures was set
to 128. The number of adaptation sentences was set to 2. The
number of subjects was 6. We randomly presented a pair of
the converted voices from two different methods. The subjects
were asked which sample sounded more natural. Each subject
evaluated120 sample-pairsincludingevery pair-combinationof
the four methods.
Figure 8 shows the result of the preference test. Three
adaptationmethods significantlyimprove the converted speech-
quality comparedwith the method based on the SI-GMM.Each
adaptation process alleviates unstable sounds of the converted
speech sometimes caused by the SI-GMM. This result is very
similar as shown in the objective evaluations.
4. Conclusions
This paper described many-to-one voice conversion (VC) al-
gorithms that convert an arbitrary speaker’s voice into a par-
ticular target speaker’s voice. We conducted an experimental
evaluation of many-to-one VC algorithms, using not only the
conventional methods based on the source independent GMM
(SI-GMM) and on EVC, but also two new methods based
on speaker selection and EVC with speaker adaptive training
(SAT). Results of objective and subjective evaluations showed
that, in many-to-one VC, the adaptation process results in a
better conversion model than the SI-GMM. Moreover, an al-
gorithmbased on speaker selectionworked well with very little
amount of adaptationdata.
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Abstract
This paper proposes the use of the Liljencrants-Fant model (LF-
model) to represent the glottal source signal in HMM-based
speech synthesis systems. These systems generally use a pulse
train to model the periodicity of the excitation signal of voiced
speech. However, this model produces a strong and uniform
harmonic structure throughout the spectrum of the excitation
which makes the synthetic speech sound buzzy. The use of a
mixed band excitation and phase manipulation reduces this ef-
fect but it can result in degradation of the speech quality if the
noise component is not weighted carefully. In turn, the LF-
waveform has a decaying spectrum at higher frequencies, which
is more similar to the real glottal source excitation signal.
We conducted a perceptual experiment to test the hypoth-
esis that the LF-model can perform as well as or better than
the pulse train in a HMM-based speech synthesizer. In the syn-
thesis, we used the mean values of the LF-parameters, calcu-
lated by measurements of the recorded speech. The result of
this study is important not only regarding the improvement in
speech quality of these type of systems, but also because the
LF-model can be used to model many characteristics of the glot-
tal source, such as voice quality, which are important for voice
transformation and generation of expressive speech.
Index Terms: LF-model, Statistical parametric speech synthe-
sis, HMM-based speech synthesis
1. Introduction
Glottal source modeling has been commonly used in rule-based
speech synthesizers, since they are fully parametric. For exam-
ple, the formant synthesizer proposed by Klatt and Klatt uses
the KLGLOTT88 [1] model, which permits the control of sev-
eral glottal parameters such as the open quotient, breathiness
and spectral tilt. Concatenative synthesizers model the glottal
source by inverse filtering, but unit-selection synthesizers typi-
cally aim to avoid signal processing and simply concatenate the
speech units in order to obtain better speech quality. Thus, this
type of system does not permit flexibility to control any glottal
parameters besides the fundamental frequency.
Methods for speech transformation usually use inverse fil-
tering to separate the speech signal into vocal tract and excita-
tion components. Typically, voice quality transformations are
performed on the spectrum of the vocal tract but a model of the
glottal source can also be used to simulate different aspects of
voice quality by controlling the glottal parameters, such as in
[2].
Emerging applications, such as dialogue systems or vir-
tual characters, demand expressive speech which is difficult to
obtain with unit-selection synthesis. To generate expressive
speech unit-selection requires larger speech databases, e.g. a
speech corpus recorded with different emotions. However, the
recordings are costly and demanding to conduct.
Statistical speech synthesis generates high-quality speech
and is fully parametric, e.g. [3] and [4]. The high degree of
parametric flexibility can overcome the limitations of concate-
nation synthesizers to generate variable speech. Compared with
formant speech synthesizers, one great advantage of HMM-
based synthesizers is that the parameters are automatically ob-
tained from training data. Typically, the features used are the
spectrum and F0, which is controlled with a binary pulse. How-
ever, a drawback of this approach is that the synthetic speech
is characterized by a buzzy quality. This is explained by the
strong harmonic structure of the pulse signal at higher frequen-
cies when compared with the true glottal source signal. To re-
duce this effect, more recent versions of this approach, such
as [5], use the high-quality STRAIGHT [6] method for analy-
sis and synthesis, and a multi-band mixed excitation with phase
manipulation of the periodic pulse component.
In the work described here, we employ a more parametric
model of the excitation (described in Section 2) than the tradi-
tional pulse train used in the HMM-based speech synthesis. The
goal of doing this is to improve the naturalness of the synthetic
speech and to enhance the parametrization of the glottal source.
The glottal parameters may be used to better model and trans-
form effects related to voice quality and the speech characteris-
tics of the speaker. For example, in [7], the authors showed that
F0 is strongly correlated with the glottal parameters. Thus, the
control and modeling of these parameters could also improve
the naturalness of the synthetic speech.
2. Glottal source model
We have used the LF-model [8] because, in general, it gives a
good approximation of the differentiated glottal volume veloc-
ity (DGVV) which we intend to model. It has also been exten-
sively studied and used in speech research so we could find and
compare different techniques to extract the glottal features.
2.1. LF-model
The model we use is divided into three parts and is given by
Equation 1. Figure 1 shows the LF-waveform and the glottal
parameters. The first part of the model is described by an expo-
nentially increasing sine wave that starts at the opening instant
of the vocal folds, to, and ends at the instant of maximum neg-
ative amplitude, te. The second branch is given by a decaying
exponential function that models the closure after the abrupt
flow termination. The time constant ta is the duration from te
to the point where a tangent to the exponential at t = te hits
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Figure 1: Segment of the LF-model waveform with the rep-
resentation of the glottal parameters of Equation 1 during one
period.
the time axis and measures the abruptness of the closure. The
exponential part ends in the zero tc. For simplification, it is
usually assumed that tc − t0 = T , i.e., the fundamental period.
Instead, we consider the glottal folds can be totally closed for a
longer duration, from tc until the end of the period. The other
two parameters are the instant of maximum airflow tp and the
excitation amplitude Ee.
e(t) =
8<
:
E0e
αt sin(wgt), 0 ≤ t ≤ te
− Ee
"ta
[e−"(t−te) − e−"(tc−te)], te < t ≤ tc
0, tc < t ≤ T
(1)
where wg = pitp .
The parameters ! and α can be calculated from Equation 1
by imposing e(te) = Ee and the energy balance
R T
0
e(t) = 0.
The LF-model can also be described by other parameters
which are related with properties of the glottal flow in the fre-
quency domain. The most relevant parameters are the open quo-
tient (OQ), speed quotient (SQ), and the return quotient (RQ),
which can be calculated from the basic time domain parameters
as follows [9]:
OQ =
te + ta
T
(2)
SQ =
tp
te − tp
(3)
RQ =
ta
T
(4)
In the spectral domain, the LF-model can be stylized by
three asymptotic lines with +6dB/oct, -6dB/oct and -12db/oct
slopes [10]. Figure 2 shows this spectral representation. The
crossing point of the first two lines corresponds to a peak (called
glottal spectral peak) at the frequency Fg . The last line is due
to the spectral tilt which contributes with an additional -6dB/oct
above the frequency Fc. The frequency Fg can be calculated as
in [11]:
Fg =
1
2piOqT
s
e(αm)
j(αm)
(5)
where j(αm) and e(αm) are functions of the asymmetry coef-
ficient αm = SQ/(1 + SQ). Fc depends on several glottal
parameters and it can be computed as described in [12]. How-
ever, it mostly depends on the glottal parameter ta and it can be
approximated by a simpler expression given in [8]:
Fc =
1
ta2pi
(6)
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Figure 2: Linear stylization of the LF-Model spectrum.
2.2. Feature extraction
We measured the LF-parameters in ten utterances of the male
speaker, which were selected from the speech corpus that was
used to train the statistical models of the speech synthesizer. We
calculated the mean values of the glottal parameters to generate
the excitation signal in the speech synthesis.
Each utterance, sampled at 16 kHz, was analyzed pitch-
synchronously using the epochs (instants of maximum exci-
tation) calculated with the Entropic Signal Processing System
(ESPS) tools. The algorithm to calculate the epochs is described
in [13] and [14]. We obtained an estimate of the DGVV wave-
form by inverse filtering the speech signal. The resulting signal
was high-pass filtered with a pre-emphasis filter (α = 0.97) to
eliminate the effect of the lip radiation. The LPC coefficients
were calculated for each frame using a Hanning window, cen-
tered at the glottal epochs and with duration of 20 ms. Then,
the residual was low-pass filtered at 4 kHz to reduce the high-
frequency rumble effect on the energy envelope of the residual
and permit a more accurate estimation of the glottal parameters.
The parameter te was estimated from the pitch-marks and
Ee was the value of the waveform at that time instant. The other
LF-parameters were estimated for each pitch cycle in the voiced
regions.
The time instants tc, to, and tp can be extracted from the
estimated glottal flow waveform. For example, tp and to were
calculated from the the electroglottographic (EGG) signal in
[15]. We obtained an estimation of the glottal flow waveform by
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Figure 3: Estimation of tc, to, and tp. Top: a pitch cycle of the
LPC residual; Bottom: integration of the residual signal (esti-
mation of the glottal flow).
taking the integration of the LPC residual signal. The residual
was first high-pass filtered by a linear phase FIR filter with cut-
off frequency of 80 Hz to reduce the low frequency amplitude
fluctuation that results from the integration operation. Figure 3
helps to explain the method to estimate these parameters. In the
figure, the point of maximal flow amplitude Umax gives the in-
stant tp and the point of minimum flow amplitude Umin is the
estimation of tc. From [16], the point to can be approximated
by:
to =
2(Umax − Umin)
piEmax
(7)
where Emax is the maximal value of the residual in the pe-
riod. There are methods that measure these parameters using
amplitude thresholds or zero crossings, e.g. [17], but they do
not necessarily give precise results because they are sensitive to
rumble noise and it is difficult to set the appropriate thresholds.
The estimation of ta is typically more difficult. It is usually
obtained by fitting a model to the inverse filtered signal, which
requires the use of an optimization algorithm and more com-
plex calculations. We use a simple and effective method which
consists of calculating the derivative of each pitch cycle of the
residual and then detecting the peak of maximal amplitude in
the return phase (starts at te and has duration equal to ta). This
peak is represented by M in Figure 4. Figure 1 shows that
the tangent to the exponential decaying curve in the LF-model
has the maximum slope at the instant te. Thus, we calculate
ta = Ee/(MFs), where Fs is the sampling rate, by assuming
that the amplitude of the peak, M , is equal to the slope of the
tangent at t = te.
Figure 5 a) shows the contours of the measured parame-
ters for two voiced regions of an utterance spoken by a male
speaker. In general, the parameters appear to increase linearly
with T , with exception of ta which is approximately constant.
In [7], the measurements of the parameters for 3 vowels spo-
ken with different pitch show similar relations, except for devi-
ations at high values of T . In that study, each vowel followed
its own raising path and the parameters were influenced by the
preceding phone. Our results also show variation of the glottal
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Figure 4: Estimation of ta. Top: a pitch cycle of the LPC resid-
ual; Bottom: derivative of the residual signal.
parameters trajectories between different phonetic segments of
the utterances.
The values of the parameters, with the exception of ta and
Ee, are normalized by the pitch period. We use the median
function to obtain smoother variations in the curves. Figure
5 b) shows the curves of the LF-parameters after the normal-
ization and smoothing operations. Finally, the mean values of
the glottal parameters are calculated.
3. System
3.1. General description
We integrated the LF-model into the speaker-dependent HMM-
based speech synthesizer called Nitech-HTS 2005 [5]. This sys-
tem uses the high-quality STRAIGHT method [6] to extract F0,
to compute the mel-cepstrum and to estimate spectral aperiod-
icity. The Nitech-HTS 2005 system uses a mixed multi-band
excitation signal with phase manipulation, but it also has the op-
tion to use only the pulse train. The F0 and aperiodicity parame-
ters are used to generate the mixed-excitation signal. Speech is
synthesized from the mixed-excitation and the mel-cepstral co-
efficients using an Mel Log Spectrum Approximation (MLSA)
filter.
The system generates the excitation signals of voiced
speech using a pulse (centered within a 512 sample length
frame) which is processed to obtain phase randomization at the
higher frequencies and summed with white Gaussian noise, in
the spectral domain. The noise component is estimated on five
frequency bands: 0-1, 1-2, 2-4, 4-6, and 6-8 kHz. For un-
voiced speech, the glottal source component is modeled only
by white Gaussian noise. The resulting short-time signals are
multiplied by asymmetric windows and added using the Pitch-
Synchronously Overlap-and-Add (PSOLA) algorithm [18]. The
weighting windows are centered in the pulse and are composed
of two half-hanning windows: the first half of a hanning win-
dow lasts the duration of the previous period and the second
(decaying half) lasts the duration of the current period. In case
of the unvoiced frames the durations of the windows are set to
a constant.
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Figure 6: Block diagram of the excitation generation part using
the LF-model.
3.2. Integration of the LF-model
We modified the synthesis part of the Nitech-HTS 2005 sys-
tem to give the option to use the LF-model instead of the pulse
train. By using the same approach based on STRAIGHT for the
analysis and synthesis we can compare the effect on the speech
quality of the two excitation source models. Figure 6 shows
the schematic diagram of the excitation generation using the
LF-model. When the system uses the new option, each voiced
frame contains two pitch cycles of the LF-waveform, centered
at the instant of maximum excitation, te. The LF-parameters,
with the exception of ta and Ee, are obtained by multiplying
the normalized mean values of the glottal parameters by the
synthesis period T = 1/F0. In these calculations we assume
that the variation of these parameters with T is approximately
linear and constant. The parameters Ta and Ee are set to the
constant mean value (not normalized) because they showed to
have no correlation with T .
The STRAIGHT method estimates the spectrum envelope
of the speech signal which is not a good estimation of the vo-
cal tract because it only eliminates the F0 effects of the glottal
source from the speech. Thus, all the other aspects of the glottal
source, such as the spectral tilt and the differences of amplitude
of the first harmonics in the excitation spectrum, are described
by the mel-cepstrum.
The pulse signal is used to model the periodicity of the ex-
citation in the STRAIGHT speech synthesis method. The ad-
vantage of using this signal is that is spectrally flat. However,
a drawback of using this model is that it has a strong harmonic
structure at the higher frequencies when compared with the ex-
citation of real speech, which has the effect of making the syn-
thetic speech sound buzzy. Figure 7 shows the spectrum of a
segment of the pulse train.
Glottal source models fit well in the source-filter the-
ory which separates the speech signal in three independent
processes: glottal excitation, vocal tract filter, and lip radiation.
In this case, speech can be generated by feeding the glottal ex-
citation through the vocal tract filter and performing a simple
differentiation operation to model the lip radiation effect. How-
ever, source models are not appropriate for the synthesis with
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STRAIGHT because this method uses a MLSA filter obtained
from the mel-centrum instead of a vocal tract filter. We adapt
the LF-model to the STRAIGHT synthesis method by using a
post-filter that transforms the spectrum of the LF-signal into an
approximately flat spectrum. This is equivalent to remove the
spectral properties of the glottal spectral peak and the spectral
tilt from the LF-waveform since they are described by the mel-
spectrum. The post-filter is a linear phase FIR filter described
by three linear segments which are symmetric to the slopes
of the LF-model spectrum represented in Figure 2: -6dB/oct,
+6dB/oct and +12dB/oct, respectively. We calculated the fre-
quencies Fg and Fc from the equations 5 and 6, respectively,
and using the mean values of the glottal parameters. Figure 8
shows the spectrum of a segment of the LF-model and the same
segment after post-filtering.
If the HMM-based speech synthesizer was used to model
the glottal parameters and generate them as it does with F0, it
would be necessary to use a time-varying post-filter which could
be a limitation of approach.
The advantages of using the LF-model within this sys-
tem are that it produces a less harmonic structure at the high-
frequencies of the spectrum than the pulse train and permits
flexibility to transform voice quality by modifying the glottal
parameters.
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Figure 7: Spectrum of a segment of the pulse train (with dura-
tion 25 ms).
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Figure 8: Spectrums of a segment (with duration 25 ms) of the
LF-model signal and this signal after the post-filtering to obtain
an approximately flat spectrum.
4. Perceptual evaluation
A forced-choice perceptual test was conducted to evaluate the
performance of the LF-model when compared with the tradi-
tional pulse train used to model the excitation signal in the
HMM-based synthesizer described in the previous section.
4.1. Stimuli
Speech was synthesized using the simple excitation (without
multi-band noise or phase manipulation). The aperiodic compo-
nents could also be used with the LF-model but they would have
the same effect on the synthetic speech as when using the pulse
train because the periodic and noise components are assumed to
be independent. The US-English voice EM001 (male speaker)
was built from the speech database released for the Blizzard
Challenge 2007 (a total of approximately 8 hours of speech
data). In the training part, the HMMs were modeled with the
39 order mel-cepstral coefficients obtained by the STRAIGHT
analysis, the logF0 and the aperiodicity measurements.
The mean values of the LF-parameters were calculated
from the measures of the parameters obtained for eight speech
utterances of the speech database of the speaker EM001.
The stimuli consisted of ten different utterances. For each
utterance two speech signals were synthesized, using the LF-
model and the pulse model for the excitation. The duration of
the speech signals varied from 2.6 to 7.2 sec.
4.2. Experiment
The instructions presented to the subjects were simply to listen
the two synthetic speech samples for each utterance and select
the one that sounded most natural. At the end, they had to in-
dicate if they used headphones or speakers, and if they were
native speakers of English (U.K./U.S.) or not.
4.3. Listeners
Students and staff of Edinburgh University were asked to per-
form the test which was presented via a web interface browser.
Eighteen listeners participated in the test, from which seven
were native speakers of English.
4.4. Results
The results of the perceptual experiment are presented in Table
1. In general, subjects preferred the speech generated with the
LF-model than with the pulse train. This result was expected be-
cause the source model presents a less harmonic structure at the
higher frequencies when compared to the pulse signal, which
reduces the buzzy effect of the synthetic speech. Although there
is a clear improvement with the LF-model, the rate of 64% in-
dicates that this model does not overcome completely the lim-
itations of the pulse train. Thus, additional properties of the
glottal source need to be modeled, such as the noise, to obtain
more natural speech.
5. Conclusions and future work
The LF-model of the glottal source was implemented in a
HMM-based speech synthesis system which originally used the
pulse signal to model the excitation. The glottal source model
increases the parametric flexibility of the system and permits to
transform voice characteristics of the speech by modifying the
glottal parameters.
A perceptual experiment was conducted to evaluate the per-
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Excitation
LF-Model Pulse Train
Non-native speakers 61% 39%
Native speakers 68,6% 31,4%
Total scores and 95% CI 64% ± 6.7% 36% ± 6.7%
Table 1: Scores, in percentage, obtained by each excitation
model in the evaluation of the naturalness of the synthetic
speech.
formance of the LF-model when compared with the pulse train
in the quality of the synthetic speech. The results indicate that
the speech synthesized with the LF-model sounds more natural.
Although the difference in speech quality in comparison with
the pulse model is not large, the LF-model can be used with the
multi-band mixed excitation to obtain further improvements.
In this work, the statistical parametric synthesizer used the
STRAIGHT for the analysis and synthesis. This method uses
the pulse train to model the periodicity of the voiced excita-
tion. The LF-model is not compatible with STRAIGHT for
the excitation generation because it models more characteris-
tics of the source besides the period and presents a decaying
spectrum in contrast to the spectrally flat spectrum of the pulse.
Thus, a post-filter was used to adapt the glottal source model
to the STRAIGHT spectrum. The LF-model was used with the
mean values of the glottal parameters, which were estimated
from recorded utterances of the speech database.
In the near future, we will implement the statistical para-
metric approach with the glottal source model and a good
method to estimate the vocal tract filter. Another interesting
topic for future work is to model the glottal parameters with the
HMMs.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to study the behavior of voice con-
version systems based on gaussian mixture model (GMM) when
reducing the size of the training data corpus. Our first objective
is to locate the threshold of degradation on the training corpus
from which the error of conversion becomes too important. Sec-
ondly, we seek to observe the behavior of these conversion sys-
tems with regard to this threshold, in order to establish a relation
between the size of training data corpus and the complexity of
each method of transformation. We observed that the threshold
is beyond 50 sentences (ARCTIC corpus), whatever the conver-
sion system. For this corpus, the conversion error of the best
approach increases only by 1.77 % compared to the complete
training corpus which contains 210 utterances.
Index Terms: voice conversion , GMM, learning data reduc-
tion.
1. Introduction
During these last years, many applications in speech processing
as text-to-speech synthesis or biometric identification by voice
called upon speech transformation techniques. A voice conver-
sion system tries to modify the vocal characteristics of a source
speaker so that it is perceived as a target speaker. This tech-
nological issue is important: a man/machine interaction service
can be more acceptable by offering various TTS voices [1][2].
Seminal approaches carried out a mapping-codebook con-
version [3]. The main drawback of these approaches lies in the
introduction of spectral discontinuities on the transformed sig-
nal. Several solutions were proposed in order to improve quality
and precision, among them neuronal approaches [4], or segmen-
tal codebooks (STASC) [5]. Gaussian Mixture Model classifiers
(GMM) make it possible to improve the mapping-codebook ap-
proaches, [6] [7]. Recently, the latter have been generalized
using Hidden Markov Models, HMM, in order to treat the tem-
poral dynamic aspect of the conversion function [8]. During
our study, we were interested in the transformation techniques
based on GMM acoustic segmentation, seen its many advan-
tages such as the robustness, the continuity and the precision of
the conversion function. However, these techniques have some
drawbacks as over-fitting and the over-smoothing [1]. For many
applications, in particular in the biometric field, it is necessary
to carry out a voice conversion with very few data for the target
speaker. The recording duration is usually short and the kind of
voice differs from a speaker to another. In such a situation of
scarce data, voice conversion methods must be adapted to en-
sure a good conversion quality. Our objective is to study the be-
havior of different conversion techniques based on GMM mod-
els [6] [7] [2] [1] under few learning data conditions. For this
purpose, we gradually reduced the learning corpus and we eval-
uated the transformation quality on a reference test corpus. We
carried out successive reductions, respectively of 75%, 50%,
25%, 10% and 5% on the initial learning set. Our objective is
not to search for an optimization of the content of the training
corpus under some imposed speech duration constraints, but to
see whether the performance of the studied approaches remain
stable when reducing the training corpus size. A complemen-
tary objective is to estimate the number of necessary sentences
in order to maintain a good quality of conversion. Our main goal
is to establish a compromise between the size of stored data and
the conversion precision. This paper is organized as follows. In
section 2 the studied GMM-based voice conversion approaches
are presented. In the section 3 we treat and analyze the effect
of data reduction on the quality of the conversion. Section 4 de-
scribes the experimental methodology and the obtained results.
The conclusion will draw some prospects of this study.
2. GMM-based voice conversion
In the following, we consider two sequences of N q-
dimensional acoustical vectors. The sequence corresponding to
source speaker is represented by X = [x1, . . . , xN ]T and the
target speaker by Y = [y1, . . . , yN ]T . Given a GMM-based
partitioning of the speakers’ acoustic spaces, we need to esti-
mate a piecewise function F(.) such that, ∀n ∈ [1, . . . , N ],
F(xn) will be close to yn. The GMM partitioning is commonly
a joint source/target estimation realized after a Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) alignment. GMM are frequently used to model
a speaker’s acoustic space offering a continuous mapping of the
acoustic vector space. With such a model, the probability for
a vector to be in a class is given by the weighted sum of prob-
abilities for this vector to belong to each gaussian component
[6].
The probability distribution of xn is modeled by a M -
component GMM as in the following equation:
P (xn) =
M∑
m=1
αmN (xn, µm,Σm)
with
∑M
m=1 αm = 1, ∀m ∈ [1, . . . ,M ] , αm ≥ 0, where
N (., µm,Σm) is the normal distribution of mean µm, and co-
variance matrix Σm. The αm scalars represent prior probabil-
ities of component m. The GMM parameters are estimated by
EM (Expectation-Maximisation) on a learning set. The obtained
GMM is a source model (see 2.1) or a joint model (see 2.2).
Once the GMM partitioning is done, the source/target con-
version function can be derived as a weighted linear regression
drawn from the conditional distribution of yn with respect to
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xn (analogous to a bayesian regression). To present the stud-
ied techniques uniformly, this piecewise linear transform can
be expressed with parameters Am (matrix) and Bm (vector) as
follows:
F(xn) =
M∑
m=1
Pm(xn)[Bm + Am(xn − µm)] (1)
with Pm(xn) the posterior probability of the m-th component
given xn.
In the following section, we present the solution proposed
by Stylianou, [6]. Section 2.2 describes Kain’s approach[7].
Finally, in sections 2.4 and 2.4, we present two approaches
which takes into account the risk of over-smoothing[1] and
over-fitting.
2.1. GMM on source only
The conversion method proposed in [9] uses a GMM source
model. The conversion function that produces the linear regres-
sion is given by:
F(xn) =
∑M
m=1 Pm(xn)[νm + ΓmΣ
−1
m (xn − µm)]
The νm and Γm parameters are estimated by a least squares
minimization [6]. The covariance matrix Σm of the GMM
model can be full or diagonal (called stylianou-diag in the fol-
lowing).
2.2. GMM on joint source-target
In this approach, [7] suggests to jointly model the target and
the source by a GMM. Thus, ∀n ∈ [1, . . . , N ] a joint vector is
build, zn = [xnyn]. We obtain the following density:
P (zn) = P (xn, yn) =
∑M
m=1 αmN (zn, µm,Σm)
Σm =
[
Σ(m,XX) Σ(m,Y X)
Σ(m,XY ) Σ(m,Y Y )
]
µm =
[
µ(m,X)
µ(m,Y )
]
The conversion function becomes:
F(xn) = (2)∑M
m=1 Pm(xn)[µ(m,Y ) +Σ(m,Y X)Σ
−1
(m,XX)(xn − µ(m,X))]
In the following, this technique will be referred to as kain.
2.3. Conversion and Over-smoothing risk
The major flaw of these GMM-based techniques is clearly pre-
sented in [1]. The spectral characteristics of the converted
voices are excessively smoothed, referred to as over-smoothing;
the consequence is an unclear speech signal. In [2], Chen et
al. have demonstrated that 90% of the elements of the matrix
product Σ(m,Y X)Σ−1(m,XX) are ≤ 0.1 and 40% are ≤ 0.01, the
correlation between the source and target speakers being weak.
The effect of this statistical smoothing is to reduce the influence
of the second term in equation 1, that is to say the term which
contains the variability ofX. Toda et al., [1], preserves the qual-
ity of a GMM-based conversion while simultaneously reducing
the over-smoothing phenomenon. The solution is to impose a
minimum level on the variance of the converted speech vectors.
The maximum likelihood model (ML) is proposed to overcome
the over-smoothing effect. The conversion function correspond
to the following form:
F(x) = (W TD−1m W )
−1
W
T
D
−1
m Em (3)
with
Em = [E1(mi1), E2(mi2), . . . , EN(miN)]
D
−1
m = diag[Dm
−1
i1 , Dm
−1
i2 , . . . , Dm
−1
iN ]
En(mi) = µ(i,Y ) +Σ(i,Y X)Σ(i,XX)
−1(xn − µ(i,X))
Dmi = Σ(i,Y Y ) − Σ(i,Y X)Σ(i,XX)
−1Σ(i,XY )
n: takes the values from 1 to N , N : is the number of vectors,
M : is the total number of GMM components, W : transforma-
tion matrix [10]. In the following, this solution will be called
toda.
2.4. Conversion and Over-fitting risk
This phenomenon was already described by Stylianou in [6]:
the problem is principally linked to the choice of a model that is
too complex compared to the size of the learning set. Over-
fitting is characterized by the fact that performances on the
learning set increase and performances on a validation corpus
decrease when the number of parameters of the model rises.
The resulting model loses its generalization capability. In order
to limit the over-smoothing issue while still obtaining a minimal
distortion between the transformed and target vectors, we slack-
ened the equality constraint on covariances introduced in [2] by
directly binding these covariances to a diagonal matrix Am (see
equation 1). A diagonal matrix prohibits the cross-correlation
between coordinates of the acoustic vectors. Am is replaced by
a global diagonal matrix, noted Γ. The coordinates of Γ, γj for
1 ≤ j ≤ q, are estimated by a least squares estimation:
γ
j
=
∑N
n=1
(
y
j
n−
∑M
m=1 Pm(xn)µ
j
(m,Y )
)(
x
j
n−
∑M
m=1 Pm(xn)µ
j
(m,X)
)
∑N
n=1
(
x
j
n−
∑M
m=1 Pm(xn)µ
j
(m,X)
)2
Bm = µ(m,Y ). We note this transformation by gamma-
vector.
3. Data reduction effect
Within a general framework of automatic learning, the tech-
niques of data reduction aim to reduce the computing time
necessary to the transformation operations. The reduction is
reached by selecting optimal databases, classically, either by
techniques like K-means, or vectorial quantification [11]. Other
approaches estimate a reduction in order to minimize the com-
plexity of certain optimization problems [12].
In our study, we do not impose a specific acoustic criterion
on the reduction mechanism. The adopted heuristics consist in
reducing the initial database uniformly. Various progressive re-
duction are applied to the original training corpus in order to
assess the influence on the quality of the transformation. More-
over, we try to establish a link between the size of the learning
corpus and the parameters of the voice transformation model
(number of training sentences, number of GMM components,
dimension of the acoustic vector, etc.).
4. Experimental methodology
4.1. Experimental methodology
The comparative study is carried on an english database, noted
bdl-jmk. This corpus corresponds to the speakers bdl and jmk
of the ARCTIC speech database [13]. The methodology ap-
plied is as follows: 70% of the sentences in the corpus define
the learning set. The remaining 30% define the test set. The
sentences are chosen randomly. Based on this first learning and
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test partition, we defined various reduced learning corpora. The
learning corpus corresponding to x% reduction of the full learn-
ing corpus will be noted as x%-(bdl-jmk). To summarize, the
methodological conditions are as follows:
1. ∀x, y ∈ {100, 75, 50, 25, 10, 5} such as x < y, we have
x%-(bdl-jmk) ⊂ y%-(bdl-jmk).
2. The bdl-jmk test corpus is the same for all reduction
models and contain 90 utterances.
For each learning corpus, the number of speech utterances
are as follows: 210 utterances for 100%-(bdl-jmk), 157 for
75%-(bdl-jmk), 105 for 50%-(bdl-jmk),52 for 25%-(bdl-jmk),
21 for 10%-(bdl-jmk) and 10 utterances for 5%-(bdl-jmk).
For each corpus, we respect the following methodology:
1. MFCC vectors computing (sampling frequency is 16
Khz, a 30 ms Hamming window is applied, the analyz-
ing step is 10ms). The order of the MFCC vector is set
to 13 (including energy) except for the toda transforma-
tion, where a vector is of dimension 26 (MFCC with their
deltas).
2. Dynamic time warping between the source and target se-
quences using an euclidian norm on the MFCC vectors.
3. Parameter estimation of the GMM models (means, co-
variances and weights). We estimate joint source/target
models. The source or target models are obtained by
marginalizing a joint model. The learning process is
carried out with a relative convergence threshold on the
likelihood set to 1e−5. GMM models with 8, 32 and
64 components have been calculated. According to the
studied conversion techniques, covariance matrices are
full or diagonal.
4. Conversion of the source MFCC vectors by applying one
of the conversion techniques described previously.
In this paper, we use a distortion score to measure the per-
formance of the studied conversion functions with respect to
various reduction ratios.
This distortion is defined as the mean distance between tar-
get and converted speech and normalized by the distance be-
tween source and target (Normalized Cepstral Distance). For
this purpose, we used the following normalized cepstral dis-
tance for our objective tests:
e(cˆs, ct) =
∑N
i=1
∑P
j=1(cˆ
s
ij − c
t
ij)
2
∑N
i=1
∑P
j=1(c
s
ij − c
t
ij)
2
such as:cˆs is the transformed source vector, ct is the target vec-
tor and cs the source vector.
In order to consider reliable confidence intervals on these
average scores, experiments are conducted 16 times (the com-
plete process from the definition of a training and test sets). The
scores are estimated both on test and learning corpora so as to
appreciate the over-fitting effect. From the set of utterances is-
sued in the ARCTIC corpus for two speakers bdl and jmk, 16
initial learning and test corpus were drawn randomly accord-
ing to a 70/30 proportion. From each one of these 16 training
corpora, 6 reduced corpora are drawn: from 100%-(bdl-jmk) to
5%-(bdl-jmk). Consequently, conversion techniques have to be
tested on 96 corpora. For each one of these experiments, 3 mod-
els of acoustic space representation are calculated: GMM with
8, 32 and 64 components. Finally 6 transformation systems are
tested, 2 of them required the training of parameters in addition
to those of the GMM.
4.2. Results and discussion
The tables 1 and 2 present the Normalized Cepstral Distance
between source and target for respectively the learning and test
corpus. By column, the various reduction ratios applied to the
learning corpora: 75%, 50%, 25%, 10% and 5%. By raw, vari-
ous models of transformation for all GMM : 8, 32 and 64 com-
ponents. An average score with a 95% confidence interval is
estimated on 16 different experiments.
On reading these two tables, we can first note that each stud-
ied conversion system reacts in accordance with the following
relations:
1. Learning[x%-(bdl-jmk)] ≤ Test[x%-(bdl-jmk)], ∀x.
2. Test[x%-(bdl-jmk)]≤ Test[y%-(bdl-jmk)], ∀x ≤ y.
3. Learning[x%-(bdl-jmk)] ≤ Learning[y%-(bdl-jmk)], ∀ x
≤ y.
Based on our discussion in section 3, we try to establish a
relationship between the reduction ratio of the training corpus
and parameters of transformation systems:
1. When the number of training sentences decreases, degra-
dation increases. It will be seen that this degradation is
not proportional to reduction ratio.
2. In certain extreme situations, it is not possible to com-
pute a GMM model for lack of a sufficient number of
data. For instance, the 64 components GMM cannot be
computed on the 5%-(bdl-jmk) corpus. For the 10%-
(bdl-jmk) corpus, the stylianou-diag with 64 compo-
nents GMM cannot be carried out because the transfor-
mation matrices estimated by least square methods be-
come singular.
3. The toda transformation system, which uses a
source/target joint GMM of 52 dimensional acoustical
vectors (MFCC coefficients source and target plus theirs
derived), gives an error higher than any other method
whatever the corpus reduction and the number of GMM
component.
These observations lead to the following comments. The
GMM parameters used by the studied transformations do not
model efficiently the test data if the reduction of learning cor-
pus is to important. Among those parameters, we note the prob-
ability distribution of a vector xn for the mth component of a
GMM, noted as Pm(xn). This parameter influences largely the
quality of the transformation. Moreover, the dimension of the
acoustic vector should be counted as a parameter that influences
the conversion quality. Indeed, in a similar framework, [14]
shows that the classification error decreases as the dimension
of observed vector increases (for a constant number of acoustic
samples). What ever the learning method of the transformation
is, a reduction of the learning set entails an increase of the dis-
tortion on the test set. One can search for a reduction threshold
that keeps the distortion in an acceptable range. Yet, the studied
conversion methods do not use the same number of parame-
ters nor the same type to describe their transformations. Thus,
they do not have the same behavior with regard to the reduction
of the learning set. Consequently, a common reduction thresh-
old, for all the conversion technique, is quite unimaginable. We
rather propose to establish a range of reduction threshold that
would establish a compromise between a light learning set and
a high conversion precision. A parallel can be established be-
tween this last remark and [11] where ”safety regions” are es-
tablished in machine learning.
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Reduced training corpora
Transformation 100%-(bdl-jmk) 75%-(bdl-jmk) 50%-(bdl-jmk) 25%-(bdl-jmk) 10%-(bdl-jmk) 5%-(bdl-jmk)
kain
Learning
GMM 8 0.391 ± 0.001 0.390 ± 0.001 0.389 ± 0.002 0.383 ± 0.003 0.371 ± 0.007 0.351 ± 0.009
GMM 32 0.375 ± 0.001 0.373 ± 0.001 0.370 ± 0.002 0.360 ± 0.003 0.328 ± 0.007 0.311 ± 0.010
GMM 64 0.365 ± 0.001 0.363 ± 0.001 0.358 ± 0.002 0.342 ± 0.002 0.318 ± 0.007 −
gamma-
vector
Learning
GMM 8 0.423 ± 0.003 0.423 ± 0.003 0.423 ± 0.003 0.419 ± 0.003 0.414 ± 0.007 0.408 ± 0.007
GMM 32 0.398 ± 0.001 0.397 ± 0.001 0.396 ± 0.002 0.391 ± 0.003 0.376 ± 0.007 0.370 ± 0.008
GMM 64 0.385 ± 0.001 0.384 ± 0.001 0.382 ± 0.002 0.374 ± 0.002 0.363 ± 0.007 −
stylianou-
diag
Learning
GMM 8 0.422 ± 0.003 0.422 ± 0.003 0.422 ± 0.003 0.419 ± 0.003 0.415 ± 0.007 0.413 ± 0.006
GMM 32 0.396 ± 0.001 0.395 ± 0.001 0.395 ± 0.002 0.392 ± 0.003 0.384 ± 0.007 −
GMM 64 0.386 ± 0.001 0.385 ± 0.001 0.385 ± 0.002 0.380 ± 0.003 − −
toda
Learning
GMM 8 0.497 ± 0.001 0.497 ± 0.002 0.497 ± 0.002 0.496 ± 0.004 0.490 ± 0.008 0.482 ± 0.006
GMM 32 0.456 ± 0.001 0.455 ± 0.001 0.454 ± 0.002 0.449 ± 0.004 0.437 ± 0.009 0.418 ± 0.010
GMM 64 0.445 ± 0.001 0.444 ± 0.002 0.443 ± 0.002 0.436 ± 0.003 0.414 ± 0.009 −
Table 1: This table presents the Normalized Cepstral Distance between source and target for learning corpus. By column, the various
reduction ratios applied to the training corpora are 75%, 50%, 25%, 10% and 5%. By raw, various models of transformation for all
GMM : 8, 32 and 64 components. An average score is estimated on 16 different experiments associate with a 95% confidence interval.
Reduced training corpora
Transformation 100%-(bdl-jmk) 75%-(bdl-jmk) 50%-(bdl-jmk) 25%-(bdl-jmk) 10%-(bdl-jmk) 5%-(bdl-jmk)
kain
Test
GMM 8 0.395 ± 0.002 0.395 ± 0.002 0.397 ± 0.002 0.402 ± 0.002 0.420 ± 0.004 0.446 ± 0.009
GMM 32 0.387 ± 0.002 0.390 ± 0.002 0.396 ± 0.002 0.416 ± 0.002 0.472 ± 0.006 0.548 ± 0.016
GMM 64 0.389 ± 0.002 0.395 ± 0.002 0.407 ± 0.002 0.440 ± 0.003 0.534 ± 0.009 −
gamma-
vector
Test
GMM 8 0.423 ± 0.003 0.423 ± 0.003 0.424 ± 0.004 0.425 ± 0.003 0.432 ± 0.003 0.435 ± 0.005
GMM 32 0.402 ± 0.002 0.404 ± 0.002 0.406 ± 0.002 0.414 ± 0.002 0.434 ± 0.003 0.460 ± 0.007
GMM 64 0.395 ± 0.002 0.398 ± 0.002 0.404 ± 0.002 0.419 ± 0.002 0.459 ± 0.006 −
stylianou-
diag
Test
GMM 8 0.422 ± 0.003 0.422 ± 0.003 0.424 ± 0.004 0.424 ± 0.003 0.430 ± 0.003 0.437 ± 0.004
GMM 32 0.398 ± 0.002 0.399 ± 0.002 0.401 ± 0.002 0.406 ± 0.002 0.420 ± 0.003 −
GMM 64 0.391 ± 0.002 0.393 ± 0.002 0.396 ± 0.002 0.405 ± 0.002 − −
toda
Test
GMM 8 0.496 ± 0.002 0.496 ± 0.003 0.497 ± 0.003 0.501 ± 0.004 0.505 ± 0.005 0.508 ± 0.004
GMM 32 0.458 ± 0.002 0.459 ± 0.002 0.461 ± 0.002 0.463 ± 0.003 0.467 ± 0.004 0.498 ± 0.008
GMM 64 0.451 ± 0.002 0.452 ± 0.002 0.456 ± 0.002 0.465 ± 0.003 0.488 ± 0.005 −
Table 2: This table presents the Normalized Cepstral Distance between source and target on the test corpus. By column, the various
reduction ratios applied to the training corpora are 75%, 50%, 25%, 10% and 5%. By raw, various models of transformation for all
GMM : 8, 32 and 64 components. An average score is estimated on 16 different experiments associate with a 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 1: Evolution of normalized cepstral distance scores be-
tween transformed and target voices according to the data re-
duction with 75%, 50%, 25%, 10% and 5%, for the kain,
stylianou-diag, toda et gamma-vector approaches. These re-
sults are obtained on the test corpus with 32 GMM components.
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Figure 2: Evolution of normalized cepstral distance scores be-
tween transformed and target voices according to the number
of GMM components for all approaches kain, stylianou-diag,
toda and gamma-vector. We have fixed the threshold ratio at
25%. These results are obtained on the test corpus.
Figure 1 represents mean distortion scores between the
transformed speaker and the target speaker, for a 32 component
GMM. The scores are given for all the tested transformations
for reduced learning sets. It can be observed that the perfor-
mance of kain decreases for more than 25% reduction. Note
that this transformation remains the more precise if it uses a
less complex GMM (for instance a 8 component GMM: see ta-
ble 2). toda is stable up to 10% reduction and crosses kain at
this point. stylianou-diag is beter than gamma-vector up to
10%. gamma-vector is quite stable up to 5% since this tech-
nique uses far less parameters than the others.
We can observe, on this same figure, that the upper bound of
the interval containing the optimal reduction thresholds for all
the transformations is 25% (that is, a 52 sentences per corpus).
Observe that the distortion of all the transformations lies in a
stability zone that can go to above 25% reduction. For gamma-
vector, the lower bound of this stability zone reaches 5% reduc-
tion (that is a 10 sentences per corpus). In that case, the con-
version distortion is still acceptable (a 2.8% increase relative to
the original learning set). Unfortunately, this technique suffers
from over-fitting (for a fixed learning set, distortion rises as the
number of components rises). For stylianou-diag, the thresh-
old is before 10% reduction (21 sentences). It does not suffer
from over-fitting. For toda, the threshold is before 5% reduc-
tion. The precision of this method is lower than any other trans-
formation and is submitted to over-fitting. kain always give the
best precision, its threshold is about 10%. To conclude, the gen-
eral observation is all methods using less parameters are more
stable.
Figure 2 shows the opposite situation of figure 1. Here,
the distortion scores are presented for each transformation and
for 25% reduction, since we consider this ratio as an optimal
threshold. For each transformation, we used successively 8,
32 and 64 components GMM. We can notice that kain suffers
from over-fitting even if its precision still overcomes stylianou-
diag and gamma-vector for 8 components GMM. For 32 and
64 components GMM, stylianou-diag presents a better score
than gamma-vector.
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Figure 3: Evolution of normalized cepstral distance scores be-
tween transformed and target voices for kain approach, with the
corresponding reductions 75%, 50%, 25% and 10%, according
to the number of GMM components. These results are obtained
on the learning corpus.
Figures 3 and 4 show the variations of the distortion scores
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Figure 4: Evolution of normalized cepstral distance scores be-
tween transformed and target voices for kain approach, with the
corresponding reductions 75%, 50%, 25% and 10%, according
to the number of GMM components. These results are obtained
on the test corpus.
of kain on the learning and test sets, for all reductions. It can be
observed that, as the number of gaussian components rise, the
score on the learning set improves while the score on the test set
worsen. On the test set, the results can be divided in two classes.
One of them contains the 100%, 75%, 50% and 25% reductions.
For 10% reduction, scores can no longer be compared. This ob-
servation drove us to choose 25% as the reduction threshold.
The obtained learning set regroups 52 sentences and is the best
compromise between the corpus size and the conversion preci-
sion.
5. Conclusion
This work presents an experimental evaluation of various voice
transformation techniques based on GMM models relative to
the learning set’s size. We observed that, in order to keep a
good conversion score when this size is reduced, the number of
parameter describing the transformations (number of gaussian
component, the covariance type) must be reduced as well. For
instance, for the transformation proposed by Kain with 32 com-
ponents GMM, the normalized cepstral distance when using 5%
of the original learning set, has a 41.6% variation relative to the
score obtained with 100% of the learning set. This variation
is only of 15.24% for a 8 components GMM. Furthermore, for
the same transformation with 8 components GMM when using
25% of the original learning set, the variation of the distortion
is only of 1.77% relative to the score obtained with 100% of
the learning set. For a smaller learning set, the distortion rises
unlinearly. We have observed that, on the Artic database, stud-
ied systems give fair conversion scores even if only 52 training
sentences are available. Future work will evaluate the presented
techniques when using various acoustic parameterizations. By
varying the nature and dimension of the acoustic parameters,
we seek to study the influence of reducing the learning set on
conversion’s precisions on an other level.
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Abstract
For constructing a speech synthesis system which can achieve
diverse voices, we have been developing a speaker independent
approach of HMM-based speech synthesis in which statistical
average voice models are adapted to a target speaker using a
small amount of speech data. In this paper, we incorporate a
high-quality speech vocoding method STRAIGHT and a pa-
rameter generation algorithm with global variance into the sys-
tem for improving quality of synthetic speech. Furthermore, we
introduce a feature-space speaker adaptive training algorithm
and a gender mixed modeling technique for conducting further
normalization of the average voice model. We build an English
text-to-speech system using these techniques and show the per-
formance of the system.
1. Introduction
Recent concatenative speech synthesis approaches give us high
quality synthetic speech. However, as is well known, these ap-
proaches always require large-scale speech corpora for gener-
ating natural sounding speech and as a consequence, become
an inefficient choice and a major bottleneck when we need to
quickly add new speakers’ voices and construct a speech syn-
thesizer which can simultaneously deal with many speakers’
voices. To eliminate this bottleneck would lead to both cost
reduction for building a new voices and many new applications
for human-computer interfaces using speech input/output. In
order to make such speech synthesis realistically feasible, we
need to develop an approach in which synthetic speech compa-
rable to that of a speaker-dependent system built using a large
amount of speech data can be generated from a small amount of
the speech data.
For this purpose, we have been developing speaker in-
dependent HMM-based speech synthesis in which “average
voice models” are created using hidden semi-Markov models
(HSMMs) and adapted with a small amount of speech data from
the target speaker (e.g. [1, 2]). This speech synthesis method
(Fig. 1) is referred to as “average-voice-based speech synthe-
sis (AVSS).” By using this framework, we can obtain synthetic
speech for a target speaker from even 100 utterances (about 6
minutes). Interestingly, we have shown that synthetic speech
using this approach is perceived as being more natural sound-
ing than that of the speaker-dependent (SD) system by many
listeners because of the data-rich average voice model [3].
However, this system has similar drawbacks to the SD sys-
tem: the synthetic speech has a “buzzy” quality, because the
mel-cepstral vocoder with simple pulse or noise excitation of
Figure 1: Average-voice-based speech synthesis.
this system is identical to that of the speaker-dependent system.
In order to alleviate the problem, Zen et al. [4] incorporated a
high-quality speech vocoding method, STRAIGHT with mixed
excitation [5], and a parameter generation algorithm consider-
ing global variance (GV) [6] into the speaker dependent HMM
system and drastically improved the quality of synthetic speech.
These improvements made a great contribution to the system in
an open evaluation of corpus-based text-to-speech (TTS) syn-
thesis system, named Blizzard Challenge 2005 [7].
It is important to remember that the amount of speech data
available from the target speaker is very limited in the AVSS
system. To add several new parameters required for a new tech-
nique results in increase of the number of parameters to be es-
timated from the small amount of speech data. Therefore it
would be, strictly speaking, a trade-off problem to additionally
use the mixed excitation system and the parameter generation
algorithm considering GV in the AVSS system. However, fortu-
nately, the number of additional parameters for the mixed exci-
tation system is relatively small, and that for the parameter gen-
eration algorithm considering GV is small enough to directly
estimate from the adaptation data.
Therefore, we have incorporated these promising tech-
niques into the AVSS system to improve the quality of synthetic
speech. We have investigated that these techniques are effective
even under condition of limited amount of speech data, based
on the results of subjective evaluations. In addition to these
techniques, we propose a feature-space speaker adaptive train-
ing (SAT) technique using HSMM and a gender mixed mod-
eling technique for conducting further speaker normalization
of the average voice model. Although we utilized an HSMM-
based model-space SAT algorithm in our conventional system,
an HSMM-based feature-space SAT algorithm is alternatively
used in order to efficiently utilize both mean vectors and covari-
ance matrices of Gaussian probability density functions (pdfs)
for the normalization of the average voice model. Then, in or-
der to reflect gender information of training speakers as a prior
information in the training and adaptation stages, we develop
a gender mixed modeling technique. In these experiments, we
Average Voice Model Target Speakerʼs Model
Average Voice
Hello!!
Speaker Adaptation
Adaptation data
Hello!!
Target Speaker
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apply the AVSS system using those techniques to U.S. English,
build a new system named “AVSS 2006 ” and compare the sys-
tem with our conventional system. We furthermore compare the
system with the speaker dependent system “Nitech-HTS 2005,”
which was the best system in the Blizzard Challenge 2005, in
order to assess the performance of the AVSS system in the state-
of-the-art TTS systems.
2. Details of the AVSS 2006 system
2.1. Speech Analysis using STRAIGHT
We use the STRAIGHT mel-cepstrum [4], logF0, and aperiod-
icity measures as acoustic features in the same manner as the
speaker dependent system Nitech-HTS 2005. The mel-cepstral
coefficients are obtained by STRAIGHT spectral analysis [5]
in which F0-adaptive spectral smoothing is carried out in the
time-frequency region. The F0 values are estimated using the
following three-stage extraction to reduce error of F0 extraction
such as halving and doubling and to suppress voiced/unvoiced
error. First, using IFAS-based method [8], the system extracted
F0 values for all speech data of each speaker within a common
search range. Then, the F0 range of each speaker was roughly
determined based on a histogram of the extracted F0 values. F0
values were re-extracted in the speaker-specific range using the
IFAS algorithm, fixed-point analysis [9], and ESPS get-F0 [10].
Finally, a median value of the extracted F0 values at each frame
was utilized as an eventual F0 value. The aperiodicity measures
for mixed excitation are based on a ratio between the lower and
upper smoothed spectral envelopes, and averaged on five fre-
quency sub-bands. In addition to these static features, dynamic
and acceleration features of each static feature are used.
2.2. Acoustic Models and Labels
As in the case of our conventional Japanese AVSS system,
we utilize context-dependent multi-stream left-to-right MSD-
HMM/HSMMs [11] in order to simultaneously model the above
acoustic features and duration. Details of the phonetic and lin-
guistic contexts for U.S. English are identical to [12]. In addi-
tion to this phonetic and linguistic information, we added gen-
der information of speakers into the context labels for conduct-
ing the gender-mixed modeling technique in the training proce-
dures described in the next section.
2.3. Speaker Adaptive Training
Using the above HMM/HSMMs, we trained average voice mod-
els from training data consisting of several speakers’ speech.
Training of the average voice model uses the SAT algorithm.
Although we utilized a model-space SAT algorithms [13] using
linear transformations of mean vectors of Gaussian pdfs in our
conventional systems [1, 2], a feature-space SAT algorithm [14]
is used as an alternative algorithm in the AVSS 2006 system to
efficiently utilize both mean vectors and covariance matrices of
the Gaussian pdfs for the speaker normalization of the average
voice model. We can derive the feature-space SAT in the frame-
work of HSMM in a similar way to [1]. Here we assume that
each state of the HSMM has the following an output pdf bi(o)
and a duration pdf pi(d):
bi(o) =N (o;μi,Σi), (1)
pi(d) =N (d;mi, σ2i ). (2)
where o and d is an observation vector and a duration at state
i, respectively. The feature-space SAT of the HSMM estimates
the parameters of the Gaussian pdfs as follows:
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where F is number of the training speakers, Tf is total num-
ber of frames of a speaker f , and γdt (i) is the state occupancy
probability at state i of the HSMM. Note that os = ζos + 
and d = χd + ν are linearly transformed observation vec-
tor and duration, respectively. These transformation matrices
(W = [ζ, ] and X = [χ, ν]) are simultaneously estimated us-
ing the HSMM-based CMLLR algorithm [15]. This technique
can be viewed as a generalized version of several normaliza-
tion techniques such as CMN, CVN, VTLN, and bias removal
of F0 and duration. Since this HSMM-based feature-space SAT
algorithm requires a lot of computation, we basically train the
acoustic models using the HMM-based feature-space SAT al-
gorithm and apply the HSMM-based SAT algorithm in the final
embedded training procedures (see Fig. 2).
Another advantage of this feature-space SAT is feasibility.
As reported in [14], in the the model-space SAT algorithms, it is
necessary to store a full matrix for each Gaussian pdf, or store
statistics for each Gaussian component for every speaker. In our
speaker-independent HMM-based speech synthesis system, the
number of the Gaussian pdfs reaches O(107) or more, and it
partly makes the parameter estimation impractical. In particu-
lar, the embedded training procedures in which we could use
the model-space SAT were restricted to the training procedures
in which the parameters of the Gaussian pdfs were tied among
several pdfs. On the other hand, we can apply the feature-space
SAT algorithm to all the embedded training procedures and con-
duct further normalization in the training of the average voice
model.
2.4. Gender-Mixed Modeling
In general, speech data weaves speaker-dependent charac-
teristics with gender-dependent characteristics in addition to
phonetic and prosodic features. We must reproduce both
the gender-dependent characteristics as well as the speaker-
dependent characteristics of the target speaker in our system.
If large amounts of training data for both genders are available,
it would be the most efficient choice to use gender-dependent
average voice models using enough training data as an initial
model of the speaker adaptation. However, in practice, we
encounter common problems from the amount of the training
data available from either gender or both genders being limited.
In such cases, it would not be the best choice to use gender-
dependent average voice models. In addition to this, it is not
straightforward to clarify that how many training sentences and
speakers are enough for constructing the appropriate gender-
dependent average voice models in any condition.
Another practical approach is to use a gender-independent
average voice model (or the opposite gender-dependent model
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Figure 2: Details of gender-mixed modeling. This model-
ing technique consists of the speaker adaptive training and the
decision-tree-based context and gender clustering.
using enough training data) as an initial model, instead of the
correct gender-dependent average voice model. However, we
have shown that naturalness and similarity of the synthetic
speech using those average voice models becomes significantly
worse than that of the synthetic speech using the correct gender-
dependent average voice model [16]. This is a logical con-
clusion because we have to adapt not only speaker-dependent
characteristics but also gender-dependent characteristics of the
average voice model based on a small amount of the adapta-
tion data. An alternative approach is to simultaneously use the
gender-dependent average voice models to complement one an-
other and to perform soft decisions in the speaker adaptation
[16]. However, there was no significant improvements between
the results of the simultaneous use of the gender-dependent av-
erage voice models and those of the single gender-dependent
average voice model. Although the simultaneous use of the
gender-dependent average voice models could complement one
another, it required twice as many parameters for the adaptation
as the gender-dependent average voice model, and it seemed
to suffer from “curse of dimensionality.” In summary, we are
required to develop an approach which satisfies the following
three conditions: 1) it reflects the gender-dependent character-
istics as a prior information, 2) it makes the best possible use of
the training data from both genders and complements one other
if necessary, and 3) it does not increase the number of parame-
ters required for the speaker adaptation.
To achieve this, we propose a gender-mixed modeling tech-
nique. The key idea of this gender-mixed modeling is sim-
ilar to style-mixed modeling proposed in [17]. The gender-
mixed modeling technically includes the speaker adaptive train-
ing and a decision-tree-based context and gender clustering
technique. The actual training procedures for the modeling
were conducted as follows (see Fig. 2). In order to conduct
both normalization of the speaker-dependent characteristics and
conservation of the gender-dependent characteristics, we first
train gender-dependent monophone HMMs using the SAT al-
gorithm. Then we convert them into gender-dependent context-
dependent HMMs, and re-estimate the model parameters us-
ing the SAT algorithm again. Then, using the state occupancy
probabilities obtained in the SAT framework, the decision-tree-
based context clustering technique using minimum description
length (MDL) criterion is applied to the HMMs, and the model
parameters of the HMMs at each leaf node of the decision trees
Fortis or
Lenis
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Vowel
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Open / near-
open vowel
Open / near-
open vowelPhoneme “r”
Figure 3: Part of a constructed decision tree in the gender-
mixed modeling. Genders of training speakers are split by using
gender-related questions as well as other contexts.
are tied. In the clustering, gender information of each speaker
is treated as one of contexts for the clustering, and the cluster-
ing technique is applied to both the gender-dependent models at
the same time. As a result, the gender information is included
in a single acoustic model. Note that the decision trees were
separately constructed for each state of mel-cepstrum, logF0,
aperiodicity measures, and duration parts. Hence, when the tar-
get feature is generally gender-specific, such as logF0, the gen-
der would be automatically split at around a root node of the
tree by using gender-related questions, and the pdfs of the fea-
ture can keep the gender-dependent characteristics if required.
Then, when dependency on gender of the target feature locally
occurs such as duration, the gender information are automati-
cally split as well as other contexts during the construction of a
decision tree, and thereby we can make use of the training data
from both genders laconically. We refer to the resulting model
as a gender-mixed average voice model. Figure 3 shows a part
of the constructed decision tree for the mel-cepstral part in the
fifth state of the HMMs.
We re-estimate the clustered HMMs using SAT algorithm
with piecewise linear regression functions. To determine re-
gression classes for the piecewise linear regression, the decision
trees constructed for the gender-mixed model are used, since
use of the decision tree automatically reflects both differences
of gender information and phonetic and linguistic information,
and it is expected that more appropriate normalization for the
average voice model is conducted. We then calculate initial du-
ration pdfs from trellises of the HMMs [18], and conduct the
decision-tree-based context and gender clustering for the dura-
tion pdfs. Using the tied duration pdfs, we perform the HSMM-
based SAT algorithm with piecewise linear regression functions
in order to normalize speaker characteristics included in the du-
ration pdfs as well as other acoustic features. In each iteration
of these SAT stages, we first estimated transformation matrices
three times, and then updated mean vectors of both output and
duration pdfs, their covariance matrices, weight for MSD, and
transition matrices five times. Then we repeated the iterations
three times in each SAT stage.
In the speaker adaptation stage, we adapt the gender-mixed
average voice model to that of the target speaker by using a
small amount of speech data with gender information of the tar-
get speaker. We utilize a combined algorithm of HSMM-based
constrained structural maximum a posteriori linear regression
(CSMAPLR) [19] and maximum a posteriori (MAP) adapta-
tion [3]. In the CSMAPLR adaptation, the decision trees for the
gender-mixed average voice model are used for the same reason
as the above SAT algorithm with piecewise linear regression
functions.
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2.5. Parameter Generation Considering Global Variance
In the synthesis stage, input text is first transformed into a se-
quence of context-dependent phoneme labels with the gender
information of the target speaker. Based on the label sequence,
a sentence HSMM is constructed by concatenating context-
dependent HSMMs. From the sentence HSMM, mel-cepstrum,
logF0, and aperiodicity-measure sequences are obtained us-
ing the parameter generation algorithm considering GV [6], in
which phoneme durations are determined using the duration
pdfs. The parameter generation algorithm is a penalized max-
imum likelihood method in which the GV pdf (a Gaussian pdf
for the variance of the trajectory at utterance level) acts as a
penalty for the likelihood function. The algorithm tries to keep
the global variance of the generated trajectory as wide as that
of the target speaker, while maintaining an appropriate param-
eter sequence in the sense of maximum likelihood. It is possi-
ble to adapt the GV pdf from a speaker-independent model to
that of a target speaker using MAP adaptation. However, the
number of parameters of a GV pdf is very small. Specifically,
it is equal to the dimensionality of the static features. Hence
we directly estimate the GV pdf from the adaptation data. The
generation method for speech waveforms is identical to that of
Nitech-HTS 2005. A one-pitch waveform is synthesized from
STRAIGHT mel-cepstral coefficients and the mixed excitation
with the MLSA filter, and then a synthesized waveform was
generated with PSOLA.
3. Experiments
3.1. Experimental conditions
We carried out several subjective and objective evaluation tests
to assess the performance of the AVSS 2006 system. We used
the CMU-ARCTIC speech database, which contains a set of
about a thousand phonetically balanced sentences uttered by 4
male speakers (AWB, BDL, JMK, RMS) and 2 female speak-
ers (CLB, SLT), and a speech database, which was released
from ATR for the purpose of the Blizzard Challenge 2007 and
contains the same sentences as that of CMU-ARCTIC speech
database and additional sentences uttered by a male speaker
EM001. To model the synthesis units, we used the “radio”
phone set of the Festival speech synthesis system, and took the
phonetic and linguistic contexts included in the utterance files
of the Festival speech synthesis system into account.
Speech signals were sampled at a rate of 16 kHz and win-
dowed by an F0-adaptive Gaussian window with a 5-ms shift.
The feature vectors consisted of 25 STRAIGHT mel-cepstral
coefficients (including the zeroth coefficient), logF0, aperi-
odicity measures, and their dynamic and acceleration coeffi-
cients. We used 5-state left-to-right context-dependent multi-
stream MSD-HSMMs without skip paths. Each state had a
single Gaussian pdf with a diagonal covariance matrix. In the
speaker adaptation, the transformation matrices were triblock
diagonal corresponding to the static, dynamic, and acceleration
coefficients.
3.2. Evaluation of the AVSS 2006 system
First, we evaluated naturalness and similarity of the synthetic
speech generated from the adapted model. We chose a male
speaker AWB as a target speaker of the speaker adaptation and
used 3 male speakers (BDL, JMK, RMS) and 2 female speak-
ers (CLB, SLT) of CMU-ARCTIC database as training speak-
ers for the average voice model. The number of training data
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Figure 4: The average preference scores of the paired compari-
son test and the ABX test using our conventional system (AVSS
2005 system) and the proposed system (the AVSS 2006 system).
from each speaker was about 1000 sentences and the number
of the adaptation sentences from the target speaker was 100
sentences selected from the corpus randomly. Then, ten test
sentences which were not included in either the training or the
adaptation data were used for the subjective evaluations. We
constructed our conventional system (AVSS 2005 system) [2]
and the AVSS 2006 system using the above training data and
adapted the resulting average voice models of each system to
the target speaker using the above adaptation data. Note that the
shared-decision-tree-based context clustering algorithm was not
used in both systems, since the algorithm is a directly-opposed
idea from that of gender mixed modeling.
We then conducted a paired comparison test to investigate
that these techniques are effective even under condition of lim-
ited amount of speech data. We compared the synthesized
speech generated from the adapted models using the AVSS
2005 or 2006 systems. The subjective evaluations were con-
ducted via the Internet. 28 subjects were presented a pair of
synthetic speech utterances generated from the adapted models
in random order, and asked which speech sounded more natural.
At the same moment, we conducted an ABX comparison test to
assess adaptation performance of the average voice models of
both systems. In the ABX test, the subjects were presented a
reference speech in addition to the above pair of synthesized
speech, and asked to select the first or second synthetic speech
as being similar to the reference speech. The reference speech
was the recorded original speech. The same test sentences as
the paired comparison test were used.
Figure 4 shows the average preference scores with 95%
confidence interval of the paired comparison test and the ABX
test. From this figure, we can see that naturalness and similarity
of the synthetic speech generated from the adapted model us-
ing the AVSS 2006 system are drastically improved compared
to our conventional system. In order to analyze which tech-
nique brings this good result, we separately investigated effects
of STRAIGHT, feature-space SAT, gender mixed modeling, and
parameter generation algorithm considering GV using prelimi-
nary evaluations. From the preliminary evaluations, we con-
firmed that each method had some effect, and above all the pa-
rameter generation algorithm considering GV made a huge con-
tribution to the improvements in these subjective evaluations.
However, it is interesting to note that objective measures such
as mel-cepstral distance or RMSE of logF0 between synthetic
speech using GV and real speech became worse than those be-
tween synthetic speech without GV and real speech. Since the
experimental results for the STRAIGHT and the parameter gen-
eration algorithm considering GV were similar to the results
of speaker-dependent system [4], we report the effect of the
feature-space SAT and gender mixed modeling in the next sub-
sections.
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3.3. Evaluation of the Feature-Space SAT
We evaluated the feature-space SAT algorithm using two types
of objective evaluations based on the average mel-cepstral dis-
tance and RMSE of logF0. In these evaluations, we chose a
male speaker EM001 as a target speaker of the speaker adapta-
tion and used 4 male speakers (AWB, BDL, JMK, RMS) and
2 female speakers (CLB, SLT) of CMU-ARCTIC database as
training speakers for the average voice model. We constructed
three kinds of the gender-independent average voice model us-
ing HSMM-based model-space SAT and HMM/HSMM-based
feature-space SAT, and adapted the resulting average voice
models of each system to the target speaker. The amount of
training data from each speaker was about 1100 sentences. The
adaptation data was from 10 sentences to 100 sentences. 1000
test sentences were used for the evaluations, and these were in-
cluded in neither the training nor the adaptation data. For the
calculation of the average mel-cepstral distance and the RMSE
of logF0, the state duration of each HSMM was adjusted after
Viterbi alignment with the target speakers’ real utterance.
Figure 5 shows the average mel-cepstral distance between
spectra generated from the adapted model and spectra obtained
by analyzing target speakers’ real utterance. Figure 6 shows
the RMSE of logF0 between F0 patterns of synthetic and real
speech. Silence, pause, and consonant regions were eliminated
from the mel-cepstral distance calculation. Since F0 is not ob-
served in the unvoiced region, the RMSE of logF0 was cal-
culated in the region where both the generated and the real
F0 were voiced. Comparing HSMM-based model-space and
feature-space SAT only, one sees that the feature-space SAT
gives slightly better results in the adaptation of the F0 pa-
rameter, whereas the error of the feature-space SAT partly be-
comes slightly worse in the adaptation of the spectral parame-
ters. However, we can also see that when we consistently ap-
ply the feature-space SAT to all the embedded training proce-
dures for HMMs and HSMMs, both the mel-cepstral distance
and RMSE of logF0 significantly decrease.
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Figure 7: Objective evaluation of the gender-mixed modeling:
Average mel-cepstral distance.
3.4. Evaluation of the Gender-Mixed Modeling
Then, we evaluated the gender-mixed modeling using the mel-
cepstral distance. We constructed the gender-independent,
gender-dependent, and gender-mixed average voice models and
adapted these average voice models to the target speaker using
the same adaptation data. The experimental condition on the
speech data in this subsection is the same as 3.3.
Figure 7 shows the average mel-cepstral distance between
spectra generated from the adapted model and spectra obtained
by analyzing target speakers’ real utterance. Silence, pause,
and consonant regions were eliminated from the mel-cepstral
distance calculation. Comparing the gender-dependent and
gender-mixed average voice models, we can see that from 10
to 50 adaptation sentences, the gender-dependent modeling is
generally better, whereas the gender-mixed modeling becomes
better from the 50 to 100 adaptation sentences. We believe that
this is because the gender-mixed average voice model has many
more pdfs than the gender-dependent model, although we need
to perform further experiments to investigate it.
3.5. Comparison with Nitech-HTS 2005
Finally, we conducted a comparison category rating (CCR) test
and assessed the performance of the AVSS system with the
state-of-the-art TTS systems. For this purpose, we compared
the synthesized speech generated from the AVSS 2006 system
with that of the speaker-dependent system Nitech-HTS 2005.
The only difference between this Nitech-HTS 2005 system and
a system reported in [4] is dimension of mel-cepstral coeffi-
cients. In [4], 39 mel-cepstral coefficients were used. How-
ever, this increases the number of parameters of the matrix for
linear transformation. Hence we consistently utilize 24 mel-
cepstral coefficients for both systems. The experimental condi-
tion on the training data in this subsection is the same as 3.3. We
constructed the AVSS 2006 system using the training data and
adapted the resulting average voice model to the target speaker
using 100 sentences of the target speaker EM001. The speaker-
dependent system Nitech-HTS 2005 was built using 1000 sen-
tences of the target speaker EM001. For reference, we com-
pared synthesized speech generated from an adapted model us-
ing the same 1000 sentences of the target speaker EM001 as
adaptation data. 25 subjects were first presented with synthetic
speech of Nitech-HTS 2005 as a reference speech and then with
synthesized speech from the adapted models using 100 sen-
tences or 1000 sentences in random order. Then the subjects
were asked to comprehensively evaluate the synthetic speech
generated from the adapted models compared with the refer-
ence speech. The evaluation was done on a 5-point scale, that
is, 2 for better, 1 for slightly better, 0 for almost the same, -1 for
slightly worse, and 2 for worse than the reference speech.
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The average values and their 95% confidence interval of
each adapted model in the CCR tests were 0.140±0.145 for
100 sentences and 0.424±0.08 for 1000 sentences, respectively.
The values indicate that the AVSS 2006 system can synthesize
speech of almost the same quality as the Nitech-HTS 2005 sys-
tem from just 100 sentences, that is, 10% of the training data for
the speaker-dependent systems. This is a very meaningful result
since the Nitech-HTS 2005 system was evaluated as a best sys-
tem in the Blizzard Challenge 2005, and we can say that the
synthetic speech using the AVSS 2006 system bears compar-
ison with other state-of-the-art TTS systems. Furthermore, we
can see that the synthetic speech generated from the AVSS 2006
system using 1000 sentences is judged to be slightly better than
those using 100 sentences and Nitech-HTS 2005 system. This
result implies that this average voice approach is no longer just
a speaker conversion system and it has the potential to surpass
the common speaker-dependent approach.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we incorporated a high-quality speech vocoding
method STRAIGHT and a parameter generation algorithm with
GV into the AVSS system for improving quality of synthetic
speech. In addition to these techniques, we also proposed a
feature-space SAT algorithm using the HSMM and a gender
mixed modeling technique for conducting further speaker nor-
malization of the average voice model. We applied the AVSS
system using these techniques to U.S. English and built a new
system named AVSS 2006 system. From the subjective evalua-
tions, we shown that naturalness and similarity of the synthetic
speech of the AVSS 2006 system were drastically improved
compared to our conventional system, and then the AVSS 2006
can synthesize speech of the almost the same quality as the
Nitech-HTS 2005 system from just 100 sentences.
Our future work is to develop a modeling technique for
dealing with several dialects of English in the framework of the
average voice model. We will also focus on developing an un-
supervised speaker adaptation algorithm for speech synthesis.
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Abstract
This paper describesa trainableexcitationapproachto eliminate
the unnaturalnessof HMM-based speech synthesizers. During
the waveform generation part, mixed excitation is constructed
by state-dependentfiltering of pulse trains and white noise se-
quences. In the training part, filters and pulse trains are jointly
optimized through a procedure which resembles analysis-by-
synthesis speech coding algorithms, where likelihood maxi-
mization of residual signals (derived from the same database
which is used to train the HMM-based synthesizer) is pur-
sued. Preliminary results show that the novel excitationmodel
in question eliminates the unnaturalnessof synthesizedspeech,
being comparable in quality to the the best approaches thus far
reported to eradicate the buzzinessof HMM-basedsynthesizers.
1. Introduction
Speech synthesisbased on HiddenMarkov Models (HMMs) [1]
represents a good choice for Text-to-Speech (TTS) with flexi-
bility concerning the synthesis of voices with several styles [2]
as well as portability [3]. Nevertheless, unnaturalness of the
synthesized speech owing to the parametric way in which the
final speech waveform is produced still represents a challeng-
ing issue, and attempts at solving this problem have become a
research topic with growing interest.
The first approach to improve the quality of HMM-based
synthesizers through the modification of the excitation model
was reported by Yoshimura et al. [4]. It basically consisted in
the modeling of the parameters encoded by the Mixed Excita-
tion Linear Prediction(MELP) algorithm[5] by HMMs, jointly
with mel-cepstral coefficients and F0. During the synthesis,
these parameters were generated and used to construct mixed
excitationin the same way as the MELP algorithm. Later, using
the same philosophy Zen et al. proposed the utilization of the
STRAIGHTvocodingmethod [6] for HMM-based speech syn-
thesis. It consisted in the modeling of aperiodicity parameters
by HMMs in order to enable the constructionof the STRAIGHT
parametricmixed excitation during the synthesis stage. Details
of their implementation are reported in [7]. Aside from these
two attempts to solve the problem in question,other approaches
have also been recently reported[8, 9]. Althoughthesemethods
improve the quality of the final waveform, minimizationof the
distortionbetween natural and synthesizedspeech has not been
performed so far.
Considering the evolving steps of speech coders which
make use of the source-filter model for speech production, sig-
nificant improvement in the quality of the decoded speech can
be achieved by analysis-by-synthesis(AbS) speechcoderswhen
compared with vocoders which attempt to heuristically gener-
ate the excitation source, such as linear predictive (LP) vocod-
ing and MELP. As an illustration of the success of AbS cod-
ing schemes, the Code-ExcitedLinear Prediction (CELP) algo-
rithm represents an important advance for speech coding with
high-qualityat low bit rates and has been standardizedby many
institutesand companies for mobile communications[10].
Concerning the TTS research field, Akamine and
Kagoshima applied the philosophy of AbS speech coding to
speech synthesis in a method so-defined Closed-Loop Train-
ing (CLT) [11]. It consisted in the derivation of speech units
for concatenationby minimizing the distortionbetween natural
and synthesizedspeech, after being modified by the PSOLA al-
gorithm [12]. It was reported that speech synthesized through
the concatenation of units selectedfrom inventoriesdesignedby
CLT achieves a high degree of smoothness (a traditional issue
of concatenation-basedsystems) even for small corpora.
This paper describesa novel excitationapproachfor HMM-
based speech synthesis based on the CLT procedure [13]. The
excitationmodel consists of a set of state-dependentfilters and
pulse trains, which are iteratively optimized as the maximiza-
tion of the likelihoodof residual signals (whichmust be derived
from the same database which is used to train the HMM-based
synthesizer) is pursued. In the synthesis part the trained exci-
tation model is employed to generate mixed excitation by in-
putting pulse train and white noise into the filters. The states in
which the filters vary can be represented,for example, by leaves
of decision-treesfor mel-cepstralcoefficients.
The rest of this paper is organizedas follows: Section2 out-
lines the proposed excitation method; Section 3 explains how
the excitationmodel is trained,namelystate-dependentfilter de-
terminationand pulse train optimization;Section4 concerns the
waveform generation part; Section 5 shows some experiments;
and the conclusionsare in Section 6.
2. Proposed excitationmodel
The excitation scheme in question is illustrated in Figure 1.
During the synthesis,the input pulse train, t(n), andwhite noise
sequence,w(n), are filtered throughHv(z) andHu(z), respec-
tively, and added together to result in the excitationsignal e(n).
The voiced and unvoiced filters, Hv(z) and Hu(z), respec-
tively, are associated with each HMM state s = {1, . . . , S′},
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Figure 1: Proposed excitationscheme for HMM-based speech synthesis: filters Hv(z) andHu(z) are associatedwith each HMM state.
as depicted in Figure 1, and their transfer functionsare given by
Hv(z) =
M/2X
l=−M/2
h(l)z−l, (1)
Hu(z) =
K
1−PLl=1 g(l)z−l , (2)
whereM and L are the respective orders.
2.1. Effect of Hv(z) and Hu(z)
The function of the voiced filterHv(z) is to transformthe input
pulse train t(n), yielding the signal v(n) whose waveform is
similar to the sequence e(n), used as target during the excita-
tion training. Because pulses are mostly considered in voiced
regions, v(n) is referred to as voiced excitation. The property
of having finite impulse response leads to stability and phase
informationretention. Further, since the final waveform is syn-
thesized off-line, a non-causal structure appears to be more ap-
propriate.
Sincewhite noise is assumed to be the input of the unvoiced
filter, the functionofHu(z) is thus to weight the noise - in terms
of spectral shape and power - resulting in the unvoiced excita-
tion component u(n) which is eventually added to the voiced
excitationv(n) to form the mixed signal e(n).
3. Excitationtraining
In order to visualize how the proposed model can be trained,
the excitation generation part of Figure 1 is modified into the
diagram of Figure 2, by considering t(n) and e(n) as input of
the excitation construction block. In this case it can be seen
that white noise is the output which results from filtering u(n)
through the inverse unvoiced filterG(z).
By observing the system shown in Figure 2, an analogy
with analysis-by-synthesisspeech coders [10] can be made as
v(n)
Voiced
Excitation
G(z) = 1
Hu(z) Unvoiced
Excitation
u(n)
w(n)
Pulse train t(n)
...
p1 pZ
Hv(z)a1 aZa2
a3
p2 p3
(target signal)
Residual
e(n)
White noise
(error)
Figure 2: Modificationof the excitationscheme: pulse train and
residual are the input while white noise is the output.
follows. The target signal is represented by the residual e(n),
the error of the system is w(n), and the terms whose incremen-
tal modificationcan minimizew(n) in some sense are the filters
Hv(z) and Hu(z), and pulse train t(n).
Concerning the utilization of AbS to speech synthesis, the
diagram of Figure 2 shows some similaritieswith the approach
proposed by Akamine and Kagoshima [11]. However, aside
from the fact that Akamine’s scheme was intended to be ap-
plied to unit concatenation-basedsystems, other major differ-
ences between the proposedmethod and his scheme are:
• target signals correspond to residual sequences (not nat-
ural speech);
• the PSOLA modification part is replaced by the convo-
lution between voiced filter coefficients and pulse trains;
• the error signal w(n) is taken into account to derive the
unvoiced component during the synthesis.
In the next two sections the AbS procedurewhich must be
conducted, namely determinationof the state-dependentfilters
and pulse train optimizationare described.
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3.1. Filter determination
The filters are determined in a way to maximize the likelihood
of e(n) given the excitationmodel (which comprises the voiced
filterHv(z), unvoiced filterHu(v), and pulse train t(n)).
3.1.1. Likelihood of e(n) given the excitationmodel
The likelihood of the residual vector e = [e(0) · · · e(N −
1)]T , with [·]T meaning transposition and N being the whole
database length in number of samples1, given the voiced excita-
tion vector v = [v(0) · · · v(N − 1)] and G, is
P [e|v,G] = 1p
(2pi)N |GTG|−1 e
− 12 [e−v]T GT G[e−v], (3)
with G = [g¯0 · · · g¯N−1] being the N × (N + L) inverse un-
voiced filter impulse responsematrix, where each column
g¯j =
ˆ
0 · · · 0 1/Ks gs(1)/Ks · · · gs(L)/Ks 0 · · · 0
˜T
,
(4)
has respectively j and (N + L − j) zeros before
and after the coefficients of the inverse unvoiced fil-
ter, {1/Ks, gs(1)/Ks, . . . , gs(L)/Ks}. The index s =
{1, . . . , S} indicatesthe state in which the j-th databasesample
belongs to, and S is the total number of states considering the
entire database. Therefore, considering this state-dependency,
v can be written as
v =
SX
s=1
Ashs = A1h1 + . . . + AShS , (5)
where hs = [hs(−M/2) · · ·hs(M/2)]T is the impulse re-
sponse vector of the voiced filter for state s, and the term As
is the overall pulse train matrix where only pulse positions be-
longing to state s are non-zero.
After substituting(5) into (3), and taking the logarithm, the
following expression can be obtained for the log likelihood of
the residual signal given the filters and pulse trains,
logP [e|Hv(z), Hu(z), t(n)] = −N
2
log(2pi) +
1
2
log(|GTG|)
− 1
2
"
e−
SX
s=1
Ashs
#T
GTG
"
e−
SX
s=1
Ashs
#
. (6)
3.1.2. Determinationof Hv(z)
For a given state s, the correspondingvector of coefficientshs
which maximizes the log likelihood in (6) is determinedfrom
∂ logP [e|Hv(z), Hu(z), t(n)]
∂hs
= 0. (7)
The expression above results in
hs =
h
ATs G
TGAs
i−1
ATs G
TG
264e− SX
l=1
l !=s
Alhl
375 , (8)
which corresponds to the least-squares formulation for the de-
sign of a filter through the solutionof an over-determinedlinear
system [14].
1The entire database is consideredto be containedin a single vector.
3.1.3. Determinationof Hu(z)
To visualizehow the coefficients of Hu(z) are derived, another
expression which represent the log likelihood function should
be considered. It can be noticed that
[e−v]TGTG[e−v] = 1
K2
N−1X
n=0
"
u(n)−
LX
l=1
g(l)u(n− l)
#2
,
(9)
and it can be verified [15] that
|GTG|−1 =
N−1Y
n=0
K2˛˛˛
1−PLl=1 g(l)e−jωnl ˛˛˛2 . (10)
After substituting(9) and (10) into (3), and taking the logarithm
of the resulting expression, the following log likelihood func-
tion can be obtained,
logP [u(n)|G(z)] =
N−1X
n=0
log
 ˛˛˛˛
˛1−
LX
l=1
g(l)e−jωnl
˛˛˛˛
˛
!
− 1
2
N−1X
n=0
8<:log(2piK2) + 1K2
"
u(n)−
LX
l=1
g(l)u(n− l)
#29=; .
(11)
Since G(z) is minimum-phase, the first term in the right side
of (11) becomeszero. By taking the derivative of the expression
above with respect to K, it can be demonstrated that (11) is
maximizedwith respect to {K, g(1), . . . , g(L)} when
K =
√
εm, (12)
εm = min
g(1),...,g(L)
8<: 1N
N−1X
n=0
"
u(n)−
LX
l=1
g(l)u(n− l)
#29=; ,
(13)
that is, the problem can be interpreted as the autoregressive
spectral estimationof u(n) [15].
Considering segments of a particular state s as ensembles
of a wide-sense stationary process, the mean autocorrelation
sequence for s can be computed as the average of all short-
time autocorrelationfunctions from all the segments belonging
to s (analogous to the method presented in [16] for the peri-
odogram), i.e.,
φ¯s(k) =
1PNs
j=1 Fj
NsX
j=1
FjX
l=1
φs,j,l(k), (14)
where φs,j,k(k) is the short-term autocorrelationsequence ob-
tained from the l-th analysis frame of the j-th segment of the
state s; Fj is the number of analysis frames, andNs is the num-
ber of segments of state s.
3.2. Pulse optimization
The second process carried out for the trainingof the excitation
model consists in the optimization of the positions and ampli-
tudes of t(n). The procedure is conducted by keeping Hv(z)
and Hu(z) constant for each state s = {1, . . . , S} and mini-
mizing the mean squared error of the system of Figure 2. It can
be noticed that regardless of G(z) this errorminimizationis the
same as maximizing (3).
The goal of the pulse optimization is to approach v(n) to
e(n) so as to remove the short and long-term correlation of
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Figure 3: Scheme for the amplitudeand position optimizationof the non-zero samples of t(n).
u(n) during the filter computation process. The procedure is
carried out in a similar way to the method employed by Multi-
pulse Excited Linear Prediction speech coders [10]. These al-
gorithmsattempt to constructglottal excitationswhich can syn-
thesize speech by using a few positionand amplitudeoptimized
pulses. In the present case, the optimizationis performed in the
neighborhoodof the pulse positions.
3.2.1. Amplitudeand position determination
To visualize the way the pulses are optimized, Figure 3 should
be considered. The error of the systemw is given by
w = eg − vg = Hgt, (15)
where eg = [eg(0) · · · eg(N − 1 + L)] is the (N + L)-
length vector containingthe overall residual signal e(n) filtered
by G(z). The impulse responsematrixHg is
Hg =
ˆ
hg1 hg2 · · · hgN+L−1
˜
, (16)
with each respective column given by
hgj =
ˆ
0 · · · 0 hg
`−M2 ´ · · ·hg `M2 + L´ 0 · · · 0˜T ,
(17)
and the vector t containsnon-zero samples only at certain posi-
tions, i.e,
t =
ˆ
0 · · · 0 ai 0 · · · 0 ai+1 · · · 0
˜T
. (18)
Therefore, the voiced excitationvector v can be written as
v = Hgt =
ZX
i=1
aihgi, (19)
where {a1, . . . , aZ} and {p1, . . . , pZ} are respectively the Z
amplitudesand positionsof t(n) to be optimized.
The error to be minimized is
ε = wTw = [eg −Hgt]T [eg −Hgt] . (20)
Substituting(19) into (20), the following expression results
ε = eTg eg−2eg
ZX
i=1
aihgi +
ZX
i=1
a2ih
T
gihgi +
ZX
i=1
ZX
j=1
j !=i
aiajh
T
gihgj .
(21)
The optimal pulse amplitudeai which minimizes (21) can thus
be derived from ∂ε∂ai = 0, which leads to
ai =
hTgi
2664eg − ZX
j=1
j !=i
ajhgj
3775
hTgihgi
, (22)
and the best position,pi, is the one which minimizes the result-
ing expression from the substitutionof (22) into (21), i.e.,
pi = argmax
pi=1,...,N
2664hTgi
0BB@eg − ZX
j=1
j !=i
ajhgj
1CCA
3775
2
hTgihgi
. (23)
3.3. Recursive algorithm
The overall procedure for the determinationof the filtersHv(z)
and Hu(z), and optimization of the positions and amplitudes
of t(n) is described in Table 1. Pitch marks may represent the
best choice to construct the initial pulse trains t(n). The con-
vergence criterion is the variation of the voiced filters.
Table 1: Algorithm for joint filter computation and pulse opti-
mization. IX means identitymatrix of size X .
t(n) initialization
1) For each utterance l
1.1) Initialize{pl1 , . . . , plZ} based on
the pitch marks
1.2) Optimize{pl1 , . . . , plZ} according to (23),
consideringHg = IN+M+L
1.3) Calculate{al1 , . . . , alZ} according to (22),
consideringHg = IN+M+L
Hv(z) initialization
1) For each state s
1.1) Computehs from (8), consideringG = IN
2) Set voiced filter variation tolerance: %v
3) Set the number of iterations:Niter and Nitermax
Recursion
1) Make εv = 0
2) For each state s
2.1) Make hsa = hs
2.2) Computehs by solving (8)
2.3) Compute the voiced filter variation
εv = εv + [hs
a − hs]T [hsa − hs]
3) For each state s
3.1) Obtain the mean autocorrelationsequence
of u(n) under state s, from (14)
3.2) Compute {gs(1), . . . , gs(L)} and Ks from
φ¯s(k) using the Levinson-Durbinalgorithm
4) If εv < %v or Niter = Nitermax, go to (7)
5) For each utterance l
5.1) Optimize{p1l , . . . , pZl} according to (23)
5.2) Calculate{a1l , . . . , aZl} according to (22)
6) Return to (1)
7) End
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4. Synthesispart
The synthesis of a given utterance is performed as follows.
First, state durations, F0 and mel-cepstral coefficients are de-
termined. Secondly, a sequence of filter coefficients is derived
based on the state sequence of the referred input utterance. It
can be noticed thus that while F0 and mel-cepstralcoefficients
vary at every 5 ms, filters change for each HMM state, as de-
picted in Figure 1. After that, pulse trains are constructed from
F0 with no pulses assigned to unvoiced regions. Finally, speech
is synthesizedusing the filters, pulse trains,mel-cepstralcoeffi-
cients and white noise sequences.
Although it is not shown in Figure 1, the unvoiced compo-
nent u(n) is high-pass filtered with cutoff frequency of 2 kHz
before being added to the voiced excitation v(n). This proce-
dure is performed to avoid the synthesis of rough speech.
5. Experiment
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the
CMU ARCTIC database, female speaker SLT [17], was used
to train the excitation model and the following HMM-based
speech synthesizers:
• conventional system;
• system as described in [7], henceforthreferred to as bliz-
zard system.
The blizzard system was used to generate speech parameters
(mel-cepstralcoefficients,F0 and aperiodicitycoefficients) for
synthesiswhereas the conventionalsystemwas employed to de-
rive durationsas well as the statesof the excitationmodel. Filter
orders were M = 512 and L = 256, and the residual signals
were extractedby speech inverse filteringwith the utilizationof
the Mel Log SpectrumApproximation(MLSA) structure [18].
5.1. The states
The states{1, . . . , S} were obtainedby Viterbi alignmentof the
database using the trained HMMs of the conventional system.
Eventually, these states were mapped onto a set of state clus-
ters correspondingto leaves of specificdecision-treesgenerated
for the stream of mel-cepstral coefficients [18]. Therefore, in
this sense, many states from the set {1, . . . , S} share the same
pair of filter coefficients. The reason for clustering the distribu-
tion of mel-cepstralcoefficients relies upon the assumption that
residual sequences are highly correlatedwith their correspond-
ing spectral parameters [19].
Aside from the decision of which parameters the states
should be derived from, another important issue concerns the
size of the tree and which information it should represent. Ac-
cording to experiments it was observed that good results can be
achieved from small phonetic trees. Consequently, the decision-
trees used to derive the filter states in this experimentwere gen-
erated by using solely phonetic and phonemic questions. Fur-
thermore, the parameterwhich controls the size of the trees was
adjusted so as to generate a small number of nodes. At the end
of the clusteringprocess, 132 state clusterswere achieved.
5.2. Effect of the CLT
Figure 4 shows a transitional segment of natural speech with
three correspondingversions synthesizedby natural spectra and
F0, with the utilizationof the following excitationschemes: (1)
simple excitation; (2) parametric excitation created by the bliz-
zard system; (3) the proposedapproach. Residualand the corre-
sponding excitations are also shown. One can see that the pro-
posed method produces excitation and speech waveforms that
are closer to the naturalversions. This representsan effect of the
CLT, where phase information from natural speech also tends
to be reproduced in its synthesized version. For this example
speechwas synthesizedusing Viterbi aligned state durations.
5.3. Subjective quality
A comparison test was conductedwith utterances generated by
the blizzard system, simple excitation and proposed method.
The results implied that the latter is similar in quality to the
blizzard system. The overall preference for six listeners, each
of them testing ten sentences (three comparison pairs per sen-
tence), was:
• proposed: 60%;
• blizzard system: 58.3%;
• simple excitation: 31.7%.
It should be noted that these results, according to the directions
given to the subjects, represent the overall quality provided by
the excitationmodels, not the naturalness.
6. Conclusions
The proposed scheme synthesizes speech with quality consid-
erably better than the simple excitation baseline. Furthermore,
when compared with one of the best approaches thus far re-
ported to eliminate the buzziness of HMM-based speech syn-
thesis (the Blizzard Challenge 2005 version [7]), the proposed
model presents the advantage of minimizing the distortion be-
tween natural and synthesized speech through a closed-loop
training procedure. Although a full-fledged evaluation is nec-
essary, it is expected that the excitationmodel in question may
produce smooth and close-to-natural speech. Future steps to-
wards the conclusion of this project include pulse train model-
ing for the waveform generation part and state clustering in a
way to maximize the likelihood of residual sequences.
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Abstract
We propose to build an HMM-based, Mandarin and English, 
bilingual TTS system. Starting with a simple baseline of two 
TTS systems built separately from Mandarin and English 
databases recorded by the same speaker, we construct a new, 
mixed-language TTS by designing language specific and 
independent questions to facilitate phone sharing across the 
two languages. With shared phones, the new system has a 
smaller footprint than the baseline system. The synthesis 
quality is either the same for non-mixed, Mandarin or English 
synthesis as the baseline or much better for mixed-language 
synthesis. The higher quality of mixed-language synthesis is 
confirmed by preference scores of 60.2% vs 39.8%, obtained 
in a subjective listening test. A preliminary Mandarin 
synthesis experiment was also performed by using the model 
parameters in the leaf nodes of an English decision tree where 
Kullback-Leibler divergence is used to establish the nearest 
neighbor based mapping between leaf nodes in the decision 
trees of the two languages. A subjective transcription test 
shows a character accuracy of 93.9%. 
1. Introduction
The quality of text-to-speech synthesis has been greatly 
improved in the recent years. Various telecommunication 
applications, e.g. information inquiry, reservation and ordering, 
and email reading, demand higher synthesis quality than 
current TTS systems can provide. In these applications, a 
multilingual TTS system, in which one engine can synthesize 
multiple languages or even mixed-languages, is in a great 
demand to serve international business needs. However, most 
TTS systems can only deal with a single language in that 
sentences of voice databases are pronounced by a single native 
speaker. Although multilingual text can be correctly read by 
switching voices or engines at each language change, it is 
unfeasible for code-switched text in which the language 
changes occur within a sentence as words or phrases. 
Furthermore, with the widespread use of mobile phones or 
embedded devices, a small footprint of speech synthesizers is 
rather preferred for applications based on those devices. The 
requirement of multilingual TTS with a small footprint is a big 
challenge to the current research of TTS technologies. 
      There are many studies on multilingual TTS systems [1-6]. 
In [2], it defines a multilingual text-to-speech system that uses 
a common algorithm for multiple languages. In that context, a 
collection of language-specific synthesizers does not qualify 
as a multilingual system. Phonetic coverage can be achieved 
by collecting multilingual speech data, but language-specific 
information, e.g. specialized text analysis, is also required [5]. 
A global phone set, which uses the smallest phone inventory 
to cover all phones of the languages affected, has been tried in 
multilingual or language-independent speech recognition and 
synthesis [7]. It adopts phone sharing with the phonetic 
similarity measured by data-driven clustering methods [8,9] or 
phonetic-articulatory features defined by IPA [10,11]. There 
are also intense interests on the small footprint aspects of TTS 
systems. HMM-based speech synthesis [12] is a more 
successful one among them. The small footprint (? 2M) of an 
HMM synthesizer has made it an ideal choice for embedded 
systems. It has been successfully applied to speech synthesis 
of many monolinguals, e.g. English, Japanese and Mandarin 
[13,14], and multilingual [15]. In [15], an average voice is 
firstly trained by using mixed speech from several speakers in 
different languages, then the average voice is adapted to a 
specific speaker. Consequently the specific speaker is able to 
speak all the languages contained in the training data. 
      Nowadays, English words or phrases embedded in 
Mandarin utterances are getting more popularly used among 
students and educated people in China. Mandarin and English 
belong to different language families. Those two languages 
are highly unrelated in that seldom phones can be shared 
together according to their IPA symbols. A bilingual 
(Mandarin-English) TTS is conventionally built based on pre-
recorded Mandarin and English sentences uttered by a 
bilingual speaker [6]. The unit selection module of the system 
is shared across languages, while phones from different 
languages are not shared with each other. Such an approach 
has certain shortcomings. The footprint of such a system is 
large, i.e., about twice the size of a single language system. In 
practice, it is also not easy to find plenty of professional 
bilingual speakers to build multiple bilingual voice fonts for 
various applications. 
      Although the phones from English and Mandarin  are not 
highly sharable, but their subphonemic productions may still 
be similar. Complex phonemes may be rendered by two or 
three simple phonemes. Furthermore, numerous allophones, 
which are used in specific phonetic contexts, provide more 
chances for phone sharing between Mandarin and English. In 
this paper, we propose to use context-dependent HMM state 
sharing for our bilingual (Mandarin-English) TTS system. A 
state level mapping is also investigated for new language 
synthesis without recording data. The whole approach is based 
on the framework of HMM-based speech synthesis. In this 
framework, spectral envelopes, fundamental frequencies, and 
state durations are modeled simultaneously by corresponding 
HMMs. For a given text sequence, speech parameter 
trajectories and corresponding signals are then generated from 
trained HMMs in the Maximum Likelihood (ML) sense. 
2. Phone Sharing 
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For building a bilingual, Mandarin and English, TTS system, 
the first step is to decide a phone set to cover all speech 
sounds in those two languages. Additionally, we also hope 
such a phone set can be compact enough to facilitate phone 
sharing across languages and make a reasonable sized TTS 
model. We use the following two approaches to find possible 
phone sharing candidates. 
2.1. IPA Scheme 
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is an international 
standard to transcribe speech sounds of any spoken language. 
It classifies phonemes according to their phonetic-articulatory 
features. Phonemes of different languages labeled by the same 
IPA symbol should be considered as the same phoneme by 
ignoring the language-dependent aspects of speech perception. 
All phonemes in English and Mandarin are listed in Table 1, 
where the English phoneme set consists of 24 consonants, 11 
simple vowels and five diphthongs, while the Mandarin 
phoneme set is a finer set [18] which consists of 27 simple 
consonants, 30 consonants with a glide and 36 tonal vowels. 
 English Mandarin 
Unvoiced plosive /k?/?/p?/?/t?/? /k?/?/p?/?/t?/?/k/?/p/?/t/?
Voiced plosive /b/?/d/?/?/? ?
Unvoiced fricative /f/?/s/?/h/?/?/?/?/? /f/?/s/?/?/?/x/?/?/?
Voiced fricative /?/?/ð/?/v/?/z/? /?/?
Unvoiced
affricative /?/?
/??/?/t??/?/??/?/?/?/t?/?/?/?
Voiced affricative /?/? ?
Nasal /m/?/n/?/?/?
/m/?/n/1?/??/?/??/?/??/?/n?/?/n?/?/n?/?2?
Lateral approximant /l/? /l/?
Approximant /w/?/j/?/?/? ?
Front rounded ? /y/3?/y?/?/y?/?/y?/?4
Front unrounded /?/?/a/?/?/?/æ/?/i?/?
/a?/?/a?/?/a?/?/??/?/??/?/??/?/i/3?/i?/?/i?/?/i?/?4?/??/?/??/?/??/?/??/?/??/?/??/?
Central unrounded /?/?/??/? /??/?/??/?/??/?
Back rounded /?/?/u?/?/??/? /o?/?/o?/?/o?/?/u/3?/u?/?/u?/?/u?/?4
Back unrounded /?/? /??/?/??/?/??/?/??/?/??/?/??/?
Diphthong /a?/?/a?/?/o?/?/??/?/e?/? ?
Table 1: All IPA phonemes in English and Mandarin.  1 Used 
as a syllable onset (Initial);  2 Used as a syllable coda;  3 Used 
as a glide;  4 Used as a syllable nucleus or coda 
      By checking the table for sharable phones, we found only 
eight consonants, /k?/, /p?/, /t?/, /f/, /s/, /m/, /n/ and /l/, and 
two vowels (ignoring the tone information), /?/ and /a/, can be 
shared between the two languages according to their IPA 
symbols. 
2.2. K-L Divergence Measure 
The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) is an information-
theoretic measure of (dis)similarity between two probability 
distributions. When the temporal structure of HMMs is 
aligned by dynamic programming, KLD can be further 
modified to measure the difference between HMMs of two 
evolving speech sounds [16,17]. For two given distributions P
and Q of continuous random variables, the symmetric form of 
KLD between P and Q is: 
? ??? dxxp
xqxqdx
xq
xpxpQPDKL )(
)(log)(
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)(log)(),(     (1) 
where p and q denote the densities of P and Q. For two 
multivariate Gaussian distributions, Eq. (1) has a closed form: 
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where ? and ? are the corresponding mean vectors and 
covariance matrices, respectively. 
      Each phone in Table 1 is acoustically represented by a 
context-independent HMM with 5 emitting states. Each state 
output pdf is a single Gaussian with a diagonal covariance 
matrix. The spectral feature used for measuring the KLD 
between any two given HMMs is the first 24 LSPs out of the 
40-demensional LSP since the most perceptually 
discriminating spectral information is located in the lower 
frequency range. The data used for training those HMMs 
contain 1,024 English and 1,000 Mandarin sentences, 
respectively. We use Eq. (2) to calculate KLD between every 
pair of speech sounds, modeled by their respective HMMs. 
The 16 English vowels and their nearest neighbors measured 
by KLD from all vowels of English and Mandarin are listed in 
Table 2. We find that only six English vowels whose nearest 
neighbors are Mandarin vowels exist and there are two-to-one 
mappings, e.g. both /e?/ and /?/ are mapped to /??/, among 
those six vowels. 
English Vowel Nearest Neighbor KLD
/a/ /?/ (E) 8.09 
/æ/ /?/ (E) 2.85 
/?/ /a/ (E) 8.09 
/??/? /o?/ (C) 13.84 
/a?/ /a/ (E) 17.28 
/?/ /??/ (C) 8.61 
/a?/ /?/ (E) 29.52 
/?/ /æ/ (E) 2.85 
/??/? /?/ (E) 18.09 
/e?/ /??/ (C) 17.78
/?/ /??/ (C) 10.07
/i?/? /?/ (E) 12.66 
/o?/ /o?/ (C) 10.87
/??/ /o?/ (C) 43.92
/?/ /u?/ (E) 7.04 
/u?/? /?/ (E) 7.04 
Table 2: English vowels and their nearest neighbors measured 
by KLD from all vowels of English and Mandarin 
3. State Sharing and Mapping 
Mandarin is a tonal language of the Sino-Tibetan family, 
while English is a stress-timed language of the Indo-European 
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family. It is not too surprising that the analysis results shown
in Section 2 suggest that English phonemes are quite different
from Mandarin phonemes. However, since the speech
production is constrained by limited movement of articulators,
it may be possible to find more sharing of acoustic attributes
at a granular, sub-phone level. Many complex phonemes can
be well rendered by two or three phonemes, e.g. an English
diphthong may be similar to a Mandarin vowel pair. Moreover,
allophones, e.g., the Initial ‘w’ /u/ in Mandarin corresponds to
[u] in syllable ‘wo’ and [v] in syllable ‘wei’, provide more
chances for phone sharing between Mandarin and English
under certain contexts. Therefore, we propose to use context-
dependent HMM state level sharing for a bilingual (Mandarin-
English) TTS system. A state level mapping is also
investigated for new language synthesis without recording
data.
3.1. Context-dependent State Sharing across Languages
In HMM-based TTS, phone models of rich contexts, e.g. tri-
phone, quin-phone models or models with even more and
longer contexts like phone positions and POS, are used to
capture acoustic co-articulation effects between neighboring
phonemes. In practice, however, limited by insufficient
training data, we almost always have to tie models of rich
contexts into more generalized ones so as to predict unseen
contexts more robustly in testing. State tying via a clustered
decision tree is commonly used.
      The phone set we used is the union of all the phones in
English and Mandarin, while states from different central
phones across different languages are allowed to be tied
together in training the bilingual HMMs. The questions used
in growing decision trees include:
a) Language-independent questions: e.g. Velar_Plosive,
Does the state belong to velar plosive phones, which
contain /?/ (Eng.), /k?/ (Eng.), /k/ (Man.) or /k?/
(Man.)?
b) Language-specific questions: e.g. E_Voiced_Stop,
Does the state belong to English voiced stop phones,
which contain /b/, /d/ and /?/?
According to manner and place of articulations, supra-
segmental features, etc., we construct questions so as to tie
states of English and Mandarin phone models together.
In total, 85,006*5 context-dependent states are generated.
Among them, 43,491*5 states are trained from 1,000
Mandarin sentences and the rest from 1,024 English ones. All
context-dependent states are then clustered into a decision tree.
Such a mixed, bilingual, decision tree has only about 60% leaf
nodes of a system by combining two separately trained,
English and Mandarin TTS systems. We found that about one
fifth of the states are tied across languages, i.e. 37,871
Mandarin states are tied together with 44,548 English states.
3.2. Context-dependent State Mapping
A straightforward way to build a bilingual, Mandarin and
English, TTS system is to use pre-recorded Mandarin and
English sentences uttered by the same speaker. However, it is
not so easy to find professional speakers who are fluent in
both languages when we need to build an inventory of
bilingual voice-fonts of multi-speakers. Also, it is an open
research topic on how to synthesize a different target language
when only monolingual recording of a source language from a
speaker is available. We propose to establish a tied, context-
dependent state mapping across different languages from a
bilingual speaker first and then use it as a basis to synthesize
other monolingual speakers’ voice in the target language.
      First, we built two language-specific decision trees by
using the bilingual data recorded by one speaker. Each leaf
node in the Mandarin decision tree has a mapped leaf node, in
the minimum K-L divergence sense, in the English one. The
tied, context-dependent state mapping (from Mandarin to
English) is shown in Fig. 1. The directional mapping from
Mandarin to English can have more than one leaf nodes in the
Mandarin tree mapped to one leaf node in the English tree. As
shown in the figure, two nodes in the Mandarin tree are
mapped into one node in the English tree. The mapping from
English to Mandarin is similarly done but in a reverse
direction; i.e., for every English leaf node, we find its nearest
neighbor, in the minimum KLD sense, among all leaf nodes in
the Mandarin tree.
Figure 1: The illustration of a tied, context-dependent state
mapping from a Mandarin decision tree to an English decision
tree.
      In HMM-based speech synthesis, spectral and pitch
features are separated into two streams and stream-dependent
models are built to cluster two features into separated decision
trees. Pitch features are modeled by MSD-HMM, which was
proposed to model two, discrete and continuous, probability
spaces, discrete for unvoiced regions and continuous for
voiced F0 contours [19]. The upper bound of KLD between
two MSD-HMMs is written as:
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where w0 and w1 are prior probabilities of unvoiced and voiced
subspaces, respectively. Both English and Mandarin have
trees of spectrum, pitch and duration. Each leaf node of those
trees is used to set a mapping between English and Mandarin.
      To synthesize speech in a new language without pre-
recorded data from the same voice talent, we can utilize the
English Tree Mandarin Tree
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mapping established with bilingual data and new monolingual 
data recorded by a different speaker. For example, a context-
dependent state mapping trained from speech data of a 
bilingual (English-Mandarin) speaker A can be used to choose 
the appropriate states trained from speech data of a different, 
monolingual Mandarin speaker B to synthesize English 
sentences. The same structure of decision trees should be used 
for Mandarin training data from speakers A and B. 
4. Experiments and Evaluations 
4.1. Experimental Setup 
A broadcast news style speech corpus recorded by a female 
speaker is used in this study. The training data consist of 1,000 
Mandarin sentences and 1,024 English sentences, which are 
both phonetically and prosodically rich [14]. The testing data 
consist of 50 Mandarin, 50 English and 50 mixed-language 
sentences. Speech signals are sampled at 16 kHz, windowed 
by a 25-ms window with a 5-ms shift, and the LPC spectral 
features are transformed into 40th-order LSPs and their 
dynamic features. Five-state left-to-right HMMs with single, 
diagonal Gaussian distributions are adopted for training phone 
models. We built three HMM TTS systems as follows. 
System I: Direct combination of HMMs (Baseline) 
      This is the baseline system, where language-specific, 
Mandarin and English HMMs and decision trees are trained 
separately. In the synthesis part, input text is converted first 
into a sequence of contextual phone labels through a bilingual 
TTS text-analysis frontend (Microsoft Mulan) [6]. The 
corresponding parameters of contextual states in HMMs are 
retrieved via language-specific decision trees. Then LSP, gain 
and F0 trajectories are generated in the maximum likelihood 
sense. Finally, speech waveforms are synthesized from the 
generated parameter trajectories. In synthesizing a mixed-
language sentence, depending upon the text segments to be 
synthesized is Mandarin or English, appropriate language-
specific HMMs are chosen to synthesize corresponding parts 
of the sentence. 
System II: State Sharing across languages 
      In this system, both 1,000 Mandarin sentences and 1,024 
English sentences are used together for training HMMs.
Context-dependent state sharing across languages as discussed 
in Section 3.1 is applied. In synthesis, decision trees of mixed-
languages are used instead of the language-specific ones in 
System I. Since there are no mixed-language sentences in the 
training data, the context of phones at a language switching 
boundary, e.g. the left phone or the right phone, is replaced 
with the nearest context in the language which the central 
phone belongs to in the text analysis module. For example, the 
triphone /??/(E)-/?/(C)+/??/(C) will be replaced with /o?/(C)-
/?/(C)+/??/(C), where the left context /o?/(C) is the nearest 
Mandarin substitute for /??/(E) according to the KLD measure. 
System III: State Mapping across languages 
      This is an oracle experiment. A preliminary study is 
carried out to synthesize sentences of a language without pre-
recorded data. We built language-specific decision trees and 
used a tied state mapping across different languages, as 
discussed in Section 3.2, for the experiment. To evaluate the 
upper bound quality of synthesized utterances in the target 
language, we use the same speaker’ voice in this experiment 
when extracting state mapping rules and synthesizing the 
target language. 
4.2. Evaluations and Analysis 
Table 3 shows a comparison of the number of tied states or 
leaf nodes in decision trees of LSP, log F0 and duration, and 
corresponding average log probabilities of System I and 
System II in training. In the table, it is observed that the total 
number of tied states (HMM parameters) of System II is about 
40% less, when compared with those of System I. But the log 
probability per frame obtained in training System II is almost 
the same as that of System I. 
Table 3: The numbers of tied states and average log 
probabilities of System I and System II in the training phrase 
System I System IIMandarin English 
The num 
of states
LSP 1728 1791 2064 
Log F0 2971 4337 3518 
Duration 2389 2402 1607 
Average log prob
per frame 5.699e+02 5.659e+02 5.661e+02
4.2.1. Evaluation Results of System I and System II 
Objective evaluation 
      Synthesis quality is measured objectively in terms of 
distortions between original speech and speech synthesized by 
System I and II. Since the predicted HMM state durations of 
generated utterances are in general not the same as those of 
original speech, we first measure the root mean squared error 
(RMSE) of phone durations of synthesized speech. Spectra 
and pitch distortions are then measured between original 
speech and synthesized speech where the state durations of the 
original speech (obtained by forced alignment) are used for 
speech generation. In this way, both spectrum and pitch are 
compared on a frame-synchronous basis between the original 
and synthesized utterances. 
      Table 4 shows the averaged log spectrum distance, RMSE 
of F0 and phone durations evaluated in 100 test sentences (50 
Mandarin and 50 English) generated by system I and system II. 
It indicates that the distortion difference between Systems I 
and II in terms of log spectrum distance, RMSEs of F0 and 
duration are negligibly small. 
Table 4: Log spectrum distance, RMSE of F0 and duration of 
the test sentences generated in Systems I, II and the original 
System I System II 
Mandarin English Mandarin English
Log spectrum 
distance (dB) 3.964 4.485 4.022 4.524
RMSE of 
F0 (Hz) 17.17 23.31 17.69 22.81
RMSE of 
Duration (s) 0.0366 0.0578 0.0370 0.0571
Subjective evaluation 
      Informal listening to the monolingual sentences 
synthesized by Systems I and II confirms the objective 
measures shown in Table 4: i.e. there is hardly any difference, 
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subjective or objective, in 100 sentences (50 Mandarin, 50 
English) synthesized by Systems I and II. 
      The 50 mixed-language sentences generated by the two 
systems are evaluated subjectively in an AB preference test 
by nine subjects. The results of preference test are shown in 
Figure 2. The preference score of System II (60.2%) is  
significantly higher than System I (39.8%) (? = 0.001, CI = 
[0.1085, 0.3004]). The main perceptually noticeable 
difference in the paired sentences synthesized by Systems I 
and II is at the transitions between English and Chinese words 
in the mixed-language sentences. State sharing through tied 
states across Mandarin and English in System II helps to 
alleviate the problem of segmental and supra-segmental 
discontinuities between Mandarin and English transitions. 
Since all training sentences are either exclusively Chinese or 
English, there is no specific training data to train such 
language-switching phenomena. As a result, System I, 
without any state sharing across English and Mandarin, is 
more prone to the synthesis artifacts at the switches of 
English and Chinese words. 
      Overall, System II, which is obtained via efficient state 
tying across different languages and with a significantly 
smaller HMM model size than System I, can produce the 
same synthesis quality for non-mixed language sentences and 
better synthesis quality for mixed-language ones. 
0.602
0.398
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
System I
System II
Figure 2: The preference test result of 50 mixed-language 
sentences 
4.2.2. Evaluation Results of System III 
Fifty Mandarin test sentences are synthesized by English 
HMMs in System III. Five subjects were asked to transcribe 
the 50 synthesized sentences to evaluate their intelligibility. A 
Chinese character accuracy of 93.9% is obtained. 
      An example of F0 trajectories predicted by Systems I 
(broken line) and III (solid line) is shown in Fig 3. As shown 
in the figure, possibly due to the MSD modeling of 
voice/unvoiced stochastic phenomena and KLD measure used 
for state mapping, the voice/unvoiced boundaries are well 
aligned between the two trajectories generated by System I 
and III. Furthermore, the rising and falling trend of F0 
contours in those two trajectories is also well-matched. 
However, F0 variation predicted by System III is smaller than 
that by System I. After analyzing the English and Mandarin 
training sentences, we find that the variance of F0 in Mandarin 
sentences is much larger than that in English ones. Both means 
and variances of the two databases are shown in Table 5. The 
much larger variance of Mandarin sentences is partially due to 
the lexical tone nature of Mandarin where the variation in four 
(or five) lexical tones increases the intrinsic variance or the 
dynamic range of F0 in Mandarin. This is clearly shown in 
Table 5. 
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Figure 3: An example of F0 trajectories predicted by System I 
and system III. 
Table 5: The mean and variance of Mandarin and English 
training sentences. 
 Mandarin English 
Mean (Hz) 198.5 198.3 
Variance 2462.1 1398.1 
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose to build an HMM-based bilingual 
(Mandarin-English) TTS system. Language-specific and 
language-independent questions are designed for clustering 
states across two languages in one single decision tree. The 
experimental results show that the new TTS system with 
context-dependent HMM state sharing across languages 
outperforms the simple baseline system where two language-
dependent HMMs are used together. In addition, state 
mapping across languages based upon the Kullback-Leibler 
divergence is used to synthesize Mandarin speech using 
model parameters in an English decision tree. The 
preliminary experimental results show that thus synthesized 
Mandarin speech is highly intelligible. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents work in progress towards building a 
Xhosa speech synthesizer. HTS is being used for this purpose 
due to certain desirable properties. As a minority language, 
linguistic resources for Xhosa are limited despite a variety of 
impressionistic phonetic studies, prompting a minimalist 
approach and a preference for data-driven methods. Xhosa is 
an agglutinative language, and is also held to be a tonal 
language, which therefore requires morphological analysis 
and tonal information in order to generate intelligible speech. 
By taking into account more recent findings on the nature of 
Xhosa prosody, it appears that a minimalist approach that 
excludes tone information is possible. We implement the 
system using HTS. Such a data-driven TTS system is a useful 
tool to test various syntactic and other features in text that 
influence Xhosa prosody. 
1. Introduction 
This paper reflects on ongoing work towards the development 
of a text-to-speech (TTS) system for an African tone 
language, Xhosa. No serious attempts have yet been made to 
develop a general TTS system for this language. A limited 
domain synthesis application has been built in the African 
Speech Technology project (http://www.ast.sun.ac.za). An 
attempt towards the development of such a system for a sister 
language, Zulu, has recently been made by Louw et al. [1]. A 
feature of this ‘general-purpose’ synthesizer, however, was 
that it did not attempt to model intonation. 
Xhosa like many other minority languages, lacks 
linguistic resources that are required for TTS. For example, 
the language is held to be a tone language, however, 
impressionistic tonal descriptions are extremely diverse in 
nature as has been previously indicated by Roux [2], [3]. This 
leads us to seek a minimalistic approach. In this work, we join 
current debate in the field, cf. Roux [4], Downing [5], and 
Kuun et al. [6], and suggest that tone assignment on 
individual syllables may not be that necessary to construct a 
highly intelligible Xhosa TTS system. This position 
challenges entrenched assumptions about the tonal nature of 
the language. In Section 4, we discuss subjective tests with 
encouraging results. 
The immediate research aims of a broader study in this 
field are  
• to determine what linguistic features are salient for text-
to-speech synthesis of Xhosa, 
• to build a front-end capable of deriving the features from 
the text, and 
• to create a test bed from which the tonal and/or accentual 
properties of the language could be assessed through 
further experimentation.  
This paper will reflect on a particular approach followed 
to create an intelligible Xhosa TTS system. We chose to use 
HTS for its ability to automatically draw correlations between 
symbolic features derived from the text and the observed 
acoustics cf. [7]. This is ideal for this work, since the text-
analysis front-end is the only language dependent part of the 
resulting synthesizer. We also hope that using HTS will let us 
gauge the importance of various features by judging their 
effect on the output, and so provide further insight into what 
is needed for Xhosa TTS. 
2. Linguistic features of Xhosa 
In this section some of the basic linguistic features of Xhosa 
are listed which need to be taken into account in the 
development of a TTS system for this language.  
2.1. Tone and vowel duration 
Xhosa is regarded as a tone language belonging to the Nguni 
group of Bantu languages. It is spoken in South Africa by 
approximately 7,5 million people, i.e. by nearly 16% of the 
total population. 
The language is highly agglutinative which means words 
are formed by combining a wide range of morphemes with 
word stems either as prefixes, infixes or suffixes. Hence, the 
word for a preacher ‘umfundisi’ derives from a verbal stem / 
–fund- / ‘teach’ with the following morphemes attached: 
 /u + m(u) + fund + is + i /(1) (1) 
Although tone is not indicated orthographically lexical 
tone is realized on each syllable in the final surface form, 
hence 
 [úmfúndì:sì] (preacher/ one who teaches) (2) 
The low tone of the deleted /u/ is maintained on the 
preceding nasal /m/. As morphemes are added to this form 
the tonal pattern may change: 
 /u + m(u) + fund + is + ana 
(-ana denotes diminutive) (3) 
[úmfùndísà:nà] (small preacher)  
Note the H(igh) tone shifts to the antepenultimate 
syllable, whilst syllable length on /i/ is likewise shifted to the 
penultimate syllable. This is an important point that will 
permeate further discussions. 
Three tones are traditionally distinguished in Xhosa, i.e. 
H(igh) [´], L(ow) [`] and F(alling) [^]. Apart from dialectical 
variations in tonal patterns, impressionistic descriptions are 
extremely inconsistent, as has been pointed out in some detail 
by Roux [3]. Claughton [8] for example, introduces the use of 
superscript x tonal markings to indicate “free variation” in 
tonal realization in Xhosa, whilst trying to establish particular 
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tonological rules. The point is that the empirical bases of 
impressionistic tonal descriptions in Xhosa are suspect; 
descriptions rarely stretch beyond observations of the 
production of a single “ideal” mother-tongue speaker of the 
language. Tonological descriptions more than often reflect the 
impressionistic interpretations of the researcher, generalizing 
on the performance of a single mother-tongue speaker; 
references or access to large speech databases from which 
conclusions are drawn are non-existent.  
An important observation by Downing [5] regarding tone, 
stress and focus in phonological phrases, provides a new 
angle when she argues that High tone realisations in Xhosa 
shows “culminativity effects” that make the tone system 
resemble stress-accent systems. In stress-accent systems main 
stress tends to occur on syllables “...at the edge of a stem or 
word.” Likewise High tones in Xhosa are restricted to occur 
at word edges, i.e. they regularly appear on the 
antepenultimate, penultimate or final syllable. Compare 
examples (2) and (3) above where the High tone on the 
antepenultimate syllable /fú/ in (2) shifted to the 
antepenultimate /dí/ in (3) when more syllables were added. 
This perceived preference for a High tone to appear in an 
antepenultimate syllable corroborates results of an informal 
investigation by Roux [4] on the allocation of ‘prominence’ 
(expressed in terms of H and concomitant increase in 
amplitude) to successive syllables by mother-tongue speakers 
of Xhosa. Results obtained for Zulu nouns and adjectives in 
the experimental work of Kuun et al. [6] also suggest a 
positional bias for H tones in the penultimate or 
antepenultimate syllable of the sister language of Xhosa. 
Another important phenomenon that contributes to the 
metrical structure of Xhosa is the predictable assignment of 
length (duration) to particular syllables in a phonological 
word and/or phrase. Vowel lengthening normally takes place 
in the penultimate syllable of a word (in isolation), a phrase 
(demarcated by a following colon, or particular conjunctive 
words) or sentence (demarcated by a following full stop).  
Given the query above on the representativeness of 
existing tonal data for Xhosa, and taking the observations of 
Downing [5], Roux [4] and Kuun et al. [6] into account, we 
adopt a simple syllable counting approach as features for the 
prediction of tone and duration as mentioned in 3.2.1 and 4.1 
below. The observed position of High tone placement on the 
antepenultimate syllable of a long word, indicating some form 
of prominence (accent), as well as the predictability of vowel 
duration, are two aspects under investigation with the aim to 
create acceptable intonation contours for Xhosa. 
2.2. Orthography, morphemes and letter-to-sound rules 
Xhosa employs a conjunctive orthography, which together 
with the agglutinative nature of the language, poses a 
challenge for the construction of a lexicon.  
Hence, a single ‘word’ may actually represent a phrase or 
a sentence: 
/u + za + ku + ba + fund + is + a/ > uzakubafundisa 
“He/she will teach them.” (4) 
The form above actually comprises concordial 
morphemes (/u/ and /ba/), morphemes indicating future tense 
(/za/, /ku/ and /a/), a verbal stem (/fund/), and a causative 
morpheme (/is/). In order to identify these morphemes (and 
other parts of speech such as nouns, verbs, adverbs) it is 
necessary to invoke a morphological analyzer for Xhosa. 
This analyzer identifies parts of speech, which may be useful 
for experimentation with prosody prediction in HTS (see also 
3.2.2 below). 
Fortunately the orthographic representation of Xhosa is 
very phonetic in nature which simplifies the creation of 
grapheme-to-phoneme rules for the language. An original 
set of rewrite rules developed by Roux [9] was recently 
updated and improved by Louw [10], and forms the basis for 
transforming orthographic forms into appropriate canonical 
phonetic representations for synthesis. 
2.3. Segmental phonetic issues 
In the development of a TTS system for Xhosa a few 
idiosyncratic segmental features of the language need to be 
taken into account. One of the most characteristic features of 
the language is the presence of click sounds; three different 
click sounds are identified: a dental click (represented 
orthographically as ‘c’), an alveo-palatal click (represented 
orthographically as ‘q’), and an alveo-lateral click 
(represented othographically as ‘x’). Each of these (unvoiced) 
click types have four further phonetic attributes, rendering a 
total of fifteen different click sounds as listed below as 
represented in the orthography: 
 Dental Alveo-
palatal 
Alveo-
lateral 
Unvoiced c q x 
Aspirated ch qh xh 
Voiced gc gq gx 
Nasalized nc nq nx 
Voiced Nasal ngc ngq ngx 
Due to the fact that many of these clicks are rare, and in 
view of the desire to minimize the size of the phoneme set of 
the synthesizer to the most succinct possible set, the unvoiced 
and aspirated varieties, as well as the nasalized and voiced 
nasalized were lumped together. 
The phenomenon of tonal depression is widely 
mentioned in literature. It implies that an H tone following a 
voiced consonant will be relatively lower in pitch than an H 
tone following a voiceless consonant. This phenomenon as 
well as other phenomena such as segmental deletions and 
vowel devoicing at word endings have not been treated in any 
special way as this will be derived from context information 
by HTS. 
3. Implementation 
This work used HTS for synthesis and Festival [11] for front-
end processing. Following [12], we implement various 
standard Festival modules for Xhosa. The resulting Festival 
utterance structures are used to obtain features for HTS. 
The only language resources available to us at the outset 
were the aforementioned manually developed letter-to-sound 
rules. Consistent with the plight of all minority languages, 
this scarcity of resources is a major constraint in building 
Xhosa TTS systems. 
 
3.1. HTS back-end 
HTS was chosen as a synthesizer for its desirable 
characteristics [7]. Specifically, HTS draws correlations 
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between acoustic features and symbolic input features derived 
from text, making it possible to use it as a black-box, more 
than other methods. It is reported to work well on small 
datasets [13]. 
 
Figure 1: High-level overview of HTS system 
development. The text-analysis (T.A) component is 
constructed first.  It is used both in training and during 
synthesis. 
Figure 1 shows a high level summary view of how HTS 
works. The input to the system is a training database 
consisting of matching text and audio – one prompt per file. 
The text component is converted to a phoneme sequence 
in the front-end (labeled Text-Analysis (T.A.)). Each 
phoneme label is augmented with symbolic features that 
describe its context. The contexts used in our system are 
described in Section 3.3.1. 
The signal processing step extracts spectral information 
and average F0 and a voiced/unvoiced decision every 5ms. 
These features alone allow resynthesis of the audio. 
The training process then finds the locations of the HMM-
state-sized segments, 5 per phoneme, and clusters acoustically 
similar segments together using decision tree clustering. 
An important characteristic of the clustering is that the 
duration of each HMM-state is performed separately for F0, 
duration and spectrum. Each of these factors are influenced 
by different contextual features, and as such it does not 
segment the training set unnecessarily. 
HTS allows experimentation with various different 
features and tree clustering questions. To this end, it is an 
excellent tool to explore and test theories about the influence 
of various syntactical and morphological properties of the text 
on the synthesizer’s ability to predict prosody, and allow 
guided incremental improvement of the text processing front-
end. 
The HMM synthesis framework trains Hidden Markov 
Models on a set of features extended from the normal speech 
recognition usage. The features contain Mel cepstrum 
parameters for modeling the spectrum, and F0 and duration 
distributions. It performs context clustering using decision 
trees separately for the spectrum, duration and F0 
components, since different contextual information influences 
these properties of the surface realization. 
3.2. Data 
Text was collected in the form of two issues of a local tabloid, 
a novel used in Xhosa language teaching and several 
government documents explaining various services. The goal 
was to use edited texts such as these in order to get good 
quality sentences. It proved to be rather difficult to find 
appropriate material in electronic format. 
Finally, we had 357 recordings, some containing entire 
paragraphs. There are 3339 words in the recordings. After 
cutting the recordings into 759 phrases, 43 minutes of speech 
remained. 
The front-end of the synthesizer (described below) was 
used to obtain phoneme sequences for each utterance. Initial 
phonetic alignments were made using eHMM, bundled in the 
FestVox distribution [12]. eHMM produces alignments using 
forced alignment with a set of HMM models in the Festival 
voice’s own phoneme set. The means and variances of the 
Gaussian components of the models are flat-started to the 
global mean and variance of the acoustic data, and then 
trained using embedded re-estimation. Roughly 10% of the 
alignments were checked manually, and all were found to be 
very accurate. 
3.3. Front-end 
Festival applies several modules during its text processing 
stages: tokenization, POS tagging, syntactic analysis, 
phrasing, orthographic to phonetic conversion, syllabification 
and post-lexical rules. The remaining modules’ functions (F0, 
duration, loudness etc.) are performed in HTS. 
The aforementioned letter-to-sound rules fit perfectly in 
Festival’s module for rewrite rules, and so were easy to 
incorporate. The synthesizer training set contained only 
handful of loan words, and these constituted the lexicon. The 
lexicon had no stress or tone assignment. 
The phoneme-set was determined by the output of the 
letter-to-sound rules – a total of 82 phonemes. Of these, many 
were deemed to be very close to each other, and were merged, 
yielding a final phoneme set of 63 symbols. The variety of 
consonants mentioned above explains the need for such a 
relatively large set.  
We used the punctuation decision tree in Festival for 
phrasing. 
The current system does not perform any post-lexical 
changes on the utterances. As it seems very context 
dependent, and open to speaker specific interpretation, we 
relied on the data available to HTS. 
3.3.1. Symbolic features & questions for HTS 
At the time of writing, the system outputs these features into 
the HTS label files: 
• Phonetic context, two segments preceding and two 
following. 
• Word position in the sentence. 
• Syllable counts from the end of the utterance, and end of 
the phrase. The observation that the phrase-penultimate 
syllable is always lengthened to indicate the end of a 
phrase motivates this. 
• Syllable position in the word, both from the start of the 
word, as well as from the end of the word. For example: 
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“Okubaluleke” yields these segments and syllable 
positions: O: 1-6, k: 2-5, u: 2-5, b: 3-4, a: 
3-4, l: 4-3, u: 4-3, l: 5-2, E: 5-2, k: 6-1 
and E: 6-1. 
Although Xhosa is generally held to be a tone language, 
recent studies [4,5,6] showed that the location of high tones is 
dependent on position within words and is regularly tied to 
the antepenultimate or penultimate syllable. The syllable 
position feature is a minimalist attempt to exploit this 
regularity in light of the absence of linguistic resources, and 
recent opinion in the field of Xhosa intonation study. 
The question set includes the usual (in HTS) questions 
about various phoneme properties, such as phonemes types, 
voicing, place of articulation etc., adapted for Xhosa. 
3.3.2. Role of morphological analysis 
The next step in improving the synthesizer is to perform 
morphological analysis on the words. 
As shown in examples (1-3) above, the tonological 
structure of the language is influenced by the specific prefixes 
and suffixes used to compose the word, whether or not each 
prefix or suffix carries its own high or low tone.  
Morphological analysis will enable experimentation with 
prefix and suffix types as features for predicting prosody in 
HTS. 
An analyzer for Zulu has been developed by Bosch and 
Pretorius [14], and work towards adapting it for Xhosa is 
currently underway. The first prototype, used in this work, 
contains a lexicon of all the morphological roots in the 
training set. 
It is still possible however to interpret isolated words as 
containing various root morphemes or even different parts-of-
speech. Some form of disambiguation given the sentence 
context of the word remains to be done. 
Some classes of words, such as conjunctions, are not 
composed morphologically, or can be enumerated easily and 
therefore form small closed sets. Work is underway to 
produce a lexicon of these words that provides their parts-of-
speech and supposed tone-markings. The system will consult 
this lexicon before attempting morphological parsing. 
4. Experiments 
The synthesizer was evaluated in a very small intelligibility 
test. Eight stimuli from two versions of the synthesizer, and 
eight obtained by resynthesizing the extracted spectral and F0 
features were played to three mother-tongue, and two second 
language speakers. 
The two versions of the synthesizer differed only in that 
one excluded the features indicated syllable position in words. 
The mother-tongue speakers could understand all the 
stimuli nearly perfectly. Each of the three mother-tongue 
speakers indicated that they had trouble with at least one or 
two of the stimuli. Each of them had difficulty with different 
prompts. In each of these cases, the listeners were still able to 
give a very nearly correct “phonetic” transcription. 
In each such case we feel that the segmental realization of 
the prompt was good, and that confusion was caused by bad 
prosody. 
Both second language listeners understood the 
resynthesized prompts perfectly. However, they only 
understood slightly more than half of the synthesized 
prompts. This shows that the mother-tongue speakers’ results 
are not quite as encouraging as it might seem. 
4.1. Syllable position and accent or stress 
Subjective comparisons between the same synthesized 
utterances before and after adding only the word-level 
syllable counts indicates a significant positive effect of 
syllable position in words on the rendition of rhythm and 
intonation. This is obtained without including any explicit 
accent or stress markings. Several comparative examples, 
including natural speech may be found at 
http://www.sun.ac.za/su_clast/tts.html. 
That this one feature made such a significant difference to 
the prosody seems to support the stress-accent side of recent 
debate about Xhosa tonology. 
Syllabic prominence was generally predicted well for 
longer words. Short words such as pronouns were usually de-
emphasized compared to the naturally pronounced versions. 
The classical tone markings and better parts-of-speech 
tagging are being explored as a means of providing 
information for predicting better prosody for these shorter 
words. 
4.2. Clicks 
As mentioned before, we lumped together aspirated and 
unvoiced click sounds. One listener felt that the unvoiced 
version was produced in a word that contains the aspirated 
version in one example. The dental click sound is dominated 
by examples of the unvoiced version. Experimentation is still 
needed to test the perception of clicks as produced by the 
synthesizer given information at various granularities. 
That said, HTS models click sounds well. In initial 
subjective tests, listeners generally had no trouble 
distinguishing between the renditions of types of clicks. 
 
5. Future work 
We plan to experiment with various ideas of placing accent or 
predicting tone in the near future. Morphological analysis 
forms an integral part. The current system only used the 
morphological parsing results to determine (still ambiguous) 
parts-of-speech. In the near future we will incorporate 
information about the boundary between prefixes and the root 
morpheme first, and then add morpheme types, such as those 
indicating tense, negatives and diminutive forms. 
Explicitly marking syllable prominence, especially for 
short the words in the current training and development set 
prompts, should form an interesting experiment to determine 
the validity of the stress-accent point of view. 
Once subjective listening tests indicates acceptable 
performance, we want to construct a Blizzard style test [15], 
incorporating preference tests between a small number of 
systems and intelligibility tests. 
The tests should incorporate synthesis of minimal pairs 
currently considered to be distinguished by tone. There are 
very few, and they tend to have different parts-of-speech. 
6. Conclusions 
The Xhosa and Zulu languages’ agglutinating nature and tone 
structure are generally held to be the greatest hurdles to 
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building TTS systems. We feel that the minimalist approach 
taken here indicates that good synthesis is already possible 
with simpler features. The modern data-driven approach 
relieves one from much of the theoretical effort. 
This work is to be used in embedded applications for two 
projects building translation and educational reference 
systems at Stellenbosch. 
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Abstract
In Japanese, every content word has its own H/L pitch pattern
when it is uttered isolatedly, called accent type. In a TTS sys-
tem, this lexical information is usually stored in a dictionary
and it is referred to for prosody generation. When converting a
written sentence to speech, however, this lexical H/L pattern is
often changed according to the context, known as word accent
sandhi. This accent change is troublesome for speech synthe-
sis researchersbecause it is difficult even for native speakers to
describe explicitly what kind of mechanism is working for the
change although young Japanese learn the mechanism without
trouble. For developing a good Japanese TTS system, this im-
plicit and phonologicalknowledge has to be built in the system.
In our previous study [1], we developed a rule-basedmodule for
the accent sandhi but it is true that it produced an unignorable
number of errors. In this paper, the development of a corpus-
based module is described using Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) to predict the change. Although the new module shows
the better performancefor the predictionthan the previous rule-
based module, the new module is tuned further by integrating
the rule-basedknowledge acquired in the previous study.
1. Introduction
Several functions, such as text analysis, grapheme to phoneme
conversion, and speech waveform generation, need to be de-
veloped to realize a TTS conversion system. Among them, the
generationof prosodicfeaturesfrom an input text is very impor-
tant and requires a sophisticatedprocess, since no information
on prosody is directlygiven in the text. Especiallyin the case of
Japanese, the control of fundamentalfrequency (henceforthF0)
movement is crucial to achieve the high quality in the synthetic
speech. In order to realize a good prosody control, the location
of the accent nucleus should be adequately estimated for each
accentual phrase as well as the boundaries of prosodic clauses
(breath groups), prosodic phrases, and accentual phrases.
An accentual phrase of Japanese is often composed of two
words or more, typically a content word followed by a func-
tion word. Although all the content words (and some function
words) have their own accent nucleus position as their lexical
attribute, the accent nucleus of an accentual phrase often shifts
due to the accent sandhi. This accent shift has to be correctly
predicted in TTS conversion. Some rules of the accent sandhi
can be found in some accent dictionariessuch as [2] but they are
in abstract form and not adequate to be used for TTS conversion
systems. Sagisaka et al. formulated these rules in a good shape
[3, 4], which were widely adopted in Japanese TTS conversion
researches [5]. In our previous study [1], a rule-basedmodule
was developed by extendingSagisaka’s rules partly.
type-1
!
! " "
type-2
"" !! "
type-3
"" " !!( ")
type-0
"" " "( ")
Figure 1: Accent types observable in 3-mora words of Tokyo
dialect of Japanese
However, it is true that covering all the accent sandhi phe-
nomena by rules is very difficult. In [3, 4], only the locationsof
primary accent nucleiwere consideredwith the problemof sec-
ondary accent nuclei unsolved. Further, the sentences includ-
ing function word concatenation were not adequately treated,
either. To solve these problems, a corpus-based approach has
been taken recently. In [6], n-grammodelswere used to develop
a morphological analyzer which can produce the H/L attribute
for each mora1 of an input sentence. To take a corpus-basedap-
proach, a large corpuswith accurate accent labeling is naturally
requiredbut we don’t have any publiclyavailableaccent corpus.
In this paper, at first, we developed a text corpus with accurate
accent labeling,which will be publicly available in the near fu-
ture. Using the corpus built so far, we developed a corpus-based
module of predicting the accent change for adequate prosody
generation. Further, the module was tuned by integrating the
rule-basedknowledge acquired in the previous study.
2. Word accent sandhi rules of Japanese
2.1. Word accent of Japanese
Word accent is one of the lexical attributes specific to eachword
and it is representedby a sequence of binary F0 levels (H/L) in
mora unit. Although it implies2N different accent types for N -
mora words, the number of accent types for N -mora words of
Tokyo dialect is reducedto N+1 due to the following properties.
1. A rapid rising or falling of F0 has to occur between the
first mora and the second one.
2. The number of the rapid falling pattern(s)of F0 between
two consecutive morae in a word is one at most.
Accent type showing a rapid downfall of F0 immediately after
the n-th mora is called type-n word accent and the n-th mora in
this case is called accent nucleus. Fig. 1 shows the four accent
types of 3-mora words of Tokyo dialect and their accent nuclei
indicated by filled black circles. It should be noted that type-
0 accent means that there is no accent nucleus and that type-0
accent and type-n accent of n-mora words are identical if they
1Mora is the minimum linguistic unit for speech production in
Japanese, the size of which is rather similar to that of syllable.
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are uttered isolatedly. The difference between the two is ob-
served onlywhen they are producedin connectedspeech. When
a functionword follows a type-n word, a falling pattern of F0 is
found immediately after the word. On the other hand, there is
no falling patterns for type-0 words. In Fig. 1, a parenthesized
circle represents the first mora of the following functionword.
2.2. Word accent sandhi rules of Japanese
When a word is concatenatedwith another to form an accentual
phrase, the resultingpositionof the accent nucleusof the phrase
is often different from any positionsof the originalnuclei of the
constituentwords. The word accent sandhi can be categorized
into three types;
1. Shift of the accent nucleus
?? +???? → ??????
red pencil
2. Generationof the accent nucleus
????+??? → ???????
portable telephone
3. Deletionof the accent nucleus
????+?? → ??????
economy (suffix) economical
The word accent sandhi in Japanese was well formulated for
TTS research in [3, 4]. The following sections briefly describe
the rules, which are composed of three sets of rules and several
control rules over them. For each word, (a part of) three accen-
tual attributes of concatenationmanner (CM), nucleus position
(NP), and concatenationtype (CT) have to be prepared.
2.2.1. Concatenationof a content word and a functionword to
form an accentual phrase
Suppose that the concatenationof a content word of N1 morae
and type-M1 accent and a functionword (an auxiliaryverb or a
particle) of N2 morae and NP being fM2 produces an accentual
phrase of Nc morae and type-Mc accent. NP is an attribute
indicatingthe accent nucleusposition in the producedaccentual
phrase. If the resultingaccent nucleus is locatedas the lastmora
of the first word in the phrase, NP is zero. If the first mora of
the second word is the accent nucleus, NP is one. It should be
noted that NP can take a negative value.
If every word which can appear as the second word has its
own value of NP, CM is not needed. This is because, as told
above, the location of the accent nucleus is determinedonly by
NP. In some cases, however, the accent nucleus of the first word
remains after the concatenation. In these cases, the nucleus po-
sition of the phrase cannot be predicted only by the accentual
attributes of the second function word. To sum up, it can be
said that the accentnucleuspositionof an accentualphrasecom-
posed by a content word and a function word is determined by
the length and the accent type of the first word and CM and NP
of the secondword. Table 1-(a) shows theseword accent sandhi
rules. As shown in the table, all of the factors above are not
always required to determine the nucleus location in the phrase.
2.2.2. Concatenationof two content words
Word accent sandhi observed when concatenating two content
words can be characterized by adequately setting the CM and
NP values of the second content word. It means that these val-
ues have to be prepared for every content word. But when the
second word is a verb or an adjective, the accent nucleus of the
Table 1: Word accent sandhi rules of Japanese
word of N1 morae and type-M1 accent +
word of N2 morae and nucleus position (NP) being fM2
→ accentual phrase of Nc morae and type-Mc accent
(a) Concatenationof a content word and a functionword
concatenationmanner Mc
M1=0 M1 "=0
(F1)???∗ M1
(F2)??????∗ N1+fM2 M1
(F3)???∗ M1 N1+fM2
(F4)???∗ N1+fM2
(F5)????∗ 0
(b) Concatenationof a content word and a noun
concatenationtype conditionsof the 2nd word Mc
(C1)???∗ N2 ≥ 2,M2 "= 0, N2† N1 + M2
(C2)???∗ N2 ≥ 2,M2 = 0, N2† N1 + 1
(C3)???∗ N2 ≤ 2 N1
(C4)???∗ N2 ≤ 2 0
(c) Concatenationof a prefix and a content word
concatenationtype Mc
M2=0, N2
† M2 "=0, N2†
(P1)????∗ 0 N1+M2
(P2)??????∗ N1+1 N1+M2
(P3)???∗ M1 M1
(and N1+M2 )
(P4)???∗ N1+1 M1 (and/or)
(or)M1 N1+M2
∗ : In Sagisaka’s originalpaper in Japanese,as shown here, each
value of CM and CT has a meaningful name, not a label. Due
to limited space, however, these values are referred to by the
labels of Fx, Cx, and Px in this paper.
† : If the final syllable of the second word is comprised of two
morae,N2 should be decrementedby one.
resulting phrase is always found as the last mora but one in the
phrase (Mc=N1+N2−1). This property of Japanese requires
that the values of CM and NP should be prepared only for the
nouns which can occur as the second word. In this case, unlike
functionwords described in the previous section, the CM value
of the secondnounword is always F4 or F5. Then, the NP value
has only to be prepared for the noun word. Tab. 1-(b) shows the
word accent sandhi rules in concatenatinga contentword and a
noun. Although concatenationtypes (CT) are newly defined in
the table, they are functionallythe same as NP. C1 to C4 corre-
spond to the NP values of M2, 1, 0, −N1 respectively. As the
NP values of nouns of three morae or longer can be automati-
cally calculatedby their length and accent types, only the nouns
of two morae or shorter should be considered.
2.2.3. Concatenationof a prefix and a content word
To make an accentual phrase by attaching a suffix to a content
word, the rules in Section 2.2.2 can be basically applied as they
are. For a phrase composedby a prefix and a contentword, new
rules should be prepared, which are shown in Table 1-(c). It
should be noted that, for P3 and P4, semantic analysis is some-
times required to adequately locate the accent nucleus.
In addition to the above rules, several control rules have to
referred to when the above rules are used in a TTS system. Due
to the limit of space, the control rules are not shown here.
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3. Assignmentof accent labels to a text
corpus by a single labeler
In our previous study [1], the accentual attributes required by
the accent sandhi rules were estimated experimentallyand they
were used in some TTS system developments [5]. However,
covering all the accent sandhi phenomena by rules is very dif-
ficult. In the rules, only the locations of primary accent nuclei
were considered with the problem of secondary accent nuclei
unsolved. Further, the sentences including function word con-
catenation were not adequately treated, either. To solve these
problems, a corpus-based approach has been adopted recently.
This new approach, however, naturally requires a text corpus
with accurate accent labeling but it does not exist publicly.
In the current section, the developmentof a text corpuswith
accent labeling is described in detail and its actual use in the
TTS systemwill be shown in the following section.
3.1. What kind of labeling should be done?
If one tries to build a rule-based module to predict the accent
change, for eachword, he has to prepare the values of the accen-
tual attributes described in the previous section. In the corpus-
basedpredictionof the accent change, the values of these rather-
complicatedaccentual attributes are not required explicitly. For
example in [6], n-grammodelswere used to develop a morpho-
logical analyzer which can predict the H/L attribute for each
mora of an input sentence. In this work, the accentual attributes
of the previous section were not used at all. For training the
n-grammodels, only the lexical attributes, often used in the text
analyzer, were referred to in addition to the H/L values of each
mora of the training sentences. It should be noted that the H/L
values of each mora of the constituentwords when they are ut-
tered isolatedly were not used in [6]. Even with this strategy,
the prediction performancewas shown to be very high. In the
current paper, another statistical and machine-learningmethod
was adopted,which is ConditionalRandomFields (CRFs) [7].
CRFs are a probabilistic framework for labeling and seg-
menting structured data, such as sequences, trees and lattices.
The underlyingidea is that of defining a conditionalprobability
distribution over label sequences given a particular observation
sequence, rather than a joint distribution over both label and ob-
servation sequences. Also in the case of using CRFs, the values
of the accentual attributes discussed in the previous section are
not needed. In the current study, the following three labelswere
added manually to some existing text corpora.
1. Location of the accentual phrase boundary
A sentence utterance can be divided into several seg-
ments according to the global F0 movement. At the be-
ginning of each segment, F0 rises and then, it gradually
falls without a F0 rise in the segment. The mora with the
F0 rise is the first mora of an accentual phrase and all
the phrase boundarieswere manually annotated. As the
boundary location depends on speaking rate, the annota-
tion was done so that a labeler could assign the boundary
by looking at the reading rate indicator (See Fig. 2). The
labeler was asked to read a given sentence silently ac-
cording to the indicator before the assignment.
2. Location of the accent nucleus in every accentual phrase
In an accentual phrase, according to the lexical attribute
of the constituentwords, one or sometimes plural rapid
F0 downfalls are observed. The mora immediately be-
fore the downfall is called accent nucleus. If plural F0
downfalls are found in a phrase, it is considered that the
first one is primary and the others are secondaryaccents.
3. Location of the accent nucleus in every content word
when uttered isolatedly
In this work, unlike [6], to predict the accent change, the
nucleus location of each content word when uttered iso-
latedlywas considered. The labelerwas asked to indicate
the nucleus position of every content word.
3.2. Selectionof the single labeler
Two speakers even of the same dialect sometimes claim differ-
ent accent nucleus positions for the same sentence. As phono-
logical knowledge such as accent sandhi rules is implicit and,
exactly speaking, is consideredto be speaker-dependent,we de-
cided to ask a single labeler to assign the above three labels to
the whole text corpus by reading each sentence silently. As told
in Sect. 2, the word accent in Japanese is mainly controlled by
F0. Then, at first, we selected 6 university students who had a
good ear for the height of tone. They were members of chorus
clubs and born and brought up in Tokyo. After teaching them
Japanese phonology and the accent sandhi rules, we examined
how sensitive they could be to linguisticsounds. In otherwords,
we examined how well they could explicitlydescribewhat they
had in their brains implicitly. Finally, we selected a single stu-
dent as labeler and asked her to assign the three kinds of labels.
As will be told in the following section, the total number of
the sentenceswhich the labeler had to deal with was more than
15 thousands. Due to the large size of the task, annotationerrors
may be unavoidable. Then, out of the remaining five students,
we selected a few examiners, who were asked to check all the
annotations. If they found some strange labels, these were fed
back to the labeler, who evaluated these labels again.
3.3. Selectionof the text corpus
The sentencesused in the JapaneseNewspaperArticleSentence
database (JNAS) [8] were adopted as the text corpus. The sen-
tences can be divided into two parts, 16,178 sentencesfromThe
Mainichi Newspapers and 503 from ATR phoneme-balanced
sentences. The reasons for selecting JNAS were that all the
sentenceshad been assigned their phonographicrepresentation2
and that a speech corpus for all the sentences already existed.
Since the speech corpus is composed of 306 speakers, each
reading a part of the corpus, it is not adequate to ask the labeler
to determine the accent nucleus positionsby hearing them. Fur-
ther, she claimed that it was easier by reading than hearing.
3.4. Morphologicalanalysis done on the text corpus
Every kind of contentword in JNAS was separatelyassigned its
accent nucleusposition. Further, in developinga module to pre-
dict the accent sandhi using CRFs, many lexical and phonolog-
ical attributes of every word of the JNAS sentences are needed.
Then,morphologicalanalysiswas done on the whole sentences.
Chasen [9] and UniDic [10] was adopted as morphologicalan-
alyzer and dictionary. As for part-of-speech (POS), UniDic-
based POS was used. The combination of Chasen and UniDic
can automatically generate the phonographic representationof
2Japanese has two types of writing systems, phonographic (Kana)
and ideographic(Kanji) systems. The sentences in newspapers are usu-
ally represented using the both systems and it is sometimes difficult
to automaticallydetermine how to convert the ideographic part into its
phonographicrepresentation.
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Reading rate indicator
Figure 2: GUI for labeling the JNAS corpus
an input text and they showed how to read the individual sen-
tences in JNAS. A small part of the outputswere different from
the phonographic representations prepared in Sect. 3.3. For
uniformity, these mismatches were manually fixed. When as-
signing the labels, in the case that the labeler pointed out some
strange phonographicsymbols of a given sentence,we gave the
highest priority to the judgment of the labeler and adopted it.
3.5. Procedure of the actual accent labeling
As described in Sect. 3.1, the labeler was asked to read a given
sentence silently according to the reading rate indicator (See
Fig. 2). The indicator shows the rate of 7 [morae/sec] because
this value is widely accepted in developing TTS systems. Af-
ter reading, the labeler determined the locations of the phrase
boundaries and those of the accent nuclei. As for assigning
the accent nucleus position separately for each content word,
a dummy word was added if necessary to follow the focused
word. As told in Sect. 2.1, type-0 and type-n words are not dis-
criminable if they are presented isolatedly. To avoid this con-
fusion, we asked the labeler to add particle “?” after the given
word when it was a noun and to add noun word “??” when
the given word was an adjective. The followings are examples.
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???
becomes
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????.
As for the separate labeling,
??? (?)
????? (??)
becomes
???? (?)
?????? (??) .
“?” means the positionof the accent phrase boundaryand “?”
indicates that of the accent nucleus.
3.6. Discussions
As of the end of March 2007, the accent labeling of 4,166 sen-
tences, about a fourth of the corpus, were completed and the
rest of the sentences will be dealt with later. Tab. 2 shows the
number of morphemes in an accentual phrase. It is found that
the phraseswhoseword-basedlength is less than 5 occupy more
than 90% of all the phrases. Tab. 3 shows the number of POS
Table 2: The number of morphemes in an accentual phrase
#morphemes #occurrences
1 5,079 (17.4%)
2 9,829 (33.6%)
3 7,902 (27.0%)
4 3,972 (13.6%)
5 1,586 (5.4%)
6 554 (1.9%)
>6 303 (1.0%)
Table 3: The number of POS patterns in the accentual phrases
POS pattern POS pattern #occurrences
[?][?] [N][P] 5,273 (18.0%)
[?] [N] 2,639 (9.0%)
[?][?][?] [N][N][P] 2,180 (7.5%)
[?][??][?] [N][S][P] 1,409 (4.8%)
[?][??] [V][AV] 792 (2.7%)
[?] [V] 788 (2.7%)
[?][?] [N][N] 758 (2.6%)
[?][??] [N][S] 739 (2.5%)
[?][?] [V][P] 571 (2.0%)
[?][?][?] [N][P][P] 541 (1.9%)
others 13,535 (46.3%)
?:Noun,?:Particle,??:Suffix,
?:Verb,??:AuxiliaryVerb
patterns in all the phrases, where the top 10 frequent patterns
are listed. From this table, we can say that the phrases below
the top 10 occupy about a half of the phrases. In the follow-
ing sections, using the corpus built so far, CRF-based statistical
learning is investigated to predict the word accent sandhi.
4. CRF-based statistical learning of
the word accent sandhi
4.1. ConditionalRandomFields (CRFs)
CRFs are a probabilisticframework and it defines a conditional
probability distribution over label sequences given a particular
observation sequence, rather than a joint distribution over both
label and observation sequences. In CRFs, conditional proba-
bility P (y|x), where y and x are random variables for label
and observation, is trained in the following way. Here, indepen-
dent featuresfs are preparedabout the temporal transitionfrom
yt to yt+1, called transition feature, and the generative relation
betweenyt and xt, called observation feature. Let θf be the de-
gree of importanceof feature f and φf (x,y) be the frequency
of feature f being observed in the training data. Using these
parameters,P (y|x) is modeled as
P (y|x) = exp
P
f θfφf (x,y)P
y∈Y
n
exp
P
f θfφf (x,y)
o .
In the training, θf is optimized to maximize P (y|x) for the
training data. In this paper, CRF++ toolkit [11] was utilized.
4.2. What to learn with what?
In the text corpus with accent labeling, the positions of the ac-
centual phrase boundaries and those of the accent nuclei are
annotated. All the sentences are divided into accentual phrases
and, on each phrase, the accent type of the constituent words
is learned as y using their various lexical and phonological at-
tributes as x . It should be noted that there is a big difference
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between our previous study and the current study in interpret-
ing the resultingaccentualpropertyof each phrase generatedby
concatenating some words. For example, ????????
(speech synthesis) is generated by concatenating two separate
words of???? (speech) and???? (synthesis).
???? (1) +????(0)→???????? (5)
In the previous study, this accent sandhi was interpretedas
follows. A type-1 word and a type-0 word are concatenated to
form a long compound word of type-5. In the current study,
however, it is interpretedas follows.
???? (1) +????(0)→????(0) +???? (1)
Through the concatenation,a type-1word and a type-0word are
transformedinto type-0 and type-1. Consideringthe functionof
the word accent, this interpretation seems weird linguistically
because the accent sandhi is considered to function as grouping
plural words into one entity. We can say that the CRF-based
statistical learning of the accent sandhi only captures the super-
ficial transformationof the accent type of the individual words
through the concatenation.The validityof this kind of approach
should be carefully investigated but this paper aims to report
only the performanceof CRFs to predict the accent sandhi.
3,581 sentences (25,692 accentual phrases) were used to
train the CRF models and the remaining 527 sentences (3,533
accentual phrases)were used to test the models.
4.3. CRF-based learning as step 1
As the first step, CRFs were examined without using the ac-
cent type of the constituent words when they are uttered iso-
latedly. This condition is the same as that in [6]. In the rest
of the paper, the accent type of the word when uttered isolat-
edly is called isolated accent type and the accent type observed
when the word is embedded in a phrase is referred to as embed-
ded accent type. As observation feature, each of the followings
was consideredas x; POS, inflection types, and the mora-based
length of wt−2, wt−1, wt, wt+1 and wt+2. The POS and the in-
flection types of UniDic are defined using multiple granularity.
Following this definition, various kinds of POS and inflection
types were investigated. As for transition feature, the embed-
ded accent type of any of two consecutive words of wt−1 and
wt was considered. The performance of CRFs is calculated in
three different ways, shown in Tab. 4. The prediction perfor-
mance for all the accentual phrases, that for the phrases com-
prised of only two words as (noun|verb|adjective)+(auxiliary
verb|particle), called as simple phrases henceforth, and that for
the phrases including a compound noun word comprised of
several consecutive nouns, called as compound phrases. The
morpheme-basedperformance is also calculated for reference.
Tab. 4 shows that the overall performanceis 82.1%. Althoughit
improves up to 85.9% for the simple phrases, it reducesdown to
77.9% for the compoundphrases3. It is more difficult to predict
the nucleus position correctly in the compound phrases.
4.4. CRF-based learning as step 2
In addition to the observation features used above, the isolated
accent type was also used here. The three kinds of performance
are shown in Tab. 4. Although the overall performanceand the
simple performance are much improved, with the compound
phrases, a slight reduction is observed. In the simple phrases, in
3For the phrases where plural nucleus positions are annotated, only
the first nucleus is consideredbecause it is the primary accent nucleus.
many cases, the accent nucleus position is unchanged through
concatenating the two words. On the other hand, in the com-
pound phrases, the nucleus position is often changed through
concatenatingtwo nouns to form a compound noun. Examples
are shown in Sect. 2.2 (?????? and???????).
4.5. CRF-based learning as step 3
In the above experiments, the embedded accent nucleus posi-
tion was directly predicted. Therefore, the following two cases
were separatelyhandled and modeled. A case that both the iso-
lated nucleus and the embedded nucleus are located at the first
mora and another case that they are located at the secondmora.
These two cases can be commonly and simply treated as “not
changed”if the relativechangeof the nucleuspositionfrom iso-
lated to embedded is predicted. In the current section, the target
of the prediction was set to the relative change in the nucleus
position and the following labels were prepared.
When both the isolatedaccent and the embeddedaccenthad
the nucleus, the labels of [0],[+1],[+2],...,[-1],[-2],...were pre-
pared to represent the relative change of the nucleus position.
When the embedded accent did not have the nucleus, the label
of [none] was prepared and CRFs were trained to predict that
label. When the isolated accent did not have the nucleus, the
nucleus positionwas directly predicted as in the last section.
The performance of the relative change prediction is also
shown in Tab. 4. In all the cases of all, simple, and compound,
the performance is successfully increased. Especially, the in-
crease is larger in the compound phrases. By introducing the
relative change prediction, it seems that what was difficult to
predict in the previous section can be adequatelyhandled.
4.6. CRF-based learning as step 4
In this section, the trainingof CRFs is tuned to the accent sandhi
rules describedin Sect. 2. In the experimentsso far, as observa-
tion feature, the generative relation between label y and lexical
or phonological attribute x of observed word w was used. Re-
ferring to the accent sandhi rules, however, some kinds of the
relation should be additionallyconsideredsuch as that between
y andx of somepluralwords,wt andwt+1, for example. As de-
scribed in the Sect. 4.3, variouskinds of the syntacticcategories
with multiple granularity were provided by UniDic. By care-
fully observing the accent sandhi rules, we prepared some word
combinationsto fit the CRF trainingto the rules. The followings
are examples. [POS of wt/POS of wt−1], [POS of wt/POS of
wt+1], and [fundamentallexical attributes of wt/POS of wt+1].
The fundamental lexical attributes are a set of the attributes se-
lectedadequatelyfrom thewhole set of syntacticcategoriespro-
vided by UniDic. They included POS, inflection types, phono-
graphic and logographicrepresentations,and so forth.
The performanceis shown in Tab. 4, again. Althougha very
slight reduction is found in the simple phrases, the overall per-
formance is improved. Especially, as in the previous section,
the increase is larger in the compound phrases. As described in
Sect. 4.3, the nucleus prediction is more difficult in the phrases
including compound nouns. We consider that the complicated
phonological phenomena could be modeled by CRFs better by
means of additionally introducing a set of rather complicated
word combinationsas better observation features.
4.7. CRF-based learning as step 5
Some additional tuning to the accent sandhi rules was inves-
tigated. In Sect. 4.5, the labels were prepared to indicate the
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Table 4: The performanceof the CRF-based statistical learning of the Japaneseword accent sandhi
morpheme-based phrase-based
all simple compound
Step 1 9080 /9908 (91.6%) 2833 /3533 (82.1%) 703 /822 (85.9%) 530 /688 (77.0%)
Step 2 9272 /9908 (93.6%) 3081 /3533 (87.2%) 775 /822 (94.3%) 523 /688 (76.0%)
Step 3 9319 /9908 (94.1%) 3137 /3533 (88.8%) 791 /822 (96.2%) 553 /688 (80.4%)
Step 4 9424 /9908 (95.1%) 3214 /3533 (91.0%) 790 /822 (96.1%) 578 /688 (84.0%)
Step 5 9458 /9908 (95.5%) 3238 /3533 (91.7%) 792 /822 (96.4%) 589 /688 (85.6%)
Table 5: The performanceof the CRF-based statistical learning based on the labeler’s judgment
phrase-based
all simple compound
Step 5 3307 /3533 (93.6%) 808 /822 (98.3%) 605 /688 (87.9%)
relative change of the nucleus position. In this section, the cate-
gories of these relative labelswere modified to fit the module to
the rules much better. As the detailed descriptionof the modifi-
cationmay be tedious to readers,we show only some examples.
When the isolated accent had the nucleus, the following la-
bels were prepared. 1) When the embedded accent did not have
the nucleus, the label was [none], 2) When the embedded ac-
centwas the same as the isolatedaccent, the labelwas [same],3)
When the embeddedaccent nucleuswas locatedat the last mora
of the word, the label was [morae], 4) When the embedded ac-
cent type was smaller than the isolated type by 1, the label was
[same-1], 5) When the embedded accent type was 1, the label
was [one], 6) When the embedded accent nucleus was located
at the last mora but one in the word, the label was [morae-1],
7) When the embedded accent did not correspond to any case
from 1) to 6), the labels of the relative change such as [0], [+2],
and [-1] were used. To assign a label to wt, it was possible that
the word could satisfy plural conditions and, in this case, the
condition of the smallest number was applied. In other words,
the above conditions were examined in the incremental order
because the order reflected the frequency of the labels. In the
last condition, the relative change labels were assigned. Before
that, the labels introduced newly in this section were given to
wt. Some good readersmay wonder why these cases should be
treated as special cases. All of these cases were directly treated
by the accent sandhi rules and, in this section, only the excep-
tional cases were treated by the relative change labels.
Some other tuning was also done with respect to observa-
tion features including the phonographic representation of the
second mora of wt, that of the mora located at the isolated ac-
cent nucleus position, and so forth. These features were re-
quired to fully implement the accent sandhi rules in Sect. 2 as
observation features in the CRF training.
The performanceis shown in Tab. 4 and only the small im-
provements are observed in all the three cases.
5. Discussionsand conclusions
In the previous section, only the nucleus positions which the
single labeler had provided were treated as correct. It is true,
however, that the labeler did not reject all the other positions.
We asked the labeler to judge the degree of acceptance of the
accent nucleuspositionspredicted incorrectly by the CRF mod-
ule. The judgment was done by using a 4-degree scale. If the
nucleus positions of acceptance level 3 or 4 are re-considered
as correct, the final performance is shown in Tab. 5. 93.6% of
all the phrases showed the correct position and, in the simple
phrases, the performance reached 98.3%. Considering that the
performanceof the rule-basedmodule for the same testing data
is 76.8%and 94.5%respectively for the two cases,we can claim
strongly that the proposed method showed the remarkably bet-
ter performanceand it is very effective practically. As discussed
in Sect. 4.2, however, the CRF-based implementationof the ac-
cent nucleus prediction is somewhat weird linguistically. At
least, the proposedmodule can predict the accent change but it
does not know the linguistic function of the change at all. We
may have to reconsiderhow to train CRFs for this task.
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Abstract 
A 2-step scheme was developed in our method for synthesizing 
sentence fundamental frequency (F0) contours of Mandarin 
speech.  The method is based on representing a sentence 
logarithmic F0 contour as a superposition of tone components on 
phrase components as in the case of generation process model (F0 
model).  The tone components are realized by concatenating tone 
nucleus F0 patterns generated by a corpus-based method, while 
the phrase components are generated by rules under the F0 model 
framework.  In the 2-step scheme, the phrase components are first 
generated and their information is added to the inputs for the 
prediction of tone nucleus F0 patterns.  Result of listening tests on 
synthetic speech with the synthesized F0 contours verified the 
validity of the developed scheme.  For comparison, we also 
generated F0 contours without decomposing them into tone and 
phrase components as most existing methods did.  Although from 
the viewpoint of naturalness of synthetic speech, the result did not 
show clear advantage of the proposed method, from the viewpoint 
of flexibility the advantage came clear: by manipulating phrase 
components in the proposed method, a better focus control was 
realized.   
1. Introduction 
Introduction of selection-based waveform concatenation in speech 
synthesis largely improved quality of synthetic speech.  However, 
there still remain problems if we view from the aspect of prosodic 
features.  Although the control of prosodic features is an 
important issue in speech synthesis for any languages, it becomes 
quite critical for speech quality in the case of Mandarin.  As it is 
well known, Mandarin is a typical tonal language and each 
syllable with the same phoneme constitution has up to four tone 
types, each indicating different meaning.  F0 contours of 
utterances should include these local tonal features in addition to 
the sentential intonation corresponding to syntactic/utterance 
structures.  This situation makes F0 movements of Mandarin 
sentences be more complicated than non-tonal languages like 
English, Japanese and so on.  Therefore, control of F0 contours 
(together with other prosodic features) becomes an important (and 
tough) issue in Mandarin speech synthesis.   
Benefit of corpus-based methods over rule-based methods 
increases when handling complicated features.  Naturally, most F0 
controls adopted in Mandarin speech synthesis are corpus-based 
using decision trees, neural networks, hidden Markov models, and 
linear regression analysis [1-3].  However, most of them predict 
syllable F0 contours without explicit consideration on the F0 
movement in longer units such as word, phrase, and so on.   
A better control of prosodic features for the F0 movement in 
longer units in synthetic speech is possible using the F0 model, 
which represents a logarithmic F0 contour as the sum of phrase 
and tone components [4].  This model was already used in our 
corpus-based generation of F0 contours of Japanese successfully 
[5].  In the method, speech corpus with F0 model commands is 
necessary for training process, and was arranged efficiently using 
the automatic method of F0 model command extraction from 
speech waveform.  However, in the case of Mandarin speech, 
automatic extraction comes difficult because of its complicated 
features in F0 movements.  Although several efforts are going on, 
corpus-based F0 contour generation fully based on the F0 model is 
less feasible in the case of Mandarin.   
These considerations led us to propose a method of F0 
contour generation for Mandarin speech synthesis, where the tone 
components were generated by concatenating F0 patterns of tone 
nuclei, predicted by a corpus-based method, and were superposed 
onto the phrase components, which were generated by a rule-
based scheme on the basis of F0 model [6].  Here, "tone nucleus" 
is defined as a portion of syllable, which possesses a stable F0 
pattern regardless of the context [7].  By first generating F0 
patterns for tone nuclei of constituting syllables and then 
concatenating them, a smooth sentence F0 contour can be 
generated.   
The F0 contours are considered to consist of both language 
specific and universal characteristics.  Features for tone 
components may be mostly language specific, while those for 
phrase components may be mostly language universal, because 
they are tightly related to higher-level linguistic information, such 
as syntactic structure, discourse structure, and so on.  Therefore, 
rules developed for other languages are somewhat applicable for 
the control of phrase components in Mandarin.  We tried to apply 
the rules, which have been developed for the control of phrase 
components of Japanese, to Mandarin, and found out some 
differences in phrase components between two languages: in the 
case of Mandarin, phrase components occur more frequently than 
Japanese.  This is considered to be due to the fact that, in 
Mandarin, tone components can have negative values (which is 
not the case in Japanese) and phrase components should keep a 
certain level to give a margin for tone components taking negative 
values.  Taking the differences into account, rules were 
constructed for generating phrase components in Mandarin [8].   
Although speech synthesized using generated F0 contours 
sounded natural, there were often degraded sounds when phrase 
components and tone components were generated independently.  
In the case of Japanese, independent generation of components 
did cause no degradation [9].  However, for Mandarin, since 
phrase and tone components are tightly related to each other, 
independent generation occasionally causes "strange" F0 
movements because of mismatches between two components.  To 
cope with this situation, we newly developed a two-step scheme, 
where the phrase components were generated first, and then the 
tone components were generated taking the features of generated 
phrase components into account.  
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The most significant benefit of the proposed method over 
others without decomposition is the flexibility in F0 contour 
generation: by manually controlling phrase components, we can 
easily generate F0 contours with different utterance structures.  In 
Mandarin, it is claimed that a word with emphasis is usually 
accompanied by a new phrase component with a large magnitude.  
Following to this claim, an experiment was conducted whether the 
control of emphasis position in a sentence is possible or not, by 
manually changing phrase component and generating F0 contours 
using the proposed method. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 
describes the method of tone component generation.  Then the 
generation rules for phrase are given in Section 3.  The detail of 
using phrase component features for tone component prediction 
(two-step generation) is given in Section 4 together with 
experimental results in Section 5.  Section 6 gives samples of 
word emphasis in Mandarin speech, and then an experiment on 
the word emphasis control is conducted in Section 7 to show the 
flexibility of the two-step scheme.  Section 8 concludes the paper.   
2. Generation of tone component 
2.1 Tone nucleus model 
In Mandarin, there are four lexical tones attachable to a syllable.  
They are referred to as T1, T2, T3 and T4, and are characterized 
by high-level, mid-rising, low-dipping, and high-falling F0 
contours, respectively.  Besides the lexical tones, there is also a 
so-called neutral tone (T0), which does not possess its inherent 
shape in the F0 contour.  Its F0 contour varies largely with the 
preceding and following tones. 
 
Figure 1:  Tone nuclei for the four lexical tones. 
 
For a syllable, not only its early portion but also voicing 
period at the ending portion is regarded as physiological transition 
period to/from the neighboring syllables.  Based on this 
observation, a tone nucleus model, which divides a syllable F0 
contour into three segments according to their roles in the tone 
generation process, was proposed and applied to tone recognition 
successfully [7].  The three segments are called onset course, tone 
nucleus, and offset course, respectively.  Only the tone nucleus is 
a portion where F0 contour keeps the intrinsic pattern of the tone; 
the others are only the portions for physiological transitions. 
Figure 1 illustrates syllable F0 contours for the four lexical 
tones with possible articulatory transitions.  It shows how the 
three segments are defined on the F0 contours.  Among the three 
segments, only tone nucleus is obligatory, whereas the other two 
segments are optional; their appearance depends on voicing 
characteristics of initial consonant, syllable duration, context, and 
etc. 
2.2 Method of tone component generation 
The proposed method generates a tone component for sentence F0 
contour by first predicting tone components of tone nuclei (tone 
nucleus components) for all the constituting syllables by a corpus-
based method and then concatenating them.  In the current paper, 
binary decision tree was used as the corpus-based method.  The 
parameters adopted for representing the tone nucleus components 
are as follows:   
1. For T1 and T3, tone nuclei are defined as the flat portion, 
which is represented by a single parameter, i.e., average F0 
value.   
2. For T0, T2 and T4, tone components for nuclei are normalized 
both in time and pitch range, and the normalized contours are 
then clustered into several groups.  The average contour for 
each group serves as a template to represent the tone nucleus 
component.  The parameters include the absolute pitch range, 
average F0 value, and template identity.   
The tone components are generated through the following 
process:   
1. For each syllable in the sentence to be synthesized, the onset 
and offset times of tone nucleus are predicted.   
2. For each tone nucleus, parameters representing the shape of 
tone nucleus component are predicted.   
3. Based on the predicted parameters, tone nucleus components 
are generated.   
4. The tone nucleus components are concatenated with each other 
to produce the entire tone components (of the speech to be 
synthesized).  As for the interpolation at the portions 
corresponding to onset and offset courses, linear one is adopted 
in the current experiments.   
In the first and second steps above, the parameters are 
predicted using binary decision trees trained separately for each 
parameter.  Inputs to a tree are the information extracted from text, 
such as phonemic constitutions of syllables, number of syllables 
in words, depths of syntactic boundaries, and so on [6].  
Information on phoneme durations and pauses are also used, 
which may be predicted in a different process in a total text-to-
speech system.   
3. Generation of phrase component 
In our earlier report on the generation of tone components [6], 
phrase components of the original utterances were used to 
produce sentence F0 contours.  Recently, we developed a rule-
based method to generate the phrase components [8].  In the 
method, "prosodic word" is first defined as a chunk of syllables 
usually uttered in a tight connection: a prosodic word can be a 
word, a compound word, or a word chunk uttered together 
frequently.  For example, the sentence shown in Figure 2 can be 
segmented as follows: 
(yu4ji4) | (quan2nian2) | (liang2shi6)(zong2chan3liang4) | 
(ke3da2) | (er4shi0dian3) | (qi1wu3yi4)(gong1jin1) 
Here, a pair of parentheses embraces an element (syntactic) word, 
while "|" indicates prosodic word boundary.  Then, the following 
rules are constructed based on the observations of F0 contours of 
100 utterances by a female native speaker of Mandarin:   
Rule 1:  Place a phrase command with magnitude 0.6 at the 
silence at the beginning of the sentence (SilB) or after a short 
pause (SP) longer than 300 ms.  Also, place a phrase command 
with magnitude 0.47 after a SP shorter than 300 ms but longer 
than 200 ms.   
T1
T3 
T2 
T4 
time
F0 
Syllable F0 contour 
Onset 
course 
Tone 
nucleus 
Offset 
course 
  Onset target Offset target 
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Rule 2:  Check all the prosodic word boundaries without an 
SP in a left-to-right manner from the utterance initial.  If phrasal 
F0 at the current boundary falls into lower (threshold) range (set 
at 150Hz ~ 190Hz according to statistic), place a phrase 
command with magnitude as shown in Table 1, depending on the 
number of preceding phrase commands between preceding 
SilB/SP and current phrase command (counting current one).  
Rule 3:  During the process of rule 2, when phrasal F0 at the 
current prosodic word boundary falls below the lower range, go 
back to the preceding boundary and place a phrase command 
there with magnitude shown in Table 2 depending on the feature 
of preceding phrase commands.  If a phrase command has already 
been placed at the preceding boundary, or if "number of phrase 
commands" or "phrasal F0" is out of the cases of Table 2, skip to 
rule 4.   
Rule 4:  Split the prosodic word before the current word 
boundary into two smaller prosodic words.  Then go back to 
apply rules 2 and 3 on the newly inserted prosodic word 
boundary.   
An additional rule is applied to the timing of phrase 
commands. The distance of the phrase command ahead of the 
corresponding prosodic boundary is set as follows: 150 ms for the 
phrase commands larger than 0.5, 50 ms for the commands 
smaller than 0.3, and 80 ms for those in between.   
 
Table 1:  Magnitude of phrase command placed at the current 
prosodic word boundary when phrasal F0 falls into the lower 
range.   
Number of phrase 
commands  2 3 4 5 !6 
Magnitude of 
phrase command 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.29 0.29
 
Table 2:  Magnitude of phrase command placed at the preceding 
prosodic word boundary when phrasal F0 falls below the lower 
range at the current prosodic word boundary.   
F0 at immediately 
preceding prosodic 
word boundary 
190Hz~230Hz 230Hz~280Hz
Number of phrase 
commands  2 3 4 5 2 
Magnitude of phrase 
command 0.32 0.28 0.28 0.26 0.29 
 
To evaluate the generated phrase components through speech 
synthesis experiment, sentence F0 contours were synthesized 
using tone components of original utterances, to avoid errors in 
tone component prediction affect the evaluation.  Speech 
synthesis was conducted by replacing original F0 contour by 
synthesized F0 contour using TD-PSOLA scheme. 
Figure 2 shows the waveform of synthesized speech for "yu4 
ji4 quan2 nian2 liang2 shi0 zong3 chan3 liang4 ke3 da2 er4 shi0 
dian3 qi1 wu3 yi4 gong1 jin1 (It is estimated that the output of 
grain can be improved to 2.075 billion kilograms in the whole 
year)," together with original F0 contour (middle) and synthesized 
F0 contour (bottom).  Although the difference between two 
contours seems minor, a hearing test indicated a considerable 
degradation in the synthetic speech quality.   
Since the phrase components generated by the rule do show 
no unnatural movements (even though they are different form the 
original ones), the reason of the degradation is considered to be 
the mismatch between phrase components and tone components.  
Since phrase components are tightly related to the structure of 
utterance, which also affects tone contour range and so on, tone 
components need to be predicted using information of phrase 
components.   
Figure 2: From top to bottom: waveform of synthesized speech, 
observed F0 contour of target speech, and F0 contour generated.  
The sign denotes the "strange" portion.  Vertical axes of the 
second and third panels are frequency in logarithmic scale.   
4. Two-step F0 contour generation 
To solve the problem, a two-step scheme showed in Figure3 was 
proposed for F0 contour generation, where phrase components 
were generated firstly, and then the tone component were 
generated using the information of phrase components generated 
in the first step.  To achieve the two-step generation, the 
information (related to phrase component) shown in Table3 is 
added to the inputs of predictors for tone component parameters.  
Henceforth, the scheme not using phrase component information 
is denoted as "one-step scheme." 
 
 
Figure 3: Two-step scheme of F0 contour generation 
 
Figure 4 shows the waveform of synthesized speech, together 
with synthesized F0 contour by two-step scheme (middle) and by 
one-step scheme (bottom) for the same sentence shown in Figure 
2.  As clearly indicated, the F0 contour generated by the two-step 
scheme is closer to the one observed in the original utterance (in 
Figure 2) than that generated by the one-step scheme.  Also, the 
"strange" portion (circled portion) is corrected when the two-step 
scheme is used.  Of course, a hearing test indicated a considerable 
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upgrade in quality of the synthetic speech by the two-step scheme 
than the one-step scheme.   
 
Table 3: Inputs added to the predictor. 
Inputs added to the predictor Category 
Position of syllable in current phrase Natural num. 
Number of syllables in current phrase Natural num. 
Number of phases in current breath group Natural num. 
Position of phrase in current breath group Natural num. 
Position of breath group in sentence Natural num. 
Current phrase command magnitude Continuous 
Timing of current phrase Continuous 
 
 
Figure 4:  From top to bottom: waveform of synthesized speech, 
F0 contour generated by two-step scheme and one-step scheme.  
The signs denote the "strange" and corrected portions. 
 
5. Experiments on F0 contour generation 
5.1 Comparison of one-step and two-step schemes 
In order to show the advantage of the two-step scheme over the 
one-step scheme, listening experiment is conducted for synthetic 
speech with F0 contours generated by the two schemes.  The 100 
news utterances used in constructing rules for phrase component 
generation in section 3 are again used for the experiment.  Each 
utterance consists of about 50 syllables, totally 4839 syllables.  
First, all the F0 contours were manually decomposed into tone and 
phrase components.  Then, tone nucleus was searched for each 
syllable.  For T2 and T4, a nucleus can be detected rather easily 
by searching for peaks and valleys of F0 contours.  On the other 
hand, it is rather difficult to automatically find the flat F0 portion 
for T1 and T3.  Therefore their tone nuclei were manually 
extracted.  4389 syllables are used to train binary decision trees 
for predicting tone component parameters.   
Out of 100 utterances, we selected 9 consisting only of 
syllables not used in the training.  Speech synthesis (TD-PSOLA) 
was then conducted by substituting the original F0 contours to the 
generated F0 contours.   
Five native speakers of Mandarin were asked to evaluate the 
quality of synthetic speech with a focus on prosody, using a five-
point scoring: 5 (excellent), 4 (good), 3 (acceptable), 2 (poor), and 
1 (very poor).  Speech stimuli were presented in a random order.  
The result is shown for each listener and as an average in Figure 5.  
In the right-hand-side square, the letters "o" and "r" before "-" 
depict the original and rule-generated phrase components, 
respectively.  The letters "gt" and "go" after "-" depict generated 
tone components by the two-step scheme, and those by the one-
step scheme. 
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Figure 5: Results of listening test for various combinations of 
phrase and tone components. 
 
When the scores for "r-go" and "r-gt" are compared, it is 
clear a sharp improvement in naturalness is possible by the two-
step scheme.  It should be noted, even when the original phrase 
components are used, a better result is obtained by introducing the 
two-step scheme.  To assure the advantage of the two-step scheme 
over the one-step scheme being not sentence dependent, 
evaluation was further conducted for 30 sentences not included in 
the training data using 3 of the five speakers.  Results are quite 
similar to those shown in Figure 5.  From these results, we can say 
that the information of phrase components can help a lot to 
improve the accuracy of tone component prediction, especially 
when the phrase component is different from that observed in 
target speech.  In other words, the two-step scheme can avoid 
"strange" F0 movements for a variety of phrase components.   
5.2 Method without decomposition 
For comparison, F0 contours were also generated without 
decomposing them into phrase and tone components; a sentence 
F0 contour was generated as concatenation of F0 contours (not 
tone components) of tone nuclei.  These tone nucleus F0 contours 
are predicted using binary decision trees with the same inputs for 
the one-step scheme.  (The method uses tone nucleus F0 contours 
instead of tone components for training the predictors.)  
Henceforth, the proposed method (with two-step scheme) is 
denoted as Method 1, while the method without decomposition is 
denoted as Method 2.   
F0 contours were generated for 30 sentences, which were not 
included in the training corpus.  Then, TD-PSOLA-based speech 
synthesis was conducted by substituting the original F0 contours 
to the generated ones.   
Quality of synthetic speech was evaluated with a focus on 
prosody, using the same five-point scoring scheme.  We used 60 
synthetic utterances for the listening test: 30 using F0 contours by 
Method 1 and 30 by Method 2.  These utterances were presented 
in a random order to four native speakers.  The scores for each 
speaker are shown in Figure 6.  The result showed that the 
synthetic speech using the F0 contours generated by the method 2 
sounded more natural than that using those by method 1, though 
the differences are quite small.  Although this result may obscure 
the advantage of the Method 1 over Method 2, the major merit of 
method 1 is its ability for "flexible" control of prosody.  An 
experiment on the control of word emphasis was further carried 
out to prove the "flexibility" of the two-step scheme.   
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Figure 6:  Results of evaluation. (Average scores of Method 1 and 
Method 2 are 4.47 and 4.56, respectively.) 
6. Word Emphasis 
Although word emphasis is not handled explicitly in most of 
current speech synthesis systems, its control becomes important in 
many situations, such as when the systems are used for generating 
reply speech in spoken dialogue systems: words conveying key 
information to the user’s question need to be emphasized.  Word 
emphasis associated with narrow focus in speech can be achieved 
by contrasting the F0’s of the word(s) to be focused from those of 
neighboring words.  In the case of Japanese, this contrast is 
mostly realized by increasing the amplitudes of the accent 
commands corresponding to the word(s) to be emphasized and/or 
by reducing those corresponding to the neighboring words [10].  
On the contrary, it is reported that the main effect of word 
emphasis is not on tone command but on phrase command in 
Cantonese, which is a major dialect of Chinese and is known as 
tone language with nine tones [11].  In the case of Mandarin, it is 
necessary to investigate how phrase and tone components will 
change when words are emphasized.   
For this purpose, we selected 6 sentences and asked a male 
speaker of Chinese to pronounce by placing 4 degrees of focus on 
selected words.  Several words were selected for a sentence, 
causing 18 sentences when the focal position is counted.  The 4 
focus levels are; without, low, middle, and high emphases.  The 
speaker uttered twice, and F0 contours of resulting 144 (18*4*2) 
utterances were investigated.  The analysis result indicates a 
feature similar to Cantonese: a phrase command being placed 
immediately preceding to the word(s) to be emphasized, with 
larger magnitudes for higher focus levels.  However, larger 
amplitudes of the tone commands are also associated with the 
word(s) with emphasis in the case of Mandarin.   
Figures 7, 8 and 9 show F0 contours (in gray lines) of various 
utterances for "jin1 tian1 bang4 wan3 ke3 yi3 xi3 hao3 ((He can) 
complete washing by evening)," together with their phrase 
components (in dark lines).  If we compare the one without 
emphasis (in Figure 7) to those with (in Figures 8 and 9), it is 
clear that a phrase command is added immediately before the 
target word.  It is also observable that when the focus level 
becomes higher, both of corresponding phrase and tone 
components increase, and, in turn, other phrase and tone 
components tend to shrink.   
 
 
Figure 7:  F0 contour and phrase component for the utterance 
without emphasis.   
 
 
 
Figure 8:  F0 contour and phrase component for the utterances 
with three focus levels on the word "bang4 wan3."  (From top to 
bottom: low-, middle-, and high-emphases.) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9:  F0 contour and phrase component for the utterances 
with three focus levels on the word "ke3 yi3."  (From top to 
bottom: low-, middle-, and high-emphases.)   
 
Considering the primary role of phrase component in 
realizing word emphasis, we tried to realize word emphasis in 
synthetic speech by adding a phrase command immediately before 
the word to be emphasized.  By adopting the two-step scheme, a 
larger tone command for the emphasized word is also realized as 
shown in the next section.   
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7. Experiment on word emphasis 
Ten sentences were selected randomly from the 100 utterances 
used in section 5.  These sentences do not include syllables used 
to train binary decision trees of tone nucleus parameter prediction.  
For each sentence, focuses were placed on one of 3 words pre-
selected.  A phrase command was inserted immediately before the 
word to be emphasized.  After generating other phrase commands 
by rule, tone commands were predicted by the two-step scheme.  
By doing so, 3 different F0 contours were generated for a sentence.  
TD-PSOLA type speech synthesis was then conducted by 
substituting the original F0 contours to the generated ones.  
Totally, 30 test utterances were synthesized.  For the phone 
durations, we used the original ones extracted from the target 
speech: control of the duration was left for the future study.   
These 30 synthetic utterances were randomly presented to 
four native speakers of Chinese, who were asked to mark the word 
where he/she perceived an emphasis.  The marked parts coincided 
with the original emphasis assignment in more than 80 % on 
average.  This result indicates that an appropriate emphasis 
control is achieved.  Quality of the synthetic speech was also 
checked in the same way (in 5-rank scoring) as explained in 
section 4.  The result in Table 4 again confirms that a good quality 
is obtainable by the two-step scheme.  If we compare F0 contours 
shown in Figure 10, it is clear that tone components are generated 
differently for different phrase components.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 10:  Two generated F0 contours of Chinese sentence "bei3 
jing1 dian4 li4 she4 bei4 zong3 chang3 chang3 zhang3, gao1 ji2 
gong1 cheng2 shi1. ((He is) the director of Beijing Power 
Equipment Group and senior engineer.)"  The first and the second 
panels show when "zhong2 chang2" and "chang2 zhang3" are 
emphasized, respectively.  Stars indicate generated F0 contours, 
while solid curves indicate phrase components.   
 
Table 4: Results of listening test. 
Testee W Z S X Average
Correctness of 
focus position 86.7% 83.3% 80.0% 76.7% 81.6%
Score of 
evaluation 4.3 4.77 4.42 4.31 4.45 
 
Surely, more precise control of F0 contours can be realized 
for word emphasis by training the binary decision trees using 
corpus with word emphasis.  However, we should note that focus 
control in this section is realized without such a corpus.  This 
comes from the ability of "flexible" F0 contour control of the 
proposed method with the two-step scheme.   
 
8. Conclusion 
A new scheme with 2-step F0 contour generation was proposed in 
our F0 contour synthesis method of Mandarin speech.  The 
validity of using phrase component information for tone nucleus 
component prediction was clearly shown.  Experiments on 
Mandarin speech synthesis were conducted.  The result 
showed that, by using the 2-step scheme, an empirical control of 
word emphasis is possible keeping a good quality in synthetic 
speech.  Future research includes realization of various styles 
in synthetic speech by the proposed method. 
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Abstract 
This paper proposes an approach to improving the correctness 
of tone of the synthesized speech which is generated by an 
HMM-based Thai speech synthesis system. In the tree-based 
context clustering process, tone groups and tone types are used 
to design four different structures of decision tree including a 
single binary tree structure, a simple tone-separated tree 
structure, a constancy-based-tone-separated tree structure, and 
a trend-based-tone-separated tree structure. A subjective 
evaluation of tone correctness is conducted by using tone 
perception of eight Thai listeners. The simple tone-separated 
tree structure gives the highest level of tone correctness, while 
the single binary tree structure gives the lowest level of tone 
correctness. Moreover, the additional contextual tone 
information which is applied to all structures of the decision 
tree achieves a significant improvement of tone correctness. 
Finally, the evaluation of syllable duration distortion among 
the four structures shows that the constancy-based-tone-
separated and the trend-based-tone-separated tree structures 
can alleviate the distortions that appear when using the simple 
tone-separated tree structure. 
1. Introduction 
For tonal languages such as Thai, Mandarin, Cantonese, and 
Vietnamese, tone is a very important suprasegmental feature of 
syllable. The words with the same phoneme sequence may 
have different meanings if they have different tones [1]. Thus, 
tone must be carefully taken into account in speech synthesis 
systems of tonal languages. 
Meanwhile, HMM-based speech synthesis system is 
becoming popular in the present day. It was firstly developed 
for Japanese by Tokuda et al. [2]-[4], and has also been 
developed for several other languages such as Korean, English, 
Portuguese, Slovenian, Chinese, and German as indicated in 
[5]. It has been shown that the HMM-based speech synthesis 
can be applied successfully to speech synthesis of tonal 
languages.  
In this context, we have attempted to develop an HMM-
based Thai speech synthesis system [6]. In the developed 
system, a group of contextual factors which affect spectrum, 
pitch, and state duration, such as tone type and part of speech 
are taken into account especially for the purpose of producing 
natural sounding prosody of the tonal language. We have found 
that it can provide speech with the better reproduction of 
prosody over the unit-selection-based Vaja TTS system [7]. 
Specifically, a decision tree with a tone-separated structure 
shows the significant improvement of tone correctness of the 
synthesized speech. However, some distortion of syllable 
duration is obviously noticeable when the system is trained 
with a small amount of data. To overcome this problem, this 
paper proposes some other structures of the decision tree 
designed for not only the purpose of maximal correctness of 
tone but also the purpose of elimination of the syllable duration 
distortion. In addition to using the designed tree structures, we 
also apply contextual tone information (tone types of the 
preceding and the succeeding syllables) to the designed 
decision-tree structures. 
2. Study of Thai tones 
2.1. Characteristics of Thai tones 
According to the comprehensive study of Thai sound system by 
Lukseneeyanawin [8], [9], Thai sound is often described in a 
syllable unit as depicted in Figure 1. The basic Thai textual 
syllable structure is composed of consonants, vowels, and tone, 
where Ci, V, Cf, and T denotes an initial consonant, a vowel, a 
final consonant, and a tone, respectively. 
For tonal languages such as Thai, tone, which is indicated 
by contrasting variations in contour of fundamental frequency 
(F0) at the syllabic level, is an important part of spoken 
language because the meaning of words with the same 
sequence of phonemes can be different if they have different 
tones. In Thai, there are five tonal variations traditionally 
named according to the characteristics of their F0 contours 
within a syllable as shown in Figure 2 [10], [11]. Five IPA 
tone markers are generally used to indicate Thai tone types; /  / 
for middle tone (tone 0), /  / for low tone (tone 1), /   / for 
falling tone (tone 2), /  / for high tone (tone 3), and /    / for 
rising tone (tone 4). The effect of tone on the linguistic 
meaning is shown in the following examples: the syllable /kha/ 
(// in Thai) has tone 0 and means “to get stuck”, the syllable 
/kha/ (// in Thai) has tone 1 and means “galangal, a kind of 
spice”, the syllable /kha/ (// in Thai) has tone 2 and means 
“to kill”, the syllable /kha/ (// in Thai) has tone 3 and means 
“to trade”, and the syllable /kha/ (// in Thai) has tone 4 and 
means “leg”. By investigating tone occurrence statistics in 
TSynC speech database (see Section 4.1), we found that 77,413 
syllables are occupied firstly by tone 0 (38%), tone 1 (22%), 
tone 2 (17%), tone 3 (15%), and finally tone 4 (8%). 
2.2. Categorizations of Thai tones 
Two criteria are used to categorize Thai tones into tone groups 
as follows. First, by considering the constancy of the F0 
contour, Abramson divided the tones into two groups [12]: the 
static group consists of three tones, high tone, middle tone,              
… 
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Figure 1: Thai tonal syllable structure. 
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Figure 2: Standard F0 contours for Thai tones. 
and low tone; the dynamic group consists of two tones, rising 
tone and falling tone. Secondly, by considering each contour of 
figure 2, we can see that the pitch patterns of the mid, low, 
falling, high, and rising tones are relatively mid-fall, fall, rise-
fall, rise, and fall-rise, respectively. As a result, they can be 
divided according to the final trend of their contours: the 
upward trend group consists of two tones, high tone, and rising 
tone; the downward trend group consists of three tones, mid 
tone, low tone, and falling tone. 
3. Tree-based context clustering 
In the HMM-based speech synthesis system, context clustering 
is an important process in the training stage to treat the 
problem of limitation of training data. Information sharing of 
training data in the same cluster or leaf node in the decision-
tree-based context clustering is the essential concept, therefore 
construction of contextual factors and design of tree structure 
for the decision-tree-based context clustering must be done 
appropriately. The following subsections describe our 
approach to the issues. 
3.1. Construction of contextual factors 
A number of contextual factors which is language dependent 
has been constructed for Thai in [6] to model context 
dependent HMMs. The following 13 contextual factor sets in 5 
levels of speech unit were constructed according to 2 sources 
of information, including the phonological information [9] (for 
phoneme and syllable levels), and the utterance structure from 
Thai text corpus named ORCHID [13] (for word, phrase, and 
utterance levels). 
• Phoneme level 
S1. {preceding, current, succeeding} phonetic type 
S2. {preceding, current, succeeding} part of syllable 
structure 
C_Silence
C_Semivowel
C_phrase_position
_in_sentence_7
C_tone_
num_2L_Voiced L_Middle
L_tone_
num_0
Leaf_no_
70
no yes no yes no yes no yes
no yes no yes
no yes
C_sil
L_Initial L_POS_18
C_aaC_Final L_POS_7
L_num_phn_
in_syll=2
Leaf_no_
169
Leaf_no_
170
no yes no yes
no yes
C_Long
C_a R_Silence
rear_syll_1L_Silence C_tone_num=2syll_1
Leaf_no_
133
no yes
no yes no yes
no yes no yes no yes no yes
(a)
(b)
(c)
no yes no yes no yes no yes
 
Figure 3: Example of decision trees for: (a) spectrum 
(3rd state), (b) pitch (2nd state), and (c) state duration.  
• Syllable level 
S3. {preceding, current, succeeding} tone type 
S4. the number of phones in {preceding, current, 
succeeding} syllable 
S5. current phone position in current syllable 
• Word level 
S6. current syllable position in current word 
S7. part of speech 
S8. the number of syllables in {preceding, current, 
succeeding} word 
• Phrase level 
S9. current word position in current phrase 
S10. the number of syllables in {preceding, current, 
succeeding} phrase 
• Utterance level  
S11. current phrase position in current sentence 
S12. the number of syllables in current sentence 
S13. the number of words in current sentence 
Subsequently, these contextual information sets were 
transformed into question sets which finally applied at the 
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context clustering process in the training stage with the total 
question number of 1156. An analysis of these question sets 
was conducted in [6] to evaluate the contribution of each set. 
Figure 3 shows an example of decision trees for spectrum, 
pitch and state duration by using all of the constructed question 
sets for the single binary tree context clustering (style (e) in 
Section 3.3). It can be seen that the root node question in each 
tree (C_sil from the spectrum tree, C_Silence from the pitch 
tree, and C_Long from the state duration tree) is of the 
phonetic type question set. It corresponds to the previous 
analysis that phonetic type question set is the most important 
set among all thirteen sets.  
3.2. Design of decision-tree structures 
The single binary tree structure normally used in the decision 
tree-based context clustering process is shown in Figure 4 (a). 
The imbalance of tone frequency causes the prevalence of 
some tones to the others, as a result, the single binary tree 
context clustering gives high tone error percentage as indicated 
in [6]. To improve the tone correctness of the synthesized 
speech, the simple tone-separated decision-tree structure was 
proposed in [6] as depicted in Figure 4 (b). It has been found 
that the significant distortion of the generated syllable duration 
are unavoidable when using the simple tone-separated tree 
context clustering with small training data due to the limited 
data in each tone. To treat this problem, the other two 
structures were designed by taking into account of tone groups 
and tone types as explained in Section 2.2 and Section 2.1, 
respectively. 
Tone groups categorized in terms of constancy of the F0 
contour (proposed by Abramson) were used to design the 
structure of constancy-based-tone-separated tree as depicted in 
Figure 4 (c). Meanwhile, tone groups categorized by the final 
trend were used to design the structure of trend-based-tone-
separated tree as depicted in Figure 4 (d). In the static tone 
group of the constancy-based-tone-separated tree and the 
downward trend group of the trend-based-tone-separated tree, 
no tone-separations are applied because the data sharing among 
the tones within those groups is expected to alleviate the 
problem of syllable duration distortion.       
3.3. Design of context clustering styles 
First, the four structures of decision tree as described in 
Section 3.2 are applied directly in the context clustering 
process of the training stage without using the tone type 
question set (S3 in Section 3.1). The first four styles of context 
clustering are listed as follows. 
(a)   Single binary tree context clustering without tone type 
questions. 
(b)   Simple tone-separated tree context clustering without 
tone type questions. 
(c)   Constancy-based-tone-separated tree context 
clustering without tone type questions. 
(d)   Trend-based-tone-separated tree context clustering 
without tone type questions. 
Note that only tone information of the current syllable is 
concerned in the tone-separated tree structures, while no tone 
information is concerned in the single binary tree structure. 
Moreover no other tone information in the neighboring 
syllables is taken into account in all structures.  To  exploit  the  
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Figure 4: Tree structures for context clustering: (a) 
single binary tree structure, (b) simple tone-separated 
tree structure, (c) constancy-based-tone-separated tree 
structure, and (d) trend-based-tone-separated tree 
structure. 
ignored tone information, the tone type question set is 
incorporated into all of the designed tree structures to form 
another four styles of context clustering. Those styles of 
context clustering process are listed as follows. 
(e)   Single binary tree context clustering with tone type 
questions. 
(f)   Simple tone-separated tree context clustering with 
tone type questions. 
(g)   Constancy-based-tone-separated tree context 
clustering with tone type questions. 
(h)   Trend-based-tone-separated tree context clustering 
with tone type questions. 
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4. Experiments 
4.1. Speech database and training condition 
A set of phonetically balanced sentences of Thai speech 
database named TSynC from National Electronics and 
Computers Technology Center (NECTEC) [7] was used for 
training HMMs. The whole sentence text was collected from 
Thai part-of-speech tagged ORCHID corpus. The speech in the 
database was uttered by a professional female speaker with 
clear articulation and standard Thai accent. The phoneme 
labels included in TSynC and the utterance structure from 
ORCHID were used to construct the context dependent labels 
[6] with 79 different phonemes including 65 phonemes from 
original Thai words, 12 phonemes from some loan words, and 
2 phonemes of silence and pause. 
Speech signals were sampled at a rate of 16kHz and 
windowed by a 25ms Blackman window with a 5ms shift. Then 
mel-cepstral coefficients were extracted by mel-cepstral 
analysis. The feature vectors consisted of 25 mel-cepstral 
coefficients including the zeroth coefficient, logarithm of F0, 
and their delta and delta-delta coefficients [2]. 
We used 5-state left-to-right phoneme-sized HSMMs in 
which the spectral part of the state was modeled by a single 
diagonal Gaussian output distribution. The number of training 
utterances was varied as follows: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 
1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500. 
4.2. Evaluation of synthesized speech 
Three experiments were performed to evaluate the synthesized 
speech. First, evaluation of the overall tone correctness of the 
synthesized speech generated from the HMM-based system 
with eight different tree-based context clustering styles was 
done. Secondly, evaluation of the tone correctness for each 
tone type was performed separately. Finally, the evaluation of 
syllable duration distortion for four different tree structures 
was conducted. 
4.2.1. Evaluation of overall tone correctness 
This section presents how the overall tone correctness of the 
synthesized speech is improved by using eight different tree-
based context clustering styles described in Section 3.3.  Figure 
5 shows an example of F0 contours of the natural speech and 
synthesized speech with different clustering styles. The first 
full-shape syllable of Figure 5 pronounced as /tha/ (“magic” in 
English) conveys tone 4 or rising tone. Figure 5 (a) is of the 
single binary tree context clustering without tone type 
questions, however this syllable contour is misshaped. As a 
result, most listeners perceived it with wrong tone. Meanwhile 
Figures 5 (b) - (h) are of the other styles, and they show the 
improvement of the F0 contour shape conforming to that of the 
natural speech as depicted in Figure 5 (i). To evaluate the 
overall tone correctness of our implemented system, a 
subjective test was conducted. The 2,289 syllables of 100 
synthesized speech utterances were presented to eight native 
subjects. Then the subjects were requested to decide whether 
the syllables have the same tones as the given texts or not. The 
average tone error percentages for the first four styles and 
another four styles are summarized in Figures 6 and 7, 
respectively. 
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Figure 5: F0 contours of synthesized speech from 8 
different clustering styles; (a) single binary tree without 
tone type questions, (b) simple tone-separated tree 
without tone type questions, (c) constancy-based-tone-
separated tree without tone type questions, (d) trend-
based-tone-separated tree without tone type questions 
(e) single binary tree with tone type questions, (f) 
simple tone-separated tree with tone type questions, (g) 
constancy-based-tone-separated tree with tone type 
questions, (h) trend-based-tone-separated tree with 
tone type questions, and (i) F0 contour of natural 
speech. 
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Figure 6: Tone error percentages of synthesized speech 
from 4 different clustering styles; (a) single binary tree 
without tone type questions, (b) simple tone-separated 
tree without tone type questions, (c) constancy-based-
tone-separated tree without tone type questions, and (d) 
trend-based-tone-separated tree without tone type 
questions. 
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Figure 7: Tone error percentages of synthesized speech 
from 8 different clustering styles; (a) single binary tree 
without tone type questions, (b) simple tone-separated 
tree without tone type questions, (c) constancy-based-
tone-separated tree without tone type questions, (d) 
trend-based-tone-separated tree without tone type 
questions (e) single binary tree with tone type 
questions, (f) simple tone-separated tree with tone type 
questions, (g) constancy-based-tone-separated tree with 
tone type questions, and (h) trend-based-tone-separated 
tree with tone type questions. 
Figure 6 shows the tone error percentages of synthesized 
speech from the context clustering styles (a)-(d) as described in 
Section 3.3. Comparing the four designed tree structures, we 
can see that the style (a) (single binary tree without tone type 
questions) gives the highest level of error percentage, the style 
(c) (constancy-based-tone-separated tree without tone type 
questions) and the style (d) (trend-based-tone-separated tree 
without tone type questions) can reduce the error percentage 
significantly, while the style (b) (simple tone-separated tree 
without tone type questions) gives the lowest error percentage. 
In other words, the context clustering with the tone-separated 
tree structure has more effectiveness than the context clustering 
with the single binary tree structure. We can also see that the 
tone error percentage is decreased as the number of training 
utterances is increased. 
Figure 7 shows the tone error percentages of synthesized 
speech from the context clustering styles (e)-(h) relative to the 
styles (a)-(d), respectively. The tone type question set was 
applied to those four styles. It can be seen that the contextual 
tone information in syllable level causes a drastic reduction of 
the tone error percentage for all tree structures except the 
simple tone-separated tree context clustering. The reason is that 
the simple tone-separated tree structure exploits all tone type 
questions of the current syllable in the separation of tree 
structure, while the single tree structure does not exploit the 
tone information at all and the constancy-based-tone-separated, 
trend-based-tone-separated tree structures exploit partly of the 
tone information. Therefore the effect of the tone type question 
set which is employed afterward to the simple tone-separated 
tree structure is smallest among that of all other tree structures. 
From Figures 6 and 7, it can be also seen that the 
constancy-based-tone-separated tree structure is more effective 
in  giving  a  little lower error percentage than  the trend-based-   
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Figure 8: Tone error percentages of synthesized speech 
from 8 different clustering styles categorized by tone 
types; (a) single binary tree without tone type 
questions, (b) simple tone-separated tree without tone 
type questions, (c) constancy-based-tone-separated tree 
without tone type questions, (d) trend-based-tone-
separated tree without tone type questions (e) single 
binary tree with tone type questions, (f) simple tone-
separated tree with tone type questions, (g) constancy-
based-tone-separated tree with tone type questions, and 
(h) trend-based-tone-separated tree with tone type 
questions. 
tone-separated tree structure. 
4.2.2. Evaluation of tone correctness for each tone type 
This section presents the tone correctness in terms of the tone 
types. The result is presented in Figure 8. For 100 synthesized 
speech utterances from Section 4.2.1, the numbers of the 
syllables with tone 0, tone 1, tone 2, tone 3, and tone 4 are 750, 
560, 449, 339, and 191, respectively. 
From Figure 8 (a) or the single binary tree without tone 
type questions and (b) or the simple tone-separated tree 
without tone type questions, the error percentage of tone 4 is 
mostly highest among all tones, on the other hand, the error 
percentage of tone 0 is mostly lowest. The reason is that the 
proportion of training data of tone 4 is smallest while the 
proportion of training data of tone 0 is largest according to the 
statistics of tone occurrence in the speech database as described 
in Section 2.2. From Figure 8 (c) or the constancy-based-tone-
separated tree without tone type questions, the error 
percentages of tone 2 and 4 are noticeably reduced as 
compared to (a) or the single binary tree without tone type 
questions. Meanwhile, from Figure 8 (d) or the trend-based-
tone-separated tree without tone type questions, the error 
percentages of tone 3 and 4 are reduced as compared to (a) or 
the single binary tree without tone type questions.  
As for Figures 8 (e) – (h) in which the tone type question 
set is employed, it can be seen that the tone error percentages 
of tone 0 – 4 are rather close to each other and also much less 
than those of Figures 8 (a) – (d).  
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Figure 9: Scores of a paired-comparison test for 
natural duration among 4 different clustering styles; (e) 
single binary tree with tone type questions, (f) simple 
tone-separated tree with tone type questions, (g) 
constancy-based-tone-separated tree with tone type 
questions, and (h) trend-based-tone-separated tree with 
tone type questions. 
4.2.3. Evaluation of syllable duration distortion 
A paired-comparison test among all tree structures (the styles 
(e)-(h)) of the context clustering with tone type questions was 
performed. Ten test sentences selected randomly from 100 
synthesized speech utterances in Section 4.2.1 were used in 
this evaluation. For each comparison, a pair of utterances from 
two of the four structures is presented to eight subjects and 
then the subjects are requested to choose the one which has 
more natural duration without considering the correctness of 
tone. The average scores in percentage of each tree structure 
with the different number of training utterances are shown in 
Figure 9. 
The single binary tree structure gives the least distortion 
among all tree structures. On the other hand, the simple tone-
separated tree structure gives the worst distortion compared to 
the other structures, because there is no sharing of data 
between each tone for the simple tone-separated tree structure, 
meanwhile there is some data sharing for the single binary tree 
structure, the constancy-based-tone-separated tree structure and 
the trend-based-tone-separated tree structure as seen in Figure 
4. However it can be seen that the distinction between the 
scores disappears when the number of training utterances is 
increased above 1000.      
The synthesized speech samples are available on the 
website: http://www.kbys.ip.titech.ac.jp/demo/thai/index.html 
5. Conclusions 
An analysis of tree-based context clustering of an HMM-based 
Thai speech synthesis system has been conducted in this paper. 
Four structures of decision tree were designed according to 
tone groups and tone types to obtain higher correctness of tone 
of synthesized speech. The results show that the tone-separated 
tree structures can reduce the tone error percentage of the 
synthesized speech compared to the single binary tree structure 
significantly. As for using the contextual tone information in 
the syllable level, it can improve the tone correctness for all 
structures of decision tree. There are some distortions of the 
syllable duration appearing in the case of using the simple 
tone-separated tree context clustering with a small amount of 
training data, however it can be relieved when using the 
constancy-based-tone-separated or the trend-based-tone-
separated tree context clustering. 
The analysis of tone correctness of the average-voice-based 
speech model and the intonation analysis issues are anticipated 
to be studied in the future. 
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Abstract
The Bonn Open Synthesis System (BOSS) is a toolkit
for the efficient development of speech synthesis appli-
cations. To facilitate adaptation to tone languages, we
added support for tone contour quantization and predic-
tion. Now it is possible to integrate syllable and word
tone templates into the system and predict as well as se-
lect them efficiently. The simple model presented here
is trained automatically and works independently of the
morphophonemic rules specific to a certain tone lan-
guage. Its feasibility is exemplified for the African lan-
guage Ibibio.
1. Introduction
1.1. BOSS
The Bonn Open Synthesis System BOSS [1] is a re-
search and development platform originally written for
unit selection-oriented speech synthesis, but also appli-
cable to other approaches [2]. Its building blocks are
reusable libraries and language modules (German, Pol-
ish, Ibibio) in C/C++. BOSS also provides tools for
creating and optimizing corpora. The system commu-
nicates and stores data using XML files and their DOM
representations; runtime access to corpus data is opti-
mized for speed by use of MySQL [3] databases (DB).
BOSS is a network-enabled application. Communication
between synthesis server and clients works over a sim-
ple protocol that hosts XML and audio data. Synthesis
can be executed from the command line or by a Java
GUI client. BOSS provides a bootstrap install mecha-
nism and thus can be installed and run on Unix-based
platforms. German online-synthesis is available at the
BOSS website [1]. As a platform intended for research,
BOSS is not optimized for limited resources, although
many ideas for optimization are conceivable and waiting
for implementation. Feel free to contribute to the BOSS
project.
1.2. Objective
Our first aim was to write a BOSS intonation/unit selec-
tion module for the African tone language Ibibio. In co-
operation with Prof. Urua (University of Uyo, Uyo, Nige-
ria), the fundamentals of the module were planned and
worked out in [4].
The main objectives for a general tone language in-
tonation module are adaptability, extensibility, simplic-
ity, ease and speed of development, run-time speed, uni-
versality and knowledge gain through machine learning
(ML). Since tone languages like Ibibio exhibit intrigu-
ingly complex intonation, e. g. may combine phenomena
such as declination, downdrift, downsteps, final fall and
tone assimilations, it is very hard to derive rules for a
rule-based intonation synthesis manually. Some rough
rules for Ibibio can be found in the literature, e. g. lower-
ing of the topline by 30 Hz after downsteps and final fall
of about 10 Hz [5], but there is no integrated model to de-
scribe the interactions between the various influences on
the suprasegmental structure of the language. To avoid
the tedious search for uncertain regularities, we leave it to
the machine to learn the patterns of intonation and there-
fore gain a reusable and easily retrainable system.
1.3. Ibibio
Ibibio is one of over 1500 Niger-Congo languages and
is spoken in the southwestern part of Nigeria by about
5 million people. The language has three tonemes (high
H, low L and downstepped high D), plus two non-
contrasting surface contour tones (rising R and falling
F) [6]. Usually, tones are not represented in orthogra-
phy. Ibibio shows interesting tonal features: Tones are
lexically and grammatically distinctive. There are com-
plex morphophonemic word tone templates (cf. [5]):
Ibibio English
sé look
áà-sèè-hè one who looks
áà-!ké-séé-hé one who looked
áà-!dî-sé one who will look
no`
˚
give
áà-no`
˚
o`
˚
-ho`
˚
one who gives
áà-!ké-no`
˚
o`
˚
-ho´
˚
one who gave
áà-dî-no`
˚
one who will give
In this notation, ! is a downstep, the subring shows the
presence of a deleted underlying (floating) tone. There
is also downdrift [7]. This means that like consecutive
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tones have the same fundamental frequencies; they may
need some time to reach the target frequency, though, a
phenomenon called start-up effect [5].
ObOON# fiktO# atta# amaakOOm# mbon# ufOkutom# emi#
m b o n# u f O h# u t o m# e m i#
L L H L H L H L
L L H HL H H H L
L L H L H L H L
m bo n#u fO h#u to m#e mi
LLH HLH HLH HL
mbon ufOh utom %emi%
Figure 1: Sample corpus sentence. The annotation tiers
shown are (from top to bottom): Sentence transcription,
phones, surface tones, underlying tones, mapping of tier
3 to single letter tone symbols, syllables, word tones,
words.
For the research presented in this paper, we used a
small annotated Ibibio corpus of 94 sentences spoken by
Prof. Urua. An excerpt of the corpus is shown below.
121: /ana ekop nsONidem odo OjOhO OjOhO ke
ifuuro uwem/
122: /ekæriku odo akwa owo eto/
123: /mmOON idIm ukana amaasideNNe/
2. Methods and models
2.1. The linear approach
As for most languages we do not know the optimal in-
tonational decomposition in advance, we must leave it to
the ML to learn it. Our model predicts a sequence of
syllable tone contours on the basis of the symbolic de-
scription of a target utterance’s tonal surface structure.
We simply feed it alongside all other available parame-
ters such as number of preceding hightones or downsteps
into the ML, thus not anticipating any language-specific
features or assuming erroneous regularities. To adapt our
module to a new language, the only necessary change to
the ML is the choice of features, derived from recom-
mendations in the literature. Other reasons for preferring
a linear approach over superposition are:
• Ease of data extraction: Obtaining the observable
surface intonation contour is straightforward
• No global component necessary (e. g. phrase com-
mands)
• The tone-bearing unit (TBU) is usually a syllable,
so complexity is reduced by concatenating syllable
contours
One problem arising from the linear tone sequence model
is the possibility of F0 discontinuities at concatenation
boundaries. This problem seems neglectable, because
a well-trained prediction module should produce only
small differences at syllable boundaries which can be
smoothed easily in unit selection and signal manipula-
tion.
2.2. F0-Stylization
For automatic extraction of fundamental frequency con-
tours, we used ESPS’ get_f0 [8] as well as Praat [9]. For
the application to our Ibibio corpus, we faced the problem
that syllable boundaries were not annotated. Thus we had
to resort to the boundaries marked for surface tones.
In contrast to modeling intonational events known
from accent languages e. g. by using the Tilt model [10],
we use quartic polynomials to stylize syllable contours.
Our method does not require any suprasegmental markup
and therefore rather resembles the PaIntE model [11].
One advantage of using polynomial regression is ease of
implementation. On the downside, there may be unsolv-
able systems of equations due to a lack of data points,
e. g. in voiceless sections or where the extraction algo-
rithm calculated F0 values out of a sensible range.
To determine the optimal polynomial order, we tested
the quality of stylization for different regression settings
on the Ibibio corpus. To this end, we stylized and resyn-
thesized the intonation contours using original syllable
durations. The differences in the extracted F0 values be-
tween original and polynomial contours were measured
by means of a Perl script. Contour accuracy is shown
in table 1. The values represent root mean square error
(RMSE) and mean absolute errors (MAE) in Hertz plus
Pearson’s correlation coefficient r for different polyno-
mial orders. We also experimented with stylization on a
logarithmic scale, but results were slightly less satisfac-
tory.
In the end, stylization was done using polynomials of
fourth order, as this gave the best ratio between approxi-
mation quality and the number of solvable equation sys-
tems and thus the number of syllables that could be used
for training. The polynomials are stored using both their
coefficients and a data point representation. The latter is
derived by computing the polynomial values for the left
and right syllable boundaries, the middle, and two points
between the middle position and the borders. This way,
we get tone contour descriptions that are independent of
the syllable durations. We don’t apply an F0 normaliza-
tion to the contour shapes, because the absolute data val-
ues may serve to distinguish different intonational func-
tions.
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2.3. Data reduction
We use a simple vector quantization (VQ) approach to re-
duce the syllable contour data. This serves two purposes:
firstly, to create a reasonably concise amount of distinct
syllable contours for machine learning, and secondly to
gain knowledge over the most common syllable contours
and their linguistic/phonological distribution. The data
reduction method used in our module is the well-known
LBG algorithm [12]. To reduce the set of observed sylla-
ble contours, their polynomial functions are taken to form
a vector space by using five equidistant data points. Thus,
each syllable can be represented by a quartic polynomial.
We don’t use the polynomial coefficients at this stage,
as their values have different dimensions and cannot be
compared by simple distance measures as necessary in
the VQ.
The LBG algorithm successively divides the vector
space into halves. The resulting 2N prototypes, collected
in a codebook, represent an optimal partitioning of all
data points (read: syllable contours) in the vector space.
As can be seen in figure 2, we chose a codebook size of
64 entries, which was the best choice for the current small
size of the corpus.
Afterwards, the codebook’s prototypes themselves
were vector quantized to get a set of superclasses — a
further layer of abstraction to be used as a fallback in unit
selection whenever there is no unit available for a certain
prototype. For our corpus, the best combination of code-
book and codebook classes in terms of distortion mini-
mization was achieved for 64/16 codevectors, as can be
seen in table 2. Re-quantizing the existing codebook, as
if it were a set of original contour shapes attempts to re-
duce data that is already optimally distributed in the vec-
tor space. Additionally, the original frequency distribu-
tion (number of data vectors per codevector) is neglected.
This approach can be improved. One possibility would be
to create a smaller codebook from the original data and
to assign the original data points to these classes. When
looking at the produced protoypical syllables shapes of
the codebook in figure 2, one can observe several proper-
ties of the algorithm: The overall fundamental frequency
curve rises with the number of codevectors and 2N neigh-
Order RMSE [Hz] MAE [Hz] r
1 10.55 6.74 0.964
2 6.98 4.26 0.985
3 5.47 3.17 0.991
4 4.53 2.49 0.994
5 4.02 2.14 0.995
Table 1: F0-stylization accuracy for various polynomial
orders. The order used is printed in bold letters.
bouring codevectors share some features, e. g. rising or
falling shape, while varying in others.
The VQ automatically tries to make its codevectors
represent the data vectors best, so we can assume that a
fairly large codebook represents the most frequent tone
contours of a language. The codebook provides the es-
sential interface between surface acoustic and surface
symbolic-phonetic information and with that, the phono-
logical categories1.
2.4. Prediction
Our choice for a prediction method started with the fol-
lowing considerations:
• There should be tools available for training
• Robust creation and prediction
• Low implementation and integration cost for BOSS
• Human-understandable ML knowledge gain
Thus, neural networks (NN) and support vector machines
(SVM) were discarded in favor of classification and re-
gression trees (CART) [13].
Advantages of CARTs include:
• Very fast execution and low memory usage in
working phase (binary trees)
• Already implemented in BOSS as a parser for
LISP-like decision tree files
• Good tools available (wagon [14]), simple setup
and training
• No black box: Human-comprehensible and exten-
sible decisions in a simple tree structure. Potential
linguistic knowledge gain concerning tonal phe-
nomena
In the German BOSS module, regression trees are
already used for phone duration prediction. We ex-
tended the source code to predict classes in addition to
mean/standard deviation pairs on the tree leaves in order
to be able to use the implementation both for tone contour
and duration prediction in the Ibibio module. By using
CARTs, it is possible to recognize superpositions in the
tree structure as similar returning decisions in different
branches. We should thus be able to detect the individual
influences of the input parameters on the resulting tonal
contours. Disadvantages of the CART include: The im-
portance of single training parameters may vary strongly
upon but small changes to the DB. Secondly, like all data-
driven machine learning methods, the availability of large
amounts of reliable data is essential for successful train-
ing.
1Presuming the relation between phonology and symbolic surface
structure is known.
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Figure 2: Vector quantization: Codebook excerpt for codevectors 16. . .31 out of 64
Order Syllables Size C1 Distortion SNR Size C2 Distortion SNR
3 2333 230.31 -23.62 568.68 -27.55
4 2322 224.03 -23.50 8 531.99 -27.26
5 2067 240.54 -23.81 5656.15 -37.52
3 2333
64
230.31 -23.62 314.46 -24.98
4 2322 224.03 -23.50 290.29 -24.63
5 2067 240.54 -23.81 4836.02 -36.84
3 2333 156.82 -21.95
16
447.28 -26.51
4 2322 156.35 -21.94 389.75 -25.91
5 2067 170.50 -22.32 3762.66 -35.75
3 2333
128
156.82 -21.95 309.64 -24.91
4 2322 156.35 -21.94 32 258.54 -24.13
5 2067 170.50 -22.32 2744.57 -34.38
Table 2: Vector quantization: Comparison of different codebook sizes and polynomial orders, smoothing of all voiceless
syllable parts. Values given are overall distortion in data fitting and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR:−10 log10 dist). The best
codebook size combination is printed in bold letters.
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A typical training set of 84 sentences for CART con-
structed from our Ibibio corpus would leave only about
4’30” of speech, not counting pauses. This is the amount
left after removing ten sentences for testing purposes,
which is clearly not enough to demonstrate the full po-
tential of our approach. The results presented here should
thus be seen as a preliminary estimation. Applying the
CART for tone contour prediction to the test set ren-
dered results ranging from 38.55 - 59.04 %, the large in-
terval between the outcomes already indicating a sparsity
problem. Duration prediction results were slightly bet-
ter, but still unsatisfactory for the same reason. Table
3 lists the five most important parameters in codevector
and duration prediction trees, taken from sample training
set no. 7. The parameters sylphrase wordphrase repre-
sent the position of the respective unit in the phrase, syl-
sphrase and wordsphrase the number of these units it is
comprised of. Sylstruc encodes the syllable type2. The
left and right tonal context of each syllable was captured
by ltone4. . .ltone1 and rtone1. . .rtone4. Parameter d is
the number of preceding downsteps in the phrase, and
firstcons stands for the first consonant of the syllable. The
distances to left and right phrase boundaries are given by
bodil and bodir. Other features used for training are r and
f for the number of preceding L-H and H-L tone shifts,
respectively. For numbered features we also added cate-
gorical versions with the possible values initial, medial,
final and single. The features used for prediction were
collected from recommendations in the literature; an ex-
planation of all features is given in [4]. After training, the
Contour classification Duration regression
Feature % correct Feature % correct
sylphrase 62.3 sylstruc 80.7
wordphrase 64.5 rtone 85.7
sylstruc 66.4 sylphrase 87.4
rtone3 67.4 firstcons 88.3
d 68.3 bodir 88.7
Table 3: Most important five prediction features for tone
template and duration CARTs and their cumulative pre-
diction accuracy.
decision structure of the tree was analyzed. Especially the
role of the number of downsteps and of downdrift was in-
spected, but the impact of downsteps predicted in the lit-
erature was not transparent in the CART. Since sylphrase
was the dominant decision feature in most trained trees,
we would rather assume a declination component for the
current data. More data has to be segmented and anno-
tated for further investigation of the role of r, f and d.
2The symbols C, V and N were used to represent consonants, vowels
and nasals respectively. The latter were included to account for the
special importance of nasals in Ibibio.
With respect to the different tonal shapes, only one valley
shape was found in the codebook. Thus, a more restricted
parametrical representation might also have worked.
2.5. Unit selection
BOSS employs a stepwise reduction of unit search crite-
ria called preselection to reduce the number of database
lookups. Thus, if no perfect fitting unit can be found —
judging from the symbolic description only — the con-
text is widened and other possible, but less narrowly de-
fined, units come into selection focus.
We introduced two new cost functions to the Ibibio
module: To compare the syllable tone contours, the data
points from the codebook and those found in the corpus
units are compared via RMSE. On the phone level, a cat-
egorical measure for the position inside the syllable was
introduced with initial, medial, final and single as possi-
ble values. For mean syllable F0 unit and transition costs,
the standard BOSS approach is used.
Determining the weighting (or cost) factors for the
different unit selection cost functions is a non-trivial
problem. In our approach, we normalized all cost func-
tions by their corpus mean value and weighted them in
same parts.
A critical problem was the small corpus size: Even
after widening the search focus maximally, for some test
sentences no fitting syllables or even single phones were
found in the database. This calls strongly for a bigger
corpus. Additionally, the Ibibio module was originally
designed only for syllable-based synthesis, so that phone
synthesis represents an unsatisfactory solution. This
stems from the fact that we predict syllable tones, and
therefore it is hard to tell if a phone fits a given sylla-
ble contour. The forementioned phone cost term is one
method to remedy this.
2.6. Signal manipulation
Until now, no signal manipulation has been implemented.
There are two reasons: Corpus synthesis should in princi-
ple work without manipulation (and it does) and develop-
ment time was restricted to six months in [4]. In princi-
ple, BOSS supports PSOLA manipulation, but the mod-
ules expect F0 contours as input which would have re-
quired an additional transformation function for codevec-
tors. While the general algorithm for recreating a poly-
nomial shape from the codevectors can be found in the
BOSS-IBB documentation [15], it was not implemented
in this first version of the Ibibio package modules.
3. Discussion
We have shown a syllable-based tone contour codebook
synthesis with CART ML to be feasible. We believe
that our model should be applicable to other tone lan-
guages and our prototypical implementation for Ibibio
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could serve as a template for the creation of other lan-
guage adaptations. So far, we have presented some eval-
uation results on the accuracy of polynomial fitting and
vector quantization. With only the small amount of Ibibio
data at hand, meaningful subjective listening tests with
native Ibibio speakers could not be conducted. Data spar-
sity affected not only the reliability of the CART trees
but also the number of units to choose from for synthe-
sis. Thus, the next step will have to be the creation of a
much larger corpus to synthesize from and retraining of
the CART and CBs, as well as testing the method on other
languages. Criteria to examine in listening tests based on
the new data could pleasantness, naturalness, intelligibil-
ity and overall intonation.
Some of the technical work under way is the creation
of an independent reference module as a starting point for
other language modules. This is planned to be done for
BOSS-IBB V 0.2. Other language adaptions waiting for
realization are Yoruba and Chinese. To test the applica-
bility to accent languages, the method shall be evaluated
for German as well.
Other future plans include the improvement of tone
template classes and a closer examination of the phono-
logical role of downsteps and downdrift in Ibibio.
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Abstract
We describe the AsynchronousInterpolationModel, which rep-
resents speech as a composition of several different types of
feature streams that are computed using asynchronous inter-
polation of neighboring basis vectors, according to transition
weights. When applied to the acoustic inventory of a concate-
native Text-to-Speech synthesizer, the model eliminates con-
catenation errors and affords opportunities for high rates of
compression and voice transformation. We propose a partic-
ular instance of the model that uses formant frequency val-
ues and formant-normalizedcomplex spectra as two types of
streams, in conjunctionwith a unit-selectionsynthesizer. Dur-
ing analysis, basis vectorsand transitionweightswere estimated
automatically, using three different labeling schemes and dy-
namic programmingmethods. An evaluation of the intelligibil-
ity and quality of the synthesizedspeech showed significantim-
provements over a standard,size-matchedcompressionscheme.
The proposed method was also able to convincingly transform
speaker characteristicsthrough replacementof basis vectors.
1. Introduction
Today’s most natural sounding Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthe-
sis systems are based on the concatenativesynthesis approach,
which uses a multitudeof pre-recordedspeech “chunks”(a con-
tiguous section of natural speech) of a single speaker, stored in
an acoustic inventory, to stitch together a new output signal.
The quality of the resulting speech relates directly to the size
of the database, because the larger the chunks, the fewer the
number of concatenation points at which audible artifacts can
occur. Moreover, when the prosodic space is not covered by
the acoustic inventory, prosodic modification becomes neces-
sary, further degrading the speech signal. The concatenative ap-
proach can be contrasted with the formant synthesis approach,
which is compact in size, gives full prosodic and spectral con-
trol over the speech signal, and is highly intelligible,but which
does not sound very natural.
Researchers have attempted to improve the problem of au-
dible discontinuitiesin concatenative synthesis, by interpolating
in the formant, waveform, or suitable linear predictive coding
domains [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, these approachescommonly nei-
ther increase synthesis flexibility nor address the issue of com-
pactness.
We propose a model that combines aspects of both the
formant and the concatenative approaches, called the Asyn-
chronous InterpolationModel (AIM). Its features are:
• Elimination of concatenation errors, because speech
units of the acoustic inventory have identical represen-
tations at concatenationpoints.
• Opportunity for compression. Even though memory is
continuing to decline in price and increase in capacity, it
is attractive to control the size/qualitytrade-off, and thus
enable large acoustic inventorieson (extremely) storage-
limiteddevices such as cellphones.AIM can take advan-
tage of the special properties of an acoustic inventory,
which are that the inventory consists of a single speaker,
is acousticallyconstant and noise-free,non-real-timeen-
coding is possible, all data is known beforehand,and ad-
ditional information such as phonetic content is avail-
able.
• Increased spectral flexibility. For example, changing
the duration of a segment of speech changes its spectral
properties in complex ways. The increased flexibility of
AIM allows non-linear, independentchangesof different
aspects of the speech signal.
• Voice transformation with a small number of required
samples from the target speaker, making it possible to
easily produce additionalvoices from an existing acous-
tic inventory, as opposed to recording an entire new in-
ventory for the voice, which is time-consuming,tedious,
and expensive. Example applications include systems
for persons with voice disorders who use TTS synthe-
sizers to communicate. Many such people can, with
great effort, produce clear speech intermittently, which
can then be used as training samples, ultimately render-
ing the output of their TTS systemwith their own voice.
In previous work, we have applied AIM to a diphone synthe-
sizer, reducing the size of a 6.5 MB inventory to 57 kB (1:114
compression)at 8 dB spectraldistortion,while eliminatingcon-
catenation errors [5]. In this paper, we extend our work to a
unit-selectionTTS synthesizer, which leads to new approaches
during analysis and synthesis. Section 2 introduces the core
ideas, as well as the general and implementation-specificforms
of AIM. Sections 3 and 4 describe the analysis and synthesis
of speech under the model. Section 5 evaluates the TTS sys-
tem with respect to its intelligibility, quality, and speaker recog-
nizability. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future
directions.
2. The Asynchronous InterpolationModel
The core idea of AIM is to representa short region (on the order
of 5–10 ms) of speech as a compositionof several types of fea-
tures called streams. Each stream is computedby asynchronous
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interpolation of neighboring basis vector features. Each basis
vector is associated (labeled) with a particular phoneme, al-
lophone, or more specialized unit and may contain additional
information about phonetic and prosodic context. Thus, the
speech region is described by the varying degrees of influence
of several types of precedingand following acousticfeatures. In
this section, we extend and improve upon the notation reported
previously [6].
Representing speech as an interpolation between vectors
has been researched before; for example, the temporal decom-
positionapproach[7, 8] decomposesspeech into arbitraryevent
targets that describe successive events. Our method stands
apart in that the phonemic identities of the basis vectors are
known, and asynchronousinterpolationsare carried out on sev-
eral streams consistingof different types of features.
2.1. General Form
Given a speechwaveform, let the complex spectrumX at frame
m be equal to a composition operation C on the values of N
streams s at that frame
X [m] = C (s1 [m] , . . . , sN [m]) (1)
where different streams represent different types of feature tra-
jectories. An individual streamis calculatedby the interpolation
sn [m] =
K∑
k=1
wUkn [m] · bukn (2)
where bukn are the basis vectors associated with stream n and
acoustic event uk, and wUkn [m] are the transition weights at
frame m that are associatedwith streamn and context
Uk = uk−l, uk−l+1, . . . , uk−1, uk, uk+1, . . . , uk+r−1, uk+r
that includesthe l previous and r following acousticevents. The
summation is performed over K acoustic events. In addition,
for a given frame m and stream n, transition weights are con-
strained by
K∑
k=1
wUkn [m] = 1 (3)
to ensure a convex operation. When choosing speech features,
care must be taken that they are “interpolatable”so that stream
values are valid in a physical sense at all times; for example,
formant parameters are interpolatable,but polynomialfilter co-
efficients are not.
2.2. Implementation
In our specific implementation, we reduced phonetic and
prosodic context by constraining the summation of Equation 2
to only dependon the previous and the next unit; in otherwords,
the influence of a basis vector never extends beyond its neigh-
bor. We chose two types of features, namely formant frequency
locations and the formant-normalizedcomplex spectrum. The
latter is the result of modifying the complex spectrum so that
formants appear at constant neutral values, allowing the inter-
polation of spectrawithout adding extraneous formants. There-
fore, Equation 1 becomes
X [m] = C (ss [m] , sf [m]) (4)
where the subscripts refer to the association with spectral and
formant information, respectively. The composition operator
C was implemented as a non-linear warping of the formant-
normalized spectral feature stream to obtain a spectrum with
formants at the locations specifiedby the formant stream (more
on this in Section 2.2.2).
The reduced context allows combining Equations 2 and 3,
resulting in
ss[m] = w
ul→ur
s [m]·buls + (1−wul→urs [m])·burs
sf [m] = w
ul→ur
f [m]·bulf + (1−wul→urf [m])·burf (5)
where ul and ur are acoustic events left and right of frame m,
and m varies from the frame associated with event ul to the
frame associatedwith ur .
Our choice of features was guided by the observation that
in transitionsbetweenmost phonemes, formant frequenciesand
the overall spectral shape change asynchronously(althoughthis
instance of the model makes the simplifying assumption that
the formants themselves are synchronous).For example, a tran-
sition from /i:/ to /v/, as in the word “leave”, shows a change
in formants that starts well before the onset of frication. An-
other view is to regard the resulting system as an equivalent to
image morphing, where salient features are used to mark im-
portant regions of two still images, and transitions are created
by smoothly moving the salient features while modifying the
underlying still images appropriately. In our case we used for-
mants as salient features to render a good approximation of the
transitionbetween two sounds, which could not be achieved by
a simple cross-fade.
2.2.1. Basis Vector Labeling
We selectedbasis vector label names similar to the Worldbet [9]
phonetic labels for American English. Since basis vectors rep-
resent single acousticevents, some phonemesneeded to contain
several basis vectors. Specifically, diphthongs contained two
separate basis vectors for the two different targets (/aI/: “aI1”,
“aI2”), voiced plosives contained two basis vectors for closure
and burst (/b/: “bc”, “b”), and unvoiced plosives containedthree
basis vectors for closure, burst, and aspiration (/t/: “tc”, ”tb”,
“th”). Finally, we represent affricates as a combinationof other
basis vectors (/tS/: “tc”, “tb”, “S”).
Two different basis vector occurrenceswith the same label
in the acoustic inventory can be treated as identical or distinct.
This gave rise to the following three labeling schemes:
Global In the global labeling scheme all basis vectors with the
same label were shared, resulting in typically less than
60 basis vectors. This lead to the smallest representation
of the acoustic inventory and thus also gave the highest
compressionrate.
Local The opposite of the global scheme, the local scheme
considers every basis vector in the inventory as unique.
Special care must be taken during synthesis when con-
catenatingtwo unitswith distinctbasis vectors at the cut-
point to ensure smoothness(see Section 4). This scheme
still provided a high rate of compressionbecause the ma-
jorityof framesarewithin transitionsand are represented
by transitionweights only.
Automatic This scheme allowed the selection of an arbitrary
size or quality criterion (as specified by an objective
function) on the continuum spanned by the two previ-
ous schemes. This was implemented either by growing
the global scheme and iteratively splitting and reassign-
ing shared basis vectors, or by pruning the local scheme
and iteratively merging two unique basis vectors.
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Figure 1: The effect of the composition operation. Given a
log-magnitude spectrum of the phoneme /l/ with original fre-
quency locations(top), the compositionoperationcreatesa non-
uniformlyresampledversion to alignwith the desiredfrequency
locations (bottom). Formant frequenciesF1,F2, and F3, as well
as the modification-cutof frequency are located at the markers.
2.2.2. CompositionOperation
The task of the composition operation is to receive a vector of
stream values and to then render a short segment of speech. In
our case the inputs are formant-normalizedcomplex spectraand
formant frequency values, and the composition consists of re-
turning a modified complex spectrum with the neutral formant
frequency locations changed to the specified ones.
Modifying formant frequencies in the natural spectrumhas
been previously researched [10, 11, 12]. Our implementation
consistsof non-uniformlyresamplingthe originalspectrum(see
Figure 1). In addition to formant frequencies, we specify a
modification-cutof frequency at 6000 Hz to stop modification
of the spectrum at and above that frequency. Conversely, the
formant-normalized spectra themselves were initially created
by modifyingthe originalspectrumwith associated original for-
mant frequency locations to have formants at a constant neutral
location.
3. Analysis
During analysis, synthesis, and evaluation, the system utilizes
a small unit-selectiondatabase of a female speaker “AS” [13],
which covers all diphonesand specific triphones that are known
to have a significant amount of coarticulation, but which does
not have complete prosodic coverage.
3.1. Basis Vectors
In the proposed implementation,basis vectors contain informa-
tion about both the complex spectrum and formant frequency
locations. Therefore, the analysis process begins by making
initial estimates of formant frequency trajectories F1, F2, and
F3, using the ESPS get_formantalgorithm[14].
The locations of basis vectors relative to phoneme bound-
aries are initialized as follows: When the phoneme contains
just one basis vector, its location is set to that point which
will, on average, result in the smallest concatenationerror. For
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Figure 2: Transition weight analysis. The top panel shows the
original log-magnitude spectrogram for the transition between
/9r/ and /v/, with the original formant frequency trajectoriessu-
perimposed. The middle panel shows the resulting weights af-
ter analysis. The asynchronous nature of the weights is easily
observable. The bottom panel shows a resynthesis of the tran-
sition using the previously analyzedbasis vectors and transition
weights.
phonemes with two or more targets simple heuristics are em-
ployed, such as assigning the second basis vector at the 80%
point of the total duration of a diphthong.
Both basis vector locations and formant frequency trajec-
tories were manually corrected using a standard labeling tool
in conjunctionwith a pen input device. This proved especially
necessary in the following two cases: (1) to fine-tune the lo-
cation of basis vectors during stops, affricates, and diphthongs,
and (2) to create appropriate formant frequency locations in re-
gions in which formantswere not clearlyvisible, such as during
a closure preceding a stop. In the latter case, formant frequen-
cies were assigned in accordancewith locus theory [15].
To extract complex spectra, we perform a pitch-
synchronous sinusoidal analysis over two frames nearest to the
basis vector location and store the magnitudeand phase of each
harmonic sinusoid, as well as fundamental frequency and voic-
ing informationof the analysis frame.
3.2. TransitionWeights
For each transition, we fit the transition weights by first as-
suming a straight-linetransitionw = 0, 1/Q, . . . , (Q− 1)/Q,
where Q represents the weight value resolution; for example,
we use Q = 16 = 24 which allows weights to be stored in
4 bits. Then, the formant-normalizedmagnitudespectral stream
and formant frequency stream are constructed using local basis
vectors and the straight-lineweights. (The phase spectrumis ig-
nored during fitting.) Finally, the streams are separatelyaligned
to the original formant and spectral transitionsusing a dynamic
time warping (DTW) algorithm (see Figure 2). In cases where
original formant trajectories are unavailable, a joint DTW can
be used [6].
The DTW algorithmhas local constraintsthat insuremono-
tonicallyincreasingtransitionweights. There are no global con-
straints and the local constraintsallow for maximallydiscontin-
uous changes in the weights from one frame to the next. This is
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Figure 3: Basis vectors and transition weights used for syn-
thetic utterance (top panel). Basis vectors “tc”, “aI1”, and “m”
are surrounded by weight values of ones (on their left) or ze-
ros (on their right), respectively, due to synthetic lengthening
of the units. The formant and spectral streams are displayed
as trajectories (middle panel) and the formant-normalizedlog-
magnitude spectrogram (bottom panel). Lines at the tops of
panels mark the position and identity of a basis vector, whereas
lines at the bottoms of panels denote the diphone boundaries,
their identities labeled at the center.
needed becausemany transitionsare quite abrupt (for example,
nasal to vowel transitions).
Transition weight trajectories could be further regularized
by replacing them with parametric functions, for example a
sigmoidal function. Moreover, weight trajectories of certain
classes of similar transitions (for example vowel to nasal tran-
sitions) could be tied to a single model. Both of these optional
steps would yield additional storage savings.
4. Synthesis
The compressed acoustic inventory consists of two 4-bit
weights,wul→urs [m] and wul→urf [m], for each speech frame,
and an associated basis vector time and identity list that ref-
erences the collection of basis vectors bus and buf , in addition
to the traditional list of units that are used during the acous-
tic inventory search. During synthesis, we first construct basis
vectors and transition weights for the synthetic utterance, by
assigningweights, basis vector locations and basis vector iden-
tities accordingto the output of the unit search and the specified
synthetic durations. When synthetic durations are shorter than
the originalunits, the unit is shortenedby compressingthe times
at which weights and basis vectors occur. When synthetic du-
rations are longer than the original units, we leave the original
weight trajectoriesunmodified,but instead shift the weights left
when we are synthesizing the left side of a phoneme, and shift
the weights right for the right side of a phoneme. The resulting
effect is that phonemes are lengthened at their centers during
stretching, but that the transitions themselves are at their origi-
nal speeds (see Figure 3).
When two non-identical basis vectors fall onto the same
point in time, we merge the basis vectors by taking their aver-
age; thus creating a new, temporary basis vector (by definition,
streamsare interpolatable).This situationoccurswhen the local
Figure 4: Synthetic waveform (top panel) and pitch-
synchronous log-magnitude spectrogram (bottom panel) with
diphone boundary lines.
or automatic labeling scheme is used and we are concatenating
across two basis vectors associatedwith the same phoneme, but
from two different contexts.
After constructing basis vectors and transition weights,
Equations 5 and then 4 are used to calculate the complex spec-
trogram of the synthetic utterance, which is finally rendered as
a waveform by a pitch-synchronoussinusoidal synthesis algo-
rithm (see Figure 4).
AIM also allows a new approach to the spectral aspect of
voice transformation, by regarding basis vectors as speaker-
dependent, but transition weights as speaker-independent. Us-
ing the global labeling scheme described in Section 2.2.1, we
estimated a small number of basis vectors for several new tar-
get speakers. Then, transformed speech is produced by using
the original speaker’s transitionweights with the desired target
speaker’s basis vectors.
5. Evaluation
5.1. Intelligibilityand Quality
The following four conditionswere compared: (1) the standard
OGI TTS baseline system [13] at 352.8 kbps, (2) the baseline
compressedwith the Speex CELP coder [16] at 8.0 kbps, (3) the
baseline compressed with the Speex CELP coder at 3.4 kbps,
and (4) the BioSpeech AIM TTS system using the global la-
beling scheme at 3.4 kbps. The average bit rate for AIM was
computedas follows: Given 54 basis vectorswith an averagedi-
mensionof 62, where each componentis representedby 16 bits,
yields 53,568 bits. Each of the 63,716 frames of the acous-
tic inventory contains an 8-bit number that marks the position
of the frame; in addition, each frame contains two 4-bit transi-
tion weights, for a total of 1,019,456bits. Finally, the 132,300-
bit wave library is added, for a grand total of representing the
database in 1,205,324 bits or 3,414 bps. Compared to the orig-
inal representationof 124,530,928bits, or 352.8 kbps, this rep-
resents a 103:1 compressionrate.
The text material used in these experiments consisted of
48 sentences, randomly selected from the IEEE Harvard Psy-
choacousticSentences[17], containingfive keywords each (e. g.
“His shirt was clean but one button was gone”). Each sentence
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Figure 5: Word intelligibility, defined as the percentageof key-
words correctly repeated per sentence.
was synthesizedin each of the four conditions.
Six listeners aged 24–35 participated,all native speakers of
English and unfamiliar with the goals of the study. Listeners
heard an utterance exactly once, attempted to repeat the utter-
ance, and then rated its speech quality on a 1–5 Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) scale (“bad”, “poor”, “fair”, “good”, “excellent”).
A test administratorscored the number of key words that were
repeated correctly, while the ratingwas recorded automatically.
The test was designed so that condition and presentationorder
were uncorrelated;thereforeany effects due to conditioncannot
be attributed to some conditions being presented relatively late
(or early) in the experiment.
Figures 5 and 6 show the results for word intelligibility
(IW ), defined as the percentageof keywords correctly repeated
per sentence, and sentence Intelligibility (IS), defined as the
percentageof sentencescorrectly repeated in their entirety. Fig-
ure 7 shows quality (Q) representedby the mean opinion score,
averaged over all listeners and all sentences in that particular
condition. Statistical tests (planned t-tests) indicated that AIM
was significantly superior in intelligibility and quality to the
size-matched 3.4 kbps coder condition (IW : p < 0.005; IS :
p < 0.015; Q: p < 0.001). AIM was also superior in both
ways to the larger 8 kbps coder condition, but this was signifi-
cant only for quality (Q: p < 0.001).
5.2. Speaker Recognizability
In this test, a source speaker’s basis vectors of an acoustic in-
ventorywere replacedwith basis vectors from a target speaker’s
acoustic inventory, while leaving the transition weights un-
changed. Prosody was kept exactly constant for all stimuli to
ensure that speaker recognizabilityperformancewas measured
based on spectral cues only, and not on prosodic cues.
The text material used in this experiment consisted of 40
sentences, randomly selected from the IEEE Harvard Psychoa-
coustic Sentences [17]. The sentences were synthesized using
AIM with representationsderived from the acoustic inventory
of five male voices, aged 21–39, and whose native language
was AmericanEnglish. The local labeling schemewas used for
highest synthesis quality. For 20 of the sentences, the original
basis vectors were replaced by basis vectors derived from ex-
actly one of the other four voices.
A speaker recognizabilitytest was chosen to evaluate voice
transformationperformance [18]. During testing, six listeners
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Figure 6: Sentence intelligibility, defined as the percentage of
sentences correctly repeated in their entirety.
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Figure 7: Mean Opinion Score (MOS) of speech quality, on a
1–5 scale (“bad”, “poor”, “fair”, “good”, “excellent”).
(the same as in Section 5.1) heard two utterances in sequence.
One of them was the voice transformationcondition described
above, and the other was the normally synthesized version of
a different sentence of either the same speaker or a different
speaker. The task was to decide whether the two utterances
were from the same speaker or from two different speakers. The
response alternatives were “definitely different”, “kind of dif-
ferent”, “unsure”, “kind of same”, “definitely same”, and were
recorded automatically. Note the equal number (20) of correct
“same” and “different” responses.
All six listenershad higher percentagesof matching speak-
ers when they indicated “same” compared to “different”, sig-
nificant at p < 0.025 using a 1-tailed Sign test. Except for one
listener, all speakers showed a completely monotonically de-
creasing response pattern, as shown in Figure 8. Four out of six
listeners recognizedspeakers as being the same 100% correctly
when they were certain of the speakers being the same. Con-
versely, three out of four speakers recognizedspeakers as differ-
ent 100% correctlywhen they were certain of their choice. This
indicates that, even when no prosodic cues are available and
different sentences are presented, the AIM method preserves
adequate speaker information to enable listeners to determine
speaker identity.
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Figure 8: Speaker Recognizability, represented by percentages
of items where the two speakers of the stimuli presented are
the same, as a function of listener rating. "+" and "-" indicate
same and different, respectively. For example, “-sure” refers
to “definitely different”. Listener numbers are shown on the
curves; the heavy curve represents the mean over all listeners.
6. Conclusion
We have described a speech synthesis system based on the
AsynchronousInterpolationModel, which representsspeech as
a compositionof several streams that are computed using asyn-
chronous interpolation of neighboring basis vectors. Applied
to a concatenative TTS system’s acoustic inventory, the model
avoids concatenationerrorsduring synthesis,and affords oppor-
tunities for variable compression and a new approach to voice
transformation.During evaluation,AIM produced significantly
higher quality and intelligibilitythan speech that has been com-
pressed by traditional methods, using sizes equal to AIM or
more than twice as large as AIM. The AIM compression ratio
in this study was 103:1; this could easily be further increased
by further parametrization of transition weights. Results also
showed that AIM produces speech that can be reliably identi-
fied with a desired target speaker, using an extremely small set
of training speech.
Further enhancementsare necessary to increase intelligibil-
ity and quality scores. One of these would be a more sophis-
ticated method of formant manipulation, which currently was
implemented using a simple frequency warping. Another en-
hancement would be to model the deterministic and stochastic
part of a speech frame separately, allowing for higher quality
modeling of noise when a single spectral basis vector is re-
peated several times throughout a transition. Finally, we plan
on investigating approaches that will automaticallyinsert addi-
tional basis vectors, thus enabling a complete reconstructionof
the original acoustic inventory in the limit.
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Abstract 
A previously developed vowel synthesis algorithm implements 
formants as sinusoids, amplitude- and phase-modulated by the 
fundamental frequency (Hertrich and Ackermann, 1999, 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 106, 2988-
2990). The present study extends this approach to the 
modelling of the acoustic characteristics of aperiodic speech 
segments. To these ends, a voiceless signal component is 
generated by adding at each sample point a random parameter 
onto the formants' phase progression. Voiceless stop 
consonants then can be modelled, e.g., by combining a release 
burst, i.e., an interval in which the formant sinusoids abruptly 
increase and gradually decrease in amplitude, with formant-
shaped noise components, representing inter-articulator 
frication, aspiration, and breathy vowel onset.  
1. Introduction 
Most speech synthesizers use a source-filter model in order to 
generate acoustic output signals. As a rule, the vocal tract 
filter characteristics are either derived from articulation-based 
parameters or specified in terms of a formant structure while 
the source, in case of voiced speech segments, approximates 
the laryngeal excitation signal [1]. A different approach is 
used in sinusoidal coding techniques [2, 3, 4, 5]: Each 
fundamental period, i.e., the time domain of a single laryngeal 
cycle, can be approximated by summing up a set of partial 
"formant-wave-functions" [3], corresponding to the 
eigenfrequencies of the vocal tract during this period. At least 
some of the remaining aspects of the speech signal such as 
formant bandwidth and voice quality can be implemented as 
modulations of the amplitude envelopes of these waveforms, 
characterized by, e.g., by an initial attack interval followed by 
a decay function within each fundamental period. Thus, 
formants can be modeled as sinusoids, implementing 
fundamental frequency as an amplitude- and phase 
modulation of the formants. In comparison to the natural 
mechanisms of speech production as well as most speech 
synthesizers, this approach reverses the source-filter hierarchy 
and, thus, might be considered an artificial construct. 
However, amplitude-, phase- and frequency-modulated 
sinusoids provide the opportunity for a more explicit control 
of formant structure at a high temporal resolution and at a 
high computational precision and, therefore, can be used to 
produce well-defined speech-like stimuli for the purpose of 
listening experiments. For example, a recent 
magnetoencephalographic study on the auditory processing of 
voiced stop consonants used this method to create stimuli that 
exclusively differed in the duration of syllable-initial formant 
transitions [6]. As a further example, an investigation of 
dichotic listening effects compared the perception of natural 
/ba/ and /da/ syllables to synthetic cognates that exclusively 
differed in their syllable-initial formant transitions [7]. Apart 
from psychoacoustic research, formant waveform synthesis 
may also contribute to an extension of speech synthesis 
applications with respect to some dynamic aspects of speech 
such as the continuously changing formant structure, in stop 
consonant release transients [8], characterized by a time-
varying formant structure following a single excitation burst.  
As compared to vowels, consonants may exhibit a more 
complex vocal tract resonance structure due to the 
engagement of different sound sources and a 
compartmentalization, more or less, of the vocal tract [9]. 
While resonance functions following impulse-like excitations 
can easily be created by sinusoidal formant wave functions, 
the formant-based generation of voiceless segments seems to 
be more difficult. One possibility of handling aperiodic 
segments is the use of multiple overlapping formant waves 
with irregularly-timed temporal onset [10]. Alternatively, 
voiceless formant waveforms may be derived from continuous 
narrowband-sinusoids lacking any decay function. This 
approach gives rise to unnaturally-sounding whistling-like 
sounds that, however, still can be perceived as speech 
("sinusoidal speech") under some circumstances [11]. In order 
to simulate a noise-like source, these sinusoids can be 
manipulated by adding a random factor on their sample-to-
sample phase progression [12], resulting in an increase of 
bandwidth. In fact, this procedure manipulates the 
instantaneous frequency of the formant waveform while the 
amplitude and the center frequency can be kept constant. In 
fact, fricative consonants such as /s/ are often characterized by 
high and sharp resonance frequencies due to the presence of 
small cavities near the sound source, giving rise to whistling-
like phenomena [13], which can easily be modelled by this 
kind of synthesis.  
The present study represents an extension of the formant- 
waveform-based speech synthesis algorithm introduced by 
Hertrich and Ackermann [5]. 'Voiceless' signal components 
are realized by random phase perturbation of the formant 
waves. If the perturbation is set to zero, the formants of the 
aperiodic signal component correspond to pure sine waves. In 
case of small perturbations, the formants remain visible in the 
spectrogram, and spectral density near the formant 
frequencies is relatively high. Increasing the random 
component ultimately results in broadband noise.   
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2. The Algorithm 
The acoustic target characteristics of the signal to be 
synthesized are specified in an ASCII input file. Each line of 
this text file contains a set of 18 parameters referring to 
duration, intensity, voicing characteristics, fundamental 
frequency (F0), and five formant frequencies (F1 to F5) as 
well as the relative formant amplitudes.  
Segment duration (L) represents a time interval of linear 
changes with respect to the remaining parameters from the 
current input line to the respective parameter values of the 
following line (the duration parameter of the final line is not 
evaluated). These parameters include: voiced (Av) and 
voiceless (An) signal amplitude, relative amount of phase 
distortion per sample point for the voiceless formant sinusoids 
(Pn), relative duration of the rise (Vr) and the stationary phase 
(Vs) of the amplitude profile during one pitch period of the 
voiced signal component, fundamental frequency (F0) and its 
relative amplitude (aF0), and five formant frequencies (F1 - 
F5) as well as their relative amplitudes in percent of total 
signal amplitude (aF1 - aF5). 
As a first step, as in [5], signal portions are also 
synthesized as sequences of pitch periods, voiced signal 
amplitude being set to a low value or zero, and the formant-
related parameters are interpolated with respect to their values 
at the begin and the end of the respective pitch period. The 
second step performs period-by-period synthesis of the 
acoustic signal according to these specifications. 
With respect to the voiced signal component, the 
algorithm introduced in [5] has been modified in order to 
provide the possibility to handle the amplitude profile A(t) of 
the formants within single pitch periods in a more flexible 
way. To these ends, the formants' amplitude envelope within 
each pitch period is subdivided into a (linear) rising interval, a 
steady-state portion, and a final decay phase toward zero at 
the end of the respective pitch period (t represents time from 
beginning of the current pitch period): 
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The voiced signal component of each pitch period, then, 
is the sum of all formant sinusoids modulated in the following 
way: 
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where aF0 is the relative amplitude of the fundamental 
frequency, aFi  is the relative amplitude of the ith formant, and 
the phase angles 
       dttFdttt iFiFi  SMM 2  
 
are computed incrementally [MFi(0) = 0] for each sample point 
using the instantaneous formant frequencies 
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(dt is the duration between two successive signal samples).  
 
In contrast to the voiced part, the voiceless signal 
component does neither exhibit pitch-induced amplitude 
modulation nor a phase reset at the beginning of each pitch 
period. Each formant is just represented by a sinusoid of a 
given amplitude 
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where the formants' phase angles are derived by, first, 
considering (as in the voiced signal component) the 
instantaneous formant frequencies Fi(t) and, additionally, a 
random increment the magnitude of which may also vary in 
time: 
         rndtPdttFdttt niFiFi  SMM 2 ,  
 
rnd being a random number in the range +/- 2S and  
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representing the local value of the phase distortion parameter. 
For each sample point, then, voiced and unvoiced signal 
amplitude are added: 
      tytyty nv  . 
 
 
 
 
3. Examples and Comments  
3.1. Single-formant Test Signal  
In order to demonstrate the working principle of the 
algorithm, a single-formant test signal was generated, 
characterized by five phases (0.2 s each) with the following 
characteristics (Figure 1):  
(1) The signal starts with a voiced interval, the formant 
moving from 500 to 1500 Hz, F0 changing from 250 to 100 
Hz, and amplitude decreasing to zero at 0.2 s.  
(2) A voiceless segment starts with gradually increasing 
amplitude, constant formant frequency at 1500 Hz, and 
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constant amount of phase distortion, resulting in spectral 
dispersion.  
(3) The formant starts moving back to 500 Hz, phase 
distortion and amplitude being kept constant.  
(4) The phase distortion decreases to zero, i.e., the formant 
approximates a pure sinusoid at 0.8 s.  
(5) The pure formant sinusoid rises from 500 to 1500 Hz. 
 
These five phases (segments of a duration of 80 ms each) 
are exemplified in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 1. Spectrogram of a single-formant test signal, 
generated to demonstrate the working principles of 
the synthesis algorithm. The waveforms of the five 
80-ms segments marked with capital letters are 
displayed in Figure 2.    
3.2. Synthesis of a voiceless stop consonant-vowel syllable 
In principle, aspirated stops may encompass five acoustic 
events, (1) a silent occlusion interval, (2) the initial plosion 
burst, (3) a short interval of inter-articulator frication, (4) 
aspiration noise, and (5) vowel onset. To some degree, these 
intervals may overlap, eventually giving rise to spirantization, 
multiple initial bursts, inter-articulator frication synchronous 
with aspiration noise, and/or a breathy or harsh voice quality 
during the initial part of the vowel. As an example, the 
syllable /ka/ (Figure 3) was synthesized using the parameter 
specifications listed in Table 1. The relevant phonetic 
characteristics of this signal were composed in the following 
way: The initial plosion and the amplitude decrease following 
the burst is represented in the first interval (20 ms, lines 1-2 in 
Table 1), modeled as a superimposition of phase-distorted 
(An, Pn) formant sinusoids and undistorted formant sinusoids 
declining in amplitude (Av,Vr, Vs). The latter component 
represents an impulse-like event followed by a vocal tract 
filter response (see Repp and Lin, 1989) and, thus, can be 
realized using the algorithm for the synthesis of voiced 
portions of speech (F0 was set to 50 Hz to obtain a single 
resonance period within the 20 ms only). The second interval 
specified in Table 1 (30 ms) mainly models the aspiration 
phase, exhibiting aperiodic noise with a lower center of 
gravity than the stop burst. The first formant increases in 
amplitude (aF1, lines 2-3) while the higher formants undergo 
attenuation. Note that the first three formant frequencies show 
a continuous transition typical for velar articulation preceding 
the vowel /a/ during the initial two intervals (rising F1 and 
F3,  falling  F2).   The  following  part  of  Table 1  (lines 3-6)   
 
Figure 2. Oscillograms of five selected 80-ms intervals 
of the test signal displayed as a spectrogram in 
Figure 1 (capital letters on top of this figure).  
A)  This segment shows a combination of  falling pitch 
(increase of the fundamental period from left to right), 
rising formant frequency (oscillations within each 
period), and decrease in amplitude.                          
B)  Voiceless segment with increasing amplitude, 
constant effective formant frequency and irregularly-
timed peaks indicating the random variation of the 
formant's instantaneous frequency.                                
C)  Voiceless segment with constant amplitude and 
increasing period duration (i.e., falling formant 
frequency. Note that, in contrast to a pure sinusoid, 
the shape of the waveform and the spacing of peak-to-
peak intervals is characterized by some irregularity. 
D)  During this segment, the random factor upon the 
formant's instantaneous frequency continuously 
decreases, resulting in increasingly regular peak-to-
peak intervals from left to right.                                      
E)  Sinusoid with decreasing amplitude and rising 
frequency. 
 
specifies the vowel part of the syllable, characterized by high 
voiced signal amplitude (Av), pitch (120 Hz at vowel onset, 
declining to 90 Hz), formant frequencies of the vowel /a/, and 
the largest relative amplitude in the first formant. The initial 
part of the vowel (lines 3-4) is characterized by an increase of 
voiced (Av) and a decrease of voiceless (An) amplitude, 
accounting for declining breathiness during vowel onset. 
Furthermore, the relative amplitude of the fundamental 
frequency decreases while the formants are amplified toward 
the center of the vowel. The offset of the vowel (lines 5-6) 
shows a drop in voiced intensity, a slight onset of 
voicelessness, a drop in amplitude of the higher formants, and 
a change toward a less skewed intensity profile (Vr) within 
each pitch period. 
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Table 1. Input parameters used for synthesis of the syllable /ka/ displayed in Figure 3 
L (ms) Av An Pn Vr Vs F0 (Hz) aF0 F1 aF1 F2 aF2 F3 aF3 F4   aF4 F5  aF5 
20 5000 2000 .1 .05 .05 50 0 300 .1 1800 .1 1800 .15 3800 .1 4500 .08 
35 0 3000 .15 .1 .2 29 .1 500 .1 1600 .15 2000 .12 3800 .08 4500 .05  
40 5000 2000 .05 .04 .2 120 .2 800 .15 1240 .1 2300 .05 3800 .05 4500 .03  
80 20000 500 .05 .04 .2 110 .1 800 .25 1240 .15 2300 .15 3800 .10 4500 .05  
25 20000 0 .05 .04 .2 100 .1 800 .25 1240 .15 2300 .15 3800 .10 4500 .05  
0 10000 300 .05 .2 .2 90 .1 800 .25 1240 .15 2300 .05 3800 .05 4500 .03  
 
Abbreviations: Av = voiced amplitude, An = unvoiced amplitude, Pn = phase distortion, L = segment duration, Vr = relative rising 
time within a pitch period, Vs = relativ duration of the steady-state phase of a pitch period, F0 = fundamental frequency, af0 = relative 
amplitude of the fundamental frequency, F1 to F5 = formant frequencies, aF1 to aF5  = relative formant amplitudes (see text for further 
discussion of the various parameters). 
 
Figure 3. Spectrogram of the syllable /ka/ specified by 
the parameter settings given in Table 1 (see Text 3.2.). 
Note the formant transitions in the aspiration phase. 
3.3. Comments 
The current algorithm allows for the implementation of 
continuous changes across time of the following aspects of 
the acoustic signal: (1) voiced and voiceless signal amplitude, 
(2) formant frequencies and relative formant intensities, (3) 
magnitude of random phase distortion of the formants 
controlling spectral bandwidth of voiceless signal 
components, (4) and the amplitude profile within single pitch 
periods. So far, this approach does not provide different 
formant specifications for the voiced and voiceless 
components in case of mixed voiced/unvoiced signals. 
Furthermore, the parameter controlling phase distortion 
during voiceless segments has the same value across all 
formants. Although the algorithm at its current stage of 
elaboration seems to work quite well, a more detailed 
modelling of speech signals may require an increase in the 
number of input parameters. Considering the additive 
working principle of this procedure, such extensions can 
easily be implemented. 
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Abstract
Articulatory position data is information about the location
of various articulators in the vocal tract. One form of it has been
made freely available in the MOCHA database [1]. This data is
interesting in that it provides direct information on the produc-
tion of speech, but there is the question of whether it actually
provides information beyond what can be derived from the au-
dio signal, which is much easier to collect. Although there has
been some success in improving small-scale speech recognition
and in demonstrating mappings between articulatory positions
and spectral features of the audio signal, there are many prob-
lems to which this data has not been applied. This work in-
vestigates the possibility of using articulatory position data to
improve voice transformation, which is the process of making
speech from one person sound as if it had been spoken by an-
other. After further investigation, it appears to be difficult to use
articulatory position data to improve voice transformation us-
ing state-of-the-art voice transformation techniques as we only
had a few positive results across a range of experiments. To
achieve these results, it was necessary to modify our baseline
voice transformation approach and/or consider features derived
from the articulatory positions.
1. Introduction
Articulatory position data is information on the location of artic-
ulators during speech. The particular set investigated here is the
freely available MOCHA database [1], which includes record-
ings of the 460-sentence British TIMIT corpus along with coor-
dinates in the mid-sagittal plane for the upper and lower lip, the
lower incisor, three points on the tongue, and the velum of each
speaker. As this data provides direct information on the physi-
cal production of speech, there is hope that it can be used to im-
prove models for speech. In many cases, current speech models
are based on features derived from the audio signal through sig-
nal processing techniques such as LPC, cepstra, or mel-cepstral
coefficients. Such features are arguably either more related to
the perception of speech than the production of speech or repre-
sent an attempt to indirectly reconstruct information about pro-
duction. Articulatory position data is exciting in that it gives
direct information about production, but it is not without its lim-
itations. One difficulty is that it may not fully represent the im-
portant parts of production. Seven points in a plane may not be
sufficient to represent lateral effects, constrictions in the vocal
tract, or the shape of the tongue. Information about pitch and
power will not be directly represented. However, there may still
be usable information even though the information is not com-
plete, and there is evidence, at least for speech recognition, that
it can help [2].
Another difficulty is that articulatory position data is hard
to collect and this makes it fairly sparse. In most cases, it will
Figure 1: Transformation of Articulatory and Speech Data
Speaker 1 Speaker 2
Articulatory Data Articulatory Data
Speech Signal Data Speech Signal Data
probably not be collected during audio recordings. Thus, there
is the additional question of whether this data can be useful in
cases when it is available for a different speaker than the one
who was recorded. There has been some work in this area as
well [3]. In this context, it is natural to ask whether using artic-
ulatory position data can provide useful modeling information
beyond what is available from the audio signal and for what
tasks is it helpful.
This paper attempts to extend the use of articulatory posi-
tion data to voice transformation. Voice transformation is the
process of making speech from one speaker sound as if it came
from another. It is an important topic in speech synthesis, be-
cause successful voice transformation could greatly reduce the
difficulty in producing synthetic voices with new identities and
styles. Creating a concatenative speech synthesizer typically re-
quires recording more than a thousand sentences for reasonable
coverage of phonetic events. Coverage of different styles may
require even more recordings. These recordings must be cre-
ated for each speaker. Voice transformation has a much smaller
incremental cost. After the first speaker is recorded, it is typi-
cal to record only an additional 20-30 sentences to create a new
synthetic voice.
Researchers have investigated voice transformation for over
20 years and have explored many different techniques. The ex-
periments in this paper are based on Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) mapping techniques. These models were used at least
as early as the mid-1990s [4], have been refined since then [5]
[6] [7] [8], and are still considered state-of-the-art. Further-
more, scripts for implementing this type of voice transforma-
tion, based on the work of Tomoki Toda, are freely available
from the FestVox website [9]. We modified these scripts to al-
low the use of additional features in the GMM mappings.
A high-level view of the approach taken in this paper can be
seen in Figure 1. The general idea is that, in addition to mapping
features derived from the speech signal data from one speaker
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to another, we can also map features derived from articulatory
data from one speaker to another. In this paper we focus on
comparing joint mappings of the speech signal and articulatory
features from one speaker to another and how they compare to
mappings that use only speech signal features.
2. MOCHA Database
For each of its speakers, the MOCHA database supplies au-
dio files, Electro-Magneto Articulograph (EMA) files, laryngo-
graph files, and electroglottograph files for the 460 sentences in
the British TIMIT corpus [1]. There are two speakers for whom
full data has been released. They are labeled msak0 and fsew0.
The msak0 speaker is male and has a northern English accent.
The fsew0 speaker is female and has a southern English accent.
The following experiments are based on features derived
from the audio files and the EMA files. The audio files con-
tain 16 bit samples at a rate of 16kHz. The EMA files contain
samples at a rate of 500Hz of the x and y coordinates in the
mid-sagittal plane of the positions of 7 different articulators, for
a total of 14 values per sample. These 7 articulators include
the upper and lower lip, the lower incisor, three points on the
tongue, and the velum. The EMA files also contain additional
coordinates for the bridge of the nose and the upper incisor,
but they are only used for calibrating the positions of the other
articulators and are not used as features in the following exper-
iments.
3. Voice Transformation with GMM
mapping
The basic idea behind GMM mapping techniques is that the
probability of a joint feature vector, x, composed of features
from both a source and target speaker, can be modeled by a
GMM, which has the following probability density function:
p(x) =
MX
i=1
αiN (x;µi,Σi)
where M is the number of Gaussian components, N is a
Gaussian distribution, µi and Σi are the mean and covariance
of the ith Gaussian distribution, and the αis are weights that are
non-negative and sum to 1. In the following experiments, the
default settings of the voice transformation scripts in FestVox
are used to specify the form of the covariance matrix, which is
diagonal in each quarter.
3.1. Training
The voice transformation training process is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2. It is based on recordings of the source and target speak-
ers reading the same text. Fundamental frequency estimates are
made for both speakers every 5ms, and mean and standard devi-
ation statistics for their log values are calculated and recorded.
There is a separate part of the process that involves train-
ing a GMM based on filter features. The filter features used
in the baseline system are the defaults used by the scripts
from FestVox. 24 frequency-warped cepstral coefficients, called
MCEPs, are extracted every 5ms from the recordings of the
source and target speakers reading the same sentences. MCEPs
approximate mel-cepstral coefficients and can be used with
pitch estimates as inputs to the Mel Log Spectral Approxima-
tion (MLSA) filter [10], which is used to synthesize the trans-
formed utterances. Dynamic features are also produced for the
MCEP vectors using a weighted window centered on the current
Figure 2: Voice Transformation Training
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MCEP vector with values [−0.5, 1, 0.5]. At this point, there
are now twice as many features for each speaker per frame.
Frames below a certain power threshold are removed to reduce
the chance of including background noise in the data. Because
the durations of the parallel utterances will probably differ, dy-
namic time warping is used to align MCEP vectors between the
two speakers to produce joint vectors with lengths of 4 times
the original feature vectors (the original source speaker features
plus the source speaker dynamic features plus the original target
speaker features plus the target speaker dynamic features). The
joint vectors are the ones that are modeled by the GMM, which
is trained using EM. A couple iterations are performed where
the trained GMM parameters are used to produce predictions
from the source speech, which are then used to refine the DTW.
3.2. Transformation
Transformation is performed by the following process, which is
illustrated in Figure 3:
1. Extract power, F0, filter features (MCEP and possibly
additional EMA values), and dynamic features from the
utterance to be transformed.
2. Use a z-score mapping in the log domain to transform
the source speaker’s F0 estimates to the target speaker’s
F0 predictions.
3. Use the GMM to map the source speaker’s features to the
target speaker’s by fixing the source speaker values and
producing maximum likelihood estimates for the target
speaker’s features.
4. Use Maximum Likelihood Parameter Generation
(MLPG) with global variance to predict final values
based on filter features and dynamic features [11].
5. Use the power from the source speaker’s utterance along
with the F0 and MCEP predictions as inputs to the
MLSA filter to synthesize the transformed utterance.
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Figure 3: Voice Transformation
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3.3. Error Measure
Mel-Cepstral Distortion (MCD) is an objective error measure
that is used in the following experiments to compare trans-
formed utterances to reference utterances recorded by the target
speaker. MCD has some correlation with results from subjective
listening evaluations and has been used to measure the quality
of voice transformation results in other work [7]. MCD is es-
sentially a weighted Euclidean distance, that is defined by
MCD =
10
ln 10
vuut2
24X
d=1
(m(t)
d
−m
(r)
d
)2
where m(t)
d
is the dth MCEP of a frame of transformed speech,
and m(r)
d
is the dth MCEP of the corresponding frame in the ref-
erence utterance recorded by the target speaker. Again, because
the utterances will probably differ in length, Dynamic Time
Warping is used to align them before computing the MCDs.
MCD is more related to filter characteristics of the vocal
tract. Although characteristics such as power and fundamental
frequency are also important to the quality of voice transfor-
mation output, the use of MCD for these experiments seems
appropriate as the articulatory positions are expected to be most
closely related to the filter characteristics of the vocal tract.
For the following results, no power thresholding was per-
formed on frames before calculating MCDs, and the trans-
formed MCEPs were used, as opposed to MCEPs rederived af-
ter synthesizing waveforms.
4. Adding Articulatory Position Data
Numerous experiments were conducted which added articula-
tory position data to the baseline MCEP features within the
same general framework. The scripts were modified to allow
the use of articulatory position features instead of or in addition
to MCEP features. The rest of the processing continued in the
same basic manner, with the exception that the error measure
for the combination of articulatory position data and MCEPs
was based solely on the MCEP subset. In the following de-
scriptions, EMA will be used to refer to the articulatory position
data, because it is the abbreviation for Electro-Magneto Articu-
lograph, which is the specific type of articulatory position data
that we used. Similarly, EMAMCEP will be used to refer to the
combined use of EMA and MCEP data.
The EMA data from the MOCHA data had to be processed
before combination with the MCEPs because it was sampled
every 2ms instead of every 5ms, and the durations of the EMA
files did not always match the durations of the audio files. Re-
sampling was performed with the ch track program from the
Table 1: MCEP vs. EMAMCEP MCD Means (Std. Devs.)
msak0 to fsew0 fsew0 to msak0
M MCEP EMAMCEP MCEP EMAMCEP
1 6.33(1.62) 6.88(1.61) 5.59(1.59) 5.95(1.68)
2 5.84(1.95) 6.34(1.97) 5.51(1.59) 5.79(1.71)
4 5.67(1.94) 6.25(2.06) 5.57(1.42) 5.81(1.64)
8 5.74(1.78) 6.60(1.65) 5.31(1.55) 5.95(1.62)
16 5.58(1.79) 6.09(1.89) 5.20(1.58) 5.46(1.62)
32 5.74(1.79) N/A 5.06(1.62) 5.66(1.50)
64 5.74(1.70) N/A 5.01(1.63) N/A
128 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Edinburgh Speech Tools [9], and EMA or MCEP features were
truncated when the lengths didn’t match.
Recordings from two speakers, msak0 and fsew0, were
available from the MOCHA database. The experiments include
transformations from each speaker to the other. The data was
split into a training set of 414 utterances and a test set of 46
utterances. Most of the experiments were trained on a subset
of 50 utterances due to the amount of time necessary to train
the entire training set and the similarity of the results in some
preliminary experiments.
Finally, there were some additional considerations that al-
lowed the training of the GMM to work. The original EMA
values were measured in thousandths of centimeters, and in
some cases exceeded 5,000. Using these original values led to
overflow errors with the training program, so we z-scored the
EMA values to put them in a manageable range. Also, the num-
ber of Gaussian components in the GMM could affect whether
training succeeded. In some cases the training program was un-
able to estimate parameters for the GMM and returned an error
message suggesting that fewer Gaussian components should be
used. In the following tables, the results for these trials will be
marked as N/A (Not Applicable).
We tried to use multiple values to determine a range of suc-
cess and also to track where increasing the number of compo-
nents improved performance. After the initial trials, our basic
choices were 16, 32, 64, or 128 components. These generally
appeared to capture the range where results first improved and
then worsened, presumably due to overtraining, or training even
failing.
5. Experiments
5.1. Baseline Experiments
The first experiment was a comparison of only using MCEP
features with using a combination of MCEP and EMA features.
The only change made to the GMM mapping procedure for the
initial trials including EMA was to include the EMA values in
the feature vectors as well as the MCEP values. The results are
in Table 1.
Adding all the EMA features directly as z-scored x and y
coordinates in the mid-sagittal plane did not help in any of the
trials, so it was necessary to investigate the data and the learning
process more closely.
5.2. Attempts to Remove Noise from the Data
One possibility was that there was noise in the EMA data. Some
potential causes were:
• The electrical apparatus originally used to collect the
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Table 2: Drift Correction MCD Means (Std. Devs.)
msak0 to fsew0 fsew0 to msak0
M EMAMCEP EMAMCEP
16 6.09(1.73) 5.58(1.59)
32 N/A 5.31(1.78)
64 N/A N/A
128 N/A N/A
Table 3: First EMA Repeated MCD Means (Std. Devs.)
msak0 to fsew0 fsew0 to msak0
M MCEP EMAMCEP MCEP EMAMCEP
16 5.54(1.80) 6.16(1.84) 5.18(1.59) 5.49(1.62)
32 5.67(1.82) N/A 5.04(1.61) 5.45(1.71)
64 5.80(1.90) N/A 5.02(1.61) N/A
128 N/A N/A N/A N/A
data
• The alignment of the MCEP with the EMA
• The resampling of the EMA data to match the default
MCEP sampling rate
It has been noted by others [2] that there appears to be line
noise at 50Hz in the MOCHA data. For that reason and also
assuming that the motions of the articulators would be slow
enough at our sampling rate, we tried applying low-pass filters
with cut-offs of 45Hz and 10Hz to the MOCHA data using the
sigfilter program from the Edinburgh Speech Tools [9]. Adding
this low-pass filtered EMA data to the MCEP data failed to re-
duce the MCD error when compared to only using the MCEP
data for voice transformation.
Another possible problem with the MOCHA data is that the
means of the feature positions appear to vary over time more
than what would be expected based on the differing phonetic
contexts alone, according to other researchers [12] [13]. Al-
though these sources were not certain whether this “drift” came
from the Electo-Magneto Articulograph or the adjustment of
speakers to the probes used to measure them, they found for
their tasks that it was useful to try to compensate for it. We
tried applying the “drift correction” strategy from the latter ref-
erence to the EMA data. This consisted of treating the mean
values per utterance of the EMA features as signals, low-pass
filtering these signals forward and backward with a FIR filter
of length 100 and cut-off of 0.04pi, and subtracting the result-
ing per-utterance “drift” values from the corresponding EMA
features in the corresponding utterances. Adding the resulting
drift-corrected data to the MCEP data failed to reduce the MCD
error when compared to using the MCEP data alone for voice
transformation, as can be seen in Table 2.
Another possible problem was that the EMA data was not
aligned with the MCEP data. We experimented by shifting the
EMA data one frame by repeating the first EMA frame. The
results of this experiment are in Table 3.
This only made a minor change to the results and demon-
strated that shifting the EMA by repeating the first EMA frame
did not help. A companion experiment was performed where
the first EMA frame was removed from each utterance. Shift-
ing the EMA frames in that direction did not lead to an im-
provement in the results for trials using EMA data either. The
results for this experiment are in Table 4. In both of these exper-
iments, due to differences in the truncation of the feature files
Table 4: First EMA Deleted MCD Means (Std. Devs.)
msak0 to fsew0 fsew0 to msak0
M MCEP EMAMCEP MCEP EMAMCEP
16 5.54(1.80) 6.15(1.79) 5.18(1.59) 5.47(1.59)
32 5.47(1.76) N/A 5.06(1.59) 5.69(1.67)
64 5.65(1.61) N/A 4.99(1.61) N/A
128 5.81(1.78) N/A N/A N/A
Table 5: DTW Based only on MCEPs MCD Means (Std. Devs.)
msak0 to fsew0 fsew0 to msak0
M EMAMCEP EMAMCEP
16 5.84(1.81) 5.35(1.73)
32 5.90(1.76) 5.31(1.77)
64 N/A N/A
128 N/A N/A
after alignment, there are small differences in the results for the
trials which only used MCEP data.
5.3. Attempts to Refine the Transformation Process
The baseline script that was used to perform voice transforma-
tion was based on techniques that were refined over time to
handle MCEP data. It was unclear whether parts of this pro-
cess were still appropriate when adding EMA data to the MCEP
vectors. We investigated the following areas more closely:
• Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) used for alignment of
the two speakers
• Use of the Maximum Likelihood Parameter Generation
(MLPG) algorithm
• Use of multiple iterations of DTW during training
In the baseline voice transformation system, DTW was per-
formed over all features and their derived dynamic features to
align feature vectors between speakers. The distance measure
used in the DTW was Euclidean. Because the MCEP and z-
scored EMA values were not of the same scale, this did not seem
appropriate. For this reason, we ran experiments that only con-
sidered the MCEP values during DTW when additional EMA
features were used. The results are in Table 5. As can be seen
through comparison with Table 1, this approach did not give
better results than using MCEP data alone for the entire process.
However, it did improve the results of the trials that included
EMA data in comparison to previous trials that used EMA data,
so it was used in later experiments.
One other thing to note is that basing the DTW only on
MCEP features in the trials that also include EMA data leads to
the same source speaker and target speaker frames being aligned
across the different trials. This is not guaranteed when the DTW
in the trials using EMA data also uses EMA values.
In the baseline voice transformation system, a program
called MLPG is used to take the GMM estimates of the tar-
get speaker’s MCEP and MCEP dynamic feature means and
covariances to try to estimate final MCEP values that form a
good path. It was unclear whether including EMA features in
this process was appropriate. We ran another set of experiments
where we used the means of the MCEP features for predictions
and did not use MLPG (in addition to using the abovementioned
strategy of only considering MCEP and MCEP dynamic feature
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Table 6: No MLPG and MCEP DTW MCD Means (Std. Devs.)
msak0 to fsew0 fsew0 to msak0
M MCEP EMAMCEP MCEP EMAMCEP
16 5.39(1.78) 5.49(1.86) 4.95(1.57) 4.97(1.86)
32 5.60(1.78) 5.50(1.81) 4.91(1.59) 4.97(1.83)
64 5.76(1.84) N/A 5.10(1.69) N/A
128 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table 7: Lip Distance MCD Means (Std. Devs.)
msak0 to fsew0 fsew0 to msak0
M EMAMCEP EMAMCEP
16 5.64(1.96) 5.40(1.78)
32 5.55(2.00) 5.25(1.80)
64 6.07(2.08) 5.19(1.81)
128 6.01(2.11) 5.19(1.89)
values during DTW). The results of these experiments are in Ta-
ble 6. Adding EMA data helped in the trial that used 32 Gaus-
sian components for the transformation from msak0 to fsew0.
However, this was not a global best result for this transforma-
tion direction as the 16 Gaussian trial using only MCEP data
still had better results.
5.4. Representation of EMA Features
Another possibility was that the x and y coordinates in the EMA
data were a poor match for voice transformation in general or
even the GMM mapping technique in particular. Perhaps there
is more relevant information in features that are derived from
these coordinates. After all, the x and y coordinate values are
related to each other, both in terms of pairs being related to the
same articulators, and in the sense that the positions of some
articulators can pose constraints on the positions of others. Fur-
thermore, the positions of some articulators relative to others
provide information on constrictions in the vocal tract, which
influence the filter characteristics. We investigated the follow-
ing types of derived EMA features:
• Distances between the lips
• 1st order differences
• Projections onto lines fit to the articulator data
One type of vocal tract constriction that seemed rea-
sonable to measure from the 7 articulators available in the
MOCHA database was the distance between the lips. The two-
dimensional Euclidean distance between the lips was used as a
derived feature. The results for this experiment are in Table 7.
In comparison with Table 1, it can be seen that adding lip dis-
tance improved the MCD when transforming from the msak0
voice to the fsew0 voice with 32 Gaussian components in the
GMM.
Another thought was that capturing information about the
motion of the articulators in two-dimensional space might
supply more information. We ran experiments where the
two-dimensional Euclidean distances were calculated between
(x, y) coordinate pairs from frame to frame. This constructed
7 EMA derived features that could be added to the MCEP data.
In this case, the dynamic features for the EMA are akin to sec-
ond order differences. These trials were performed using only
the MCEP and MCEP dynamic features for DTW and did not
use MLPG. The results of these experiments are in Table 8. As
Table 8: 2-D EMA Distances MCD Means (Std. Devs.)
msak0 to fsew0 fsew0 to msak0
M EMAMCEP EMAMCEP
16 5.47(1.99) 5.21(1.73)
32 5.62(2.01) 5.14(1.80)
64 5.56(2.02) N/A
128 N/A N/A
Table 9: EMA Projection MCD Means (Std. Devs.)
msak0 to fsew0 fsew0 to msak0
M EMAMCEP EMAMCEP
16 5.60(1.78) 5.01(1.85)
32 5.36(1.97) 5.00(1.86)
64 N/A N/A
128 N/A N/A
can be seen by comparison with Table 6, adding these EMA de-
rived distance features helped in the case of using 64 Gaussian
components for the transformation from msak0 to fsew0. How-
ever, this was not a global positive result for the msak0 to fsew0
transformation as it did not perform as well as the 16 and 32
Gaussian component trials which only used MCEP data.
One problem with using 2-dimensional distances as fea-
tures is that it does not include any notion of directionality,
which seems like it should be important. There is a ques-
tion of how to include this directionality in a meaningful way
in the vectors used in the GMM mapping strategy. Although
the articulator positions were measured in two dimensions, in
many cases it appeared that individual articulators moved more
along certain lines than others. For example, the lower incisor
data showed more motion along the y-dimension than the x-
dimension. In an attempt to capture some of this information,
we derived features from the EMA by running linear regression
on the (x, y) coordinate pairs in the training set for individual
articulators to create best-fit lines, projecting the EMA (x, y)
pairs onto these lines, and determining how far along these lines
the articulators were. The results of using these projected EMA
features are in Table 9. Again, in these trials, only the MCEP
features were used for DTW and MLPG was not used. By com-
parison with Table 6, it can be seen that not only does adding
these features improve the trial using 32 Gaussians for the trans-
formation from msak0 to fsew0, but that this is a global posi-
tive result as it is better than all the other trials for transforming
msak0 to fsew0, including the ones that only use MCEP data.
A different approach to investigating the possibility of the
data being a mismatch for the model is to switch the model
instead of changing the features. To this end, we tried using
wagon, the Classification And Regression Tree (CART) pro-
gram from the Edinburgh Speech Tools [9], instead of GMM
mapping to learn the mapping between speakers. Using a step
size of 100, CART predicted MCEPs from MCEPs in the fsew0
to msak0 direction with a MCD mean of 4.71 and standard devi-
ation of 1.71. Using the combination of EMA data with MCEPs
from the fsew0 speaker to predict MCEPs for the msak0 speaker
gave a MCD mean of 5.22 and standard deviation of 1.90. Even
with a different learning algorithm, adding EMA data failed to
help improve voice transformation in terms of MCD. Although
the numbers for the individual trials were better than for the
GMM mapping baseline, there was the same general trend of
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the MCEP-only trial performing better than a trial that adds
EMA x and y coordinates directly.
6. Conclusions
A number of strategies were applied to the problem of trying
to use EMA data to improve a fairly standard GMM mapping
based voice transformation technique in terms of Mel-Cepstral
Distortion. For the most straightforward extension of the base-
line voice transformation technique, none of the experimental
trials that used additional EMA data directly as x and y coordi-
nates improved the Mel-Cepstral Distortion. We made a num-
ber of attempts to use the EMA data to improve results. These
attempts focused on the following three areas:
1. Removing noise from the data
2. Modifying parts of the voice transformation process that
no longer appeared appropriate when using a combina-
tion of EMA and MCEP data
3. Finding a better way of representing EMA information
in the model
In the first case, attempts to remove noise through filter-
ing and realigning the EMA data, among other things, did not
appear to help. In the second case, changing the way DTW
was performed and not using MLPG led to results for the tri-
als that used EMA to improve to the point where there was a
trial where adding the EMA data led to better performance than
using MCEP data alone. However, this was still not a global
positive result as there was an MCEP trial with a different num-
ber of Gaussian components that outperformed it. In the third
case, there was another positive result that came from using the
distance between the lips, and finally, the first global positive
result appeared in the case of using features derived from EMA
by projecting the coordinates onto lines fit to the data through
linear regression. In this case, the strategies of basing the DTW
only on the MCEP data and not using MLPG were also fol-
lowed.
It appears that the use of EMA data to improve voice trans-
formation is not very straightforward. One additional thing to
note is that all of the positive results occurred while transform-
ing from msak0 to fsew0. There were none in the other direc-
tion. This appears to be another case of asymmetry in voice
transformation. Asymmetric results have also been noted in
identity perception for voice transformation [14].
There are numerous areas for further investigation. Maybe
the Mel-Cepstral Distortion metric is not good enough for this
task, even though it shows some correlation to subjective listen-
ing tests. Perhaps the information necessary for voice transfor-
mation is already present in MCEPs and EMA provides noth-
ing additional. It is also possible that EMA features need to be
combined or represented in a different space before they will be
useful. Further experimentation will be necessary to tell.
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Abstract
To build a natural soundingspeech synthesissystem, it is essen-
tial that the text processing component produce an appropriate
sequence of phonemic units correspondingto an arbitrary input
text. In this paperwe discussour efforts in addressingthe issues
of Font-to-Aksharamapping, pronunciationrules for Aksharas,
text normalizationin the context of building text-to-speechsys-
tems in Indian languages.
1. Introduction
The objective of a text to speechsystemis to convert an arbitrary
given text into a correspondingspoken waveform. Text process-
ing and speech generationare two main componentsof a text to
speech system. The objective of the text processingcomponent
is to process the given input text and produce appropriate se-
quence of phonemic units. These phonemic units are realized
by the speech generation component either by synthesis from
parametersor by selectionof a unit from a large speech corpus.
For natural sounding speech synthesis, it is essential that the
text processing component produce an appropriate sequence of
phonemic units correspondingto an arbitrary input text.
One of the question often asked by end-users is why we
don’t have TTS systems for all or many of the 23 official Indian
languages. What are the complexities: Is it because the syn-
thesis technology isn’t matured enough to be able to build for
any language or is it because of the non-existence of speech
databases in Indian languages?. Unfortunately, for a decade
the core speechgenerationtechnologyi.e., generationof speech
from a phonemic sequence has largely been automated due to
unit selection techniques [1]. With the introduction of statisti-
cal parametric speech synthesis techniques, it is much easier to
build a voice in a language with fewer sentences and a smaller
speech corpus [2] [3].
It is difficult to convince an end-user that the input to a
TTS system is not a phonemic sequence but rather the raw
text as available in news websites, blogs, documents etc which
contain the required text in font-encodings, native scripts and
non-standardwords such as addresses, numbers, currency etc.
The majority of the issues are associated in building a TTS
for a new language is associated with handling of real-world
text [4]. Current state-of-art TTS system in English and other
well-researched languages use such rich set of linguistic re-
sources such as word-sense disambiguation,morphological an-
alyzer, Part-of-Speech tagging, letter-to-sound rules, syllabifi-
cation, stress-patterns in one form or the other to build a text
processing component of a TTS system. However for minority
languages(which are not well researchedor do not have enough
linguistic resources), it involves several complexities starting
from accumulation of text corpora in digital and processable
format. Linguistic components are not available in such rich
fashion for all languages of the world. In practical world, mi-
nority languages includingsome of the Indian languagesdo not
have that luxury of assumingsome or any of the linguisticcom-
ponents.
The purpose of this paper is to describe our efforts at IIIT
Hyderabad to build a generic framework for build text process-
ing modules and linguistic resources which could be extended
to all of the Indian languages with minimal efforts and time.
Our approach is to make use of minimal language informa-
tion (i.e., informationavailablewith an average educatednative
speakers), take the aid of acoustic data and machine learning
techniques [5]. In this paper we summarize some of our ef-
forts in this directionbut mainly for font identification,Font-to-
Akshara conversion, pronunciation rules for Aksharas and text
normalization.
2. Nature of Indian LanguageScripts
The scripts in Indian languageshave originatedfrom the ancient
Brahmi script. The basic units of the writingsystemare referred
to as Aksharas. The properties of Aksharas are as follows: (1)
An Akshara is an orthographicrepresentationof a speech sound
in an Indian language; (2) Aksharas are syllabic in nature; (3)
The typical forms of Akshara are V, CV, CCV and CCCV, thus
have a generalizedform of C*V.
The shape of an Akshara depends on its composition of
consonants and the vowel, and sequence of the consonants. In
defining the shape of an Akshara, one of the consonantsymbols
acts as pivotal symbol (referred to as semi-full form). Depend-
ing on the context, an Akshara can have a complex shape with
other consonant and vowel symbols being placed on top, be-
low, before, after or sometimes surrounding the pivotal symbol
(referred to as half-form).
Thus to render an Akshara, a set of semi-full or half-forms
have to be rendered, which in turn are rendered using a set of
basic shapes referred to as glyphs. Often a semi-full form or
half-formis renderedusing two or more glyphs, thus there is no
one-to-one correspondencebetween glyphs of a font and semi-
full or half-forms[6].
2.1. Convergence and Divergence
There are 23 official languages of India, and all of them ex-
cept English and Urdu share a common phonetic base, i.e., they
share a common set of speech sounds. While all of these lan-
guages share a common phonetic base, some of the languages
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such as Hindi, Marathi and Nepali also share a common script
known as Devanagari. But languages such as Telugu, Kannada
and Tamil have their own scripts.
The property that makes these languages separate can be
attributed to the phonotactics in each of these languages rather
than the scripts and speech sounds. phonotactics is the permis-
sible combinationsof phones that can co-occur in a language.
2.2. Digital Storage of Indian LanguageScripts
There is a chaos as far as the text in Indian languages in elec-
tronic form is concerned. Neither can one exchange the notes
in Indian languages as conveniently as in English language,nor
can one performsearcheasilyon texts in Indian languagesavail-
able over the web. This is because the texts are being stored in
ASCII font dependent glyph codes as opposed to Unicode.
The glyph coding schemes are typicallydifferent for differ-
ent languages and within a language there could exists several
font-typeswith their own glyph codes (as many as major news-
portals in a language). To view the websites hosting the content
in a particular font-type,these fonts have to be installedon local
machine. As this was the technology existed before the era of
Unicode and hence a lot of electronic data in Indian languages
were made and available in that form [7].
2.3. Need for HandlingFont-Data
The text available in a font-encoding (or font-type) is referred
to as font-data. While Unicode based news-portals and web-
pages are increasing, there are two main reasons to deal with
ASCII based font-data: 1) Given that there are 23 official In-
dian languages,and the amountof data available in ASCIIbased
font-encodingsis much larger than the text content available in
Unicode format, 2) If a TTS system has to read the text from
a ASCII font based website then the TTS system should au-
tomatically identify the font-type and process the font-data to
generate speech.
2.4. A Phonetic TransliterationScheme for Digital storage
of Indian LanguageScripts
To handle diversified storage formats of scripts of Indian lan-
guages such as ASCII based fonts, ISCII (Indian Standard code
for Information Interchange) and Unicode etc, it is useful and
becomes necessary to use a meta-storageformat.
A transliterationscheme maps the Aksharas of Indian lan-
guages onto English alphabets and it could serve as meta-
storage format for text-data. Since Aksharas in Indian lan-
guages are orthographic represent of speech sound, and they
have a common phonetic base, it is suggested to have a pho-
netic transliterationscheme such as IT3 [8] [6]. Thus when the
font-data is converted into IT3, it essentially turns the whole
effort into font-to-Aksharaconversion.
3. Identificationof Font-Type
Given a document we often need to identify the font-type, and
sometimes a document can contain the data encoded in differ-
ent font-types. Then the taskwould boil down to identifyingthe
font-type for each line or for each word. In this paper, we pro-
pose the use of TF-IDF approach for identificationof font-type.
The term frequency - inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)ap-
proach is used to weigh each glyph-sequence in the font-data
according to how unique it is. In other words, the TF-IDF ap-
proach captures the relevancy among glyph-sequenceand font-
type. In this approach, the term refers to a ’glyph’ and the docu-
ment refers to the font-dataof a particular ’font-type’.Here the
glyph-sequencecouldmean a single glyph or ’current and next’
glyph or ’previous, current and next’ glyph etc.
To build a document for each font-type, a web-site for
each font-typewas manually identifiedand around 0.12 million
uniquewords were crawled for each of the font-type. The set of
unique words for each font-type are referred to as a document
representing the particular font-type. Thus given N documents
(each representing a font-type), we considered three different
terms namely, a single glyph or current and next glyph or pre-
vious, current and next glyph. For each term a TF-IDF weight
was obtained as follows: (i) Calculate the term frequency for
the glyph-sequence: The number of times that glyph-sequence
occurred divided by the total number of glyph-sequences in
that specific document. (ii) Calculate document frequency: In
how many different documents (font-types)that specific glyph-
sequence has occurred. (iii) Calculate inverse document fre-
quency of the term and take logarithm of inverse document fre-
quency.
To identify the font-type of a given test font-data, the
steps involved are as follows: 1) Generate the terms (glyph-
sequences)of the test font-data2) Compute the relevancy scores
of the terms and for each of the document (font-type) using
the corresponding TF-IDF weights of the terms 3) The test
font-databelongs to the document (font-type)which producesa
maximum relevancy score.
The performance of TF-IDF approach for identificationof
font-type was evaluated on 1000 unique sentences and words
per font-type. We have added English data as also one of
the testing set, and is referred to as English-text. The perfor-
mance of font-type identification system using different terms
single glyph, current and next glyphs, previous, current and
next glyphs are shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 respec-
tively and it could be observed that the use of previous, current
and next glyphsas a termprovided an accuracy of 100% in iden-
tificationof font-type even at the word level.
Table 1: Performanceof Single glyph based font models
Font Name Sentence-Level Word-Level
Amarujala (Hindi) 100% 100%
Jagran (Hindi) 100% 100%
Webdunia (Hindi) 100% 0.1%
SHREE-TEL(Telugu) 100% 7.3%
Eenadu (Telugu) 0% 0.2%
Vaarttha (Telugu) 100% 29.1%
Elango Panchali (Tamil) 100% 93%
Amudham (Tamil) 100% 100%
SHREE-TAM (Tamil) 100% 3.7%
English-text 0% 0%
4. Font-to-AksharaMapping
Font-data conversion can be defined as converting the font en-
codeddata intoAksharasrepresentedusingphonetic translitera-
tion scheme such as IT3. As we alreadymentioned that Aksha-
ras are split into glyphs of a font, and hence a conversion from
font-data has essentially to deal with glyphs and model how a
sequenceof glyphsaremerged to form an Akshara. As there ex-
ist many fonts in Indian languages,we have designed a generic
framework has been designed for the conversion of font-data. It
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Table 2: Performanceof current and next glyph based font mod-
els
Font Name Sentence-Level Word-Level
Amarujala (Hindi) 100% 100%
Jagran (Hindi) 100% 100%
Webdunia (Hindi) 100% 100%
SHREE-TEL(Telugu) 100% 100%
Eenadu (Telugu) 100% 100%
Vaarttha (Telugu) 100% 100%
Elango Panchali (Tamil) 100% 100%
Amudham (Tamil) 100% 100%
SHREE-TAM (Tamil) 100% 100%
English-text 100% 96.3%
Table 3: Performance of previous, current and next based font
models
Font Name Sentence-Level Word-Level
Amarujala (Hindi) 100% 100%
Jagran (Hindi) 100% 100%
Webdunia (Hindi) 100% 100%
SHREE-TEL(Telugu) 100% 100%
Eenadu (Telugu) 100% 100%
Vaarttha (Telugu) 100% 100%
Elango Panchali (Tamil) 100% 100%
Amudham (Tamil) 100% 100%
SHREE-TAM (Tamil) 100% 100%
English-text 100% 100%
has two phases, in the first phase we are building the base-map
table for a given font-type and in the second phase forming and
ordering the assimilationrules for a specific language.
4.1. Building a Base-MapTable for a Font-type
The base-map table provides the mapping basic between the
glyphs of the font-type to the Aksharas represented in IT3
transliteration scheme. The novelty in our mapping was that
the shape of a glyphwas also included in building this mapping
table. The shape of a glyph is dictatedby whether it is rendered
as pivotal consonant, or on top, bottom, left or right of the piv-
otal consonant. Thus the pivotal glyphs were appended with 0
(for full characters such as e, ka) or 1 (for half consonants such
as k1, p1), ’2’ for glyphs occur at left hand side of a basic char-
acter (ex: i2, r2), ’3’ for glyphs occur at right hand side of a
basic character (ex: au3, y3), ’4’ for glyphs occur at top of a
basic character (ex: ai4, r4) and ’5’ for glyphs occur at bottom
of a basic character (ex: u5, t5).
4.2. Forming AssimilationRules
In the conversion process the above explained basic-mapping
table will be used as the seed. A well defined and ordered
set of assimilation rules have to be formed for each and every
language. Assimilation is the process of merging two or more
glyphsand generating a valid singlecharacter. This assimilation
happensat different levels and our observation acrossmany lan-
guages was that the firing of following assimilation rules were
universally applicable. The rules are:(i)ModifierModification,
(ii) Language Preprocessing, (iii) Consonant Assimilation, (iv)
Maatra Assimilation, (v) Consonant-Vowel Assimilation, (vi)
Vowel-Maatra Assimilation, (vii) Consonants Clustering and
(viii) Schwa Deletion.
The ModifierModificationis the processwhere the charac-
ters get modified because of the languagemodifiers like virama
and nukta (ka + virama = k1). The Language Preprocessing
step deals with some language specific processing like (aa3 +
i3 = ri in Tamil) and (r4 moves in front of the previous first full
consonant in Hindi). The Consonant Assimilation is known as
gettingmerged two or more consonantglyphs and forms a valid
single consonant like (d1 + h5 = dh1 in Telugu). The Maatra
Assimilation is known as getting merged two or more maatra
glyphs and forms a valid single maatra like (aa3 + e4 = o3 in
Hindi). The Consonant-Vowel Assimilationis known as getting
merged two or more consonant and vowel glyphs and forms a
valid single consonant like (e + a4 + u5 = pu in Telugu). The
Vowel-MaatraAssimilation is known as getting merged two or
more vowel and maatra glyphs and forms a valid single vowel
like (a + aa3 = aa in Hindi). The ConsonantClusteringin known
as merging the half consonant which usually occurs at the bot-
tom of a full consonant to that full consonant like (la + l5 = lla
in Hindi). The Schwa Deletion is deleting the inherent vowel
’a’ from a full consonant in necessary places like (ka + ii3 =
kii).
4.3. Testing and Evaluation
The evaluation on these font converters is carried out in two
phases. We picked up three different font-types for training or
forming the assimilationrules and one new font-typefor testing
per language. In the first phase for the selected three font-types
the assimilation rules are formed and refined. In the second
phase we chose a new font-type and built the base-map table
only and used the existing converter without any modifications.
We have taken 500 unique words per font-type and generated
the conversion output. The evaluation results in Table 4 show
that the font converter performs consistently even for a new
font-type. So it is only sufficient to provide the base-map table
for a new font-type to get a good conversion results. The issue
of Font-to-Aksharamapping has been attempted in [7] and [9]
but we believe that our framework is a generic one which could
easily be extended to a new font-type with > 99% conversion
accuracy.
5. BuildingPronunciationModels For
Aksharas
Having converted the font-data into Aksharas, the next step is
to obtain appropriate pronunciation for each of the Aksharas.
As noted earlier, Aksharas are orthographic representation of
speech sounds and it is commonly believed or quoted that there
is direct correspondence between what is written and what is
spoken in Indian languages, however, there is no one-to-one
correspondence between what is written and what is spoken.
Often some of the sounds are deleted such as Schwa deletion
in Hindi. Schwa is the default short vowel /a/which is associ-
ated with a consonant, and often it is deleted to aid in faster
pronunciation of a word. Similarly there exists exceptions for
Bengali and Tamil. There are attempts to model these excep-
tions in the form of the rules, however, they are often met with
limited success or they use linguistic resources such as Morph
analyzer. Such linguistic resourcesmay not always be available
for minority languages. Thus we had built a framework based
on machine learning techniqueswhere pronunciationof Aksha-
ras could be modeled using machine learning techniques and
using a small set of supervised training
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Table 4: Performance results for font conversion in Indian lan-
guages
Language Font Name Training/Testing Accuracy
Hindi Amarujala Training 99.2%
Jagran Training 99.4%
Naidunia Training 98.8%
Webdunia Training 99.4%
Chanakya Testing 99.8%
Marathi Shree Pudhari Training 100%
Shree Dev Training 99.8%
TTYogesh Training 99.6%
Shusha Testing 99.6%
Telugu Eenadu Training 93%
Vaartha Training 92%
Hemalatha Training 93%
TeluguFont Testing 94%
Tamil ElangoValluvan Training 100%
Shree Tam Training 99.6%
Elango Panchali Training 99.8%
Tboomis Testing 100%
Kannada Shree Kan Training 99.8%
TTNandi Training 99.4%
BRH Kannada Training 99.6%
BRH Vijay Testing 99.6%
Malayalam Revathi Training 100%
Karthika Training 99.4%
Thoolika Training 99.8%
ShreeMal Testing 99.6%
Gujarati Krishna Training 99.6%
Krishnaweb Training 99.4%
Gopika Training 99.2%
Divya Testing 99.4%
5.1. Creation of Data-set
Given the inputword list with the correspondingpronunciations
in terms of phones, feature vectors were extracted for training
the pronunciationmodel at the phone level. About 12200 sen-
tences in IT3 format were used to collect the training data, for
building the pronunciationmodel in Hindi. These sentenceshad
about 26000 unique words, which were used to extract around
32800 feature vectors. Different sets of feature vectors to ex-
perimenton the selectionof features. As for Bengali and Tamil,
5000 words with corresponding pronunciationswere used for
obtainingabout 9000 feature vectors.
5.2. Use of ContextualFeatures
Contextual features refers to the neighbor phones in a definite
window-size/level. Using the contextual features, experiments
were performedfor variousContextual Levels (CL). A decision
forest was built for each phone to model its pronunciation. A
decision forest is a set of decision trees built using overlapping
but different sub-sets of the training data and it employs a ma-
jority voting scheme on individual prediction of different trees
to predict the pronunciationof a phone. Table 5 shows the re-
sults of pronunciationmodel for Hindi,Bengali and Tamil using
various level of contextual features. We found that that a con-
text level of 4 (i.e., 4 phones to the left and 4 phones to the right)
was sufficient to model the pronunciation and moving beyond
the level of 4, the performancewas degraded.
Table 5: PronunciationModel with Contextual features
Languages Context Level
2 3 4 6
Hindi 90.24% 91.44% 91.78% 91.61%
Bengali 82.77% 84.48% 84.56% 83.56%
Tamil 98.16% 98.24% 98.10% 98.05%
5.3. Acoustic-Phoneticand SyllabicFeatures
Acousticphoneticfeatures lists the articulatorypropertiesof the
consonants and the vowels. Typically vowels are characterized
by the front, back, mid position of the tongue while consonants
are characterizedby manner and place of articulationand voic-
ing and nasalization features. Syllabic features indicate where
a particular syllable is of type CV or CCV, or CVC etc. The
performance of the pronunciationmodel for Hindi, Tamil and
Bengali using syllabicand acoustic-phoneticfeaturesof the cur-
rent and neighboring phones are shown in Table 6 and Table
7 respectively. We found that the use of syllabic or acoustic-
phonetic featuresdidn’t show any significant improvement than
that of contextual features for Hindi, Tamil and Bengali.
A rule based algorithm for Hindi LTS is given in [10]. To
compareour resultswith the rule-basedalgorithm,we have used
the same algorithmwith out morphologicalanalyzer on our test
data set. We found that the performanceof pronunciationmodel
using rule-basedtechniquewas 88.17%. while the decision for-
est model in Table 6 was providing an accuracy of 92.29%.
Table 6: PronunciationModel with Syllabic features
Feature Sets Languages
Hindi Bengali Tamil
Syl Struct. of Cur. Phone 92.29% 82.41% 98.31%
Syl Struct. of all Phones 91.61% 67.56% 98.27%
Table 7: PronunciationModel with Acoustic-Phoneticfeatures
Feature Sets Languages
Hindi Bengali Tamil
Acoustic Phonetic 89.73% 84.78% 98.18%
+ Syl Struct. of Curr. Phone 89.73% 81.21% 98.17%
+ Syl Struct. of all Phones 91.09% 69.33% 98.13%
6. Normalizingof Non-StandardWords
Unrestrictedtexts include StandardWords (commonwords and
Proper Names) and Non-Standard Words (NSWs). Standard
Words have a specific pronunciation that can be phonetically
described either in a lexicon, using a disambiguation process-
ing to some extent, or by letter-to-sound rules. In the context of
TTS the problem is to decide how an automatic system should
pronounce a token; even before the pronunciationof a token, it
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Table 8: Taxonomy of NSWs with examples
Category Description Examples
Addr Address 12/451
(house/streetno.) JanapathRoad
Curr Currency Rs. 7635.42
Count Count of items 10 computers,
500 people
Date Date(to be expanded) 1/1/05, 1997-99
PhoneNo As sequence of digits 040 2300675
Pin As sequence of digits 208023
Score Cricket, tennis scores India 123/4,
sets 3-5 3-4 5-6
Time Time (to be expanded) 1.30, 10:45-12:30,
11.12.05, 1930 hrs
Units As decimal or number 10.5 kms, 98 %,
13.67 acres
NUM Default category
is important to identify the NSW-Category of a token. A typical
set of NSW-category and their examples are shown in Table 8.
6.1. Creation of Supervised TrainingData
To build a training dataset, it typically requires a large man-
ual effort to annotate an example with the appropriate NSW-
category. For example, given a word corpus > 3M words
in Telugu, Tamil and Hindi, we extracted 150-500K sentences
containing an NSW. Annotating such huge set of examples
needs lots of time and effort. To minimize such effort, we used
a novel frequency based approach to create a representative ex-
ample set.
NSW techniques uses context information for disambigua-
tion with various window sizes, context information contains
a set of word like units which occurs in left and right side of
a NSW, and this information is to be considered as a features
characterizing a NSW. However, not of all context would be
useful, so we used a window size of 2 (left and right) as a default
and given to the pattern generator module. The pattern gener-
ator takes the four tokens (two to left and two to the right of
a NSW) and generates 15 patterns using all possible combina-
tions of 4(like examples, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, ., 111) where
1 represent presence of a token and 0 represent deletion of the
token. Given such 15 patterns for each example, these patterns
were sorted in the descendingorder of their frequency and based
on a threshold a set of patternswere choosen and given to a na-
tive speaker to annotate the NSW category. The user interface
was built such that if the native speaker couldn’t annotate the
NSW with the given pattern, then an extended context was pre-
sented to him at varying levels. Using the frequency based ap-
proach, we could reduce the training examples to around 1000-
1500 which a native could annotate within a couple of hours.
Having got the annotation done, we looked at level of context
the native speaker has used to annotate a NSW. We found less
than 10% of time the user has looked into a context information
more than a window size of two.
6.2. Performance of Base-lineSystem
Using word level units and decision tree, we built a base-line
system to predict the category of a NSW. We have tested the
performanceof the systemon a separatemanually prepareddata
obtained from a different source (web) referred to as Test-Set-1
Table 9: Performance of prediction of NSW-category Using
Word Level Features
Language % accuracy on % accuracy on
Training set TS1
Telugu 99.57% 63.52%
Hindi 99.80% 66.99%
Tamil 99.01% 55.42%
Table 10: Performance of prediction of NSW-category Using
Syllable level Features
Language % accuracy on % accuracy on Diff with
Training set TS1 base-line
Telugu 99.57% 91.00% 27.48%
Hindi 99.80% 82.80% 15.81%
Tamil 99.01% 87.20% 31.78%
(TS1). The results of prediction of NSW category on TS1 is
shown in Table 9.
The performanceof the base-line system on TS1 is around
60%. After analyzing the errors made by the system, we found
that the errors are primarilydue to new words found in the con-
text of NSW, and Indian languagesbeing rich in inflectionaland
derivative morphology, the roots of many of these words were
present in the trainingdata. It suggests that we should use roots
of the context as the features to predict NSW-category, how-
ever, such approach needs morphological analyzers. Many of
the Indian languages fall into category of minority languages
where linguisticresourcesare scarce. Thus we wanted to inves-
tigate sub-word units such as syllables and their combinations
as features for predictionof NSW-category.
Our experiments on POS-tagging on Hindi, Bengali and
Telugu using syllable-level units further provided evidence that
syllable level features could be used as alternative and a first-
order approximationof root of a word [11]. After initial set of
experiments to explore different possibilitiesof using syllable-
level features, we confined to a set of following three syllable
level features. They are: 1) F1: previous ten and next ten syl-
lables of a NSW, 2) F2: previous ten and next ten syllables and
onset of each syllables and 3) F3: Onset, vowel and coda of
previous ten and next ten syllables.
Using decision forest, the final predictionof NSW-category
is chosen based on voting on the outputs of the three decision
trees built using F1, F2 and F3. This strategy gets the results of
each decision tree and performs a majority voting to predict the
NSW-category. The performance of the decision forest based
system using syllable level features is shown in Table 10. We
found that the results of using syllable-level features for text
normalizationperformed significantly better than that of using
word-level features. This significantimprovement in the perfor-
mance is primarily due to syllables acting a first-order approx-
imation of roots of the context words and thus minimizing the
problem of unseen context. The final performance of the text
normalization system is further improved after using expander
module from 91.00%, 82.80% and 87.20% to 96.60%, 96.65%
and 93.38%for languagesTelugu,Hindi and Tamil respectively.
7. Conclusions
This paper explained the nature and difficulties associatedwith
building text processing components of TTS systems in In-
dian languages. We have discussed the relevancy of font-
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identification and font-to-Akshara conversion and proposed a
TF-IDF based approach for font-identification. A novel ap-
proach of conversion from font-to-Akshara using the shapes
of the glyphs and the assimilation rules was explained. We
have also studied the performanceof pronunciationmodels for
different features including contextual, syllabic and acoustic-
phonetic features. Finally we have shown that syllable-level
features could be used to build a text normalization system
whose performance is significantly better than the word-level
features.
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Abstract 
     In this paper, our flexible harmonic/stochastic waveform 
generator for a speech synthesis system is presented. The 
speech is modeled as the superposition of two components: a 
harmonic component and a stochastic or aperiodic component. 
The purpose of this representation is to provide a framework 
with maximum flexibility for all kind of speech 
transformations. In contrast to other similar systems found in 
the literature, like HNM, our system can operate using 
constant frame rate instead of a pitch-synchronous scheme. 
Thus, the analysis process is simplified, while the phase 
coherence is guaranteed by the new prosodic modification and 
concatenation procedures that have been designed for this 
scheme. As the system was created for voice conversion 
applications, in this work, as a previous step, we validate its 
performance in a speech synthesis context by comparing it to 
the well-known TD-PSOLA technique, using four different 
voices and different synthesis database sizes. The opinions of 
the listeners indicate that the methods and algorithms 
described are preferred rather than PSOLA, and thus are 
suitable for high-quality speech synthesis and for further voice 
transformations. 
1. Introduction 
     In concatenative speech synthesis, a set of recorded speech 
units are selected from a database and are concatenated to 
create synthetic utterances. The prosodic characteristics of the 
units are adapted to the desired prosodic contour and the 
discontinuities between the different units are minimized at 
the boundaries. The performance of the speech synthesis 
systems strongly depends on the techniques and algorithms 
used for all these tasks. Furthermore, voice conversion 
methods are usually integrated into speech synthesis systems 
as a complement used to modify the physical attributes of the 
output voice to be perceived by the listeners like a different 
voice. This fact makes desirable the choice of flexible signal 
models capable of providing a high degree of flexibility 
without causing artifacts. 
     In [1] we presented a new simple method for prosodic 
modification of speech and for concatenation of speech units. 
The harmonic plus stochastic model of speech (HSM) was 
used to implement the waveform generation block of a text-to-
speech synthesis system (TTS), due to the flexibility and 
capacity of manipulation provided by the model, as well as its 
interesting properties for embedded systems. Unlike in 
Stylianou’s HNM [2] and other similar methods, the prosodic 
modifications were not based on pitch-synchronous overlap-
add (PSOLA) techniques [3]. The main advantage of the 
system was that, although neither pitch marks nor accurate 
separation of signal periods were necessary, the inter-frame 
phase coherence and the speech waveform shape invariance 
were successfully maintained by means of new phase 
manipulation algorithms. Therefore, the analysis of speech 
was simplified using a constant frame rate, whereas the usage 
of onset times, source-filter separation techniques and cross-
correlation-based phase corrections was also avoided, in 
contrast to other previous non-pitch-synchronous sinusoidal 
systems [4, 5, 6]. Instead, the modification algorithms 
designed for the new method were conceptually simple and 
straightforward. 
     At present, successful voice conversion methods 
compatible with HSM have been designed and tested on 
natural speech in a public evaluation campaign in both, intra-
lingual and cross-lingual applications, achieving excellent 
results [13]. In this paper we describe the full HSM-based 
waveform generation block, which has been integrated into a 
TTS system. New improved phase manipulation algorithms, 
related to the prosodic modification and concatenation of 
speech units, are explained in detail. The purpose of the 
comparative experiments conducted in this paper is to validate 
the suitability of our waveform generator for high-quality 
speech synthesis, prior to using it for converting synthetic 
voices. A brief explanation about our voice conversion method 
is also included, although it does not take part in the 
discussion here. 
     The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 shows how 
the speech signals are analyzed and reconstructed from the 
measured parameters. Section 3 describes the algorithms for 
modifying the signal parameters in order to change the pitch 
or duration of speech. Section 4 deals with the artifact-free 
concatenation of speech units. The system is extended with the 
WTW voice conversion method in section 5. In section 6 the 
performance of the speech synthesis system is evaluated by 
comparing it to the UPC TTS system Ogmios [7]. The main 
conclusions of this work are listed in section 7. 
2. Analysis and Reconstruction of Signals 
     The harmonic plus stochastic model (HSM) [2] assumes 
that the speech signal can be represented as a sum of a number 
of harmonically related sinusoids with time-varying 
parameters and a noise-like component. The harmonic 
component is present only in the voiced fragments of speech. 
It can be represented at each analysis frame by the 
fundamental frequency and the amplitudes and phases of the 
harmonics. The stochastic component tries to model all the 
non-sinusoidal signal components, caused by the frication, 
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breathing noise, etc. It can be represented at each frame by the 
coefficients of an all-pole filter. 
2.1. Analysis 
     The signals are analyzed using a constant frame rate of 100 
frames per second. Given a speech frame to be analyzed, 
frame number k, the fundamental frequency f0(k) has to be 
estimated and a binary voicing decision is taken. If the frame 
is voiced, the amplitudes {Aj(k)} and phases {φj(k)} of all the 
harmonics below a cutoff frequency of 5 KHz are detected. 
The choice of a fixed cutoff frequency is adequate for voice 
conversion purposes, because the spectral envelopes are 
extracted from the harmonic component. The amplitudes and 
phases are obtained by means of a least squares optimization 
in the spectral domain, using the algorithm of Depalle et al. 
[8] particularized to harmonic sinusoids: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∑ = − ++−= )( )()(1 00)(21)( k kjkjJj iikjk jffWejffWeAfS ϕϕ   (1) 
S(k)(f) is the STFT of the kth frame and W(f) denotes the 
Fourier transform of the analysis window, whose length is two 
pitch periods. J(k) is the highest integer that satisfies J(k)·f0(k)<5 
KHz. As the optimization is performed in the spectral domain, 
the relative position of the analysis window within the pitch 
period is not important. This is adequate for a pitch-
asynchronous analysis framework. 
     Once the frequencies, amplitudes and phases of the 
harmonics are known, the sinusoidal component of the signal 
is regenerated by interpolating between the measured values. 
For each time instant, the instantaneous amplitudes are 
obtained by means of a linear interpolation, and the 3rd order 
polynomial proposed by McAulay and Quatieri [9] is used to 
interpolate the instantaneous frequencies and phases of each 
harmonic. The regenerated harmonic component is subtracted 
from the original signal, and the remaining part of the signal, 
which corresponds to the stochastic component, is LPC-
analyzed at each frame. 
2.2. Reconstruction 
     The signal is reconstructed by overlapping and adding 2N-
length frames, where N is the distance between the analysis 
frame centres, measured in samples. Each synthetic frame 
contains the sum of the measured harmonics with constant 
amplitudes, frequencies and phases, and the stochastic 
contribution, generated by filtering white gaussian noise with 
the measured LPC-filters. A triangular window is used to 
overlap-add the frames in order to obtain the time-varying 
synthetic signal. Let k be the frame number and j the harmonic 
number. The following expressions are used to reconstruct the 
signal. 
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where m is in the range [0, N–1]. The speech signal 
resynthesized from the measured parameters is almost 
indistinguishable from the original. 
3. Prosodic Modifications 
     As a pitch-asynchronous scheme is being used, the 
prosodic modification of the signal implies the challenge of 
modifying the phases of the harmonics without altering the 
phase coherence between frames or causing artifacts. For this 
purpose, we have developed new strategies to manipulate the 
phases. We consider that the phases φj(k) measured at a certain 
analysis frame k are the sum of two components: a linear-in-
frequency term given by the parameter α(k), and the phase 
contribution of the time-varying vocal tract, θj(k). 
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The estimation of α(k) is discussed in section 3.3. 
3.1. Duration Modification 
     The duration modification can be carried out by increasing 
or decreasing the distance N between the synthesis points in 
equation (2b), so that the amplitude and fundamental 
frequency variations get adapted to the new time scale. On the 
other hand, if the phases were kept unmodified, fixed at the 
center of the frames, the waveform coherence between 
consecutive points would be lost, causing artifacts and noisy 
pitch variations. Therefore, the change in N needs to be 
compensated with a phase manipulation in a way that the 
waveform and pitch of the duration-modified signal are 
similar to the original. This manipulation should affect only to 
the linear-in-frequency phase term. Assuming that the 
fundamental frequency varies linearly from frame k–1 to k, we 
define the function Ψ which represents the expected phase 
increment of the first harmonic between those points, affecting 
only the linear-in-frequency term: 
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If N is substituted by N’, the following phase correction is 
applied: 
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This correction compensates the modification of N without 
affecting the small local variations in the vocal tract phase 
response. The stochastic coefficients are not modified. Note 
that the modification factor can be time-varying. 
3.2. Pitch Modification 
     For the pitch modifications, the amplitudes of the new 
harmonics Aj’(k) are obtained by a simple linear interpolation 
between the measured log-amplitudes in order to maintain the 
formant structure unaltered. A constant multiplicative factor is 
used to keep constant the energy of the harmonic component 
despite the variation of the number of sinusoids. The vocal 
tract contribution to the phases of the new harmonics, θj’(k), 
can be obtained by means of a linear interpolation of the real 
and imaginary parts of the complex amplitudes Aj(k)exp(i·θj(k)). 
The values of θj(k) are calculated from the original phases φj(k) 
by subtracting the linear-in-frequency phase term given by 
α(k). 
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Finally, the relative position of the synthesis point within the 
new pitch period is now different and the linear term has to be 
corrected to compensate the modification of the periodicity. 
The phase correction to be performed is given by (5b) with 
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The stochastic coefficients are not modified. Time-varying 
modification factors can be used following this method, and 
the simultaneous duration + pitch modification of the signal is 
also possible. 
3.3. Linear Phase Term Estimation 
     The estimation of the parameter α(k) is a crucial point for 
obtaining high quality synthetic speech. In pitch synchronous 
systems the linear phase term is zero at the frame centres, but 
in exchange a set of pitch marks need to be stored and 
synchronized with the waveform. Even in such systems, some 
problems appear when there are linear phase mismatches 
between different signal periods [10]. We propose to estimate 
α(k) using the following formula. 
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Thus, the linear phase term is considered to be zero near the 
maximum of the waveform defined by the measured 
harmonics. Note that this strategy is similar to the one 
followed in some pitch-synchronous systems in which the 
two-period-length frames are separated using the signal 
maxima as reference. The underlying assumption is that the 
waveform reaches its maximum when the phases of the 
harmonics are maximally close to zero. The maximum of the 
summation is one of the zeros of its derivative: 
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The resulting equation is nonlinear, but it can be simplified 
using the substitution x=cosα and the Tsebyshev polynomials, 
defined recursively as: 
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These polynomials verify the following conditions: 
   ( )xTj j=αcos  (11a) 
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so equation (9) can be transformed into 
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where P and Q contain the weighted sum of T-type and U-type 
polynomials, respectively. The solutions of (12) are also 
solutions of 
   ( ) ( ) ( ) 01 222 =−− xQxxP  (13) 
Among all the solutions of (13), which are easily located by 
any typical root finding method between x=–1 and x=1, the 
one that maximizes (8) is chosen and its corresponding α is 
calculated. 
     In practice, not all harmonics need to be used for the 
calculation of the linear phase term. Only the most powerful 
harmonics are relevant for this task, so the complexity of the 
problem can be reduced by selecting only those harmonics. 
     It must be taken into account that the polarity of the signals 
is not always the same. This algorithm is designed for signals 
in which the positive peaks are greater than the negative 
peaks. In the other case, equation (8) should be minimized 
instead of maximized. 
4. Concatenation of Units 
     In concatenative speech synthesis, the synthetic utterances 
are built by concatenating different speech units selected from 
a recorded database. The prosodic contour of the units is 
adapted to the desired specifications, given by a prosody 
generation block whose input is the text to be pronounced by 
the system. The algorithm for concatenation of units recorded 
in different phonetic contexts has to minimize the waveform 
discontinuities and the spectral mismatches at the boundaries. 
     In order to develop a waveform generation block using the 
HSM, the whole database has to be analyzed and 
parameterized according to the model. Once the prosody of 
the selected units is modified, the waveform discontinuities 
are avoided by correcting the linear phase term of the 
incoming unit to be coherent with the previously concatenated 
units. Let kA be the last frame of the last unit concatenated A, 
and kB the first frame of the incoming unit B. The phase 
correction is given by the following expressions: 
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where α is calculated using equation (8). It must be 
emphasized that in the case of concatenative synthesis the 
calculation of the linear phase terms is performed only once, 
when building the synthesis database, so that α is stored 
together with the rest of signal parameters. 
     On the other hand, a smoothing technique is applied to the 
amplitude envelopes of the frames near the unit boundaries, so 
that the spectral discontinuities are also minimized. 
5. Voice Conversion by WFW 
     In general, voice conversion systems apply a previously 
trained transformation function to the input signal. In our case, 
the input signals are synthetic utterances obtained by 
concatenation of selected units. Thus, the TTS system acts as 
source speaker. In our system, the Weighted Frequency 
Warping method (WTW), recently proposed by the author 
[11], is used for voice conversion. This method has been 
already tested with natural speech, and the results show that a 
good balance between quality and conversion degree is 
obtained. In the framework of the TC-STAR project, our voice 
conversion system was evaluated in both intra-lingual and 
cross-lingual contexts, and excellent results were obtained 
[13]. Although the WFW method is not discussed or evaluated 
in this paper, the voice conversion algorithm is described in 
this section in order to offer complete information about the 
waveform generation process. 
5.1. Prosodic Conversion 
     During the training phase, the mean µ and standard 
deviation σ of the logf0 are determined for the source and 
target speakers. During the conversion phase, given a 
synthetic utterance generated by the TTS system, the pitch 
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contour is modified to match the specifications of the target 
speaker according to the following expression: 
   ( ))source()source(0)source( )target()target()converted(0 loglog µσσµ −+= ff  (15) 
5.2. Spectral Conversion 
     The spectral transformation concerns the amplitudes and 
phases of the harmonics and the LPC coefficients of the 
stochastic component. During the training phase, a gaussian 
mixture model (GMM) of m gaussian components is trained 
from a set of phonetically aligned source-target acoustic 
vector pairs {[xT yT]T} [12]. The joint source-target GMM is 
represented by the weights {αi}, the mean vectors {µi} and the 
covariance matrices {Σi} of each of the gaussian components. 
In this work, the training vectors {x} and {y} contain the line 
spectral frequencies (LSF) that represent the all-pole filter that 
better fits the amplitudes of the harmonics. Once the GMM 
has been trained, given a source LSF vector x, the probability 
that x belongs to the ith gaussian component of the model, 
pi(x), is given by 
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where µix and Σixx can be extracted from µi and Σi, respectively. 
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Using the information provided by the GMM, a different 
frequency warping function Wi(f) is calculated for each 
gaussian component i between µix and µiy. As they both are 
LSF vectors, the formants given by their corresponding all-
pole filters are used as reference points for a piecewise linear 
frequency warping function. Finally, to conclude with the 
training procedure, a new function is designed to predict the 
stochastic component of the target speaker from the LSF 
representation of its harmonic component. The stochastic LPC 
coefficients associated with each of the training LSF vectors 
{y} are also translated into LSF vectors {yst}, and matrices 
{Γi} and vectors {vi} are found so that the following 
prediction function is optimized: 
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where µiy and Σiyy are used in equation (16) to obtain pi(y). At 
the end of the training phase, the GMM parameters, the 
frequency warping functions and the stochastic prediction 
function have been calculated. 
     In the conversion phase, given a source frame to be 
converted, the associated LSF vector x is extracted from the 
amplitudes of the harmonics, and the m probabilities pi(x) are 
calculated using expression (16). The individual warping 
function of the current frame is obtained as a linear 
combination between the m trained basis functions Wi(f). 
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We assume that phonemes with similar formant structures, 
which are linked to the same gaussian component of the 
GMM, should be associated with similar frequency warping 
trajectories. Thus, the probabilities pi(x) are used as weights 
for the linear combination of the m different warping 
trajectories. The magnitude envelope A(f) of the current frame 
is estimated by means of a linear interpolation between the 
measured harmonic log-amplitudes. The phase envelope θ(f) is 
estimated by linearly interpolating the real and imaginary 
parts of the complex amplitudes Aj(k)exp(i·θj(k)), as in section 
3.2. Warped envelopes A’(f) and θ’(f) are calculated, and the 
target amplitudes {Aj’(k)} and vocal tract phases {θj’(k)} are 
calculated by resampling them at the positions of the 
harmonics. 
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This step does not completely transform the source voice into 
the target speaker’s voice because the formants are only 
reallocated while their amplitude remains unmodified. 
Therefore, the energy distribution is corrected using the 
converted LSF vector F(x), which is obtained by means of the 
typical GMM-based transformation function: 
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The energy of the envelope given by F(x) is measured at the 
bands 100-300Hz, 300-800Hz, 800-2500Hz, 2500-3500Hz 
and 3500-5000Hz, which are likely to contain different 
formants. Multiplicative factors are used inside each band to 
correct the energy of the frequency-warped harmonics. 
Finally, the stochastic component of the converted frame is 
predicted using expression (18), in which y is substituted by 
the converted LSF vector F(x) (21). The stochastic component 
of the unvoiced frames is left unmodified, because its 
conversion does not lead to any important improvement and it 
can cause a small loss of quality. 
6. Experiments and Discussion 
     A preference test was carried out in order to determine if 
the proposed algorithms were suitable for the development of 
a high quality speech synthesis system. Ogmios is the speech 
synthesis system that has been created at the UPC [7]. It is 
based on unit selection, and it includes a waveform generation 
block based on the TD-PSOLA technique, which cannot be 
used for voice conversion but is almost standard for synthesis. 
For the preference test, the text processing, prosody generation 
and unit selection blocks of Ogmios were used to obtain the 
sequence of units and prosodic specifications of the different 
synthetic utterances, and the audio samples were generated 
using both Ogmios and a new waveform generation block 
based on the HSM and the algorithms described in the 
previous sections. 
     In order to emphasize the effectiveness of both methods in 
speech modification and concatenation, the system was forced 
to modify the prosody of all the selected units to match the 
specifications provided by the prosody generation block of 
Ogmios. Under these conditions, the artifacts introduced by 
both methods were more visible for the comparison, although 
the quality of the sentences was lower. 
     The 18 listeners that participated in the test, 6 speech 
synthesis experts and 12 volunteers, were asked to listen to 17 
pairs of synthetic utterances in Spanish. All the listeners were 
native Spanish speakers. Four different voices were used in 
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this experiment. Two of them, one male and one female, were 
built from a database consisting of more than 10 hours of 
recorded speech. The databases of the two remaining voices, 
male and female, contained less than an hour of recorded 
speech. 10 of the sentence pairs in the test were generated 
from the large-database voices, and 7 pairs were built from the 
small-database voices. For each sentence pair, whose 
components were played in random order, the listeners were 
asked to choose between the following options: “I prefer the 
first”, “I prefer the second” or “I can’t decide”. The results of 
the preference test are shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1: results of the preference test. 
 
Figure 2 shows separately the results for large synthesis 
databases (a) and for small synthesis databases (b). In figure 3 
individual results for female voices (a) and for male voices (b) 
are displayed separately. 
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Figure 2: results for large (a) and small databases (b). 
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Figure 3: results for female (a) and male (b) voices. 
 
As it can be seen, in the conditions of this experiment the new 
HSM waveform generation block clearly outperforms the one 
based on TD-PSOLA. This assertion holds for both expert and 
non-expert listeners, but the new method is slightly better 
scored by experts. Concerning figure 2, it can be observed that 
when the synthesis databases are small, the uncertainty 
increases and the scores are closer to each other. This fact can 
be a consequence of the different noise sources in each case. 
When the databases are large, all the phonemes are 
represented by a high number of instances. Thus, the prosodic 
modification factors needed are lower and the associated noise 
is less important than the artifacts coming from the 
concatenation of units. The concatenations obtained by means 
of the HSM algorithms are smoother because the spectral 
envelopes can be manipulated. On the contrary, when the 
synthesis database is small, the loss of quality caused by the 
prosodic modifications and by severe concatenation artifacts 
affects both methods in a more similar way. Figure 3 shows 
that the scores reached by the HSM waveform generator are 
similar in both genders. 
     The experiment described shows that the HSM method and 
the algorithms presented in this paper, which have been 
successfully used for voice conversion purposes, are also 
suitable for high-quality speech synthesis without voice 
conversion. The listeners’ choices seem to be more influenced 
by the concatenation properties than by the quality of the 
prosodic modification. However, the results may be different 
for other implementations of the unit selection procedure that 
assign a lower weight to the prosodic aspects of the units and a 
higher weight to the spectral aspects. In addition, it must be 
taken into account that in a standard synthesis application not 
all the units are prosodically modified, and in this situation the 
TD-PSOLA approach can be expected to reach higher scores 
because it works directly with the recorded speech samples. 
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7. Conclusions 
     In this paper we have presented our improved waveform 
generation system for speech synthesis based on the harmonic 
plus stochastic model. The new algorithms for prosodic 
modification, concatenation and conversion of speech, which 
in contrast to other methods do not require pitch-synchronism, 
have been described in detail. The experiments carried out in 
this paper show that the listeners prefer this new approach to a 
more standard TD-PSOLA approach. It can be concluded that 
the algorithms and methods described, which were 
successfully used for voice conversion applications, are also 
suitable for high-quality speech synthesis. 
     In future works voice conversion constraints will be 
included in the cost function of the unit selection block of a 
TTS system. It is expected that the performance of the 
synthesis + conversion system will be improved if the units 
that are easier to convert are assigned a higher probability to 
be selected for synthesis. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes data-driven modelling of all three basic 
prosodic features – fundamental frequency, intensity and 
segmental duration – in the Czech text-to-speech system 
ARTIC.  The fundamental frequency is generated by a model 
based on concatenation of automatically acquired intonational 
patterns. Intensity of synthesised speech is modelled by 
experimentally created rules which are in conformity with 
phonetics studies. Phoneme duration modelling has not been 
previously solved in ARTIC and this paper presents the first 
solution to this problem using a CART-based approach.  
1. Introduction 
Concatenative text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis of the Czech 
language has been researched, elaborated and implemented 
already for a significant period of time. During this period 
various prosody models have been proposed, yet at least to our 
knowledge there has not been implemented and practically 
applied any complex data-driven (in the sense of automatic 
training using very large real speech databases) prosody model 
of all three basic prosodic characteristics (i.e. fundamental 
frequency (F0), intensity and segmental duration altogether). 
This paper tries to present such a prosody model 
implemented in the TTS system ARTIC, developed at the 
Department of Cybernetics, University of West Bohemia [1]. 
The model is formally based on a linguistically motivated 
structural prosody description framework, which explicitly 
separates prosodic function from its form. The fundamental 
frequency generation part of the model is based on our data-
driven intonation model previously introduced for example in 
[4], whereas intensity modelling is rule based. The most 
recent advance presented in this paper consists in 
incorporating a CART-based duration model trained on a 
large speech corpus. 
 
2. Prosody description framework 
The prosody model used in TTS system ARTIC is based on 
explicit distinction between prosodic form and function. The 
importance of such a form of linguistic stratification has 
already been frequently discussed (let us at random mention 
for instance [2]). 
2.1. Prosodic form and function 
In our conception each input sentence is represented in form 
of a prosodic structure. The prosodic structure is a result of 
parsing a sentence using a specific set of linguistically 
motivated transformation rules collectively called prosodic 
grammar. The prosodic structure of a sentence formally 
corresponds to a prosodic function while a prosodic form (i.e. 
how prosody is eventually realized by acoustic means – 
“surface” prosody) is then derived from it (i.e. the allowed 
prosodic forms depend purely on the prosodic function 
together with phonotactics restrictions, not on the text or 
sentence itself). 
In other words – the prosodic structure determines a 
parameterisation of input text and this parameterisation is 
then used in a system for prosodic form assignment (i.e. a 
classifier, knowledge base, unit selection algorithm, etc.). It is 
not a goal of this paper to fully describe the prosodic 
structures and grammar – the discussion on this topic can be 
rather found in [3]. The following paragraphs just briefly 
summarise some information necessary as a background for 
our TTS prosody model. 
2.2. Prosodic grammar 
The prosodic grammar tries to capture structuring of a 
sentence relevant for prosody functioning. Using generative-
based rules it decomposes a sentence into its immediate 
constituents (terminals and non-terminals) and mutual 
relations between these constituents formalise the prosodic 
function. The grammar (or rather its equivalent Chomsky’s 
normal form) is designed to be implemented in a stochastic 
grammar parser, which is now being developed and tested. 
We distinguish the following language units serving as the 
grammar terminal and non-terminal constituents 
(parenthesised symbols are used in the respective grammar 
rules): 
 
Prosodic sentence (PS) 
Prosodic sentence is a prosodic manifestation of a 
sentence as a syntactically consistent unit, yet it can also be 
unfinished or grammatically incorrect. 
 
Prosodic clause (PC) 
Prosodic clause is such a linear unit of a prosodic 
sentence which is delimited by pauses.  A prosodic sentence 
generally consists of more prosodic clauses. 
 
Prosodic phrase (PP) 
Prosodic phrase is such a segment of speech where a 
certain intonation scheme is realized continuously. A prosodic 
clause generally consists of more prosodic phrases. 
 
Prosodeme (P0), (Px) 
Prosodeme is an abstract unit established in a certain 
communication function within the language system. We have 
postulated that any single prosodic phrase consists of two 
prosodemes: so called “null prosodeme” and “functionally 
involved prosodeme” (where (Px) stands for a type of the 
prosodeme chosen from the list shown below), depending on 
the communication function the speaker intends the sentence 
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to have. In the present research we distinguish the following 
prosodemes (for the Czech language; other languages may 
need some modifications): 
 
• P0 – null prosodeme 
• P1 – prosodeme terminating satisfactorily (a reply is not 
expected) 
o P1-1 unmarked 
o P1-2 marked directive 
o P1-3 marked expressive 
o P1-4 specific 
• P2 – prosodeme terminating unsatisfactorily (a reply is 
expected) 
o P2-1 unmarked (supplementary, “wh-questions”) 
o P2-2 marked declaratory (“yes/no questions”) 
o P2-3 marked disjunctive (questions with disjunctive 
“or”) 
o P2-4 specific 
• P3 – prosodeme nonterminating 
o P3-1 unmarked 
o P3-2 marked bound (involved in a function 
primarily held by P1 or P2) 
o P3-3 specific 
 
Prosodic word (PW) 
Prosodic word (sometimes also called phonemic word) is 
a group of words subordinated to one word accent (stress). 
Languages with a non-fixed stress position would need a 
stress position indicator too. 
 
Semantic accent (SA) 
By this term we call such a prosodic word attribute, which 
indicates the word is emphasised (using acoustic means) by a 
speaker. 
 
There are two more terminal symbols used (“$” and “#”) 
standing for pauses differing in their placement (inter- and 
intra-sentential). The terminal symbol (wi) stands for a 
concrete prosodic word from a lexicon and ∅ means an empty 
terminal symbol. Note that Px is only an “abbreviation” for 
each prosodeme (i.e. P1-1, etc.). The rules should be 
understood this way: “(PC) → (PP) {1+} # {1}” means that 
the symbol (PC) (prosodic clause) generates one or more (PP) 
symbols (prosodic phrases) followed by one # symbol 
(pause). 
 
(PS) → (PC) {1+} $ {1} 
(PC) → (PP) {1+} # {1} 
(PP) → (P0) {1} (Px) {1} 
(P0) → ∅ 
(P0) → (PW) {1+} 
(Px) → (PW) {1} 
(Px) → (SA) (PW) {1+} 
(PW) → wi {1} 
Figures 1 and 2 show two possible prosodic structures of 
the Czech sentence: “It is not a singular transformation of a 
long vowel into a diphthong.” However, the second variant 
bears a semantic accent on the word “singular” so as to bring 
forward the contrastive focus as the opposite of e.g. 
“frequent”. 
 
Figure 1: Czech sentence prosodic structure in a neutral 
form. 
 
 
Figure 2: Czech sentence prosodic structure with a 
semantic accent. 
It is not a simple task to infer the full prosodic structure 
from the surface form of a sentence. This can be done using a 
probabilistic grammar parser similar to a parser used for 
syntax analysis – on one hand the prosodic parser is simpler 
due to far less complex grammar, but on the other hand the 
relations among prosodic constituents are not as clear and 
straightforward as among syntactic constituents (in case of 
prosody many phenomena are facultative, singular or even 
random). Hence the goal of the prosodic parser is not to create 
couple of “definitely correct” prosodic structures of a given 
sentence; rather it should delimit a class of prosodic structures 
acceptable in a given context. 
Because of such peculiarities we have not yet 
implemented fully working automatically trained parser into 
ARTIC and the task of prosodic structure parsing is carried 
out by a set of heuristic rules. These rules are obviously far 
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from performing optimally (for example they are very 
inaccurate in prosodic phrase detection and semantic accents 
have to be omitted at all) but they are treated as a temporary 
solution. 
3. F0 modelling 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to fully describe the data-
driven model of F0 implemented in ARTIC – more 
information on this (including the model evaluation) can be 
found in [4]. However, the basic idea is in conformity with 
the aforementioned considerations about duality of prosodic 
form and function. 
From the formal point of view all information about 
prosodic function of each word is encoded in the prosodic 
structure itself and hence the position of the word within the 
structure. Therefore the prosodic form realised by means of 
F0 behaviour depends purely on positions of the prosodic 
words within the prosodic structure of a given sentence. 
The position of a prosodic word (“position” not in the 
exact meaning – rather we would use it in the sense of mutual 
configuration between prosodic words and their parent 
prosodic constituents) is described by a set of features (we 
refer to it as description array – DA) which include for 
instance: index of the prosodic word within its neighbours 
with the same parent node, type of its parent node and its 
index (and this recursively up to the root node), and also 
various quantitative features concerning syllabic, stress and 
phoneme structure of the word. More details on DA can be 
found in [4]. 
The relation between prosodic function (formulated 
through DA) and its form is represented by a function in the 
mathematical sense, which we refer to as realization function 
(because it realizes the function through the form). The 
realization function is created from a suitable speech corpus 
(ideally the same one used for a particular speech segment 
database creation) with transcribed utterances, prosodic 
structure tags (i.e. the transcribed sentences are prosodically 
parsed) and F0 contours (e.g. acquired by electroglottograph 
measuring). Speech must be segmented at least on the level of 
prosodic words (i.e. time intervals of prosodic words must be 
known). 
The F0 contours are segmented according to the prosodic 
words – this way the F0 contour of each prosodic word token 
is acquired (let us call such a segment a sub-contour). The 
corpus used in ARTIC consists of 5,000 sentences involving 
55,655 sub-contours which are then clustered into so called 
cadences (abstract intonational patterns – as will be described 
further in the text). 
3.1. Realization function 
The realization function is defined as 
 
R: DA  I × pot(C) 
 
where I = {i1, …, il} is a set of initial conditions, C = {c1, …, 
cm} is a set of cadences and pot(C) is a power set of C. 
A cadence is an intonational pattern which fits into an interval 
of a single prosodic word. The set C can also be called a 
cadence inventory. Initial conditions say where on the 
frequency scale a cadence chosen for a prosodic word starts. 
Fujisaki shows [5] that F0 can be modelled in a 
logarithmic space as a sum of outputs of two linear systems. 
In the linear space this summation corresponds to a 
multiplication of values, therefore each sub-contour (as a 
segment of a whole F0 trajectory) acquired from the corpus 
can be decomposed into two components: (a) the initial F0 
value of the sub-contour; (b) the rest of the sub-contour 
relatively to the initial value (in its multiples).  
The realization function also consists of two components. 
The first one is constructed from the corpus by linking each 
DA occurring in the corpus with the initial F0 value of the 
respective sub-contour occurring with this DA in the corpus. 
Since a particular DA is often assigned to several prosodic 
word tokens in the corpus, there are usually more possible 
initial value links. In such cases the first sub-contour with a 
given DA occurring in the corpus (supposing indeed arbitrary, 
yet constant sentence numbering) is considered – this ensures 
the synthesised prosodemes to be intonationally “consistent” 
as for the prosodic word initial conditions because the initial 
F0 values of the prosodic words within a particular 
synthesised prosodeme are all selected from the same 
sentence (otherwise it could happen that each initial condition 
in the synthesised prosodeme is selected from a different 
sentence, although with the same DA). 
The set C = {c1, …, cm} (the cadence inventory) is created 
by a clustering algorithm based on repeated bisections and 
cosine similarity function, applied on all F0 sub-contours 
from the corpus. Prior to this, the sub-contours are 
represented by vectors with the dimension x (i.e. by 
approximating each sub-contour with x equidistant points 
relatively to its initial value – this ensures sub-contour 
normalisation over time intervals and F0 values). The 
elements of C (i.e. cadences) are constructed as either 
centroids of the clusters, or there is one (or more) vector 
chosen from each cluster as its representative (using various 
methods, such as elimination of outliers according to 
Mahalanobis distance). 
We have experimented with various values of m (the 
number of cadences) ranging from 3 to 200. Good results are 
achieved for example with the number of clusters m=30. In 
this case the smallest cluster consists of 911 vectors (sub-
contours) and the largest of 3571. The cadence inventory is 
created from the cluster centroids.  
We say a cadence belongs to a particular DA provided 
that the sub-contour occurring in the corpus with this DA is 
an element of the cluster represented by the given cadence. 
The second component of the realization function is 
constructed from the corpus by linking each DA occurring in 
the corpus with the set of all cadences belonging to this DA. 
Thus if we have a prosodic word wj, then 
 
R(DA(wj)) = <ij, Cj> 
 
where ij ∈ I is the assigned initial condition and Cj ⊆ C, Cj = 
{cj,1, cj,2, …, cj,lj} is a set of the assigned cadences. Now let 
the synthesised sentence S be given as: 
 
S:   w1 w2 … wp 
 
The resulting generated F0 contour of the sentence S is 
then constructed from the initial conditions and cadences 
given by the realization function for each prosodic word w1, 
… wp – the initial conditions are F0 values at the beginnings 
of the prosodic words and the cadences actually fill the gaps 
between neighbouring initial conditions by F0 values 
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calculated as multiples of the initial conditions. As it can be 
seen from the definition of the realization function, the set of 
several suitable cadences is given for each prosodic word – 
only one of them must be chosen at a time. This is done by a 
criterion function, minimised over all combinations of 
proposed cadencies. One of the choices for the criterion 
function is for example a sum of differences of F0 values on 
the boundaries of the prosodic words – to avoid or at least 
minimise F0 discontinuities in junctures where one cadence 
ends and the next one (based on a different initial condition) 
starts. This process of cadence concatenation is described 
together with the criterion function in more detail in [4]. 
3.2. Prosodic homonymy 
One can easily see no corpus can offer all possible DAs 
and therefore it is impossible to construct the realization 
function ideally. Hence the crucial importance for the 
realization function has the relation of indistinguishableness 
[4]. Two description arrays are in the relation of 
indistinguishableness provided that their different deep 
prosodic-semantic functions can be realized by the same 
functor (i.e. same surface prosodic means) – two different 
DAs are homonymous in terms of their surface realization and 
thus mutually interchangeable. Informally: the realization 
function is defined also for those possible DAs not occurring 
in the corpus; namely if a set of appropriate cadences is to be 
determined for a DA not occurring in the corpus, another DA 
which occurs in the corpus and is homonymous according to 
the aforementioned relation, is taken instead and the set of 
cadences and initial conditions is determined for the new DA. 
A question is how to determine the relation of 
indistinguishableness. The best method is probably an 
automatic analysis of heldout corpus data – this presupposes 
that the heldout data include DAs not occurring in the training 
data (i.e. factually unobserved) and the relation of 
indistinguishableness can be determined by a feasible 
generalisation of the mutual relation between the training and 
heldout data. This generalisation can be formalised for 
instance by a specific DA space metrics which allows to find 
a homonymous DA in terms of the minimum vector distance. 
However, research in this field has not been successfully 
finished yet and thus our TTS system ARTIC must now settle 
for a workaround in the form of performing a number of 
limited perturbations of the least significant (heuristically and 
experimentally determined) components of an unobserved DA 
(e.g. exact length of a prosodic word in phonemes, exact 
number of prosodic clauses in a sentence, etc.) which 
eventually transform the unobserved DA into such a DA that 
occurs in the corpus and is very likely to be still 
homonymous. 
 
4. Intensity modelling 
It has been often discussed in Czech phonetics literature that 
intensity (or loudness – as a psychological correlate of 
intensity) is of far less importance than fundamental 
frequency with respect to suprasegmental features of speech, 
therefore our prosody model pays significantly less attention 
to it. 
Moreover, we have undertaken theoretical considerations 
of modelling intensity analogically to fundamental frequency, 
i.e. by “intensity cadencies”. However, since intensity is much 
more interconnected with segmental qualities of speech, the 
application of such a model is not as straightforward as in the 
case of fundamental frequency (intensity can be treated as sort 
of a distinguishing feature of a phoneme, unlike F0 which is 
basically present at voiced phonemes and not present at 
unvoiced phonemes). 
Considering the aforementioned, our prosody model 
currently incorporates only a simple rule for intensity 
modelling. Czech phonetics studies usually mention some 
increase of intensity (or perceived loudness) on stressed 
syllables. We have experimentally revealed that linear 
increase of speech signal amplitude by 1.3 on stressed 
syllables is well assessed by listeners evaluating the resulting 
synthesised speech. This is in conformity with [6] stating that 
stressed syllables usually feature increase of intensity level by 
1 – 3 dB. 
5. Segmental duration modelling 
All previous versions of our prosody model did not comprise 
any explicit duration modelling techniques and have been 
using only average lengths of phonemes from segmented 
speech corpus. However, in our recent research we have 
incorporated and implemented a Classification and 
Regression Tree (CART) approach for segmental duration 
modelling, mainly because of possibility of its straightforward 
application and rich experience of other research teams. Our 
experiments are similar to [7], [8] but there is one important 
difference – we do not use only one regression tree for all 
phonemes, rather we have trained an independent tree for 
each phoneme (experiments with a single universal tree have 
reached worse  score for us). 
5.1. Training data 
Training data for tree construction consists of 5,000 indicative 
sentences recorded by a female voice talent (the same data 
have been used also for the acoustic unit inventory creation 
and for fundamental frequency modelling). These recordings 
have been automatically segmented by a statistical approach 
(HMM-based). Resulting inventory counts over 400,000 
phonemes where each of them has been represented by 172 
features (as it is described further). 
5.2. Phoneme features 
For the sake of the CART-based classification each phoneme 
token (i.e. occurrence of a phoneme) is represented (or 
described) by a set of 172 features which can be 
methodologically divided into five groups. Since an 
independent tree is built for each phoneme type (the word 
“type” is used here in the sense of commonly understood 
duality “token/type” – “type” is the phoneme itself and 
“token” its textual occurrence), the phoneme type itself is not 
included among the features. 
5.2.1. Basic feature groups 
These groups of features are derived from phoneme types of 
neighbouring phonemes and their categorisation into 
phoneme classes such as vowel, consonant, fricative, plosive, 
etc. 
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Features defined by neighbour type form the first group: 
• previous_type/next_type – the type of the previous/next 
phoneme. If the phoneme stands as the first/last one in a 
sentence, the symbol "_" (underscore) is used as a value 
of this feature. 
• previous2_type/next2_type – the type of a phoneme 
which stands over one phoneme before/after. Identically 
as in the previous case the underscore symbol is used in 
case the type of the phoneme cannot be obtained. 
 
The second group is based on membership of a phoneme type 
into specified phoneme classes. The classes are distinguished 
by various articulatory and phonational criteria (e.g. vowel 
quantity, sonority, articulation place and manner, etc.). Values 
of the features are either true or false – depending on whether 
a phoneme type is or is not a member of the given class. 
5.2.2. Feature groups based on prosodic grammar 
The next feature groups describing phonemes are based on the 
prosodic grammar described in Section 2 of this paper 
(although not all grammar attributes are used). Every sentence 
is thus structured hierarchically into the constituents resulting 
from the prosodic grammar, i.e. prosodic sentence, prosodic 
clause, prosodic phrase, prosodeme, prosodic words – and in 
addition to them – syllables and phonemes. 
The constituents are hierarchically sorted from the parent 
ones down to their children. Each of them contains one or 
more child elements. For example every phoneme stands 
somewhere in a syllable and each syllable contains one or 
more phonemes; a syllable stands in a prosodic word and each 
prosodic word contains one or more syllables. 
Features in the third group have their values derived from 
the “length” of a prosodic sentence constituent in the 
phoneme token context. This length is determined for each 
constituent by the number of its child constituents (the 
number of phonemes in a syllable, syllables in a prosodic 
word, etc.). 
The fourth group consists of features which indicate the 
position of a child constituent within its parent constituent in 
the phoneme token context – from the beginning and from the 
end of the parent constituent (the numeric representation is 
used). Again, not just the position of the constituent within its 
immediate parent is used, but the positions in the whole 
parent hierarchy are taken into account as well. 
The last group of features is similar to the previous one 
with the difference that the values are not represented by 
numbers, but positions are categorised into these possibilities: 
• FIRST/LAST – the child is positioned within its parent 
as the first/last one (from beginning) 
• MIDDLE – in other cases 
 
5.3. Training process 
The duration model training has been carried out using the 
wagon CART building program, a part of the Edinburgh 
Speech Tools Library. Root mean squared error (RMSE) and 
correlation coefficient (CORRC) values, presented in the 
evaluation further in this paper, have been therefore computed 
by wagon. 
Since our segmented speech data contain more than 
400,000 phoneme tokens, there are enough occurrences of 
each phoneme type and thus we have decided to train 
individual regression tree for each phoneme type. 
The first 80 percent of sentences from the whole corpus 
have formed a training set and the rest of the data then has 
been used for testing. 
5.4. Experiments 
Several training and evaluation experiments have been carried 
out. The very first training experiments used only some of the 
features from the groups described in Section 5.2. However, 
due to poor results the feature set has then been extended to 
the final number of 172 features. 
As described in the text above, an independent tree for 
each phoneme type is used, therefore the phoneme duration 
estimator is built as a composition of all individual regression 
trees where the root (i.e. first) questions is about the phoneme 
type. After that the algorithm continues in a standard way. 
In one of the training experiments the features based on 
phoneme classes were excluded. However, this way we have 
reached too high values of RMSE and CORRC (see Table 1) 
and thus the approach had to be improved. The next couple of 
experiments were characterised by leaving out the features 
based on the position and then also on the categorised 
position because of our hypothesis these features are strongly 
correlated. The results of these two experiments were very 
similar and – most importantly – worse than without 
excluding any features. 
The next step consisted in adding the features based on 
neighbour phoneme type and because this way we have 
achieved better results, we have expanded the feature set to 
the full form described hereinbefore. The results achieved by 
such classifier and feature configurations eventually reached 
the applicable level and are comparable to results presented 
by other reports [9], [10], [11]. 
Since our speech corpus segmentation is based on a 
statistical approach (HMM) and not conducted by human 
experts, it sometimes can happen that segment boundaries are 
placed relatively far from the position where they should be. 
To prevent these errors from negatively influencing segmental 
duration estimation we have tried to eliminate them from the 
training data by excluding phoneme tokens with statistically 
improbable duration. We have experimentally set this 
statistical relevance so that only phoneme tokens with 
duration between 5 and 95 percent fractile (computed for each 
phoneme type independently) have been included into the 
training data (sort of a “fractile pruning”). This way we have 
achieved the best results in terms of the values of RMSE and 
CORRC. 
We have also performed calculation of RMSE and 
CORRC for a “dummy” duration estimator previously used in 
our system which gives each phoneme token the length equal 
to the average length of the respective phoneme type 
computed from the training data (i.e. actually no estimator 
because each occurrence of a certain phoneme type has the 
same length). The results of this experiment are quite 
important and illustrative since they give an idea of the 
theoretically lowest acceptable classifier performance. They 
are presented in the Table 1 as well. 
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5.5. Evaluation 
The first aspect of evaluation of the phoneme duration 
estimator is mathematical (or rather quantitative). RMSE and 
correlation coefficient values of the previously described 
approaches are presented in the following table. 
 
Approach RMSE CORRC 
“dummy” estimator 24,47 0,85 
excl. neighbour token classes 28,39 0,77 
all features 22,56 0,75 
all features – fractile pruning 18,89 0,92 
Table 1: Duration model performance assessment 
In comparison with results reported by other studies based 
on CART (see the Table 2), our experiments have come out 
slightly better (as for RMSE and CORRC). One cannot judge 
(concerning current research and evaluation methodology and 
techniques) whether this is a language or even speaker 
dependent phenomenon, or our set of features performs really 
better (the influence of the language is indubitable – e.g. more 
conservative duration behaviour in the Czech language in 
comparison with English). However, our model is still not in 
its final version and we will continue to analyse the results in 
more detail. 
 
Language [source] RMSE CORRC 
German [9] 22,71 0,83 
English [10] (voice lja) 21,00 0,78 
English [10] (voice rjs) 20,00 0,80 
English [10] (voice erm) 24,00 0,82 
Korean [11] 26,48 0,73 
Czech [7] 20,30 0,79 
Czech – this paper 18,89 0,92 
Table 2: Results comparison with other studies 
The second, for our work actually more important aspect 
of the evaluation is overall quality of produced synthetic 
speech. We have not yet carried out formal inter-subjective 
listening tests which quantitatively represent perceptional 
difference between the baseline “dummy” estimator and the 
evaluated one. However, according to informal judgement 
based on listening to synthesised sentences our CART 
estimator with all features and fractile pruning performs same 
or better than the baseline technique. 
6. Conclusion 
The research concerning F0 modelling is currently focusing 
mainly on the issues connected with prosodic homonymy. We 
have been able to prove that the current version of synthesised 
intonation is very well assessed and we expect that further 
improvement of prosodic structure parsing brings in more 
naturalness, especially in the field of semantic coherence of 
the synthetic speech. The presented approach in duration 
estimation has also performed well in our case and future 
work in this area will involve mainly more precise perceptual 
evaluation and also accuracy improving. 
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Abstract 
This paper proposes to use KLD between context-dependent 
HMMs as target cost in unit selection TTS systems. We train 
context-dependent HMMs to characterize the contextual 
attributes of units, and calculate Kullback-Leibler Divergence 
(KLD) between the corresponding models. We demonstrate 
that the KLD measure provides a statistically meaningful way 
to analyze the underlining relations among elements of 
attributes. With the aid of multidimensional scaling, a set of 
attributes, including phonetic, prosodic and numerical 
contexts, are examined by graphically representing elements 
of the attribute as points on a low dimensional space, where 
the distances among points agree with the KLDs among the 
elements. The KLD between multi-space probability 
distribution HMMs is derived. A perceptual experiment 
shows that the TTT system defined with the KLD-based 
target cost sounds slightly better than one with the manually-
tuned.  
Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection, target cost, 
Kullback-Leibler divergence, HMM, multi-space probability 
distribution, multidimensional scaling 
1. Introduction 
Text-to-Speech (TTS) systems based on unit selection feature 
advantages in synthesizing highly natural and intelligible 
speech, and have become dominant in commercial 
applications. These systems rely on a very large database of 
segmental samples, where the best segment sequence is 
retrieved for generating speech output with the criterion to 
minimize a cost function. The cost function is a summation of 
two sub-cost functions: a concatenation cost, which reflects 
how well two segments concatenate, and a target cost, as is 
our interest in this paper, which describes the difference 
between target and candidate segments.  
In the literature, various techniques have been proposed to 
define the target cost function. A number of approaches 
presented to minimize the generation error of synthesized 
speech [1][2], where costs are tuned toward minimizing the 
distortion of synthetic utterances from their natural 
counterparts as a reference.  Other approaches were based on 
agreement with human perception [3][4][5], where 
synthesized utterances are scored subjectively, and costs 
producing a maximum correlation with subjective scores are 
regarded as objectively optimal.  
Anyhow, in the above approaches, cost functions are 
optimized by means of synthesizing speech and comparing 
with sort of criteria. Though these approaches typically lead 
to a high performance in synthesis by considering all factors, 
including the process of the synthesis, we lack the ability to 
reveal the intrinsic proprieties of the target cost.  
It is essential that the target cost reflect the difference 
between units just as human perceives [6]. In this paper, we 
exploit Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) to estimate the 
target cost, where we train context-dependent Hidden Markov 
Models (HMM) to characterize the contextual attributes of 
units, and calculate KLD between these corresponding models 
as the distance between units.  
One main advantage of the KLD measure is that it allows 
analyzing the underlining relations among elements of an 
attribute. It offers a statistically sound way to study the 
acoustic characteristics of the attributes from varied 
categories. These categories may involve phonetic, prosodic, 
linguistic and even paralinguistic.  
In this paper we attempt to gain insight of the relations 
among elements of attributes with the aid of Multidimensional 
Scaling (MDS). A set of attributes, including phonetic, 
prosodic and numerical contexts, are examined by graphically 
representing elements of the attribute as points on a plane or 
line, where the distances among points agree with the KLDs 
among elements. 
The KLD for a variety of statistical models is presented, 
including Multi-Space Probability Distribution (MSD) HMM. 
A subjective evaluation showed the system with KLD-based 
target cost sounds slightly better than one with manually-
tuned. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces 
the concepts of the KLD and its expressions for several 
statistical models. Section 3 describes how to exploit the KLD 
as a distance measure of attributes, how to evaluate its 
effectiveness, and its application as a target cost in unit 
selection systems. Experiments and discussions are given in 
Sectioin4 and 5 respectively. 
2. Kullback-Leibler Divergence 
The KLD between two N-dimensional probability 
distributions M  and M  [7] is defined as: 
( | )
( || ) ( | ) log
( | )
NR
p X M
D M M p X M dx
p X M
  
 (1) 
KLD describes how far a “true” model M  is from an 
arbitrary model M . Note that KLD is asymmetric. If we are 
not sure which model is correct, we can sum up the integrals 
in both directions to obtain a symmetrical version of KLD: 
( || ) ( || ) ( || )sD M M D M M D M M 
    (2) 
When M  and M  are Gaussian distribution, 
~ ( , )M N    and ~ ( , )M N    , a closed form KLD is: 
1
1 1
1
( || ) [( ) ( )
2
( ) log ]
TD M M
tr N
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 
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  
 
 (3) 
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2.1. KLD between HMMs 
HMMs are statistical models widely used in speech 
recognition. In [8], we derived an algorithm to assess the 
KLD between two general left-to-right HMMs. Given two 
HMMs H  and H with parameter sets of { , , }A B  and 
{ , , }A B    respectively, we approximate the upper bound of a 
symmetric KLD between two equal-length left-to-right 
HMMs:  
     
    
1
s 1
log
     log
J
i i i ii iii
i i i ii ii
D l D b b a a
l D b b a a


  
 
  
 
  
  
H H
 (4) 
Where ( || )i iD b b
  is the KLD between the observation 
distributions at state i,  log ii iia a is the log-likelihood ratio 
of the transition probability, and 1/(1 )i iil a   is the 
expected duration of the ith state in H .   
The meaning which equation (4) suggests conforms to our 
intuition with it: Sum up KLDs over all states and meanwhile, 
the KLD between states take into account the difference of 
state transition and observation probabilities, both of which 
are weighted by the expected state duration.  
For KLD between two GMMs ( || )i iD b b
 , we use 
unscented transform to approximate it [9].  
2.2. KLD between multi-space probability 
distributions 
Multi-Space Probability Distribution (MSD) was proposed by 
Tokuda et.al. [10][11]. The HMMs based on MSD are 
especially useful to model the characteristics of fundamental 
frequency (F0) in speech, where the voiced part is modeled in 
a continuous space, and the unvoiced part, a discrete symbol, 
is looked upon as from zero-dimensional space.  
MSD assumes that the observation space   is composed 
of G  sub-spaces. Each sub-spaces 
g is of gn  dimension 
and has a prior probability 
gw , satisfying 1 1
G
gg
w

 .  The 
observation is represented by a random vector o , which 
consists of two parts, the set of sub-space indices ( )S o  and a 
n-dimensional random variable ( )V o  that is distributed in all 
sub-spaces specified by ( )S o . The observation probability of 
o is defined as: 
( )
( ) ( ( ))g g
g S o
b o w N V o

   (5) 
Where ( ( ))gN V o  denotes the probability density of 
observation ( )V o  for the g
th sub-space.   
Consider two MSDs consist of the same sub-spaces and 
have one-to-one correspondence between sub-spaces, 
g gn n  . If all ( )S o  specify one sub-space, i.e. ( ) 1S o  , by 
calculating KLD in each individual space, we get KLD 
between two MSDs: 
1
( || ) ( || ) ( || )
G
g g g
g
D b b D w D N N

 w w   (6) 
where 
1
( || ) log( / )
G
g g gg
D w w w

w w  denotes KLD 
between two mixture weight vectors. 
If ( ) 1S o  , i.e. some sub-spaces share their space, they 
literally form GMMs. We could merge these components into 
a super-component, and solve it by KLD between GMMs.  
To estimate the KLD between MSD-HMMs, we need to 
substitute equation (6) for ( || )i iD b b
  in equation (4). 
3. KLD of Attributes 
The characteristics of speech sounds are influenced by not 
only phonemes in place, but also contextual attributes 
associated with the sounds. These contextual attributes range 
from phonetic, prosodic, linguistic, to paralinguistic. In this 
paper, our research focuses on how to approximate a 
dissimilarity function of the speech-related attributes. The key 
concept is that the distances should reflect the differences of 
the attribute elements in respect of acoustic space. Here we 
propose to train context-dependent HMMs to characterize the 
attribute elements, and calculate KLDs between the 
corresponding models as the dissimilarity function of the 
attribute.  
The first step is to train context-dependent HMMs [12]. 
By modifying monophones with their contextual attribute of 
interest, monophone transcriptions are converted to context-
dependent phone transcriptions. A set of context-dependent 
phone models are created by copying monophones and re-
estimating. Then, a decision tree based context clustering is 
applied to tie similar states of context-dependent phones for 
robust parameter estimation. 
Given context-dependent HMMs, KLD is calculated 
between the models sharing the same central phones as 
dissimilarities between elements of the attribute. . Such a 
dissimilarity function is phone-dependent. Besides, we can 
calculate phone-independent dissimilarity function by 
averaging phone-dependent functions over all central phones.  
For example, given an attribute of interest, monophones 
are rewritten into context-dependent phones in the form of c:x, 
where x is the attribute value of phone c. KLD between 
models 
1:xc  and 2:xc  represents the dissimilarity between 
attribute element 
1x  and 2x  with respect to phone c. The 
dissimilarity between 
1x  and 2x is an average of KLDs over 
all central phones: 
1 2 1 2
1
( , ) ( ( : ) || ( : ))
c P
D x x D M c x M c x
N 
   (7) 
Where N is the size of phoneme set P . 
3.1. Graphical interpretation of attribute KLD with 
multidimensional scaling 
While we have in hand a KLD function for attributes, we face 
the problem how to evaluate the approximation goodness of 
the KLD measure.  [13] evaluated the accuracy of KLD in 
terms of correlating with the divergences estimated with 
Monte Carlo simulation. The other approaches [9] examined 
by means of the performance of applications which employ 
KLD as the distortion measure in comparison with one 
without KLD.   
In the paper, we adopt multidimensional scaling (MDS) 
[14] to graphically detect meaningfulness of KLD as 
dissimilarity measure. MDS is a data analysis technique that 
represents distances among objects as distances between 
points of a low-dimensional space, i.e. each object in the 
domain is represented by a point in the space. The points are 
arranged in the space so that the distances between pairs of 
points best approximate the distances between pairs of objects.  
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MDS helps reveal the underlining relations among objects. 
This is why we employ MDS to analyze KLD matrix for 
attributes. Given a KLD matrix of an attribute, elements of the 
attribute are projected onto a space by MDS. Assuming that 
KLD is a meaningful measure, elements which are close 
together in the space should be similar in acoustic 
characteristics, and elements which are far apart should be 
dissimilar likewise. On the other hand, if we observe that the 
relative locations of elements in the space agree with our 
knowledge with the attribute, we have reasons to believe the 
effectiveness of the KLD measure.  
3.2. KLD as target cost in unit selection 
One application of the proposed measure is in unit selection 
systems. We exploit KLD between context-dependent HMMs 
as the target sub-cost between target and candidate units. Let 
it  and iu  denote the target and candidate unit. The target cost 
( , )t i iC t u is presented in the form of the sum of the KLDs 
between context-dependent models: 
1
( , ) ( ( ) || ( ))
Jt t
i i j j ij j ijj
C t u w D M t M u

  (8) 
Where ( )j ijM t  denotes the model specified by unit it in 
terms of its jth attribute, and t
jw  is the weight of the j
th sub-
cost.  
Note that we assume the target cost is composed of 
categorical attributes, such as prosodic and prosodic contexts. 
It holds true in a number of systems [15][16]. When a target 
cost involves continuous attributes, the KLD measures still 
work on discrete parts.  
Attributes may be in form of compound. That is we take 
into account the interaction of multiple attributes in the target 
cost. One advantage of compound attributes is that the efforts 
to tune weights of the sub-costs t
jw are reduced. In an extreme 
situation, we could calculate KLD between HMMs in the 
context of all attributes as the target cost. 
( , ) ( ( ) || ( ))t i i i iC t u D M t M u  (9) 
Where ( )iM t  denotes the context-dependent model of target 
unit 
it .  
4. Experiments and Results 
4.1. Experimental setup 
The Microsoft Mulan English speech corpus is used to 
evaluate the goodness of KLD to approximate acoustic 
distances for various attributes. The corpus consisted of about 
6000 phonetically-balanced sentences recorded by a female 
voice talent. We manually annotated prosody labels on 
utterances, such as break levels, stress, and emphasis.  
In stage of HMM training, we adopted a topology of 5-
state left-to-right HMMs. Features include spectrum and F0 
parameters. Spectrum features consist of 39 dimensional 
feature vectors (13 MFCCs, plus their delta and acceleration 
coefficients). F0 features consist of log F0, its delta and 
acceleration coefficients. Similarly, the state distribution 
consists of two parts: the first part models spectrum features 
by a single Gaussian distribution with diagonal covariance 
matrix; the second part models F0 features by an MSD[11]. 
The MSD is composed of a single Gaussian distribution with 
diagonal covariance matrix for voiced space and a discrete 
distribution outputting only one symbol, being unvoiced. 
4.2. Contextual attributes 
In this paper, the following contextual attributes are taken into 
account: 
 LPhC: Left phonetic context. It consists of 40 
phonemes. The phoneme set refers to one defined by 
Microsoft Speech SDK for American English [17].   
 RPhC: Right phonetic context.  
 PinP: Position of word in phrase. It takes 9 values. 
Values are decided by break indices surrounding the 
word, in the form of n-m, where n is the break index 
proceeding the word and m is the break index following. 
Values for the break index are chosen from the 
following set [18]:  
1. Word boundary. 
2. Short phrase boundary. 
3. Intonation phrase boundary. 
 PinW: Position of syllable in word. It takes 4 values, 
head of word (H), middle of word (M), tail of word (T), 
and monosyllable (S). 
 PinS: Position of phone in syllable.  
 Strs: Word stress. 
 Emph: emphasis in phrase.  
 Phns: Number of phones in syllable. It ranges from 1 to 
5. In case of more than 5 phones, set 5.  
 Syls: Number of syllables in word. It ranges from 1 to 5. 
In case of more than 5 syllables, set 5. 
4.3. Evaluation for phonetic contexts 
The first experiment studies the capabilities of the KLD in 
capturing similarities between phonetic contexts, left phonetic 
context (LPhC) and right phonetic context (RPhC). Figure 1 
and 2 display the planes which are transformed into by MDS 
from KLD matrices for LPhC and RPhC, respectively. In both 
graphs, we observe that phonemes, except /h/, are roughly 
grouped into 3 clusters: 
1. Vowel.  
2. Sonorant consonant. It consists of semivowels, 
liquids and nasals. 
3. Obstruent. It consists of affricates, fricatives and 
stops. 
Cluster Obstruent can be further subdivided into voiced 
and unvoiced sounds. Voiced obstruents come closer towards 
sonorants than does unvoiced.  
In the graphs, /h/ stands apart from other phonemes. We 
credit it to that though phoneme /h/ in English is categorized 
as voiceless glottal fricative in International Phonetic 
Alphabet, sometimes it behaves more like a voiceless vowel 
due to the influence of surrounding vowels.  
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Figure 1. MDS graph of the KLD matrix for attribute LPhC.  Figure 2. MDS graph of the KLD matrix for attribute RPhC. 
   
                   
Figure 3. MDS graph of the KLD matrix for attribute PinP.  Figure 4. MDS graph of the KLD matrix for attribute 
PinP*PinW. 
 
4.4. Evaluation for prosodic contexts 
In this section, we examined the characteristics of KLD with 
respect to prosodic attributes, such as position of word in 
phrase (PinP), and position of syllable in word (PinW). Figure 
3 displays the MDS plane of the KLD matrix for attribute 
PinP. It is observed that PinS elements are roughly grouped 
into 4 parts,  
1. Head of phrase (PinS 3-1, 3-2). 
2. Middle of phrase (PinS 1-1, 1-2, 2-1, 2-2). 
3. Tail of phrase (PinS 1-3, 2-3). 
4. PinS 3-3.  
We intentionally separate PinS 3-3 from others, because it 
behaves in between head of phrase and tail of phrase, as is 
confirmed in Figure 4. 
Further, by combining attributes PinS and PinW into a 
compound attribute, we could investigate the interaction 
between these two attributes. Figure 4 displays the MDS 
plane of the KLD matrix for attribute PinP*PinW. Symbols 
are expressed in the form of [PinS]:[PinW]. We observed that 
attribute PinW gains more priority in grouping elements than 
attribute PinP. Inside each PinW group, the group structure of 
PinS elements is generally maintained.  
4.5. Evaluation for numeric contexts 
In this section, we examined the characteristics of KLD with 
respect to numeric attributes, such as the number of phones in 
syllable (Phns), and the number of syllables in word (Syls). 
Frankly, if elements of a numeric attribute are of a limited set, 
there is nothing special in calculating KLD between these 
elements. What we emphasize here is that, though there exists 
an apparent metric for numeric attribute, KLD achieves a 
more reasonable one which agrees with their difference in 
acoustic characteristics. Here we projected elements on a one-
dimensional space, Figure 5 for attribute Phns, and Figure 6 
for attribute Syls. It shows that the elements keep the same 
order in the line as their values suggest, however they are not 
placed at as equal intervals. As values increase, their deltas, 
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on the whole, gradually decrease. This conforms to our 
knowledge on these attributes. As for attribute Phns, multiple-
phone syllables typically sound different from monophone 
syllable, and the more phones in a syllable, the less 
increments of the effect they take in acoustic characteristics. 
The thing works the same for attribute Syls.  
1 5432
 
Figure 5. MDS graph of the KLD matrix for attribute Phns.  
1 5432
 
Figure 6. MDS graph of the KLD matrix for attribute Syls.  
4.6. Subjective evaluation 
In this section we evaluate the applicability of KLD as target 
cost in a task of speech synthesis. In our previous work on 
English TTS [15], the target cost consists of differences in 
phonetic and prosodic contexts, and the concatenation cost 
takes binary values: 0 when two segments to be concatenated 
are succeeding segments in the recorded speech, and 1 
otherwise. Values in the cost function were perceptually tuned 
by language experts.  
In the experiment, we substituted the manually-tuned 
target sub-costs with the KLD-based ones. Weights for each 
sub-cost were not studied in the paper and kept the same as 
original.  
We did a preference test to compare the performance of 
KLD-based target cost with the original manually-tuned one. 
30 sentences were synthesized as test stimuli based on a unit 
database of 5000 utterances. 8 subjects participated in the test 
and they were forced to choose one from each pair which 
sounds more natural.  
The result for the preference test is given in Table 1. It 
shows that the synthetic speech obtained with the proposed 
KLD-based cost sounds slightly better than that with the 
manually-tuned costs.  
Table 1: Preference ratio for unit selection systems using 
KLD-based target cost and manually-tuned one. 
 
Manually-
tuned 
KLD-
based 
Pref. ratio 45.3% 54.7% 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we employed KLD between context-dependent 
HMMs as the target cost in unit selection TTS systems. KLD 
between MSD-HMMs was presented. Also, we demonstrated 
that the KLD measure offers a statistically meaningful way to 
study the acoustic characteristics of speech-related attributes. 
With the help of MDS, we can visualize the underlining 
relations of elements from their KLD matrix. Perceptual 
experiments showed that the TTS system with the KLD-based 
target cost sounds slightly better than one with the manually-
tuned. 
Future works include examining the KLD measure on 
other speech-related attributes, such as part of speech. At this 
point, we lack the ability to optimize the weights for sub-costs. 
They may influence the voice quality more than sub-costs. 
We will investigate how to jointly optimize target sub-costs, 
weights of target cost, and even the concatenation cost. 
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Abstract
This article is interestedin the problemof the linguisticcon-
tent of a speech corpus. Depending on the target task (speech
recognition, speech synthesis, etc) we try to control the phono-
logical and linguistic content of the corpus by collectingan op-
timal set of sentences which make it possible to cover a pre-
set description of phonological attributes (prosodic tags, allo-
phones, syllables, etc) under the constraint of a minimal over-
all duration. This goal is classically achieved by greedy algo-
rithms which however do not guarantee the optimality of the
desired cover. We propose to call upon the principle of la-
grangian relaxationwhere a set covering problem is solved by
iterating between a primal and a dual spaces. We propose to
evaluate our proposed methodology against a standard greedy
algorithm in order to estimate an optimal phone and diphone
covering in French. Our results show that our algorithm based
on a lagrangian relaxation principle gives a 10% better solu-
tion than a standard greedy algorithmand especially enables to
locate the absolute quality of the proposed solution by giving
a lower bound to the set covering problem. According to our
experiments, our best solution is only 0.8% far from the lower
bound of the phone and diphone covering problem.
1. Introduction
Within the field of automaticspeechprocessing, many technolo-
gies (word recognition, speech synthesis, speaker recognition,
etc.) rely on machine learning mechanisms. Such a method-
ological framework tries to estimate the parameters of given
models using speech corpora recorded from different speakers.
The quality of all these models strongly depends on the con-
tents of these learning corpora. So as to cover the maximum of
events and to guaranteea powerfulmodeling, two strategies are
possible for the definitionof a training corpus.
First of all, it is always possible to collect, at random,more
and more acoustic materials. This is the simplest solution but
which can quickly become the most expensive insofar as the
collected sample undergoes the natural distribution of the re-
quired events. In linguistics, this distribution is of exponential
nature, which means that very few events take place very fre-
quently comparedwith a considerablemass of very rare events.
Thus, a speech synthesis system which manages several acous-
tic alternatives of a rare phonologicalunit will have to harvest a
very important amount of data to hope to collect these units.
An alternative to an undifferentiated collection consists in
explicitly controllingthe content of the learning corpus accord-
ing to the concernedsystem. This idea is not recent since phone
covering criteria were always applied for the definition of a
speech corpus. However, if it is relatively easy to balance the
phonetic diversity in a linguistic corpus, it becomes more diffi-
cult to control the presence of events longer than the phoneme
given the heavy-taileddistribution of these events. For example,
a speech synthesis system needs a corpus containinga large va-
riety of 2, 3 or n-phones acoustic units. A speech recognition
system using an allophonicmodelingwill may find it very ben-
eficial to be based on a learning corpus which ensures a good
representationof the allophonicalternatives in the language.
We think that it is conceivable to define an optimal cover-
ing corpus extracted automatically from huge text corpora and
annotated by linguistic attributes (syntactic, grammatical and
phonological). The process automatically defines an optimal
subset of sentences, considering the overall speech duration,
that enables the best covering of the different linguisticfeatures
necessary to the aimed task. The problem is connected to a set-
coveringproblem (SCP) that is a NP-hardproblem[1]. It is thus
necessary to use sub-optimalor heuristic algorithms.
Many heuristics have already been published. In all cases,
the methodology is based on a greedy algorithm. Thus, [2]
applies a greedy algorithm to build a database for a speech
recognition task thanks to hierarchically organized covering
attributes. In [3], the aim is to build a corpus whose di-
phoneme/triphonemedistribution approximates a uniform dis-
tribution. The greedy strategy is driven by a sentencecost func-
tion based on the Kullback-Lieblerdivergence, but does not as-
sure a complete unit coverage. From an algorithmic point of
view, [4] proposes a pair-exchange mecanism. In [5], the first
reverse greedy algorithm is introduced as a spitting algorithm,
that deletes uninteresting sentences, and followed by a greedy
pair exchange. In [6], several cost strategies and greedy algo-
rithm variants are studied and applied to the construction of a
speech synthesis corpus. This methodology has been recently
implementedto build the Neologos corpus [7].
In this paper, as an alternative to a greedy algorithm, we
propose a solution to the set covering problem based on the la-
grangian relaxation. In spite of its simplicity, a greedy algo-
rithm suffers from the sub-optimal results that it can produce,
[8]. [9] shows that for one iterationof the computation,the next
sentence that will be retained in the optimal solution is chosen
in a large set of sentences of identical minimal cost, and can
lead to an instable solution.
Solving a set covering problem by lagrangian relaxation
may find an exact solution for problems of reasonable scale,
ie. a few thousands lines by a few hundreds columns. The
complexity order of covering problems that we are interested
in speech processing is about millions of lines by thousands of
columns (covering attributes). It is then necessary to consider
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solving algorithms that use heuristics in order to efficiently ap-
proach the optimal solution. This paper is essentially based on
Caprara’s work [10] which deals with crew scheduling in an
italian railway company.
The paper is organized as follows. Section2 first introduces
notations and the principles of the set covering problem and
next we present our lagrangian relaxation algorithm. Section
3 describes the experimental methodology that we applied to
compare a greedy solutionand methodology. Finally, in section
4, the results are presented and discussed.
2. Optimal covering using lagrangian
relaxation
2.1. Notationsand principles
Before presentingthe algorithmdesigned for solving very large
scale SCP instances,we introducein this sectionsome notations
and properties relative to the SCP and lagrangian relaxation.
Let us consider a corpus A of n sentences composed of
m distinct attributes u1, . . . , um - phonologicalunits, acoustic
unit classes, prosodic attributes, etc. A can be represented by
a matrix A = (aij), where aij is the instance number of ui
in the sentence sj . We denote the unit set U = {u1, . . . , um}
and define M = {1, . . . ,m} and N = {1, . . . , n}. With every
sentence sj , a cost cj is combined.
A cover of U is a subset of A which contains, for every ui,
a minimal number bi of instances. It is described by a column
vector X = (xj)j∈N , where xj = 1 if the sentence sj be-
longs to the cover and 0 otherwise. In other words, a cover is a
solutionX ∈ {0, 1}n of the following system :
∀i ∈ M,
∑
j∈N
aijxj ≥ bi . (1)
Since the integer entries of B and A are not only 0 or 1 like in
[10, 11, 12], but can be greater than 1, we can term our opti-
mization problem as a multi-represented set covering problem.
If it is quite easy to determine such a cover, we want a cover
with the lowest possible cost. The cost of a cover corresponds
to the sum of the costs of all its elements. This SCP can be
written as:
X∗ = arg min
X∈{0,1}n
AX≥B
CX (2)
where
C = (c1, . . . , cn)
B = (b1, . . . , bm)
T .
We briefly recall the main properties of the lagrangian re-
laxation on which the algorithm we propose is based on - see,
e.g. [13] for an introduction).Let a column vectorΛ ∈ Rm+ , we
introduce the lagrangiansubproblemassociatedwith (2):
L(Λ) = min
X∈{0,1}n
ΛT B + C(Λ)X (3)
where the j-th coordinatecj(Λ) of
C(Λ) = C − ΛT A
is called the lagrangiancost, or reduced cost, of sj . The coordi-
nates ofΛ = (λi)i∈M are called lagrangianmultipliersand can
be interpretedas a weightingof the constraints (1).
The lagrangian function L(Λ) satisfies the fundamental
property: for every Λ ∈ Rm+ and every cover X , we have
L(Λ) ≤ CX ,
which provides a lower bound of the minimal cover cost. Let us
notice that this lower bound is not necessary reached. Its cal-
culus is simple, a solution X(Λ) of this optimisation problem
in (3) is xj(Λ) = 1 if cj(Λ) < 0, xj(Λ) = 0 if cj(Λ) > 0
and xj(Λ) ∈ {0, 1} if cj(Λ) = 0. Moreover, the lagrangian
functiongives us informationof the usefulnessof each sentence
within the optimal cover. Indeed, for a given Λ and an upper
bound UB of the optimal cover cost, we can compute a gap
g = UB− L(Λ) which measures the quality of the relaxation.
If cj(Λ) is strictlygreater than g, we can check that any feasible
solution of SCP containing sj has a cost value strictly greater
than UB. Hence, the variablexj can be fixed at zero. The same
reasoningshows that one can fix xj to 1 whenever cj(Λ) < −g.
Therefore, an optimal cover is made up of sentenceswith a low
lagrangiancost [10, 11].
The lagrangian dual problem of (2) consists in determin-
ing a lagrangianmultiplier vector Λ∗ ∈ Rm+ which maximizes
the lower bound L(Λ). This real variable function being con-
cave and piecewise affine, a well-known approach for finding
a near-optimal multiplier vector is the subgradient algorithm
which uses the following subgradientvector:
S(Λ) = B −AX(Λ) . (4)
A simple iterative procedure generates a sequence (Λk) based
on the updating formula
Λk+1 = max
{
Λk +
(
µ
UB− L(Λk)
||S(Λk)||2
)
S(Λk), 0
}
where Λ0 is defined arbitrarily, and µ > 0 is a adjustable step
size parameter.
2.2. Algorithm
In this paragraph, we describe the algorithm used to produce
the optimal linguistic corpus. We note hereafter the LamSCP
(lagrangian based algorithm for multi-representedSCP) algo-
rithm. This set covering algorithm is inspiredby paper [12] and
benefits from the main advantages of the lagrangian relaxation
describedpreviously in order to obtain the best possiblesolution
as quickly as possible. Our main contribution is the generaliza-
tion of this approach to take into account the multi-represented
problem. This improvement lies on formulas (1) - (4) and the
introduction of vector B. The main steps of the algorithm are
presented in figure 1. For more details, please refer to [12] and
the associated references.
The algorithm is structured into three main phases as men-
tioned on figure 1. In order to fulfill the objective of precision,
we try to optimize a Λ∗ vector through the subgradient phase.
In the heuristic phase, the neighborhood of Λ∗ is explored a
great number of times. A sequence of lagrangianmultipliers is
generated according to the formula
Λk+1 = max
{
Λk + S(Λk), 0
}
,
with Λ0 = Λ∗, so as to allow for a change in a larger number
of components of Λk+1. A procedure of greedy type is asso-
ciated to each neighboringvector, in order to obtain a covering
through the use of the lagrangiancosts. From the best obtained
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solution, we identify "promising" sentences during the column
fixing phase. The sub-problemof this residual covering is then
processed similarly. The iteration of the 3-phase procedure is
stopped when the residual sub-problem is empty, or when the
associated lagrangian function is too costly. More precisely,
since the lagrangian function indicates a minimal cost for cov-
ering the sub-problem, its addition to the costs of the sentences
already retained gives a minorationof the total cost of the solu-
tion under construction, which should not rise beyond the UB
cost of the best known solution in order to be potentiallymore
advantageous.
To reduce the computing complexity, the most frequently
used heuristic consists in downsizing the problem by consid-
ering mainly the sentences with the lowest lagrangian costs.
The procedure known as pricing, called during the subgradient
phase, consists in getting the 3 phases to work on a subset con-
taining sentenceswith a low lagrangian cost. We complete this
subset with some other sentences in order to make sure that the
size of the sub-corpus is sufficient with respect to the number
of units to cover. The reduction of the problem in the proce-
dure known as greedy consists in selecting the sentence within
a limited subset of sentences of lowest lagrangian cost. These
costs are then updated. If the maximum in this subset is big-
ger than the minimal lagrangiancost of the sentences that were
initially excluded, the algorithm also updates the working sub-
set. Finally, the phaseknown as columnfixing and the procedure
known as refining consist in really reducing the size of the prob-
lem by fixing a set of columnsand readaptingthe matrix as well
as the constraints.
The sentences selected during the column fixing phase re-
main selected for the whole 3-phase procedure. They are cho-
sen among the sentencescovering rare units, or with a very low
lagrangian cost. More precisely, this phase considers the set of
sentenceswith a lagrangiancost below a thresholdτ , and it fixes
those that cover lesser frequent units in that set. A greedy pro-
cedure is applied on the residual sub-problem,which results in
a number of fixed sentencesnf , with a lowest lagrangiancost.
Finally, every time the refining procedure is called, the set
of sentences is rebuilt. That step selects, up to a certainpercent-
age of covering, the sentences that contribute the least to the
gap g.
One should note that in order to adapt the algorithm to the
multi-representedcase, we threshold matrix A using the con-
straints B of the problem. Indeed, the covering potential of a
sentence is only the minimum between what it really covers,
and the minimumnumber of times that a unit should be covered
in the solution.
3. Experimentalmethodology
3.1. Presentationof the corpora
The corpora on which we have worked have been built from
the original text of the journal "Le Monde" during year 1997.
The text database initially counts 172,168 annotated sentences
structured in sequences of phonemes. To encode one instance
of the covering problem,we have used a sparsematrix structure
where a line represents a sentence chosen in the corpus, and a
column representsa unit to cover. Each non-void cell of the ma-
trix corresponds to a non-zero value which equals the number
of occurrencesof the unit ui present in the sentence sj .
Given the sentences of the original corpus, we have built
two different initial corpora: in the first we have taken thewhole
set of the text sentencesas is, in the second one we have cut the
Figure 1: The LamSCP structure. The rectangularboxes repre-
sent the stages which aim to improve the quality of the solution,
and the ellipses correspond to the stages which are intended to
reduce the problem size.
original sentences into words to get shorter but more numerous
sequences of phonemes. These two corpora are respectively
called le-monde-sentenceand le-monde-word.
With these two corpora we have studied a cover in terms
of phonemes and diphonemes. The construction of the cover-
ing unit set has been done by examining each sequence and by
collecting the phones and diphones encountered .
We present in Tab.1 the statistics concerning the corpora
that we have built. One shouldnote that the two databasescover
the 35 phonemesof the French language. The corpus le-monde-
word does not containany unit composedof the silence symbol.
le-monde-sentence le-monde-word
Number of
sentences 172,168 3,943,099
Number of units
(phonemesand
diphonemes)
1,207 1,019
Average
length in phones
(Standard
deviation)
97 (60) 5 (2.5)
Matrix
density 8.46% 0.87%
Table 1: Statisticsof the studied corpora.
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3.2. Experiment 1, mono-represented cover on corpus le-
monde-sentence
The first experiment consists in a reduction of the corpus le-
monde-sentenceusing two algorithms, a classical greedy algo-
rithm against LamSCP in order to compare some results. As
a constraint, we want to cover each unit (phonemes and di-
phonemes) at least once. The main purpose is to minimize the
corpus length in term of the recording size. This is the reason
why we define the sentence cost as its number of phones.
In this study, we have used a greedy agglomeration algo-
rithm followed by a greedy spitting algorithm. Previous works
have shown that this kind of combinedalgorithmprovidesmost
of the time good resultswith a score functiondefinedas the cov-
ering potential of a sentence divided by its number of phones
[6, 9].
We have used the LamSCP algorithm as described sec-
tion 2.2. However, because of the exponential distribution of
units [6, 9], we do not have to fix too many sentences in the col-
umn fixing procedure. This is the reasonwhy we use a threshold
τ = 1 (see section 2.2) instead of −0.001 proposed initially in
[12]. Thanks to this choice,we hope that the algorithmwill find
a better solution but an other side effect concerns an extra time
consuming.
3.3. Experiment 2, multi-represented cover on corpus le-
monde-sentence
As a second step, we propose to deal with the multi-represented
covering case. Indeed, one of our main contribution is the gen-
eralization of a lagrangian relaxation algorithm in order to add
constraintwhen more than one representative is needed. As an
example, we could impose at least ten representatives per allo-
phonic classes to satisfya HMM learningrequirementin speech
recognition.
Once again, we compare the LamSCP and the greedy algo-
rithmon the corpus le-monde-sentence. But now, we ask for five
representatives per unit when it is possible (13 diphonemes are
represented less than five times in the original corpus). Except
this point, this experiment is realized in the same methodologi-
cal framework as for the first experiment.
3.4. Experiment 3, mono-represented cover on corpus le-
monde-word
Finally, it seems interesting to check if variations between the
greedy and the LamSCP algorithms are related to the difficulty
of the problem, i.e. the number of sentence available compared
to the constraints and the number of units. That is why we try
both methods, greedy and lagrangian relaxation, on the corpus
le-monde-word which provides less constraints in spite of the
great number of columns (around three millions)
We have made this experimentin the same conditionsas the
first one (see section3.2). At least one phone and diphone in the
solution is wanted.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Experiment1
On the one hand, the first experiment shows that the greedy
algorithm, applied on le-monde-sentence, builds a drastically
reducedcorpus in size since it is composedof only 8,641phones
instead of the 16,496,441 ones in the original base. The use
of LamSCP increases again the covering quality by more than
10%, with a solution costing 7,776 phones.
On the other hand, we can notice that LamSCP chooses
longer sentences than the greedy algorithm, since the average
sentence length are respectively 30.0 and 26.9 phones.
Finally, the best lower bound determined by LamSCP is
equal to 7717 phones. It is close to the obtained solutions since
the ideal improvement of the greedy result should be of 10.7%.
Thus, relatively to this upper bound given by the greedy ap-
proach, our algorithm has done 93.6% of the maximum opti-
mization potential.
Results are detailed in table 2.
4.2. Experiment2
The second experiment concerns the multi-represented case.
The greedy algorithm provides a covering composed of 1,278
sentences for 48,020 phones. So we have an average sentence
length at 37.6 phones.
Our algorithm,for the same problem,find out a corpuswith
only 1,039 sentences for 45,401 phones, which means an aver-
age length of 43.7 phones per sentence.
We obtain an improvement of the greedy algorithm of
5.5%. Taking into account the lower bound provided by the
LamSCPwhich shows that the cost cannot be lower than 45,109
phones, i.e. a maximum improvement of 6.1%, our algorithm
has realized90.0% of the ideal improvement.
Details of the results are provided in table 2.
4.3. Experiment3
In the last experiment, we have tried to reduce a corpus where
each sentence is in fact a word. It shows that the greedy al-
gorithm can find a cover of phonemes/diphonemeswith only
2,459 phones.
The lagrangian relaxation has found a solution with 2,163
phones, i.e. an improvement of 13.7%. Moreover the lower
bound for this problem is 2,028 phones, so the theoretical
maximum possible improvement is only 17.5% better than the
greedy algorithm. Thus the LamSCP has made 68.7% of the
maximum improvement.
We can notice that the covering cost in phones is divided
by three and half with respect to the first experiment (see sec-
tion 4.1). It could be interesting to study the relationship be-
tween the size of the optimal covering and the average lenght of
the sentences. Indeed with a broader cut than at a word level,
like syntagmsfor example,we couldprobablyimprove the solu-
tion comparedto the one basedon the corpuswith full sentences
and keep pronounceablesentenceswhich carry some meaning-
ful events like prosodic realizations.
Details of the results are provided table 2.
4.4. Discussion
The lower bound of the SCP given by the lagrangian relaxation
algorithm permits to assess the real performance of the greedy
algorithm, which provides a solution close to the best solution
(a little more than 10%). For what concerns the LamSCP, its
solutionsare closer to the lower bound, which may be probably
not reachable, and then better than the greedy results with a
covering cost reduction around 10%.
We can see that it is importantto have a good approximation
the ability to qualify the results provided by heuristics. This is
the main reasonwhy the lagrangian relaxation is interestingfor
this problem.
Moreover, the results show that sentences chosen by Lam-
SCP are around 15% longer than ones picked-up by the greedy
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Experiment1
"le-monde-sentence"
mono-represented Original Greedy LamSCP Lower bound
Corpus size (phones) 16,496,441 8,641 7,776 7,717
Sentence number 172,168 334 260 N/A
Sentences average
length (phones) 96.8 25.9 30.0 NA
Improvement compared
to greedy (phones) NA 0% 10.0% 10.7%
Experiment2
"le-monde-sentence"
multi-represented(5) Original Greedy LamSCP Lower bound
Corpus size (phones) 16,496,441 48,020 45,401 45,109
Sentence number 172,168 1,278 1,039 NA
Sentences average
length (phones) 96.8 37.6 43.7 NA
Improvement compared
to greedy (phones) NA 0% 5.5 % 6.1%
Experiment3
"le-monde-word"
mono-represented Original Greedy LamSCP Lower bound
Corpus size (phones) 16,496,441 2,459 2,163 2,028
Improvement compared
to greedy (phones) NA 0% 13.7% 17.5%
Table 2: Each table is associatedwith an experiment. The first one is a mono-represented covering of the corpus le-monde-sentence.
The second one is a multi-represented covering of the same corpus with a minimum constraint of five units. The third one is a mono-
represented covering of the corpus le-monde-word. The column "Original" shows the main corpora features. The columns "Greedy"
and "LamSCP" provide similar informationabout the covering. The column "Lower bound" indicates the best lower bound found by
LamSCP.
algorithm. That would tend to prove that lagrangian based
methods made less local choices compare to greedy methods
(taking at each iteration the shortest sentence).
Furthermore,it seems that the greedy algorithmgives good
results on difficult problems. Indeed, the less the number of
sentences in the problem is, the less the distance between so-
lutions provides by greedy, LamSCP and lower bound are. We
think that the reason is that for a large instance problem a lot of
greedy scores are the same and the algorithm chooses one ran-
domly. But our algorithm, thanks to the lagrangian coefficient,
can easilymake a difference between those sentences. This can
be an explanationof this experimentalbehaviour.
Finally, forwhat concernsthe computationalaspectof Lam-
SCP, the programshave beenwritten in C language,expriments
were carried out on a Compaq Apha server (ES-45) with a 12
Go user memory. The computation time of LamSCP for exper-
iment 1 is approximatively 10 hours against only 1 hour for the
greedy algorithm. We are now working on a deep profiling of
our proposed solution in order to obtain a global execution time
quite similar to the greedy approach.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed an original algorithmas a solution to
a set covering problem applied to the automatic creation of lin-
guisticcorpora in speechprocessing. Experimentscarriedout in
French to cover phonemes and diphonemesshowed that a solu-
tion based on lagrangian relaxation principles is more efficient
than a standard greedy algorithm. Starting from a matrix made
of 1,207 attributes (phonemes and diphonemes of French) by
172,168 sentences,our proposedLamSCP algorithmreaches an
optimal solution in 260 sentences (7,776 phones) against 334
(8,641 phones) for a greedy algorithm. Beyond the effective-
ness of this cover, the lagrangian relaxation approach gives us
crucial informationabout the quality of the solution. Indeedwe
know that a lower bound to our covering problem is located at
7,717 phones. Thus, we can conclude that our solution is no
more than 0,8% of the true optimal solution.
For the future,we will try to qualify the difficulty of a prob-
lem in connectionwith the optimal estimatedsolution. One can
be interested in finding a relation between some characteristics
of the coveringmatrix and, for example, the difference between
the lower bound and the cost of the optimal solution.
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Abstract
This paper raises the issue of speech database reduction
adapted to a specific domain for Text-To-Speech (TTS) syn-
thesis application. We evaluate several methods: a database
pruning technique based on the statistical behaviour of the unit
selection algorithm and a novel method based on the Kullback-
Leibler divergence. The aim of the former method is to elim-
inate the least selected units during the synthesis of a domain
specific training corpus. The aim of the latter approach is to
build a reduced database whose unit distribution approximates
a given target distribution. We compare the reduced databases.
Finally we evaluate these methods on several objective mea-
sures given by the unit selection algorithm.
1. Introduction
Current Text-To-Speech systems are based on concatenative
methods [1]. Such systems use a large database of pre-recorded
speech from which acoustic units are selected for concatena-
tion. The scalability of the database is an important issue in
unit selection based speech synthesis. Indeed, the use of the
full database is not always suitable or even possible for some
applications. The database has to be reduced so that the speech
synthesis system can be integrated into different devices.
Two approaches are commonly used for database reduc-
tion. In a ”bottom-up” approach the database is examined in
order to remove spurious and redundant units. For instance, in
[2, 3] units are clustered according to some similarity measures
concerning prosodic and phonetic contexts. Only units that are
representative of each cluster are kept in the reduced database.
More recently an LSM (Latent Semantic Mapping) method was
proposed in [4].
The ”top-down” approach is based on the investigation of
the output of the synthesizer. One of the implementations con-
sists in synthesizing a large amount of data and removing units
which are not frequently used by the synthesizer. This approach
is based on the statistical behaviour of the unit selection algo-
rithm and was originally proposed in [5]. The advantage of such
a method is that no knowledge about speech units is needed. It
is closely dependent on the unit selection algorithm behaviour.
However, the reduced synthesis systems are often used for
specific applications such as menu readers in the mobile phones.
The reduced database has to be adapted to the domain specific
application.
In this paper we are interested in this particular paradigm.
Our goal is to prune the generic database and to adapt it in or-
der to synthesize a domain specific application corpus in dif-
ferent devices that do not support a large amount of data. As
the acoustic realization of a specific domain is not known the
use of methods such as in [2, 3, 4] is not possible for the re-
duction adapted to a specific application. We investigate then
two approaches: a variant of a reduction method based on the
statistical behaviour of the unit selection and a novel reduction
method guided by the Kullback-Leibler measure.
The first reduction method that we use is a ”top-down” ap-
proach. Instead of synthesizing a generic corpus we propose
to use a domain specific corpus that reflects the application for
which the reduction has to be performed. We will show that
even if the specific corpus is not very large we obtain better
objective results than if we collect statistics by synthesizing a
much bigger generic corpus.
The second approach that we investigate is based on the
Kullback-Leibler divergence and was introduced in [6]. This
method was used for designing a textual corpus for the speech
synthesis application. The main idea of this method is that the
distribution of units in the constructed corpus aims to be close
to an a priori distribution. In [6] the flexibility of this method
is put forward: the algorithm is able to accommodate different
distributions which may prove better for domain specific TTS
synthesis applications. We use this method to construct a re-
duced database whose unit distribution is close to the domain
specific distribution. The distribution of units in the reduced
database can be adapted to any domain. The advantage of this
method is that it is independent of the speech synthesis system.
In section 2, we present several approaches for adaptive
database reduction. In section 3 we objectively evaluate all of
the methods and present experimental results.
2. Presentation of methods
2.1. Database pruning based on the statistical behaviour of
the unit selection algorithm
The main idea of this pruning method is to keep the units that
are the most often used to synthesize a representative corpus
while the least selected units are pruned. Our system uses di-
phone as elementary unit. Each diphone (about 1200 in French)
is present several times (from 1 to thousands) in the acoustic
database: each acoustic realization is called a diphone variant
or a unit. When synthesizing a message, each variant can or
cannot be selected. The number of times it is selected is called
number of occurrences. The first step consists in synthesizing
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an important representative corpus and in counting the number
of occurrences of each variant. Then the pruning step is per-
formed independently for each diphone. All diphone variants
are sorted according to their number of occurrences. The ones
with the highest number of occurrences are kept while the ones
with the lowest number of occurrences are pruned. The num-
ber of variants to be kept is calculated in order to reach a tar-
get coverage or a target reduction rate. This method is referred
hereafter as Ps.
2.2. Method based on Kullback-Leibler divergence
The KL divergence [7] is a measure which assesses the similar-
ity between two probability distributions. It is defined as:
D(P ‖ Q) =
tX
i=1
pi log
pi
qi
(1)
where P and Q are two discrete probability distributions.
The properties of this measure are the following. The diver-
gence is positive or equal to zero. The two probability distribu-
tions are identical if and only if the KL divergence is null.
In the presented method all the speech database sentences
are split into phrases also called breath groups. The KL based
reduction method takes two steps. First we select phrases whose
unit distribution approximates a target distribution from the cor-
pus that was previously recorded for the database. Then we re-
duce the ordered phrases according to different reduction rates.
The phrases are selected incrementally with a greedy algorithm.
At a given iteration the unit distribution on the corpus that
would be obtained by adding a candidate phrase is evaluated.
The phrase for which this distribution results in the lowest KL
divergence to the target is picked. The score of each candidate
phrase is :
D(P ‖ Q) =
X
i,ni 6=0
ni
N
`
log
ni
N
− log qi
´
, (2)
where Q denotes the target distribution and P is the con-
structed distribution. ni is the number of occurrences of a di-
phone i in the constructed corpus, and N is the total number of
units (N =P
i
ni).
In [6], we presented in details the behaviour of this algo-
rithm. We also showed how to efficiently update, in an incre-
mental manner, the Kullback-Leibler divergence at each step of
the algorithm.
The target distribution is estimated on a training corpus
which is representative of a specific domain. The adaptation
of the selected corpus to various distributions is easy to imple-
ment: what is only required is to obtain Q from a given domain
specific corpus and to set it as the target distribution in our al-
gorithm.
We consider the diphone and triphone distributions. How-
ever, to ensure the full coverage of elementary units (diphones)
we have to include the following constraint. Among the phrases
that contain new distinct diphones the algorithm selects the
phrase that minimizes the KL divergence to the target diphone
(KLdip method) or triphone distribution (KLtrip method).
This constraint makes us sure that we will have at least one in-
stance of each diphone in the reduced database. However, this
method selects only units that are present in the target corpus.
To tackle this problem we use an  smoothing unigram tech-
nique. A fixed value  is attributed to units that are not present
in the estimation corpus. The smoothing formulas are as fol-
lows:
qi =

fi · [1 −  · C0] if c(di) 6= 0
 otherwise (3)
where c(di) is the count of the diphone i, fi is the relative
frequency of the unit i and C0 is the number of unseen units in
the estimation corpus.
After the selection process speech database phrases are or-
dered. The first phrases are kept to make the reduced database,
the number of phrases to be kept depending on the reduction
rates.
2.3. Random method
This approach consists in randomly ordering phrases of the tex-
tual corpus. In order to ensure the diphone coverage in the re-
duced databases the same process was used as for the KL based
method reduction. In the first step the random selection is made
only among the phrases that contains new distinct diphones.
When the full diphone coverage is achieved the selection pro-
cess becomes completely random. We will refer to this method
as random.
3. Experimental setup
3.1. Data
For our experiments we used a large database of a French
speaker. The database contains about 7, 000 sentences which
correspond to 12, 500 phrases and 252K units. In order to col-
lect statistics on the use of diphone variants by the system and
to estimate the distribution of diphones and triphones in the do-
main specific corpus we used two domain specific corpora Cre
and Ccs. Cre contains 8, 866 sentences. It is collected from
the small ads from the real estate domain. Ccs contains 7, 952
sentences and it is collected from the small ads related to the
computer science domain. Cre and Ccs are split into a training
corpus and a test corpus. The training corpus is used to perform
the synthesis and to estimate the diphone and triphone distribu-
tions. Table 1 presents some corpora description.
Table 1: Corpora description.
number of number of number of
sentences phrases diphone types
Real estate
TRAIN SET 6685 25039 1014
Real estate
TEST SET 1746 6067 901
Computer science
TRAIN SET 6428 15521 1080
Computer science
TEST SET 1524 4010 989
3.2. The KL divergence behaviour
In the figure 1 we present the KL divergence measure obtained
during the first step of database reduction for the KL divergence
based method i.e. the phrase selection. The KL divergence
measure decreases quickly at the beginning of the process. The
algorithm seeks for phrases whose unit distribution minimizes
the KL divergence to the target unit distribution. After reaching
the first minimum value the KL divergence increases signifi-
cantly. This is due to the fact that a constraint on the selection
process was added. Indeed, the algorithm picks sentences that
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Figure 1: KL divergence.
contain new distinct diphones. When the full diphone cover-
age is reached the KL divergence decreases. After reaching the
second minimum value the KL divergence increases. Any new
sentence added starting from this minimum increases the KL
divergence to the target distribution. This is because the entire
phrases are selected. As the algorithm selects entire phrases,
the resulting distribution inevitably reflects the characteristics
of the original distribution.
3.3. Collecting statistics for the Ps database reduction
Two sets of statistics were collected for the Ps method.
Firstly, a corpus that contains about 359K newspaper text
files was used. It corresponds to about 97M diphone occur-
rences. The selected variants represent 96% of the database.
This method is referred hereafter as general Ps.
Secondly, we tried to run this reduction method on a smaller
domain representative corpus. The Cre training corpus was
synthesized. It corresponds to 403K diphone occurrences. Due
to the limited size of the domain and the corpus, only 16% of
the variants present in the generic database are selected at least
once when synthesizing the corpus. This means that for reduc-
tion rates lower than 84% there is necessarily a random part
in the algorithm in order to choose among the unused units.
Among these unused units it was therefore decided to keep the
first variants of the database, i.e. in the order they are stored
in the database. It has to be noted that some unused units are
useful for the synthesis of the Cre test set. Therefore it is im-
portant to be able to target reduction rates smaller than 84%,
even though there is some randomness in the reduction process.
This method is hereafter referred as domain Ps.
4. Objective evaluation
To evaluate the reduced databases we compare the aforemen-
tioned methods. The reduced databases are created by removing
10%, 20% ... 90% of units.
We consider four objective measures which are given by
the unit selection algorithm: the average length of selected seg-
ments, the average concatenation cost, the average target cost
and finally the average cost. The target and the concatenation
costs are the classical notions of unit selection technique. The
target cost estimates how close a database unit is to the de-
sired unit. The concatenation cost estimates how well two ad-
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Figure 2: Average segment length.
jacently selected units join together. The overall cost is a sum
of the concatenation and the target costs. The selection algo-
rithm minimizes the overall cost in order to find the optimal
unit sequence. The average segment length measures the aver-
age number of units in the segment, i.e. a string of adjacently
selected units. For instance, an average segment length equal
to 1.0 means that none of the selected units are adjacent in the
database. This measure is reverse proportional to the number of
concatenations.
In [8] it has been shown that the average segment length
and the average concatenation cost are highly correlated with
MOS (Mean Opinion Score) tests. These measures are shown
in figure 2 and in figure 3.
4.1. Average segment length
We investigate the average segment length in figure 2. The
domain Ps, KLdip and KLtrip obtain significantly longer
segments than the general Ps and random methods. At first
sight, one may think that the fact the KL methods select seg-
ments is due to the fact that they keep entire phrases in the
reduction process. However, the random methods that also
select entire phrases have poor average segment length, even
worse than general Ps method whose reduced databases are
discontiguous. Therefore the adaptation to the specific context
of the reduced database seems to be important to select adja-
cent units; the three adaptive reduction methods are equivalent
for this criterion.
4.2. Average concatenation cost
We can look then at the average concatenation cost. For each
synthesized sentence the average concatenation cost is the sum
of all concatenation costs normalized by the total number of
units in the sentence. The average concatenation cost that is
shown in figure 3 is the average of the average concatenation
costs of each sentence. In these figures as well as in the follow-
ing ones a cost of 2 means that the cost is twice as high as the
initial cost obtained on the whole database (0% reduction).
The lowest average concatenation cost, i.e. the best, is
obtained with the domain Ps method. Then KLtrip is bet-
ter than the KLdip method which is better than general Ps
method. The random methods are significantly worse than all
other methods. The order is the same as for the average segment
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Figure 3: Average concatenation cost, relative to the 0% reduc-
tion concatenation cost.
length but the three methods domain Ps, KLdip and KLtrip
obtain distinct scores. The KL based methods obtain higher
costs than the domain Ps probably because they consider only
basic units without taking into account concatenation cost cri-
teria, i.e. acoustic features. We notice that KLtrip have better
concatenation cost than KLdip, it seems to be correlated to the
small difference between their average segment length.
In table 2 we show the percentage of the minimum and
the maximum concatenation cost values (respectively cctmin
and cctmax) present in the synthesized Cre test set. As can
be seen from these numbers, the percentage of cctmax is not
high. There isn’t a big difference between the number of cctmax
present in the synthesized corpora using domain Ps, KLdip
and KLtrip.
Table 2: Concatenation cost comparison.
general Ps domain Ps KLdip KLtrip
cctmin (%) 53.22 61.75 58.29 60.27
cctmax (%) 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.04
4.3. Average target cost
The average target cost is calculated in the same manner as the
average concatenation cost. It is shown in figure 4. The best
average target cost is obtained for domain Ps. The second
best average target cost is obtained for general Ps, the KL
based methods KLdip and KLtrip seem to be equivalent with
a higher cost than the two statistically based methods. As we
consider only a simple distribution of basic units the KL based
methods do not use enough information about the units that are
selected. To improve the KL based method it may prove nec-
essary to consider not only the phonetic nature of the units, but
also features which characterize the units: length, stress, syn-
tactic, lexical and phonetic context, etc.
Table 3 shows the percentage of the minimum and the
maximum target cost values (respectively tgtmin and tgtmax)
present in the synthesized Cre test set. As can be seen from this
table, the tgtmax number is much higher for the KLdip method
than for the general Ps and KLtrip methods. The percentage
of tgtmax is very low for the for the domain Ps method. The
percentage of tgtmin is higher for the domain Psmethod than
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Figure 4: Average target cost, relative to the 0% reduction tar-
get cost.
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Figure 5: Average cost, relative to the 0% reduction cost.
for the others methods. It has to be noted that the domain Ps
method was explicitly designed to minimize the target and the
concatenation costs.
Table 3: Target cost comparison.
general Ps domain Ps KLdip KLtrip
tgtmin (%) 57.78 64.64 56.00 56.36
tgtmax (%) 0.72 0.31 1.37 0.73
4.4. Average cost
We finally examine the overall cost in the figure 5 which is the
sum of the target and concatenation costs. The best method is
logically domain Ps, the second best is KLtrip. KLdip and
general Ps are close to each other. This shows that the average
target cost loss of KLtrip compared to general Ps is smaller
than the average concatenation cost gain.
4.5. Reduced databases comparison
We compare the reduced databases with the domain Ps and
KLtrip methods. The higher reduction rate is the less similar
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Figure 6: Average cost tested on Cre test set.
are databases. At 90% reduction rate there are only 19% of
units that are present in the reduced databases obtained for the
real estate domain. While synthezising the Cre test set, 34%
of units are used in common for the two different databases.
While using the database obtained with the domain Psmethod
12, 900 units are selected by the syntheziser. 11, 900 units are
selected by the unit selection algorithm using the database ob-
tained with KLtrip method. As for the synthesis performed
with the full database 20, 000 units are selected to synthezise
the test corpus. We also count units that are selected from the
reduced databases and from the full database. 78% of units
are used in common between the full database and the reduced
database obtained with the domain Ps method. From these
statistics we can conclude that the Cre training and test sets are
relatively close. Only 37% are selected in common between
the full database and the reduced database obtained with the
KLtrip method.
4.6. Cross tests
We examine the behaviour of the proposed methods by per-
forming cross tests. We use the training sets of Cre and Ccs
corpora to construct the reduced databases with domain Ps
and KLtrip methods. With the reduced databases adapted for
the computer science domain we perform tests on the Cre and
Ccs test sets. This is shown on the figure 6. With the reduced
databases adapted to the real estate domain we perform tests on
the Cre and Ccs test sets. This is shown on the figure 7.
As we expected the database that is adapted to the specific
domain distribution obtains better average costs on the test set
from the same specific domain. This is perfectly illustrated by
figure 6. This is also the case for the domain Ps method on
figure 7. However the results obtained with KLtrip are not
significant. This can be explained by the fact that the size of
Ccs test set is smaller than Cre test set one.
5. Discussion
In this study, we have investigated several reduction methods.
The first observation is that the adaptive reduction methods
overcome standard reduction general Ps and random reduc-
tion methods.
Even on the relatively small domain specific corpora the
domain Ps method seems to give the best results. This may
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Figure 7: Average cost tested on Ccs test set.
be surprising as only 16% of the units have been used in the
training corpus synthesis. Moreover, it has to be noted that some
of the units that are used for test corpus synthesis were selected
arbitrarily during the reduction process. That can be seen from
figure 5 as the cost decreases between 80% and 0% reduction
rate while only unused units are added arbitrarily to the reduced
database.
The KL based method is almost equivalent to domain Ps
for the average segment length. These results are promising
as we have targeted distribution estimated on the basic types
of units, i.e. diphones and triphones. The information about
prosodic and linguistic features can be introduced while esti-
mating the target distribution. Indeed, the KL based method
gives the possibility to globally control the unit distribution on
a variety of features. We have therefore added some features to
describe diphones. We take into consideration the position of
the syllable which contains the diphone and the prosodic con-
text of the syllable. In figure 8 we present the average cost for
the KL based method for diphones described with the aforemen-
tioned features (KLdip+features method). We compare it with
the domain Ps and KLtrip. The KLdip+features method is
almost equivalent to the KLtrip method. For 90% reduction
rate the KLdip+features method is better than KLtrip. This
raises the issue of which are the relevant features to describe
the target distribution of a specific domain.
These methods might be combined in order to improve
the reduction process, taking benefit from the close link of the
domainPsmethod to the cost function and from the possibility
to globally control the unit distribution on a variety of features
by the KL based method.
6. Conclusions
In this study, we have presented approaches for adaptive
database reduction. We have adapted a classical reduction ap-
proach and we have proposed a method based on the Kullback-
Leibler divergence. We have objectively evaluated the pre-
sented methods. Adaptive database pruning methods are
promising reduction methods. It seems to be more suitable to
use those techniques when the application for which the reduc-
tion has to be made is known.
The advantage of the presented reduction methods is that
the reduced database can be adapted to any domain. For the
statistically based approach it is simply a matter of collecting
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new statistics in the use of the database for a domain specific
corpus. For the KL divergence based method it is only required
to obtain Q from a given domain specific corpus and to set it as
the target distribution in our algorithm.
Our future plans also include exploring this method on sev-
eral domain specific corpora and examining other types of units,
for instance contextual units.
Finally, the speech synthesis quality evaluation has to be
performed.
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Abstract
Given that state of the art speech synthesis systems have already
reached a high naturalness level, it is time to move to talking
speech from the actual read speech framework. For this pur-
pose it is thus necessary to investigate how disfluencies can be
included in speech synthesis and even increase its naturalness.
This paper builds on a previously presented work and focuses on
finding a local model of filled pauses rhythm. A statistical study
of rhythm effects around filled pauses is presented and based on
the correlation between rhythm variables, a regression model is
proposed to predict filled pauses duration and prepausal length-
ening.
1. Introduction
Speech synthesis has already reached high naturalness, mainly
due to the use of effective techniques such us unit selection-
base systems [1] or other new arising technologies [2] based
on the analysis of huge speech corpora. The main applica-
tion of speech synthesis has been focused by now on reading
style speech as it is plausible to assess that reading style is
the most generalist style to be extrapolated to any other situ-
ation. But nowadays new applications of text-to-speech (TTS)
systems like film dubbing, robotics, dialogue systems, speech
translation or multilingual broadcasting demand different styles
as the users expect the interface to do more than just reading
information.
If synthetic voices want to be integrated in future technol-
ogy, they must speak the way people talk instead the way people
read. This objective has been already tackled in several manners
such as emotional speech synthesis [3], voice quality modelling
[4] or even pronunciation variants [5]. In our opinion, style
is more important; it is desirable synthetic speech to be more
conversational-like rather than reading-like speech. We call this
talking speech, in contrast to read speech.
Talking speech differs significantly from reading speech
due to the inclusions of a set of a variety of prosodic resources
affecting the rhythm of the utterances. Disfluencies are one of
these resources defined as phenomena that interrupt the flow
of speech and do not add propositional content to an utterance
[6]. Disfluencies are very frequent in normal speech [7] and
they in fact contain information [8] and help human communi-
cation [9, 10]. Then, it is plausible to hypothesise the need to
include this prosodic event in order to move towards to talking
speech synthesis. In the present work we focus in one kind of
disfluency: filled pauses.
There already exist published works on disfluent speech
synthesis like the one done in [11], where they presented an
algorithm for insertion of filled pauses and breathing into a text.
Also in [12], where they present a study about prosodic cues of
hesitations for speech synthesis.
We have also presented experiences on synthesising disflu-
encies (i.e. filled pauses and repetitions) in TTS systems in pre-
vious works [13], and here we present further work on the same
direction focusing on filled pauses’ rhythm. In our previous
work, we claimed that filled pauses’ pitch is lower than its seg-
mental context. However, we were not able to find any simple
model to predict the filled pause (FP) duration and a constant
value was proposed. Although the synthesis of filled pauses
reached higher degree of quality than repetition synthesis in in-
formal tests, we have detected two main drawbacks: coarticu-
lation and rhythm.
Since our work is based on a unit-selection approach, coar-
ticulation problems come from the lack of FP units in the inven-
tory and from the fact that filled pauses can be strongly coar-
ticulated, some times it is hard even to differentiate, in human
speech, filled pauses from strong vowel lengthening. The sec-
ond drawback was that the sentence rhythm was not affected by
the presence of the filled pause at all in the synthetic speech. It
was inserted into a fully fluent utterance in terms of rhythm and
it sounded unnatural.
In this paper, first of all the database used is described. Then
in;3C Section 3, the use of silent pauses to avoid coarticulation
is discussed. The study on the rhythm of sentence with filled
pauses is presented in Section 4. Afterwards, due to the similar
naturalness between filled pauses and silent pauses, the findings
of the study will be analysed in the case of silent pauses in Sec-
tion 5. Finally conclusions are summarised in Section 6.
2. Database and Synthesis
A database has been recorded specifically for unit-selection
speech synthesis of conversational speech. Two large databases
of about 10h of speech each one where recorded in order to
build a couple of high quality voices for our TTS system, a male
and a female voice. In addition, some extra sentences where
recorded to study the synthesis of disfluent speech synthesis.
Prompts to record these sentences where extracted from real
utterances from the European Parliament. They consisted on
65 sentences, which contained filled pauses, repetitions, restarts
and breathing. These 65 sentences have been recorded by the
male as well as by the female speaker. The prompt given to
both speakers contained indications of where to do filled pauses,
repetitions and others disfluent events.
In the case of filled pauses, prompts signalled when a filled
pause had to be uttered but no acoustic specifications was given
to the speaker. Therefore, the database contains a variety of
realisations: ehh, ahh, mmm, emm. However, in the present
paper all filled pauses have been considered equally.
Furthermore, the sentences have been manually segmented
at phone level. These sentences have been added to the unit-
selection inventory. The present work is focused on filled
pauses and the database contains 138 of them.
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These units, i.e. ehh or mmm, have been turned into phone-
like units that can be used in the selection and concatenation
process which need prosodic values to choose the most appro-
priate unit. Therefore, as well as for phones, prosodic models
are requested and this is the main motivation of this work.
3. Silent Pauses Insertion
In order to avoid coarticulation problems, the insertion of silent
pauses at both sides of filled pauses is proposed here. Experi-
mental observations have motivated such proposal. In Figure 1
it can be observed how both silent pauses are present at both
sides of the filled pause (ehh).
3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8
l'afmeon'ajjoehhafmeek'epek
Figure 1: Audio example. It can be observed the pre-pausal
syllable lengthening (/ fa/) and also the short silences before and
after the filled pause (/ehh/).
Table 1 shows how many times in the database silent pauses
appear next to a filled pause. It can be observed that if we con-
sider both speakers together 49% of filled pauses contain at least
one of those silent pauses. This fact supports the insertion of
these silent pauses. On one hand, the female speaker do not in-
clude both of them never in the database and only one forth of
the filled pauses contain at least one SP. On the other hand, the
male speaker uses this silent pauses more often since two thirds
of the FP contains at least one SP.
Both Spk. Male Spk. Female Spk.
Combinations n % n % n %
FP 70 51% 25 32% 46 74%
SP·FP·SP 16 12% 16 20% 0 0%
SP·FP 12 9% 8 10% 5 8%
FP·SP 39 28% 28 36% 11 17%
Table 1: Number (n) and frequency of occurrences of silent
pauses together with filled pauses. Silent pauses at both sides
(SP·FP·SP), at one side (SP·FP or FP·SP), and no silent pauses
(FP) have been taken into account.
Therefore, the use of both silent pauses is not the most fre-
quent structure used by the two speakers we analyse here.
However, it is a possible structure and thus we are allowed
to use it in order to avoid coarticulation problems in the inser-
tion of FP. Therefore, the silent pauses’ length is a variable that
has to be predicted by the prosodic model.
4. Rhythm Study
In this section we will discuss rhythm implications in filled
pauses. For this purpose, a set of rhythm-related variables will
be defined. Afterwards, some summary statistics are presented
in order to identify the general behaviour of such variables.
Then, correlation between variables is explored and a regres-
sion model is proposed for prosody modelling of filled pauses.
4.1. Feature-set definition
We define “rhythm” as the mean syllable length of an utterance.
This can be done in Spanish since syllable is the basic segmental
unit for timing [14]. Since we are interested to discuss whether
the filled pause produces a rhythm change or not, three rhythm
variables are define: the total rhythm of the sentence (i.e. mean
syllable length across the whole sentence), the rhythm previous
to the filled pause, from the beginning of the sentence; and the
rhythm after the FP. We will refer to these variables as: totrh,
prerh and posrh. The filled pause duration has been excluded
and is evaluated separately (i.e. fpdur). Through experimen-
tal observations we realised that prepausal syllables were larger
than the mean syllable length. This phenomena can be observed
in Figure 1. In this audio example, the prepausal syllable (/fa/)
is significantly larger than the rest of syllables. Therefore, this
value has also been excluded from rhythm calculus and vari-
able syl
−1 will represent syllable length of syllable previous to
filled pause. Moreover, since silent pauses before and after the
FP will be part of the model, two more variables are included
in the study, they represent both silent pauses’ length: paupre
and paupos. In addition, in order to examine whether only the
prepausal length is lenghtened or not, syl
−2 was added; and
given the importance of the syllable nucleus (i.e. the vowel) in
the syllable length also its duration has been included: nuc
−1
and nuc
−2. In Summary, the set of features extracted from the
database for each filled pause are: totrh, prerh, posrh, syl
−2,
nuc
−2, syl−1, nuc−1, paupre, fpdur and paupos.
4.2. Summary statistics
Table 2 shows mean, standard deviation, lower and upper quar-
tiles for each feature corresponding to male speaker. Table 3
shows same statistics for the female speaker. It can be observed
how rhythm distributions are very similar for the total, the pre-
vious and the posterior rhythm in the case of the male as well
as for the female speaker. Hypothesis tests have shown that at
95% confidence level rhytm means are equal. This supports
our claim that filled pauses do not imply a rhythm change in
the sentence. Therefore, the prosody of the corresponding flu-
ent sentence can be modelled and rules to predict fpdur, syl
−1,
paupre and paupos could afterwards be applied. This is spe-
cially useful in our case, since the biggest part of the synthesis
inventory are built by fluently uttered sentences, while only a
small part of it contains disfluencies.
Unit:ms Mean Std Lower Upper
Name Deviation Quartile Quartile
totrh. 167 35 143 182
prerh. 173 63 149 181
posrh. 180 42 154 199
syl
−2 234 125 151 301
nuc
−2 114 83 74 112
syl
−1 394 179 280 494
nuc
−1 228 118 140 288
paupre 348 282 100 465
paupos 242 270 71 404
fpdur 464 223 294 655
Table 2: Summary statistics for the male speaker and for filled
pauses.
It can be observed how there is a significant lengthening
of the prepausal syllable. Note that mean value of syl
−1 is 2.3
times bigger than the mean syllable length of the sentences for
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the male speaker and 2.45 in the case of the female speaker. Fig-
ure 2 show the Box-and-Whisker graphic of the three rhythm-
related and the syllable duration distributions. It can intuitively
be observed how the rhythm has the same distribution before
and after the filled pause, and how the prepausal syllable distri-
bution is moved through the right in the graphics, what implies a
lengthening of the syllable with respect to the sentence rhythm.
Same effect appear for both speakers.
Unit:ms Mean Std Lower Upper
Name Deviation Quartile Quartile
totrh. 154 24 146 169
prerh. 150 35 142 167
posrh. 165 28 150 176
syl
−2 232 131 145 317
nuc
−2 108 61 71 123
syl
−1 378 140 304 424
nuc
−1 222 70 168 277
paupre 434 326 180 595
paupos 268 298 82 360
fpdur 506 184 406 629
Table 3: Summary statistics for the female Speaker and for filled
pauses.
These observations support the fact that there exists a
prepausal syllable lengthening in filled pauses. A further is-
sue will be to predict this lengthening. It can also be observed
that the FP duration is much larger than the sentence rhythm.
The filled pause duration is significantly larger than the
mean rhythm, also its standard deviation is bigger. This is re-
lated with the fact that filled pauses are used to re-plan what is
going to be said. However, experimental synthesis have shown
that not any length sounds natural. We believe that a certain re-
lation between the syllable lengthening and the filled pause du-
ration must exist, i.e. the prepausal length and the filled pause
duration will be larger for slower speeches and vice versa.
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Figure 2: Box-and-Whisker graphics for rhythm variables and
syllable lengths for filled pauses.
For these reasons in next sections we will look at the rela-
tion between the sentence rhythm and these two variable plus
silent pauses’ duration.
4.3. Correlation between variables
In order to analyse the relation between the sentence rhythm
and the syllable, silent and filled pauses duration; we have
calculated the correlation values between all variables. Since
the database is small, we have also compute the statistical sig-
nificance of the correlation values and only significant values
(P < 0.05) are given. Table 4 summarises all correlation val-
ues.
Silent pauses duration do not have significant correlation
with any other variable except for the female speaker, in this
case they are only correlated with the FP duration. However,
since the filled pause duration is an unknown variable, it can
not be used to predict the silent pause duration. Therefore, with
the approach presented here there is no way to predict the silent
pause duration.
Since we have concluded that the rhythm does not change
across the sentence, but that the rhythm across the whole sen-
tence, the one previous to the FP and the posterior follow the
same distribution instead, there are only two features left to
model: syl
−1 and fpdur.
Male Speaker Female Speaker
Variable syl
−1 fpdur syl−1 fpdur
totrh -0.24 - -0.45 -
prerh - - -0.47 -
syl
−2 0.26 - 0.27 -
nuc
−2 0.32 - 0.56 -
syl
−1 1 0.29 1 -
nuc
−1 0.63 0.48 0.39 -
paupre - - - 0.37
fpdur 0.30 1 - 1
paupos - - - 0.39
posrh - - - 0.30
Table 4: Statistically significant correlation between previous
syllable length, FP duration a defined variables.
Significant correlation will guide us in order to find inde-
pendent variables for modelling these features. It can be ob-
served in Table 4 that both features are correlated with utter-
ances that occur in advance in the sentences. For example, syl
−1
is significantly correlated with the previous syllable and also
with the total rhythm of the sentence. In addition, fpdur is cor-
related with previous rhythm, the total rhythm, and also syl
−1
in the case of the male speaker. Unexpectedly, the fpdur in the
case of the female speaker, is correlated with the silent pauses.
However, in Table 1 in Section 3 we have seen that the female
speaker do not insert any silent pause in 74% of the utterances.
Since the database was recorded in a studio, we have ob-
served that the female speaker is less systematic in the realisa-
tion of such filled pauses, and also less natural. What would
explain the lack of significance in the correlation between fpdur
and syl
−1. However, the filled pause is significantly correlated,
in this case, with the posterior rhythm. Moreover, since the
rhythm do no change significantly across the sentences, the fact
that fpdur is correlated with the posterior rhythm implies that is
correlated with the other two rhythm variables in the study (i.e.
totrh and prerh), but that lack of data makes this correlation not
statistically significant.
In next section we will discuss the use of these correlation
between features, in order to generate a regression model for
synthesis of filled pauses.
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4.4. regression models
When trying to synthesise filled pauses within the unit-selection
framework, the first issue to take into account is what units to
be used. Here we have choose to record a small database con-
taining disfluencies. Filled pauses was one kind of disfluencies
recorded. Therefore, filled pauses units are now available in
the inventory to its use for disfluent speech synthesis (see Sec-
tion 2).
After the unit inventory issue is solved, the desired prosody
has to be generated. For this purpose our synthesiser already
have a pitch, duration and energy model [15]. However, this
model is trained on fluent speech. As we have stated in Sec-
tion 4.2, it is possible to use state of the art prosody modelling
to predict the rhythm of the whole sentence as if it was a fluent
sentence, and afterwards some local model can be applied to
modify this fluent prosody in order to achieve the desired dis-
fluent one.
For this purpose, in the case case of filled pauses, only
two variables need to be predicted: syl
−1 and fpdur (i.e. pre-
pausal syllable length, and filled pause duration). Also the silent
pauses (i.e. paupre, and paupos) should be predicted, but we
have not found any significant correlation here. Here we pro-
pose to use a multiple regression model due to its simplicity
and to that these variables are correlated with the rhythm of the
sentence.
Given results from Table 4 the prepausal syllable duration
can be predicted by means of the total rhythm of the sentence
and its previous syllable. In both cases the syllable duration and
the syllable nucleus duration are very correlated thus only one
of them is used, the one that gives a better fitting are mentioned
here. In the case of the male speaker the regression function
proposed is:
syl
−1 = 568+ 0.58nuc−2 − 1.45totrh (1)
and it fits the data with a 106ms of mean absolute error(MAE).
For the female speaker the regression function proposed is:
syl
−1 = 692+ 0.96nuc−2 − 1.68totrh− 1.07prerh (2)
and it fits the date with a MAE of 81ms.
The filled pause duration now can be predicted by means of
the sentence rhythm but also depends on the pre-pausal length-
ening. Since prepausal lengthening is part of the whole model
then a cumulative error effect will be produced, since the error
done on prepausal length prediction will be passed to regression
function for the filled pause duration. The proposed regression
function for the male speaker is as follows:
fpdur = 338+ 0.86nuc
−1 (3)
and for the female speaker this functions is proposed:
fpdur = 181+ 1.96posrh (4)
both functions fit the data with a MAE of 126ms.
5. Comparison with Silent Pauses
As we have said in Section 1 we also want to evaluate whether
conclusions concerning filled pauses can also be extended to
silent pauses. For this purposes, we have used the whole
databases recorded for speech synthesis, which contains about
10h of speech. Same features described in Section 4.1 have
been extracted from this database and same statistics have been
Unit:ms Mean Std Lower Upper
Name Deviation Quartile Quartile
totrh. 158 17 149 161
prerh. 162 24 149 164
posrh. 160 26 147 165
syl
−2 164 53 128 196
nuc
−2 78 27 63 88
syl
−1 237 61 200 272
nuc
−1 110 42 80 136
spdur 340 265 116 480
Table 5: Summary statistics for the male speaker and for silent
pauses..
computed. However, now 15,300 silent pauses are available to
compute statistics, what means a much larger amount of exam-
ples than for filled pauses.
Tables 5 and 6 presents summary statistics for silent pauses.
Same analysis is presented for filled pauses in Tables 2 and 3.
We can observe how again the rhythm do no change in the silent
pause, since rhythm previous to the pause and after it follow
same distribution than total sentence rhythm.
Unit:ms Mean Std Lower Upper
Name Deviation Quartile Quartile
totrh. 165 13 158 169
prerh. 167 18 158 172
posrh. 165 19 156 170
syl
−2 173 50 136 204
nuc
−2 82 24 68 96
syl
−1 245 64 195 288
nuc
−1 118 26 104 132
spdur 313 185 196 364
Table 6: Summary statistics for the female speaker and for silent
pauses.
Furthermore, the well-known prepausal lengthening is ob-
served. It can be observed more clearly in Figure 3, which
is very similar to the corresponding to filled pauses (see Fig-
ure 2). Until now, same conclusion extracted from analysing
filled pauses are extracted. This means, that it might be possi-
ble to predict sentence rhythm without taking silent pauses into
account, and afterwards the silent pause prosody (i.e. pause du-
ration plus prepausal syllable length) can be modelled locally.
Also correlations across features have been computed for
silent pauses. Table 7 shows the corresponding values. Note
that all correlations are significant since a lot more value are
given. It can be observed how syl
−2 is not correlated at all with
silent pause duration (named as spdur) neither with pre-pausal
length syllable. However, syllable length is strongly correlated
with the rhythm and the pause length. Of special interest is
the correlation value between pre-pausal syllable and pause du-
ration since it is negative. This implies that the longer the pre-
pausal syllable is the shorter the pause. These results are similar
than the ones published in [12] claiming that what is perceptu-
ally important in hesitations is the sum of the pre-pausal syllable
length plus the silent pause. We can conclude from correlations
in Table 7 that the faster this speaker talk, the pre-pausal syl-
lable is shorter but there is a longer pause. In contrast, if we
talk slowly the pre-pausal syllable is, of course, longer but the
silence is shorter.
Finally, note that results are similar than the ones presented
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Figure 3: Box-and-Whisker graphics for rhythm variables and
syllable lengths for silent pauses.
Male Speaker Female Speaker
Variable syl
−1 spdur syl−1 spdur
totrh 0.36 -0.22 0.28 -0.15
prerh 0.37 -0.18 0.33 -0.11
syl
−2 -0.05 -0.06 -0.13 -0.04
nuc
−2 -0.04 -0.04 -0.10 -0.02
syl
−1 1 -0.28 1 -0.03
nuc
−1 0.07 -0.24 -0.10 -0.05
spdur -0.28 1 -0.03 1
posrh 0.20 -0.18 0.11 -0.13
Table 7: Statistically significant correlation between previous
syllable length, SP duration a defined variables.
here, what means that filled pauses behave in a similar way than
silent pauses, except for these negative correlations. Therefore,
it could be possible to apply same rules and regression proposed
here for filled pauses to silent ones.
6. Conclusion
In the present paper, we have studied the rhythm of filled
pauses. Filled pauses may or not contain silent pauses before
and after them. Despite in the database used here it appears in
few cases, it is plausible to insert both silences in order to avoid
coarticulation problems.
The main issue of the study presented here was to find sig-
nificant correlations between a set of rhythm features in order
to be able to predict filled pauses duration and rhythm related
effects.
It has been found that when a filled pause is produced there
is not any significant rhythm change in the sentence. However, a
prepausal lengthening similar to the one produced before silent
pauses is produced. The length of this syllable is correlated
with the sentence rhythm. In addition, the filled pauses duration
is correlated with the prepausal syllable length as well as with
the sentence rhythm.
These both findings plus the evidence that global sentence
rhythm is no affected by the filled pause presence, leaded us
to propose a duration model for speech synthesis. It is linear
regression model able to predict prepausal length based on the
sentence rhythm, and filled pause duration is predicted using the
previously predicted prepausal length and the sentence rhythm
by means of another linear regression model.
Informal tests have shown a noticeable improvement with
respect to the previously proposed method in [13].
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5. Results 
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5.2. Model-based analysis of F0 contours 
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
        
       

        
         
       
         
         
        


 
    


     


          
 

       
         
      
       
        
         
       


       
        

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

   







     


   







     
 
     




        
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     
     

            
    

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Abstract
In this paper we introduce the first steps towards a new data-
driven method for extraction of intonation events that does not
require any prerequisite prosodic labelling. Provided with data
segmented on the syllable constituent level it derives local and
global contour classes by stylisation and subsequent clustering
of the stylisation parameter vectors. Local contour classes cor-
respond to pitch movements connected to one or several syl-
lables and determine the local f0 shape. Global classes are
connected to intonation phrases and determine the f0 register.
Local classes initially are derived for syllabic segments, which
are then concatenated incrementally by means of statistical lan-
guage modelling of co-occurrence patterns.
Due to its generality the method is in principal language
independent and potentially capable to deal also with other as-
pects of prosody than intonation.
1. Introduction
The prosody module of a speech synthesis system has to relate
text or concepts to prosody in order to predict the latter from
the former. To facilitate this mapping some representation of
prosody is needed. Since this paper deals with the intonational
aspect of prosody, some common description approaches for
intonation are shortly listed here. They can roughly be divided
into symbolic, parametric and perception-based approaches.
1.1. Symbolic Approaches
In the Tone Sequence Approach [19], which is grounded on
auto-segmental phonology [22], intonation is seen as a succes-
sion of tones that are associated to accentuated or phrase final
syllables. The tone inventory consists of two elementary tones
(High and Low) that can be combined to complex tones. Pos-
sible tone sequences are controlled by an intonation grammar.
There are rule-based [20] statistic approaches [21] for the gener-
ation of the concrete f0 values from this abstract representation
of intonation.
The Kiel Intonation Model (KIM) [6] treats prosodic cate-
gories as bundles of distinctive features. It contains rules for
mapping manual annotations to prosodic categories, and for
mapping those categories to numeric f0 values. One empha-
sis lies on examining the synchronisation of syllable nuclei and
f0 peaks (so called early, middle and late peak).
1.2. Parametric Approaches
The Fujisaki model ([8], [10], [11]) predicts intonation con-
tours by a superposition of a baseline f0, a phrase component
for global contours (intonation phrases), and an accent compo-
nent for local contours (accented syllables). One possibility to
estimate this model’s parameter values is analysis by synthesis
[11], i.e. analysing the given f0 contour by synthesis via the
Fujisaki model.
Models like Tilt [12] and PaintE [7] try to approximate
the f0 contour on accentuated syllables by stylisation functions.
In PaintE furthermore the parameter vectors of the stylisation
function are clustered in order to get categorised intonation
building blocks.
1.3. Perception-based Approaches
The IPO model ([24], [23]) operates on a perceptually equiv-
alent approximation of given f0 contours by a sequence of
straight lines (the so called copy contour). Thus this stylisation
is carried out interactively with subjects judging the approxi-
mation perceptually. The resulting lines of different slope form
intonation units who’s succession can be described by an into-
nation grammar.
1.4. Shortcomings of the Given Approaches
There are some shortcomings of the approaches described
above:
• Leaving aside IPO, all models mentioned above rely
on accent and phrase boundary labels of various com-
plexity. Therefore at least initially hand-labelling of
the data is necessary. This work is time consuming
and needs trained experts. Especially in prosody inter-
labeller agreement and intra-labeller consistency run the
risk of getting relatively low [4] which leads to a loss of
prosodic training data. Presumably this problem grows
with the increasing size of the label inventory.
• The label inventories are not necessarily language inde-
pendent. Inventories like ToBI for example need to get
adjusted whenever they are applied to new languages [5].
Also the IPO model needs perceptual readjustment for
each new language.
With our model we try to avoid these shortcomings. Since
our approach is purely data driven, no manual prosodic labelling
or manual adjustment to other languages is needed.
2. Data
Our training data consists of parts of the IMS Radio News Cor-
pus [1] with a total length of about 14 minutes. The corpus part
used in this study contains news texts read by one professional
male speaker. It is segmented amongst others on the phone and
syllable level. For f0 measurement we utilised autocorrelation
implemented in Praat (version 4.1.5) software with a sampling
rate of 100 Hz.
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3. Extraction of Local Contour Classes
As in the Fujisaki model, our model distinguishes between lo-
cal and global contours. Local contour classes correspond to
pitch shapes connected to one or more syllables. They are de-
rived by parameter clustering of stylisation polynomials. Start-
ing with syllables, contour segments are iteratively merged to
larger units. Figure 1 gives an overview over the processing
steps which are described in greater detail in the following sec-
tions.
segments := syllables
iterate
foreach s ∈ segments
- preprocessing: interpolation, smoothing, and time
normalisation of f0 contour of s in context of the pre-
ceeding and following syllable.
- adaptive stylisation of the contour by polynomials
end
- cluster polynomial coefficients to derive contour classes
- segments := merge neighbouring segments if respective
classes occur in dependence of each other
- terminate if no merging possible
end
Figure 1: Algorithm for incremental local intonation contour
class extraction
3.1. Contour Preprocessing
Preprocessing as shown in Figures 2 and 3 removes contour
characteristics not related to intonation, among them micro-
prosody, intrinsic pitch, speech rate, and syllable constituency.
For each contour segment preprocessing took place in the con-
text of the preceeding and the following syllable. Hertz values
were transformed to the logarithmic semitone scale.
3.1.1. Smoothing
To eliminate f0 movements related to intrinsic pitch, coarticula-
tion effects at voice on- and offsets and f0 measurement errors
the contours were smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay filter [18]
of order 3 and length 5. This filter is commonly applied for
this purpose (see e.g. [17]) due to its capability to remove high
frequency noise from pertinent information.
3.1.2. Time Normalisation
In order to exclude any influence of speech rate, phone num-
ber, and syllable constituent structure, all syllables were time
normalised in the following way: the syllable head is mapped
on the interval -0.4 to -0.2, the nucleus from -0.2 to 0.2, and
the coda from 0.2 to 0.4. Missing heads or codas are padded
by interpolation between the f0 values of the nucleus and the
neighbouring syllables.
3.1.3. Interpolation
Since the subsequent stylisation step requires continuous con-
tours, plosive closure phases and missing syllable constituents
are bridged by cubic splines.
3.2. Adaptive Stylisation
A polynomial stylisation was carried out, guided by the multidi-
mensional unconstrained nonlinear Nelder-Mead minimisation
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Figure 2: Preprocessed f0 contour (solid line): spline interpo-
lation, smoothing by Savitzky-Golay filter. Dashed line: origi-
nal contour. The two vertical lines mark the boundaries of the
contour segment and the preceeding and following syllable, re-
spectively.
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Figure 3: Time normalisation of the f0 contour. The vertical
lines separate syllable onset, nucleus and coda.
[15] of the squared error between original and stylised contour.
The higher the polynomial order, the closer the fit to the
original contour, but also the more unreliable the subsequent
clustering of the coefficient vectors. Therefore for each con-
tour stylisation the lowest possible polynomial order was cho-
sen ranging from zeroth to third order (cf. Figure 4). The good-
ness of fit was determined by the maximum distance between
corresponding values of the original and the stylised contour.
If this distance did not exceed a certain value, the stylisation
was judged to be sufficiently close. The threshold was set to 4
Hz with reference to Klatt [16] who reported a just noticeable
difference of 2 to 5 Hz for non-stationary stimuli.
To make sure that all coefficient vectors had the same length
for subsequent clustering, zeros were padded to the vectors of
the polynomials of lower order than 3.
3.3. Clustering
As in the PaintE model mentioned in the introduction, intona-
tion contour classes were derived by Kmeans clustering of the
coefficient vectors of the stylisation polynomials. Since only
the shape and not the frequency offset characterises a contour
class, the first coefficient was ignored.
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Figure 4: Adaptive stylisation using polynomials of increasing
order until maximum distance criterion is met. Dotted line:
contour to be stylised, remaining lines: polynomial stylisation
of increasing order from 0 to 3.
Here the determination of the optimal number of clusters
was guided by the Dunn index, a validity measure of hard clus-
tering taking into account cluster compactness and separation
between clusters. After having carried out Kmeans clustering
10 times for each given specification of number of clusters, the
number connected to the highest mean Dunn score was chosen.
The centroid vectors served as cluster representatives.
4. Merging of Contour Segments
Contour segments are merged if the respective contour classes
co-occur non-randomly. To determine whether the co-
occurrence is random or not, the Log-Likelihood Ratio is
utilised, a method used in the field statistical natural language
processing for example to retrieve collocations [13].
This method compares the likelihoods L of the observed oc-
currences of the intonation classes ci and cj given two different
hypotheses:
H0: P (ci|cj) = p = P (ci|¬cj)
H1: P (ci|cj) = p1 6= p2 = P (ci|¬cj )
According to H0, ci and cj occur independently (the prob-
ability p of ci does not change in dependence of preceeding
cj ), whereas H1 claims dependence. Under the simplifying as-
sumption that the probabilities for the observed occurrence pat-
tern for ci and cj can be described by a binomial distribution,
the likelihoods for the observed data according to H0 and H1
are given as follows:
L(H0) = b(nij ; nj , p)b(ni − nij ; N − nj , p)
L(H1) = b(nij ; nj , p1)b(ni − nij ; N − nj , p2),
where ni and nj are the observed frequencies of classes ci
and cj , respectively, nij stands for the observed frequency of
the sequence cicj , and N is the total number of observations.
The probability b(nij ; nj , p) following a binomial distribution
then represents the expectation of observing the sequence cicj
nij times in nj trials, if the probability of observing ci given cj
is p.
A comparison of the log likelihoods leads to the Log-
Likelihood Ratio ln λ:
ln λ = ln
L(H0)
L(H1)
= ln L(nij , nj , p) + lnL(ni − nij , N − nj , p)
− ln L(nij , nj , p1) − ln L(ni − nij , N − nj , p2)
−2 ln λ follows approximately a χ2 distribution, so a χ2
test can be applied to decide whether the independence hypoth-
esis H0 can be rejected in favour of H1. If the dependence
hypothesis turned out to be significantly more appropriate (this
study’s significance level was set to 0.01), the corresponding
segments were merged.
The next iteration step’s preprocessing, stylisation and clus-
tering then operated on the resegmented data. In case of impos-
sibility of further merging the procedure terminated.
5. Extraction of Global Contour Classes
As explained above, local intonation contour classes were de-
rived independently of registers. In order to model the f0 re-
gister of each syllable, global contour classes were extracted by
stylisation and clustering of f0 baselines in intonation phrases
which had been segmented automatically.
5.1. Segmentation of Intonation Phrases
The baseline f0 values served as a representation of registers.
For each syllable such a baseline value was calculated by taking
the mean of the n lowest f0 values measured within the syllable
(n was set to 8 in this study). The mean was taken to reduce the
effect of potential pitch measurement errors.
As shown in Figure 5 we then simply treated each speech
pause and each baseline pitch discontinuity as a phrase bound-
ary. The discontinuity threshold was set to 3 semitones. This
is only a first approximation, since also prominent pitch accents
and boundary tones show that large pitch differences compared
to the neighbouring syllables.
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Figure 5: Dividing the utterance into intonational phrases at
baseline pitch discontinuities and speech pauses. Dashed line:
original contour, solid line: pitch baseline. Intonation phrase
starting points are marked by diamonds.
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5.2. Stylisation and Clustering
The time of each intonation phrase was normalised to the in-
terval [0 1] in order to remove any phrase length effects. The
sequence of baseline f0 values of the contained syllables was
stylised by straight lines, and the slope parameters were clus-
tered by the same procedure as described in section 3.3. This
led to a limited number of discrete global contour classes. As
with local contour classes the centroids were taken as cluster
representatives.
6. Resynthesis
In resynthesis the original f0 values were replaced by contours
derived from the respective local and global contour classes.
The local class determined the shape, the global class, together
with the position of the segment in the intonation phrase, deter-
mined the register. An illustrative example is given in Figure 6.
There the f0 contour of the one-syllable segment belongs to the
local intonation class l3 whos representative is the centroid pa-
rameter vector pl3 = [16.0663,−16.1095,−88.2260] and to
the global intonation class g3 represented by the centroid shape
parameter pg3 = 6.7543 (cf. Figures 7 and 8, respectively).
The local contour f0l of the time normalised segment (see sec-
tion 3.1.2) is given by:
f0l(t) = 16.0663t − 16.1095t2 − 88.2260t3 ,
t stands for (normalised) time. The syllable dependent reg-
ister f0r(σn) is derived from the slope of the global contour
line associated with class g3 and the relative position p(σn) of
the n-th syllable σn within the intonation phrase. The starting
point of the straight line f0r(σ1) is set to the original intona-
tion phrase‘s initial baseline value. Future research is needed
to predict this value, which reflects the amount of pitch reset at
phrase boundaries. The registers for all syllables σn are then
calculated the following way:
f0r(σn) = f0r(σ1) + 6.7543p(σn)
In our example f0r(σ1) is 80 semitones (ST), and p(σn)
is 0.8 (e.g. n = 8 in a 10-syllable phrase). For each syllable
σn involved in the contour segment the baseline bl(σn) of the
corresponding part of the local contour f0l is then replaced by
the syllable’s register f0r(σn) so that the actual contour f0 is
calculated by:
f0(t) = f0l(t) − bl(σn) + f0r(σn)
Finally the resulting contour is aligned to the given time
range and syllable structure of the segment.
To enhance naturalness of the resulting signals we added
jitter in form of a quasi-random component ∆f0 as a sum of
three sine waves according to a formula proposed by Klatt and
Klatt [25]:
∆f0(t) = fl
50
·
f0
100
ˆ
sin(2pi12.7t) + sin(2pi7.1t) +
sin(2pi4.7t)
˜
Hz
The fluttering parameter fl was set to 25. Time t is given
in seconds.
7. Perceptual Evaluation
In order to test the perceptual appropriateness of our model
we conducted two perception experiments, one for naturalness
judgements, and the second to test functional equivalence of
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Figure 6: Combination of global and local contour. Left: The
segment’s register baseline is predicted by original frequency
offset (here: 80 ST), global contour associated to correspond-
ing global contour class (here: class g3, cf. Figure 8), and
relative position of the segment within the intonational phrase
(here: 0.8). Middle: The baseline value (cf. section 5.1) of
the local contour given here by local contour class l3 (cf. Fig-
ure 7) is shifted to this value. Right: The contour is aligned
to the original time ranges of syllable onset (0s–0.05s), nucleus
(0.05s–0.15s) and coda (0.15s–0.22s).
original and modelled contours. The stimuli were created by
MBROLA (version 3.01h) resynthesis [14] replacing the origi-
nal f0 contour by a sequence of contour classes as described in
section 6.
6 subjects, 2 male and 4 female, took part in the experi-
ments, their age ranged from 24 to 50. All except one were
trained phoneticians, and all except one were German native
speakers (the non-native speaker has lived in Germany for more
than 15 years, and her pronunciation showed no foreign lan-
guage accent).
7.1. Naturalness
In the first experiment the subjects were instructed to judge the
naturalness of 50 inter-pausal speech segments that comprised
at least 3 syllables. Each segment was presented with original
and modelled f0 resulting in 100 stimuli that were randomly
ordered. The judgement scale contained 4 values: completely
natural, tolerably natural, rather unnatural, and completely un-
natural. Since all stimuli were created using MBROLA, none
of the stimulus groups was penalised compared to the other con-
cerning synthesis artefacts. The stimuli were faded in and out
by superimposing a Tukey window (taper sections each set to
3% of the stimulus length).
The participants could listen to each stimulus as often as
they wanted to and could revise their judgements at any time.
Table 1 shows the mean judgements for original and mod-
elled f0.
7.2. Functional Equivalence
In the second experiment the subjects had to decide for stim-
ulus pairs whether their intonation contours were functionally
equivalent or not. The same 50 stimuli as in the first experi-
ment were used and presented pairwise in random order. In half
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of the stimuli pairs both stimuli contained either the original or
the modelled f0 (‘same contour’ case). In the other half one
stimulus contained the original f0, and the other the modelled
one (‘different contour’ case), original and model presented in
random order.
Functional equivalence concerned weighting of information
(position and prominence of accents), discourse embedding of
the segment (progredient vs. final intonation contour) and, if
applicable, sentence mode.
As in the first experiment, each stimulus could be listened to
arbitrarily often, and judgements could be revised at any time.
8. Results
8.1. Resulting Contour Classes
The application of our method to the given data yielded 9 local
intonation contour classes (see Figure 7) differing in shape and
number of involved syllables (from 1 to 3), and 6 global con-
tour classes differing in slope of the declination and inclination
baselines (see Figure 8).
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Figure 7: Local contour classes. All contours are shifted to
the mean of 80 ST. Time is normalised as described in section
3.1.2. Syllable boundaries are marked by vertical dashed lines,
nucleus centers by crosses.
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Figure 8: Global contour classes (declination baselines). Time
is normalised to the interval [0 1].
8.2. Numerical and Perceptual Evaluation
The root mean square error between all original and generated
f0 values amounted 10.26 Hz.
The results of naturalness and functional equivalence judge-
ments are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The original
f0 contours were judged highly significantly as more natural
then the modelled contours (two-sided Wilcoxon matched pairs
signed rank test, alpha = 0.001).
Table 1: Mean subject judgements for the naturalness of origi-
nal and modelled f0 contours.
mean maximum minimum
original 3.14 4 1
model 2.61 4 1
Concerning functional equivalence, Table 2 reveals that
about 27% of the ‘different contour’ stimulus pairs were also
judged as different. Figure 9 gives the numbers of ‘functionally
not equivalent’ judgements for each of the ‘different contour’
stimulus pair types.1
Table 2: Contingency table for ’functionally equivalent/not
equivalent‘ judgements of stimulus pairs with same and differ-
ent contours. Cramer‘s V = 0.38.
same contours different contours
equivalent 149 109
not equivalent 1 41
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Figure 9: Number of subjects with ‘functionally not equivalent’
judgements for each ‘different contour’ stimulus pair type.
9. Discussion
9.1. Evaluation Results
The results of the naturalness experiment presented in the pre-
vious section clearly show that our model in its current state is
not capable to produce contours that reach the quality of orig-
inal intonation. This is not surprising since purely data driven
models lack expert knowledge included into the models listed
in the introduction, for example knowledge about perceptual
equivalence (IPO) or position and types of accents and phrase
boundaries. It is unclear whether the mean naturalness judge-
ments for our model would rise, if the subjects would compare
them not only to the original contours but also to a model worse
than ours. Such a triple comparison had been carried out e.g. by
Mo¨hler [2] who additionally had presented flat intonation con-
tours. Furthermore, as with all data driven models more training
data is likely to enhance performance, so far we use just 14 min-
utes of speech.
Concerning functional equivalence, the results are already
a bit more promising. As can be seen in Figure 9, 24% (6 out
1By stimulus pair types we mean the set of distinct stimulus pairs.
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of 25) of the ‘different contour’ stimulus pair types were judged
as functionally not equivalent by half of the subjects or more,
indicating that the majority of the subjects was not able to func-
tionally distinguish the other 76%.
9.2. Local Contours
Some of the extracted local contour classes can be related to
other intonation description systems. Thus, classes l2 and l3
correspond to the events early and late peak [6] representing
the alignment of f0 peaks and syllable nuclei.
9.3. Global Contours
The extracted global contours represent declination and incli-
nation lines of different slopes. There are still open questions
concerning the modelling of the global contours. First, a seg-
mentation of a contour into intonational phrases guided by pitch
discontinuities is not completely adequate since also boundary
tones and prominent pitch accents correlate with such disconti-
nuities. Here the syllable length between successive pitch dis-
continuities could help to distinguish between such prosodic
events and real phrase boundaries, since the domain of pitch
accents and boundary tones is in general limited to one sylla-
ble. The second open question concerns the amount of pitch
reset. In this study we use the original phrase initial baseline
values as starting points for the declination line. One potential
approach is the prediction of pitch reset by a linear combination
of factors like the final frequency of the preceeding intonation
phrase, the durations of the preceeding and the current phrase,
and their f0 slopes. A similar procedure was utilised to predict
pause durations at prosodic boundaries in [3].
9.4. Generality of the Model
In this study we excluded other time-related prosodic aspects
than intonation by time normalisation.
However, due to its data drivenness and generality our
model is not just language independent but also principally ca-
pable to deal with other aspects of prosody than intonation. It
would for example be of interest how it performs in modelling
perceived local speech rate contours [9].
9.5. Relation to Linguistic Units
Another issue for future research is the question of linguistic
significance of the extracted contour classes. They are only rel-
evant for speech synthesis, if they can be related to linguistic
dimensions like information and discourse structure. It is not
yet known, whether the contour classes could be predicted from
text.
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Abstract
Automaticpredictionof pitch accent assignmentis an important
but challenging task in text-to-speech synthesis (TTS). Early
work in accent prediction relied on simple word-class distinc-
tions, but recentlymore sophisticatedinductive learningmodels
using multiple features have been applied to the problem. For
our neural network accent classifier, we developed a corpus that
was labeled according to judgments of accent assignment ap-
propriateness in synthesized speech rather than the usual ToBI
annotation guidelines. Because the resulting training set was
imbalanced, the baseline neural network we developed for this
task had a very high accuracy rate (84%) but performed only
slightly better than chance according to our ROC analysis. Bal-
ancing our training data using downsizing, oversampling, and
cost-based post-processing yielded significant improvement in
this informative measure. We anticipate that balance adjust-
ments and the inclusion of more complex features will lead to
further improvement.
1. Introduction
Human speech is characterized by modulations in pitch, en-
ergy, segment duration, and spectral properties that cause cer-
tain words in an utterance to be perceived as more prominent,
or accented. Part of being able to speak a language is knowing
where to place accents in an utterance; native speakers assign
accent with little thought or difficulty. Automatic word accen-
tuation prediction,however, remains a difficult task akin, in the
words of one researcher, to mind-reading [1].
Because speech with no pitch accents or incorrectlyplaced
pitch accents can sound unnatural and even confusing, the abil-
ity to automaticallypredict which words in an utterance should
be accented is an important task for text-to-speech synthesis
(TTS).Word accentuationcan be viewed as a classificationtask:
a word in an utterancecan be classifiedas either accentedor un-
accented. Early accent classificationrelied on only simple fea-
tures such as function/contentdistinctionsor part of speech [2].
Recent work, however, has made use of more complex seman-
tic and syntactic features as well as techniques from machine
learning, including hidden Markov models, rule-learning algo-
rithms [3], decision trees [4], memory-based learning [5], and
neural networks [6].
In this paper, we describe a neural network [7, 8, 9] ap-
proach to pitch accent prediction.We have chosen to use neural
networks to model word accentuation for a number of reasons.
* Thismaterial is based on work supportedby the NationalScience
Foundation under Grants No. 0205731 (ITR: Prosody Generation for
Child OrientedSpeech Synthesis, Jan van Santen, PI)
In neural networks, mappings are learned from examples rather
than from a priori rules, which require human supervision, or
probabilities,which would require a large labeled corpus. Be-
cause we plan to use our accentuation model to predict pitch
accent placement in novel utterances, we also need a system
whose mappings extend effectively to new input data. Neural
networks are also able to model nonlinear and complex rela-
tionships,whichwe suspectwill be important for this particular
task.
2. Descriptionof the corpus
The corpus consists of 16263 words that were obtained from
1030 sentences. The sentences were extracted from the AP
newswire using a greedy search algorithm in order to maxi-
mally cover the feature space generated by three features: part
of speech tag of the previousword, part of speech tag of the cur-
rent word, and part of speech tag of the next word. There were
72 possible types of part of speech tags. To label the words as
accented or unaccented, an innovative iterative perceptual pro-
cedurewas used in which a labeler usedmarkup tags to indicate
accented words in each sentence, synthesized the marked-up
sentence using a synthesizer and listened to the resulting syn-
thesized utterance. If the accentuationof any of the words was
perceived as incorrect, the markup tags were changed and the
rest of the process was repeated until the labeler was satisfied
with the word accentuation.The labeler also adjusted the punc-
tuation. For our project, the labeler was a female adult native
speaker of AmericanEnglish.
This iterative perceptual labeling procedure that we have
outlined has enormous advantages over the commonly used pa-
per and pencil accent labeling procedure. In case of the paper
and pencil labeling procedure, the labeler has to imagine (or
mumble to him/herself) what it would sound like if different
words were accented or unaccented. Whereas in case of the it-
erative perceptual labeling procedure, the labeler will be able
to listen and perceive clearly the result of accenting or unac-
centing different sets of words in a given sentence, which cer-
tainly makes the labeling task easier for the labeler, but more
importantly, it makes the obtained accent labels more suitable
for building a word accent predictor/classifierthat will be used
for TTS. It is an unavoidable fact that there exists an interaction
between accentuationand the TTS-specificacoustic realization
of pitch accents. For example, if a TTS system creates ugly
pitch accents then it is better to accent fewer words - a reason-
able heuristic that the labeler can use and test by employing
the iterative perceptual labeling procedure, thus making the ob-
tained accent labels more suitable for building a word accent
predictor/classifierfor text-to-speechsynthesis.
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Of the 16263 words in the data, 2580 were labeled as ac-
cented while 13683 were marked as unaccented. The sentences
were passed through the OGI version of the Festival Speech
Synthesis System [10] to obtain the following set of eight fea-
tures per word:
1. word position in the sentence (ranges from 1 to n);
2. type of left phrase boundary (0 or B, boundary type);
3. type of right phrase boundary (0 or B, boundary type);
4. distance from the left phrase boundary (0, 1, or 2);
5. distance from the right phrase boundary (0, 1, or 2);
6. part of speech of the previous word;
7. part of speech of the word; and
8. part of speech of the next word.
The part of speech tags were mapped to seven categories:
“noun”, “verb”, “adjective”, “adverb”, “number”, “pronoun”,
and “other”. This mapping procedure was performed because
using all the part-of-speech tags initially produced (18) would
drastically increase the amount of training data required. In
addition, the tags mapped to the category, “others”, consist of
functionwords of which approximately93% are unaccented.
The accentuation labels are the targets in the classifier,
while the low-level syntactic and prosodic features obtained
from Festival are the training features of the classifier. A bi-
nary encoded training vector is obtained from the accentuation
labels such that the class value for each element in the vector is
0 or 1, indicatingunaccentedand accented, respectively.
The training features, which have a variety of scales, are
also normalizedso that their values range from 0 to 1. The word
position in the sentence is scaled to be between 0 and 1 using
the simple scaling formula: Xscaled = (X−Xmin)/(Xmax−
Xmin). The remaining features extracted from Festival are en-
coded as n binary inputs, where n is the number of values that
each feature can take. For example, the feature relating to dis-
tance from the left phrase boundarycan assume three values: 0,
1 or 2. This feature in its normalized form is represented as 3
binary input units, {(1 0 0), (0 1 0), (0 0 1)}. Normalizing the
data in this manner yields a total of 32 scaled feature vectors
that will be used as inputs to the classifier.
¿From this corpus, 20% of the data was randomly selected
as a test set, and 20% was randomly selected as the validation
set. The remaining60% (= 9757words)was used as the training
set to train the neural net classifier.
3. Measuringclassifierperformance
The corpus is highly imbalanced. In this two-class corpus, 85%
of the corpus is the class of unaccentedwords, while only 15%
of the corpus is accentedwords, the class of interest in this pre-
diction task. Since the training, test, and validation sets were
selected randomly, it can be assumed that each of these sets
contains a bias similar to the bias of the whole corpus.
Most classifiers trained on such a biased training set can
predict instancesof the majority class with a high degree of ac-
curacy but have very low predictive accuracy on instances of
the under-represented class. The measure, classificationaccu-
racy (defined as the ratio of the number of correctly predicted
instances to the total number of instances in the test set) is not
a good measure for assessing the performance of a classifier
trained and tested on such biased sets. Classification accuracy
assumesa test set in which both classes are equally represented.
+1
−1
Figure 1: The tangent-sigmoid(tansig) function
+1
−1
0
Figure 2: The log-sigmoid (logsig) function
However, as in our case, if the two classes are distributed in
the ratio 85:15, and the classifier predicts the unaccented class
with 100% accuracy but misclassifies the instances of the ac-
cented class completely, the classifier accuracy would still be
85%. This metric would not reflect the fact that the class of ac-
cented words, which is the class of interest, is completelymis-
classified.
The metric better suited to such imbalanced datasets is the
area under the ROC curve. ROC refers to the Receiver Opera-
tor Characteristicsof a classifier. It is obtained by plotting the
true positive rate against the false positive rate, thus illustrat-
ing the tradeoff between these two quantities. The false positive
rate is the rate at which negative instancesweremisclassifiedas
positive, while the true positive rate is the rate at which posi-
tive instanceswere classified as positive. The ROC curve has a
0-to-1 scale on both axes.
The area under the ROC curve is a good metric for compar-
ing the performanceof different classifiers. The larger the area,
the better the classifier. A perfect classifier has an area of 1,
indicating a 100% true positive rate and 0% false positive rate.
A classifier that randomly guesses has a ROC curve that lies on
the diagonal line connecting (0, 0) and (1, 1) and has an area of
0.5. For our project, we will be considering the area under the
ROC curve as the metric for measuring the performanceof the
classifiers that predict word accentuation.
4. Baseline classifier
The neural network classifierwas created as a three-layer feed-
forward backpropagation neural network, using the Matlab
command,newff [11]. This command takes as input the max-
imum and minimum values of the input nodes, the number
of hidden neurons, the number of output neurons, the transfer
functions of each layer, and the network training function that
updatesweight and bias values.
We selected tansig [12], the tangent-sigmoid function,
depicted in Figure 1 as the transfer function at the hidden layer.
The tansig function used in the Matlab Neural Networks
Toolbox, is mathematically equivalent to the hyperbolic tan-
gent function, whose output values range from -1 to +1. The
input data was accordingly normalized to lie on the -1 to +1
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Figure 3: The change in area under the ROC curve for different
configurations of hidden nodes and step size and no momentum
values.
scale. The transfer functionwe selectedfor the output layerwas
logsig [13], the log-sigmoid transfer function shown in Fig-
ure 2, whose output values range from 0 to 1, the desired output
range of our classifier. We selectedtraingdx [14] as the net-
work training function. This function updates weight and bias
values according to gradient descent momentum and an adap-
tive step size.
We specifieda single output neuron for this classifier. Since
the output transfer function is the log-sigmoidfunction, the out-
put values range from 0 to 1. The output value is treated as the
probability that the word is accented, and the word is classified
in the following manner: if the output value is less than 0.5, the
word is unaccented; if the output value greater than or equal to
0.5, the word is accented.
We also specified 30 hidden layer neurons, a learning rate
(or step size) of 0.01, and a momentum value of 0.6. The last
three values were obtained from a calibration process that is
described in Section 5. The weights and biases were randomly
specified by Matlab. Note that we used early stopping when
building our neural nets in order to avoid overfitting.
5. Calibrationof the neural net classifier
The calibration process was a two-step process. The first step
involved using no momentumvalues and systematicallyvarying
the number of hidden layer neurons and the step size (imple-
mented as a double for-loop in Matlab). The number of hidden
layer neurons were varied in this way: (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
33, 40, 45, 50). The step size was varied as follows: (0.00001,
0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1). For each choice of hidden layer
neurons and step size, the neural net was initialized 10 times
with randomweight and bias values.
For each initialization,the obtainedneural net classifierwas
used for accent prediction of the word examples in the valida-
tion set. Using the predicted values and the known true values,
the area under the ROC curve (AUC) was computed. For each
configuration of n hidden layer neurons, and step size m, the
mean AUC of the 10 initializationswas plotted on a graph in
Figure 3. This was done for all 50 configurations that emerge
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Figure 4: The change in area under the ROC curve for different
momentumvalues for 30 hidden nodes and step size of 0.01
from the possiblevalues of step size and numberof hidden layer
neurons. From the graph, the configurationwith 30 hidden layer
neurons and a step size of 0.01 was selected for the baseline
neural net, because it yielded the maximummean AUC.
The next calibrationstep involved finding the best momen-
tum value. Using 30 hidden layer neurons and the step-size
of 0.01, the momentumvalues were systematicallyvaried from
0.1 to 0.9. For each momentum value, the neural net was ini-
tialized 10 times with random weight and bias values. Again,
the resultingneural net was tested on the validation set. and the
mean area under the ROC curve for each momentumvalue was
plotted on a graph, as shown in Figure 4. From this figure, we
found that the maximum mean AUC was obtained for momen-
tum value 0.6, which we selected as the momentum value for
the baseline.
6. Imbalancedtraining set
As shown in Figure 5, the baseline classifierhas a false positive
rate (= 100-true negative rate) of 0.8364% on the validation set
and 0.9158% on the test set. The low false positive rate indi-
cates that the baseline classifierpredicts unaccented words with
high accuracy (99.17%for the validationset and 99.08%for the
test set). However, it does not predict accented words well, as
indicated by the low true positive rate (2.3857% on the valida-
tion set and 3.2505% on the test set). It misclassifiesmost of
them as unaccented. This state of the classifier performance is
reflected in the metric, the area under the ROC curve, which
value is only a little over 0.5 for both the validation set and the
test set, indicating that the baseline classifier performs barely
over chance. (The classification accuracies of 84.1992% and
83.6766%on the validation set and test sets, respectively, are a
reflection of the high proportionof unaccented examples in the
test set, which the classifier learned to predictwell, as discussed
in Section 3.)
To improve the performanceof the baselineclassifierwhich
was trained on a highly imbalanced training set, we employ
three techniques that have been demonstrated to improve the
classifier’s ability to predict the minority class: 1) Downsizing,
2) Oversampling,and 3) Cost-basedthresholding.Each of these
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BaselineNN DownsizingNN OversamplingNN Cost-basedNN
Valset Testset Valset Testset Valset Testset Valset Testset
AUC 0.5077 0.5117 0.6759 0.6419 0.6808 0.6457 0.6597 0.6483
TPR 2.3857 3.2505 62.8231 56.2141 70.7753 62.9063 68.1909 64.2447
FPR 0.8364 0.9158 27.6364 27.8388 34.6182 33.7729 36.2545 34.5788
Acc 84.1992 83.6766 70.8884 69.5973 66.2158 65.6932 64.4328 65.2321
Figure 5: Results of the performanceof the four different types of classifiers on the validation set and the test set. AUC = area under
curve, TPR = true positive rate, FPR = false positive rate, Acc = overall accuracy
methodswill be described in the next sections.
7. Solution 1: Downsizing
The first solution that we used to improve the performance of
the neural net classifier is called downsizing. Downsizing in-
volves removing randomexamplesof the over-represented class
(in our case, unaccentedwords) from the training set to match
the number of examples in the under-represented class (in our
case, accented words) [15]. This method is called downsizing
because the size of the balanced training set is smaller than the
overall training set. This method hinges on the concept that
the under-represented class is the class of interest, and all ex-
amples of that class need to be retained. In [16], it was found
that downsizingis effective in improving the performanceof the
neural net classifier.
For our project, we downsized the training set in this man-
ner 100 times. For each of the 100 repetitions, the neural net
was initialized with random weight and bias values; however,
in all repetitions,the 30 hidden layer neurons, step size of 0.01,
and momentumvalue of 0.6 were used. For each repetition, the
resultingneural net was tested on the examples in the validation
set, and the area under the ROC curve was calculated. After
100 repetitions, the neural net that maximized the area under
the ROC curve was selected as the optimal neural net classifier
obtainedby downsizingour trainingset, and it was tested on the
examples on the test set.
8. Solution 2: Oversampling
The second technique that we used to improve the performance
of the neural net classifier was oversampling. Oversampling
involves balancing the training set by duplicating random ex-
amples of the under-represented class [17] until the number of
examples in each class is equal. When the target concept (in
our case, ”is a word accented?”) is representedby fewer exam-
ples, oversamplingcan train the classifierto give more weight to
features determining the target concept. This method was also
studied in [16], and was found to improve the performance of
neural net classifiers. As the size of the training set increased,
however, downsizing outperformedoversampling.
For our project,we oversampledthe trainingset in thisman-
ner 100 times. For each of the 100 repetitions, the neural net
was initialized with random weight and bias values; however,
in all repetitions,the 30 hidden layer neurons, step size of 0.01,
and momentumvalue of 0.6 were used. For each repetition, the
resultantneural net was tested on the examples in the validation
set, and the area under the ROC curve was calculated. After
100 repetitions, the neural net that maximized the area under
the ROC curve was selected as the optimal neural net classifier
obtained by oversampling on our training set, and it was tested
on the examples on the test set.
9. Solution 3: Cost-basedthresholding
Cost-basedclassificationis the third solution for improving the
performance of the neural net classifier on the word accentua-
tion task. This method looks at the different errors made by the
classifier in terms of relative cost [18]. Cost-based classifica-
tion is a post-process algorithm, i.e., the classificationmay be
performedusing any classifier that outputs the probabilityof an
instance being positive or negative. However, the probability
threshold that distinguishes the positive instance from the neg-
ative instance (so far, at 0.5) is not necessarily symmetric. It
takes the cost asymmetry into account as follows. Let:
• p, n be the positive and negative classes,
• Y,N be the classificationsproduced by a classifier,
• c(Y, n) be the cost of a false positive error,
• c(N, p) be the cost of a false negative error, and
• CR = c(Y, n)/c(N, p) be the cost ratio.
For an instance, E, the classifier outputs the probability
of being positive, p(p|E). The probability of being negative,
p(n|E), is computedas p(n|E) = 1−p(p|E), assuminga two-
class dataset. Thus, according to cost-based classification the-
ory, a word is classifiedas positive if p(n|E) ∗ CR < p(p|E).
For our project, we used the baseline neural net classifier
obtained in Section 4. We systematically varied the cost ratio
from 0.0001 and 2 with a step size of 0.001. For each value of
the cost ratio,we tested the neuralnet classifieron the validation
set and calculatedthe area under theROC curve and plotted it on
a graph shown in Figure 6. ¿From this graph, we found that the
value of the cost ratio that maximizes the area under the ROC
curve is 0.1731. Thus, the cost ratio of 0.1731 in combination
with the baseline classifier formed the cost-based classifier.
10. Results and discussion
As the table in Figure 5 shows, the baseline neural net had the
highest overall accuracy but extremely low rates of both true
positives and false positives. We see that the area under the
curve is slightly larger than 0.5, indicating accent assignment
with this neural net is slightly better than chance. Earlier we
speculatedthat the imbalanced nature of our data, in which only
15% of elements are classified as positive (accented), would
lead to these kinds of results, since the classifier could learn to
always return negative and still achieve 85% accuracy. We in-
vestigated three different ways to alleviate the imbalanceof our
data: downsizing, oversampling,and cost-based thresholding.
Figure 5 shows that the highest overall accuracy rate among
the three balancedalternatives, though still lower than the base-
line, comes from the neural network that was balanced using
downsizing (Acc = 69.59% in the test set). The false positive
rate of the downsized net is the lowest of the three alternative
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Figure 7: The performance of the four neural net classifiers in
terms of the area under the ROC curve.
nets. The true positive rate, however, while much higher than
that of the baseline neural network, is somewhat lower than the
true positive rates of the other two balancedmodels.
The performance measures of the neural network using
oversampling and the neural network using cost-based thresh-
olding are remarkably similar, particularly on the test set. We
observe only a slightlyhigher true positive rate in the cost-based
model (64.2447 v. 62.9063), accompaniedby a slightly higher
false positive rate (34.5788 v. 33.7729). Notably, we see a
larger drop in true positive rate from the validation set to the
test set in the oversampledneural network than in the other two
models. We also observe that the results of the cost-basedclas-
sifier are more consistent across the validation and test sets that
those of the other balanced neural networks.
Figure 7 illustrates perhaps the most interesting observa-
tion: our key metric, the area under the ROC curve, is roughly
the same for the test set in all three balanced neural networks
(0.6419, 0.6457, 0.6483) and is noticeably higher in all three
balanced nets than in the baseline (0.5117)
Since all three balanced neural networks had similar AUC
measures, choosing the ideal accentuation classifier from the
three balanced neural networks will depend on other factors.
Accenting a word that should be unaccented is perceived as
muchmore “wrong”than leaving a word unaccented that should
be accented. We therefore might prefer the downsized model,
since its false positive rate is the lowest of the three. On the
other hand, if we are concerned about replicating our findings
with new data, we might select the neural network with cost-
based thresholding since its performance was more consistent
between the validation and test sets.
We had hoped to compare our results to those reported in
other recent research in pitch accent prediction using machine
learning techniques. Few of these results, however, include
measures such as the area under the ROC curve or the false
positive and true positive rates. Pan and McKeown [3] report
70-74% accuracy rate with their word-informativeness-based
HMM and RIPPERmodels, a significant improvement over the
52% baseline they assume given the composition of their data
set, in which 52% of words are accented. Unfortunately, they
do not report other measures of accuracy. In addition, the com-
position of their data is so different from ours, in which only
15% of words were accented, that a comparison between the
two modelsmight not be valid. Similarly, Hirschberg [4] reports
overall accuracy of 80-98.3% with both hand-written rule sys-
tems and classificationand regress trees, but fails to report other
measures. Ross and Ostendorf [19], who also used CART tech-
niques, realizedsimilarlyhigh accuracy, but we cannot compare
their results to ours since they predicted accent on the syllable-
level rather than word level.
One valid point of comparisoncomes from Marsi et al. [5],
who report both higher accuracy (86%) and a higher true pos-
itive rate (or recall, 82-88%) than we achieved with our neural
network. Their data set, however, was more balanced(one-third
of words were accented), and their feature set was far richer.
The most telling results are found in Mu¨ller and Hoffman
[6], who also used neural networks to model accent prediction.
Their word-level neural network classifier achieved 84.5% av-
erage overall accuracy, with a low false positive rate (9.3%) and
a high true positive rate(85.5%), both of which are noticeably
better than the results we found. The HMM they developed
using the neural network output for the emission probabilities
had very similar accuracy, false positive rate, and true positive
rate. We suspect that their trainingdata was more balanced than
ours, given that they included secondary and emphatic accents,
while we consideredonly primary accent. In addition, although
their feature set was similar to ours, they looked at potentially
very long sequences of parts of speech and phrase break loca-
tions rather than the simply the properties of the immediately
adjacentwords.
11. Conclusions
The three techniques we used to balance our unbalanced data
set yielded noticeable improvements over our baseline neural
network in the measure of area under the ROC curve and the
true positive rate, two of our key metrics. We expect to see
further improvement by expanding our feature set to include
higher-level syntactic properties, such as parent node or depth
in the syntactic tree, more precise information about the loca-
tion of the previous accented word and phrase break [6], and
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semantic features, such as word informativeness [3, 5] or the
features used with success in data-to-speech systems [20]. In
addition, we might see gains from using training data that are
nearly but not perfectly balanced, given Estabrooks’ [21] find-
ings that downsizing and oversampling achieve their lowest er-
ror rates when the training set is slightly imbalanced. Finally,
we would like to investigate training our neural net with other
corpora. Our corpuswas labeled to maximize the naturalnessof
TTS output, which seems to have resulted in an imbalance not
seen in the corpora used in other machine learning approaches
to accent prediction. Our goal in choosing this labeling process
was to create a word accentuationmodel that would translateel-
egantly to real-world speech synthesisapplications,but perhaps
by trainingwith a less skewed set of training data, we can real-
ize the recall and accuracy reported elsewhere in the literature.
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Abstract
When comparing the prosodic realization of different English
speakers reading the same text, a significant disagreement is
usually found amongst the pitch accent patterns of the speakers.
Assuming that such disagreement is due to a partial optional-
ity of pitch accent placement, it has been recently proposed to
evaluate pitch accent predictors by comparing them with multi-
speaker reference data. In this paper we face the issue of pitch
accent optionality at different levels. At first we propose a sim-
ple mathematical definition of intra-speaker optionality which
allows us to introduce a function for evaluating pitch accent
predictors which we show being more accurate and robust than
those used in previous works. Subsequently we compare a pitch
accent predictor trained on single speaker data with a predictor
trained on multi-speaker data in order to point out the large over-
lapping between intra-speaker and inter-speaker optionality. Fi-
nally, we show our successful results in predicting intra-speaker
optionality and we suggest how this achievement could be ex-
ploited to improve the performances of a unit selection text-to
speech synthesis (TTS) system.
1. Introduction
In this paper we propose a new evaluation function for evalu-
ating pitch accent predictors and a novel approach that exploits
the variability of pitch accent patterns in order to improve the
prosodic realization of a unit selection TTS system. In natu-
ral speech, alternative prosodic realizations of a given utterance
can be equally acceptable. Even when a speaker is required to
utter a sentence in a specific standard speech style (that of ra-
dio news speakers, for example) she/he will be free to choose
amongst different prosodic patterns without altering the mean-
ing of the sentence [1]. This freedom of choice affects different
aspects of prosody, ranging from prosodic phrasing to the into-
nation contour. This prosodic variability offers a further degree
of freedom to the developers of speech synthesis systems (or
at least to those using the unit selection technique) who want
to create systems able to go beyond a neutral prosodic realiza-
tion making them able to convey additional meaning through
prosody. In unit selection, a predefined prosodic target is usu-
ally expressed by a sequence of symbolic values describing F0
and segmental duration. These prosodic values are included into
the specifications of the target utterance. The target is matched
by selecting the appropriate acoustic units and, in some cases,
by applying signal processing techniques. In such a context, im-
posing one single predefined prosodic target can involve a large
amount of speech processing and a drastic reduction of the unit
search space, thus resulting in a poor quality speech produc-
tion, usually less acceptable than that of a system not supported
by any prosodic model. As a consequence, and taking into ac-
count the prosodic variability of natural speech, new “softer”
approaches have been recently proposed, for example, in [2]
alternative prosodic patterns are implemented into a weighted-
finite-state-transducer (WFST), which is then composed with
the WFST describing the segmental information of the acous-
tic database. The unit sequence with the best combined cost is
chosen. Prosodic constraints can be further relaxed by dropping
the idea of explicitly defining the allowed prosodic patterns and
selecting an implicit prosodic model by relying on the inherent
prosodic structure of the speech database [3]. In our work we
focused on the variability of prosodic patterns looking at a sin-
gle type of prosodic event: pitch accent. We first analyzed the
section of the Boston University Radio News corpus [4] where
speech data have been collected by recording different speak-
ers reading the same sentences. We show, for any combination
of speakers, the intra-speaker disagreement in placing pitch ac-
cents. Then, starting from previous work, we faced the prob-
lem of evaluating pitch accent predictors on multi-speaker data,
assuming that the intra-speaker disagreement is mainly due to
a high degree of optionality in placing pitch accents. Our so-
lution implies a simple mathematical definition of optionality
which led us to the formulation of a new evaluation function.
Subsequently, we tested our main work hypothesis, that is the
assumption that the optionality observed when comparing the
prosodic realization of different speakers (intra-speaker option-
ality) largely overlaps with inter-speaker optionality, that is the
optionality that would be found if a speaker repeatedly read the
same text without changing is speaking style. We compared a
pitch accent predictor trained on single speaker data with a pre-
dictor trained on multi-speaker data. From the high similarity of
performances of both predictors we inferred the validity of our
hypothesis. Finally, we found out that our definition of option-
ality was determinant in our successful attempt of predicting
optionality and, supported by the high similarity of intra and in-
ter speaker optionality, we devised a simple method to exploit
this achievement in order to improve the prosodic realization of
a unit selection TTS system that uses pitch accent prediction to
model prosody.
2. Disagreement Among Speakers
A section of the Boston University Radio News (BURN) cor-
pus contains the speech of six different speakers (3females: f1a,
f2b, f3a, and 3 males: m1b, m2b, m3b) reading the same text.
All data have been prosodically labeled using the ToBI annota-
tion conventions. We used this annotation only to see if a pitch
accent occurred or not (see Figure1).This part of the BURN cor-
pus was already analyzed in [5] to investigate the intra-speaker
disagreement in pitch accent placement. However, here, we pro-
vide some further data, useful for our purposes. Figure 2 shows
the percentages of intra-speaker agreement for each combina-
tion of speakers and the agreement mean, with respect to the
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f1a f2b f3a m1b m2b m3b
may N A A A A A
be N N N N N N
the N N N N N N
most N A N A N A
Figure 1: An example extracted from the BURN corpus. A and
N stand for accent and no-accent respectively
number of speakers involved, on a text of 1662 words. The
vertical segments range from the lowest to the highest agree-
ment percentage, given a certain number of speakers. For ex-
ample, given a number of two speakers, there are 15 possible
combinations of speakers. Among them the pair with the low-
est agreement (79.19%) is f1a-m2b, whereas the highest agree-
ment (85.86%) occurs in m1b-m3b. These two percentages may
suggest a correlation between degree of agreement and speaker
genre, but if we look at all the 20 possible triplets of the six
speakers we see that the combination with the highest agree-
ment (77.61%) is f2b-m1b-m3b, which consists of one female
and two males. We did not carry out any study to investigate
which are the factors that correlate to intra-speaker agreement
and to what extent, but from an informal analysis it seems that
speaker profession (is she/he a professional speaker?) is at least
as significant as speaker genre.When comparing the agreement
among speakers in pitch accent placement we can compute the
proportion of agreement that is not due to chance by using the
Kappa statistics:
κ =
P (A)− P (E)
1− P (E)
where P(A) is the proportion of times speakers agree and
P(E) the proportion we would expect them to agree by chance.
In our case, assuming that accent and non-accent are equi-
probable (the percentage of accented words for this speech style
ranges from 45% to 55%) the κ value for the six speakers is
0.57.
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Figure 2: Speakers agreement in pitch accent placement. The
mean line represents the mean disagreement value. The rse-
quence line shows the disagreement resulting when adding a
speaker in the order: f1a, f2b,f3a,m1b,m2b,m3b.
3. Optionality and Pitch Accent Predictor
Evaluation
3.1. Previous Works
If we make the assumption that when two or more speakers dis-
agree in placing, or not, a pitch accent on a syllable, that pitch
accent can be considered an optional accent, then we can recon-
sider the usual evaluation practice in which a pitch accent pre-
dictor is compared with only a single speaker. [5] and [6] used
an evaluation function that considers a predicted event (accent
or no-accent) wrong if it is not yielded by any of the speak-
ers/annotators. Although the two works differ for the language
(English vs Dutch) and the type of data test used (prosodically
annotated speech vs prosodic labels directly derived from text)
their conclusions are very similar: when optionality is taken
into account in evaluating their automatic pitch accent predic-
tors the performances of their predictors are very close to those
of humans. This conclusion assumes that the optionality occur-
ring when comparing speakers (intra-speaker optionality), is the
same optionality that can occurs within a single speaker (inter-
speaker optionality). As a consequence the accent pattern cho-
sen by a speaker is made up of a compulsory part and an op-
tional part, which can be exchanged with the optional part of
(an)other speaker(s) without altering the coherence and natural-
ness of the whole accent pattern. There are however possible
side-effects in this assumption. First, even if a pitch event is op-
tional all the speakers can choose the same value. Second, the
optional part of the pitch accent pattern of a single speaker can
be related to the speaking style of the speaker herself/himself
and, moreover, can be influenced by other factors that determine
her/his speaking style, for example her/his speaking speed. As
a consequence, mixing a speaker optional part with that of other
speakers may result in an unnatural and “distorted” pattern. Fi-
nally, the evaluation function used in both works ignores a pos-
sible sintagmatic behavior of pitch accents: the placement of
an accent can influence the placement of the following ones.
In spite of that, in our work we kept the idea of evaluating ac-
cent predictors comparing them with multi-speaker data, sup-
ported by the fact that, as we will show later, fortunately, part of
these side-effects is probably not so significant as it may seem
at a first glance and can be reduced using a different evaluation
function. Nevertheless, even assuming that these side-effects
do not occur, the evaluation functions proposed in the previ-
ous works have still significant drawbacks. Figure 2 shows how
the speaker agreement quickly decreases when the number of
speakers increases. As a consequence it is easy to see how the
evaluation function of [5] and [6] is strongly dependent on the
number of speakers involved.
Figure 3 shows this fact by comparing three predictors (one
of those is actually a speaker) varying the number of speak-
ers involved in the test. The more the speakers in the test data
are, the lower the intra-speaker agreement is and consequently
the better the predictor results are. Consider the predictor A,
which assigns a pitch accent to each words. If it is evaluated
on six speakers, its accuracy rate is 73%, that means that we
could build a predictor that accents the 73% of overall words,
and performs a 100% of correct predictions. But, since the per-
centage of pitch accent in read speech ranges from 45% to 55%
such a predictor is not appropriate to model pitch patterns of real
speech. When looking at the speaker disagreement we should
take into account that the steep decrease is partially due to the
simple fact of adding new speakers even if the disagreement in
each pair of speakers is low. In order to better illustrate that
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Figure 3: Three predictors tested over different numbers of
speakers. The sequence of speakers combination is f1a, f1a-
f2b, f1a-f2b-f3a, f1a-f2b-f3a-m1b, f1a-f2b-f3a-m1b-m2b, f1a-
f2b-f3a-m1b-m2b-m3b. Predictor A is an all-accented predic-
tor. Predictor B is described in section 5. Predictor C is the
speaker m3b.
we could suppose that each word token in the test text has a
non-zero probability of being optional, that is of being assigned
both accent values (accented/non-accented) and that each pitch
accent is independent from the others. If we assume p being the
average probability of the most probable event for each word
token, the agreement percentage can be modeled as:
(m1) A(n) = 100[pn + (1− p)n]
where n is the number of speakers involved. In Figure 2
we plotted A(n) (model) setting p to 0.9157. This value was
obtained by imposing p6 (the term (1− p)6 was ignored) equal
to the real agreement of six speakers (58.96%).
Even if our model is certainly approximate it clearly shows how
even for high values of p the agreement percentage rapidly de-
creases by adding new speakers and gives a clue of what hap-
pens if more than six speakers are compared. Moreover this
model allows us to see the intra-speaker optionality value not as
a simple binary value but as a gradient one, which is a function
of the probability of each word token of being assigned both
pitch events. This concept is the base of our work.
The number of speakers is not the only parameter that can
influence the predictors evaluation: the evaluation function of
Figure 3 considers correct a pitch event if it is realized by at
least one speaker, but we could be more strict and choose an
evaluation function that marks as correct a predicted pitch event
only if it is realized by more than one of the speakers involved.
Considering n the number of speakers involved in the test and
m (with m < n) the acceptable (for the evaluation function)
number of speakers that realize the same pitch event of the pre-
dictor, we can write the evaluation function for each word token
i:
OE(wi) =
 1 if at least m speakers realizedthe predicted event0 otherwise (1)
m = 1 m = 2 m = 3
Predictor A 73.17 65.04 60.16
Predictor B 97.56 94.06 88.89
Table 1: Accuracy rates of two predictors for different values of
m (n = 6).
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Figure 4: Speakers agreement for different values of m (n=6)
Table 1 shows the evaluation of two predictors already used
in figure 3, this time always compared with all the six speakers
(n = 6) but varying m. The high dependency of the evaluation
function on m is again explained by the speaker disagreement:
when m increases the number of cases in which the pretiction
is considered correct independently on its value decreases. For
example if m = 1 the prediction is always correct in all the
cases where at least one speaker disagrees whereas it can be
wrong or correct only when all the speakers agree. In figure
4 we plotted the percentage of pitch events that are consistent
among all the six speakers (bottom right), at least five of the
six speakers and so on. We also plotted an agreement function
based on the same hypotheses made for (m1). Since the number
of combinations of k speakers taken from a set of n speakers is
given by
(
n
k
)
, in this case the agreement function is:
(m2) A(n,m) = 100
∑n
k=n−m−1
(
n
k
)
[(1− p)n−kpk
+(1− p)kpn−k]
where 0 ≤ m ≤ 4, and the p value is set to the same value used
for figure 2. Note that p was not set to find the best model of
rsequence (in terms of Root Mean Square, for example).
3.2. An alternative evaluation function
Starting from the considerations made above we wanted to for-
mulate an evaluation function that awarded those predictors able
to match the average accent pattern of human speakers and that
was less sensible to n and m.
To satisfy these specifications we associated an emission source
to each word token. Each source can emit two symbols, one
when the token is accented and one when it is not. The number
of emissions is equal to the number of speakers and each emis-
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f1a f1a-f2b-f3a-m1b-m2b-m3b ∆(diff. between the first 2 colums) ∆Baseline/∆Predictor B
Baseline, OE(m=1) 46.88 73.17 26.29 -
Baseline, EE 48.88 69.54 20.66 -
Predictor B, OE(m=1) 75.34 97.56 22.22 1.18
Predictor B, EE 75.34 95.00 19.66 1.05
Table 2: Comparison between OE and EE on predictor B and A (baseline).
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Figure 5: Accuracy rates of Predictor B using OE and EE.
sion is independent form the others.
From Information Theory ([7]) we know that the entropy of
such a source is:
H = − log(P (A))P (A)− log(P (N))P (N) (2)
where P (A) is the probability that the source emits an ac-
cent and P (N) that it does not. The entropy says how much
information we need (or more informally, how many questions
we have to ask) to correctly predict the next symbol that will
be emitted by the source. If the source has always emitted the
same symbol than its entropy will be 0, whereas if the number
of emissions of both symbols is equal then the entropy value
will be 1. In all the other cases (and if the number of emissions
is higher than 2) the entropy value will be less than 1 and more
than 0. If we associate the optionality of a word token with its
entropy, and search for an evaluation function that is dependent
on optionality, we can write the evaluation function for a single
token as follows:
EE(wi) = 1− [(1− Pt(pei))(1−Ht(wi))] (3)
where Pt(pei) is the probability that the predicted event pei
is emitted by the test source and Ht(wi) is the entropy of the
source. The overall EE is the sum of each EE(wi) divided by
the total number of words.
The main novelty of EE is that intra-speaker optionality is no
more simply considered as a binary quantity but as a gradient
one.
Concerning the dependency on n and m, one of the practical
advantages of EE is that we do not have to decide which the
most appropriate value of m is, while regarding n we can see
how EE is more stable than OE to n increase, if we suppose of
having an infinite number of speakers. In that case, it is accept-
able to assume a non-zero probability for each token of being
assigned both pitch events, especially if we think that an error
can be made by the speakers themselves or by the prosodic an-
notators. Both an all-accented and an all-non-accented predic-
tors would score OE(wi) = 1 per each token though neither
of them would match the speakers average pitch pattern. Us-
ing EE both predictors would never reach the maximum score.
This is an interesting characteristic of EE since usually a pre-
dictor performance is evaluated relatively to an all-accented or
an all-non-accented baseline.
In order to provide some empirical evidence of the higher sta-
bility of EE we compared the two functions using different
predictors. In figure 5 a predictor is evaluated on different val-
ues of n: for n > 3 the EE values are more stable than the OE
values which keep on rising. Figure 5 shows the result for only
one predictor evaluated over one out of 720 possible sequences
of speakers. We carried out the same type of comparison us-
ing different predictors and different speaker sequences finding
always the same kind of result. Table 2 reports the results of
another type of comparison between EE and OE (with OE
having m = 1). For both functions we computed the difference
between the value obtained with n = 1 (first column) and that
one with n = 6 (second column).
The table shows (third column) that for both measures the dif-
ference (∆) between n = 1 and n = 6 obtained on the all-
accented predictor is higher than our predictor, that means that
the baseline increases more quickly than our predictor. Never-
theless, using EE, the increase of the baseline with respect to
our predictor is slightly smaller: the fourth column of table 2
shows that when using EE the ratio between the ∆’s of base-
line and predictor (fourth row) is lower than that obtained using
OE (third row). The choice of the speaker when n = 1 is
not determinant since when a predictor is compared to a single
speaker EE and OE assign the same score.
4. Intra-Speaker and Inter-Speaker
Optionality
Until now we have seen how intra-speaker optionality can be
taken into account when evaluating a pitch accent predictor as-
suming that the optionality occurring among speakers is the
same optionality occurring within a single speaker (and con-
sequently within a good predictor).
In order to explore to which extent this assumption is true,
we compared two different predictors: a predictor trained on
single speaker data (henceforth SSP) and a predictor trained on
multi-speaker data (henceforth MSP) . Both training data con-
sists of 8954 words. SSP was trained using a subset of the f2b
section of the BURN corpus, whereas the MSP training set was
built by grouping all the six speakers data of section p, r and t
of the multi-speaker data, so the text read by the speakers (1293
words) and the values of the training features are repeated six
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f1a f2b f3a m1b m2b m3b All
SSP 76.15 83.2 82.93 87.26 82.93 84.01 93.87
MSP 75.34 82.93 83.74 89.16 82.66 84.82 95.00
Table 3: Comparison between a predictor trained on single speaker data (SSP) and one trained on multi-speaker data (MSP).
times (one for each speakers); as a consequence only the pitch
accent values vary. The section j (369 words) was held out
for testing both predictors. Both predictors were trained using
the Classification and Regression Tree (CART [8]) available in
the Edinburgh Speech Tools Library (Wagon CART [9]). We
used training features that have been proven strictly correlated
to prosodic prominence: part of speech (the MXPOST tagger
[10] was used), logarithm of unigram and bigram of the word.
Each example consisted of the feature values of a word and of
the two words preceding and following it. Unigrams and bi-
grams were computed on a corpus of 17 million words (Herald
news from 1998 to 2002) using the CMU toolkit for language
modeling ([11]). Because of the smaller lexical variability of
the multi-speaker data set we did not use lexical training fea-
tures, like the accent ratio feature ([12]), that would have largely
favored SSP. Both SSP and MSP were tested comparing their
predictions with each one of the six speakers, and with all the
six speakers at the same time using the EE evaluation function.
Looking at table 3, the most evident fact, when comparing the
two predictors, is that their performances are very close. Sur-
prisingly SSP performs slightly better than MSP when tested
on three of the six speakers, whereas it is worse than MSP in
the all-six-speaker evaluation. There results can be interpreted
looking at a CART as a list of prediction rules: we can say, with
a certain degree of approximation, that during the MSP training
those rules that were sensitive to speakers, that is, appropriate
for describing the pitch patterns of some speakers but not for
those of the others speakers, were filtered out, so only the rules
that assign the non-optional pitch events were successful. If
the SSP performances are very close to the MSP ones we can
conclude that, at least in our prediction model, the SSP has the
same ability of the MSP to distinguish between intra-speaker
optional and compulsory pitch events, but this is possible if the
variability (with respect to training features strictly correlated
to pitch accents) “seen” by the SSP during its training phase is
very similar to the intra-speaker optionality seen by the MSP.
The Wagon CART provides, along with the predicted value, the
probability of all the possible values (two, in our case) of the
predicted variable. In the next section we compute the entropy
of each prediction from the probabilities provided by Wagon
and use this entropy as a training feature (henceforth called “un-
certainty”) to predict pitch accent optionality.
5. Predicting Intra-Speaker Optionality
Once we have formally defined intra-speaker optionality and
shown the large overlap between intra and inter speaker option-
ality in our prediction model, we can try to predict optionality
in order to improve the prosodic realization of unit selection
TTS. In [13] it has been shown that including the pitch accent
feature in the target cost function improves the quality of the
unit selection speech synthesis. If we were able to associate to
each predicted event its degree of optionality we would be able
to tune the target cost associated with the pitch accent feature
in accordance to the importance (optionality) of the pitch event.
Informally, the less optional the pitch event is the more selec-
tive the unit selection module should be. This approach only
considers the phonological aspect of a pitch event, that is its
binary value accent/no-accent; optionality could be also corre-
lated to the phonetic realization of pitch accents and this corre-
lation could be used to improve prosodic modeling. However in
this work we do not advance this possibility.
A predictor combining the prediction of the pitch event with the
prediction of its correlated optionality could be evaluated using
the following formula:
EV A(wi) = 1−
λ[(1− Pt(pei))(1−Ht(wi))(1−Hp(wi))]
−(1− λ)[Ht(wi)−Hp(wi)]2
(4)
whith 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
Ht and Hp are the actual and the predicted optionality respec-
tively.
The first term of the sum in the squared parentheses evaluates
the prediction of the pitch event taking into account how this
event is considered optional by the predictor and how it actu-
ally is. The product of the predicted and the actual optionality
guarantees a null error when at least one of the two optionalities
is 1. The second term evaluates the optionality prediction. The
two evaluation are weighted by the constant λ.
We tried to predict intra-speaker optionality training and test-
ing the Wagon CART using again the multi-speaker section of
the BURN corpus: 1293 words were used for training and 369
words hold out for testing.
A B C D
Otpionality 0 0.6500... 0.9182... 1
Table 4: Entropy values given 6 speakers. Optionality values
are associated to letters. A occurs when all the speakers agree,
B when only one speaker disagrees, and so on.
Unfortunately the data available were very small, so we
have to consider the results we achieved still preliminary. The
training features were the same used for training the pitch accent
predictors (contextual features included) plus lexical form (only
if the word occurred at least five times in the training set), dis-
tance (in number of words) from the closest punctuation mark
form left and from right, and the “uncertainity” of the multi-
speaker pitch-accent predictor. We thought that this last feature
was not only an indicator of the approximation of the multi-
speaker pitch accent predictor but also a quantity correlated to
the intra-speaker optionality.
Given six speakers, there are only four possible values of
optionality (table 4) for each word token. We found out that, in
order to improve the learning phase, considering optionality as
a categorical feature and associating to each optionality value a
symbol, allowed us to achieve better results. The performances
of our predictor were compared with an all-non-optional base-
line, which assigns a zero-value to each token (this was also the
most frequent optionality value). In table 5 we show the results
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ABCD ABD AD
Baseline 0.3066 0.3066 0.3066
Predictor 0.2718 0.2837 0.3066
Table 5: Error rate in predicting optionality.
when all the four optionality values were considered (ABCD)
and when the number of values were reduced. For example, ob-
serving that the C and D values are very close we grouped them
together (ABD). It is interesting to note that when we consid-
ered optionality as a binary feature by grouping all the non-zero
values in a single symbol (D), we were not able to improve over
the baseline.
In the training phase we used the Wagon “stepwise” option that
only selects those training features that give a significant con-
tribute in the learning phase. The “uncertainty” feature turned
out to be the best one. Even using it as the only feature we
achieved an improvement over the baseline. We also found out
that if we substituted the uncertainty of the MSP with that of the
SSP, the uncertainty feature was still the best one and we were
still able to improve over the baseline.
6. Conclusion and Future Works
Our work has addressed some questions concerning intra-
speaker disagreement and optionality in pitch accent placement:
how “diffuse” is intra-speaker disagreement? How can we eval-
uate a pitch accent predictor on a multi-speaker testing data set?
Is intra-speaker optionality predictable? Are intra-speaker and
inter-speaker optionality the same thing with respect to our pre-
diction model? How can we exploit optionality to improve unit
selection text-to-speech synthesis?
We have shown the degree of intra-speaker optionality in read
speech by analyzing six speakers and then we have proposed
a new definition of intra-speaker optionality associating the
concept of optionality to that of entropy. This mathematical
definition allowed us to formulate a new evaluation function
for evaluating pitch accent predictors which we proved to be
more appropriate than the evaluation functions adopted in pre-
vious works. We then compared a predictor trained on a single
speaker data with a predictor trained on multi-speaker data and
from the high similarity of their predictions we inferred that a
large overlap between inter and intra-speaker optionality exists.
Supported by this result we suggested a simple strategy to im-
prove the performances of a unit selection speech synthesis sys-
tem that includes the pitch accent feature into its target cost fea-
tures. Since this approach requires optionality be predictable,
we tried to predict it and we achieved successful results. How-
ever we believe there is still room to improve our results and
in the future we will try to improve them using larger data sets.
Moreover in our experiment we only used training features that
convey general properties of words. We believe that, since pitch
accents have been proven to be prosodic correlates of the infor-
mativeness and significance of words (see [13], for example),
the degree of optionality of a pitch accent is strongly correlated
to the informative and significance status of the word the pitch
accent is assigned to. Using POS, unigrams and bigrams we
access only a part of that status, since we do not take into ac-
count the context in which words are and how their information
status relates with it. In future work, we will consider linguistic
features describing information structure (the contrast feature,
for example) that have been proven being useful in detecting
“meaningful” pitch accents [15] and evaluate our approach as
part of a speech synthesis system.
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Abstract
In speech synthesis the inventory of units is decided by inspec-
tion and on the basis of phonological and phonetic expertise.
The ephone (or emergent phone) project at CSTR is investigat-
ing how self organisation techniques can be applied to build
an inventory based on collected acoustic data together with the
constraints of a synthesis lexicon. In this paper we will de-
scribe a prototype inventory creation method using dynamic
time warping (DTW) for acoustic clustering and a joint multi-
gram approach for relating a series of symbols that represent
the speech to these emerged units. We initially examined two
symbol sets: 1) A baseline of standard phones 2) Orthographic
symbols. The success of the approach is evaluated by compar-
ing word boundaries generated by the emergent phones against
those created using state-of-the-artHMM segmentation. Initial
results suggest the DTW segmentation can match word bound-
aries with a root mean square error (RMSE) of 35ms. Results
from mapping units onto phones resulted in a higher RMSE
of 103ms. This error was increased when multiple multigram
types were added and when the default unit clustering was al-
tered from 40 (our baseline) to 10. Results for orthographic
matching had a higher RMSE of 125ms. To conclude we dis-
cuss future work that we believe can reduce this error rate to a
level sufficient for the techniques to be applied to a unit selec-
tion synthesis system.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection.
1. Introduction
Recent research in unit selection synthesis has focused on
the search problem (finding the optimal unit sequence from
the inventory for a target utterance), the prediction problem
(how to generate natural sounding pronunciation and prosody
for a given utterance in a given context), and the perfor-
mance/footprint problem (how to compress ever increasing
databases and how to speed up ever more complicated join and
target cost functions).
However, what we call the unit inventory problemhas been
neglected. Current systems invariably use conventional phone
inventories (although the units may be diphones, half phones,
fragments of phones, etc). There remain numerous problems in
current systems which we argue are caused by the use of such
pre-definedphone sets.
1.1. Problems with manually-specifiedinventories
The single root causeof the inter-relatedproblemsdescribedbe-
low is this: describingcontinuousspeechas a linear sequenceof
phones, drawn from a relatively small and manually-specified
inventory, is fraught with problems, Ostendorf’s paper ”Mov-
ing beyond the ’beads-on-a-string’models of speech” is widely
cited [1].
Describing continuous speech as a sequence of non-
overlapping phones is too simplistic. In reality, phones (the
acoustic realisations of phonemes) are not the atomic units of
speech - they are subject to variation caused by their context,
and this variation is continuous in nature; in other words, when
a phone varies away from its canonical form, it does not neces-
sarily change to become the canonical realisationof a different
phoneme. More often, certain aspects of the phone change (for-
mants move, voice onset time changes, etc). A description of
speech in terms of discrete phoneme categories cannot repre-
sent these changes. This is even more of a problem for casual
or affective speech where prosodic reduction and prosodic em-
phasis further increase segmental variation.
Currently, unit selection synthesis uses a set of ad hoc
heuristicsto deal with problemscaused by a manually-specified
phone inventory. For example:
Co-articulation Arguably the biggest contribution to phone
variance is co-articulation. The typical solution to this
problem in speech synthesis is to use diphones to model
the speech. One affect of this is to massively increase
data-sparsity as we move from a typical inventory of
40 phones to around 1600 diphones. However diphones
alone are not sufficient to deal with variance caused by
co-articulation. The extent of co-articulationvaries and
can cross several phone boundaries in extreme cases.
Generally a set of ad-hoc rules are added to minimise
this problem, for example taking special care not to join
a vowel with right ’r’ context to ones without such a con-
text.
Vowel and consonant reduction and deletion Reduction oc-
curs naturally and frequently throughout continuous
speech. The solution often applied in unit selection is
to allow a limited set of discrete pronunciation variants
to model reduction and deletion. However the type of
reduction and its extent is affected by speaker, speaking
style and prosodic structure. Often pronunciation alter-
natives model this variation quite badly and can lead to
errors.
Accent variation For many languages and accents there is no
agreed phonetic description. Individual speakers can
vary extensively. The variation can be arbitrary, con-
text dependent, and often fundamentalfor conveying the
character and naturalnessof the speaker.
Circularity A crucialproblemwith the unit selectionapproach
is that the phone inventory is used to determine sparsity
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and thus the text required for an audio database. Thus
developers are required to create phone set inventories
before having the audio data from a speaker and before
encountering synthesis problems directly dependent on
this data. It then becomes resource intensive to re-tune
the inventory to optimise the system.
Finally, changes to the inventory have a dramatic impact on
the lexicons used for synthesis and the effect of sparsity on the
data. Lexicons typically contain many thousands of words and
tailoringa lexicon to a specific accent is non-trivial. In turn this
makes it hard to alter the phone set. Sparsity is a big problem
in unit selection. The amount and type of phones present in
the inventory have a dramatic effect on the sparsity. Thus to
a large extent the ’ideal’ phone set would be dependent on the
amount of audio data available in the database. In current sys-
tem the phone set is fixed no matter how much or how little data
is available for a speaker.
1.2. A MachineLearning Paradigm
A separate problem arises from the requirements of so many
ad hoc heuristics and so much manual intervention. It becomes
impossibleto caste the unit selectionprocess into a well defined
machine learningproblemand thus use constraintsand priors in
a formalisedmanner.
In contrast, if the phone inventory can be determinedbased
on a machine learningparadigmit may be easier to extend a ma-
chine learning approach throughout the system and make unit
selection synthesismuch more formalisedand more adaptable.
2. Method
In reality, the problemwe need to solve is to model the variation
for a single databaseonly and relate this to a lexicon which can
generalise the database to speech that we wish to synthesise.
In other words, over fitting a single speaker, a curse in speech
recognition, is not a problem for unit selection synthesis. Thus
a solution to the inter related voice building problems caused
by a manually-specifiedphone sets can be solved by automati-
cally learning a set of sub-word units. We term this set of sub-
word units emergent phones or ephonesas, unlike a prescriptive
phone set, the ephones emerge from the occurrence of regular
patterns within the data. By imposing suitable constraints on
the properties of these ephones, we can ensure that the result-
ing set of ephones, and the correspondingephone inventory, are
optimised for use in concatenative speech synthesis.
Figure 1 gives a schematic of how this process could work.
First a self organisation method is used for determining a set
of ephones, acoustic ephone selection. The ephones are then
mapped onto a lexicon to produce a database ephone lexicon.
Phonological rules are then extracted from this database lexi-
con, and the relationshipis generalisedto generate ephone tran-
scriptions for all words in the lexicon. The result of this pro-
cess is then analysed against a set of lexical and acoustic con-
straints, such as the similaritybetween generated lexical entries
and those aligned in the database, the extent minimal pairs are
maintained, the extent sparsity is controlled, and, given a unit
selection engine, the extent the system generates acoustic sta-
bility for joiningunits. The results of this analysis are then used
as constraints and priors to further improve the initial acoustic
ephone selection.
The work we report here is concerned only with the initial
acousticephone selectionand the creationof the initialdatabase
lexicon.
Figure 1: A three stage machine learningprocess for unit selec-
tion voice building using ephones.
2.1. Acoustic ephone selection
2.1.1. Segmentation
Automatically determining the phone set used to describe
speech already has been examined, with some success, in
speech recognition research (e.g [2, 3, 4, 5]), In this paper we
focus on an approach using dynamic time warping (DTW) to
find repeated patterns in speech and use these as ephones.
This approach is inspired by work by Park and Glass in
speech pattern discovery [6]. We may regard a good unit of
speech as a pattern that occurs regularly across the speech
stream. A method for determining these patterns is to compare
each utterances with all other utterances and find patterns that
often co-occur.
Figure 2 shows how this comparison is accomplished. A
full two dimensional comparison matrix is constructed with
each cell containingthe result of a distancecalculationbetween
every frame of speech in the first utterance and every frame of
speech in the second utterance.
In the experiments reported here the speech was
parametrised into 10ms frames containing 12 MFCCs and an
energy component. All parameters were normalised and then
the energy component was increased in size by a factor of ten.
In initial studies this was found to improve the classificationof
silent sections of the speech. A Euclidean distance metric was
used.
The algorithmthen iteratesdown one side of the matrix and
analyses the diagonal startingat this position. Three parameters
are used to determine ’matching sections’within the diagonal:
1. A maximum threshold for the average comparison dis-
tance allowed over a matching segment.
2. A minimum time for a matching segment.
3. A maximum distortion allowed over the matching seg-
ment, expressed as the width W of the diagonal that the
DTW algorithm is permitted to use (see figure 2).
A DTW path is computed along the permitted diagonal.
Sections greater than the minimum length and with an average
comparison below a threshold are then retained. We chose a a
minimum length of 10ms, a maximum distortionof 210ms
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Figure 2: Using dynamic time warping (DTW) to find co-
occurring patterns in two utterances. w is the distortion al-
lowed during the match. The bold line shows a section of the
matching path where the average match is below the required
threshold. (Taken from [6] p54).
Figure 3: The number of matching section end points are com-
puted in a window. Maxima of number of end points present in
a window are then used to place ephone boundaries.
a maximum average comparison distance of 3.5. All sections
found in this way are then written to a results file.
The resultsof this filewere then analysedfor sectionbound-
aries. A window of 50ms was passed over all sections. The
number of sections starting and ending in the window were
summed. This produced a parametric value that was high for
frames in the speech, where matching sections terminated and
others began. Figure 3 shows a schematic of this scoring pro-
cess. A peak picking algorithm was then applied to this data
by passing a window of 90ms across the result and placing a
ephone boundary where the centre of this window was a max-
ima with regards to its full left and right context.
Figure 4 shows the result of this segmentationon the words
’for real change in’ taken from the phrase ’we’re also looking
for real change in public behaviour’ and comparing it to a tradi-
tional hidden markov model (HMM) segmentation carried out
using HTK[7].
It is worth noting that this process is not the same as using a
discontinuitymetric. Thematchingsegmentsmay (and do) con-
tain sharp spectral changes. However these are changes which
are repeatedthroughoutthe data in similarcontexts. The bound-
aries that this process finds are where no consistent matching
sectionswere found. Arguably such a boundarymarks a transi-
tion between matching regions and thus a location of a ephone
boundary.
This segmentation process is processor intensive as it is
quadratic with regards to database size. We applied this tech-
nique to a single database recorded at CSTR as part of the Fes-
tival unit selection system. The speaker was a young RP ac-
cented woman and the database we examined consisted of 728
utterances, 13k words, 60k phones, 1.8 hours of total speech
and 1.38 hours of total phoneticmaterial (total speech timewith
silence subtracted). This was approximately a third of the to-
tal database but is similar in size to many small unit selection
databases.
To reduce computation time a reference set of utterances
were selected to compare with all others. These were selected
on the basis of entropy. The higher the entropy of the parameter
distributions in the utterance, potentially, the more the varia-
tion within it. For example an utterancefile of complete silence
would have a low entropy where as an utteranceof babble would
have a high entropy. Utteranceswith the highest entropy scores
and a total combined duration of not more than 200 seconds
were selected as reference speech.
2.1.2. Ephone identity
In order to group segmented ephones we carried out a k means
clustering using ephones as medoids. This was carried out on
two numbers of clusters, 40 and 10. Once the reference data
was clusteredall ephoneswere grouped according to this initial
clustering. The same dynamic time warpingmetric was used to
compare clusters as was used initially in the segmentation.
We envisage this k-means clusteringapproach to be used as
a baseline for further work. In further systems we expect the
number of clusters to reflect the variation in the data rather than
be set in advance.
Every ephone was then named according to its relationship
with the baseline HMM) segmentation. For each ephone the
phone that overlapped with the greatest number of frames was
chosen as a name for the ephone together with the percentage
of this overlap and the overall durationof the ephone in frames.
Clusters were named based on the largest set of member
ephoneswith the same associatedHMM based phone name, to-
getherwith a three digit index.. The largest clusterswere named
first with an index of ’000’. Smaller clusterswith the same ma-
jority phone content were named with the phone and an incre-
mented index.
Figure 4c shows an example of the words ’for real change
in’ with the ephones are labelled by cluster name. Care is re-
quired when interpreting the names of clusters. For example
the first ephone ’@0:002’ is named as such because the major-
ity of the ephones in the cluster mostly overlapped a ’@0’ (un-
stressed schwa) in the HMM segmentation. However this is the
third largest cluster of this kind and given it contains unvoiced
fricationsuggests it representsmostly elided schwas with heavy
contextual frication.
2.2. Initial database lexicon
The creation of the ephone inventory is completely driven by
bottom up processing. In order to carry out synthesis with the
ephones we need to relate sequences of ephones to the words
we wish to synthesise. These words can be regarded as a string
of symbols. Given the vagaries of English spelling it was de-
cided to use two alternative sequences: 1) The lower case let-
ters themselves without hyphens, apostrophesor capitalisation.
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Figure 4: Example of a) segmentationcarried out by HTK b) boundariesproposed by DTW segmentationc) ephone names proposed by
clustering. The sequence is “for real change in” taken from the phrase “but we’re also looking for real change in public behaviour”.
2) The pronunciationof the word in terms of phone sequences
from the traditionalHMM segmentation. The phone set acts as
a ’best case’ baseline in that the acoustics of the words should
relate more closely to the phone series than the letter series.
In this study we used silence detection and location infor-
mation from the traditional HMM segmentation to reduce the
degrees of freedomwithin the system. In the long term, silence
insertion will need to be modelled in any sequence matching
system.
We applied a joint multigram approach to matching se-
quences together based on work by [8]. We chose a joint multi-
gram formalismbecause it allows multiple to multiplematching
between letter/phonesequences and the emergent phones.
The multigram model was originally developed by Bim-
bot et al in order to model variable length regularities within
streams of symbols hence the term multigram as opposed to n-
grams. The joint multigram [9] relates two multigrams from
separate streams and can be used to segment two streams into
concurrentmultigrams.
See [8] for a full description. Briefly, the probabilities of
each multigram are recalculatedbased on a set of co-occurring
streams using expectation maximisation. Observed probabili-
ties are calculated using the forward backward algorithm. For
example Table 1 shows the result of this process when applied
to the problem of segmenting letters and phones. The result is
to split the phones and the orthography into morphologically
appropriatesequences.
The process for matching letter or phone sequences and
ephones is made more difficult because the sequencesare much
longer and thus the number of possible multigram segmenta-
tions can be very large. Table 2 shows the result of applying the
joint multigram algorithm to the speech in figure 4. The word
boundaries are, in most part, the closest ephone boundaries to
the phone word boundaries, except where the ephone n:000 at
the end of the word ’change’ has been co-segmented with the
’i’ in the word ’in’. These types of co-segmentationerror could
have a serious impact on synthesis quality using this segmenta-
tion.
Table 1: Using joint multigrams to co-segment letters and
phones in a pronunciationdictionary. (MRPA phone set)
Word Pronunciation. Letter Phone
Sequence Sequence
accompany @ k uh m p @ n ii ac @
com k uh m
p p
any @ n ii
accomplice @ k o m p l @ s ac @
com k o m
pl p l
ice @ s
accomplish @ k o m p l i sh ac @
com k o m’
pl p l
ish i sh
accounts @ k au n t s acc @ k
oun au n
ts t s
3. Results
Althoughthe traditionalHMM segmentationsuffers frommany
of the problemswe are expresslytrying to addresswith the tech-
niques described here, it can still act as an effective means of
evaluation. Although we would not expect a perfect ephone
segmentation to match boundaries in a traditionalsegmentation
we would not expect boundaries to be grossly different in many
locations. This is especially true at word boundaries.
If we compare the closest ephone boundary to each word
boundary in the HMM segmentationthe root mean square error
(RMSE) of this comparison is 35ms. Thus 95% of all bound-
aries in this best case comparisionare within 70ms of the tradi-
tional HMM word segmentation. Currently, without a percep-
tual test, we do not know whether the HMM boundary or the
ephone boundary is correct and given this uncertainty such a
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Table 2: Using joint multigrams to co-segment a phone se-
quence and an ephone sequence. See figure 4 to compare word
end times to the HTK segmentation.
Word Phone EPhone
for f @0:002
oo oo1:000
r m:000
real r n:007
ii ei1:000
l e1:000
change ch d:000
ei s:000
n jh ei1:000
in i n:000
n @ 0:003
word boundary error may be acceptable. However in our final
system we will not have an HMM segmentation, instead, as we
have described in the previous section,we will need to map our
units onto a series of symbols, such as orthography, that repre-
sents the speech contents.
A means of evaluating the symbol mapping process is as
follows:
• Use the HMM phone symbols as a representation of the
speech.
• Map these phone symbols onto the ephones.
• Compare the location of the mapped phones with the
HMM segmentation (especiallyat word boundaries).
• If sequence matching is effective we would hope that the
error between the mapped phones and the HMM bound-
aries would approach an RMSE of 35ms which is the
best match we could hope for given the ephone segmen-
tation we have produced.
This process can then be comparedwith the same mapping
algorithm but instead applied to orthographic information. By
comparingthe errorswe can assessmappingalgorithms,the dif-
ferences between orthography and a traditional phone set, and
the effects of cluster identity. We report results on the following
conditions:
1. Matching orthography against traditional phone se-
quences.
2. Using ephones constructedwith 40 and 10 clusters.
3. Varying the multigrams allowed. For example we can
describes a joint multigram as 1-1, where one symbol
only matches one ephone, or 2-1 where two symbols
match one ephone and so on. The ratio of phones to
ephones and letters to ephones is respectively 1.4 and
1.9. Therefore a mixture of 1-1 and 2-1 multigrams are
the minimum types required to allow a match between
sequences. We then added further multigram types to
see if this increasedor decreasedword boundary error.
Table 3 shows results for all phoneboundariesfor the phone
matchingconditionsand for word boundariesfor all conditions.
4. Discussion
The sequenceswe are trying to co-segment are quite long com-
pared to word/pronunciationsequences shown in table 1. The
Table 3: Root mean square error (RMSE) betweenword bound-
aries proposed by an ephone segmentationand a baselineHTK
segmentation. Multigram types are expressed as [no. sym-
bols]:[no. of ephones]
clusters: 40, Phones,Multigrams1-1, 2-1
All Boundaries:RMSE 104ms
Word Boundaries:RMSE 0.102ms
clusters: 10, Phones,Multigrams1-1, 2-1
All Boundaries:RMSE 126ms
Word Boundaries:RMSE 124ms
clusters: 40, Phones,Multigrams1-1, 2-1, 1-2, 2-2
All Boundaries:RMSE 116ms
Word Boundaries:RMSE 109ms
clusters: 40, Letters,Multigrams1-1, 2-1
Word Boundaries:RMSE 126ms
clusters: 40, Letters,Multigrams1-1, 2-1, 1-2, 2-2, 3-1
Word Boundaries:RMSE 131ms
average length of each speech chunk separated by silence is 22
ephones (standard deviation = 13). Segmenting the words to
within 100 to 200ms would be regarded as quite good for say a
search application,especiallygiven no phonemodel is required.
However the results from the joint multigram co-segmentation
are significantly worse than the best case of matching closest
ephone boundary to closest word boundary. In addition this
granularity is too poor for unit selection synthesiswhere an er-
ror of much more than a phone size will cause the addition of
unwanted acoustics or the loss of required acoustics.
As expected using a lower cluster size for the ephones re-
sulted in worse performance.However the additionalmultigram
types, for example 1-2, 2-2, 3-1 for orthographicmapping, re-
duces the performance. We believe there may be two reasons
for this:
1. The extra multigram types are over fitting and the data.
2. The lack of a duration penalty. A 2-2 letter to ephone
match is not regarded as having an intrinsic cost for
crossing 2 boundaries. Thus in most cases longer multi-
grams are selected over shorter multigrams. This in turn
contributes to data sparsity and poor co-segmentation.
However we believe the use of word boundary as an evalu-
ation metric will allow us to improve the co-segmentation,per-
haps with the addition of priors relating duration to the multi-
gram identity. If the co-segmentation is improved it then be-
comes possible to improve the self-organisation and clustering
approach to the acoustic segmentation.
This work is still in its early stages. Currentlya set of engi-
neering decisionshave been made purely to generate a working
baseline and a working evaluation of this baseline. Although
the segmentation may not be ideal, it is the ephone identity de-
rived from the clustering process and the sequence matching
between these derived ephones which requires most improve-
ment. We, believe, with the use of an automatic evaluation cri-
teria that these processes can be improved. In future work we
expect to consider ergodicHMMs as a clusteringprocess, using
Bayesian information criteria (BIC) to select cluster sizes and
number, and lookingmore deeply into the effect of the parame-
ters used in the currentmodel on the segmentationand inventory
selection.
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Abstract
This paper compares the effect of two different voice corpus se-
lection methods on the overall quality of unit selection-based
text-to-speech (TTS) voices resulting from training on these
corpora. The first selectionmethod aims to maximize the cover-
age of stressed as well as unstressed diphones (phonologically
balanced: Phonbal) while the second method simply selects
sentences at random (Random). We show that, as expected,
the Phonbalmethod results in better phonetic and phonological
coverage for the trainingas well as unseen test sentences. How-
ever, we also provide evidence from an objective evaluationand
a subjective listening test that the Random method results in an
overall better voice quality when only automatic corpus anno-
tation tools (such as forced alignment)are used, and potentially
even with manual annotation. This result has general implica-
tions for the fast creation of TTS voices.
1. Introduction
For corpus-basedtext-to-speechsystems, the quality of the cor-
pus is one of the important factors of the resulting TTS voice
quality. Corpus quality in turn has several independent factors:
the suitability of the voice talent, the quality of the recording,
the quality of the annotation, and the choice of sentences to
be recorded. This paper reports about experiments and anal-
yses concerning this last factor. Traditionally, sentences have
been chosen to maximize the diphonecoverage [1, 2]. Recently,
this approach has been extended to the coverage of diphones in
stressed as well as unstressedpositions, henceforth called “lex-
ical diphones” [3, 4]. However, it is not clear whether this ap-
proach is optimal for all types of corpus-based TTS systems.
This paper presents a case study aimed at answering the follow-
ing question: what is the effect of different sentence selection
methods on a halfphone-basedunit-selectionsystem with fully
corpus-based prosodic components when only automatic cor-
pus annotationis used? In particular, we compare two methods:
one in which sentences are sampled at random from a much
larger corpus [5] and another in which sentences are chosen in
order to maximize the coverage of lexical diphones. Section 2
describes the background of this work and the two methods in
detail. Section3 comparesthe phonetic and phonologicalcover-
age of the two sub-corpora, while Section 4 compares the sub-
corpora in terms of other aspects that are important for train-
ing a TTS voice, in particular phonetic alignment and prosody.
Section 5 describes the listening tests that were conducted to
compare the overall quality of the voices based on the two sub-
corpora. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusions and plans for
future research.
§ Affiliated to Toshibawhen the work reported in this paper started.
2. Selectionof sub-corpora
The experiments described in this paper took place in the con-
text of the Blizzard Challenge 2007 [6]. Participants in this
Challenge received the “ATR American English Speech Cor-
pus for SpeechSynthesis”[5], henceforthreferred to as the Full
corpus. It consistsof utterance-lengthaudio files totallingabout
8 hours, corresponding text files and automatically created an-
notation. As the annotation supplied uses different conventions
from what our system expects, we decided not to use that an-
notation but automaticallycreated our own. See Section 4 for a
summary of that method.
The Full corpus consists of sentences from three text gen-
res: conversational (BTEC), news, and novels (Arctic). Upon
receiving the Full corpus, participants had 4 weeks to create
3 TTS voices: one from the Full corpus, one from the Arctic
sub-corpus, and one from a sub-corpus consisting of sentences
that could be chosen freely from the Full corpus on condition
that their total durationdid not exceed the durationof the Arctic
sub-corpus[7], which is 2,914 seconds (0.8 hours), and that the
selection process does not rely on the audio files in any way.
Our general system and results for the BlizzardChallenge2007
are described in our Blizzard workshop paper [8], whereas the
present paper focuses on the third voice condition only. The
motivation for this third condition is to simulate the situation
that one faces if one wants to record a new voice: given lim-
ited resources (e.g. budget, time) for recording,what is the best
set of sentences one could record? The following two sections
describe the two different corpus selectionmethods that we in-
vestigated: phonologicallybalanced versus random selection.
2.1. A phonologicallyrich sub-corpus
The phonologically balanced sub-corpus (Phonbal) was se-
lected from the Full corpus using a greedy style set cover al-
gorithm [3, 1]. This method focused on selecting lexical di-
phone types [3] from the Full corpus. A clear distinction is
made between diphone types in stressed and unstressed lexical
environments. For clarification, every phoneme in a phonetic
string is assigned a lexical stress which it inherits from its par-
ent syllable, e.g. /bs/ is a diphone type with no stress marking
but /b0s1/ and /b1s0/ are lexical diphone types, where 0 and 1
indicate unstressed and primary stressed environments respec-
tively.1 The number of lexical diphone types in any text sample
is much greater than the number of diphone types that are con-
sidered without stress markings. The text of the Full corpus
was processed by Toshiba’s TTS linguistic engine. Grapheme-
1Secondary, tertiary and/or emphatic stress could be considered in
this way as well. However, as it was not used in the experiments de-
scribed in this paper, it is ignored here.
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to-phoneme conversion was performed and unstressed and pri-
mary stress assigned.
The creation of the phonologicallyrich sub-corpus initially
focusedon selectingall lexical diphone types present in the Full
corpus. Based on the phonological transcription used here it
was found that the Full corpus contained 368,039 lexical di-
phone tokens and 4,332 lexical diphone types. Lexical diphones
also includedsilences(predictedfrom text-basedfeaturesonly).
There were 631 lexical diphone types that appeared once in the
text, and the most frequent lexical diphone type appeared over
8,500 times. The objective of the greedy style set cover al-
gorithm was to capture the highest number of lexical diphone
types within the smallest number of sentences. The phonolog-
ically rich sub-corpus generated in this way consisted of 1,133
sentences with speech duration of just over 6,000 seconds. As
this is much more than the allowed 2,914 seconds, it had to be
reduced in size.
The nature of the greedy-style algorithm is to rank sen-
tencesaccordingto their phonologicalrichness,where the lower
ranking sentences cover only one unit of interest. In this selec-
tion, the lowest ranking 594 sentences (out of the 1,133) cov-
ered only one lexical diphone of interest. These 594 sentences
were then reprocessed by excluding the primary stress infor-
mation from lexical diphone combinations consisting only of
consonants. The reason why the stress information was sac-
rificed in some consonant-consonantcombinations is because
past researchhas shown that any spectral discontinuitiesat con-
catenationpoints in the synthesis of CC (consonant-consonant)
combinations are less likely to be detected aurally than in the
synthesis of VC (vowel-consonant)combinations[9, 10].
As it was believed that different intonation types were nec-
essary for the training of data used by the TTS system, some
of the lexical diphone combinationswere sacrificed at the cost
of (i) intonationally rich phrases and (ii) consonantclusterspre-
ceeded and followed by a silence. With respect to (i) it was
ensured that therewas a sufficient coverage of interrogative sen-
tences and multisyllabicwords. With regards to (ii) consonant-
vowel clusterspreceededby a phoneticallymarked silence (e.g.
/#spl /, /#stri /) and vowel-consonantclusters followed by a si-
lence (e.g. / md#/, / kst#/ were added to the set. It was hoped
that this inclusionwould enableunit selectionto choosephonet-
ically and phonologically better suited consonants when syn-
thesizing cluster combinations (i.e. to avoid the synthesis of
e.g. /spl/ by combining /s/ and aspirated /pl/] or by combining
/sp/ and clear /l/). In addition, it was hoped that this inclu-
sion would offer better coveragewith respect to falling or rising
prosody depending on whether such clusters are preceeded or
followed by a silence.
The phonologically rich corpus contained in the end a set
of 728 sentences amounting to 2,906.25 seconds.
2.2. A randomly selected sub-corpus
The second sub-corpuswas generated from the Full corpus by
randomly selecting sentences until the maximum allowed du-
ration was nearly reached. Then, a last sentence was selected
that exactly filled the remaining duration. Therefore, the total
speech duration for this Random sub-corpusequalled the Arctic
speechdatabase, i.e. 2914 seconds. The corpus consistedof 687
sentences.
Table 1 shows a comparison of the footprints of the Full
corpus and its sub-corpora (Arctic, Phonbal, and Random) in
terms of their duration, the number of sentences, words and
words per sentence, the distribution of sentence lengths and
Table 1: Textual and duration characteristics of the Full corpus
and its sub-corpora.
Full Arctic Phonbal Random
seconds 28,591.5 2,914 2,906.25 2,914
sentences 6,579 1,032 728 687
words 79,182 9,196 8,156 8,094
words/sent. 12.0 8.9 11.2 11.8
% sent. with
1-9 words 37.7 54.9 41.0 38.6
10-15 words 27.6 45.1 18.6 26.9
>15 words 34.8 - 40.4 34.5
’?’ 868 1 96 94
’!’ 4 - - 1
’,’ 3,977 430 452 410
’;’ 30 6 4 3
’:’ 17 - - -
Table 2: Unit type coverage in Full corpus and its sub-corpora.
Unit Types Full Arctic Phonbal Random
diph.(no stress) 1607 1385 1510 1322
lex. diphones 4332 2716 3306 2735
lex. triphones 17032 7945 8716 8144
sil CV clusters 104 42 46 43
VC sil clusters 184 84 100 75
the number of various punctuationcharacters.2 The Arctic sub-
corpus by design does not contain sentences of more than 15
words, which is why the average length and the distribution of
sentence lengths are so different from the Full corpus. The lack
of questions might be due to the nature of the text genre (nov-
els).
Among the two sub-corpora presented in this paper, Ran-
dom is closer to the Full corpus than Phonbal in terms of av-
erage sentence length and the distribution of different sentence
lengths. The greedy style set cover algorithmused to select the
Phonbal seems to result in a greater number of short and long
sentences being chosen, at the expense of the average-length
ones. It remains to be investigated why this is the case. In terms
of punctuationcharacters,Phonbal contains slightlymore com-
mas. This might be a side-effect of the presence of more long
sentences.
3. Unit type coverage of the corpora
Table 2 shows the unit type coverage in the Full corpus and its
sub-corpora. The distribution of unit types (diphones, lexical
diphones, lexical triphones,silence CV clustersand VC silence
clusters) is considerablysmaller in the Random sub-corpusthan
in the Phonbal sub-corpus. In comparison with the Arctic
speech database the random sub-corpusappears to have a better
coverage of lexical diphone and lexical triphone types.
3.1. Coverage with respect to test sentences
400 test sentences provided by the Blizzard Challenge 2007
organizers were used here to objectively evaluate the phono-
logical and phonetic coverage of the Full corpus and its sub-
2Counts for commas, semi-colons and colons are for sentence-
internal ones only.
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corpora. The test sentencescomprised100 sentenceseach from
conversational (conv), news and novel text genres and 50 sen-
tences each from modified rhyme tests (mrt) and semantically
unpredictable sentences (sus). Figure 1 shows the coverage of
diphone types (without stress consideration), lexical diphone
and lexical triphone types in test sentences for each text genre.
Occurrences of silence CV clusters and VC silence clusters in
test sentences per given text genre are poor: less than 10 oc-
currences for silence CV clusters types and less than 20 for
VC silence cluster types.
Figure 1: Distribution of diphone and triphone types in test sen-
tences per text genre.
An analysis of unit coverage showed that neither the full
corpus nor its sub-corpora contained all the lexical diphone
types that were present in the 400 test sentences. Set cover
mathematicaloperations (e.g. difference and intersection)were
used on test sentences and (sub-)corpora to ascertain (i) which
phonetic/phonologicalunits were covered by both sets (Table
3), (ii) which units appeared in Full corpus/sub-corpora but
were missing from the test sentences (Figures 2 and 3) and
(iii) which units appeared in the test sentencesbut were missing
from the Full corpus/sub-corpora(Figures 4 and 5).
Table 3: Lexical diphone type coverage in the Full corpus and
its sub-corpora for 400 test sentences.
TestSent Full Arctic Phonbal Random
conv 1293 1203 1238 1212
mrt 113 111 111 108
news 1648 1518 1550 1534
novel 1147 1105 1099 1069
sus 799 741 760 739
With regard to the test sentences from novels, the Arctic
sub-corpus appears to have better coverage than the Phonbal
and Random sub-corpus. The Phonbal sub-corpus in compari-
son with the Arctic sub-corpushas better coverage of lexical di-
phone types with respect to test sentences for three text genres
(for mrt there is a tie). In comparison with the Random sub-
corpus, the Phonbal sub-corpus appears to have better lexical
diphone type coverage for all five text genres.
Figures2 and 3 show the numberof diphone types that exist
in the Full corpus and its sub-corpora but do not appear in the
test sentences. For new and unpredictable test sentences, this
figure indicates the phonetic and phonological richness of the
given sub-corpus in relation to each text genre.
Figure 2: Lexical diphone types that appear in each (full/sub-)
corpus but are missing from the test sentences.
Figure 3: Diphone types that appear in each (full/sub-) corpus
but are missing from the test sentences.
4. Objective evaluation
The previous section showed that the diphone and lexical di-
phone coverage of Phonbal is indeed better than that of Ran-
dom. However, the corpus is used not only to derive the half-
phones used by the TTS system but also to train its prosodic
modules. The Toshiba TTS system contains a pipeline of mod-
ules that predict:
• the presenceor absenceof prosodicphrasebreaks (chunk
boundaries) [11];
• the presence or absence of pauses [11];
• the length of previously predictedpauses;
• the accent property of each word: deaccented, accented
or highly accented;
• the duration of each phone;
• the pitch contour of each word.
The output of the pause, durationand pitchmodules is used
to restrict the unit selection (togetherwith phonetic context and
concatenation cost). If the selected units do not fulfil the tar-
get requirements of duration and pitch, they are modified ac-
cordingly. Therefore, the quality of the predicted prosody is an
important factor in the overall voice quality.
All prosodic components are trained on the corpus. In the
context of Blizzard, the corpus did not come with the necessary
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Figure 4: Lexical diphone types that are missing from each
(full/sub-)corpus in relation to test sentences.
Figure 5: Diphone types that are missing from each (full/sub-)
corpus in relation to test sentences.
annotations, and therefore had to be annotated automatically.
First, the text was normalized (i.e. numbers, abbreviations etc.
expanded). Next, likely phonetic transcriptions for each word
were generated through a combination of lexicon-lookup and
probabilistic post-lexical effects rules (to account for elision,
assimilation etc.).3 Then, an automatic phone aligner similar
to the one described in [12] was used to perform forced phone
alignment, choosing between potential pronunciation variants
and allowing optional pauses at each word boundary.
As the Aligner did not use a pre-trained alignment model
but rather performed a flat start [13] from the given corpus, the
distribution of phones in a corpus potentially influences align-
ment quality. As no gold standard phonetic alignment is given
for the Full corpus, we cannot directly measure the quality of
the alignments in the two sub-corpora (Phonbal and Random).
However, all other things being equal, flat starting on a larger
corpus is very likely to result in better alignments than on a
3Words that did not occur in the pronunciationlexicon were mostly
transcribed manually without reference to the audio. In some cases
this was not possible because the transcriber did not know the word.
Sentences containing these truly unknown words were excluded from
the selection sub-corpora (in accordance with the Blizzard guidelines
which forbid reference to the audio for corpus selection). For the Full
corpus, the audio was consulted to transcribe those words. This means
that neither the Full corpus nor the sub-corpora contain words whose
pronunciationshad to be derived by letter-to-soundrules. Therefore the
quality of the transcriptionsshould be relatively high.
Table 4: Comparison of phone alignments in the Phonbal and
Random sub-corpora against those in the Full corpus.
Metric Phonbal Random
Overlap Rate 95.26 96.35
RMSE of boundaries 6.3 ms 3.3 ms
boundarieswithin 5ms 86.6 % 91.8 %
boundarieswithin 10ms 97.1 % 99.1 %
boundarieswithin 20ms 99.1 % 99.9 %
smaller one. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the align-
ments for the Full corpus are closer to the truth than those for
the smaller sub-corpora. We therefore estimate the alignment
quality of the sub-corporaby comparing them to the alignment
of the Full corpus. We computed several metrics that have been
suggested in the literature: overlap rate4 [15], RMSE of phone
boundaries,5 and percentage of boundaries that are within cer-
tain tolerance margins of the ”true” boundary. Table 4 shows
the results.
According to all metrics, the alignmentof the Random sub-
corpus is slightly better than that of the Phonbal one. When
comparing the overlap rate of individual phones, a similar pic-
ture emerges. The overlap rate of most phones is better for
Random than for Phonbal; in particular, the overlap rate of all
higher frequency phones (occurringmore than 800 times in the
two sub-corpora) is better for Random. Conversely, there are
only 10 phones for which Phonbal has a better overlap rate, all
of them of lower frequency. In all of these cases, Phonbal actu-
ally contains more instances of these phones than Random. In
general, Phonbal contains more instances of rarer phones than
Random, at the expense of more frequentphones. These figures
suggest that a greater phonetic coverage of a sub-corpus has a
detrimental effect on alignment accuracy. Interestingly, Ran-
dom contains fewer sentence-internal pauses (and also fewer
sentence-initial and sentence-final pauses because it generally
contains fewer sentences than Phonbal) but the overlap rate
of these pauses is much better than for Phonbal (97.72% vs.
86.95%; for sentence-initial/finalpauses: 99.73% vs. 97.27%).
More investigation is needed to explain this effect. Given that
the phone duration and pause models are trained using the
Aligneroutput,we can hypothesizethat trainingon the Random
corpus would result in slightly better pause and duration mod-
els. In addition, units derived from the Random corpus should
generally have better boundaries, and might give rise to fewer
bad joins during synthesis.
After forced alignment, the Prosodizer [16] is used to pre-
dict ToBI markup [14] based on the phone alignments, the
previously predicted syntactic annotation and F0 contours ex-
tracted from the audio files using get f0 from the ESPS/waves
toolkit [17]. The ToBI labels are then mapped to the more
coarse-grainedannotationon which the chunker and the accent
module can be trained. The Prosodizer operates on the sen-
tence level, which means that the accuracy of this annotation
should be the same for both sub-corpora (contrary to what we
saw for the Aligner). However, for trainingprosodicmodules, it
is also important that the trainingmaterial contains a variety of
prosodic contexts. Given that this concept is difficult to define,
4The overlap rate “is the ratio between the number of frames that
belong to that segment in both segmentationsand the number of frames
that belong to the segment in one segmentation”.
5excluding boundaries where the sub-corpus and the Full corpus
have non-identicalphone labels
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Table 5: Precision and recall of pauses, prosodic chunk bound-
aries, and accented(acc) and highly accented(high)words pre-
dicted by the prosodic modules trained either on the Phonbal
or on the Random sub-corpusagainst the automaticmarkup of
1000 sentencesnot belonging to either sub-corpus.
Phonbal Random
Chunks Precision 58.9 56.3
Recall 34.2 38.7
Pauses Precision 63.1 63.4
Recall 34.1 38.0
acc Precision 69.7 69.5
Recall 78.4 78.9
high Precision 54.7 57.1
Recall 38.6 41.1
we decided instead to measure the performanceof the prosodic
modules trained on both sub-corpora by comparing their pre-
dictions with the (automatic) annotations for 1000 sentences
from the Full corpus which are neither in the Random nor in
the Phonbal selection. Remember that the automatic annota-
tion tools (Aligner and Prosodizer) heavily rely on the audio
files, whereas the trained prosodic modules have to make their
prediction from text-derived features only. It is therefore rea-
sonable to assume that the more the predictions of a prosodic
modules coincide with the automatic annotation, the better its
performance.
Table 5 shows the precision and recall of (presence of)
pauses, chunk boundaries, accented and highly accentedwords
for the prosodic modules trained on each sub-corpus. For
pauses and highly accented words, Random clearly has better
performance: precision as well as recall are higher than for
Phonbal. For chunks and normally accented words, Random
has lower precision but higher recall than Phonbal. In these
cases, it is unclear what the best balance between the two is. If
one weighs both equally (β = 1) and computes the F-measure,
Random has better performance (45.9 vs. 43.3 for chunks, 73.9
vs. 73.8 for accented). However, spurious chunk boundaries
and accents are likely to have a bigger negative effect thanmiss-
ing ones, so β = 1 does probably not define the optimal trade-
off. In any case, it is fair to say that some of the modules trained
on the Random sub-corpus have a quantitatively better perfor-
mance than those trained on Phonbal, whereas other modules
are at least not clearlyworse.
5. Subjective evaluation
The previous sections have shown which objective advantages
and disadvantages the two sub-corpora have. However, objec-
tive metrics cannot yet replace subjective listening tests. We
therefore conducted preference tests to determine which sub-
corpus resulted in overall better voice quality. These tests in-
cluded 53 sentences (25 relatively short declarative sentences,
11 longer sentences, 5 commands, 6 wh-questions, 6 yes/no-
questions) which had been used in earlier listening tests inde-
pendent of Blizzard. The sentenceswere synthesizedwith both
systems and for each sentence, both samples were played one
after the other. Subjects could listen to the stimuli repeatedly
but were encouraged to give their answer after the first time.
The order of sentences and the order of systems for each sen-
tence were randomized for each listener. Subjects had to make
a forced choice whether they preferred the first or the second
Table 6: Result of preference test comparing 53 test sentences
synthesized with voice Phonbal or voice Random. Columns 2
and 3 show the number of times each subject preferred each
voice.
Subject Phonbal Random
Non-AmericanListeners
1 20 33
2 21 32
3 24 29
4 25 28
All 90 122
AmericanEnglish Listeners
1 21 32
2 21 32
3 16 37
4 23 30
5 25 28
All 106 159
sample.
In a preliminary test, 3 British and one German speech ex-
pert took part. A later, more formal test involved 5 Ameri-
can Englishspeakerswithoutspecificspeech technologyknowl-
edge. In the latter test, we also asked subjects to briefly write
down theirs reason (if any) for each preference decision. Ta-
ble 6 shows the quantitative results of both tests. Each of the 9
subjects preferred the Random over the Phonbal voice.
When comparing the preference scores for those sentences
where either only Phonbalor only Randomwas missinga (non-
lexical) diphone (6 and 9 sentences, respectively), we do ob-
serve that in general, the voice which has the diphone is pre-
ferred. However, as this effect concerns only a minority of sen-
tences, and in any case Phonbalhas only slightly fewer missing
diphone tokens than Random, it does not change the overall pic-
ture.
In the future, we plan to analyze the comments by the
American subjects in more detail, identify the points in the
speech signals that caused them to prefer one version or the
other and check whether we can trace them back to bad align-
ments or wrong prosody predictions.
6. Conclusionsand future research
We have describedthe creationof two sub-corpora,a phonolog-
ically balanced (Phonbal) and a randomly selected one (Ran-
dom), and have shown that listenersconsistentlyprefer the TTS
voice built with our system from the Random corpus. We have
investigated the differences between the two sub-corpora and
shown that althoughPhonbal has better diphone and lexical di-
phone coverage, the automatic phone alignment of the Random
corpus is more accurate than that of the Phonbal one. In addi-
tion, the prosody predicted by the models trained on the Ran-
dom corpus seems to be slightly better. We assume that these
factors are at least part, if not all, of the explanation for the ob-
served preference results.
The experiment described in this paper used a specific cor-
pus, a specific (automatic) annotation method, and a specific
TTS system. However, it is likely that other corpus-basedunit-
selection systemswould also suffer quality losses when trained
on worse alignments. This means that for the very fast creation
of TTS voices, where one cannot manually correct the corpus
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annotations,one should seriously consider how to select the set
of sentences to be recorded.
In the future, we would like to explore the following ques-
tions in more details:
• Is the better prosody prediction performance only due
to better automatic prosody annotation which is due to
better phonetic alignment,or is the Random selection in-
herentlybetter suited to train prosodymodels on, e.g. be-
cause its distribution of sentencelengths is not as skewed
as the Phonbal one? This question can be answered by
re-doing the automatic prosody annotation of the sub-
corpora, but this time using the phone alignments of
the Full corpus as input to the prosody annotation tool,
thereby eliminating any difference in alignment quality,
and then re-training the prosodic modules on the two
sub-corpora. If the prosody predicted by the modules
trained on the Random corpus is then still slightly better,
the difference has to be inherent to the selectionmethod.
This would mean that a Random selection has advan-
tages even when manual annotation is used, as long as
the TTS prosody is trained on the corpus and not rule-
based.
• What exactly is the relation between phone frequency
and alignment accuracy?
• Why does the Random corpus have so much better pause
alignmentwhen it contains fewer pauses?
• Is it worth trying to construct some kind of prosodically
balanced corpus to boost the performanceof the trained
prosody modules, or would that result in a similar detri-
mental effect on alignment accuracy?
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Abstract 
This paper investigates two ways of improving synthesis 
quality: to maximise the length of selected units or to 
capitalise on phonemic context. For the former, it compares a 
synthesiser using a novel way of target specification and unit 
search with a standard unit selection synthesiser. For the 
latter, weights for phonemic context are set differently 
according to the distance of the phoneme concerned from the 
target diphone, and according to the class (consonant/vowel) 
to which the phoneme in question belongs. Both ways lead to 
improvements, at least when the speech database is small in 
size. 
1. Introduction 
Concatenative synthesis has been the mainstream way of 
speech synthesis for about two decades. Many speech 
synthesizers are based on the unit selection paradigm, e.g. [1]. 
In such systems, units are first selected from a reasonably large 
speech database, based on target specifications. A search 
algorithm, e.g. the Viterbi algorithm, selects afterwards the 
best combination of units. Optionally, one could modify the 
units in order to have a closer match to their target 
specification. Typically, the speech database contains many 
candidate units for a given target specification. 
By searching for small candidate units, the maximum number 
of combinations of units can be achieved. Those small units 
could represent phones, diphones, demiphones, etc. This is a 
bottom-up approach. Longer units could occur when two or 
more units which are adjacent to one another in the speech 
database are selected. We express the length of a unit as the 
number of diphones represented by the unit. Longer units are 
preferred because fewer joins are required. A join can be 
problematic if there is any noticeable artifact or if the two 
associated units are obviously different in voice quality. 
Both the linguistic and prosodic contexts of the unit are 
important in the selection process. Due to the sheer amount of 
candidate units, we must be able to distinguish suitable 
candidates from the others. Using more context could lead to 
the selection of longer units. Of course, the length of a unit 
selected is not the only criterion in determining synthesis 
quality and various factors play a role. 
In this paper, we propose a new target cost to capture how 
well a unit matches the phonemic context of the target. 
Instead of using only the direct neighboring phonemes of the 
target and the unit, we look at the bigger “picture”.  However, 
even if these wider contexts are used, this does not always 
result in the selection of long units. This is illustrated by an 
experiment in the paper.  
Therefore some speech synthesizers use completely 
different ways of target specification and unit search, and bias 
longer units, e.g. [2], [3] and [4]. This results in fewer units 
for the same combinations compared to the bottom-up 
approach and much faster synthesis. Reasonably good results 
have been reported using these methods in so-called “limited” 
domains. In such domains, the text to be synthesized is 
limited to one particular type. Yet, the vocabulary involved 
could still be unrestricted. To our knowledge, the quality of 
those approaches has not yet been investigated in the open 
domain. 
In this paper, we present a new way of target specification 
and unit search, which is also a top-down approach. It is 
different from the other approaches because we explicitly 
search for longer units based on their phonemic identity. By 
doing so, we aim at finding the best units efficiently. 
Section 2 contains an overview of our new unit selection 
synthesis framework. Section 3 explains the new way of target 
specification and unit search and section 4 gives more details 
about the new target cost based on phonemic identity. We 
investigated the effect of incorporating a broader phonemic 
context in a standard unit selection synthesizer based on 
diphones and compared this to the experimental synthesizer 
which uses the new way of target specification and unit 
search. These are explained in section 5 and the results are 
discussed in section 6. Finally, we present our conclusion and 
possible improvements in section 7. 
2. The SPACE synthesizer 
The SPACE synthesizer is new and developed as part of the 
SPACE project. SPACE stands for “SPeech Algorithms for 
Clinical and Educational applications”. Part of the aim of this 
research project is to build a Dutch speech synthesizer with 
high-quality output and extra synthesis options to be 
incorporated into a reading tutor for treating dyslexic children.  
The SPACE synthesizer is corpus-based. It features a unit 
selection framework, which allows the implementation and 
evaluation of different unit selection algorithms. These can be 
implemented in either Scheme, the scripting language used by 
the Festival environment [5], or C++. The linguistic and 
prosodic processing of the input text is currently provided by 
NeXTeNS [6], which is an open source Dutch synthesizer 
based on Festival. 
As the application is meant for children’s therapy, it is a 
limited-domain synthesizer for children’s stories. Although 
the vocabulary size of the domain is unlimited, certain words 
or phrases could occur more frequently than in another 
domain, e.g., news. Therefore, the speech database contains 
story material at different complexity levels (about 3 hours of 
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speech) in addition to all Dutch diphones (about 2000), which 
serve as the back-up. AVI Levels [7], the complexity scale 
used, vary from one to nine, and are based on the average 
sentence length, the average word length, word types, etc., 
and the suitability of a text for a particular child. For the 
experiment in this paper, only the AVI1 part of our story 
database and diphones are used. Some utterances in the AVI1 
part of our database are: 
• met die kam en die zeep. (English: with that comb 
and that soap) 
• er zit een buis in mijn haar. (English: there is a tube 
in my hair) 
• maar in dat oor van suus wil ik ook wel zijn. 
(English: but I would also like to be in that ear of 
suus) 
• dat is juist leuk. (English: that is what makes it fun) 
2.1. Unit selection framework 
Different unit selection algorithms are implemented as 
different synthesis options in the SPACE synthesizer. The 
following options are currently available: diphone synthesis 
[8], "standard" unit selection synthesis (explained below), and 
our unit selection synthesis algorithm (experimental option) 
which is explained later. The diphone synthesis option 
synthesizes an input text by combining single diphone 
candidates as required and there is no selection involved. The 
standard unit selection synthesis option evaluates possible 
combinations of candidate units which are either diphones or 
phones and selects the best combination using a cost function 
based on both target and join costs. Within this framework, 
the different synthesis options can share part of or the whole 
speech database, and also the selection cost function and the 
associated implementation if necessary. 
In general, unit selection synthesis constructs so called 
“targets” based on the linguistic and prosodic analysis of the 
input text. Selection is based on the features of each target. 
The unit selection framework allows the use of heterogeneous 
targets, i.e. targets based on linguistic units of different 
lengths or targets with a different set of features.  
The cost function c(u1, u2,…, un,, t1, t2, …, tn)  is used to 
calculate the cost for selecting a sequence of n candidate units 
ui, with their corresponding targets being ti, based on k target 
costs targetjc  and m join costs 
join
jc  : 
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target target join join
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The weight α allows the fine-tuning between join and target 
costs. Weights targetjw  and 
join
jw  are set manually. The cost 
function is minimized by applying the Viterbi algorithm. 
Notably, if two candidate units happen to be from neighboring 
units in the database, all join costs would be zero. 
3. Searching units using phonemic identity 
matching 
We propose a new unit selection algorithm based on 
phonemic identity matching which favors longer units (as 
implemented in our experimental synthesis option).  This 
results in the selection of non-uniform units from our 
database. The explicit selection of longer units reduces the 
number of joins and hence probably that of bad joins. 
But, of course, the prosody of the units and the quality of 
the joins are also important. Selection is therefore still based 
on a target and join cost formulation as in a standard unit 
selection synthesizer.  
Our system could be considered a "pure" unit selection 
synthesizer since the prosody of the selected unit is not 
modified. Modification is applied only at boundaries when 
units are joined by the pitch-synchronous concatenation 
algorithm described in [8]. The natural prosody from the 
speaker is maintained within a unit.  
In our case, the smallest unit possible is a diphone.  Since 
we have recorded all Dutch diphones in carrier phrases, we 
can always find a particular diphone in the database as the last 
resort. If this is not the case, we could opt for a back-off 
procedure as, for example, in the Multisyn synthesizer [9]. 
We choose diphone as the basic unit to capture phone 
transitions. However, the algorithm can easily be adapted for 
other small basic units, such as phones and demiphones. 
3.1. Biasing long units  
The idea of biasing longer units is not new, as mentioned 
before. Even in a standard unit selection synthesizer, long 
units can easily be favored by the use of an adjacency cost. 
Such a join cost measures whether two units are consecutive 
in the speech database: 
{ 1 20, if u  and u  are adjacent in the speech database1 2 1, otherwisec ( , )adjacency u u =
It is a join cost since it gives an estimate as to how well 
consecutive candidate units match each other. It is used in 
many speech synthesizers. By setting a high weight to this 
cost compared to the weights of other costs in the system, the 
selected sequence of units would often show smaller number 
of joins. However, the costs for all possible combinations still 
have to be calculated although many of these combinations 
will not be selected anyway due to the high weight of the 
adjacency cost. More importantly, we do not know for sure if 
the selected unit sequence is indeed one with fewer joins. 
Weights are relative to one another after all. 
Several other approaches were proposed featuring longer 
units. In [2], Taylor and Black constructed a phonological 
tree. Units have to match part of the tree to be selected. 
Another approach is to build a so-called multi-level tree as in 
[3]. Most approaches, however, do not consider the fact that 
co-articulation does not stop at word or syllable boundaries. 
This sets our approach apart from them. Another difference is 
that we do not explicitly search for individual linguistic units 
such as words or syllables, but achieve this implicitly by 
searching for the phonemic representation of the text instead. 
This contrasts with, e.g. [3]. We opt to use canonical 
phonemic transcription to label our database. In this way, we 
can by-pass problems caused by reduced speech at high 
speech rate, etc. 
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The approach most related to ours is described by Yang et 
al. in [4]. Their approach selects long non-uniform units 
consisting of one or more (adjacent) phoneme units. In our 
case, these units consist of one or more (adjacent) diphone 
units. Other differences are that units are not clustered and 
that there is no maximum unit length in our system. 
3.2. Unit selection algorithm 
As mentioned before, in our experimental synthesis option, 
we wish to select long sequences of diphones consecutive to 
each other in the database because this results in the selection 
of long units. The only criterion used in selection is phoneme 
identity. 
Based on the linguistic and prosodic processing of the 
input text, our system generates a sequence of target 
diphones. Each phone of the target diphones is labeled with 
features required for target cost calculation and selection. 
Although other features than phoneme identity could be used, 
such as stress/unstressed, we opt to use phoneme identity only 
so as to maximize the number of possible candidates. 
 
Figure 1: Selecting the longest sequence of diphones 
starting from the left. The utterance “jan voetbalt” 
(English: “Jan plays football”) is synthesized. Note 
that units could correspond to more than one target 
diphones. 
The next step involves the selection of candidate units from 
the speech database. The complete inventory of units is used. 
As we intend to select longer units explicitly, each candidate 
unit corresponds to one or more target diphones, as can be 
seen in figure 1. The selection process is illustrated in figure 
2. First, we search in the database for units matching the first 
target diphone. This results usually in a very large number of 
possible candidate units. Next, we prune these results and 
keep only the units which have a neighboring diphone in the 
database corresponding to the second target diphone. This 
results in longer units matching two adjacent target diphones. 
This process continues until the longest possible unit is 
found. If there is still any unmatched target diphone, the 
search starts again to select candidate unit/units matching the 
unmatched diphone/diphones. 
The algorithm described above can lead to the minimum 
number of joins. However, longer candidate units tend to be 
fewer in supply. This could lower the number of possible 
combinations for selection. Potentially, this could lead to 
poor join quality or prosody. Therefore, we propose not to use 
the longest possible candidate unit but to use slightly shorter 
ones. Each time after finding the longest possible matching 
unit, we backtrack and select units which match a smaller 
number of target diphones. In most cases, this should result in 
more candidate units since probably more units would match 
the shorter target diphone sequence. We choose to stop the 
target unit sequence right after reaching the last syllable 
boundary of the longest possible candidate unit. This means 
that the last diphone of the target unit contains this particular 
syllable boundary. (Note that syllable boundaries are given by 
the target specification.) If the longest possible candidate unit 
does not contain any syllable boundary, we do not reduce the 
length of the unit. By stopping after the first syllable 
boundary, the risk of getting noticeable artifacts is lower as 
this keeps syllables together as far as possible. An alternative 
could be to always use a fixed number of diphones less than 
the number of target diphones matching the longest possible 
units found. 
 
Figure 2: Illustration of the unit selection procedure 
After all the target diphones of the input text have been 
covered by at least one unit, the best unit sequence is selected. 
This is illustrated in figure 1.  
Sample syntheses can be found on our website  
http://www.etro.vub.ac.be/Research/DSSP/Demo/SSW6.htm. 
3.3. Cost functions 
To test the performance of our unit selection algorithm, we 
use only a limited set of target and join costs for both the 
standard unit selection and experimental synthesis options. 
More advanced costs can, of course, be used. They probably 
would improve synthesis quality but could also make it harder 
to compare algorithms as these could minimize the 
differences amongst syntheses from different algorithms. Only 
one target cost is employed in order to highlight differences, 
namely the one for phonemic context described below 
(section 5). As for join costs, these are used in our 
experiment: 
•  Euclidean distance between MFCCs (12 
coefficients including the first one) 
• Absolute difference in F0 (logarithmic). If the 
phone at the join position is voiceless, this cost is 0. 
• Absolute difference in energy on either side of a 
join. 
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• Adjacency cost, as explained above. 
4. Target cost based on phonemic identity 
matching 
Diphones are often used as the basic unit for speech synthesis 
because they capture the transition at the boundaries between 
neighboring phonemes. Phonemes are not static re-usable 
templates of speech. Instead, depending on the identity of its 
neighbors, a particular phoneme is modified slightly. But such 
a process, or co-articulation, may last further than just the 
immediate neighbor. 
While investigating the effect of a wider context of 
phonemic identity, actually the exact neighboring syllables, 
words and phrases are implied. As a result, the prosody 
associated with them is implied as well. Since prosody is 
difficult to model, this potential additional benefit could be 
crucial to quality. 
 
Figure 3: Illustration of the use of an extended 
phonemic context with “triangular weights” (weights 
decreasing with the distance from the target diphone). 
5. Experiment 
The only target cost used in our experiment deals with the 
extended phonemic context of a target diphone. A pilot 
experiment is conducted to investigate how important the 
phonemic context at different distances from the target 
diphone is to synthesis. To do so, we assign either the same 
weight or different weights for the extended phonemic context 
cost to phonemes at different distance from the target 
diphone. In our design, we have 3 cases. In the first case, the 
same non-zero weight is assigned to the phonemes 
immediately next to the target diphone on either side only. 
Zero weight is assigned to all other phonemes within the same 
utterance. In the second case, the same non-zero weight is 
assigned to all phonemes within the utterance. In the last case, 
the further away a phoneme is from the target diphone, the 
lower its assigned non-zero weight is (Figure 3). 
To investigate whether the class of a phoneme 
(consonant/vowel) would affect the importance of the 
phonemic context to synthesis, the weights for the extended 
phonemic context are manipulated depending on the nature of 
the phoneme concerned. In our design, we have 3 cases. In 
the first case, the same baseline as above is used for 
comparison. In the second case, non-zero weights are 
assigned to all phonemes within the utterance and there is no 
difference whether the phoneme in question is a consonant or 
a vowel. In the last case, non-zero weights are also assigned 
to all phonemes within the utterance but the weight is doubled 
if the phoneme in question is a consonant. The weight for 
silence remains the same for all cases. 
While the above two independent variables are separate 
theoretically, in practice there is a shared baseline and the 
different phonemic context target cost settings are derived by 
crossing these two independent variables. The details would 
be explained (section 5.1.4). 
To compare syntheses from the above phonemic context 
target cost settings, and to compare the experimental synthesis 
option with the standard unit selection synthesis option of the 
SPACE synthesiser, the same set of sentences are synthesised 
in each case while other parameters are kept the same. 
5.1. Procedures 
5.1.1. Subjects 
As this is a pilot experiment, there are 5 subjects altogether, 
all working in our department. They all appear to have normal 
hearing, good general health and normal intelligence. They 
are also native Dutch-speakers and naive in the sense that 
they do not know what has been manipulated & what exactly 
we are investigating. 
5.1.2. Environment and Equipment 
The experiment is carried out inside a quiet office. The sound 
files are stored in a computer. Stimuli are listened through 
headphones of the same model (Sennheiser HD555). 
5.1.3. Presentation 
The sound files are imported to a word document in the form 
of a table. Each row contains files synthesised from the same 
sentence and each column files from the same synthesis 
option or under the same phonemic context target cost setting 
from the standard unit selection synthesis option. However, 
columns are labeled only alphabetically instead of with the 
respective synthesiser or phonemic context target cost setting. 
Also, the columns are not arranged sensibly according to the 
types of synthesis option or phonemic context target cost 
setting. Instead, they have been randomised. Therefore, the 
subjects do not know anything about the source of the files 
other than that they are syntheses. They do not know whether 
files in each column share the same source either. All subjects 
respond to the same document. 
The subjects can click to listen to each synthesis file as 
many times as they like. They can adjust the volume to a level 
which is loud enough and comfortable. The subjects are asked 
which synthesis version they prefer and instructed to score 
each with an integer from 0 to 10, with 0 being the worst and 
10 being the best. There can be ties between versions. 
There are two anchors in this experiment, namely files 
from diphone synthesis [8] and natural recording. Sound files 
from these sources have pre-assigned ratings of 3 and 9 
respectively and serve as references for getting more reliable 
ratings. 
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Each subject should finish rating all files within a single 
session, with a short break in the middle if needed. There is 
no time limit for the session. 
5.1.4. Stimuli 
Most synthesised speech comes from the standard unit 
selection synthesis option of the SPACE synthesiser. For this 
synthesis option, the weight for the phonemic context target 
cost is manipulated so to have the following 5 phonemic 
context target cost settings (by crossing the two independent 
variables described above): 
1. baseline 
2. fixed weight for all 
3. weight decreases with the distance from the 
target diphone 
4. as in (2) but weights for consonants are doubled 
5. as in (3) but weights for consonants are doubled 
Comparison between (2) and (3), and between (4) and (5) 
should shed light on whether the weight should decrease with 
the distance from the target diphone. Similarly, comparison 
between (2) and (4), and between (3) and (5) should tell us if 
consonants should be given higher weights than vowels. 
In order to make sure that we have perceivable differences 
among the stimuli from the different phonemic context target 
cost settings, we performed some pre-trials and set weights to 
balance the effects from costs that were inherently large in 
value. 
Altogether 10 sentences are selected randomly from AVI1 
story material for synthesis in each case. None of them is in 
the speech database of the synthesiser. Otherwise, unusually 
long units or even the whole utterance can get “selected” by 
some synthesis option or phonemic context target cost setting 
and this would obviously affect comparison. Some of these 10 
sentences are: 
• 'waar doet het pijn?' zegt mam. (English: ’where 
does it hurt?’ says mom) 
• dat haar is niet goed voor je. (English: that hair is 
not good for you) 
• in die hoek ligt een pop. (English: a doll lies at that 
corner)  
• of ik schuil in haar oor. (English: or I could hide in 
her ear) 
•  hij rent van hier naar daar. (English: he runs from 
here to there) 
Sentence lengths are limited to 6-10 words. They should not 
be too short because there has to be enough to listen to for 
making a judgement and should not be too long because 
otherwise the listener cannot remember and compare them. 
Besides, the same 10 sentences are also synthesised with 
the experimental synthesis option (our new unit selection 
algorithm based on phonemic identity matching, which favors 
longer units) under the same conditions (for features, weights, 
etc.) and under the baseline condition (phonemic context 
target cost setting) in order to compare that option with the 
standard unit selection synthesis option. This is our stimulus 
(6) 
The same is also performed using the diphone synthesis 
option. These syntheses, together with the corresponding 
natural recordings, serve as anchors (stimuli (7) and (8)). 
Altogether 60 stimuli need to be scored. With the anchors, 
each subject has to listen to 80 utterances. 
6. Results and Discussion 
The results of the listening test are presented in Table 1. One-
way ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) is conducted to test for 
differences in the perceived synthesis quality among the 
synthesis options and phonemic context target cost settings 
(Table 2). The results do not show any significant difference 
among phonemic context target cost settings 2-5. The 
perceived synthesis quality from these 4 settings is not 
different statistically from the experimental option either. 
However, both settings 2-5 and “experimental” are different 
significantly from the baseline setting. 
listener 1 2 3 4 5 mean 
setting 1 5.4 5.0 5.6 5.1 5.4 5.30 
setting 2 6.5 5.3 6.6 6.0 6.2 6.12 
setting 3 6.3 5.4 6.0 6.0 6.2 5.98 
setting 4 6.7 5.2 6.7 6.0 6.0 6.12 
setting 5 6.3 5.4 6.2 6.1 6.4 6.08 
experimental 7.0 5.5 6.6 6.4 7.0 6.50 
Table 1: Results of the listening experiment. Values 
are mean rating scores on 10 synthesized sentences 
Comparison F 
settings 1-5, experimental 3.382083* 
settings 2-5 0.093605 
settings 1 (baseline) & 2-5 3.106747* 
settings 1 (baseline) & 2 10.28135* 
settings 1 (baseline) & 3 12.7033** 
settings 1 (baseline) & 4 7.521253* 
settings 1 (baseline) & 5 14.01843** 
setting 1 (baseline) & experimental 16.36364** 
settings 2-5 & experimental 0.75019 
setting 2 & experimental 1.11592 
setting 3 & experimental 2.693227 
setting 4 & experimental 0.94133 
setting 5 & experimental 1.642458 
Table 2: ANOVA on listening test results. Note that * 
means significant difference (p=0.05) while ** means 
significant difference (p=0.01). Other apparent 
differences are not significant statistically. 
In other words, the various phonemic context target cost 
settings of the standard unit selection synthesis option 
perform better than the baseline. Widening phonemic context 
does bring about improvement. But giving extra weights to 
consonants does not cause any noticeable change. Setting 
uniform weights gives about the same performance as 
decreasing weights with distance from the target diphone. The 
results also show that the experimental algorithm and 
widening phonemic context lead to the same extent of 
improvement, given the other conditions that we have. It is 
worth noting that all mean ratings lie around the mid-point 
between the two anchors. 
To further investigate, we calculate the mean unit lengths 
of different types of syntheses as shown in table 3. As 
expected, the mean unit length found in the syntheses from 
the experimental synthesis option is almost double that from 
the standard unit selection synthesis option (phonemic 
context target cost setting 1) while the same measurements 
found in the syntheses from other phonemic context target 
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cost settings are only slightly longer than that from the latter 
and are about the same in values among themselves. In fact, 
when the selected units of the latter 4 settings were compared, 
they showed high levels of overlap. Therefore, these settings 
do not cause many differences among themselves. 
As 10 sentences is a small number, we synthesised 30 
additional sentences under the same conditions. The same 
pattern emerged (table 3). 
 10 sentences for 
listening test 
30 additional 
sentences 
setting 1 1.65 1.55 
setting 2 1.93 1.68 
setting 3 1.94 1.69 
setting 4 1.91 1.65 
setting 5 1.93 1.66 
experimental 3.12 3.06  
Table 3: Mean length of units found in syntheses (in 
number of diphones) 
By assigning weights to all phonemes within the utterance 
being synthesised is like targeting not just for a diphone but 
one which is surrounded by exactly the required phoneme 
sequences on either side. It is like targeting for the diphone 
within the right syllable, the right word, or even the right 
phrase or utterance.  
The results suggest that consonants and vowels are 
equally important in terms of their contribution to the wider 
phonemic context for higher synthesis quality. 
They also suggest that as long as the phonemic context is 
widened, there would be improvement. It does not matter if 
weights stay the same or taper off along the utterance. This 
seems against intuition and deserves further investigation. 
7. Conclusion 
Our new way of target specification and unit search, as 
implemented in our experimental synthesis option, was found 
to select units which are longer on average for synthesis. It 
also performs better than standard unit selection as 
implemented in our standard unit selection synthesis option, 
probably as a result of the longer mean unit length of 
syntheses and the potentially more natural prosody which may 
come along with that. 
Widening phonemic context in some way can also lead to 
synthesis quality improvement. But the conditions that we 
investigated into, namely uniform/tapering weights along the 
utterance and differential weights based on phoneme identity 
(consonant/vowel), do not cause any difference. 
It should be noted that searching for wider contexts is not 
the same as searching explicitly for long target strings. In our 
experimental option, consecutive targets in the string also 
represent consecutive diphones in a natural utterance of the 
database, while this is not guaranteed in the case of searching 
for targets with a wider context match. In that case, 
consecutive diphones in synthesis could each find the wider 
phonemic context in different candidate units from the 
database, resulting in a join. 
A lot of research effort has been devoted to improve 
synthesis within the existing framework of unit selection. 
However, this paper shows that a change in the way of target 
specification and unit search in itself can lead to better 
quality. This suggests that a simple strategy targeting at 
longer units can perform as well as standard unit selection 
with its dependence on different contexts and features, if not 
even better. 
We would investigate other features for specifying 
phonemic contexts, e.g. by matching the place of articulation, 
voicing, etc. instead of the actual phoneme identity. We 
would also scale up our synthesiser in terms of the database 
size, the number of costs, etc., and investigate their effects on 
quality. 
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Abstract
The present paper focuses on the utilization of concatenative
speech synthesis, aiming to determine and compare the influ-
ence on the synthesized speech quality when various unit types
are used in the unit selection approach. There are several unit
types which can be used for this purpose. This work deals with
those most widely used, i.e. halfphones, diphones, phones, tri-
phones and syllables. Speech was synthesized using these unit
types and the outcome was listened to a by number of listeners,
whose task was to evaluate the quality of synthetic speech. The
result of the listening test performed for the Czech language is
presented. However, it can be assumed that the results would
be probably equal for other languages with similar structure,
as we made no language-dependent modification in the Festival
system. No research of a similar character has been conducted
yet, so this unique evaluation should suggest what unit types are
appropriate for general TTS systems.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection, various unit
types
1. Introduction
The unit selection approach is one of the possibilities of the
concatenative speech synthesis. Today, the method is exten-
sively used due to its simplicity and the increasing quality of
the speech produced.
The main principle of concatenative speech synthesis is the
concatenation of segments of natural speech signal, which is
stored in a speech corpus in the form of utterances. It is assumed
that speech is composed of acoustical (speech) units. The real
speech signal is by means of automatic or hand-made segmen-
tation divided into segments which correspond to the speech
units. These segments are stored in a unit inventory as a list
of all units, which can be used for synthesis. The synthesized
speech is produced as a concatenation of appropriate units from
this inventory. It is evident that the synthetic speech, generated
in this way, reproduces the voice of the speaker who recorded
the speech corpus.
As was mentioned above, the cornerstone of speech is a
speech unit. It is an absolute term for marking the same type
of speech sound. The specific realization of the specific unit is
called candidate of the speech unit. However, there is an issue
of what the length of the unit should be. The maximum cov-
erage of coarticulation effects and trouble-free concatenation
(neither spectral nor prosody discontinuities) are the require-
ments to meet in this task. In this respect, we would like to
choose long units, e.g. words or sentences. On the other hand,
we need to keep the unit inventory as small as possible, i.e. to
use only a limited number of different units. This requirement
makes us use shorter units. In the course of choosing unit type,
a trade-off has to be made.
Although we have our own system for speech synthesis [1],
The Festival Speech Synthesis System1[2] was used in order to
compare the speech synthesized by various unit types. It would
be more difficult to implement the application of various unit
types into our system than into the Festival system, which is
used for experiments like this. Afterwards, we are planning to
apply the achieved results and findings in our system as well.
The Festival system is an environment which was devel-
oped at The Centre for Speech Technology Research at The
University of Edinburgh. One of its purposes is to allow the
researcher to focus on his own problem in terms of speech syn-
thesis instead of developing a whole complex system. Festival
is composed of modules which can be modified independently.
We adapted those that were originally used for standard diphone
unit selection speech synthesis in such a way that it allows the
application of four more unit types.
First of all, in section 2, a brief description of the Festi-
val system is stated. Section 3 is dedicated to the application
and implementation of various unit types (diphones, phones, tri-
phones, halfphones and syllables) in the Festival system. There
are described modifications which were needed to be performed
in order to use these units in Festival and the achieved results are
also shown. In section 4, the synthesized speech quality using
different unit types is evaluated and compared by means of a
listening test.
All of the units in the present paper are named according to
the Czech version of SAMPA phonetic alphabet.
2. The Festival system
2.1. Introduction
The Festival system is an environment which is suitable for the
development of speech synthesizers. It is being used for syn-
thesis in a number of languages, but the basic version contains
only data for English and Spanish. The system is intended for
3 groups of users:
• Users who want to generate high quality speech from
general text without any knowledge of speech synthesis
and without a need to intervene in the process.
• Users who design dialogue systems or any other systems
and need to use the output of the speech synthesis. In this
case, some changes need to be performed, e.g. particular
voice or phrasing selection.
• Researchers developing new methods and approaches to
speech synthesis. Indeed, we are among these users,
aiming at improving speech synthesis quality. We modi-
fied the Festival system so that we could reveal features
1free download at http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/downloads/
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which affect speech quality and make changes to the pro-
cess of synthesis in order to be able to test various unit
types for the purposes of this paper.
2.2. Unit selection
In the unit selection approach, synthetic speech is produced by
concatenating speech units selected from a unit inventory.
Each target speech unit has its own list of candidate units.
The naturalness of the synthetic speech is then affected by both
unit types chosen and candidates selected to build speech. How-
ever, once a unit type is chosen it cannot be varied (except for
the use of hybrid units, which is not our case), so the only way
of controlling speech quality is the criterion of candidate selec-
tion. Usually, it consists of two costs.
The first, called target cost reflects how each candidate
meets the requirements for communication function (what the
synthesized phrase is supposed to express or communicate),
which also includes the prosodic and phonetic context. The dif-
ferences between the desired target unit and the real features of
a candidate are crucial. In the Festival system, the following
features were chosen to describe the communication function:
emphasis, position in a syllable, position in a word, position in
a phrase, left and right context. Each of these features has a
different weight (weights are determined ad hoc) and an over-
all cost is calculated. It is clear that the application of various
unit types requires various features. Some of those mentioned
above cannot be used for all of the unit types. For example, the
determination of the feature ’position in syllable’ is absurd for
syllable units and, therefore, it is useless. Other unit types need
other modifications in the unit selection algorithm, so we had to
make changes to the Festival system in order to be able to use
all of them, as described in section 3.
The second one, join cost, means how the candidate unit
meets the requirements for perceptual smoothness. The differ-
ences between the following features of two successive units af-
fect the join cost in the Festival system: F0 and spectral discon-
tinuity (computed as Euclidean distance of vectors composed of
z-score normalized 12 MFCC coefficients and energy). These
features are also weighted unlikely. The spectral characteris-
tics are determined in instants of time when the first unit of the
concatenation ends and the second one begins in their original
utterances. It is not guaranteed that the MFCC coefficients are
appropriate for the characterization of a unit or computing the
join cost; however, they are still widely used for speech synthe-
sis. There is no proof of which features currently examined are
the best ones and could be used instead of these coefficients.
Thus, we also used them for all unit types in order to be able to
compare results correctly.
The best sequence of units is then found using the Viterbi
algorithm through the whole unit inventory. It attempts to min-
imize a cost function which combines the two costs mentioned
above.
2.3. Unit inventory
In order to use the unit inventory, it is necessary to create it in
such a form that the Festival system needs. In our approach,
automatic segmentation (see [1] and [3]) is made by using HTK
tools. Moreover, we are also trying to improve it by new meth-
ods so that it is able to determine the boundaries of phones more
accurately [3]. The current segmentation process produces a file
that is not directly usable in Festival. As its output are segments
in the form of triphones, several modifications have to be made,
and new files (one file for one utterance in a database) are cre-
ated. For the testing of various unit types, it is easier to adapt
these files for all the desired types rather than to make signif-
icant modifications in Festival, but some changes in the unit
handling modules in the system are still required.
Each file with an utterance has a specific structure and con-
tains the following items: phrases, words, syllables and seg-
ments from the utterance, and the relations between these items
are also saved there (e.g. which syllable is contained in which
word, etc.). These files are then used as a part of the unit inven-
tory. Exactly in this form they can only be used for triphones;
for the other unit types they have to be modified. Especially
segments need to be renamed and times of their beginning and
end have to be determined according to the unit type.
As mentioned above, the MFCC coefficients are used for
join cost calculation, so they have to be included in the unit in-
ventory. For the synthesis, the LPC coefficients and residual
signal are used. Therefore, it is essential to store these coef-
ficients as well. This is a standard setting in the Festival sys-
tem; however, the application of different coefficients for join
cost computation as well as different coefficients for storing the
waveform could be used.
The unit inventory for every single unit type contains all the
items mentioned and it is loaded by the Festival system before
the synthesis.
3. Application of various unit types in the
Festival system
The effort to improve the quality of synthesized speech leads
us to the question which unit type is suitable for speech syn-
thesis and under what conditions. Nowadays, there are debates
regarding the best unit type selection. It is difficult to deter-
mine what type is best for speech synthesis in a TTS system,
each having its own advantages and disadvantages. In this pa-
per we attempt to conduct some experiments and establish the
strengths and weaknesses, thus contributing to answering this
question. By comparing the results achieved we should draw a
conclusion what unit type appears to be the best one. Eventu-
ally, we could take advantage of every particular unit type and
suggest the use of this type in a special system, e.g. any speech
synthesizer in a limited domain, which is also as very current
topic. This research is unique in comparing the unit types under
the same conditions. For all unit types, there is used the same
speech corpus, segmentation, features for cost computation, etc.
In order to use all the below-mentioned unit types, we had
to make some additional changes in Festival. One of the major
modifications consists in the integration of our system of pho-
netic transcription for the Czech language. The other consid-
erable modification was adding a syllabification algorithm [4].
Both these changes were needed to be performed in order to be
able to process any Czech text incoming into the Festival sys-
tem.
In the following subsections, the application of diphones,
phones, triphones, halfphones and syllables is subsequently pre-
sented.
3.1. Diphones
We used diphones in this experiment as it is a commonly used
unit type in speech synthesizers. Diphones are also the basic
units which are used in the Festival system, requiring minimum
amount of effort to implement them.
A diphone is a unit beginning in the middle of one phone
and ending in the middle of the subsequent phone. The bound-
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ary of the diphone is then in the area with stationary signal,
which should improve the quality of concatenation. Each unit
contains a transition between phones, thereby also including a
coarticulation effect which is very important for the naturalness
of the synthetic speech.
As mentioned in section 2.3, modification was needed to
be performed in the files with utterances for this unit type. It
consisted in the renaming of the segments from triphone form
to the phone form, because Festival is ready for working with
diphones implicitly on the basis of phone names. Festival is
able to generate diphone names within the system.
Figure 1: Concatenation of two diphones, originally non con-
secutive, but continuous in synthesized speech. Waveform and
spectrogram.
In fig. 1 the waveform of two concatenated diphones [v o]
and [o p] is shown. This concatenation was produced as a result
of synthesis. It seems to be almost smooth, in spite of the fact
that the units were selected from different utterances and they
were not originally consecutive. In the spectrogram, the point
of concatenation is still visible in the area of higher frequencies
(about 4-5 kHZ), but it was not perceived at all.
In fig. 2, there is presented another concatenation of two
diphones, [h\ a] and [a #] ([#] denotes pause). Again, they
were selected from different original utterances and were non-
consecutive. This time, the point of concatenation is extremely
visible in the waveform as well as in the spectrogram and it
was reported to cause speech degradation in the middle of the
phone [a]. For solving this problem, there should be some cor-
rection (e.g. some type of normalization) to ensure that there
will be at least approximately the same amplitude level. But
there is no simple solution because by amplifying the signal of
one diphone, we could need to amplify another, and energy ac-
cumulation could occur.
One of the advantages of diphones is their relatively small
amount. Taking into account the fact that Czech language has
43 different phones, plus 3 types of pauses (loud breath, break
and boundary break) and glottal stop, in the sum we have 47 dif-
ferent phone units, it means we have 472 ≈ 2200 different di-
phone units. In addition, some of them don’t practically appear
Figure 2: Concatenation of two diphones, originally non con-
secutive, visibly non continuous in synthesized speech. Wave-
form and spectrogram.
in the common text, see table 1 in section 4.
We made no changes in the target cost and join cost compu-
tation algorithm for diphones since the Festival system implic-
itly treats them in the desired way.
3.2. Phones
A phone is considered to be one of the fundamental phonetic
units of speech. The application of this unit type then could
seem to be very natural. However, as the boundaries of a phone
unit are determined directly by segmentation, it is necessary for
the segmentation to be made very accurately. Otherwise, one
phone is likely to contain a part of another, which is absolutely
undesirable and affects the synthetic speech quality.
Since the triphone segmentation was used, as described
in 2.3, triphone labels needed to be renamed to phones which
were then stored in Festival’s utterance files. This time, changes
were made also in the Festival system because otherwise it
wouldn’t be able to interpret the segment names properly. We
had to edit the part of unit handling module that stores the units
in Festival’s unit inventory.
To illustrate the effect of segmentation inaccuracy, there is
shown a concatenation of two units, [v] and [a], that were non-
consecutive in the original utterance in fig. 3. The first one ([v])
has a different right context in the original utterance. It is phone
[o] and it is easy to see that this phone affects the unit chosen
for synthesis. The quality of the synthesized speech is worsen
by this effect. Apparently, in this particular case, the cost penal-
izing incorrect right context was outweighed by other costs.
The seeming advantage is the count of the phone units. For
the Czech language we have 47 phones, as was mentioned in
the previous section. However, this means that there is a huge
amount of candidates for the target unit. Therefore, the enu-
meration of the best candidate sequence is computationally very
exacting and time-consuming. On the other hand, in a very spe-
cialized limited domain speech synthesizer (e.g. on the basis of
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Figure 3: Transition between non-consecutive phones. Right
context of the [v] unit was [o] in the original utterance, whereas
in the sythesized speech it is phone [a]. This is also visible in
the waveform.
sentence unit type), the phones may be advantageous to be used
for connecting the sentences in a meaningful way. In that case,
diphones would be inappropriate due to their quantity.
We made again no changes in the target cost computation
algorithm but a modification was made in the join cost compu-
tation. Measurement of the difference between F0 in the joint of
two units has sense only in such a case, that we concatenate two
voiced or contrariwise two unvoiced units (where the difference
should be zero as well as the values of F0). So the algorithm was
edited accordingly. When there is a concatenation of a voiced
unit with an unvoiced one, this cost is set to zero.
3.3. Triphones
On the basis of good experience with this unit type in the AR-
TIC speech synthesizer [1], [5], we included it in this research
as well. By its principle, it should suppress the disadvantages of
phones regarding the transition between units; however, there is
still the segmentation problem.
Boundaries of a triphone are the same as for a phone, but
the unit includes information about its context. Thus, instead of
considering e.g. phone [o], we consider triphone [l-o+r], which
means the phone [o] is preceded by phone [l] and followed by
phone [r].
For this unit type, no modifications were made in the files
with utterances. These files already contain the names of the
segments as it is required for the application of this unit type.
On the other hand, a modification had to be implemented in the
Festival system in order to be able to read the unit inventory
from the files correctly.
It is clear that by using this approach we have a large num-
ber of different triphone units. In the place of 47 phone units we
have 473 ≈ 100000 triphone units. As well as in the case of di-
phones, not all the units appear in the real utterance. However,
it is still a great deal of triphones and it is almost impossible to
have such a unit inventory that would contain all of them. To
avoid this problem, there is an algorithm that groups together
the units with similar context. It is made by virtue of the acous-
tic similarity.
In order to find out which units should be in the same group,
we need to take a look at their acoustic signal and a phonetic
similarity. Well-suited combination of these two aspects divides
the phones for potential left context into 15 groups, and for right
context into 14 groups.
For example, phones [p], [t] and [k] are in the same group
for the left context. For the right context, these phones are also
in the same group, but, in addition, there are also phones [t s],
[t S] and all 3 types of pauses along with them.
Using this grouping we have only approximately
10.000 units, but it is still possible that during the synthesis
there will be a missing unit. In the Festival system, so-called
backoff rules (see [2]) can be used. These rules enable the
replacement of a unit which is not in the inventory by another
unit which is similar to the missing one. It is obvious that
this method can be applied mainly to triphones. For other
unit types, this kind of replacement could change a sense of
synthesized utterances.
The target cost computation did not need to be modified.
In the join cost computation algorithm, the same changes as
described in previous section for determination of F0 difference
were performed.
3.4. Halfphones
The application of halfphones was presented by AT&T Labs
in [6] and the results shown there are very promising. Thus, we
attempted to compare also this unit type with the others in order
to prove or disprove their qualities.
Halfphones are units which start at the beginning of a phone
(or in the middle of it) and end in the middle of the same phone
(or at the end of it) - they are created by cutting a phone into
two halves. Thus, the phone [a] is divided into a sequence of
two halfphones, [a1] and [a2].
For the application of this unit type, we had to adapt both
the unit inventory in the form of files with utterances and also
the Festival system. The main modification was renaming of
segments in the unit inventory and editing Festival so that it was
able to use this unit type.
The tendency to use the halfphone units could partially
replace the application of hybrid diphone-phone (diphone-
triphone) unit types. When the halfphones, which are selected
during synthesis time, were originally consecutive in an utter-
ance, it means that they could be concatenated into phones,
diphones or even longer units. The point of concatenation is
sometimes in the middle of a phone and sometimes on the bor-
der. As it is noted in [6], the halfphones should be promising
units because they could maintain the advantages of phones and
diphones. However, they also have disadvantages. One of them
is the fact that they are very short, so in a synthesized utterance
there is a large number of concatenations. As it is known, at the
point of concatenation there could arise many problems which,
however, were not reported in [6].
The number of halfphone units should be doubled as com-
pared to the number of phone units, but we didn’t cut into halves
the units representing pauses. It means that there are 91 differ-
ent units. This simplification shouldn’t affect the final quality
of the synthetic speech.
At computation of target cost for these units, there is an
anomalous situation. One of the costs which penalizes differ-
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ent left or right context will always be zero (except pause units,
because they are treated as phone units). The unit [a1] will al-
ways have the unit [a2] as its right context and vice versa, [a2]
will always have [a1] as its left context. The algorithm comput-
ing this cost could also be modified in such a way that it would
consider as a context one more unit following (preceding) the
immediate neighbouring unit. The other features affecting the
target cost remained the same as for previous unit types. In the
join cost computation algorithm, there was made a modification
in order to measure F0 difference meaningfully, as described in
section 3.2.
3.5. Syllables
Syllables are taken in this experiment as the only representative
of longer unit types. It is interesting to confront the previous
phone-like unit type with syllables, which include more than
one phone (a typical Czech syllable has 2-3 phones).
Syllables are often considered the phonological building
blocks of words with boundaries aligned to phones. There again
can arise the problem of segmentation inaccuracy.
For this unit type, the files with utterances didn’t need to be
edited. Segments were ignored and only syllables were used.
The modification of the Festival system was in this case more
extensive than before. Firstly, we needed to adapt the system,
so that it could accept the correct names for syllable units. It
was performed the same way as it was performed for previous
unit types, by editing the unit handling module.
In addition, some changes in the target cost computation
were needed to be carried out, especially the left and right con-
text penalization. It is not necessary to take into account the
whole syllable adjacent to the target unit. It is assumed that the
whole syllable which forms the context doesn’t affect it. Thus,
only the last phone of the preceding syllable was treated as the
left context and the first phone of the following syllable was
treated as the right context. Moreover, these phones were di-
vided into groups in the same way as was done for left and right
part of triphone name in section 3.3. The reason is the high
number of different syllable units.
The next thing to change in the target cost computation was
the feature called position in a syllable. It was removed because
it is pointless to use this feature.
As well as for the previous unit type, the join cost computa-
tion algorithm was modified. The F0 difference was measured
only in such cases when it was meaningful, i.e. when the con-
catenation occurred in the transition between two voiced or two
unvoiced phones.
The problem of the application of syllables is the amount
of units. It is not easy even to make a list of all syllables in
the Czech language. We use an automatic syllabification [4],
which is performed for the phonetically transcribed text, and
some syllables are thereby different from the case when it would
be implemented for orthographical form of the same text. In
addition, the syllabification is not always unambiguous in the
Czech language.
In spite of these problems, the list containing about
14.000 syllables which should be included in the unit inven-
tory was generated. There have to be all possible units, and this
requirement is almost impossible to achieve. In the application
of the syllable units, the backoff rules included with the Festival
system are unusable. So in a real TTS system, there has to be
another way of synthesizing utterances containing unavailable
syllables, e.g. some combination of shorter units. However,
like phones, a limited domain synthesis can profit from the ad-
vantages that syllables have.
4. Conclusion
In order to compare the results of application of various unit
types, we used our speech corpus for synthesizing a listen-
ing test. The corpus, recorded in a consistent news-like
style by a semi-professional female speaker with some radio-
broadcasting experience, contains approximately 12.5 hours of
natural speech, stored in 5000 utterances. During synthesis, sta-
tistical data about units were collected and are presented here.
Units Number of different units
Diphones 1528
Phones 47
Triphones 3023
Halfphones 91
Syllables 5684
Table 1: Number of different units in unit inventory for each
unit type
In table 1, there is the number of different units in the unit
inventory for each unit type. It can be seen that in our fairly
large corpus, we covered only 70% of diphones, 30% of tri-
phones and 40% of syllables. phones and halfphones were cov-
ered completely, because the number of different units is very
low for these unit types. When synthesizing the sentences, we
encountered a problem with missing units for triphones and syl-
lables. Therefore, we had to choose such sentences to synthe-
size which contain only the units we have. For this experiment
it is conceivable as we aimed to prove the behaviour of units,
not to build a real TTS system where this would have to be
solved by another way. For example, in the Festival system the
backoff rules could be more adapted to this problem when using
triphones or any type of hybrid synthesizer [4] could be used for
syllables.
Units Maximum
number of
candidates
Minimum
number of
candidates
Average
number of
candidates
Diphones 5004 3 1519
Phones 38451 309 17618
Triphones 9994 15 552
Halfphones 38451 309 17693
Syllables 3317 1 788
Table 2: Statistics about units used during the synthesis of ut-
terances for the listening test
In table 2, there is stated maximum, minimum and average
number of candidates for each unit type used during the syn-
thesis. You can see, that phones and halfphones have the high-
est maximum and minimum number of candidates, and these
numbers are the same for both of them. The average number
differs because in our approach we used the same pause units
for phones as well as for halfphones, we didn’t cut them into
halves. Although the results display the statistics obtained for
units used for synthesis of the testing sentences, the results for
whole corpus will be very similar.
Taking into account the number of units in a synthesized
sentence, which was approximately 150, the number of pos-
sible concatenations for phones, diphones and triphones is
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about n150, where n is the average number of candidates for
particular unit types. For halfphones, it is approximately n300
because the number of units in the synthesized utterance is dou-
bled. Finally, for syllables it is about n60. It is evident that for
phones and halfphones, the algorithm computing the best units
sequence needs to perform lots of operations and the whole pro-
cess of synthesizing is highly computationally exacting. The
synthesis of one utterance for the listening test using phones and
halfphones takes approximately 24 hours. The fact that it takes
the same time for both unit types, in spite of there being more
possible concatenations for halfphones, may be explained by
any kind of optimalization used by the Festival system, which
needs to be more verified. The synthesis using the other unit
types takes only a few minutes, but it was still out of real time.
However, it does not matter for our experiment because we ex-
amined qualities of unit types rather than possibilities of speech
synthesis acceleration.
The same corpus, as described earlier, was used to synthe-
size a listening test. It consists of 5 sentences, each of them was
synthesized in 5 various versions. The versions were different
in the unit type that was used for synthesis. The sentences were
not originally in the corpus and they were selected from news-
paper articles.
The listeners were asked to evaluate the synthesized sen-
tences in all versions by marks 1 to 5 (optimally to sort them
by quality from the worst one to the best one), where the 5
means the best, this mark always having to be used for the
best sentence in terms of naturalness, fluency, intelligibility
and prosodic consistency. Sentences which seemed to be equal
could be evaluated by equal mark. Afterwards, normalization
was performed in order to take advantage of the whole scale.
The resulting average marks and standard deviations are shown
in table 3.
Units Average mark Standard deviation
Diphones 3.61 1.22
Phones 1.88 0.91
Triphones 3.57 1.40
Halfphones 3.81 1.35
Syllables 2.24 1.33
Table 3: The average marks and standard deviations for various
unit types
Halfphones with the average mark 3.81 were evaluated as
the best unit type. Diphones and triphones have more or less
equal marks, as when compared in [5]. However, after perform-
ing a statictical one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), it was
proved that there is no significant difference between triphones,
diphones and halfphones. During statistical comparison of the
results of these three unit types, the p-value for the null hy-
pothesis, that there is no difference among means, reached the
value 0.65.
Syllables with the average mark 2.24 were rated a little bet-
ter than phones, which were identified as the worst ones with
the average mark 1.88. This occurs even though the algorithm
looking for the best phone sequence theoretically had the best
opportunity to select the most appropriate units due to the high-
est number of candidates. However, in this case as well, the
difference between the means of the marks for these two unit
types is not statistically significant, which was proved by the
ANOVA test. The p-value was determined as 0.094.
On the other hand, between these two groups (diphones,
triphones and halfphones on one side, and phones and syllables
on the other side) a significant difference was detected. The p-
values were equal or near-equal to zero when comparing unit
types from one group with those from the other group.
There are further factors which affect unit selection and
which can be changed. One of them are weights, used for com-
putation of the target cost and the join cost. In this experiment,
Festival implicit setting of these weights was applied. The bal-
ancing of the weights should influence the final synthetic speech
quality and this setting might be dissimilar for each unit type.
However, we attempted to maintain equal conditions for all the
tested unit types and in that way achieve a consistent result.
The conclusion may suggest that halfphones, diphones and
triphones are comparable regarding the synthetic speech qual-
ity. However, taking into account the fact that the synthesis
using halfphones was multiple with respect to computational
complexity, the application of diphones or triphones seems to
be more profitable.
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Abstract 
This paper describes work in progress concerning the adequate 
modeling of fast speech in unit selection speech synthesis 
systems – mostly having in mind blind and visually impaired 
users. Initially, a survey of the main phonetic characteristics of 
fast speech will be given. From this, certain conclusions 
concerning an adequate modeling of fast speech in unit 
selection synthesis will be drawn. Subsequently, a question-
naire assessing synthetic speech related preferences of visually 
impaired users will be presented. The last section deals with 
future experiments aiming at a definition of criteria for the 
development of synthesis corpora modeling fast speech within 
the unit selection paradigm. 
1. Introduction 
The option of making a synthesizer “talk fast” is elementary 
for users who are crucially dependent on their synthesis 
system in many everyday tasks such as browsing the web, 
reading emails, reading newspapers etc. and who hardly have 
any alternative to synthetic speech, i.e. visually impaired or 
blind users. While reading a web page, the – not visually 
impaired – user will usually concentrate on certain text 
passages, e.g. headlines and skip everything that appears to 
him/her as less interesting. This selective attention leads to a 
fast reading of least important parts or while a decision is 
being made whether the text passage currently read is 
interesting at all. The visually impaired user may want to 
have a similar option – the possibility to “skim through”. An 
optionally fast, or even very fast synthesis system is therefore 
often preferred by this user group. 
The phonetic characteristics of fast speech are found to be 
very different from those of speech produced at “normal” 
speed. In order to model fast speech during synthesis, the 
engineer has several options. It is possible to either accelerate 
the “normal” speech linearly with the help of duration 
manipulation, to mimic certain prosodic features typical for 
fast speech such as pauses, intonation and strength of 
prosodic boundaries or to create an independent inventory 
inherently showing all segmental and suprasegmental 
characteristics of fast speech. Previous studies indicate that 
the different approaches lead to different results in perception 
experiments. E.g. artificially produced fast spoken words 
whose temporal pattern was equivalent to natural fast speech 
were judged to be less intelligible than artificially produced 
fast spoken words which were simply linearly compressed. 
The less the stimulus deviated from the canonical form of the 
word in normal speech the better the word was understood by 
the listeners [1]. This indicates that a clear pronunciation is 
still preferred over a synthesis that includes typical phonetic 
characteristics of natural fast speech such as reductions, 
elisions and strong coarticulation. 
Furthermore, in a comparison of two synthesis 
architectures where a linear tempo manipulation is easily 
performed, i.e. formant synthesis and diphone synthesis, blind 
listeners preferred the less natural sounding formant over 
diphone synthesis with regards to intelligibility in very fast 
speech [2]. This indicates that the fast and smooth acoustic 
transitions in natural fast speech are important for the 
intelligibility of synthetic speech. Such transitions are not 
treated adequately by traditional diphone concatenation 
synthesis but can be modeled by a formant synthesis. Since 
discontinuities pose a problem for concatenative synthesis in 
general and unit selection in particular, Breuer [3] suggested 
to simply treat certain phone sequences which are prone to 
heavy coarticulation as atomic in the sense that they are 
regarded as two or more phones, but one indivisable synthesis 
unit. This approach might lead to a possible solution to model 
fast synthetic speech both naturally – by using prerecorded 
concatenation units – and intelligibly – by including typical 
smooth transitions in heavily coarticulated contexts. 
However, a lot of questions concerning the proper 
treatment of fast speech in unit selection synthesis remain. 
Taking into account the aforementioned preconditions, the 
main focus of the – ongoing – project presented here is the 
definition of robust directives which should be obeyed when 
building a unit selection synthesis for the visually impaired 
which can produce fast or very fast speech in an acceptable 
quality. 
2. Phonetic Characteristics of Natural Fast 
Speech 
As stated in the introduction, the characteristics of fast speech 
differ from those produced at “normal” tempo. Hence, in this 
section a short overview of the general phonetic characteristics 
of naturally fast speech is given. 
Fast speech differs from “normal” speech both in 
quality/quantity of vowels and in quality/quantity of 
consonants. Suprasegmental features like accents, phrase 
boundaries and the pause durations are also affected by a 
change in speaking rate. The course of the fundamental 
frequency is strongly influenced by tempo acceleration. How 
these differences come about and whether speakers are able to 
avoid them – because this might be an important option for a 
synthesizer as well – will shortly be described in the 
following paragraphs. 
2.1. Vowels 
Vowels can roughly be described as to consist of three parts: 
the onset at the beginning of a vowel, which includes the 
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formant movements (transitions) from the preceding sound, 
the so called steady state almost covering the greatest part in 
the middle of the vowel, where the formant frequencies stay 
stable, and the offset, which includes the transitions to the 
following sound. These transitions from and to another sound 
are characteristic for certain combinations of sounds and thus 
important for their correct identification [4]. 
When speaking faster, vowels are shortened in duration. 
This process mostly affects the steady state, which is logical 
since the transitions are very important for the vowel’s 
perceptual identification and may therefore not be curtailed or 
even left out. 
There is not only pure vowel shortening when speaking 
faster. Another important effect is vowel reduction. Here, 
reduction refers to a shift of the formant frequencies towards 
the neutral vowel in the middle of the vowel space [5]. One 
can assume that this reduction is the consequence of the 
limited movement velocity of the articulators and/or 
increasing coarticulation of segments. It is still a matter of 
ongoing discussion whether the shift of the formant 
frequencies is a directed movement towards the neutral vowel 
or simply a consequence of mutual influence between 
neighboring segments. However, it is questionable whether 
these phenomena can or should be regarded separately at all. 
Nevertheless, both of them affect the produced vowel quality 
and consequently have an impact on the listeners’ perception. 
2.2. Consonants 
Like vowels, consonants are influenced by the acceleration of 
speaking rate. Like vowels, they are shortened in duration. 
However, due to the fact that most consonants do not possess 
a steady state which can be compressed without losing the 
segment’s main characteristics, consonantal shortening is 
much less pronounced compared to vowels. 
Hence, different types of consonants are affected 
differently by speech rate acceleration. E.g., plosives become 
weaker, which means, that the closures are not complete 
resulting in a lack of pressure.  This leads to plosive bursts  
performed with less intensity. In consequence, the acoustic 
characteristics of plosives are more similar to approximants in 
fast speech [5]. A similar kind of weakening happens to 
fricatives too: The centers of gravity in their noise spectra 
show less intensity. Being a combination of plosive and 
fricative, affricates turn into pure (reduced) fricatives when 
speaking faster [6]. 
Another phenomenon occurring in fast speech is the 
syllabification of consonants. Due to reduction and finally 
elision of vocalic segments, consonants may become the 
syllable nucleus. This is accompanied by a duration 
prolongation of the respective syllabified consonant [7]. 
Furthermore, the phonetic distinction between voiced and 
unvoiced consonants is influenced by an increase in speech 
rate. Since voice onset time (VOT) is decreased, its function 
as a perceptual cue to distinguish between voiced and 
unvoiced plosives is neutralized [8]. 
The effects accumulated above are partly a result of an 
increasing gestural overlap between subsequent segments in 
fast speech. The segments have to be articulated in a smaller 
temporal frame and are therefore produced with more 
interference, often referred to as coarticulation. Another 
factor is – similar to vowels – reduction. Due to the fact that 
the articulators are limited in their movement velocity, the 
articulators do not reach the optimal target position for each 
segment. Therefore, the segments as well as the transitions 
from one to another are not produced as clearly as in speech 
uttered at normal speed. On the segmental level, these 
phenomena lead to elision, reduction and assimilation 
processes, but it is highly context dependent whether or not 
the phenomena do occur or not. 
2.3. Suprasegmental Duration 
Apart from phone-specific effects, it has been shown that 
larger entities, such as the syllable, also behave differently 
under variations of speaking rate. E.g., unstressed syllables 
show a stronger shortening in fast speech than stressed ones 
[9], [10] which actually increases the difference in duration 
between stressed and unstressed syllables [11], [12]. An 
investigation in American English indicated that the 
proportion of stressed syllables decreased from nearly 75 % 
in normal speech tempo to less than 50 % in fast speech [13]. 
Anyway, the duration of stressed syllables or even stressed 
vowels in a stress group stayed stable, despite the increasing 
number of unstressed syllables. 
Nooteboom [14] stated that the vocalic part of a syllable 
is more variable in fast speech than the consonantal part. But 
it was also shown, that the syllable internal proportion into 
1/3 consonantal and 2/3 vocalic part stays almost stable 
across different speech tempos [15]. The average number of 
phones per syllable decreases as speaking rate increases. In 
addition, the elasticity hypothesis of Campbell and Isard [16] 
states that the relative duration of the syllable constituents is 
adjusted to the temporal frame of the syllable by scaling the 
intrinsic duration according to the temporal demands. 
Different factors have an influence on this scaling, among 
them the number of phones in the syllable, the position of the 
syllable in the phrase, the stress assigned to the syllable and 
the content of its parent word [ibid.]. 
2.4. Prosodic Organization 
2.4.1. Pauses and Phrase Boundaries 
When speaking faster, one of the first and easiest things to do 
in order to minimize the time for speech production is to 
decrease or even delete the pauses between utterances or 
phrases. Thus, there are fewer and shorter pauses in fast 
speech. The number of phrases decreases as well as prosodic 
boundaries are omitted or at least reduced [17], [18]. 
Monaghan [18] also showed also that in fast speech accents 
are left out and only the most important information remains 
accented. 
2.4.2. Fundamental frequency 
In fast speech, fundamental frequency excursions are less 
pronounced, the intonation contour becomes flatter and the 
pitch range is reduced. Due to its monotony, this speaking 
style can give the listener the impression of tediousness [17].  
2.5. Semantic and Pragmatic Influences on Rate 
As already mentioned, stressed syllables are shortened less 
than unstressed syllables in fast speech. They remain nearly 
stable concerning their degree of accentuation if the 
information they carry is important for comprehension. 
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Therefore accentuated syllables in content words, that tend to 
have a higher information content compared to function 
words, remain stable with an accelerating speech rate [20]. 
Consequently, content words are less reduced than function 
words as well. 
Similar to tempo changes in a musical piece, speakers 
vary their tempo within an utterance relative to the linguistic 
context [21]. Quené [22] found that the Just Noticeable 
Difference (JND)1 for human speech adds up to 2.5 % to 5 % 
difference in speech rate relative to the fundamental rate. 
Professional speakers produced a variation up to 4 % 
depending on the degree of novelty of the information in the 
relevant utterance. Tempo changes which are above the JND 
threshold are obviously relevant for communication. A 
speaker may express the relevance of an utterance in a greater 
context simply by changing the tempo and listeners can 
interpret a change of speaking tempo as a sign for the 
importance of what is said. 
2.6. Speaking Strategies 
Despite the continuous speech flow accompanied by 
coarticulation, a sufficient contrast between neighboring 
segments is both necessary and achievable in successful 
human communication. According to Lindblom’s theory of 
hyper- and hypoarticulation (H&H theory) [23] a contrast is 
sufficient if it allows the listener to discriminate the signal to 
the extent necessary to identify the intended item in his mental 
lexicon. In contrast, the speaker produces speech earmarked 
and future-oriented. This causes a dilemma because on the one 
hand the speaker tries to communicate with as little effort as 
possible. Hypospeech, a somewhat more slurry pronunciation 
style, is the result of this economic constraint. On the other 
hand the speaker wants to reach a communicative goal, he 
therefore needs to maintain the phonetic contrast necessary for 
comprehension. Thus, in situations where comprehension 
might be more difficult (e.g. in a loud environment) or 
absolutely essential (e.g. when giving driving instructions) 
speakers tend to use hyperspeech, a very exact pronunciation 
style. Lindblom describes this phenomenon as follows: 
„speakers are expected to vary their output along a continuum 
of hyper- and hypospeech“. To be understood by a listener the 
speaker’s (speech)-signals need to feature a sufficient contrast 
for the listeners’ lexical access. For fast speech, we would 
normally expect speakers to use hypospeech while speaking 
fast – due to economy. However, speakers may be well able to 
speak both fast and clear (hyperspeech) if the situation 
requires this – within certain articulatory constraints.  
2.7. Perception 
As explained above, the main problem during the perception 
of natural fast speech is the omission of several acoustic 
characteristics which are necessary for the correct 
identification of what has been said. In contrast, it has been 
shown that if natural speech was compressed up to 65 % of its 
original duration it was still “perfectly intelligible” [1]. 
Obviously, the natural acoustic transitions keep the speech 
intelligible even at fast tempo but the content needs to be 
semantically or pragmatically predictable to be understood. 
Even if the temporal compression is further intensified and the 
                                                          
1 Just noticeable difference is the smallest difference in a specified 
modality of sensory input that is detectable by a human being. [27] 
compressed utterances have only 35 % of their original 
duration, they remain comprehensible in the majority of cases 
(53 %) [24]. 
2.8. Conclusions and Implications for Fast Synthetic 
Speech 
Speakers follow certain strategies when speaking fast, they 
reduce vowels and consonants, flatten the fundamental 
frequency contour and try to minimize duration of pauses and 
of segments that can be contracted best, i.e. vowels. This 
process may lead to a loss of distinctiveness and consequently 
comprehension. However, speakers obey certain rules in order 
to keep the communication chain working: Semantically 
important elements of speech are compressed/reduced less 
than unimportant ones.  Nevertheless, with a lot of effort, 
speakers are well able to speak both clear and fast. 
It is possible that a modeling of these speaker strategies may 
increase naturalness of synthetic speech. Furthermore, it is 
possible that a stronger contrast between clearly spoken, 
semantically important and slurrily spoken, less important 
elements may even increase comprehension of fast synthetic 
speech, since it draws the attention to the main content of an 
utterance. 
Furthermore, we know that the acoustic transitions of 
subsequent segments play a vital role in the intelligibility of 
(fast) speech. The discontinuities added to the speech chain 
during concatenation must therefore be minimized. This can 
be achieved straightforwardly by combining phones which are 
prone to heavy coarticulation into indivisable synthesis units. 
We therefore aim to integrate the insights of H&H theory 
and flexible approaches to inventory creation for unit 
selection synthesis in order to achieve synthetic speech that is 
both maximally natural and maximally fast.  
3. Preliminary Evaluation 
The goal of our present study is to determine an optimal 
strategy for modeling fast synthetic speech for the visually 
impaired user. A fundamental problem is the circumstance 
that preferences – especially of the blind or otherwise visually 
impaired people – are not investigated as much as it would be 
necessary for designing an optimal inventory for a fast unit 
selection speech synthesis. 
When starting work for the project some questions came 
up: What do the blind or visually impaired people aim for 
concerning speech synthesis? Do they really prefer a 
monotonous fast synthesis being prosodically relatively close 
to natural fast speech as suggested in [19]? Or do they not 
mind a lack in naturalness as long as acoustic transitions 
important for segment identification are adequately modeled 
as in formant synthesis [2]? Is it important that the 
information bearing units are less compressed/reduced than 
the words carrying less semantic load? What kind of speech 
quality do they prefer? 
The literature concerning these problems proved to be 
very poor and so it was decided to start a survey among the 
prospective users. A questionnaire was designed which 
includes questions about the users’  
! fields of synthesis applications  
! used or preferred speech synthesis devices 
! global preferences concerning speech tempo 
! preferred speech rate when listening to synthetic speech  
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A second part of the questionnaire deals with several detailed 
questions related to 
! the preferred or desired intelligibility 
! the preferred intonation and prosody of fast speech 
! the users’ desire for an even faster output than what is 
currently possible 
! preferences concerning the tradeoff between naturalness, 
liveliness and the possibility to have a synthesizer talk 
very fast. 
3.1. (Expected) Results 
Due to the fact that at the time of writing this paper the 
questionnaire has just been released to the public, there are no 
results available. Nevertheless the following section contains 
some information concerning the expected outcome. During 
the workshop, detailed results of the survey will be presented. 
4. Further experiments 
Based on our previous investigations (cf. 2.) and the outcome 
of the questionnaire (cf. 3.), we are currently setting up a 
series of perception experiments aimed to determine an 
optimal strategy for building a unit inventory that enables us 
to model fast synthetic speech. The synthetic quality should be 
especially suited for applications used by the visually 
impaired. Below we describe the different steps currently 
undertaken to gather stimuli containing the different 
articulatory and acoustic features under examination. Then, 
the anticipated experimental setup is explained. Of course, 
these are still subject to amendments based on the prospective 
survey’s results. 
4.1. Recordings of Synthesis Units 
According to the H&H theory, speakers are able to speak both 
fast and clear if they increase effort. In order to build a useful 
synthesis inventory that models fast speech, a speaker needed 
to be found who was able to realize this speaking style best.  
To determine a competent inventory speaker, preliminary 
recordings of 9 volunteers were carried out. These recordings 
were rated by 12 phonetically trained people. They assessed 
the individual speakers fastest possible articulation rate, their 
perceptual clarity during fast speech and their individual voice 
characteristics. Based on these parameters, the presumably 
most suitable speaker for a fast inventory of a unit selection 
speech synthesis system was determined. 
During inventory creating, the selected speaker read a 
subset (400 sentences) of the language material contained in 
the BITS-Corpus [25]. The BITS-Corpus was simply chosen 
due to its availability and its phonologically balanced design 
fulfilling the general criteria of unit selection speech synthesis 
systems. 
 
The sentences are recorded in 2 conditions: 
! “normal” speech rate (4 to 5 syllables per second) 
! maximum “clear” speech rate (6 to 8 syllables per 
second) 
 
All recordings were conducted in a sound treated 
recording studio of our institute. Due to the fact that not all 
recordings can be done in only one session a strict monitoring 
of speaking rate, phrasing and intensity is necessary. Prior to 
each session and within each session, several reference 
sentences are presented to the speaker in order to (re)adjust 
her performance and speaking style. The reference sentences 
are recordings of the first recording session. Special attention 
is paid to an adjustment of speaking rate, phrasing and 
accentuation style and intensity. To reach the fastest rate of 
speech possible it has proven useful to guide the speaker to 
the designated tempo gradually [26]. 
All recordings are labeled automatically and corrected 
manually. Thus, we create two unit selection inventories: one 
in normal speech rate and one in fast speech rate. In order to 
assess the general quality of the normal rate inventory and 
make sure it fulfills the baseline criteria of an acceptable unit 
selection corpus, the normal rate inventory will be compared 
with the performance of the existing BITS-inventory. This 
assessment will be performed by generating and comparing 
identical sentences from the two different inventories. 
4.2. Stimuli and Experimental Setup 
As stimuli, different sentences will be generated from the two 
inventories recorded previously. The stimulus sentences have 
also been recorded but have not been included in the 
inventory. Thus, we have templates for further manipulations 
and comparisons. The first sentence will be generated from 
normal rate units, the second from fast rate units. A third 
sentence will be mixed: content words generated from the 
normal rate units and function words generated from the fast 
rate units. The motivation for these three groups is that it is 
still unclear whether listeners prefer fast synthetic speech 
generated from fast units (most natural?), compressed normal 
units (most intelligible?) or a mixture of both, trying to mimic 
the speaking strategies explained by the H&H-theory. 
The sentences which are partly or completely generated 
from the normal rate units presumably will have to be largely 
manipulated concerning their duration and f0 based on the 
prerecorded template. It is expected that the sentences which 
have been generated from the fast rate units will require a 
comparatively marginal manipulation. This manipulation may 
create another variable influencing the results of the 
perception experiments. 
There are three groups of stimulus sentences which will 
be evaluated pairwise in preference tests: 
 
Stimulus Group 1:  
! Generated from normal rate units 
! Presumably little coarticulation 
! Presumably massive prosodic manipulation 
 
Stimulus Group 2: 
! Generated from fast rate units 
! Presumably massive, but typical coarticulation 
! Presumably little prosody manipulation 
 
Stimulus Group 3: 
! Generated from normal and fast rate units 
! Presumably little coarticulation in content words and 
massive coarticulation in function words 
! Presumably some prosody manipulation 
 
Additionally, stimuli representing a normal speech rate 
will be generated from the two inventories. These sentences 
represent a crosscheck. Here, we expect that the sentences 
generated from the normal rate units are judged much better 
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than that generated from the fast rate units. On the one hand, 
the fast rate units will have to be massively manipulated, on 
the other hand they will cause intelligibility problems for the 
listeners due to their strong pertinent coarticulation and 
reduction. 
The tests shall be conducted with different listener 
groups. The first group shall consist of people who are not or 
only slightly visually impaired (e.g. their impairment can be 
corrected by wearing glasses or contact lenses). In this group, 
we expect that the preferred sentences will be the ones 
generated from the normal rate inventory and that the overall 
preferred tempo of speech is moderate. A second listener 
group consists of blind or heavily visually impaired people 
who are reliant on using a speech synthesis system in daily 
life. Here we expect that these people prefer a fast speech 
rate, maybe even not intelligible for the visually unimpaired. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the fast versions of the 
sentences where the content words are synthesized from the 
normal rate units are preferred because the important 
information is more intelligible and easy to understand. 
5. Conclusions 
Our paper comprises phonetic knowledge concerning fast 
speech, discusses implications for its most adequate modeling 
in concatenation based synthesis applications aimed at 
visually impaired users and presents a research strategy to 
investigate this problem further. If the approach chosen in this 
investigation proves not to be appropriate to synthesize fast 
speech in an adequate and acceptable quality other ways of 
producing fast speech in concatenation based synthesis 
systems have to be considered. 
Since our paper described work in progress, only very 
preliminary results are presented, but first results with regards 
to the – formerly poorly investigated – tempo related synthesis 
preferences of visually impaired users will be reported during 
the workshop. 
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Abstract
In this paper, we report on an experiment that tested users’
ability to understand the content of spoken auditory reminders.
Users heard meeting reminders and medication reminders spo-
ken in both a natural and a synthetic voice. Our results show that
older users can understand synthetic speech as well as younger
users provided that the prompt texts are well-designed, using
familiar words and contextual cues. As soon as unfamiliar and
complex words are introduced, users’ hearing affects how well
they can understand the synthetic voice, even if their hearing
would pass common screening tests for speech synthesis exper-
iments. Although hearing thresholds correlate best with users’
performance, central auditory processing may also influence
performance, especially when complex errors are made.
1. Introduction
Older people are a key user group for speech synthesisers. Not
only is the percentage of older people in the population increas-
ing, but there are also many groups of older people who will
clearly benefit from voice interfaces. Take for example peo-
ple whose arthritis restricts the motion of their arms and hands:
This user group will find it very difficult to navigate traditional
graphical user interfaces. Moreover, as the baby boomer gener-
ation enters old age, older people are becoming more familiar
with and amenable to using computer technology. But there is
a fly in the ointment: Older people are also far more likely to
have hearing problems than younger users. However, we should
be able to optimise our synthetic voices to help compensate for
these problems. To achieve this, we need to understand what
makes synthetic speech more difficult to understand for older
people. In this paper, we report a detailed error analysis of
an intelligibility experiment that potentially hints at the direc-
tion to take. After a short review of the literature (Section 2),
we describe the assessment battery each participant underwent
(Sections 3.2 and 3.3) and the experiment itself (Section 3.4).
In Section 4, we relate error patterns to selected aspects of par-
ticipants’ hearing, participants’ cognitive ability, and problems
with the synthetic stimuli. Finally, in Section 5, we suggest how
synthesis systems might address the issues found.
2. Background
Older listeners have problems understanding synthetic speech,
in particular if they have hearing problems [1], and if there are
no contextual cues to compensate for the diminished acous-
tic cues [2]. Unfortunately, most of the research investigat-
ing potential reasons for these problems has not been carried
out on unit-selection voices, but on formant synthesisers. The
two major problems with formant synthesisers are the dearth of
acoustic information in the signal [3] and incorrect prosody [4].
These problems with decoding the signal may place a higher
cognitive load on listeners [5]. This increased load may affect
older listeners more than younger ones [6]. Since concatenative
approaches preserve far more of the acoustic signal than for-
mant synthesisers, dearth of information should not be a prob-
lem anymore. Instead, we have problems with spectral mis-
matches at joins between units, spectral distortion due to signal
processing, and temporal distortion due to wrong durations. It is
central auditory processing mechanisms that are responsible for
tasks such as detecting gaps or compensating for spectral and
temporal distortions. Problems with central auditory processing
are not picked up by standard pure-tone audiometry. Therefore,
we need to expand our range of measures.
The results of Roring et al. [2] may suggest that we need
to be particularly careful not to introduce distortions due to sig-
nal processing. Their stimuli were generated using an Amer-
ican English diphone voice as supplied with the open source
version of Festival [7]. Stimuli were presented at two rates,
normal (210 words-per-minute (wpm), duration parameter 1.0),
and slow (150 wpm, duration parameter 1.5). The slow rate was
chosen based on a 1995 study of DECtalk [8]. Older adults per-
formed significantly worse at the slower rate, which was gen-
erated by setting Festival’s duration parameter to 1.5 instead of
1.0. Not having heard the original stimuli, we can only specu-
late that this result was due to increased distortions introduced
by PSOLA. As older adults are less able to compensate for those
distortions than younger adults, this may partly explain the find-
ing. Langner and Black [1] compared, among other options,
speech that was recorded while the speaker was listening to
time-varying noise (speech-in-noise) and synthetic speech that
was post-filtered to mimic the spectral characteristics speech-
in-noise. The original speech-in-noise had a positive effect on
performance, the filtered version did not.
Although both Roring et al. [2] and Langner and Black [1]
examine the role of hearing problems, neither was able to per-
form a comprehensive hearing assessment of their participants.
Langner and Black relied on self-reports of hearing problems,
while Roring et al. used pure-tone audiometry to determine par-
ticipants’ hearing threshold, averaging thresholds for 0.25, 0.5,
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 kHz.
Roring et al. concluded from their study of the Festival di-
phone voice, published in 2007, that “[s]ynthetic speech fidelity
must be improved significantly before becoming truly useful
for the older adult population.” [2, p. 25]. One of the aims
of this paper and its companion paper [9] is to assess whether
unit selection has delivered this significant improvement. In our
previous analyses of the data set reported on here [9], we exam-
ined correlations between pure-tone thresholds and intelligibil-
ity in more detail. We found that the most important threshold
to consider is the average threshold for 1, 2, and 3 kHz, cor-
responding to the range of F2. We also noticed that extended
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high frequency (UHF) thresholds above 9 kHz correlated well
with participants’ performance. UHF thresholds are a poten-
tial indicator of the general health of the cochlea, since hearing
loss begins at the highest frequencies of 20 kHz and propagates
down with age. These correlations were not due to a subset
of participants with particularly pathological hearing—we can
see these trends even in participants who would pass standard
screening tests where 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz pure tones are pre-
sented at 20dB.
From this brief review of the literature, we see that we know
very little about the way in which age-related changes in hearing
affect the intelligibility of synthetic speech, in particular unit
selection. These age-related changes do not necessarily have to
be pathological to affect a person’s performance. Furthermore,
the role of central auditory processing has barely been explored,
even though it is key to compensating for artefacts introduced
during the synthesis process.
3. Experiment
3.1. Participants
44 participants took part in our experiment. 12 were aged be-
tween 20 and 30, 20 between 50 and 60, and 12 between 60
and 70. The 20-30 group served as controls who showed very
few signs of auditory ageing. The 50-60 group were included
because they are more likely to show clear evidence of auditory
ageing, but less likely to have complex pathologies or require a
hearing aid. Finally, the 60-70 group fits with the type of partic-
ipants that are typically labelled “older”. We pooled the partici-
pants aged between 50-70 into a generic “older” group because
chronological age is notoriously bad at predicting changes in
ability [10].
3.2. Cognitive Assessments
We used the Prospective and Retrospective Memory Question-
naire [11] to screen for major memory problems. All scores
were well within the normal range. In addition, all partici-
pants completed a working memory span (WMS) test [12] that
was scored from an answer sheet. The test was presented vi-
sually because auditory presentation might affect scores [13].
We used WMS because the experimental task involved remem-
bering the information presented in reminders (cf. Section 3.4
for more detail), and because WMS is highly correlated with
other measures of cognitive functioning [10]. Older participants
had a significantly lower WMS than younger participants (t-
test,t=5.33,df=29.606,p<0.00001). The 20-30’s scored on av-
erage 38 points out of 42, the 50-70’s scored 27. The spread of
scores in our test is considerable, with 25% of all participants
scoring 24 of 42 possible points or less.
3.3. Audiological Assessments
3.3.1. Pure-Tone Audiometry
Pure-tone (PTA) and ultra high-frequency (UHF) audiometry
was measured on a recently calibrated audiometer (Grason-
Stadler, Milford, NH; model GSI 61) in a double-walled sound-
proofed room (Industrial Acoustics Corporation, Staines, Mid-
dlesex, UK). Air-conduction thresholds were measured for each
ear at 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 kHz following the procedure
recommended by the British Society of Audiology [14]. UHF
thresholds were established at 9, 10, 11.2, 12.5, 14, 16, 18, and
20 kHz. If a participant was unable to detect a tone at the loud-
est setting IntMax for that particular frequency, their threshold
for that frequency was recorded as IntMax + 5 dB. Testing al-
ways began with the better ear in all subjects. Since there are
significant differences between the two ears, data from the right
and the left ear will be reported separately in this analysis. In
this paper, we use the following thresholds:
Trad: Average of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz, the frequencies conven-
tionally used for screening participants in speech synthe-
sis experiments
F2: Average of 1, 2, and 3 kHz, the frequency range of F2,
which has been found to correlate with participants’ abil-
ity to understand synthetic speech [9]
UHF: Average of 9, 10, 11.2, 12.5, 14, 16, 18, and 20 kHz
3.3.2. Gap Detection
The aim of the gap detection test is to establish the smallest gap
between two carrier stimuli that participants can detect. Instead
of psychoacoustic testing procedures, we used the Random Gap
Detection Test [15], which samples gap detection ability at a
fixed set of seven intervals, namely 0, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
and 40 ms. The sequence in which these intervals are presented
is randomised. The stimuli consisted of a 1000 Hz calibration
tone and two subtests, the first covering the four frequencies
0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz, the second covering clicks. In this pa-
per, we only report results for clicks, because we did not find
any correlations between participants’ performance on the syn-
thetic speech test and their ability to detect a gap between two
tones [16]. This finding is mirrored by studies which found that
people’s ability to detect gaps between tones does not correlate
well with their ability to understand speech in noise, while their
ability to detect gaps in noise does [17]. All test items were pre-
sented binaurally through a GSI 61 audiometer (model GSI 61;
Grason-Stadler, Milford, NH) and a high fidelity Sony cassette
with calibrated TDH-49 headphones.
3.3.3. Speech Audiometry
The speech audiometry test used a set of 20 standard CVC word
lists [18]. Each list was 10 words long. After each word, par-
ticipants need to repeat what they heard. The score is the num-
ber of phonemes that were repeated correctly, with the maxi-
mum score 30 (10 words × 3 phonemes). Word lists were ini-
tially presented at a comfortable intensity derived from partic-
ipants’ PTA scores. That intensity was increased until partici-
pants scored 30 out of 30 phonemes correct, and then lowered
again until participants’ score dropped to 3 out of 30 phonemes
(10%) or worse. Intensity was changed by 5 dB at a time.
3.4. Synthesis Experiment
For this study, we used stimuli that are closely modelled on
a real-life application—task reminders. Task reminders were
chosen because they are an integral part of many relevant ap-
plications, ranging from electronic diaries to cognitive pros-
thetics [19]. Since our research focusses on adapting speech
technology to the home care domain, we investigated two rel-
evant types of reminders: reminders to meet a specific person
at a given time, and reminders to take a specific medication at a
given time. 32 reminders were generated, 16 meeting reminders
and 16 medication reminders. Time preceded person or medica-
tion in half the sentences, person/medication preceded time in
the other half. Table 1 shows the sentence templates that were
used. Each template was used eight times.
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Table 1: Reminder Templates
Reminder Template
Meeting At TIME, you are meeting PERSON.
You are meeting PERSON at TIME.
Medication At TIME, you need to take your MEDICATION.
You need to take your MEDICATION at TIME.
3.4.1. Stimuli
There were three categories of target stimuli, times (easiest),
person names (medium difficulty), and medication names (most
difficult). Since temporal expressions are relatively distinct
from each other, it is difficult to elicit errors. We addressed
this problem by focussing on two sets of phonologically similar
hours: “seven”, “eleven” and “twelve” and “one”, “nine”, and
“ten”. We added further complexity by adding complex expres-
sions such as X to HOUR and X past HOUR, where X was one
of “ten”, “twenty”, and “a quarter”. We chose proper names
that matched the pattern C1VC2, where both consonants were
oral or nasal stops, because stops are more easily confundable
than other consonant types [20, 21]. For each proper name (ex-
cept for “Dan”), we ensured that there was at least one other
proper name that differed from the name by just one conso-
nant. Medication names were constructed by recombining mor-
phemes taken from actual medication names. Care was taken to
ensure that the medication names did not resemble any existing
or commonly used medication to avoid familiarity effects. All
names are 3-4 syllables long; seven contain at least one conso-
nant cluster. Table 2 lists all targets used in the experiment.
3.4.2. Voices
For the synthetic speech condition, all 32 reminders were syn-
thesised using Scottish female voice “Heather” of the unit selec-
tion speech synthesis system Cerevoice [22]. Medication names
were added to the lexicon before synthesis to eliminate prob-
lems due to letter-to-sound rules. The transcriptions were ad-
justed to render them maximally intelligible. No other aspects
of the synthetic speech were adjusted.
For the natural speech condition, the reminders were read
by the same speaker who provided the source material for the
synthetic voice. The natural speech was then postprocessed us-
ing the procedures used for creating synthetic speech: high-pass
filtering with a cut-off frequency of 70 Hz, then downsampling
to 16kHz, and finally encoding and decoding with the tools
speexenc and speexdec. This procedure ensures an excep-
tionally close matching between human and synthetic speech.
3.4.3. Experiment Design and Procedure
Four stimulus lists were created, each comprising 32 reminders.
Each reminder was followed by a short question, recorded us-
ing the same natural voice as that used for the reminders. Each
participant only heard one of the four lists. Each reminder was
presented using the synthetic voice in two lists, and using nat-
ural speech in the remaining two. In two lists (one synthetic,
one natural), participants were asked for the first item of a given
reminder, while in the other two conditions, participants were
asked for the second item.
The sequence of reminders was randomised once and then
kept constant for all four lists. Each participant had to correctly
remember 32 targets: 8 times presented in a natural voice, 8
times presented in a synthetic voice, 4 medication names pre-
sented in a synthetic voice, 4 medication names presented using
a human voice, 4 person names presented using a human voice,
and 4 person names using a synthetic voice.
Participants replied verbally with the information which
they had been asked to recall. All responses were written down
during the experiment and recorded using a minidisc recorder
for further transcription and scoring. The total number of re-
sponses collected was 1408, with 352 times, 352 person names,
and 704 times. For each category, half the responses are to the
natural version, half to the synthesised version.
3.4.4. Scoring
Participants’ pronunciations were scored by a phonetician
(MW) based on whether their response was an acceptable pro-
nunciation of the orthographical form of the target. This allows
us to adjust for effects of the participants’ dialect, such as rhotic-
ity or differences in vowel quality. Deviant pronunciations that
could not be accounted for by dialect were classified into three
categories:
phoneme errors: Insertion, deletion or replacement of one
consonant or vowel in a syllable. Example: Propanodryl
→ Propranodryl, Beclotor→ Beclodor. Phoneme errors
occur in person names and medication names.
syllable errors: More than one phoneme error in the pronun-
ciation of a syllable. Syllable errors only occur in medi-
cation names. Example: Propanodryl→ Propanolol
word errors: One of the target words is replaced by a different
word. Medication names were scored as wrong words
if all of the word’s syllables were affected by syllable
errors. Word errors occurred in all three stimulus cate-
gories. Example: eleven→ seven
Responses were scored as correct if they contained no errors.
Table 2: Target Stimuli
Item type Items
Person Ben, Bob, Dan, Don, Dick, Ned, Nick, Rick,
Rob, Ron, Ken, Kim, Jim, Tim, Ted, Tom
Medication Accumycin, Beclotor, Dexozine, Erytozole,
Fosinarol, Kisinolol, Levapril, Mevacycline,
Pravaclor, Propanodryl, Sulfacillin, Strepto-
statin, Tetradine, Trovalide
Times one, four, five, seven, nine, ten, eleven, twelve
ten past ten, ten past three, ten past twelve, ten
past two, ten to eight, ten to eleven, ten to one,
ten to ten
twenty past ten, twenty past three, twenty past
twelve, twenty past two, twenty to eight, twenty
to eleven, twenty to one, twenty to ten
quarter past ten, quarter past three, quarter past
twelve, quarter past two, quarter to eight, quar-
ter to eleven, quarter to one, quarter to ten
4. Results
Results are presented in three stages. First, we examine whether
some stimuli were more difficult to process than others and
present results of a detailed inspection of the synthetic speech
signals that caused particular problems (Section 4.1). Next, we
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examine the effect of ageing. Instead of testing chronological
age, we focus on measures of cognitive ability (Section 4.2) and
hearing loss(Section 4.3, both of which are linked to ageing.
4.1. The Effect of the Stimuli
We determined the effects of three independent variables char-
acterising the nature of the stimuli, category (person, time,
or medication), voice (synthetic or human) and position in
the reminder (first or second), on participants’ ability to re-
member the stimulus correctly. A three-way ANOVA shows
main effects of the category (df=2,F=278.66,p<0.00001), voice
(df=1,F=26.66,p<0.0001) and position (df=1,F=5.58,p<0.05).
Tukey’s HSD post-hoc tests reveal that synthetic stimuli are
more difficult to remember than those spoken by the natural
voice, items in second place are easier to remember than items
in first place, and persons and times are easier to remember
than medications (cf. Table 3). This validates our decision
to test all three types of responses. The reasons for this re-
sult are clear: Times and person names are frequent, familiar,
and phonologically simple, whereas medication names are un-
familiar and phonologically complex. We also find a clear in-
teraction between stimulus category and voice (df=2, F=33.06,
p<0.0000001). Our post-hoc tests reveal that in fact, partici-
pants remember times and person names well no matter what
the voice—it is the complex, unfamiliar medication names that
make the difference: Performance doubles for the natural voice
compared to the synthetic voice. Therefore, when messages are
restricted to stimuli using familiar words in familiar contexts,
older users may be able to cope perfectly well with modern syn-
thetic voices.
Although average scores for person names and times are
similar, performance on the two categories is not correlated
(ρ=-0.09,df=42,p>0.5). Neither is there a correlation between
the number of correct person names and the number of cor-
rect medication names (ρ=0.19,p>0.2), nor between the num-
ber of correct times and the number of correct medication names
(ρ=0.13,p>0.4). If participants’ performance for the three re-
sponse categories is uncorrelated, then performance on each
category is potentially determined by different factors.
For six targets, the performance difference between nat-
ural and synthetic versions was 30% or worse. These were
the medication names “Accumycin”, “Beclotor”, “Erytozole”,
“Mevacycline”, “Pravaclor”, and “Sulfacillin”. In two of these,
“Accumycin” and “Sulfacillin”, there are clear bad joins. The
second syllable of “Accumycin” is often misheard as “clu” or
“cru”. This could be due to a bad join in the /m/ of “mycin”,
where a nasal with relatively weak intensity meets a nasalised
/a/. Likewise, “Sulfacillin” is affected by a bad join in the first
vowel /U/, and “-lin” is rendered as /lInIn/. As a consequence,
33% of participants misheard the suffix, and 50% confused the
initial /U/ with an initial /I/. In the remaining four, “Erytozole”,
“Mevacycline”, “Pravaclor”, and “Beclotor”, the problem lies
elsewhere. With “Mevacycline”, “meva-” is often misheard as
“neva-”. This could be due to a tricky transition between the fi-
nal /r/ of “your” and the initial /m/ of “meva”. With “Pravaclor”,
the third syllable is affected most, with participants omitting the
/l/, which is very short, or changing the nucleus to /a/, which
may be due to the almost vocalic final /r/. For “Erytozole”, the
suffix “zole” is often confused with a similar sounding suffix.
This could be due to the relatively rapid transition to the follow-
ing preposition “at”. “Beclotor” was affected worst. This is not
due to bad joins, but to very short nuclei whose identity is diffi-
cult to identify. Moreover, the final /r/ is very short and segues
quickly into the initial vowel of the following “at”. As a result,
none of the participants identifies the suffix correctly. Most mis-
interpret “-tor” as “-tin”, and only seven correctly identify the
/l/ in “-clo”.
The picture sketched above for the six medications with the
biggest performance difference between the natural and the syn-
thetic version holds for the other medications as well: Bad joins
are less of a problem than transitions that are too fast and dura-
tions, in particular of second consonants in consonant clusters,
that are too short.
Table 3: % correct by voice and stimulus category
Category Voice Total
Natural Synthetic
Medication 65.91% 35.23% 50.57%
Person 96.59% 90.91% 93.75%
Time 94.60% 96.02% 95.31%
Total 87.93% 79.55% 83.75%
4.2. The Effect of Memory
Working memory score is highly correlated with participants’
performance on natural stimuli (ρ=0.42, 95% confidence inter-
val [0.14,0.64], p<0.01), but not with performance on synthetic
stimuli in general (ρ=0.23, 95% CI [-0.07,0.49], p>0.1). Look-
ing at the effect of working memory span on the kinds of errors
made, we find a significant correlation with words substituted
(ρ=-0.36, 95% CI [-0.59,-0.07], p<0.05), but not with altered
phonemes or syllables.
4.3. The Effect of Hearing
After examining potential confounders such as particularly dif-
ficult items and working memory, we turn to the central aspect
of our study, the influence of hearing. We are looking for as-
pects of hearing that are highly correlated with participants’
performance: the number of correct responses, the amount of
phoneme errors, the number of syllable errors, and the num-
ber of word errors. The audiological measures included in our
analysis (cf. Sec. 3.3) are:
Pure Tone Audiometry: TRADL, TRADR, F2L, F2R,
UHFL, UHFR
Central Auditory Processing: MAXR, MAXL (Speech au-
diometry); GAP (gap detection in noise)
It would be very convenient if most of the results obtained
were due to participants with abnormal hearing that would have
been eliminated automatically by the traditional screening test,
with the average threshold TRAD for 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz at
20dB or lower for both. For this reason, we present results for
two groups of participants:
Full: the complete group of 44 participants
Screened: the subgroup of 35 (79.55%) participants who
would have passed the traditional screening test
Of the group SCREENED, 5 (14%) had a gap detection threshold
in noise of 20 ms or higher. 8 (23%) had to hear the speech au-
diometry word lists at 60dB or louder to obtain a perfect score.
This is well above the dynamic range of normal speech, which
varies between 20 and 50 dB.
Tables 4–7 summarise the audiological measures which
correlate with participants’ performance on synthetic versus
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natural speech. Measures for which correlations are significant
at a level of p<0.005 are presented in bold, correlations with
p<0.01 are in normal type, and measures for which correlations
are significant at p<0.05 in italics.
All correlations are in the expected direction: the higher
audiometric thresholds, the higher the gap detection threshold,
and the higher the maximum intensity at which participants cor-
rectly repeated all words, the worse their performance. The
first key result to note is that for both full group and screened
group, aspects of hearing clearly influence performance. This is
a powerful argument for including at least some simple hearing
thresholds as covariates when analysing results of intelligibility
tests. Even though our population was significantly older than
the usual undergraduate testers, age does not imply healthy ears:
We excluded two younger subjects from our initial pool of 15
younger participants because of low-frequency hearing loss.
The key hearing threshold is not one of the traditional
screening values TRADR and TRADL, but F2L. This is the one
threshold that correlates well with our error measures, no matter
what the group. This is good news, because like TRADL, it is
relatively quick and easy to measure. We also find strong corre-
lations with the ultra-high frequency hearing thresholds UHFR
and UHFL, which confirms our earlier findings [9]. The corre-
lations between UHFR and UHFL and participant performance
are stronger for the subgroup that would have passed screen-
ing than for the full group. This is interesting, since losses at
ultra-high frequencies precede losses further down the basilar
membrane.
Our measurements of central auditory function, MAXR,
MAXL, and GAP are mainly correlated with participants’ per-
formance on natural speech - they play a far smaller role in pre-
dicting errors on synthetic speech. In particular, MAXR corre-
lates well with the number of correct responses, and the num-
ber of word errors. This reflects the design of this particular
test, which looks at the ability to correctly understand mono-
syllables. GAP is only relevant in accounting for syllable er-
rors made when repeating synthetic stimuli (cf. Table 6): The
less participants are able to detect small gaps in noise, the more
likely they are elide, substitute, or insert two or more phonemes
in a syllable of a complex multisyllabic stimulus.
Finally, the evidence shows very clearly that hearing prob-
lems affect natural and synthetic speech differently, even though
the underlying speaker was the same. The key differences are:
• Speech audiometry correlates far better with people’s
ability to understand natural speech than with their abil-
ity to understand synthetic speech.
• Performance for synthetic stimuli on the other hand is
predicted mostly by pure tone audiometry thresholds.
• No audiological measures correlate significantly with the
number of phoneme errors made on synthetic speech,
and no measures correlate significantly with the number
of syllable errors made on natural speech.
5. Discussion
Our results indicate that older people can remember and pro-
cess synthetic stimuli just as well as those produced by natural
speech if the text consists of familiar words and phrases. We can
exploit this finding by ensuring that prompts are redundant and
contain frequent and familiar words. Since quite a few prob-
lems with the synthetic stimuli occurred at transitions between
the target words and the surrounding sentence matrix, a quick
Table 4: Correlation of audiological measures with perfor-
mance on reminder task
Full (n=44)
Natural Synthetic
Audiometry F2L F2L, UHFR
TradL UHFL, TradL
Central MaxR, MaxL MaxL
Screened (n=35)
Natural Synthetic
Audiometry (none) F2L, UHFR, UHFL
F2R, TradL, TradR
Central (none) (none)
Table 5: Correlation of audiological measures with phoneme
errors
Full (n=44)
Natural Synthetic
Audiometry F2L, TradL (none)
F2R, TradR, UHFL, UHFR
Central MaxR (none)
Screened (n=35)
Natural Synthetic
Audiometry TradR, F2R (none)
Central (none) (none)
hack to avoid these problems would be to delimit the key con-
tent words by very short pauses. These general design guide-
lines can be implemented almost immediately and benefit all
users regardless of age.
Considerable differences emerge only when the text to be
synthesised contains phonologically complex, unfamiliar stim-
uli. This result needs to be investigated further in a more sys-
tematic study where phonological complexity and familiarity
are both varied systematically.
Our results also demonstrate that factors which will affect
the ability to understand natural speech do not necessarily affect
the ability to understand synthetic speech. Hence, we cannot
just extrapolate from the literature on human speech recogni-
tion, but need to reevaluate all findings carefully.
A more detailed analysis of the results shows that people’s
ability to understand synthetic speech is greatly influenced by
pure-tone audiometric thresholds. Central auditory processing
has a small, but decisive influence. For example, when remem-
bering phonologically complex syllables, the ability to detect
small gaps in the signal becomes important. This indicates
that users’ ability to understand synthetic speech may depend
mainly on aspects of auditory function that affect the general
processing of auditory stimuli, and less on users’ ability to un-
derstand speech.
The natural response to this result might be to apply preem-
phasis to relevant frequency ranges. However, the benefits of
any signal processing need to be weighed against the distortions
it introduces. Furthermore, detailed post-hoc error analyses
show that the main source of errors are not bad joins, but seg-
ments that are too short and transitions that move too quickly.
Hence, it might be more effective to use units for important con-
tent words that are longer and contain clearer auditory cues. We
hope to investigate this hypothesis in future work.
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Table 6: Correlation of audiological measures with syllable er-
rors
Full (n=44)
Natural Synthetic
Audiometry (none) F2L, F2R, UHFL, UHFR
Central (none) MaxR, Gap
Screened (n=35)
Natural Synthetic
Audiometry (none) F2L, UHFR, UHFL
Central (none) Gap, MaxL
Table 7: Correlation of audiological measures with word errors
Full (n=44)
Natural Synthetic
Audiometry (none) F2L, TradL
Central MaxR (none)
Screened (n=35)
Natural Synthetic
Audiometry (none) TradR, TradL, UHFL
UHFR, F2R, F2L
Central MaxR, MaxL,GapNoise (none)
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Abstract
A statistical parametric speech synthesis system based on hid-
den Markov models (HMMs) has grown in popularity over the
last few years. This system simultaneouslymodels spectrum,
excitation, and duration of speech using context-dependent
HMMs and generatesspeechwaveforms from the HMMs them-
selves. Since December 2002, we have publicly released an
open-source software toolkit named HMM-based speech syn-
thesis system (HTS) to provide a research and development
platform for the speech synthesis community. In December
2006, HTS version 2.0 was released. This version includes a
number of new features which are useful for both speech syn-
thesis researchers and developers. This paper describes HTS
version 2.0 in detail, as well as future release plans.
1. Introduction
Currently the most popular speech synthesis technique is unit
selection [1–3], where appropriate sub-word units are selected
from large speech databases. Over the last decade, this tech-
nique has been shown to synthesize high quality speech and is
used for many applications. Although it is very hard to sur-
pass the quality of the best examples of unit selection, it does
have a limitation that the synthesized speech will strongly re-
semble the style of the speech recorded in the database. As
we require speech which is more varied in voice characteris-
tics, speaking styles, and emotions, we need to record larger
and larger databases with these variations to achieve the syn-
thesis we desire without degrading the quality [4]. However,
recording such a large database is very difficult and costly [5].
Over the last few years, a statisticalparametric speech syn-
thesis system based on hidden Markov models (HMMs) has
grown in popularity [6–10]. In this system, context-dependent
HMMs are trained from databases of natural speech, and we
can generate speech waveforms from the HMMs themselves.
This system offers the ability to model different styles without
requiring the recordingof very large databases.
Figure 1 is an overview of this system. It consists of
training and synthesis parts. The training part is similar to
that used in speech recognition systems. The main differ-
ence is that both spectrum (mel-cepstral coefficients [11], and
their dynamic features) and excitation (logarithmic fundamen-
tal frequencies (logF0) and its dynamic features) parameters
are extracted from a speech database and modeled by context-
dependent HMMs (phonetic, linguistic, and prosodic contexts
are taken into account). To model variable dimensionalparam-
eter sequence such as logF0 with unvoiced regions properly,
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& duration models
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Figure 1: Overview of a typical HMM-based speech synthesis
system.
multi-spaceprobabilitydistributions (MSD) [12] are used. Each
HMM has state duration probability density functions (PDFs)
to capture the temporal structure of speech [13, 14]. As a re-
sult, the system models spectrum, excitation, and durations in
a unified HMM framework [6]. The synthesis part does the in-
verse operationof speech recognition. First, an arbitrarilygiven
text to be synthesized is converted to a context-dependent label
sequence, and then an utterance HMM is constructed by con-
catenating the context-dependentHMMs according to the label
sequence. Second, state durations of the utterance HMM are
determinedbased on the state durationPDFs. Third, the speech
parametergenerationalgorithm(typically, the Case 1 algorithm
in [15] is used, please refer to Section 2.4 for detail) generates
the sequence of spectral and excitation parameters that maxi-
mize their output probabilities. Finally, a speech waveform is
synthesized directly from the generated spectral and excitation
parametersusing the correspondingspeech synthesisfilter (mel
log spectrumapproximation(MLSA)filter [16] formel-cepstral
coefficients).
The most attractive part of this system is that its voice char-
acteristics, speaking styles, or emotions can easily be modi-
fied by transformingHMMparametersusingvarious techniques
such as adaptation [17, 18], interpolation [19, 20], eigenvoice
[21], or multiple regression [22].
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Since December 2002, we have publicly released an open-
source software toolkit named HMM-based speech synthesis
system (HTS) [23] to provide a research and development plat-
form for speech synthesis community. Currently various or-
ganizations use it to conduct their own research projects, and
we believe that it has contributed significantlyto the success of
HMM-based synthesis today. In December 2006, HTS version
2.0 was released. This version includes a number of new fea-
tureswhich are useful for both speech synthesisresearchersand
developers. This paper describes relevant details of this system,
and future release plans.
2. HTS: A toolkit for HMM-based speech
synthesis system
2.1. Outline
The HMM-based speech synthesis system (HTS) has been be-
ing developed by the HTS working group as an extensionof the
HMM toolkit (HTK) [24]. The history of the main modifica-
tions we have made are listed below:
• Version 1.0 (December2002)
– Based on HTK-3.2.
– Context clusteringbased on the minimumdescrip-
tion length (MDL) criterion [25].
– Stream-dependentcontext clustering [6].
– Multi-space probability distributions (MSD) as
state output PDFs [12].
– State durationmodeling and clustering [13].
– Speech parameter generationalgorithm(Case 1 in
[15] only).
– Demo using the CMU Communicatordatabase.
• Version 1.1 (May 2003)
– Based on HTK-3.2.
– Small run-time synthesis engine.
– Demo using the CSTR TIMIT database.
– HTS voices for the Festival speech synthesis sys-
tem [26].
• Version 1.1.1 (December2003)
– Based on HTK-3.2.1.
– Demo using the CMU ARCTIC database [27].
– Demo using the Nitech Japanese database.
– Variance flooring for MSD-HMMs.
– Post-filtering[28].
– HTS voice for the Galatea toolkit [29].
The source code of HTS is released as a patch for HTK. Al-
though the patch is releasedunder a free software licensesimilar
to theMIT license,once the patch is appliedusersmust obey the
license of HTK.1 Since version 1.1, a small run-time synthesis
engine named hts engine has been included. It works without
the HTK libraries, hence it is free from the HTK license. Users
can develop their own open or proprietarysoftware based on the
run-time synthesis engine. In fact, it has been integrated into
ATR XIMERA [30] and Festival as an spectrum and prosody
1The HTK license prohibits redistribution and commercialuse.
prediction modules and one of the speech synthesis modules,
respectively. Although no text analyzers have been included,
Festival (general) or the Galatea toolkit (Japanese)can be used.
Of course users can use their own text analyzers. For exam-
ple, Krstulovic et al. [31] used the text analysis provided by
the MARY software [32] instead of the Festival. This toolkit
has been used in various research groups to develop their own
HMM-based speech synthesis systems [33–46].
There have been a variety of functional restrictionsin HTS
version 1.x releases. However, HTS version 2.0 has more flexi-
bility and a number of new functionswhich we have proposed.
The next section describes the detail of HTS version 2.0.
2.2. New features in version 2.0
After an interval of three years,HTS version2.0 was released in
December 2006. This is a major update and includes a number
of new features and fixes, such as
• Based on HTK-3.4.
• Support GCC-4.
• Compilationwithout signal processing toolkit (SPTK).
• Terms about redistributions in binary form are added to
the HTS license.
• HCompV (global mean and variance calculation tool)
accumulates statistics in double precision. For large
databases the previous version often suffered from nu-
merical errors.
• HRest (Baum-Welch re-estimation tool for a single
HMM) can generate state duration PDFs [13, 14] with
the -g option.
• Phoneme boundaries can be given to HERest (embed-
ded Baum-Welch re-estimation tool) using the -e op-
tion. This can reduce computational cost and improve
phoneme segmentation accuracy [47]. We may also
specify subset of boundaries (e.g, pause positions).
• Reduced-memoryimplementationof decisiontree-based
context clustering in HHEd (a tool for manipulating
HMM definitions) with the -r option. For large
databases the previous versions sometimes consumed
huge memory.
• Each decision tree can have a name with regular expres-
sions (HHEdwith the -p option).
e.g.,
TB 000 {(*-a+*,*-i+*).state[2]}
TB 000 {(*-t+*,*-d+*).state[3]}
As a result, two different trees can be constructed for
consonantsand vowels respectively.
• Flexible model structures in HMGenS (speech parameter
generation tool). In the previous versions, we assumed
that the first HMM stream is mel-cepstral coefficients
and the others are for logF0. Now we can specifymodel
structuresusing the configurationvariablesPDFSTRSIZE
and PDFSTRORDER. Non-left-to-right model topologies
(e.g., ergodicHMM),Gaussianmixtures,and full covari-
ance matrices are also supported.
• Speech parameter generation algorithm based on the
expectation-maximization(EM) algorithm (the Case 3
algorithm in [15], please refer to Section 2.4 for detail)
in HMGenS. Users can select generationalgorithmsusing
the -c option.
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• Randomgenerationalgorithm[48] in HMGenS. Users can
turn on this function by setting a configuration variable
RNDPG=TRUE.
• State or phoneme-level alignments can be given to
HMGenS.
• The interface of HMGenS has been switched from HHEd-
style to HERest-style.
• Various kinds of linear transformationsfor MSD-HMMs
in HERest.
– Constrained and unconstrained maximum likeli-
hood linear regression (MLLR) based adaptation
[49].
– Adaptive training based on constrained MLLR
[49].
– Precisionmatrix modeling based on semi-tied co-
variancematrices [50].
– Heteroscedastic linear discriminant analysis
(HLDA) based feature transform[51].
– Phonetic decision trees can be used to define re-
gression classes for adaptation [52,53].
– Adapted HMMs can be converted to the run-time
synthesis engine format.
• Maximuma posteriori (MAP) adaptation [54] for MSD-
HMMs in HERest.
• Speed improvements in many parts.
• Many bug fixes.
The most significant new features are speaker adaptation for
MSD-HMMs and the speech parameter generation algorithm
based on the EM algorithm. In the following section, we de-
scribe these features in more detail.
2.3. Adaptationand adaptive training
As discussed in Section 1, one of the major advantages of the
HMM-based speech synthesis approach over the unit-selection
approach is its flexibility: we can easily modify its voice char-
acteristics, speaking style, or emotions by transformingHMM
parametersappropriately.
Speaker adaptation is the most successful example. By
adapting HMMs with only a small number of utterances, we
can synthesize speech with voice characteristics of a target
speaker [17, 18]. MLLR and MAP-based speaker adaptation
for single-streamHMMs have been supported since HTK-2.2.
However, we could not support them in the official HTS re-
leases because our internal implementation of adaptation for
multi-streamMSD-HMMswas not portable. In HTK-3.4alpha,
most of adaptation-relatedparts in HTK were rewritten. This
change made porting adaptation for multi-streamMSD-HMMs
straightforward.
In HTS version 2.0, MLLR mean (MLLRMEAN), diagonal
variance (MLLRVAR), full variance (MLLRCOV), and constrained
mean and variance (CMLLR) adaptations for MSD-HMMs are
implemented. Unfortunately, adaptationof state duration PDFs
[55, 56] is not supported yet. MAP estimation for mixture
weights, means, variances, and transition probabilitiesare also
supported. In addition,HTS version 2.0 includesadaptive train-
ing (CMLLR) [49], semi-tied covariance matrices [50], and
HLDA, which have recently been implemented in HTK. The
use of adaptive training enables us to estimate better canon-
ical models for speaker adaptation and improves the perfor-
mance of the average voice-basedspeech synthesissystem [57].
Recently semi-tied covariance models were applied to HMM-
based speech synthesis and we have achieved some improve-
ment over diagonal covariance models if it is used with the
speech parametergenerationalgorithmconsideringglobal vari-
ance [58]. These efficient full covariance modeling methods
(would) become essential when we want to model highly cor-
related features such as articulatory movements. The use of
HLDA enables us to derive a linear projection that best de-
correlates training data associated with each particular class
[51]. AlthoughHLDA may not be effective in speech synthesis,
it would be beneficial in recognitiontasks.
Usually, MLLR transformsare shared across similar Gaus-
sian distributions clusteredby a regressionclass tree [59]. How-
ever, this method has a disadvantage: we can adapt segment
level featuresonly [60]. This is because the regressionclass tree
is constructed based on a distribution distance in a bottom-up
fashion and does not reflect connections between distributions
on the time axis. To address this problem, phonetic decision
trees have been applied to define regression classes [52, 53].
This enables us to adapt both segmental and suprasegmental
features, and in this way significant improvements over the re-
gression class trees have been reported. In HTS version 2.0,
HHEd has a command DT for converting phonetic decision trees
into a regression class tree. Converted decision trees can be
used as a regression class tree to estimateMLLR transforms.2
To use adaptation transforms in synthesis, we can use
both HMGenS and hts engine. HMGenS can load and apply
adaptation transforms in the same way used in HERest. For
hts engine, first model sets are transformed by adaptation
transforms using the AX command of HHEd. Then adapted
model sets are converted into the hts engine format using the
CT and CM commands.3
2.4. Speech parameter generation algorithm based on the
EM algorithm
In [15], three types of speech parameter generation algorithms
are described. These algorithmsaim to solve the following three
problems
Case 1. MaximizeP (o | q, i, λ) w.r.t. o,
Case 2. MaximizeP (o, q, i | λ) w.r.t. q, i, and o,
Case 3. MaximizeP (o | λ) w.r.t. o,
under the constraints between static and dynamic features
(o = Wc), where λ is an utterance HMM and correspond-
ing state duration models, o =
[
o!1 , . . . , o!T
]! is a speech pa-
rameter trajectory including both static and dynamic features,
c =
[
c!1 , . . . , c!T
]! is a static feature vector sequence, W is a
window matrix to calculate dynamic features from static fea-
tures, q = {q1, . . . , qT } is a state sequence, i = {i1, . . . , iT } is a
mixture component sequence, and T is the number of frames.
For Case 1, it is simply required to solve a set of linear equa-
tions. However, recursive search and EM algorithm-basediter-
ative optimizationare required for Cases 2 and 3 respectively.
In the previous versions, only the algorithm for Case 1 was
implemented: state and mixture component sequenceswere as-
2In the speaker adaptation demo script released with HTS version
2.0, this function is turned off to reduce computationalcomplexity.
3Covariance matrices of adapted model sets are approximated by
their diagonal elements.
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sumed to be provided. In HTS version 2.0, we have addition-
ally implemented the algorithm for Case 3,4 in which we as-
sume that the state and mixture component sequences or a part
of them are hidden. We can select the algorithm to be used us-
ing the -c option. If the -c 0 option is specified, the Case 1
algorithm is used (both q and i are given). If -c 1, the Case 3
algorithm with a fixed state sequence is used (q is given but i
is hidden). With the -c 2 option, the Case 3 algorithm is used
(both q and i are hidden). It should be noted that although the
Case 1 algorithmcannotuse Gaussianmixtures, it is muchmore
computationallyefficient than the Case 2 andCase 3 algorithms.
2.5. Demonstrationsand documentation
HTS version 2.0 comes with two demo scripts for training
speaker-dependent systems (English and Japanese) and a demo
script for a speaker-adaptation system (English). The English
demo scripts use the CMU ARCTIC databases and generate
model files for Festival and hts engine. The Japanese demo
script uses the Nitech database and generates model files for
the Galatea toolkit. These scripts demonstrate the training pro-
cesses and the functionsof HTS.We recommendthat users first
try to run these demos and read the scripts themselves. Six
voices for Festival trainedby the CMUARCTICdatabaseshave
also been released. Each HTS voice consists of model files
trained by the demo script, and can be used as a voice for Festi-
val without any other HTS tools.
Currentlyno documentationfor HTS is available. However,
the interface and functionsof HTS are almost the same as those
of HTK. Therefore,users who are familiarwith HTK can easily
understand how to use HTS. The manual of HTK [24] is also
very useful. Most of questions we have been asked have their
answers in this manual. There is an open mailing list for the
discussion of HTS (hts-users@sp.nitech.ac.jp). If you
have any questions or trouble with HTS, please first search the
mailing list archive and read the HTK manual, and then ask on
the mailing list.
3. Other applications
Although HTS has been developed to provide a research plat-
form for HMM-basedspeech synthesis, it has also been used in
various other ways, such as
• Humanmotion synthesis [61–63],
• Face animation synthesis [64],
• Audio-visualsynthesis and recognition[65–67],
• Acoustic-articulatoryinversionmapping [68],
• Prosodic event recognition[69,70],
• Very low-bitrate speech coder [71],
• Acousticmodel adaptation for coded speech [72],
• Training data generation for ASR systems to obtain
domain-specificacousticmodels [73].
• Automatic evaluation of ASR systems [74].
• Online handwritingrecognition[75].
We hope that HTS will contribute to progress in other research
fields as well as speech synthesis.
4Only HMGenS provides algorithmfor Case 3.
4. Conclusionsand future release plans
This paper describedthe details of the HMM-basedspeech syn-
thesis system (HTS) version 2.0. This version includes a num-
ber of new features and fixes such as adaptation,adaptive train-
ing, and the speech parameter generation algorithm based on
the EM algorithm.
Internally, we have developed a number of variants of HTS,
e.g.,
• Hidden semi-Markov models (HSMMs) [76].
• Speech parameter generation algorithm considering
global variance [58].
• VariationalBayes [77].
• TrajectoryHMMs [78].
• Interpolation[19,20].
• Shared tree construction[79].
• Advanced adaptationand adaptive training [80,81].
• Eigenvoice [21].
• Multiple linear regressionHMMs [22].
Some of these have been applied to our BlizzardChallengesys-
tems and achieved successful results [7]. Hopefully, we can
integrate valuable features of these variants into future HTS re-
leases. The current plan for future releases is as follows:
• Version 2.0.1 (August 2007)
– Bug fixes.
– C/C++ API for hts engine.
– Speaker interpolation.
• Version 2.1 (March 2008)
– HSMM training and adaptation.
– Speech parameter generation algorithm consider-
ing global variance.
– Advanced adaptation.
HTS version 2.1, with the STRAIGHT analysis/synthesis tech-
nique [82], will provide the ability to construct the state-of-
the-artHMM-basedspeech synthesissystemsdeveloped for the
past BlizzardChallenge events [7,83].
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Abstract 
This paper describes our work integrating automatic speech 
generation into a virtual environment where autonomous 
agents are enabled to interact by natural spoken language. 
The application intents to address bullying problems for 
children aged 9-12 in the UK and Germany by presenting 
improvised dramas and by asking the user to act as an 
“invisible friend” of the victimised character. As we are 
addressing an elementary school environment one 
specification of the resulting voice was building age-
corresponding young school kids voices. The second 
specification addresses building a low-resource speech 
generation system which is capable to run on older school 
computers but is still fast enough in response time to guaranty 
a fluent conversation between the agents. Third requirement 
was integrating the speech-module with the agents.  We focus 
on the speech generation system itself, pointing out possible 
implementation issues in building non-controlled speech 
interaction in virtual environments Furthermore we describe 
the problems arising in building unit-selection based child’s' 
voice TTS and shows alternative methods to child’s voice 
recording by deploying voice transformation methods. 
Index Terms: Social learning and education, speech 
synthesis, spoken interaction 
1. Introduction 
Virtual animated characters in dramatized scenarios are no 
longer used only on computer games. Learning and educative 
environments can benefit from the ever growing familiarity of 
users with virtual environments. 
The eCircus (Education through Characters with Interactive 
Role-playing Capabilities that Understand Social interaction) 
project is an ongoing interdisciplinary EU-project focusing on 
novel conceptual models and innovative technology to 
support social and emotional learning through role-play and 
affective engagement for Personal and Social Education.  
Main aspects are to create a virtual environment for emotional 
and social learning focusing on the domains of bullying and 
refugee integration in school [1]. This paper describes our 
work in integrating an automatic speech generation module 
into the first showcase of the technology developed in this 
project, a virtual learning environment on anti-bullying 
education, called FearNot!. In this application autonomous 
agents need to communicate with each other in a away 
understandable by the user. The inter-agent communication 
using speech acts is converted into either English or German 
by a language generator engine that is translated into speech 
using a speech synthesizer. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of a 
bullying scenario in FearNot!. Although the 3D animated 
synthetic characters are cartoon like figures, our previous 
work showed that the users expect them to have naturally 
sounding voices [2]. 
As we are addressing an elementary school environment with 
students at the age between 9 and 12 years old, one 
specification of the generated voice was building an age-
corresponding young school kids voice. The second 
specification addresses building a low-resource speech 
generation system which is capable to run on older school 
computers but is still fast enough in response time to guaranty 
a fluent conversation between the agents and the user. Third 
requirement was including audio-visual synchronization with 
the agents’ actions. 
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we address 
the problems arising while building a unit-selection based 
child voice and point out the difficulties and show our 
solution. In section 3 we describe our implementation of the 
voice building software and focus on the integration of the 
various modules usually needed by speech synthesis systems. 
The next section describes the experiment that was conducted 
to evaluate the system and its results. The final section 
presents the conclusions and the planned future work.  
 
 
Figure 1: Screenshot of a FearNot! scenario 
2. Child Voices 
When trying to produce voices for child like characters the 
first approach that comes to mind is to record real children 
voices. We started by recording a set of 100 English 
sentences by a 9 year old girl and a boy of age 10. Although 
these recordings were very useful for our analysis of the 
acoustics of children's speech it soon became obvious that the 
recording of a larger set of sentences would be impractical. 
Children require shorter recording sessions and at slower pace 
than an adult speaker. It is also more difficult to assure the 
same speaking style among recording sessions since it 
depends on the child mood in that specific day. Given this 
difficulties it was decided to record carefully selected adults 
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and modify their voices to make them sound as children's 
voices. To select the voice talents and to understand what 
type of modifications were required, we analysed our own 
recordings (table 1) and in general confirmed the results 
published in [3]. 
Table 1: Parameters from our own recordings. 
Boy avg. 
F0 (Hz) 
Boy avg. 
Formant 
values 
Girl avg. 
F0 (Hz) 
Girl avg. 
Formant 
values (Hz)  
270 570 280 570 
 1400  1800 
 2700  3000 
 3900  4100 
 
The main characteristic that distinguishes children's voices 
from adult voices results from the smaller size of their vocal 
tract. This results in higher pitched voices due to shorter vocal 
folds and in the scaling of the formants as a result of a shorter 
vocal tract. 
The most significant changes in f0 occur for male speaker 
from age 12 to 15 resulting in f0 dropping from an average 
value of 226 Hz at age 12 to a value of 127 Hz at age 15. This 
drop is much smaller in female speakers with no significant 
pitch changes after age 12, with an average f0 of 231 Hz. For 
our target age of 10, the average f0 for boys is around 260 Hz 
while girls have an average value of around 270 Hz. This 
suggested the use of female adult voices as a base for the 
voice of children of both genders. 
The analysis of formant frequencies shows a clear linear 
scaling trend as a result of the axial growth of the vocal 
tract [3]. The main gender difference is that the scaling 
factors of male speakers are approximately the same for all 
formants while each formant of the female speakers evolves 
differently as a function of age. Since the formant scaling 
factor from an adult male voice to an adult female voice is, on 
average, 30%, female voices are also in this respect better for 
being transformed into children’s voices. This way, using the 
data in [3], the average scaling factor from an adult female 
voice to a voice of a 10 years old boy, would be of around 
10% for all formants. The average scaling values for a voice 
of a girl of age 12 would be 20% for F1, 15% for F2 and 10% 
for F3. 
Taking into account these results it was decided to search for 
voice donors with the following characteristics: females of 
small stature, corresponding to a small vocal tract, with 
experience in interacting with children of the target age, 
without strong social or regional accent and with the ability to 
produce the required intonation in a regular way. The selected 
speakers were two English teachers of children of age 10. The 
recording tests showed that they were able to produce the 
required intonation patterns and that their voices could be 
modified by both the PSOLA technique [4] and spectral 
scaling with little distortion. By applying different small 
scaling factors to both f0 and formant frequencies, we could 
produce voices for the different synthetic characters. For the 
German version a female and a male voice were recorded. As 
expected, the pitch of the male voice could not be changed to 
the values usually observed in children’s voices but informal 
tests showed that the modified voices were acceptable for 
cartoon like characters. 
 
   
3. Voice Building Process  
The speech corpus for the recordings was built based on the 
language engine that converts into English or German the 
speech acts used for the communication between agents.  The 
input text of the synthesizer is thus limited by the variability 
of the text generated by the language engine. This suggests 
the use of a limited domain speech synthesizer [5][6]. 
To create the inventory required to synthesize the utterances 
spoken by the characters we started by modifying the 
language engine to generate all the possible sentences. This 
resulted in a total 7496 sentences, with 1206 distinct words. A 
greedy algorithm was used to select a subset of these 
sentences with full word coverage, distinguishing words in 
the middle of intonational phrases and words close to 
prosodic boundaries. The greedy algorithm selected 552 
sentences for the English inventory. A similar procedure was 
applied to the German language engine generating a total of 
4690 sentences, with 1557 distinct words, from which the 
greedy algorithm selected an inventory of 622 sentences. 
The two selected voice donors for each language recorded all 
the sentences of the English inventory. The recordings were 
conducted in the sound proof booth of INESC-ID and the 
speakers were asked to read the prompts with some, but not 
excessive, expressiveness. The recordings required four 
sessions of 2 hours for each speaker. 
3.1. Integrated Voice Building 
Building a voice for a TTS is a non-trivial task as needs a lot 
of pre-processing steps. In order to remove errors and 
repetitions from the utterances' orthographic transcriptions, 
the text prompts were manually verified. Then, they were 
automatically split into prosodic phrases by using the MuLAS 
system [7] so that every single file contains only one prosodic 
phrase.  The resulting 552 phrases were then automatically 
segmented by our own phonetic segmenter [8] that was 
specifically adapted for British English.  Gender dependent 
models were trained using the British English WSJ corpus, 
which reached 85% and 84% of accuracy at 20 milliseconds 
for female and male speakers, respectively.  A speaker 
adaptation procedure was performed 2 times, by using the 
canonical word pronunciations for the segmentation stage. At 
the 3rd iteration, the segmenter was provided with a 
pronunciation graph accounting for the canonical 
pronunciations together with some alternative pronunciation 
raised by the post-lexical rules.  
Using a multi-level unit inventory we are able to generated 
new words which are not occurring in the recorded speech 
corpus. We call this approach a semi-limited domain 
synthesis while not all words existing in on language can be 
reproduced.  
Our voice building software is capable of building voice 
inventories using only the label-files which include the 
segment start time, the word and syllable boundaries as well 
as syllable stress information. Furthermore we need the 
according utterance-files and the recorded audio-files. Once 
all files are gathered an automatic process starts and builds a 
context depended voice inventory stored as a XML based 
representation of each label, utterance and audio- file. Please 
see section 3.1.1 for a detailed description of the XML 
representation.  
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Figure 2: Diagram of the voice building system. 
Figure2 shows a schematic flow-chart of the steps which were 
applied during the voice building process. These steps are:    
• Text normalization  
• Acoustic and spectral parameter extraction; Duration, 
F0, MFCC 
• Extracting phonological and quantitative features. 
• Grapheme-Phoneme conversion 
For F0 and spectral feature extraction we use standard tools 
like the Snack-library and HTK. For dynamic feature 
prediction we use conditional log-linear models, please see 
section 3.2.  
3.1.1. XML –Representation 
The XML based structure consists of the features as listed 
below: 
Table 2: Overview of features 
Unit  Feature 
 
 
Word 
Preceding, following word 
Sentence type 
Distance left/right in sentence 
POS 
Duration, log duration  
Average F0, log F0 
First/last frame MFCCs  
 
 
Syllable 
Preceding, following syllable 
Distance left/right word, sentence 
Stress 
Duration, log duration 
Average F0, log F0 
First/last Frame MFCCs 
 
 
Phone 
preceding, following phone 
distance left/right word, syllable 
Duration, log duration 
average F0, log F0 
First/last Frame MFCCs 
Once we extracted all features which are describing the 
segments we build a temporarily XML-based left-right 
context representation of the utterance and store this 
information in a voice inventory database. 
3.2. Conditional Log-Linear Models for Dynamic 
Feature Prediction 
For Grapheme-Phoneme conversion, Part-of-Speech Tagging 
syllable boundary detection, as well as for duration and F0 
predicting we applied conditional log-linear models also 
known as Maximum-Entropy models [9], [10]. 
The conditional log-linear model framework is a well known 
approach for ambiguities resolution in natural language 
processing where many problems can be reformulated as a 
classification problem. The task of such a reformulation is to 
include a context and to predict a correct class. The objective 
is to estimate a function YX → , which predicts an 
object Xx∈ to its class Yy∈ . Y represents the 
predefined classes for either each task of our prediction 
problem.  
In the field of stress prediction we are dealing with a binary 
classification where the class is true for stressed syllables and 
false for non-stressed.  
The same binary classification task has to be solved in the 
domain of syllabification where we have a syllable boundary 
or not.  
X consists of quantitative and phonological features where 
we include the context and the resulting input for the 
classification. The classifier YX → can be seen as a 
conditional probability model in the sense of  
 ( ) ( )xypxC
y
maxarg=                (1) 
where x is the object to be classified and y is the class. 
Including the context we get a more complex classifier 
( ) ( )∏
=
−=
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(2)     
where 111 ...,... −in yyxx  is the context at the thi  decision 
and  iy  is the outcome.  
This model we use in all our dynamic feature prediction tasks 
during the offline voice building process as well as during 
runtime.  
3.3. Acoustic Synthesis with F0 Smoothing 
The acoustic synthesis module follows the variable-size unit 
selection algorithm. We apply a pre-selection strategy while 
the algorithm tries to find a segment that matches the 
predefined target structure in a left-right context. If this does 
not result in any found segment we simplify the structure 
matching but keep the left-right context. When no segment is 
found at the word-level, the algorithm searches for syllable 
segments and, as a last alternative, a phoneme-level segment 
selection is performed.  
Using a predefined structure matching for segment selection 
we save computational resources in target and join-cost 
distance calculation. The target distance calculation is done 
by summing the differences between the values of the 
features of the selected and of the target segment. Some kind 
of normalization is needed given the different ranges of the 
feature values (for example, the log F0 and the duration 
values). This normalization is done using the following 
equation:  
2
21
xnormcost
x
= +                   (3). 
where x is the difference between the values of the feature of 
the selected and of the target segment. The join cost 
calculation is done by a Euclidian distance measure between 
the successive frames MFCC’s of the segments.  
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4. Experimental Evaluation 
The experimental evaluation was conducted only on the 
English version of the synthesizer. The evaluation followed a 
procedure very similar to the one described in [11]. Given 
that we are not using real children’s voices, one of the 
objectives was to check if the modified voices were 
acceptable for the FearNot! characters. Two types of tests 
were conducted: half of the subjects could only listen to the 
characters voices, while the other half watched movie clips 
with different animated characters (Figure 2). Although the 
lip movements were random, they were synchronized with the 
duration of the utterance making an acceptable illusion of lip 
synchronization given the small size of the characters mouth. 
The subjects were asked to rate the utterances in terms of 6 
factors: (1) overall sound quality (2) naturalness of the 
intonation (3&4) extent to which the utterance sounded like a 
boy or a girl (5&6) extent to which the utterance sounded like 
it was pronounced by the bully or the victim. 
The stimuli were produced in 8 different versions: the original 
recordings of both speakers, synthesized speech using 
unmodified inventories of both speakers, one modified 
version for each speaker original recordings and synthesized 
speech using inventories of modified voices. Each subject 
was asked to rate a total of 48 stimuli. Like in [11] the ratings 
were on a Likert scale with 1 for very bad and 5 for very 
good. The test was conducted over the internet and the 
subjects used headphones. The results showed that the 
presence of video result in a better rating on the overall 
perceive quality: 3.42 (with a significance of p<0.005) vs 
3.70 (p<0.00001). Without the video the overall rating of boy, 
girl, victim and bully was not significant (p>0.05). The 
presence of the animated character made the voices 
believable especially for the victim (3.68, p<0.00001). The 
modified voices had the same rating in overall quality as the 
unmodified voices for the audio only test (3.42, p<0.04) but 
were better rated when played in video clips (3.82, p<0.00001 
vs 3.59, p<0.009). The results for the overall quality of both 
the modified and unmodified recording were above 4 (4.45, 
p<0.00001). The ratings for synthesized speech were not 
significant and the analysis of the results showed that 
although the evaluators agreed on some sentences (usually 
with score above 4) they did not agree on the rating to assign 
to sentences with noticeable concatenation discontinuities. 
 
 
Figure 3: Image of one of the video clips used in the 
audio and video evaluation task. 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
Limited domain synthesis allowed us to produce voices for 
3D animated characters with almost natural speech quality as 
expected by the users of virtual learning environments. In 
order to minimize concatenation mismatches we asked the 
adult voice donors to refrain their expressiveness during the 
recordings. This affected mostly the bully character’s voice 
that was found less credible, but with a sufficiently good 
rating. Although there was no story context in our evaluation, 
the video of the animated characters influenced positively the 
perceived overall quality and intonation. 
Using the results of this study, we will now generate 
additional modified voices for the remaining characters of the 
FearNot! application. We also plan to correct some 
segmentation and concatenation problems detected during this 
evaluation, and to improve the voice modification algorithm 
by using a more robust epoch detector. The German language 
version of the system is also being developed. The 
effectiveness of the FearNot! application against bullying in 
schools will soon be fully investigated when the final version 
of the system is placed in schools in the UK and Germany for 
a large scale longitudinal evaluation.  
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Abstract
This paper describesthree aspectsof the unit selectionsynthesis
used in the SmartWeb dialog system. The synthesismodule has
been implementedin the IMS GermanFestival speech synthesis
system. First,we comparea unit selectionstrategy developed in
the course of the project to a strategy developed earlier. Second,
we discuss our experiences with F0 smoothing and amplitude
modeling, which were both devised to reduce audible discon-
tinuities. However, the results are inconclusive so far. Finally,
we sketch a simple mechanism that addresses the problem of
language disambiguationfor proper names.
1. Introduction
SmartWeb is a research project funded by the German govern-
ment [1]. The goal of the project is to implement a mobile
intuitive user interface to the Semantic Web which allows re-
quests involving natural speech and gestures. Answers are also
rendered by speech, which is synthesized by the unit selection
synthesismodule described in this paper.
The synthesis module used in SmartWeb is based on the
synthesis module developed in the predecessor project [2] and
is implementedin the IMS German Festival framework [3].
In the course of the SmartWeb project, we have built two
databases,one for a male speaker, and one for a female speaker.
We have added a new unit selection strategy as an alternative to
the existing strategy. Thus, there are two different unit selection
algorithms available using the same database, text preprocess-
ing and symbolic synthesis components. Both variants render
very natural and intelligiblespeech. We compared the two vari-
ants in a first perceptionexperiment to verify the validity of the
new approach. The two variants and the perceptionexperiment
are described in some detail in section 2.
Although the synthesis results are very good altogether,
there are some occasional glitches that seem to be caused by
discontinuities in amplitude and pitch. We therefore experi-
mented with amplitude modeling and different F0 discontinu-
ity penalties. However, the results are inconclusive so far. The
experimentsand their results are discussed in section 3.
One key application of SmartWeb is the access to infor-
mation on the soccer World Championships2006. In this sce-
nario,we faced the problem that proper names, particularlyfirst
names, are often ambiguous between several languages. We
briefly sketch a simple mechanism to deal with this problem in
section 4.
2. Comparing the two unit selection
approaches
Both approachescombine aspects of two existing unit selection
approaches, viz. phonological structure matching (PSM, [4])
and acoustic unit clustering (AC, [5]). We will call the first
approach PSM/AC in the following because it combines PSM
and AC in a straightforward way. The alternative approachwill
be called PSM/MC because in contrast to the original AC, the
clustering is carried out manually.
2.1. PSM versus AC
The PSM algorithm[4] employs a top-down strategy for select-
ing the units from a speech database in which all sentences are
representedas phonologicaltree structures. For each target sen-
tence to be synthesized, the corresponding target tree structure
is calculated. The PSM algorithm starts on the sentence level
by comparing the available sentence tree structures to the target
tree structure and possibly descends in the target tree structure
until matching candidates are found. Generally, on any level
a candidate matches if the trees below the target node match.
If no adequate candidate is found on one level, the algorithm
descends to the next lower level by assigning the daughters of
the current node as new targets. This approach ensures that the
longest available unit from the database is selected,minimizing
concatenationpoints.
By contrast, the AC algorithm [5] only searches for can-
didates on the segment level. Longer continuous stretches of
speech are only favored indirectly because they cause no con-
catenation costs later on. As the number of candidates is usu-
ally very high on the segment level, the candidatesare clustered
in an offline process. This is done automatically by creating a
decision tree for each phoneme type with its leaves represent-
ing clusters of similar items. The features that are used for
the questions at the nodes of the decision tree are linguistic-
phonological features. The trees are built in a way that the
acoustic similarity within the cluster is maximized, selecting
only features that are significant in partitioning the tree. Thus,
in building the tree, those features are determined that have the
greatest impact on the acoustic realization.
The clusters can be pruned in order to obtain smaller clus-
ters, by excluding segments that are farthest from the center of
the cluster. This is intended to remove potentially poorly artic-
ulated or incorrectly labeled units. A second type of pruning
is aimed at reducing units that are very common by removing
units that are very similar to other existing units.
During the synthesis process, for each target segment the
relevant cluster is determined by selecting the cluster which
matches the desired linguistic-phonologicalcontext. The units
belonging to that cluster are then taken as candidates.
The disadvantage of the AC algorithmis that in some cases
the selection of continuous segments from the database is pro-
hibited because they have either been assigned to a cluster
which is not taken into consideration in the actual context, or
because they have been removed during the pruning process.
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Also during the construction of the decision trees no explicit
linguistic and phonetic knowlegde is applied. For instance, it
is impossible to give a higher priority to certain features, such
as the manner and place of articulationof the context segments,
which is expected to determine the strength and type of coartic-
ulation effects.
The PSM algorithm on the other hand is problematic in
open-domain scenarios because it does not restrict the number
of candidates for each target unit. Particularly in open-domain
scenarios, it will often be necessary to concatenate segment-
level candidates because the database can not be tailored to
cover all possible utterances by higher-level units. Since there
will be very many segment candidates at least for the more fre-
quent phonemes, the candidate network grows very large, re-
ducing the efficiency of the algorithm.1
2.2. The PSM/AC approach
In the predecessorproject to SmartWeb, we implementeda unit
selectionstrategy combiningPSM and AC by incorporatingthe
strengths of both algorithmswhile avoiding their drawbacks in
open-domain scenarios discussed above [2]. We call this ap-
proach the PSM/AC approach. The combinationwas motivated
by the claim that PSM would prefer longer units in a more di-
rect way than the AC approach, while clustering is appropriate
to reduce candidate sets in cases where no long units are avail-
able.
Accordingly, PSM is used for phrase, word and syllable-
sized units. If no appropriate candidates are available on the
phrase,word, or syllable levels, AC is used on the segment level
to reduce the segment candidate sets. This procedure ensures
that at least longer units can be selected in their entirety;we do
not run the risk that single segments within these units are not
accessible because they have been assigned to another cluster
or because they have been pruned during the clusteringprocess.
2.3. The PSM/MC approach
The alternatively developed approach also employs the PSM
strategy for candidate selection, but uses manual clustering
(MC) to reduce the candidate sets on all levels, hence the name
PSM/MC. The clustering is achieved by manually constructed
decision trees. The use of decision trees on all unit levels allows
for the consistentadministrationof all units and an efficient ac-
cess via indexing.
The structure of the decision trees is given manually by
ranking the features according to their linguistic-phonological
relevance. The order of the ranking determines the questions at
the nodes at each level of the decision trees. Each level of the
tree representsa specific feature (e.g. place of articulationof the
preceding or the next segment, or syllable stress, syllable posi-
tion, etc.). The place of articulationof the segmental context is
ranked very high in the decision tree as it is very important to
model coarticulationeffects.
The MC approach is highly flexible in that the decision tree
can be easily reconstructed if a specific feature order turns out
to be suboptimal. If no or only few candidates are found on a
specific level, it is possible to collect all subordinatecandidates
on a higher level. Also the basic unit type can be selected freely
1For instance, on the segment level, our database contains 107,000
tokens representing84 different German and foreign phonemes, which
correspondsto an average of approx. 1,300 tokens per type, whereas on
the syllable level, 41,000 tokens represent 3,350 syllable types, corre-
sponding to an average of only 12 tokens per type.
Figure 1: Syllable level decision tree with exemplary feature
ranking (left column). For each syllable type, this tree splits
the candidatesaccording to the place of articulationof the pre-
ceding and following segments (features “previous class” and
“next class”, respectively). Candidates are classified further
according to the stress level of the syllable (feature “stress”)
and the position of the syllable in the phrase (feature “syl. po-
sition”).
(i.e. phone, diphone or demi-phone) with no further modifi-
cation to the algorithm. This facilitates the comparison of the
different basic unit types.
The PSM/MC algorithm offers some advantages over
PSM/AC. Firstly, its flexibility allows for comparing not only
different basic unit types but also which phonetic features are
most important for perception. The latter can be achieved by
specifying different feature rankings for the phonetic features
in question and rebuilding the decision trees with the respective
order. This step requires no further manual interaction beyond
the specificationof the ranking and can easily be executed sev-
eral times to test different rankings.
Secondly, PSM/MCusually does not run the risk of exclud-
ing or involuntarily ignoring potentially good candidates even
before the selection process. Depending on the number of can-
didates, the selection process can be terminatedon any level in
the tree, selecting all candidates in the sub-trees beneath.
Thirdly, the clustering is adapted to the specific unit type
and its requirements. This way phonetic knowledge can be di-
rectly applied in creating the decision trees. For instance, the
place of articulationof the precedingsegment is the primary se-
lection criterion for all unit types. This is intended to model
coarticulationeffects, such as the influence of preceding labial
consonants on the spectral properties of a vowel for instance,
which would be expected to be different enough from the in-
fluence of, say, a preceding velar consonant to warrant the as-
signment of segments in these contexts to different clusters. On
the syllable level, stress and the syllable’s position in the cor-
responding phrase are important features. The high ranking of
syllabic stress is motivated by the fact that it has been claimed
to affect the spectralbalance of the correspondingvowels [6, 7].
The position of the syllable in the phrase is expected to have an
impact on the duration of the syllable and its segments as well
as on their pitch level. Also, phrase-finalsegments and syllables
are often laryngealizedin German.
The disadvantageof PSM/MClies in the statisticallyunbal-
anced distribution of the feature vectors in the corpus due to the
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LNRE characteristics of natural language [8], resulting in un-
balanced decision trees. Since a few candidatesare represented
above average in the database, the trees exhibit large differences
in the number of candidatesat the leaf level, as units with iden-
tical feature vectors can not be differentiated and thus end up
in identical clusters. Possible acoustic differences are not taken
into accountbecauseMC only operateson the symboliclevel, in
contrast to AC, where the classificationis driven by the signal.
2.4. Evaluation of PSM/AC versus PSM/MC
We compared both selection strategies in a first unsupervised
perception experiment. We used the diphone-basedversion of
PSM/MC because it was expected to model coarticulation ef-
fects better than the segment-basedversion. In this experiment,
26 subjects listened to 30 pairs of stimuli. The stimuli were 15
moderately long sentences (4 to 11 words) randomly selected
from different text genres, synthesized using the two different
algorithmsand presentedpairwise in different orders. Each pair
could be played several times, but always in the same order.
Listenershad to judgewhich stimulus soundedbetter, or if both
stimuli sounded equally good, and they could take as long as
they wanted to make their decision. In 22 cases, the stimuli in
a pair were different (AB or BA order), and in 8 cases, they
were identical. Participants were instructed that some stimuli
would be identical. The identical pairs were included to assess
the listeners’ reliability.
Listeners favored PSM/AC over PSM/MC (49.8% vs.
40.7%, 9.4% undecided). The differenceswere statisticallysig-
nificant (χ2(2,N=572)=154.03, p!0.05). The difference was
not due to personal preferences, since only 3 participants con-
sistently favored PSM/AC over PSM/MC (p<0.002)2. Instead,
the differenceswere dependent on the stimulus pair: for 10 out
of 22 pairs PSM/AC was rated significantlybetter, and for 6 of
these pairs PSM/MC was rated significantlybetter (p<0.002)3.
This means that for the majority of stimulus pairs, participants
agreed in their judgment – they usually favored the same vari-
ant. The reason for this is that in some cases, the units selected
from the database were not ideal realizationsof the target unit,
and that sometimes, the concatenationwas suboptimal. These
problems, which are typical for any unit selection algorithm,
in some cases occurred in the PSM/AC stimulus, and in some
cases in the PSM/MC stimulus, but the PSM/MC variant was
affected slightlymore often.
Altogetherwe consider the results of the evaluationencour-
aging enough to pursue the PSM/MC algorithm further, even
more so because there are at least two aspects in which we are
confident to improve the algorithm in the future.
First of all, an informal assessment of the specific prob-
lems in the PSM/MC stimuli suggests that the concatenationof
diphones containing plosives was problematic in some cases,
in that the corresponding stop releases could not be perceived
properly. This is becauseour variantof the originaloptimalcou-
pling algorithm[9] has been adaptedto concatenatediphonesby
starting the search for a good concatenationpoint at the middle
of the phoneme. The middle of the phoneme in case of stops is
often close to the burst, and thus it happensoccasionallythat the
burst is completelyomittedwhen concatenatingstops. One way
to remedy this problem is to label the bursts in the database and
to take the place of the burst into consideration when search-
2The significancelevel was adapted to p = 0.05/26! 0.002 because
of the 26 repeatedχ2 tests
3The significancelevel was adapted to p = 0.05/22! 0.002 because
of the 22 repeatedχ2 tests
ing for the optimal concatenation point. Another way may be
to modify the optimal coupling algorithm to detect the silence
part of stops automatically. Compared to the first solution, this
would eliminate the necessity to prepare the database before-
hand.
Some additional improvement of the PSM/MC algorithm
could be achieved by re-assessing the manually defined fea-
ture order in the selection trees. Although the current order
was partly determined on the basis of phonetic knowledge, in
some cases the ranking was not obvious and only preliminar-
ily established by ad hoc decisions. These decisions might be
reconsideredwith the help of further perceptualevaluation pro-
cedures.
3. Prosodic modifications
In order to improve synthesis quality even further we investi-
gated several possibilities for prosodic modifications. The mo-
tivation was that audible discontinuities seemed to be mostly
caused by concatenation of prosodically too different can-
didates. Concerning pitch we experimented with different
weights for the concatenation costs caused by pitch disconti-
nuities. As for amplitude, we built a loudness model for each
phoneme and adjusted actually selected segment candidates to
fit those models.
3.1. Pitch Continuity
A smooth pitch contour is most important for intonation. Dis-
continuities of the pitch contour at unit boundaries cause au-
dible glitches. In a first step, we investigated the influence of
different weights for F0 differences in determining the concate-
nation costs.
The difference in F0 between consecutive units is already
taken into accountwhen calculatingconcatenationcosts in Fes-
tival [9]. An additional weight factor has been added [10] to
bring the costs caused by F0 differences into the same order of
magnitude as the costs for spectral discontinuities.This weight
factor has been predeterminedfor both the male and the female
voice by synthesizing a large number of sentences and com-
paring the means for the spectral costs to the means for the F0
costs. The weight factor was chosen in a way that the same
means are obtained for spectral costs and F0 costs. A second
factor was defined in a configuration file which is intended to
allow experimenting with different weight factors to give more
or less priority to F0 continuity [10].
The effectiveness and usefulness of the newly introduced
F0 weightswere testedwith three objective evaluationmethods,
varying the configurableweight factor to be 0, 1, 2, 3, or 5.
The first method was to compare the resulting F0 values
with the idealistic F0 curve as predicted by the PaIntE model
[11] by calculatingthe size of the area between the two curves:
curveRMSE =
vuuut length(wave)Pi=0 (f0(i)− f0PaIntE(i))2
length(wave)
(1)
The smaller the area the better the F0 curve approximates the
“optimum”. However, the significance of this calculation de-
pends on the qualityof the referencecurve and does not directly
measure the smoothnessof the F0 curve.
The secondmethodwas to determinean F0 curve “smooth-
ness” correlate. The smoothnesscorrelatewas obtainedby sim-
ply adding the absolute differences of consecutive F0 values in
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the synthesizedsignal:
n−1X
i=0
|xi+1 − xi| (2)
(where n is the number of frames and x the F0 value). If the
smoothnessincreaseswith larger F0 weights, this is a good sign
for fewer discontinuities in the F0 curve. However, this ap-
proach did not seem to be a good benchmark for the F0 cost
function,since both increasingand decreasingsmoothnesswere
found for larger F0 weights, dependingon the sentence synthe-
sized.
The third method was to verify that different F0 weights
did indeed have an effect in that they resulted in different can-
didates being selected, and to quantify the change by determin-
ing in how many cases different candidateswere selected. The
results confirmed that with increasing F0 weights, the number
of different candidates increases as well. This was not gener-
ally the case; for some sentences, effects occurred only for F0
weight 3 or 5, while for others, there were changes even for
an F0 weight of 1. This shows that the introduction of the ad-
ditional weight factor successfully brings the F0 weights in an
order of magnitude that is comparable to the weights applied to
spectraldifferences. However, this does not answer the question
whether the changes are positive or negative.
We concludethat a perceptualexperimentsimilar to the one
describedin section2.4 would be better suited to verify the use-
fulness of manipulatingthe F0 weight in the concatenationcost
function.
3.2. AmplitudeModeling
Even for very carefully recorded speech databases, different
realizations of one phoneme will have different sound levels,
since they were produced in different contexts. Since loudness
is no explicit selection criterion and only is taken into account
when calculating the concatenation costs, it is possible that a
unit is selected which fits perfectly except for the volume. To
remedy this problem,we tried to apply, as the final step in syn-
thesis, amplitude modification based on models we built be-
fore. The models were created by inspecting every occurrence
of each phoneme in our database, measuring the RMSE values
at 10, 25, 50, 75 and 90% of the phonemedurationand calculat-
ing the means [10]. In applying thesemodels to the synthesized
signal in the final step, each sample is multiplied by the fac-
tor determinedby thesemodels. Values between the calculation
points are linearly interpolated.The procedurewas based on the
one used in the Bell Labs speech synthesis system [12, p. 222].
Pauses and plosives are not modified; the former since they
have no energy, and the latter since they are hard to normalize
due to their different phases (pause, burst and friction).
Figure 2 shows an example comparing the amplitude pro-
file of the unmodifiedsignal (blue dashed line) and the profileof
the amplitude normalized signal (red solid line) for the phrase
einer der zentralen Pla¨tze (“one of the central squares”). The
speech signal looks more natural after the modification. For
instance, the [a:] is louder than the schwa [@] after the modi-
fication, which seems more natural than the other way round,
which it was before the modification.
However, a perception experiment with 35 subjects us-
ing the same experimental procedure as described in section
2.4 showed that the unmodified signal was very clearly pre-
ferred over the amplitude normalized signal. The original sig-
nal was rated better for 52.2% of the stimulus pairs, while the
normalized variant was preferred for only 12.0% of the pairs,
and both variants were rated equally good for the remaining
35.8%of the pairs. The differenceswere statisticallysignificant
(χ2(2,N=1040)=261.56,p!0.05). The accordancein listeners’
judgements was overwhelming. Not a single listener consis-
tently preferred the normalized variant. On the contrary, every
listener rated the original variant bettermore often than the nor-
malized variant, and this preference was significant for 15 out
of 35 listeners (15 out of 35 listener-specificχ2 tests yield val-
ues of p < 0.05/35# 0.001, and only 3 tests yield p > 0.05).
Also, for no pair of stimuli, the normalized variant was rated
better by more listeners than the original variant. The prefer-
ence again was significant for most stimulus pairs (15 out of 23
stimuli-specificχ2 tests yield values of p < 0.05/23# 0.002).
Given the negative outcome of the perception experiment,
we analyzed the stimuli once again. On first visual inspection,
the amplitude normalizedvariants seemed to be superior to the
original variants. The amplitude profiles looked smoother and
more natural, and usually, the normalizationdid not “stick out”
perceptually. However, in few cases, the normalizationcaused
problems for some segments. This occurred mostly for seg-
mentswhich exhibitedlower amplitudesthan expected. In these
cases, the normalizationresulted in boosting the respective seg-
ment too much, revealing phenomena that would otherwise not
have been heard so clearly. In one example, a very low [l] seg-
ment contained an almost inaudible burst caused by the articu-
latory movement from a preceding [S]. After normalizing the
[l] segment to the average amplitude of /l/ phonemes, the burst
is perceived as an irritating noise. In another example, a prob-
lematic concatenation in a very low [@] segment caused a dis-
continuity that becamemuch more obvious after the normaliza-
tion. Somephonemeswere generallyproblematic. For instance,
syllable-initial vowels are often glottalized to some degree in
German, theremay even be the releaseof a glottal stop at the be-
ginning of the vowel. These glottalized realizationshave lower
amplitudes than the non-glottalizedmodal-voiced realizations,
and in these cases, raising the amplitude results in unnaturally
loud glottal stops or glottalized vowel phases. Also, initial /h/
was generally boosted too much, making it sound almost like
/x/. Thus, although the normalizationfor most segments did not
compromise the quality of the speech signal, there was often at
least one of the few problematicsegments in the test sentences,
and listeners seldom failed to detect them. A possible solution
to this problem may be to limit the degree to which very low
segments are manipulated, e.g. by assuming an upper limit for
the normalization factor, but this will have to be investigated in
the future.
4. Languagedisambiguationfor proper
names
In the course of the project, we added a simple language dis-
ambiguationcomponent for proper names. Apart from the fact
that proper names pose problems because of their often irregu-
lar pronunciation,particularlyfirst names are often ambiguous
between several languages. For instance, the first name David
is pronounceddifferently dependingon whether it is a German,
English, French or Spanish name. However, the context often
helps to disambiguate, e.g. in the above example, if the name
Beckham follows, the English variant is obviously correct.
We have added a mechanismthat facilitatesdisambiguation
in such cases. This mechanism presupposes that there is a lex-
icon that not only contains transcriptions of the proper names
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Figure 2: Amplitudenormalization.Note that the [a:] (1.8s) is louder than the [@] after the modification.
but also that their origin is coded into the part of speech tag.
In the example cited above, the lexicon would have to contain
several entries for David, marked as a proper name of German,
English, French, or Spanish origin, respectively, and one entry
for Beckham, marked as English. This information could re-
sult from extractingproper names from foreign lexicons. In our
experience, it is sufficient to differentiate between several lan-
guages or groups of languages. For instance, given the degree
to whichwe adapted foreign pronunciationsto our phoneme in-
ventory, it was adequate to differentiate between English, Ger-
man, and French, but the Spanish languages and Portuguese
could be grouped together, and there was no further distinction
necessary between different Slavic languages, or between dif-
ferent Asian languages.
The mechanism automatically collects all different tran-
scriptionsof orthographicallyidentical proper names including
their tags into a table that lists all possible origins for all am-
biguous proper names. During synthesis, upon encounteringan
ambiguousname, the pronunciationis left underspecifiedby as-
signing the set of all possible origins to each name. Then, they
are disambiguated by unifying the sets of possible origins of
consecutive proper names.
Althoughwe have only a moderatenumberof propernames
that are marked for their origin (approximately 2,000 names),
the mechanism has greatly improved the subjective synthesis
quality because some of the most frequent cases of ambiguous
names occurredvery frequentlyin a SmartWeb key application,
viz. the access of information on the soccer World Champi-
onships 2006.
5. Conclusions
We have described three aspects of the unit selection synthe-
sis used in the SmartWeb system. First, we have described
and compared two unit selection strategies. With respect to the
PSM/MC strategy, the optimal feature rankings and the most
adequatebasic unit type should be investigated further. Particu-
larly the optimal feature rankingwill give interestinginsights in
the perceptual relevance of the respective features from a theo-
reticalperspective. Anotheropen issue is the treatmentof bursts
in concatenation,which should be addressed in the future. With
these improvements, we expect the PSM/MC approach to sur-
pass the PSM/AC approach in the future. For the time being,
the PSM/AC approach is preferredover the PSM/MC approach
in the SmartWeb project.
Second, we have discussed our experiences with different
weights to enforce pitch continuity and with amplitudemodel-
ing. In the case of pitch continuity, we introducedan additional
F0 weight factor that successfully brings the F0 weights in an
order of magnitude comparable to the weights applied to spec-
tral differences. However, a perceptual experiment to confirm
the usefulnessof manipulatingthe F0 weightshas yet to be con-
ducted. With regard to amplitudemodeling, we found that it is
clearly not useful, at least not in the way it has been applied
here. Assumingan upper limit for the normalizationfactor may
be expedient, but this has not been verified yet.
Finally, we have sketcheda simplemechanismfor language
disambiguation of proper names that improved the subjective
synthesis quality particularlyfor a SmartWeb key application.
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Abstract
Speech synthesis based on unit selection can produce far more
natural speech than conventional diphone-based methods. Unit
selection based text-to-speech synthesizers have been built for
many different languages. In this paper, we describe the devel-
opment of TUT VOICE, the first Finnish unit selection synthe-
sis engine for academic research. The system includes database
construction, synthesis engine implementation and optimization
for Finnish.
1. Introduction
Unit selection [1] is a method of corpus-based concatenative
speech synthesis. It uses a large pre-recorded speech inventory
to provide a sufficient phonetic and prosodic coverage for a lan-
guage. Speech is produced by cutting and concatenating units
from the database.
One of the major challenges is how to select units from the
database. The selection process is guided by two costs, target
and join cost [1]. The target cost estimates similarity between
a candidate unit and a desired unit and join cost measures the
concatenation quality of two consecutive units in terms of the
continuity of the spectrum, F0, and energy.
When appropriate units are chosen in synthesis, contexts
are taken into account. However, the quality of synthesized
speech depends highly on the coverage of the database. One
basic idea of unit selection is to avoid signal processing modi-
fications i.e. prosodic modifications. This poses a challenge to
the inventory; it must provide not only a complete coverage of
synthesis units but also many instances of a same unit in differ-
ent contexts. The design of the database is thus important and
should be tailored to language-specific requirements. In addi-
tion, the style of the synthesized speech follows the style of the
database.
There has been a vast amount of research on unit selec-
tion TTS (text-to-speech) and voices have been developed for
many languages. Although there exists a fair amount of freely
available research and speech analysis tools (e.g. Festival [2]),
for a new language a proper database is still needed as well as
rules for grapheme-to-phoneme conversion, linguistic parsing,
etc. Previously, a Finnish diphone voice (hy fi mv diphone [3])
has been built in Festival [2]. However, no prior academic re-
search has been devoted to building a unit selection voice for
Finnish. In addition, no suitable database has been available.
This paper describes the process of building a Finnish pro-
totype open-domain unit selection system TUT VOICE. The
building process of TUT VOICE consisted of two phases. The
first part, inventory construction, involved prompt selection,
recording of the inventory, utterance labeling and feature extrac-
tion. In the second part, a unit selection synthesis engine was
implemented consisting of target construction, unit sequence
selection and waveform concatenation. For TUT VOICE, some
ideas from Festival were adopted but the system was built to
work independently from it.
This paper is organized as follows. Finnish phonetics
and phonology are explained briefly in Section 2. Section 3
describes the prompt design, recordings and labeling of the
database. In Section 4, the synthesis engine implementation and
cost adaptation for Finnish are explained. Section 5 reports the
results of the listening experiments. Some important findings
and future work are given in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the
paper.
2. Finnish phonetics and phonology
Although a unit selection synthesizer can be built on having lit-
tle or no knowledge of the language (e.g. [4]), understanding
the characteristics of the language is important for good quality
TTS. Some issues presented in this chapter helped us to un-
derstand some errors occurring in the synthesized speech. This
chapter outlines the basic principles of Finnish phonetics and
phonology from the viewpoint of what is needed for building a
speech synthesizer.
2.1. Phoneme system and orthography
Phonemes are typically divided into consonants and vowels.
There are eight vowels in Finnish: /A/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/, /y/, /a/,
and /ø/. Vowels can occur both short and long and form se-
quences and diphthongs. Compared to other languages, the
number of vowels in Finnish is high [5]. On the other hand,
a relatively low number of consonants exists. The low number
of consonants enables the appearance of a high number of al-
lophones [5]. The consonants and allophones are summarized
in Table 1. Consonants are marked using the notation of the
Finno-Ugric transcription instead of the International Phonetic
Alphabet. Most of the consonants in Table 1 can form gemi-
nates. In addition, the consonants /b/, /g/, /f/, and /S/ occur only
in relatively new loanwords.
Finnish orthography is phonemic: each phoneme corre-
sponds to a certain grapheme and allophones are not pointed
out. Short phoneme quantities are written with a single
grapheme (e.g. i) whereas long phoneme quantities (e.g. ii) and
diphthongs (e.g. au) with two graphemes. There is only one ex-
ception: the orthographic correspondent for the phoneme /N/ is
ng. The main differences between the Finnish orthography and
pronunciation are due to assimilation and boundary gemination
[5].
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Table 1: Finnish consonants and their allophones.
phoneme allophones examples
plosive p [p] pallo
t [t] [t»] tutti, tutit
k [k] [k
¿
] katu, kirje
d [d] lyhde
nasal m [m] [m» ] maila, kamferi
n [n] [m] onni, pa¨a¨ha¨npisto
[m» ] [n¿
] fanfaari, tunti
[N] kenka¨
N [N] [N
¡
] kenga¨t, kangas
fricative s [s] sana
h [h] [H] tahto, raha
lateral l [l] [ł] lika, laki
trill r [r] [D] penger, taru
[ˇr] tutkimusretki
approximant V [V] vanha
j [j] juhla
2.2. Syllables and syllabification
Every word can be divided into one or more syllables. Each
syllable in Finnish has a vowel as a sonant, i.e. every syllable
must contain at least one vowel. The syllable structure list is
given in Table 2. Letters C and V denote a consonant and a
vowel, respectively. The notation VV denotes a long vowel or a
diphthong. The structure of the most common Finnish syllables
is simple and no complex consonant clusters exist as Table 2
shows. The majority of the words are polysyllabic. Only 17%
of the words in the sentence set used in database construction
(Section 3) were monosyllabic. For comparison, the respective
number for English calculated from CMU ARCTIC database
[6] was 72%.
Table 2: Finnish syllable types.
common CV CVC CVV CVVC VC
V VV CVCC VVC VCC
rare CCV CCVC CCVV CCVVC CCVCC
The syllabification rules for Finnish are simple and no dic-
tionaries are needed. Only foreign words and compound words
can cause some exceptions. According to [5], Finnish syllabifi-
cation can be carried out using the following rules:
• A syllable boundary appears before every sequence CV
(e.g. ka-tu)
• A syllable boundary appears inside every sequence VV
unless the sequence is a diphthong or long vowel (e.g. a-
lu-e)
• A vowel sequence VV ending with /i/ is a diphthong if it
is not in the first syllable (e.g. u-te-li-ai-suus)
• A vowel sequence VV ending with /u/ or /y/ and not lo-
cated in the first syllable can be realized as a diphthong
or a vowel sequence (e.g. pa¨i-va¨-ys, pa¨i-va¨ys).
2.3. Prosody
Prosody is not expressed through simple phonetic segments but
larger units like syllables, words, sentences or even paragraphs.
Prosodic features, such as quantity, stress and intonation play
an important role in conveying information. It is generally be-
lieved that the naturalness of synthesized speech is improved
through better prosody modeling. Although our unit selection
synthesizer does not explicitly model prosody, there is a need
to extract linguistic features that are assumed to affect the syn-
thesized prosody. Thus understanding of Finnish prosody can
help optimize the database and come up with meaningful target
costs for synthesis.
One important manifestation of prosody is quantity. It can
be determined physically or linguistically [7]. Physical quan-
tity corresponds to a duration of a phoneme while linguistic
quantity describes how a native speaker perceives the length.
In Finnish there are two distinctive quantities: short and long
for both vowels and consonants (geminates). The ratio of short
and long vowel durations often differs from 1 : 2 [7].
Finnish word stress is fixed. The primary stress is always
on the first syllable while the second and the last syllable are
unstressed. In longer words, secondary stress can occur as well.
Voice quality can also be considered as a dimension of
prosody. In Finnish, the use of a creaky voice at least at the
end of a sentence is a frequent phenomenon although it can also
appear elsewhere in the sentence [8]. Diphone-based synthe-
sizers avoid the problem of creaky endings, since diphones are
extracted from a stable speech section and they are modified to
be suitable for every part of a sentence. However, a unit selec-
tion synthesizer faces the problem since all the speech material
is used for synthesis and for example TUT VOICE does not
carry out prosodic modifications.
3. Database and voice construction
The lack of appropriate speech databases is a major problem
for smaller languages like Finnish. An important output of this
project is a speech database consisting of 1 003 utterances opti-
mized for TTS synthesis and spoken by a female speaker. The
sentences are narrative and read in a vivid style, since we aimed
at expressive prosody. Hence, the database should also be useful
for prosody research purposes.
3.1. Prompt design
The speech inventory was designed for Finnish unit selection
synthesis using diphone-sized units. The design followed the
idea of the English CMU ARCTIC databases [6]. In total 33
Finnish out-of-copyright books with 203 339 sentences were
extracted from Project Gutenberg [9]. Altogether 46 067 sen-
tences with 6-15 words were used as source data for the greedy
prompt sentence selection.
Short and long phoneme quantities were treated as different
phonemes in the selection. Due to the high allophonic vari-
ation of the Finnish consonants, a diphone variant-based ap-
proach was taken. By the concept of a diphone variant we dis-
tinguish diphones with similar phone content but variation in
allophone content or syllabic position. For example, the intra-
syllabic diphone a n in the word vanha ([vAn-hA], old in En-
glish) is considered different from the intra-syllabic variant in
the word vanki ([vAN-ki], prisoner) as well as the inter-syllabic
variant in the word vana ([vA-nA], trail). If the variants are ig-
nored in the prompt selection, there is no guarantee, that all the
variants are included in the inventory.
Two separate sets of prompt sentences were selected. The
first set (Set A) was optimized to provide full coverage of di-
phone variants occurring in the source data. New sentences
were included as long as there were diphone variants missing
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Figure 1: Distribution of the most frequent diphone variants in
the inventory.
from the inventory. If several sentences with an equal num-
ber of new diphone variants were encountered, selection was
based on the frequency of the sentences’ diphone variants in the
source data. Since boundary gemination makes it difficult to
predict the actual pronunciation on the word boundaries, inter-
word diphone variants were ignored in optimization. Due to
vowel harmony in Finnish, front and back vowels do not appear
in the same word and inter-word diphone variants consisting of
vowels were taken into account.
The second set (Set B) was designed to be rich in sylla-
bles. Allophonic variation and stress were taken into account
in the selection. Stress in Finnish is fixed and word-initial syl-
lables were considered stressed and the word-final unstressed.
Sentences were greedily selected by choosing always the one
providing the largest amount of new syllables. The last word
of each sentence was ignored due to the possible occurrence of
creaky endings. The first word of each sentence as well as the
monosyllabic words were ignored. Sentences of the Set A were
taken into account in the selection. After manual removal of
archaic and foreign sentences, a set of 1 003 prompt sentences
was left. Sentences were recorded with a female voice using a
sampling frequency of 32 kHz.
The distribution of the most frequent diphone variants in the
inventory is illustrated in Figure 1. The solid line denotes the
percentage of diphone variant instances of all the instances in
the inventory while the dashed line denotes the corresponding
value for the source data. As can be seen, the inventory dis-
tribution follows well the source data. The 440 most frequent
diphone variants cover 90% of the inventory.
3.2. Automatic labeling
Automatic labeling of the inventory utterances used scripts of
the Multisyn build tool [10] with slight modifications. HMM-
based (hidden Markov model) phoneme models were trained
with HTK (Hidden Markov Model toolkit) [11] and forced
alignment was used for the phone boundary determination.
Boundary alignment was done by using 5-state monophone
HMMs. Plosives were divided into closure and explosion
phases and separate 4-state HMMs were trained for them. Diph-
thongs turned out to be very difficult for the alignment and were
therefore trained as separate models instead of separating the
phones. Diphone boundaries were computed as the midpoint
between the phone boundaries except for the plosives which had
an aligned boundary between the closure and explosion.
Inventory utterances were spoken relatively fast which
complicated automatic labeling. Some of the phones were very
short, such as /l/, /j/, and vowels belonging to diphthongs. They
get fused together and even manual labeling of these phones
turned out to be difficult. In synthesis, /l/ and /j/ should be ex-
tracted as triphones rather than diphones. However, this would
require including more data in the inventory in order to guaran-
tee full coverage.
4. Synthesis engine implementation
The TUT VOICE synthesis engine was implemented as a pro-
totype unit selection TTS system for academic use. The im-
plementation was inspired by the Festival TTS framework [2].
Adding new voices is easy and requires no system compilation.
Adjusting the synthesis parameters such as the target and join
subcost weights as well as changing the grapheme-to-phoneme
rule sets can be done without compilation. The core system
is implemented for Linux in C++ and the voice construction
scripts in Perl. Examples of synthesized speech are available at
[12].
4.1. Target construction
Grapheme-to-phoneme mapping for Finnish is quite straight-
forward and syllabification is done based on some simple rules
described in Section 2. The structure of the input sentence is de-
termined by parsing the sentence into a tree-like form similarly
to Festival.
4.2. Unit sequence search
Selection of the candidate unit sequence is carried out by com-
puting the total cost C(t,u) between the target unit sequence t
and a candidate unit sequence u [1] as
C(t,u) =
NX
i=1
Ct(ti, ui) +
NX
i=2
Cj(ui−1, ui). (1)
Here Ct(ti, ui) denotes the target cost between a target unit ti
and a candidate unit ui and Cj(ui−1, ui) the join cost between
candidate units ui−1 and ui. The best candidate unit sequence
u∗ is the one that minimizes the total cost, i.e.
u∗ = argmin
u
C(t,u). (2)
Optimization is done by using the Viterbi search algorithm [1].
4.3. Target cost
The target cost is used to estimate the dissimilarity between a
target unit and a candidate unit from the inventory. It is formed
as a weighted sum of subcosts. Subcosts are selected in a way
that they can characterize the phonetic and prosodic properties
of the units.
The formula for the target cost Ct(ti, ui) of a target unit ti
and a candidate unit ui is [1]
Ct(ti, ui) =
qX
n=1
wtnC
t
n(ti, ui), (3)
where q denotes the number of subcosts Ctn and wtn a weight
given to each subcost.
The used subcosts were the position in syllable, word, and
sentence; stress; and left and right phoneme context. All the
subcost weights were manually adjusted.
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Table 3: Synthesis parameters for the target subcosts.
target subcost feature values weight
position in
syllable {initial, medial, final, inter} 0.1
word {initial, medial, final, inter} 0.1
sentence {initial, medial, final} 0.3
stress {primary, secondary, unstressed} 0.35
phone context
left {a, a:, b, b: . . ., oe:} 0.1
right {a, a:, b, b: . . ., oe:} 0.05
As in Festival, the highest weight was given to stress. Three
different cases were distinguished: syllables with primary and
secondary stress and syllables with no stress. Since the primary
stress is always on the first syllable in Finnish, word stress is
related to word boundary detection [7]. Stress was therefore
considered important in terms of intelligibility as well.
The second highest weight was given to the unit’s position
in a sentence. High weight was used in order to avoid the selec-
tion of the candidate units with a creaky voice for the target units
not from sentence-final words. A unit’s position in a syllable
and word were not considered as important and were less highly
weighted. Units were considered either sentence/word/syllable
initial, medial, final, or interword/intersyllable.
Allophonic variation of the phonemes was not taken into ac-
count in the transcription. Instead, coarticulation was estimated
by the left and right context subcosts.
4.4. Join cost
The join cost is used to estimate the audible mismatches occur-
ring in unit concatenation. Similarly to the target cost, the join
cost is formed as a weighted sum of subcosts. Differences in
spectral features, F0, and power are typically considered in join
cost computation [1]. Formula for the join cost Cj(ui−1, ui)
for candidate units ui−1 and ui is [1]
Cj(ui−1, ui) =
pX
n=1
wjnC
j
n(ui−1, ui), (4)
p denoting the number of join subcosts Cjn and wjn the weight
given to each subcost.
A continuous pitch contour on the unit boundaries was
achieved by using the distance of the units’ F0 as a join subcost.
However, since no F0 is extracted for the unvoiced segments,
the F0 join subcost between two arbitrarily selected unvoiced
segments equals zero. Therefore the use of F0 subcost can not
guarantee good overall pitch contour. To overcome the prob-
lem, we linearly interpolated the values for the unvoiced parts
based on the F0 values of the surrounding voiced parts. Values
were normalized to have mean value of 0 and variation of 1.
Spectral mismatches were estimated by the weighted mean-
square error (WMSE) of LSFs (Line spectral frequency coeffi-
cients). In comparison to MFCCs (Mel-frequency cepstral coef-
ficients), LSFs have turned out to estimate better the occurring
audible mismatches [13]. The WMSE of two LSF frames f1
and f2 is computed as [14]
d(f1, f2) =
pX
n=1
wn(f1(n)− f2(n))2, (5)
where wn denotes the weight and f1(n) and f2(n) the nth co-
efficients of the frames f1 and f2, respectively. The weight wn
is given as
wn = max
i=1,2
1
fi(n)− fi(n− 1) +
1
fi(n)− fi(n+ 1) . (6)
The waveform amplitude was controlled by the power join
cost. The subcost value was computed as the absolute differ-
ence of the power of one pitch period at the concatenation point.
Extracted power values were normalized into range of [0, 1].
Difficulties in labeling of some short and poorly detectable
phonemes were compensated by introducing a triphone join
subcost. Especially the phonemes /l/ and /j/ were found to be
very difficult to label correctly, even manually. The aim of
the triphone cost was to guide the selection in these cases to-
wards triphone-sized candidate units rather than splitting the
short phonemes in order to form diphones. The triphone cost
was defined to get a value of 1 if the diphone should be selected
as a triphone and 0 otherwise. By using the weighted triphone
subcost rather than forced triphone selection, a wider variety of
candidate units was achieved.
The weights for each join subcost are listed in Table 4. Dif-
ferences in weighting indicate the different range of subcost val-
ues rather than importance of a certain feature.
Table 4: Weights for the TUT VOICE join subcosts.
target subcost weight
F0 0.05
LSF 1
power 3
triphone 1
4.5. Pre-selection
In order to speed up the unit sequence search, a pre-selection
was used. Units with numerous instances in the inventory were
divided into groups of inter- and intra-syllabic instances. Units
from the other group were not considered as candidate units
and were therefore left out from the search. For the diphones
with less than 5 instances, no pre-selection was carried out. The
effect of pre-selection was tested by synthesizing a set of utter-
ances with and without the pre-selection. Among 300 synthe-
sized sentences, 222 were the same regardless of whether the
pre-selection was used or not.
4.6. Waveform concatenation
Unit waveforms were extracted from the inventory utterances
pitch-synchronously. Diphone boundaries were aligned at the
midpoints between the phone boundaries determined by HTK.
As an exception, the plosives were divided at the end of the clo-
sure determined by HTK. In order to achieve pitch-synchronous
waveform extraction, the boundary was moved on the nearest
pitch mark.
Glitches on the unit boundaries were avoided by allowing
some overlapping. The best concatenation point was deter-
mined by finding the width of overlap that provided the highest
value of cross correlation. A smooth transition was obtained by
averaging the signals in the overlapping region. Roughly one
pitch period of overlap was allowed.
Figure 2 illustrates the utterance “Seha¨n on jo valmis
rautatie, penger tehty, ojat kaivettu, kiskot pantu paikoilleen.”
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Figure 2: F0 contours for (a) recorded utterance, synthesized
utterance (b) with F0 interpolation, and (c) without F0 interpo-
lation.
as (a) recorded, (b) synthesized with F0 interpolation, and (c)
without F0 interpolation. Note the undesirable jumps in the F0
in the utterance with no interpolation used in F0 extraction.
5. Listening experiments
Since the output of a TTS system is speech, the evaluation of a
TTS system is usually carried out by conducting listening tests.
With speech coders, a MOS test is commonly used and it has
also been applied to TTS system assessment. Our questionnaire
(in Table 6) included three question concerning intelligibility,
general quality and naturalness.
A total of 1 000 sentences were generated using sentences
similar to those in [15] as well as narrative sentences. From
these, 14 sentences were randomly chosen. One major prob-
lem in unit selection speech synthesizers is to make them pro-
duce robust quality. An all-inclusive or even a comprehensive
evaluation through listening experiments is extremely difficult
or impossible. The random selection was inevitable due to the
varying quality of the sentences. Thus, we could have chosen a
set of 14 sentences that would get the highest scores as well as
a set of 14 sentences that would obtain low scores at least for
quality and naturalness.
These 14 sentences were rated by 8 native Finnish listeners
and the averaged results and the corresponding values of stan-
dard deviation are shown in Table 5. The ratings from different
MOS tests can not be compared with each other, but an inter-
ested reader is referred to [15] where some commercial Finnish
TTS systems were evaluated.
Table 5: Listening test ratings.
average worst best
sentence sentence
intelligibility 3.61 (1.00) 2.25 (0.89) 4.63 (0.52)
naturalness 2.99 (0.89) 2.38 (0.92) 4.25 (0.46)
quality 3.20 (0.70) 2.63 (0.52) 3.88 (0.64)
Table 6: Evaluation questionnaire.
INTELLIGIBILITY:
Did you understand everything without an effort,
how would you describe the pronunciation?
5 Excellent (no efforts, very clear pronunciation)
4 Good (small mistakes on pronunciation
but did not bother)
3 Fair (a little annoying mistakes appeared)
2 Poor (annoying errors)
1 Bad (I did not understand the content
because of too strong errors)
QUALITY:
How would you describe the speech quality?
5 Excellent (nothing bothered)
4 Good
3 Fair
2 Poor
1 Bad (I could not listen to speech of
this quality a moment longer)
PROSODY AND NATURALNESS:
Did the sample sound natural?
5 Very natural
4 Natural
3 Somewhat natural
2 Unnatural
1 Highly unnatural
6. Findings and future work
The database consisted only of approximately 1.5 hours of
speech. CMU ARCTIC databases are of similar size but the re-
sults of Blizzard Challenge implied that the original databases
were too small [10]. It is a small database compared to the many
commercial systems that use around tens of hours of speech.
Due to the small database and its expressive style, naturalness
and concatenation smoothness turned out to be somewhat con-
tradictory requirements. The synthesis was found to sound rich
in prosody but sometimes at the cost of concatenation smooth-
ness.
The current TUT VOICE system was implemented as a
prototype and no extensive tuning of the system was done. The
weights for the costs were tuned by hand but automatic phone-
specific subcost training will be carried out in the future. Some
very bad labeling mistakes were corrected manually and ex-
tra logic was included in the synthesizer to reduce label mis-
matches but finally the whole database should be manually cor-
rected. In its current form, TUT VOICE is not yet suitable for
real-time speech synthesis but in the future, it will be modified
to work real-time.
Creaky endings that are common in Finnish require some
extra handling. The database design process took sentence-final
syllables into account and did not accept them for coverage op-
timization. In the recordings, although special attention was
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paid on using a creaky voice at the end of a sentence, they still
appeared. In synthesis, creaky endings are currently handled
through target costs, i.e. by penalizing the use of sentence fi-
nal diphones elsewhere. On the other hand, the use of creaky
voice quality at the end of a synthesized sentence can improve
naturalness.
Sentences for the listening test were picked randomly and
the results illustrated the general problem of unit selection:
quality variability. The prosody of the synthesized speech was
not rated as high as we expected. We found that it was mainly
because of strange phoneme durations. In Finnish, phoneme
duration plays a relatively important role. On the contrary, in-
tonation is generally rather monotonic compared to many other
languages. F0 in the synthesized speech was found to be quite
successful.
7. Conclusions
This paper described the design and implementation of a
Finnish unit selection TTS system called TUT VOICE. The
quality of current commercial English unit selection speech
synthesizers is high and the focus has moved into flexibility,
for example generating new styles and emotions. The quality of
TUT VOICE is not yet at the same level, and one reason for that
is a rather small database (1.5 hours). However, TUT VOICE
is a step towards natural, and style-variable flexible high-quality
speech synthesis in Finnish.
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Abstract
Automatic syllabification of words is challenging, not least be-
cause the syllable is difficult to define precisely. This task is im-
portant for word modelling in the composition process of con-
catenative synthesis as well as in automatic speech recognition.
There are two broad approaches to perform automatic syllabifi-
cation: rule-based and data-driven. The rule-based method ef-
fectively embodies some theoretical position regarding the syl-
lable, whereas the data-driven paradigm infers ‘new’ syllabifi-
cations from examples assumed to be correctly-syllabified al-
ready. This paper compares the performance of the two ba-
sic approaches. However, it is difficult to determine a correct
syllabification in all cases and so to establish the quality of
the ‘gold standard’ corpus used either to quantitatively evaluate
the output of an automatic algorithm or as the example-set on
which data-driven methods crucially depend. Thus, three lexi-
cal databases of pre-syllabified words were used. Two of these
lexicons hold the same 18,016 words with their corresponding
syllabifications coming from independent sources, whereas the
third corresponds to the 13,594 words that share the same syl-
labifications according to these two sources. As well as one
rule-based approach (Fisher’s implementation of Kahn’s syl-
labification theory), three data-driven techniques are evaluated:
a look-up procedure, an exemplar-based generalization tech-
nique, and syllabification by analogy (SbA). The results on the
three databases show consistent and robust patterns: the data-
driven techniques outperform the rule-based system in word and
juncture accuracies by a very significant margin and best results
are obtained with SbA.
1. Introduction
The syllable has been much discussed as a linguistic unit.
Whereas some linguists make it central to their theories (e.g.,
[1, 2]), others have ignored it or even argued against it as a use-
ful theoretical construct (e.g., [3]). Much of the controversy
centers around the difficulty of defining the syllable. Crystal
[4], for instance, states that the syllable is “[a] unit of pronun-
ciation typically larger than a single sound and smaller than a
word” but goes on to write: “Providing a precise definition of
the syllable is not an easy task” [p. 342]. There is general agree-
ment that a syllable consists of a nucleus that is almost always
a vowel, together with zero or more preceding consonants (the
onset) and zero or more following consonants (the coda). How-
ever, determining exactly which consonants of a multisyllabic
word belong to which syllable is problematic. Good general ac-
counts of the controversy are provided by [5] and [6], with the
former more specifically considering English—the language of
interest in this paper—and the latter focusing on French.
However it is defined, and whatever the rights or wrongs
of theorising about its linguistic status, syllable knowledge aids
word modeling in automatic speech recognition and/or the unit
selection and composition process of concatenative synthesis.
For instance, Mu¨ller, Mo¨bius and Prescher [7] write “syllable
structure represents valuable information for pronunciation sys-
tems” [p. 225]. That is, the pronunciation of a phoneme can de-
pend upon where it is in a syllable and therefore there are good
practical reasons for seeking powerful algorithms to syllabify
words.
Traditional approaches to automatic syllabification have
been rule-based (or knowledge-based), implementing notions
such as the maximal onset principle [1, 8] and sonority hierar-
chy [9], including ideas about what constitute phonotactically
legal sequences in the coda, for instance. An alternative to the
rule-based methodology is the data-driven (or corpus-based)
approach, which attempts to infer ‘new’ syllabifications from
an evidence base of already-syllabified words (i.e., a dictionary
or lexicon1).
This paper compares the performance of these two basic
approaches to automatic syllabification in the pronunciation do-
main. Our work attempts to be predictive, aimed at finding good
syllabifications for practical application in speech technology
and computational linguistics, rather than descriptive, aimed at
explaining experimental data and/or giving insight into any lin-
guistic theory of the syllable.
2. Electronic lexical databases
A key issue in assessing algorithms for automatic syllabifica-
tion is the quality of the ‘gold standard’ corpus used to define
the correct result. Further, in the data-driven paradigm, this cor-
pus forms the evidence base for inferring new syllabifications;
1In this paper, we will use the terms evidence base, lexical database,
dictionary, corpus, and lexicon interchangeably, except where we refer
to a ‘dictionary’ by name (e.g., Webster’s Pocket Dictionary).
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hence, it is vital that its content is accurate. This, however, is
extremely difficult due to the absence of any means of deter-
mining canonically correct syllabifications. Our approach is to
use multiple dictionaries and to seek consensus among them, so
as to reduce the possibility that our results are affected by the
choice of a particular, idiosyncratic corpus.
In this work, we used two public-domain dictionaries—
Webster’s Pocket Dictionary and the Wordsmyth English
Dictionary-Thesaurus—as the sources from which we derive
three lexical databases, as described below.
2.1. Webster’s Pocket Dictionary
The primary lexical database in this work is Webster’s Pocket
Dictionary (20,009 words), as used by [10] to train their
NETtalk neural network. The database is publicly available
for non-commercial use from ftp://svr-ftp.eng.cam.
ac.uk/pub/comp.speech/dictionaries/ (last ac-
cessed 11 May 2007). For consistency with our previous work
on pronunciation using this dictionary, homonyms (413 en-
tries) were removed from the original NETtalk dataset leav-
ing 19,596 entries. Sejnowski and Rosenberg have manually
aligned the data, to impose a strict one-to-one correspondence
between letters and phonemes2. The phoneme inventory is of
size 51, including the null phoneme and ‘new’ phonemes (e.g.,
/K/ and /X/) invented to avoid the use of null letters when one
letter corresponds to two phonemes, as in <x>→ /ks/. The
null phoneme (represented by the ‘–’ symbol) was introduced to
give a strict one-to-one alignment between letters and phonemes
to satisfy the training requirements of NETtalk. In this paper, we
retain the use of the original phonetic symbols (see [10], Ap-
pendix A, pp. 161–162) rather than transliterating to the sym-
bols recommended by the International Phonetic Association.
We do so to maintain consistency with this publicly-available
lexicon.
In addition to the pronunciation, Sejnowski and Rosenberg
have also indicated stress and syllabification patterns for each
word. The form of the data is:
accumulate xk-YmYlet- 0<>1>0>2<<
adaptation @d@pteS-xn 2<2<>1>0<<
The second column is the pronunciation and the third column
encodes the syllable boundaries for the words and their corre-
sponding stress patterns:
< denotes syllable boundary (right)
> " syllable boundary (left)
1 " primary stress
2 " secondary stress
0 " tertiary stress
Stress is associated with vowel letters and arrows with conso-
nants. The arrows point towards the stress nuclei and change di-
rection at syllable boundaries. To this extent, “syllable bound-
ary (right/left)” is a misnomer because this information is not
adequate by itself to place syllable boundaries directly. We can,
however, infer four rules (or regular expressions) to identify syl-
lable boundaries. Denoting boundaries by ‘ | ’:
R1: [<>]⇒ [< | >]
R2: [< digit]⇒ [< | digit]
R3: [digit >]⇒ [digit | >]
R4: [digit digit]⇒ [digit | digit]
2See [11] for extensive discussion of this alignment process and an
algorithm for doing it automatically.
Word accumulate adaptation
Stress pattern 0<>1>0>2<< 2<2<>1>0<<
Syllabification ac | cu |mu | late ad | ap | ta | tion
Digit stress 00 | 11 | 00 | 2222 22 | 22 | 11 | 0000
Table 1: Examples of stress and syllabification patterns.
These have been confirmed as correct by Sejnowski (personal
communication). Table 1 gives the syllable patterns of the three
above examples.
2.2. Wordsmyth English Dictionary-Thesaurus
Disagreements may exist about the way a word should be seg-
mented into syllables. A second (independent) lexical source
was therefore used, namely theWordsmyth English Dictionary-
Thesaurus, so that our results would not be overly specialized
to one particular dictionary. This source is also available via
the World Wide Web from www.wordsmyth.net (last ac-
cessed 11 May 2007). This on-line lexical database originated
in the early 1980’s when Robert Parks, a Fulbright Fellowship
researcher in Japan, began to develop an English dictionary for
students to use on their computers. In 1991 and 1992, the dic-
tionary was licensed to IBM to integrate into their products, and
IBM in turn supported the development of the associated the-
saurus. In 1996, the University of Chicago’s ARTFL (American
and French Research on the Treasury of the French Language)
Project assisted in presenting the first World Wide Web edition.
The dictionary is composed of about 50,000 headwords cov-
ering all areas of knowledge without technical vocabulary. It
provides the syllables, pronunciation, part of speech, inflected
forms, and definition for each word.
2.3. The three lexical databases
Homonyms were removed from the original Webster’s Pocket
Dictionary leaving 19,596 entries. Of these words, 18,016 were
also found in the Wordsmyth English Dictionary-Thesaurus.
These two independant dictionaries, each consisting of 18,016
syllabified entries, are referred to as S&R and Wordsmyth, re-
spectively. A third database of syllabified words (hereafter In-
tersection) was derived consisting of the 13,594 words present
in both public-domain dictionaries with identical syllabification
patterns in these two independent lexical sources.
3. Syllabification algorithms
In this section, we briefly describe the four automatic syllabifi-
cation techniques for which performance was compared.
3.1. Fisher’s implementation of Kahn’s procedure
In his PhD dissertation, Kahn proposed a theory of syllabifica-
tion based on a different type of constraint [8]. Kahn postu-
lated that syllabification in English is derived from three cat-
egories of consonant clusters: possible syllable-initial, possi-
ble syllable-final and ‘universally-bad’ syllable-initial (in his
terminology). These consonant clusters are derived from the
beginnings and endings of existing English words. For ex-
ample, the two-phoneme sound /br/ is a possible syllable-
initial consonant cluster because it forms the beginning of the
word pronunciation /bred/ (<bread>) and it is therefore pos-
sible to syllabify the pronunciation /@nbreId/ (<unbraid>) as
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/@n | breId/. By contrast, /rk/ is considered a universally-bad
syllable-initial consonant cluster because no English word be-
gins with this sound combination. Therefore the pronunciation
/mark@t/ (<market>) would be syllabified as /mar | k@t/ and not
/ma | rk@t/.
A C implementation of Kahn’s theory was developed
in 1996 by William Fisher and can be downloaded
from the file: ftp://jaguar.ncsl.nist.gov/pub/
tsylb2-1.1.tar.Z (last accessed 11 May 2007). Because
we were interested in the standard syllabification, we selected
the two most appropriate of the five speech rates available in
the program, the “slow, over-precise” (hereafter Basic) and the
“ordinary conversational speech” (hereafter OCS) rates. The
program also allowed the unsyllabified input to be provided
with stress information (primary, secondary and no stress) on
some specific phonemes3 and without stress information. We
processed the word list both ways, using the stress informa-
tion provided in S&R (i.e., the digit stress—see Table 2.1). The
phoneme set used in his program was translated to the phoneme
set of S&R and all instances of the null phoneme were also re-
moved because this special ‘phoneme’ was not part of Fisher’s
set.
3.2. Syllabification by analogy
Syllabification by analogy closely follows the principles of pro-
nunciation by analogy (PbA) set out in detail in our earlier pub-
lications [12, 13, 14, 15]. In PbA, when an unknown word is
presented as input to the system, so-called full pattern match-
ing between the input letter string and dictionary entries is per-
formed, starting with the initial letter of the input string aligned
with the end letter of the dictionary entry. If common letters
are found in matching positions in the two strings, their cor-
responding phonemes (according to the prior alignment) and
information about their positions in the input string are used
to build a pronunciation lattice, as detailed below. One of the
two strings is then shifted relative to the other by one letter and
the matching process continues, until the end letter of the input
string aligns with the initial letter of the dictionary entry.
The pronunciation lattice is a directed graph that defines
possible pronunciations for the input string, built from the
matching substring information. A lattice node represents a
matched letter, Li, at some position, i, in the input. The node
is labelled with its position i and the phoneme corresponding
to Li in the matched substring, Pim say, for the mth matched
substring. An arc is labelled with the phonemes intermedi-
ate between Pim and Pjm (j > i) in the phoneme part of the
matched substring and the frequency count, increasing by one
each time the substring with these phonemes is matched dur-
ing the search through the lexicon. Arcs are directed from i
to j. If the arcs correspond to bigrams, the arcs are labelled
only with the frequency. (The string of phonemes intermediate
between Pim and Pjm is empty.) Phonemes Pim and Pjm la-
bel the nodes at each end of the arc, i.e., i and j respectively.
Additionally, there is a Start node at position 0 and an End node
at position equal to the length of the input string plus one.
Finally, the decision function identifies the ‘best’ candidate
pronunciation of the input according to some criterion. Possi-
ble pronunciations correspond to the string assembled by con-
catenating the phoneme labels on the nodes or arcs in the or-
der that they are traversed in moving through the lattice from
3. . . designated as syllabic by Fisher. These are: ‘ux’, ‘ih’, ‘ix’, ‘ey’,
‘eh’, ‘ae’, ‘aa’, ‘aax’, ‘s’, ‘ao’, ‘ow’, ‘uh’, ‘uw’, ‘ay’, ‘oy’, ‘aw’, ‘er’,
‘axr’, ‘ax’, ’ah’, ‘el’, ‘em’, and ‘en’ using his phoneme notation.
Start to End. If there is just one candidate corresponding to a
unique shortest path, this is selected as the output. If there are
tied shortest paths, five different scoring strategies are applied
and the winning candidate selected on the basis of their rank
[13, 14].
The major modification in converting PbA to SbA is to rep-
resent all junctures between phonemes explicitly. This repre-
sentation must be different in the case of:
1. input words, where the syllabification is unknown;
2. lexical entries, where it is known;
3. the SbA output, where it is inferred.
For example, the input pronunciation /@bi/4 (<abbey>) is ex-
panded to /@ ∗ b ∗ i/. Here the ‘ ∗ ’ symbol merely indicates
the possibility of a syllable boundary. On the other hand, a
dictionary entry such as /@bncrmL/ <abnormal> is expanded
to /@ ∗ b | n ∗ c ∗ r |m ∗L/. In this case, the ‘ ∗ ’ symbols indi-
cate the known absence of a syllable boundary. During pattern
matching, ‘ ∗ ’ in the input is allowed to match either with ‘ ∗ ’
or with ‘ | ’ in the dictionary entries. A ‘ ∗ – ∗ ’ match is entered
into the syllabification lattice as a ‘ ∗ ’ whereas a ‘ ∗ – | ’ match
is entered into the syllabification lattice as a ‘ | ’. The syllabi-
fication lattice has exactly the same form as the pronunciation
lattice, except that ‘ ∗ ’ is explicitly represented as an input sym-
bol (labelling nodes), ‘ ∗ ’ and ‘ | ’ are explicitly represented as
possible output symbols (labelling arcs). From here, the process
proceeds exactly as for PbA, eventually producing as output a
syllabified version of /@bi/ <abbey> such as /@ ∗ b | i/, from
which the ‘ ∗ ’ symbols are removed to yield the final output
/@b | i/.
Figure 1 shows the syllabification lattice for the word
<phonograph>, we have three candidate syllabifications. Of
course, candidate syllabifications are not necessarily distinct:
different shortest paths can obviously correspond to the same
syllabified string.
In our previous syllabification work using analogy [15],
we obtained best results by combining only 3 of the 5 scoring
strategies when choosing between tied shortest paths. These
were the product of arc frequencies, the frequency of the same
pronunciation, and the ‘weak link’ (see [13] and [14] for full
specification). Accordingly, in this work, these same three scor-
ing strategies are used exclusively, and combined by rank fu-
sion, for SbA.
3.3. Look-up procedure
This method was originally proposed by [16] as a means of
letter-to-phoneme conversion (i.e., automatic pronunciation),
where it was shown to be superior to NETtalk, the well-known
neural network [10]. It was then adapted for the syllabification
process and presented in the comparison of syllabification algo-
rithms for Dutch spellings by [17]. The first step is to construct
a table encoding the knowledge implicit in the training set by
converting each syllabified entry into a series ofN -grams. Each
N -gram has a left and right context and a central, ‘focus’ char-
acter. The length of the N -gram (i.e., N ) is equal to the sum
of the sizes of the left and right contexts plus one (the focus
character).
For example, if the syllabified word /KId | ni/ (<kid | ney>)
is part of the training corpus, then with a left context of 1 char-
acter and a right context of 2 characters, the N -grams (or 4-
grams in this case) for this word would be: <–KId>,<KIdn>,
4Examples from this point on use the phoneme set from Webster’s
Pocket Dictionary.
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Figure 1: Example of the syllabification lattice for the word phonograph. For simplicity, only arcs contributing to the shortest (length-2)
paths are shown. The ‘?’ symbol represents the junctures and the phoneme symbols are those employed by Sejnowski and Rosenberg.
<Idni>, <dni –>, and <ni – –>. That is, to allow every char-
acter to be a focus character, there is an N -gram for each char-
acter in a word. When the focus character has no left context
(as in<–KId>) or right context (as in<ni – –>), the character
positions in the context are filled with null characters. Each N -
gram is stored in the table along with the corresponding juncture
class, i.e., the syllabification information.
Once the construction of the look-up table is complete,
words for which the syllabification is unknown can be syllab-
ified based on the information in the table. Input words are
broken down into a set of N -grams in the same manner de-
scribed above for table construction. The table is then searched
for the closest matches to each N -gram. When found, closest
matches are examined to determine whether the majority has, or
does not have, a syllable boundary following the focus charac-
ter. If the majority has a syllable boundary, a syllable boundary
is placed at the appropriate position in the word; otherwise, a
non-syllable boundary is placed at that position.
The process of determining which N -grams in the pre-
compiled look-up table fit best a given N -gram is described
in Algorithm 1. Here, NgramT is a given N -gram stored in
the table and NgramS is an N -gram to be syllabified. It fol-
lows that NgramT[i] is the ith position in the N -gram (for
example, NgramT[1] = m when NgramT is <midn>). The
closest-fit N -grams are those with the highest MatchValue.
Algorithm 1 : Computation of best-fit N -gram in the look-up
procedure.
FindMatchValue(weights, NgramT, NgramS)
MatchValue := 0
for i := 1 to length(weights) do
if (NgramT[i] = NgramS[i]) then
MatchValue := MatchValue +
weights[i]
end if
end for
We ran the look-up procedure using all 15 different sets of
weights presented in the original description of the method [16].
3.4. Exemplar-Based Generalization
The version tested here (also known as IB1-IG) is due to [18]. It
operates in a manner similar to the look-up procedure with the
only difference being the weights used to determine the closest-
fit N -grams. In this method, the weights are calculated with a
function that determines the relative importance of each posi-
tion in the N -gram (i.e., phoneme positions). The process of
determining the weights is based on the concept of information
entropy by using information from the table of storedN -grams.
Each position in an N -gram is considered to contribute a real-
valued amount of information to the process of determining the
placement of a syllable boundary. This value can be determined
via the series of steps presented below.
First, the entropy of the entire table of N -grams extracted
from the training corpus is calculated. Essentially, Daelemans,
van den Bosch and Weijters define database (or look-up ta-
ble) information entropy as “the number of bits of informa-
tion needed to know the decision [whether a syllable boundary
should be placed after the focus character or not] of a database
given a pattern [or N -gram].” This is calculated as:
E(D) = −
2X
i=1
Pi log2 Pi (1)
where E(D) is the information entropy of database D, P1 is
the probability of an N -gram being associated with a syllable-
boundary decision, and P2 is the probability of an N -gram be-
ing associated with a non-syllable-boundary decision. As there
are only two possibilities—to place or not to place a syllable
boundary after the focus character—equation (1) can also be
written as:
E(D) = −α log2 α+ β log2 β
where α =
NS
NT
and β =
N¬S
NT
(2)
whereNS is the number of storedN -grams that have a syllable
boundary following the focus character, N¬S is the number of
stored N -grams that do not have a syllable boundary following
the focus character, and NT is the number of stored N -grams
(i.e., NS +N¬S).
From equation (2), the information gain of each position
in an N -gram can now be determined. This requires two ad-
ditional equations. The first computes the average information
entropy at position f in an N -gram, E(Df ), by taking the “in-
formation entropy of the database [or table] restricted to each
possible value [or character] for the [position in the N -gram].”
This is given by:
E(Df ) =
X
c∈V
E(Df=c)
card(Df=c)
card(D)
where Df=c is the set of those N -grams in the table that have
character c at position f , V is the set of characters that occur
at position f in a N -gram, and card( ) is the cardinality of a set
(i.e., card(D) is the total number of N -grams in databaseD).
The second equation necessary for calculating the informa-
tion gain G(f) at a given position f in an N -gram is:
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G(f) = E(D)− E(Df )
To run this method, we first followed Daelemans, van den
Bosch and Weijters and used the same values of N as in their
work, namely 3, 5 and 7 with the focus letter in the middle of
the N -gram. In addition to these values, we extended the study
to use N -grams of size 9 and 11 (with left and right contexts
of 4 and 5 respectively).
4. Results
For the rule-based method, there is no difficulty in evaluating
syllabification performance on each of the three datasets in their
entirety. For data-driven methods, we use the well-established
leave-one-out procedure, whereby each word is removed from
the corpus in turn, and its syllabification inferred from the re-
maining words.
Accuracy
Algorithm Word Juncture | *
Fisher/Kahn
Basic 54.23 78.93 62.63 85.34
OCS 54.14 77.47 59.84 84.41
OCS with stress 68.97 86.41 75.65 90.64
SbA 88.53 96.02 92.29 97.50
Look-up Table
1st, version 10 80.20 94.95 90.51 96.70
2nd, version 8 79.75 94.90 90.49 96.63
3rd, version 13 79.40 94.78 89.90 96.70
Exemplar-based
N = 5 76.47 94.17 87.54 96.79
N = 7 79.37 94.80 88.92 97.11
N = 9 79.36 94.78 89.04 97.04
N = 11 79.10 94.71 88.91 96.99
Table 2: Syllabification results (percentage correct) on the S&R
database for word and juncture accuracy.
Accuracy
Algorithm Word Juncture | *
Fisher/Kahn
Basic 58.02 81.34 67.04 86.91
OCS 52.58 75.93 57.16 83.24
OCS with stress 63.37 83.40 70.49 88.43
SbA 85.88 94.87 90.32 96.64
Look-up Table
1st, version 10 75.71 93.41 87.93 95.54
2nd, version 8 75.37 93.36 87.96 95.47
3rd, version 11 74.86 93.26 87.44 95.53
Exemplar-based
N = 5 72.92 92.81 85.04 95.84
N = 7 74.92 93.17 85.76 96.05
N = 9 82.90 95.54 89.23 97.71
N = 11 74.87 93.12 85.86 95.96
Table 3: Syllabification results (percentage correct) on the
Wordsmyth database for word and juncture accuracy.
Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the results for the various automatic
syllabification methods on the S&R, Wordsmyth and Intersec-
tion databases. For table look-up, the three sets of weights
Accuracy
Algorithm Word Juncture | *
Fisher/Kahn
Basic 63.40 83.54 67.80 88.97
OCS 60.90 79.68 60.07 86.44
OCS with stress 74.42 88.14 76.56 92.13
SbA 91.08 96.82 92.90 98.17
Look-up Table
1st, version 10 83.66 95.74 90.58 97.52
2nd, version 8 83.60 95.76 90.66 97.52
3rd, version 11 82.71 95.55 89.99 97.47
Exemplar-based
N = 5 81.26 95.20 88.51 97.50
N = 7 83.12 95.56 89.28 97.73
N = 9 82.90 95.54 89.23 97.71
N = 11 82.87 95.52 89.23 97.69
Table 4: Syllabification results (percentage correct) on the In-
tersection database for word and juncture accuracy.
which provided the best results (for each dictionary) are pre-
sented in the tables5. Results were obtained for N -grams from
N = 5 up to N = 11 for the exemplar-based approach. As ex-
pected, results were poor for N = 3 as insufficient context is
captured around the focus phoneme, and by N = 11 the al-
gorithm indicates that performance was falling off. For the
Fisher/Kahn system, there was no difference between the re-
sults when stress was provided and when it was not for the Ba-
sic (slow) rate of speech. However, this was not the case for the
ordinary conversational speech condition, where the inclusion
of stress improves the results.
Results are remarkably consistent across dictionaries. The
rule-based method (Fisher/Kahn) is much worse than the data-
driven methods. In regards to the data-driven methods, it is
difficult to choose between the best table look-up and exemplar-
based results although the former does better on two of the three
dictionaries. The most striking result, however, is the obvious
superiority of SbA.
These tables also show junctures-correct performance over-
all, as well as the percentages of correct syllable ( | ) and
non-syllable (*) identifications. For all methods, non-syllable
boundary identification is less error prone than syllable bound-
ary detection. It seems that all methods are conservative in
their placement of syllable boundaries, which are rarer than
non-syllable boundaries, resulting in a preponderance of false
negative errors over false positives.
5. Conclusions
Automatic syllabification is an important but difficult problem
that has implications on pronunciation generation for text-to-
speech synthesis and pronunciation modeling in speech recog-
nition. There are essentially two possible approaches to auto-
matic syllabification: rule-based and data-driven.
In this work, we have compared one rule set based on ex-
pert knowledge and three data-driven methods based on auto-
matic inference from a corpus of already-syllabified words. In
the latter case, the issue of a gold standard arises. We attempt to
address this by using two independent dictionaries of syllabified
5Version 8:[1,4,16,4,2]; Version 10:[1,4,16,64,16,5,1]; Version
11:[1,4,16,64,256,64,17,4] and Version 13:[4,16,64,256,64,17,4,1].
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words. We also use the ‘intersection’ of entries in the different
dictionaries as a separate corpus which ought to be closer to a
gold standard than either of the individual contributors, since it
does not include words on which they disagree. In this work, we
have used two independent dictionaries (S&R and Wordsmyth)
and their intersection. The four methods studied are the rule set
from Fisher/Kahn, a table look-up method developed by Wei-
jters, the exemplar-based method of Daelemans, van den Bosch
and Weijters and syllabification by analogy (SbA) from Marc-
hand and Damper. In each case, performance is evaluated across
the whole of each available corpus.
Syllabification performance is found to be very consistent
across dictionaries in terms of the relative merits of the four
techniques. The knowledge-based rule set performs poorly
compared to the data-driven methods. Among the data-driven
methods, SbA is easily the best. With regards to the dic-
tionaries, best performance is obtained on the Intersection
dictionary—probably because the intersection process removes
idiosyncratic entries from S&R and Wordsmyth.
We believe there are sound reasons to expect the pattern of
results seen here and the same trends showed on the problem of
automatic pronunciation [19]. In our opinion, expert rule-based
approaches suffer many drawbacks, including lack of confor-
mance with real data, the limited ability of human experts to
distinguish real from apparent regularities in very large datasets
(like the effectively unbounded whole of natural language), and
a tendency to over-rate dramatically the strength of weak, ten-
tative linguistic theories.
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Abstract
Annotations of speech recordings are a fundamental part of any
unit selection speech synthesiser. However, obtaining flawless
annotations is an almost impossible task. Manual techniques
can achieve the most accurate annotations, provided that enough
time is available to analyse every phone individually. Auto-
matic annotation techniques are a lot faster than manual, doing
the task in a much more reasonable time frame, but such an-
notations contain a considerable amount of error. In this paper
a technique is introduced that can quite accurately ensure a de-
gree of articulatory-acoustic similarity between annotated units.
The synthesiser will encourage the use of units that have been
identified to have appropriate articulatory-acoustic parameters,
but will not limit the domain of the speech database. This helps
to identify where joins can be performed best and also identifies
which annotations should be avoided at the phone level.
1. Introduction
Unit selection speech synthesis can produce natural sounding
intelligible speech. This is particularly true if the domain of
the speech being synthesised is the same as the domain of the
recorded speech database being used. It is when out-of-domain
words or phrases are used that the quality and naturalness re-
duces significantly. The reduction of quality is often due to rely-
ing on small speech units to construct the target speech. Modern
synthesis algorithms are capable of constructing human sound-
ing words from small speech units, however the quality of con-
structing natural sounding units from smaller units is dependent
on the available speech annotations.
As the primary dependency of any unit selection speech
synthesiser is the speech database in use, having accurate an-
notations of the speech data is crucial. Annotations of speech
data for synthesis are commonly available in a phone or diphone
format. The accuracy of such annotations is variable, and very
dependent on the how the annotations were created. Experi-
ments on different annotation techniques show that there will
always be quite a significant degree of error [1]. The minimal
degree of error is obtained when a detailed manual correction
is performed on automatically segmented data. In [1] manual
correction to obtain minimal error is described to take approx-
imately 2 minutes for a first pass and 30 minutes for the sec-
ond pass of correction per utterance. Annotating a full speech
database this way (which may be from 1000-10000 utterances)
is very resource intensive. It is also quite likely that when doing
such a tedious annotation that after a few utterances the seg-
mentors will loose focus and start to annotate less accurately. It
is clear from [1] that no matter which annotation technique is
used, there will always be a significant amount of error intro-
duced into the synthesis system.
In this paper we introduce an automated language indepen-
dent technique that identifies inaccurately annotated phones so
that the synthesiser can avoid them at a later stage. Parts of this
concept have been previously described in earlier work [2]. In
this paper, the concept is developed further and a comparison is
performed with the technique described in [2].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 2 describes the concepts of how the use of an articulatory-
acoustic analysis may assist in the selection of more suitable
units for synthesis. Section 3 describes some potential applica-
tions of this work as well as the primary application, unit se-
lection speech synthesis. Section 4 contains an analysis of how
voices built using the techniques described in this paper com-
pare with our previous work on this topic. Section 5 concludes
and describes future work.
2. Hypothesis
Annotations of the speech data in unit selection speech syn-
thesis are commonly in a phonological format, consisting of a
unit label (perhaps phoneme or diphone) as well as the tem-
poral endpoints for that particular unit. The unit labels are of-
ten estimated automatically by using a grapheme to phoneme
or word to phoneme technique on the orthographic transcrip-
tions of the speech database. Such annotations work quite well
and are the foundation of many modern synthesis systems. The
problem with using this type of annotation is that the unit la-
bel is estimated from the orthographic transcriptions. For this
reason, if two speech databases were recorded using the same
orthographic transcriptions, all that would differ in the resulting
annotations would be the temporal endpoints, but it is unlikely
that the two speakers would have articulated every basic unit in
the database identically.
The use of an independent, second level of annotations is
presented in this paper. The second level of annotations is a
phonetic analysis of the audio data in the speech database. This
form of annotation is intended to be used in a cross validation
technique with the more common phonological form of anno-
tation. The aim of this is to improve the consistency of the an-
notations as well as to automatically identify misaligned, mis-
labelled or mispronounced units in the speech database.
The phonetic analysis is an analysis of the actual speech
data in the database. This is done to give an alternative perspec-
tive on the speech data, as the phonological annotations are de-
rived from the orthographic transcriptions only. Some phonetic
data has been used previously in speech synthesis, although it
was typically used at the joining of units rather than the anno-
tation stage. In cases where phonetic analysis has been used for
annotation previously, it was mostly using spectral parameters
such as Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), F0 and
power in techniques such as [3]. This work focuses on using
articulatory-acoustic features rather than the spectral parame-
ters.
As each articulatory-acoustic feature extractor is essentially
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checking for a group of spectral properties, the set of feature ex-
tractors used will ensure the presence or absence of a number
of acoustic properties. When the feature extractors are used,
the decision as to whether or not a phone should be marked
as preferred is essentially a check on how acoustically sim-
ilar the phone is to other units with the same phonological
label. Units that contain the appropriate acoustic properties
are marked as preferred units. During diphone synthesis, the
point at which the diphone boundary lies is the same as the
point where the articulatory-acoustic feature comparison is per-
formed. This technique results in the end of a diphone having
the same articulatory-acoustic features present as the start of the
following diphone. Therefore, many of the potentially bad joins
are removed before the distance measure or join cost between
units needs to be evaluated.
Situations where the feature extractors used are not 100%
accurate still perform well, as long as the feature extractor is
performing any acoustic analysis. This concept can be extended
further than just feature extraction as well, any form of acoustic
or spectral analysis can be quite useful in this technique.
This technique has also proved useful for optimisation of
unit selection speech synthesis as it can be used to reduce the
number of potential units used in the Viterbi search, and can
result in a much faster synthesis depending on how many of the
phones have been identified as preferred. Some informal tests
showed a speed increase of approximately 300%, at the same
time as an improvement in output quality. The speed increase is
due solely to the use of preferred phones reducing the range of
units in the Viterbi search.
2.1. Articulatory-Acoustic Feature Extraction
2.1.1. Articulatory-Acoustic Features
The articulatory-acoustic features were introduced in the speech
recognition community as an alternative extension to the acous-
tic analysis of a speech signal. They help to improve robustness
of speech recognition systems used in various uncontrolled en-
vironments where performance of traditional speech recogni-
tion systems degrades rapidly [4].
Articulatory-acoustic features are thought to be a good
compromise in the description of a speech signal, offering a
more detailed description of the acoustic signal than phonemes,
yet still providing a linguistically interpretable symbolic anno-
tation. Acoustic correlates of features are described in [5].
Machine learning techniques were used to detect the pres-
ence or absence of articulatory-acoustic features.
2.1.2. Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) learn separating hyperplanes
to classify instances in the feature space that are mapped from
the input space of the classified data. The mapping from input
space to feature space is performed with the application of a
kernel on the feature space. The dimension of the feature space
is typically much higher than that of the original input space.
[6] provides a thorough mathematical background.
The motivation for SVMs comes from the pattern recog-
nition community with mathematical properties of linear clas-
sifiers and from the statistical learning theory community with
the structural risk minimisation properties of SVMs [7, 8].
For the training of the SVM feature extraction models the
TIMIT corpus of read speech was used. 52 values were ex-
tracted for every frame of the speech signal, these values were
used as inputs for the SVM classifiers. From each frame 12
MFCCs were extracted together with first and second order dif-
ferences, frequencies of formants (F1-F5) with first order dif-
ferences, bandwidths of detected formants, and fundamental
frequency. The length of the speech signal frames was set to
25 ms and step between two adjacent frames to 10 ms. The
original speech signal was sampled at 16 kHz. The distribu-
tions of classes vary significantly for different types of features.
While the distribution of classes is almost equal (the case of the
vocalic feature) for half of the articulatory features, in the rest
of the cases the positive classes are rare in the data. This has a
strong influence on the recall of the positive classes while the
overall accuracy remains high.
The training of the SVMs was performed only on one di-
alect region of the TIMIT corpus (namely dialect region no. 3)
mainly for the reasons of time complexity of the training. It
has been shown in [9] that the SVMs with second-order poly-
nomial kernels give best performance for the task of articulatory
feature recognition and this setting was used throughout the ex-
periments reported in this article.
2.1.3. Performance of SVMs in context
In previous work it has been shown that SVMs outperform other
classifiers at the task of articulatory feature recognition [9].
Namely, it gives superior results over hidden Markov models
(HMMs), a fact that is analysed in more detail below.
The main distinction between the two approaches, that of
SVMs and that of HMMs, is that the former treats the stream of
speech signal frames as independent frames and the latter treats
them as adjacently dependent. The dependency of adjacent
frames is employed in current state-of-the-art speech recogni-
tion systems and it is exploited on the phone level. At this level
the HMMs model a much larger set of events in the speech sig-
nal as opposed to the binary set of feature presence/absence in
the case of recognition of articulatory features. This limits the
possibility of constructing reliable articulatory feature models
with HMMs as the dependency between adjacent frames can
not be utilised in the case of binary classification.
In the approach taken with SVMs, only information from
the processed speech frame is used. As this might be limiting
in some tasks, in the case of articulatory feature recognition it
is more detrimental to the performance when the model tries to
capture non-existent dependencies in the data as in the HMM
based approach. The performances of both of the methods are
compared in Section 4.
2.2. Phonetic annotations
Previous work [2] investigated the use of articulatory-acoustic
feature extraction in speech synthesis. In this article the idea has
been developed further. We investigate the use of SVM based
feature extraction as well as the HMM based feature extraction
previously used.
Features are extracted on all audio data in the speech
database. The features present at the diphone joining point of
each phone are examined. For each phone label, the features
present are compared with all other phones with the same label.
The aim is to identify most common set of features present and
absent at the diphone joining point for each phone. The com-
parison of the most common set of features present is explicit.
When the phones that have the most common features
present at their diphone joining point are identified, they are
then considered to be preferred phones. This is done so that at
a later stage, when the synthesiser is performing the synthesis,
it can try to use as many preferred phones as possible.
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Furthermore, the concept of using both SVM and HMM
for a speech synthesis database is introduced. Features are
extracted using both SVM and HMM models for a speech
database. The types of features being identified are the same for
both the SVM extractors and the HMM extractors. The SVM
and HMM models are used independently to improve the ro-
bustness of the technique.
The preferred phones identified by the HMMs are organised
into sets, resulting in the set of all preferred phones of label p
being identified as Ap. Similarly the set of preferred phones
identified by the SVM based feature extractors is identified as
Bp. The aim is to find the set Cp of phones that have been
identified as preferred by both Ap and Bp, such that
Cp = Ap ∩Bp (1)
where Cp is the intersection of Ap and Bp. The elements of Cp
are then given the highest phone priority possible.
The use of the set Cp is essentially a cross validation on the
preferred phones. This is performed in an attempt to identify
the most acoustically similar units. The use of both SVMs and
HMMs is an attempt to maximise consistency by verifying the
preferred phones.
We expect that the set of units Cp is best used in larger
speech databases, as in a relatively small speech database too
many units may be pruned from the speech database. Al-
though it will also be significantly dependent on how many
articulatory-acoustic feature types are being extracted. Identi-
fying the thresholds of optimal database size for this technique
has yet to be identified. Current work suggests it varies signifi-
cantly between speech databases; furthermore, the phone set in
use will also have considerable influence on this.
3. Applications
The technique described was designed for use in a unit selection
diphone synthesiser. The synthesiser uses a Viterbi search on all
possible sequences of appropriate diphones to identify the ideal
path of units. The synthesiser uses the Mahalanobis distance
measure to estimate join cost between the two vectors (!x,!y),
such that:
D(!x, !y) =
p
(!x− !y)TΣ−1(!x− !y) (2)
where Σ is the covariance matrix, and !x and !y are the vectors
at the diphone joining point of different phones. The vectors
contain Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), F0 and
power. For further information on using this distance measure
see [10, 11].
The comparison of the phonetic annotations, which are the
articulatory-acoustic features in the case of this study, is always
done at the diphone boundaries of phones. This ensures that
when two units are being considered for a join by the Maha-
lanobis distance measure, both units have previously been clas-
sified as acoustically similar units at that exact join point.
Voice data for the synthesiser was compiled into a single
file. Building of the voice was a fully automatic process, where
the orthographic transcriptions and the speech recordings were
input, all necessary processing was performed on the speech
data and the result was output as a single voice file. Annotations
in the voice data are stored in Unicode, using IPA characters
when labelling phones.
The speech annotations were used in a phonological hierar-
chy, quite similar to the phonological structure matching tech-
nique described in [12].
It is quite likely that this technique could also be useful
for other applications than intended. Any system that uses a
database of speech recordings may find the phonetic annota-
tions useful. We also expect that this technique may be useful
for measuring how good or consistent the phonological annota-
tions for a set of speech recordings are.
4. Testing and Results
The speech database used for testing was the full ATR Blizzard
Challenge 2007 speech data. The speech recordings had phono-
logical hierarchies automatically generated using C4.5 decision
trees ([13]) trained from the CMUDICT dictionary. The CMU-
DICT phone set was used with the phoneme labels translated
into their IPA equivalents.
Three voices were built from the data. For all of the voices
built, all of the data except the extracted features was identi-
cal. The first voice, Vhmm was the voice using the features ex-
tracted by the HMMs to identify the preferred phones. The sec-
ond voice, Vsvm was the voice data using the features extracted
by the SVM models to identify the preferred phones. The re-
maining voice, Vhybrid was the same voice data as Vhmm and
Vsvm, but the set of preferred phones was set to be the intersec-
tion of the preferred phones of Vhmm and Vsvm.
The set of feature extractors used for both SVMs and
HMMs was: anterior, consonantal, nasal, vocalic, and voiced.
This set of feature extractors was chosen as tests currently in-
dicate that these are our best performing models. A set of five
feature extractors seemed reasonable as in the case of this work
they are being used to identify articulatory-acoustic coherent
sounds, rather than to identify the phone labels exactly. The re-
spective accuracies of the classifiers on the frame-level for each
of the used features are presented in Table 1.
Feature HMM Accuracy SVM Accuracy
(in %) (in %)
anterior 74.82 91.01
consonantal 82.65 89.10
nasal 89.65 97.92
vocalic 82.16 93.12
voiced 84.93 93.59
Table 1: Performance of classifiers on articulatory-acoustic
features.
Of the speech data used, every word aligned in 6559 of
the utterances. There was an average of 8756 phones for each
phoneme label. This was dispersed over a wide range, where
vowels would typically have the most phones - the most for any
phone label was 33863 for the [ ] phone. The phone with the
lowest occurrence was the [ ] phone with 159 occurrences.
In the test results, all sets of phones with an Ap label refers
to a set of preferred phones identified by the Vhmm voice, the
Bp label refers to a set of preferred phones identified by the
Vsvm voice, and Cp is the intersecting set as described in Sec-
tion 2.2. Tables on the data compare the sets that the phones are
in. The first column shows the percentage of Ap that is in the
Cp set, the second columns shows the same data for Bp, and the
third column shows a percentage of the quantity of phones in the
Cp set to the amount of phones in the full set for that phone la-
bel. The data can also be interpreted that the percentages in the
first column show the percentage of preferred phone agreement
from the HMMs with the SVMs, and the second column shows
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the percentage of preferred phone agreement for the SVMs with
the HMMs. In most cases most of the SVM preferred phones
are a subset of the HMM preferred phones, but not visa versa.
Phone Ap ∩ Cp % Bp ∩ Cp % Cp ∩ Fullp %
b 46.01 33.43 16.08
d 55.45 49.43 22.73
g 43.59 42.81 18.09
k 39.02 91.08 31.83
p 31.48 83.50 26.72
t 41.91 70.50 29.75
j 46.01 81.64 31.89
Table 2: Phones with stops.
Table 2 illustrates the performance of the feature extraction
technique for phones with stops. Phones with stops have the
lowest amount of agreement between the two techniques used,
resulting in the smallest Cp sets, where the [ ] phone has only
16.08% of phones of all phones labelled [ ] in the Cb set. This
is the lowest percentage of any phone in the Cp sets. The fact
that phones with stops have the smallest Cp sets is expected.
This is due to the dynamic nature of stops, where the transi-
tion leading to occlusion is quite variable. As the focus of this
application of features is only on the diphone joining points of
phones, perhaps the stops would get larger Cp sets if the di-
phone points of speech with the presence of stops allowed for
temporal variance. Since the current technique only looks at
a single point in each phone the acoustics of stop sounds are
only measured at a single point, not allowing for the acoustic
variance that occurs at stops, resulting in the low amount of ar-
ticulatory acoustic consistency indicated by the size of the Cp
sets. It is also possible that the forced alignment technique (or
perhaps the acoustic model used) does not work very well with
stops. If this was the case it would result in an increased amount
of variance between the diphone boundaries. In cases such as
this the synthesiser will not prioritise preferred phones when
the percentage of phones in a Cp set is this low, resulting in it
encouraging a minimal amount of joins to occur at a stop.
Phone Ap ∩ Cp % Bp ∩ Cp % Cp ∩ Fullp %
79.67 99.09 78.08
36.39 84.51 31.53
36.81 48.45 17.35
59.66 95.43 56.07
79.16 99.39 78.35
92.56 99.46 91.68
47.22 95.80 42.75
68.90 60.76 39.24
65.56 94.94 62.53
76.43 98.36 75.47
Table 3: Phones with frication.
Table 3 shows the results for fricative sounds. In almost
every case the results in Table 3 are higher than the results in
Table 2. It is clear that the intersection set, Cp has much more
phone coverage than in the case of the stops. The C set for
the [ ] phone had the highest percentage of any Cp set. Of the
data in Table 3, the lowest set C scores were for Cf and Ch.
The score for both of these is reasonable as the pronunciation
of a [ ] or [ ] sound in real speech is very dependent on the
following phoneme. The [ ] phone scores far lower than any
other fricative phone, it obviously has some significantly differ-
ent property than the other fricative sounds, hence its relatively
low Cp score. We expect this to be due to it being glottal, which
is the unique factor that distinguishes the [ ] phone from the
other voiceless fricatives described in the table. Additionally,
glottal sounds are underrepresented in the training data and are
typically of low energy which makes the task of distinguishing
them more difficult.
Phone Ap ∩ Cp % Bp ∩ Cp % Cp ∩ Fullp %
46.01 33.43 16.08
36.81 48.45 17.35
43.59 42.81 18.09
29.43 55.40 19.90
Table 4: Lowest four scoring phones in terms of Cp.
Table 4 shows the four lowest scoring phones in respect of
Cp. Two of these phones also occurred in Table 2, and one
of them was in Table 3. In cases where the synthesiser comes
across phones that have such a low score for the Cp set, it will
use the full set of that phone rather than Cp. The [ ] phone got
the lowest score for a vowel. This is as expected in this case,
and is due to the dictionary using the [ ] phone too frequently
when other vowel sounds would be more appropriate. This is
also the reason for the [ ] phone to be the most common in the
speech data.
Although the use of the Cp sets of phones instead of the full
set of phones prunes the database considerably, in the case of a
speech database similar in size to the one used in this article it
still leaves a significant portion of data for synthesis. Of the 8
hour corpus used, the average size of a Cp set was 38.33% of
the full set of phones, resulting in 3 hours and 4 minutes of the
speech data remaining in the Cp sets. This is still a very large
amount of data for the synthesiser to use in comparison with
the commonly used 1 hour ARCTIC corpus as used in [14]. If a
threshold is used for the synthesiser to use the full set of phones
in the case of the percentage of Cp in the full set being below
the defined threshold, the duration of the preferred data would
increase significantly.
The patterns in the performances of the classifiers can be
summarised in three types of behaviour. In the first type, the
outputs from the SVMs were a clear subset of the outputs from
the HMMs, regardless of the performance of the HMMs. This
could be attributed to generally high recall with lower precision
of the HMMs and nearly even precision and recall of the SVMs
in the task of recognition of articulatory-acoustic features. This
type of observation counts for 16 cases of the total of 36 phones
used, where the presence of preferred phones calculated from
the SVMs is higher than 90% of the set of phones preferred by
the HMMs.
The second type of behaviour observes a low percentage
of preferred phones being the result of agreement between the
two phone classification approaches. A percentage is consid-
ered to be ‘low’ when it comes below 20%. In this case either
the agreement of assignments to the class preferred is low be-
tween the two classifiers or the agreement is high for one of the
classifiers but the percentage of phones preferred by the other
of all phones is low.
The third type of behaviour shows a higher agreement of
the HMMs with the assignments for the preferred phones given
by the SVMs. The level of agreement is much lower in this case
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for HMMs than it is in the first type of behaviour for SVMs
(<65% vs. >90%).
From a general perspective, the SVMbased phone selection
is more conservative than the HMM based one as it results in
more non-preferred phones in 30 of the 36 cases.
When using smaller speech databases is it reasonable to re-
duce the set of features being used to increase the sizes of the
Cp sets. Even using one or two feature extractors will still help
to prune out many acoustic mismatches that would have other-
wise resulted in a bad join, even when using the Mahalanobis
distance measure.
5. Conclusion
A technique was introduced that identifies the most acousti-
cally similar units in the speech database. The acoustically
similar units are intended for use in diphone synthesis, as the
synthesiser is aware of the acoustic properties of the start and
end points of units. This allows for the synthesiser to ensure
a high degree of acoustic consistency during joins, as well as
the Mahalanobis distance measure is still used to measure join
cost. In experiments to date this technique has only been used
at diphone joining points and if the synthesiser is synthesising
a word that does exist in the voice data as a complete word, it
will select the word regardless of the acoustic properties at the
diphone points in the unit, resulting in the domain of the speech
data not being affected.
This paper develops further previous work on this topic [2],
and now the technique is more robust by using both SVM and
HMM models to analyse the acoustic properties of the speech
data. A cross validation technique does result in identifying
the set of the most acoustically similar units to be used during
synthesis.
An analysis of how the HMM and SVM models performed
is described. Experiments were done on the 8 hour ATR Bliz-
zard Challenge 2007 speech data. The use of the technique de-
scribed identified the most acoustically similar units, approx-
imately 3 hours of the speech data. In many cases the set of
preferred phones identified by the SVM models used would be
almost a complete subset of the set of preferred phones identi-
fied by the HMM models used. Results show that phones con-
taining stops had the least amount of acoustic consistency at
their diphone boundaries, and phones containing frication had
the most acoustic consistency. Vowel sounds had a quite vari-
able amount of consistency, but was always between that of the
stops and the fricatives. It is expected that the variation of the
vowels’ consistency to be due to the dictionary used to train the
grapheme to phoneme technique used, and the pronunciation of
vowels being more irregular than consonants in real speech.
In future work we intend to further develop this concept.
Current results are very encouraging, and the net result is a
fully automatic, language independent technique to obtain an
additional, reliable perspective on the content of the voice data.
The most acoustically similar 3 hours of speech data in the test
data was identified, and the system is aware of which phones
have the most acoustic irregularities—allowing the synthesiser
to weigh joins at such phones to encourage more joins at phones
that are more acoustically consistent.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a spectral conversion technique based on a
new statisticalmodel which includes time-sequence matching.
In conventional GMM-based approaches, the Dynamic Pro-
gramming (DP) matching between source and target feature se-
quences is performed prior to the training of GMMs. Although
a similarity measure of two frames, e.g., the Euclid distance
is typically adopted, this might be inappropriate for converting
the spectral features. The likelihood function of the proposed
model can directly deal with two different length sequences, in
which a frame alignment of source and target feature sequences
is represented by discrete hidden variables. In the proposed al-
gorithm, the maximum likelihood criterion is consistently ap-
plied to the training of model parameters, sequence matching
and spectral conversion. In the subjective preference test, the
proposed method is superior than the conventionalGMM-based
method.
1. Introduction
In recent years, voice conversion especiallythe statisticalmodel
based approaches are widely investigated. This technique can
modify speech characteristics using conversion rules statisti-
cally extracted from a small amount of training data. As a typ-
ical spectral conversionmethod, a mapping algorithmbased on
the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) has been proposed [1].
In this method, the mapping between spectral features of the
source and target is determined based on GMMs. In each mix-
ture component, the conditional mean vector of target features
given source features is calculated as a simple linear transfor-
mation using the covariance matrix of the concatenated feature
vector. The converted vector is defined as the weighted sum
of the conditionalmean vectors, and the conditional occupancy
probabilities of mixture components are used as weights. A
more accurate formulationof spectral conversion based on ML
(Maximum Likelihood) criterion has been presented [2]. The
ML-based conversion is a sophisticated technique because all
processes in the algorithm is derived based on the single objec-
tive function.
In these GMM-based method, GMMs are trained using
joint feature vectorswhich are referencesof mapping rules, and
the DP matching between feature sequences of source and tar-
get are conducted prior to the training of GMMs. Typically
the similaritymeasure of two frames is adopted independently
of the training of GMMs, e.g. Euclid distance. However, this
might be inappropriate for converting the spectral features. To
avoid this problem, we propose a voice conversion technique
based on a new statisticalincluding temporalmatchingbetween
source and target feature sequences. The likelihood function
can directly deal with two different length sequences, in which
a framealignmentbetween two sequences is representedby dis-
crete hidden variables. In the proposed voice conversion tech-
nique, the ML criterion is consistentlyapplied to the training of
model parameters, sequencematching and spectral conversion.
The parameters of the proposed model can be estimated
via the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm for approx-
imating the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate. However, a
complex model structure leads to an exponential increase in the
amount of computation for its training algorithm and the exact
expectationstep is computationallyintractable. To derive a fea-
sible algorithm, we applied the variational EM algorithm [4],
[5]. Variationalmethods approximate the posterior distribution
over the hidden variables by a tractable distribution. A struc-
ture approximation is presented in which the hidden variables
of GMMs and the temporal matching are decoupled. However,
the convergence point of the EM algorithm depends on the ini-
tial model parameters. Moreover, in the variational EM algo-
rithm for the proposed model, the decoupled posterior distribu-
tions are updated individually based on the other distributions
which are unreliable at an early stage of training. To over-
come these problems, we applied the deterministic annealing
EM (DAEM) algorithm [6] to the variational algorithm for the
proposed model.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the
conventional voice conversion technique based on GMMs. Sec-
tion 3 describes a new statistical model including temporal
matching, and section 4 explains its training algorithm. Voice
conversion based on the proposed model is presented in section
5 and experimental results are reported in Section 6. Finally,
conclusions and future works are given in Section 7.
2. GMM-basedSpectral Conversion
To convert spectral feature sequences of a source speaker to
that of a target speaker, the joint probability density of two
features are modeled by GMM [2]. Let a vector t =
(1)
t
!
, (2)t
! ! be a joint feature vector of the source one
(1)
t and the target one (2)t at time t. An alignment between
two feature sequences is obtained by the Dynamic Program-
ming (DP) matching. In the GMM-based voice conversion, the
vector sequence = 1!, . . . , t!, . . . , T! ! is mod-
eled by GMM to learn a relationbetween source and target fea-
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tures. The output probabilityof given GMMΛ can be written
as follows:
P ( |Λ) =
T
t=1
M
i=1
wiN ( t; i,Σi) (1)
where
i =
(1)
i
(2)
i
, Σi =
Σ(1,1)i Σ
(1,2)
i
Σ(2,1)i Σ
(2,2)
i
. (2)
and M means the number of mixtures, wi = P (i |Λ) is the
mixture weight of the i-th component, i andΣi are the mean
vector and covariance matrix, respectively. These model pa-
rameters are estimatedvia the ExpectationMaximization (EM)
algorithm.
2.1. Maximum likelihood spectral conversion
In the maximum likelihood spectral conversion,
the optimal converted feature sequence (2) =
(2)!
1 , . . . ,
(2)!
t , . . . ,
(2)!
T
!
given a source feature
sequence (1) = (1)!1 , . . . , (1)!t , . . . , (1)!T
!
is
obtained by maximizing the following conditional distribution:
P ( (2) | (1),Λ)
= P ( | (1),Λ)
T
t=1
P ( (2)t | (1)t ,mt,Λ) (3)
where = (m1,m2, . . . ,mT ) is a mixture number sequence.
The conditional distribution can also be written as GMM, and
its output probabilitydistribution is presented as follows:
P ( (2)t | (1)t ,mt = i,Λ) = N (2)t ; i(t), i (4)
where
i(t) =
(2)
i +Σ
(2,1)
i Σ
(1,1)
i
−1 (1)
t − (1)i (5)
i = Σ
(2,2)
i −Σ(2,1)i Σ(1,1)i
−1
Σ(1,2)i (6)
Since the equation (3) includes latent variables, the optimal
sequence of (2) is estimated via the EM algorithm. The EM
algorithm is an iterative method for approximating the maxi-
mum likelihood estimation. It maximizes the expectation of
the complete data log-likelihood so called Q-function (auxil-
iary function):
Q( (2), ˆ (2)) =
all
P ( (2), | (1),Λ)
× lnP ( ˆ (2), | (1),Λ) (7)
Taking the derivative of the Q-function, the spectral sequence
ˆ (2) which maximizes theQ-function is given by
ˆ (2) = −1
−1 −1 (8)
where
−1 = diag −11 , −12 , · · · , −1T (9)
−1
t =
M
i=1
γi(t)
−1
i (10)
−1 = −1 1
!
, −1 2
!
, · · · , −1 T!
!
(11)
−1
t =
M
i=1
γi(t)
−1
i i(t) (12)
γi(t) = p(mt = i | (1)t , (2)t ,Λ) (13)
3. StatisticalModel IncludingTime-
Sequence Matching
3.1. Definitionof Model Structure
In the conventional method, the DP matching is conducted
based on a similarity measure between two frames. How-
ever, this matching might not be optimal for spectral con-
version. To overcome this problem, we define the likeli-
hood function P ( (1), (2) |Λ) including the structure of
sequence matching. The simultaneous optimization is per-
formed for DP matching and training of model parameters
based on the ML criterion. The advantage of the the proposed
model can directly deal with two different length sequences
(1) = (1)!1 , . . . ,
(1)!
t(1)
, . . . , (1)!
T (1)
!
and (2) =
(2)!
1 , . . . ,
(2)!
t(2)
, . . . , (2)!
T (2)
!
. The likelihood function of
observation sequences = { (1), (2)} is writtenas follows:
P ( |Λ) =
,
P ( |Λ)P ( (1) | ,Λ)
× P ( |Λ)P ( (2) | (1), , ,Λ) (14)
where = [m1, . . . ,mt(1) , . . . ,mT (1) ] is a mixture num-
ber sequence and its element mt(1) means the mixture num-
ber of the observation (1) at time t(1). The variable =
[a1, . . . , at(2) , . . . , aT (2) ] is a transition cost function of the
temporal matching and at(2) ∈ {1, . . . , T (1)} indicates the
frame number of source sequence (1) which corresponds to
the t(2)-th frame of target sequence (2). Each element of the
complete data likelihood is defined as follows:
P ( |Λ) =
t(1)
P (mt(1) |Λ) (15)
P ( (1) | ,Λ)
=
t(1)
N (1)
t(1)
; (1)m
t(1)
,Σ(1)m
t(1)
(16)
P ( |Λ) =
t(2)
P (at(2) | at(2)−1,Λ) (17)
P ( (2) | (1), , ,Λ)
=
t(2)
N (2)
t(2)
; ¯ ma
t(2)
¯ (1)
a
t(2)
, Σ¯ma
t(2)
(18)
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Figure 1: Model structure includingDP matching.
where
¯
i = i i (19)
¯ (1)
t(1)
= 1 (1)!
t(1)
!
(20)
The model parameters of the proposed model are summa-
rized as follows:
1. = {wi | 1 ≤ i ≤ M} : the mixture weights of
the GMM which generates the source feature sequence
(1), where wi = P (mt(1) = i |Λ) is the probability
of i-th mixture.
2. (1) = {b(1)i | 1 ≤ i ≤ M} : the output probabil-
ity distributions of source feature (1), where b(1)i =
P ( (1)
t(1)
|mt(1) = i) is the probabilityof source feature
vector (1)
t(t)
at i-th mixtureand which is assumed to be a
Gaussiandistribution:N ( (1)
t(1)
; (1)i ,Σ
(1)
i )where (1)i
andΣ(1)i are the mean vector and covariance matrix, re-
spectively.
3. = {cn | 1 ≤ n ≤ N} : the transition probabilities
of the sequence matching where cn indicates the proba-
bilityP (at(2) = at(2)−1 + n | at(2)−1). This parameter
corresponds to the cost function in the DP matching.
4. (2) = {b(2)i | 1 ≤ i ≤ M} : the output dis-
tributions of the target features (2), where b(2)i =
P ( (2)
t(2)
| (1)
t(1)
,mt(1) = i, at(2) = t
(1)) is the proba-
bilityof target featurevector (2)
t(2)
given the correspond-
ing source featurevector (1)
t(1)
at i-th mixture. This con-
ditional distribution is assumed to be a Gaussian distri-
bution: N ( (2)
t(2)
; i
(1)
t(1)
+ (2)i ,Σ
(2)
i ) where (2)i
andΣ(2)i are the mean vector and the covariance matrix,
respectively.
Using shorthand notation, the proposed model is defined as
Λ = { , , (1), (2)}. Figure 1 shows the generative pro-
cess of observations (1), (2) by the proposed model. First,
a mixture number sequence is determined according to the
weight P ( |Λ) and a source feature sequence (1) is gener-
ated from Gaussian distribution P ( (1) | ,Λ). Second, the
frame matching between (1) and (2) is determined accord-
ing to P ( |Λ). Finally, the target feature sequence (2) is
generated according to the conditional Gaussian distribution
P ( (2) | (1), , ,Λ) given the source feature sequence.
4. TrainingAlgorithm
The parameters of the proposedmodel can be estimatedvia the
expectationmaximization (EM) algorithmwhich is an iterative
procedure for approximating the Maximum Likelihood (ML)
estimate. This procedure maximizesthe expectationof the com-
plete data log-likelihood so calledQ-function:
Q(Λ,Λ′) =
,
P ( , | ,Λ) lnP ( , , |Λ′) (21)
The likelihood of the training data is guaranteed to increase by
increasing the value of theQ-function:
Q(Λ,Λ′) ≥ Q(Λ,Λ) ⇒ P ( |Λ′) ≥ P ( |Λ) (22)
The EM algorithm starts with some initial model parameters
and iterates between the following two steps:
(E step) : compute Q(Λ(k),Λ)
(M step) : Λ(k+1) = argmax
Λ
Q(Λ(k),Λ)
where k denotes the iterationnumber. The E-step computes the
posterior probabilities over the hidden variables while keeping
model parametersΛ fixed to current values. The M-step uses
these probabilities to calculate the expected log-likelihood of
the training data as a function of the parameters and maximize
theQ-functionwith respect to model parametersΛ. In this pro-
cedure, each step increases the value of the Q-function; hence
the likelihood of the training data is also guaranteed to increase
or remain unchanged on each iteration.
By maximizing theQ-function, the re-estimationformulae
in the M-step are derived as follows:
wi =
1
N (1)
t(1)
γ(1)
t(1)
(i) (23)
(1)
i =
1
N (1)i t(1)
γ(1)
t(1)
(i) (1)
t(1)
(24)
Σ(1)i =
1
N (1)i t(1)
γ(1)
t(1)
(i) (1)
t(1)
− i (1)t(1) − i
!
(25)
cn =
1
N (2)
t(2) t(1)
ξ(2)
t(2)
(t(1), n) (26)
¯
i =
t(2) t(1)
γ(2)
t(2)
(t(1), i) (2)
t(2)
¯ (1)!
t(1)
×
t(2) t(1)
γ(2)
t(2)
(t(1), i) ¯
(1)
t(1)
¯ (1)!
t(1)
−1
(27)
Σ(2)i =
1
N (2)i t(2) t(1)
γ(2)
t(2)
(t(1), i)
× (2)
t(2)
− ¯ i ¯ (1)t(1)
(2)
t(2)
− ¯ i ¯ (1)t(1)
!
(28)
where γ and ξ denote the expectationswith respect to the pos-
terior distribution over the hidden variables. These expectations
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are computed in the E-step by the following equations.
γ(1)
t(1)
(i) = P (st(1) = i | ,Λ)
=
,
P ( , | ,Λ)δ(mt(1) , i) (29)
γ(2)
t(2)
(t(1), i) = P at(2) = t
(1) | ,Λ
=
,
P ( , | ,Λ)
×δ(mt(1) , i)δ(at(2) , t(1)) (30)
ξ(2)
t(2)
(t(1), n) = P at(2)−1 = t
(1), at(2) = t
(1) + n | ,Λ
=
,
P ( , | ,Λ)
×δ(at(2)−1, t(1))δ(at(2) , t(1) + n) (31)
and N(1) and N(2) mean the total number of frames of source
and target feature sequences, respectively, and N(1)i and N(2)i
are the occupancy counts of i-th mixture which can be written
as follows:
N (1)i =
t(1)
γ(1)
t(1)
(i), N (2)i =
t(2) t(1)
γ(2)
t(2)
(t(1), i) (32)
where δ(·) is the Kronecker delta function: δ(u, v) = 1 if
u = v, δ(u, v) = 0 otherwise. If we compute expectations in
the exact E-stepdirectlyaccordingto (29)–(31),we need to con-
sider summations over all the combinationsof and . There-
fore the complexity of the E-step becomesO(MT (1)T (1)T (2) )
and it is infeasible due to the number of hidden variables.
4.1. Variationalapproximation
Variational methods have been used for approximate maxi-
mum likelihood estimation in probabilistic graphical models
with hidden variables. We present a structure approximation
in which the hidden variables representingmixture number se-
quences and time sequence matching are decoupled. The vari-
ational methods approximate the posterior distribution over the
hidden variables by a tractable distribution. Any distribution
Q( , ) over the hidden variables defines a lower bound on
the log-likelihood:
lnP ( |Λ) = ln
,
Q( , )
P ( , , |Λ)
Q( , )
≥
,
Q( , ) ln
P ( , , |Λ)
Q( , )
=
,
Q( , ) lnP ( , , |Λ)
−
,
Q( , ) lnQ( , ) (33)
= F(Q,Λ) (34)
where we have applied Jensen’s inequality. Note that the no-
tation of distribution Q( , ) is distinct from the notation
of Q-function Q(Λ,Λ′). The difference between lnP ( |Λ)
and F is given by the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
Q( , ) and the posterior distribution of the hidden variables
P ( , | ,Λ):
F = Q( , ) ln P ( , | ,Λ)P ( |Λ)
Q( , )
= lnP ( |Λ) + Q( , ) ln P ( , | ,Λ)
Q( , )
= lnP ( |Λ)−KL(Q||P ) (35)
Since the true log-likelihood lnP ( |Λ) is independent of
Q( , ), maximizing the lower bound F is equivalent to
minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence. If we allow
Q( , ) to have complete flexibility then we see that the
optimal Q( , ) distribution is given by the true posterior
P ( , | ,Λ), in the case where the KL divergence is zero
and the bound becomes exact. In order to yield a tractablealgo-
rithm, it is necessary to consider a more restricted structure of
Q( , ) distributions. Given the structure, the parameters of
Q( , ) are varied so as to obtain the tightest possible bound,
which maximizesF .
The variationalEM algorithmiterativelymaximizesF with
respect to theQ and Λ holding the other parametersfixed:
(E step) : Q(k+1) = argmax
Q∈C
F(Q,Λ(k))
(M step) : Λ(k+1) = argmax
Λ
F(Q(k+1),Λ)
where C is the set of constrained distributions. The max-
imum in the M-step is obtained by maximizing the term
Q( , ) lnP ( , , |Λ) in (33), since the entropy of
Q( , ) does not depend on model parametersΛ. Therefore,
the re-estimation formula (23)–(28) can also be used for the
variational EM algorithm by calculating the expectations (29)–
(31) with respect to Q( , ) instead of the true posterior dis-
tribution P ( , | ,Λ). In this procedure, the lower bound F
is guaranteed to increase instead of the value of theQ-function.
The complexity and the approximationproperty of the vari-
ationalEM algorithmare dependent on a constraintto the poste-
rior distributionQ( , ) and it should be determined for each
structure of graphical models. Here we consider a constrained
family of variational distributions by assuming that Q( , )
factorizes over and , so that
Q( , ) = Q( )Q( ) (36)
where Q( ) = 1, Q( ) = 1. To make the bound
as tight as possible, we use elementary calculus of variations
to take functional derivatives of the lower bound with respect
to Q( ) and Q( ). In this case, the Euler-Lagrange equation
can be solved simply by taking partial derivatives with respect
to one of the distributions
∂F
∂Q( = ′)
= Q( ) lnP ( , ′, |Λ) − lnQ( ′)− 1
= Q( ) lnP ( (2) | (1), ′, ,Λ) + lnP ( ′ |Λ)
+ lnP ( (1) | ′,Λ)− lnQ( ′)− const (37)
The maximumof F occurs at a critical point subject to the con-
straint that Q( ) = 1, and can be found using a Lagrange
multiplierλ . By setting for each of mixture number sequence
∂F
∂Q( )
+ λ = 0 (38)
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the optimal approximation of the posterior distribution is de-
rived as
Q( ) ∝ P ( |Λ)P ( (1) | ,Λ)
× exp lnP ( (2) | (1), , ,Λ)
Q( )
(39)
Similarly to the distributionQ( ), the optimal distribution of
sequence matching can be obtained as
Q( ) ∝ P ( |Λ)
× exp lnP ( (2) | (1), , ,Λ)
Q( )
(40)
By inspection, equation (39) has the same structureas the poste-
rior distribution of standardGMMs, therefore it can be it easily
calculated.Moreover, equation (40) is composed of a first-order
Markov chain, and it can also be calculated as the standard DP
matching (forward-backward algorithm in the training of hid-
den Markov models). Using these approximate distributions, a
new set of expectationscan be compute as follows:
γ(1)
t(1)
(i) = Q( )δ(mt(1) , i) (41)
γ(2)
t(2)
(t(1)) = Q( )δ(at(2) , t
(1)) (42)
γ(2)
t(2)
(t(1), i) = γ(1)
t(1)
(i)γ(2)
t(2)
(t(1)) (43)
ξ(2)
t(2)
(t(1), n) = Q( )δ(at(2)−1, t
(1))
×δ(at(2) , t(1) + n) (44)
4.2. VariationalDAEM algorithm
The EM algorithm has the problem that the solution converges
to a local optimum and the convergence point depends on the
initial model parameters. In the variational EM algorithm, the
decoupled posteriordistributionsare updated individuallybased
not only on the initial model parameters but also on the other
distributions, both of which are unreliable at an early stage of
training. To avoid this problem,we apply the DAEM algorithm
to the algorithmderived in the previous section.
In the DAEM algorithm, the problem of maximizing the
log-likelihood is reformulated as minimizing the thermody-
namic free energy defined as
Lβ = − 1
β
ln
,
P β( , , |Λ) (45)
where 1/β called the “temperature” and this cost function can
be rewritten by using Jensen’s inequality:
−Lβ = 1
β
ln
,
Qβ( , )
P β( , , |Λ)
Qβ( , )
≥
,
Qβ( , ) lnP ( , , |Λ)
− 1
β
,
Qβ( , ) lnQβ( , ) (46)
= Fβ(Qβ,Λ) (47)
where−Fβ(Qβ,Λ) is the same form as the free energy in sta-
tistical physics, and maximizingFβ(Qβ,Λ) with a fixed tem-
perature can be interpreted as the approach to thermodynamic
equilibrium. In the algorithm, the temperature is gradually de-
creased and the function is deterministicallyoptimized at each
temperature. The procedure of the DAEM algorithm can be
summarized as follows:
1 Give an initialmodel and set β = βmin
2 Iterate EM-stepswith β fixed untilFβ converged:
(E step) : Q(k+1)β = argmax
Qβ∈C
Fβ(Qβ,Λ(k))
(M step) : Λ(k+1) = argmax
Λ
Fβ(Q(k+1)β ,Λ)
3 Increaseβ.
4 If β > 1, stop the procedure. Otherwise go to step 2.
where 1/βmin is an initial temperature and should be chosen
as a high enough value that the EM-steps can achieve a sin-
gle global maximum of Fβ . At the initial temperature, the en-
tropy ofQβ is intended to be maximizedrather than theQ func-
tion (the first term of equation (46)); thereforeQβ takes a form
nearly uniform distribution. While the temperature is decreas-
ing, the form of Qβ changes from uniform to the original pos-
terior and at the final temperature 1/β = 1, the negative free
energy Fβ becomes equal to the lower bound F , accordingly
the DAEM algorithmagrees with the original EM algorithm.
Similarly to the variational EM algorithm, the optimal dis-
tribution which maximizesFβ is given by
Qβ( ) ∝ P β( |Λ)P β( (1) | ,Λ)
× exp β lnP ( (2) | (1), , ,Λ)
Q( )
(48)
Qβ( ) ∝ P β( |Λ)
× exp β lnP ( (2) | (1), , ,Λ)
Q( )
(49)
5. ML-Based Spectral Conversion
The converted feature sequence (2) can be obtained by maxi-
mizing the lower bound of the likelihood. Taking the derivative
of F with respect to (2), the optimal sequence is given as the
following equation.
ˆ (2)
t(2) =
t(1) i
γ(1)
t(1)
(i)γ(2)
t(2)
(t(1))Σ(2)−1i
−1
×
t(1) i
γ(1)
t(1)
(i)γ(2)
t(2)
(t(1))Σ(2)−1i ¯ i ¯
(1)
t(1)
(50)
Although the proposed method can represent different
length sequences of source and target features, the transition
probabilityP ( |Λ) assumed in this paper is insufficient to gen-
erate the duration of the converted feature sequence. Therefore,
one to one frame matching is used in the conversion process
(i.e. at(2) = t(2)). Under this assumption, if t(1) = t(2),
γ(2)
t(2)
(t(1)) = 1, otherwise γ(2)
t(2)
(t(1)) = 0, therefore equa-
tion (50) can be rewritten as
ˆ (2)
t(2) =
i
γ(1)
t(2)
(i)Σ(2)−1i
−1
×
i
γ(1)
t(2)
(i)Σ(2)−1i ¯ i ¯
(1)
t(2)
(51)
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Figure 2: Results of perference test.
Given the temporal matching , the optimal converted feature
sequence still depends on the posterior distribution of mixture
number sequence Q( ). Therefore, an iterative update proce-
dure is required. The conversion procedure is summarized as
follows:
1. Compute the expectation γ(1)
t(1)
(i) for each frame
of the source feature sequence (1) (omitting the
last term of equation (39), that is, Q( ) ∝
P ( |Λ)P ( (1) | ,Λ) and equation (41)).
2. The converted feature sequence ˆ (2) is obtained by us-
ing γ(1)
t(1)
(i) (equation (51)).
3. Update the expectationγ(1)
t(1)
(i) by using both the source
feature sequence (1) and the converted feature se-
quence ˆ (2) (equation (39), (41)).
4. IfF is converged, stop the procedure. Otherwisego to 2.
6. Experiments
Voice conversion experiments on the ATR Japanese speech
database were conducted. Two male speakers are selected as
a source and a target speaker (source:mtk target:mht). Twenty
sentences uttered by the both speakers were used for training
and 200 sentences were used for evaluation. The speech data
were down-sampled from 20KHz to 16KHz, windowed at a 5-
ms frame rate using a 25-ms Blackman window, and parame-
terized into 24 mel-cepstral coefficients excepting the zero-th
coefficients and their first order derivative were used as the dy-
namic features.
Although voice similarityto target speakers is primarily re-
quired in voice conversion,we conducted subjective preference
tests in speech quality because the proposed method is expected
to improve speech quality. In preliminary experiments, it is
confirmed that the proposed method obtained the almost same
or higher performance in voice similarity than the conventional
method. The number of mixtureswas set to fourwhich achieved
the best performance for the both conventional and proposed
methods on objective tests using the mel-cepstrum distance.
The number of subject was eight and each subject evaluates 25
sentences in total 200 sentences.
Figure 2 shows the results of the preference test. The no-
tation “DPGMM”means the proposedmethod with the DAEM
algorithm, and “CONV1” and “CONV2” indicate the conven-
tional GMM-based methods without and with iterative updates
of the DP matching and spectral conversion, respectively. The
iterative procedure is as follows: the DPmatchingusing the Eu-
clid distance is conducted for each trainingutterance and initial
alignments are obtained. The GMM parameters are estimated
from the joint features constructed by using the initial align-
ments. Then source feature sequences are converted and new
alignments are obtained by using the converted sequences in-
stead of source feature sequences. These processes are iterated
until convergence.
Comparing the proposed method “DPGMM” and the con-
ventional GMM-basedmethod “CONV1,” “DPGMM” is supe-
rior than the “CONV1” in the preference test. This means that
the GMM-based method without iterative matching could not
obtain appropriate alignments between source and target fea-
ture sequences because the matching is performed using only
the similaritymeasure between two frames. Although the con-
ventional method iterating the DP matching and the spectral
conversion can improve the accuracy of spectral conversion,
“DPGMM” was still better than “CONV2”. This is because
the DP matching and training GMMs are simultaneously opti-
mized based on the integrated objective measure. It could also
be an advantage that “DPGMM” utilizes all frame combination
of source and target features, since hidden variable sequences
representing the DP matching are marginalized. Furthermore,
the cost function of the DP matching was optimized based on
the ML criterion, even though fixed cost was used in the con-
ventionalmethod.
7. Conclusions
This paper has proposed a new statisticalmodel for voice con-
versionwhich includesmatchingbetweensource and target fea-
ture sequences in the likelihood function. The proposed model
provides an ML-based consistent algorithm for training model
parameters, sequence matching and spectral conversion. In the
experiments, it is confirmed that the proposed method achieved
higher performance than the conventional GMM-based ap-
proaches. Investigationof the optimalmodel structureand spec-
tral conversion includingdurationchanges will be futureworks.
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Abstract
This paper presents an analysis of affective sentences spoken
by a single speaker. The corpus was analyzed in terms of differ-
ent acoustic and prosodic features, including features derived
from the decomposition of pitch contours into phrase and ac-
cent curves. It was found that sentences spoken with a sad affect
were most easily distinguishable from other affects as they were
characterized by a lower F0, lower phrase and accent curves,
lower overall energy and a higher spectral tilt. Fearful was also
relatively easy to distinguish from angry and happy as it exhib-
ited flatter phrase curves and lower accent curves. Angry and
happy were more difficult to distinguish from each other, but
angry was shown to exhibit a higher spectral tilt and a lower
speaking rate. The analysis results provide informative clues
for synthesizing affective speech using our proposed recombi-
nant synthesis method.
1. Introduction
Generating meaningful and natural sounding prosody is a cen-
tral challenge in TTS. In traditional concatenative synthesis,
the challenge consists of generating natural sounding target
prosodic contours and imposing these contours on recorded
speech without causing audible distortions. In unit selection
synthesis, the challenge consists of selecting acoustic units from
a large speech corpus that optimally match the phonemic and
prosodic contexts required. When expanding a prosodic domain
from a neutral reading style to more expressive styles, the size
of the speech corpus grows exponentially.
We are developing a new approach to speech synthesis,
called recombinant synthesis (also known as multi-level unit
selection synthesis) in which natural prosodic contours and
phoneme sequences are recombined using a superpositional
framework [13]. The proposed method can use different speech
corpora for selecting phoneme units and pitch contour com-
ponents. As the prosodic space is expanded to include more
speaking styles or sentence types (i. e. lists), more pitch con-
tours can be added to the prosodic corpus. The prosodic corpus
does not contain the raw pitch contours, as concatenating them
would result in audible discontinuities [12], but rather contains
phrase curves and accent curves that are derived from the orig-
inal pitch contour. Recombinant synthesis has advantages over
both traditional concatenative synthesis and unit selection in
that (i) the pitch contours selected from the database are natural
This research was conducted with support from NSF grant
0205731, “Prosody Generation in Child-Oriented Speech” and NIH
Grant 1R01DC007129, “Expressive and Receptive Prosody in Autism”.
and smooth, leading to higher quality synthesis, and (ii) much
smaller speech corpora are required as the coverage of acoustic
and prosodic features is additive instead of multiplicative.
The goal is to select natural-sounding pitch contours that
are appropriate for the given context and that are close enough
to the original prosody of the selected phoneme units to min-
imize signal degradation due to pitch modification [5]. This
paper discusses preliminary findings related to a set of affective
recordings. There have been several studies analyzing affective
speech for synthesis purposes [3, 1, 14, 9]. Typically they ex-
plore simple prosodic features such as the F0 mean and range,
and phoneme durations. Some studies [9] have gone further and
examined pitch contour shapes in different affective conditions.
The recordings used in our analysis are by no means complete,
nor is the set large enough to make exhaustive predictions, but
the analysis method and the acoustic features used to analyze
the data will provide valuable information about distinguishing
different affects and hopefully will be useful in generating ap-
propriate affective speech. The relevance of acoustic features
was analyzed using a repeated measures analysis of variance
paradigm and paired t-tests were performed to determine the
acoustic differences between pairs of affects.
2. Recordings
This study used a set of affective recordings that was collected
for a previous study. A group of 42 actors read 24 sentences in
4 different affects: Angry (A), Happy (H), Fearful (F), and Sad
(S). There was considerable variability within subjects with re-
spect to expressing the different affects. For the purposes of
speech synthesis of affective speech, one single speaker was
chosen for analysis. The chosen speaker is an 8-year old girl
who was the most consistent in her renditions of the different
affects. This was established in a listening experiment, where
12 people listened to all sentences in random order and assigned
affect labels and a confidence score to them.
The speakers did not produce neutral recordings for these
24 sentences. However, the sentences are semantically unbi-
ased in their affective content, i. e., it is impossible to predict
which affect is intended from the text alone. Because there are
four different versions of each sentence, different affects can be
compared side-by-side. The sentences consist of a single phrase
2–5 words in length. The sentences are preceded by short “vi-
gnettes” which cue the speaker to produce the correct affect.
Table 1 presents 4 example vignettes for one of the sentences.
The simulated vocal expressions obtained in this manner will
yield more intense, prototypical expressions of affect [14], but
for speech synthesis purposes this is desired to ensure correct
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Angry Happy Fearful Sad
The parents had left their Her best friend had moved away Suddenly the tornado made a She cried when her parents told
teenager home alone for the four months ago. She was con- turn, and now was heading her that her best friend had
weekend and had come home templating this as the doorbell for where John was standing. been in an automobile accident
to a house that had been rang. It was her. ‘I’m gonna get killed by and may never walk again.
turned upside down. The a tornado. She was overcome with grief,
father said angrily: and said:
“I don’t believe it!”
Table 1: Affective vignettes for the sentence ”I don’t believe it”.
perceived affects. Moreover, the perception experiment showed
that listeners could correctly recognize the intended affects, re-
flecting the fact that these recordings represent normal expres-
sion patterns.
3. Analysis
In this study we used analysis features based on pitch, duration,
and energy to distinguish different affects. The pitch values for
the recordings were computed using Praat [2]. The advantage
of using Praat is that it is able to deal with high frequencies,
which are more common in childrens’ voices and it allows man-
ual adjustments to the voicing flags on a frame-by-frame basis
to obtain the best pitch contour. All resulting pitch contours
were manually checked to make sure they were correct. The
pitch was used to measure global features such as F0 mean and
range. In addition, more detailed features were computed re-
lating to the phrase curves and accent curves obtained by de-
composing the pitch contours according to the superpositional
model. The decomposition algorithm will be described in more
detail in 3.1.
Phoneme segmentation was performed using CSLU’s pho-
netic alignment system [4]. The phoneme alignment was
hand-corrected. The phoneme labeling was used to compute
phoneme durations. In addition, the sentences were labeled ac-
cording to their foot structure. A foot is defined as consisting of
an accented syllable followed by all unaccented syllables until
the next accented syllable or a phrase boundary. The foot struc-
ture could be different in each affect rendition, as the number of
accents was not always the same. As a rule, foot labeling was
based on the presence of audible emphasis on a syllable. The
foot labels were checked by two colleagues to ensure consis-
tency. Phrase-initial unstressed syllables are called anacrusis.
The accent curves on anacruses were excluded from our analy-
sis.
Variations in acoustic features between different speaking
styles are not restricted to prosody, but also include spectral fea-
tures such as spectral tilt and spectral balance. Spectral balance
represents the amplitude pattern across four different frequency
regions. These four bands are generally phoneme independent,
and contain the first, second, third and fourth formant for most
of the phonemes. Formants contain the largest portion of energy
in the frequency domain. Moreover, when some prosodic fac-
tors change, e. g., from unstressed to stressed, the energy near
formants will be amplified much more than those near other fre-
quency locations. Choosing frequency bands according to for-
mant frequencies has an important advantage for statistical anal-
ysis, because it will reduce interactions between phoneme iden-
tity and prosodic factors. For speech with 16 kHz sampling rate,
the four bands are defined as: B1:0-800Hz, B2: 800-2500Hz,
B3: 2500-3500Hz, B4: 3500-8000Hz. Previous research has
shown systematic variations in spectral balance in phonemes
when influenced by syllable stress, word accent, proximity to
phrase boundary, and neighboring phonemes [11, 7]. The four
band values were computed as an average of three data points
nearest to the peak location in the foot. These points were al-
ways located in the stressed vowel. The overall energy was
computed as a sum of the four bands. The spectral tilt was
computed as {-2 * B1 - B2 + B3 + 2 * B4}. Previous studies
have shown that our synthesis system is capable of synthesiz-
ing speech with different spectral balance profiles successfully
without introducing additional signal degradation [11, 7].
3.1. Decomposition of pitch curves
In the general superpositional model of intonation, the pitch
contour is described as the sum of component curves that are
associated with different phonological levels, specifically, the
phoneme, foot, and phrase level [10, 12]. To apply this model
to the recombinant synthesis method, the pitch curves in the
prosodic corpus need to be automatically decomposed into their
corresponding phrase and accent curves. The phrase curve is
the underlying curve that spans an entire phrase. It provides in-
formation about the baseline pitch and the global declination.
The accent curves span the foot and they convey the amount
of emphasis exerted on accented syllables.. The typical accent
curve template is characterized by an up-down movement in
the pitch, although there are also templates for negative accents
and phrase-final accents containing continuation rises. Decom-
posing pitch curves is not trivial, since successive accents may
overlap in time and we want to impose as few constraints as
possible on the shapes of accent and phrase curves.
The proposed decomposition algorithm has been developed
using increasingly more difficult sentences. The first step was to
decompose synthetic F0 contours that were generated with our
implementation of the superpositional model and curves gen-
erated with the Fujisaki model [12]. The next step was to de-
compose natural F0 contours from declarative all-sonorant sen-
tences [8]. The last step involved decomposing natural F0 con-
tours from unrestricted declarative sentences containing contin-
uation rises [6].
Figure 1 shows the decomposition of the F0 contours for the
sentence “I don’t believe it” for all four affects. The estimated
F0 contours, as depicted by the solid continuous lines provide
close approximations of the raw pitch contour. The decompo-
sition algorithm optimizes the Root Weighted Mean Square Er-
ror (RWMSE) where the weights are determined by the ampli-
tude and voicing flags. The overall RWMSE obtained for this
database is 15.65 Hz, which is appropriate given the fact that
the recordings are extremely expressive and come from a child
whose F0 excursions occasionally exceeded 800 Hz.
The decomposition takes place on a foot-by-foot basis. The
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Figure 1: Decomposition of the F0 contour into a phrase curve and accent curves for the sentence “I don’t believe it”.
Acoustic feature F -value p-value Sig.
Average F0 15.25 4.06e-08 ∗ ∗ ∗
F0 range 21.85 9.58e-11 ∗ ∗ ∗
Phrase curve range 8.39 5.51e-05 ∗ ∗ ∗
Average phrase curve slope 5.57 0.0015 ∗∗
Start of phrase curve 8.66 4.09e-05 ∗ ∗ ∗
End of phrase curve 3.95 0.011 ∗
Number of accents 1.85 0.14
First accent amplitude 9.89 1.04e-05 ∗ ∗ ∗
Last accent amplitude 9.49 1.63e-05 ∗ ∗ ∗
Average accent amplitude 12.68 5.38e-07 ∗ ∗ ∗
Speaking rate 1.03 0.38
Overall energy 29.18 2.62e-13 ∗ ∗ ∗
Spectral tilt 7.47 0.00016 ∗ ∗ ∗
Table 2: Results for Anova with repeated measures for each
acoustic feature. Sig. stands for significance, where ∗ corre-
sponds to a p-value< 0.05, ∗∗ corresponds to a p-value< 0.01
and ∗ ∗ ∗ corresponds to a p-value < 0.001
phrase curve consists of piecewise linear segments that are
smoothed to create a more natural looking curve. The accent
curves are based on generic accent templates which are warped
in the time and frequency domain to best match the target curve.
Because the sentence content is known and phonemes and feet
are labeled, the approximate locations of the accent curves are
known. The algorithm requires an approximate location of the
accent peak. We obtained initial peak location estimates auto-
matically which were hand-corrected to ensure a close fit.
4. Analysis results
In order to determine which acoustic features were significantly
different between affects, an analysis of variance with repeated
measures was performed on each acoustic feature. Affect was
the dependent variable and sentence number was the error term
(because the acoustic features observed are not independent of
the sentence content uttered). The analysis of variance results
in Table 2 show that most of the features we examined were sig-
nificantly different across affects. The only features that were
not significantly different were the number of accents and the
speaking rate. The end value of the phrase curve was only
slightly significant.
Most studies on prosody in affective speech ignore the fact
that the number of accents might be different across conditions.
Informal analysis of the recordings exposed a tendency for
speakers to emphasize more words in excited conditions such
as angry and happy. Although the number of accents per sen-
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Figure 2: Number of accents per sentence.
tence is not significantly different across affects for the current
speaker, there is a clear trend visible in Figure 2. The fearful
and sad sentences tend to have fewer accents than the angry and
happy conditions. We believe that this trend will become more
obvious with longer sentences and text material. The reason it
is not signifcant in this corpus is that the number of stressable
words is limited. The analysis of variance presents the overall
significance of a feature, but it does not show differences be-
tween pairs of affects. Therefore, paired t-tests were performed
for each acoustic feature comparing pairs of affects to determine
which features were significantly different between each pair.
4.1. Overall pitch
The mean and range of F0 are two popular features that have
been reported on in many studies. Banse and Scherer [1] sum-
marize previous findings as follows. Affects involving high
arousal levels such as anger, fear, and happiness are charac-
terized by an increase in F0 mean and range whereas sadness
is characterized by a decrease in F0 mean and range. Cahn
[3] reported a similar trend for F0 range, but for F0 mean her
findings were much different in that fear showed the highest
contribution followed by sad, then happy and angry. Figure 3
shows the mean differences between the affect pairs and the
95% confidence intervals for the F0 mean for our speaker. The
t-values and p-values were obtained by performing the paired
t-tests. The F0 mean values for this recording set were 279 Hz
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for happy, 261 Hz for angry, 250 Hz for fearful, and 177 Hz for
sad. The sad affect is significantly lower in pitch than the other
three emotions, in line with previous studies. Happy is slightly
higher than fearful. The differences between angry and happy
and between angry and fearful are not significant. The F0 range
shows the same picture as the F0 mean in terms of the differ-
ences between the affect pairs. The average F0 range is 581 Hz
for happy, 544 Hz for angry, 431 Hz for fearful, and 309 Hz for
sad. Note that these are recordings from a child, which explains
the high range in F0. All F0 range differences between affect
pairs are significant, except the difference between angry and
happy.
The F0 mean and range are not very informative features for
describing the pitch contours. Using parameters derived from
the phrase curves and accent curves as obtained from our de-
composition algorithm, allows for a more detailed description
of the differences between affects.
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Figure 3: F0 mean differences between affects.
4.2. Phrase curves
Due to the shortness of the sentences, there were no minor
phrase boundaries and as such there was only one phrase curve
per sentence. Anger and fear have been found to have more dec-
lination than happy and sad [1], although in a different study
anger and sad were found to have a level contour slope and
happy and fear had a rising contour slope [3]. The problem with
these analyses is that they derive the declination slope from the
raw pitch contour, the slope of which is polluted by the pitch
accent prominences. The main advantage of our decomposition
algorithm is that it allows for a separation of the declination in
the phrase curve from the accent curves. Figure 4 shows dif-
ferences in the average phrase curve range, which is defined as
the difference between the maximum and the minimum value of
the phrase curve. The results show that the differences in phrase
curve range between angry and happy and between fearful and
sad are not significant. However, both angry and happy have
a significantly larger range than fearful and sad. The average
phrase curve range is 188 Hz for happy, 200 Hz for angry, 120
Hz for fearful and 90 Hz for sad.
We also computed the average slope of the phrase curve
(or declination). The results show the same trends as for the
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Figure 4: Average phrase curve range differences between af-
fects.
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Figure 5: Average phrase curve start and end values for each
affect.
phrase curve range differences in that the differences between
angry and happy and between fearful and sad are not significant.
However, both angry and happy have significantly less declina-
tion than fearful and sad. The average slope of the phrase curve
is -1.74 units for angry, -1.45 for happy, -0.29 for fearful and
-0.71 for sad. The phrase curves for the fearful condition are
almost flat.
Figure 5 displays the average start and end points of the
phrase curve for each affect. The difference in slope is clearly
visible between on the one hand the angry and happy and on
the other hand the fearful and sad affects. The slope differ-
ence is mainly related to the end point of the phrase curve. The
phrase curve on average starts higher for the angry affect than
for happy, followed by fearful and sad. But the phrase curve
ends highest for fear, followed by angry, sad, and happy. These
findings will be very helpful for applying appropriate phrase
curves to the phoneme sequences in our recombinant synthesis
system.
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Figure 6: Average accent curve height differences between af-
fects.
4.3. Accent curves
The start of the accent curve always coincides with the start of
the foot, which is always a stressed/accented syllable. The end
of the foot is located at the end of an unstressed syllable either
right before the start of the following foot, or a phrase bound-
ary. However, previous research has shown that the end of the
accent curve does not need to coincide with the end of the foot,
leading to overlapping accent curves [8]. We were able to pro-
vide a satisfactory fit to the pitch contours using accent curve
templates for the basic up-down shape, negative accents and ac-
cents with continuation rises. We found some negative accents
in our corpus, but the occurrence of negative accents was not
significantly different between affects. Because the sentences
were so short, there were no minor phrase boundaries and thus
no continuation rises at those locations. But the speaker would
sometimes end sentences in a continuation rise. Our hypothesis
was that this occurred mostly in the fearful and sad affects, but
no significant effect was found. For the measurement of accent
curve amplitudes, the negative accents were excluded from the
analysis.
Figure 6 displays the average differences in accent curve
amplitudes between the affect pairs. The accent curve ampli-
tude is measured at the peak location. It can be observed that
the difference in accent curve amplitudes is not significant for
the angry-happy comparison, but it is significant for all other
comparisons. Both angry and happy have higher accent am-
plitudes than fearful and sad. Fearful has higher accent curve
amplitudes than sad. The average values for the four affects
are: 172 Hz for angry, 173 Hz for happy, 77 Hz for fearful and
only 27 Hz for sad.
For sentences that had more than one accent, we also stud-
ied the average accent curve amplitude for the first accent ver-
sus that of the last accent. The averages are based on 60 out of
96 sentences. The first peak was on average 133 Hz for angry,
176 Hz for happy, 76 Hz for fearful and 29 Hz for sad. For the
last peak the average values were 157 Hz for angry, 181 Hz for
happy, 93 Hz for fearful and 18 Hz for sad. This shows that for
all conditions except sad, the final accent had a higher ampli-
tude than the first one.
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Figure 7: Average overall energy differences between affects.
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Figure 8: Average spectral tilt differences between affects.
4.4. Energy
Figure 7 shows the overall energy differences between affect
pairs. The overall energy was computed as the sum of the four
broad spectral band averages. As can be seen, the overall energy
for sad is much lower than for the other three affects. Fearful is
significantly lower than angry but its lower overall energy with
respect to happy is not significant. Angry is louder than happy
but again this difference is not significant. The average overall
energy for angry is an order of magnitude of 409 for angry, 394
for happy, 372 for fearful and 260 for sad.
Although spectral tilt was not found to be a significant fac-
tor using the analysis of variance, we do include it here, as the
paired t-test showed that there was an important difference in
spectral tilt between angry and happy. This makes the spectral
tilt one of the few parameters to distinguish angry from happy
in our corpus. Figure 8 displays the average spectral tilt differ-
ences between affect pairs. The most important finding is that
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Figure 9: Average speaking rate differences between affects.
the spectral tilt in anger is significantly lower than in happy. The
average values for spectral tilt were -87 units for angry, -53 for
happy, -88 for fearful and -123 for sad. Thus, sad has the lowest
amount of high-frequency energy whereas the other three emo-
tions, all three of which are associated to higher arousal levels
according to Banse and Scherer, have higher amounts of high-
frequency energy, which is reported to be due to an increased
vocal effort by the speaker [1].
4.5. Speaking rate
Phoneme durations and pause lengths are often included in
an analysis of different affects. Because the sentences in our
corpus are relatively short, there are no intermediate pauses
that can be analyzed. We computed the average speaking
rate by dividing the total phoneme duration (excluding pauses)
by the number of phonemes. The average speaking rate was
140 ms/phoneme for angry, 127 ms/phoneme for happy, 117
ms/phoneme for fearful and 116 ms/phoneme for sad. This is
surprising as we expected the angry affect to be faster than the
other affects, but for this speaker that turned out not to be the
case. We also considered other duration measures such as vowel
durations and voiced portion durations, but the effects were sim-
ilar to the speaking rate findings, so we don’t go into detail here.
5. Conclusion
The sad affect presents the most distinct acoustic and prosodic
features from the other three affects. The sentences have a lower
overall energy and higher spectral tilt. The phrase curves are
lower and the accent curve amplitudes are much lower than in
other affects. The other three affects (angry, happy and fearful)
are all high-arousal emotions and can be more easily confused
with each other. However, our analysis has shown that we can
distinguish the three affects for our speaker. Fearful is distin-
guishable from angry and happy by showing a lower F0 range,
a flatter phrase curve and lower accent curve amplitudes. Angry
is distinguishable from happy by displaying a higher spectral tilt
and a slower speaking rate.
The results provide a promising start to synthesizing ex-
pressive speech using our recombinant synthesis approach. The
decomposition algorithm was shown to do a good job decom-
posing the pitch contours into phrase and accent curves, despite
the fact that we were dealing with highly expressive children’s
speech. This demonstrates the fact that a prosodic corpus using
neutrally read sentences can be used to select phrase and ac-
cent curves, which can then be warped using different warping
functions for each affect to exhibit varying phrase curve slopes
and ranges and varying accent curve amplitudes. The phone-
mic units selected from the acoustic corpus can be warped in
the sinusoidal framework to display varying overall energy and
spectral tilt profiles using the four-band representation.
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Abstract 
Intonation synthesis using a hand-controlled interface is a 
new approach for effective synthesis of expressive prosody. A 
system for prosodic real time modification is described. The 
user is controlling prosody in real time by drawing contours 
on a graphic tablet while listening to the modified speech. This 
system, a pen controlled speech instrument, can be applied to 
text to speech synthesis along two lines. A first application is 
synthetic speech post-processing. The synthetic speech 
produced by a TTS system can be very effectively tuned by 
hands for expressive synthesis. A second application is data-
base enrichment. Several prosodic styles can be applied to the 
sentences in the database without the need of recording new 
sentences. These two applications are sketched in the paper.  
 
Index Terms: prosodic modeling, prosodic perception, 
gestures, prosodic synthesis 
1. Introduction 
As speech synthesizers attain acceptable intelligibility and 
naturalness, the problem of controlling prosodic nuances 
emerges. Expression is made of subtle variations (particularly 
prosodic variations) according to the context and to the 
situation. In daily life, vocal expressions of strong emotions 
like anger, fear or despair are rather the exception than the 
rule. Then a synthesis system should be able to deal with 
subtle continuous expressive variations rather than clear-cut 
emotions. 
Expressive speech synthesis may be viewed from two 
sides: on the one hand is the question of expression 
specification (what is the suited expression in a particular 
situation?) and on the other hand is the question of expression 
realization (how is the specified expression actually 
implemented). The first problem (situation analysis and 
expression specification) is one of the most difficult problems 
for research in computational linguistics, because it involves 
deep understanding of the text and its context. In this paper, 
only the second problem is addressed. The goal is to modify 
speech synthesis in real time according to the gestures of a 
performer playing the role of a “speech conductor” [1]. The 
Speech Conductor adds expressivity to the speech flow using 
Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis, prosodic modification 
algorithms and gesture interpretation algorithms. 
This work is based on the hypothesis that human 
expressivity can be described in terms of movements or 
gestures, performed through different media, e.g. prosodic, 
body or facial movements. This question is closely related to 
musical synthesis, a field where computer based interfaces are 
still subject of much interest and development [2]. It is not the 
case for speech synthesis, where only a few interfaces are 
available for controlling in real time expressivity of spoken 
utterances. Existing gesture-controlled interfaces for speech 
production are either dealing with singing synthesis (cf. [3], 
[4]) or with full speech synthesis [5], but with a sound quality 
level insufficient for expressivity generation. 
In this paper a new system for real-time control of 
intonation is presented, together with application to text-to-
speech synthesis. This system maps hand gestures to the 
prosodic parameters, and thus allows the user to control 
prosody in a cross-modal way. As a by-product, the cross-
modal approach of prosody generation represents a new way 
to generate and describe prosody and may therefore shed a 
new light on the fields of prosody systems and prosody 
description.  
The paper is organized as follows. The real-time 
intonation controller is described in Section 2. The 
performances of the controller for real-time intonation 
modification are evaluated in section 3. Applications to 
expressive text-to-Speech synthesis are sketched in section 4. 
Section 5 discusses the results obtained so far, proposed future 
work and gives some conclusions. 
2. Real-time intonation controller 
2.1. Principle 
 
Figure 1:  Generic diagram of the system 
 
The real-time intonation controller operates in principle like a 
musical instrument. The loop between the player and the 
instrument is depicted in Figure 1. The player’s hand 
movements are captured using an interface, and these 
movements are mapped on the input controls of the 
synthesizer. The sound is modified accordingly, played, and 
the player, who modifies his gestures as a function of the 
perceived and intended sounds, perceives this audio feedback.  
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2.2. Gesture interface: writing movements  
Many devices, among which MIDI keyboard, Joystick and 
data glove; have been tested for capturing gestures with 
intonation control in mind.  
Keyboard is not well fitted because it allows only discrete 
scales, although in speech a continuous control is mandatory. 
An additional pitch-bend wheel proved not very convenient 
from an ergonomic point of view.  
As for the joystick and data glove, the precision in terms 
of position seemed insufficient: it proved too difficult to reach 
accurately a given target pitch. Such devices seem better 
suited for giving directions (as in a flight simulator) than 
precise values.  
The graphic tablet has been chosen because it presents a 
number of advantages: its sampling frequency is high (200 
Hz) and its resolution in terms of spatial position is sufficient 
for fine-grained parameter control (5080 dots per inches). 
Moreover, all the users are trained in writing since childhood, 
and are ‘naturally” very much skilled in pen position control. 
Scripture, like speech, is made of a linguistic content and a 
paralinguistic, expressive content (in this case called 
“calligraphy”). There is a remarkable analogy between pitch 
contour and scripture. This analogy between drawing and 
intonation is very effective and intuitive from a performance 
point of view. Untrained subjects proved to be surprisingly 
skilled for playing with intonation using the pen on the 
graphic tablet, even at the first trial. For intonation control, 
only one axis of the tablet is necessary. The vertical dimension 
(Y-axis) is mapped on the F0 scale, expressed in semi-tones. 
The x-scale is not used: it means that very different gestures 
can be used for realizing a same intonation pattern: some 
players were drawing circle-like movements, when others 
preferred vertical lines or drawing similar to pitch contours. 
The second spatial dimension of the tablet will be used later 
for duration control in a second stage. Other degrees of 
freedom are still left in the tablet (pressure, switch) and will be 
use for controlling additional parameters, e.g. parameters 
related to voice quality. 
Taking these observations into account, we decided to opt 
for a Wacom graphic Tablet, A4 size and we based our 
platform on a Power PPC Apple G5 Mac, 2.3 GHz bi-
processor.  
2.3. Real-time software 
Real-time processing of information is a key point of the 
Calliphony system: as the user adapts his hand movement to 
perceived pitch at the output of the system, the delay has to 
remain inaudible. Calliphony is elaborated under the 
Max/MSP
1
 software ([6], [7]), which is a graphical 
development environment intended to processes sound in real-
time and which has already proven several years of reliable 
experience in real-time sound processing. Concerning the 
modification of speech pitch, we used a TD-PSOLA [8] Pitch-
Shifter external provided by Tristan Jehan for Max/MSP 
environment [9]. 
As described on Figure 2, Calliphony takes as inputs the 
Y-axis position of the pen on the graphic tablet, and a 
recorded sound to be modified. It then maps the pitch value of 
the sound output to a value corresponding to the Y-axis value. 
This mapping is done on a logarithmic scale, such as the 
                                                                   
 
1
It is noticeable however that Max/MSP software is not 
multithreaded and consequently did not allows taking full 
advantage of the multi-processors architectures. 
metric distance of each octave is the same. This corresponds 
analogously to the perception of the pitch by the human ear.  
 
Figure 2:  “Calliphony” system description 
3. Evaluation of the controller 
The use of handwriting movement to control pitch is not a 
priori straightforward. An evaluation procedure has therefore 
been developed, in order to assess the ability of a human to 
perform real-time control of speech prosody. The principle of 
this evaluation procedure is to measure the ability of the 
Calliphony player to imitate as closely as possible the prosody 
of an original sentence. The handwriting imitation 
performances are compared to the oral ability of the same user 
to imitate the same sentences. This work is described in more 
detail in a companion paper (cf. [10]) 
3.1. Prosodic imitation interface 
A specific interface (cf. fig. 3) was developed to allow the 
subjects of the experiment to easily perform their imitation 
task. This interface encapsulate the Calliphony system, so that 
the user can listen to an original sentence, and then imitate the 
prosody both on a F0 flattened version of the sentence and 
vocally by recording his own voice. 
 
 
Figure 3: interface used for the handwriting imitation of 
prosody. Buttons allow to listen to the original sentence, 
record its own speech or the graphic tablet, listen to a 
recorded performance and save it. The current sentence’s F0 
is displayed. 
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As the aim of the evaluation is to investigate how close to 
the original the imitation can be, subjects are able to listen to 
the original sound when they need to, and to perform imitation 
until they are satisfied. Several performances can be recorded 
for each original sound. 
3.2. Evaluation paradigm 
3.2.1. Corpus 
The evaluation procedure is based on a dedicated corpus 
constructed on 18 sentences, ranging from 1 to 9 syllables 
length (cf. table 1). Each sentence was recorded in its 
lexicalized version, and also in a reiterant delexicalized 
version, replacing each syllable by the same /ma/ syllable. 
Constraints on the corpus construction were: the use of CV 
syllable structure and absence of plosive consonant at the 
beginning of each word. Such constraints aimed at obtaining 
easily comparable prosodic patterns amongst the sentences 
and at avoiding important micro-prosodic effects due to 
plosive bursts.  
Two native speakers of French recorded the corpus (a 
female and a male), according to three consigns: (1) to 
perform a declarative prosody, (2) to make an emphasis on 
one specific word of each sentence (generally on the verb) and 
(3) to perform an interrogative prosody. This results in 108 
sentences, directly digitalized on a computer (41kHz, 16bits) 
for each speaker, using an USBPre sound device connected to 
an omni directional AKG C414B microphone placed 40 cm 
from the speaker mouth, and performing a high-pass filtering 
of frequency under 40Hz plus a noise reduction of 6dB. 
3.2.2. Calliphony players 
4 users have completed the experiment on a subset of 9 
sentences ranging from 1 to 9 syllables, either lexicalized or 
reiterated, and using the three prosodic conditions (declarative, 
emphasized, interrogative), for the male speaker. All subjects 
are involved in this work and completely aware of its aims and 
are therefore familiar with prosody. Three out of the four 
subjects are trained musicians. One of the four subjects is the 
male speaker of the original corpus, who has therefore 
imitated its own voice vocally and by handwriting movements. 
3.2.3. Prosodic parameters and distances measures 
In order to evaluate the objective distance between the original 
and the imitated sentences, their pitch values have to be 
carefully extracted and computed. All the sentences of the 
corpus were manually analyzed. Their prosodic parameters 
were automatically extracted: fundamental frequency for 
vocalic segments (in semitones) and the corresponding voicing 
strength (calculated from intensity), syllabic duration and 
intensity thanks to Matlab (the yin script [11]) and Praat [12] 
programs. 
The objectives distances between the prosody of the 
original sentence and the imitated prosody were calculated on 
the basis of the physical dissimilarity measures introduces by 
Hermes [13]: the correlation between the two F0 curves, and 
the root-mean-square (RMS) difference between theses two 
curves. The voicing strength was used (as suggested by [13]) 
as a weighting factor in the calculation of these two distances 
measures.  
Objective distances between the original sentence and 
each repetition at the output of the Calliphony system were 
automatically calculated by using 10 ms spaced vector of F0 
values for each vocalic segment. Then only the closest 
imitation, according to the weighted correlation measure and 
then the weighted RMS distance, was kept for the result 
analysis. This part of the work can be completely automated, 
as there is no duration change between the output of 
Calliphony and the original sentence. This is not the case for 
the oral imitations, which have to be labeled prior to extract 
F0 values for vocalic segments.  
Moreover the distance computation supposes segments of 
the same length, a condition not met for vocal imitations. 
Therefore, only the distances between the original sentences 
and the gestural imitations have been calculated so far. 
 
 
Figure 4: raw F0 value (in tones) for an original sentence 
(gray) and the two vocal imitations of one subject. Stimuli 
are not time-aligned. 
Table 1: The 18 sentences of the corpus, from 1 to 9-syllable length. 
Nb syllable Sentence Phonetic Sentence Phonetic 
1 Non. [nç)] L’eau [lo] 
2 Salut [saly] J’y vais. [Zi vE] 
3 Répétons. [“epetç]) Nous chantons. [nu SA)tç) ] 
4 Marie chantait. [ma“I SA)tE] Vous rigolez. [vu “igole] 
5 Marie s’ennuyait. [ma“I sA)nÁijE] Nous voulons manger. [nu vulç) mA)Ze] 
6 Marie chantait souvent. [ma“I SA)tE suvA]) Nicolas revenait. [nikola “´v´nE] 
7 Nous voulons manger le soir. [nu vulç) mA)Ze l´ swa“] Nicolas revenait souvent. [nikola “´v´nE suvA)] 
8 Sophie mangeait des fruits confits. [sofi mA)ZE de f“Ái kç)fi] Nicolas lisait le journal. [nikola lizE l´ Zu“nal] 
9 Sophie mangeait du melon confit. [sofi mA)ZE dy m´lç) kç)fi] Nous regardons un joli tableau. [nu “´ga“dç) E) Zoli tablo] 
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Figure 5: stylized F0 of an original sentence (the same as in 
fig. 4 – gray curve, smoothed values for the vocalic segment 
expressed in tones), and the value of the pitch parameter 
controlled by the graphic tablet for all the imitations 
performed by one subject. Stimuli are time-aligned. 
 
Graphics with the raw F0 value of both the original and the vocal 
imitations have been produced in order to visually compare the 
performances of gesture vs. vocal imitations. Graphics with the 
stylized F0 of the original sentences (smoothed F0 for the vocalic 
segments) superimposed with the course of the pen on the graphic 
tablet were also produced in order to compare the two imitations’ 
modalities (fig. 4 & 5). 
3.3. Results 
The mean objective distances are summarized in Table 2. 
There is no major difference between the four users, except for 
a higher RMS distance for AR, the only non-musician 
amongst the users (for a discussion about this issue cf. [10]). 
Table 2: mean distances for each subject and for all 
sentences imitated by handwriting movements. 
Subject R RMS 
CDA 0.866 3.108 
BD 0.900 3.079 
SLE 0.901 3.091 
AR 0.898 4.728 
Total 0.891 3.502 
 
The prosodic condition (declarative, emphasized, 
interrogative prosody) did not have a significant impact on the 
users’ performances. The reiterant speech condition neither 
did. 
The most influential factor in the experiment is the length 
of the sentence, as correlations continuously decrease while 
the number of syllable increase (cf. figure 6). This result can 
be explained either by an increasing difficulty of the user’s 
task, or by an artifact due to the sentence length, because 
computation of correlation does not take into account any 
weighting for length compensation. More analyses would be 
needed before concluding on a sentence length effect.  
Finally, the most important result of this evaluation 
procedure is the high overall correlation and low RMS 
distance obtained by all users. This result generally validates 
the ability of human users to imitate very closely an original 
prosody by using handwriting movements. Moreover, the 
observation of the imitated F0 curves shows a complete 
smoothing of any micro-prosodic variations: this indicates that 
users only reproduce prosodic movement at the level of the 
syllable or above, and that the task adequately matches 
prosody imitation and generation purposes. 
 
 
Figure 6: evolution of the two distances measures with the 
sentence’s length. X-axis: length of stimuli, left Y-axis: 
correlations (plain line), right Y-axis: RMS difference (dotted 
line). 
4. Application to expressive speech 
synthesis 
Since the adequacy of a hand-driven interface to control 
speech prosody is validated, this section will explore some 
possible applications of this interface.  
4.1. Intonation post-processing 
A first application of the Calliphony system is directly derived 
from the scheme developed for the evaluation of the system: 
to allow a user to directly change the pitch of a spoken 
utterance. Such application can be useful in the field of speech 
synthesizers: as such devices have already reached a high 
degree of naturalness, they are now seeking for expressivity. 
The major problem is then to record and adequately model the 
huge corpora needed to be able to face any kind of 
expressivity for any sentences.  
Our proposal is to give the end user the possibility to 
directly add the expressivity he needs on the output of his 
speech synthesizer thanks to the Calliphony system. This 
system is easy to use and only need little practice. Someone 
could then easily add e.g. a focalization on a desired word. 
 
4.1.1. Assessment procedure 
In order to assess the ability of our system to add such kind of 
expressivity to synthetic speech, a validation procedure has 
been set up, and is reported hereafter. It is based on exactly the 
same principle as the validation of the Calliphony system for 
prosody imitation reported above, with the only difference 
being that flattened speech (the input of the Calliphony 
system) has been replaced here with a synthetic sentence, 
produced with the Selimsi TTS system [14]. The player of 
Calliphony hears an original sentence from our corpus, 
carrying either a focalization on one word or an interrogative 
prosody. He has then to reproduce the pitch contour of the 
original sentence on the synthetic sentence, on a similar task 
that the one described above.  
The major difference between the two experiments 
concerns the segmental duration of the modified stimuli: for 
the preceding evaluation, the segmental durations are exactly 
the same as the original, as it is only a flattened version of the 
natural stimulus, whereas the synthetic sentence has his proper 
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segments’ durations. It induces two major differences between 
the two protocols. The first one concerns the modification 
procedure: it is harder to perform an imitation when important 
lengthening is present in the original sentence. The second one 
concerns the distance measure between the original and the 
reproduced pitch contours. As the pitch values are compared 
for vowel only, and as synthetic and natural vowels don’t 
necessarily have the same duration, instead of extracting one 
value of pitch for each 10 ms, 10 values for each vowel were 
calculated, regularly spaced along the vowel. These 10 values 
per vowel are then used to calculate correlation and RMS 
distance using the same formulae as those presented above. 
Table 3: mean distance scores obtained for focalized 
sentence, interrogative sentences and for all sentences. 
 Correl RMS 
Focalization 0,92 3,18 
Interrog. 0,86 4,14 
Mean 0,89 3,66 
4.1.2. Results and analyses 
The results obtained for this assessment are quite similar to 
those already exposed. 
 
Figure 7: mean distances (correlation and RMS distance) 
obtained for sentences of all length, from 1 to 9 syllables. 
Mean correlation and RMS distances are good (cf. tab 3), 
and indicate a close stylization of the pitch curve on the 
synthetic stimuli, even if there are durational differences. 
Mean score obtained for focalization vs. interrogation 
sentences are quite similar, with slightly better score for 
focalization. About the effect of the sentence’s length (cf. fig. 
7), the effect is a bit more complicated than the one observed 
with natural speech: if correlation decreases gradually with the 
sentence length, as it has already been observed, the RMS 
distance did not have any particular tendency, except for the 1-
, 2- and 3-syllables length’s sentences, that receive high RMS 
distances scores, contrary to natural speech. 
The objective distance between modified prosodic 
parameters at the output of Calliphony and the original natural 
prosody is rather small, giving a very good idea of the 
system’s performances at producing expressive speech.  
However, it must be noted that the duration parameter is 
not dealt with in this first version of Calliphony. This is not 
satisfactory for high quality expressive synthesis, where 
durations’ modification is mandatory. In addition, the sound 
quality is better for natural speech modification compared to 
synthetic speech modification. In our current implementation 
Calliphony results in two successive modifications of the 
signal (concatenation and PSOLA modification), a situation 
that is not optimal indeed. More work is still needed before to 
obtain a better sounding system, but we think that the ability 
of players to add expressivity to synthesizers has been 
convincingly demonstrated. 
Considering the databases that are not previously tagged, 
the system can still be used online in a slightly different 
manner. When the purpose is only to produce some expressive 
sentences (for various perceptive experiments for example) 
then one is able to modify online the synthesized sentences 
and to record them directly after modification.  
This gives the opportunity for someone not necessarily 
familiar with speech synthesis and processing, to produce 
expressive sentences in a convenient manner, without having 
to buy an expensive system or to acquire deep knowledge in 
speech processing. Moreover, one can use synthesized 
sentences from any TTS engine publicly available or can 
directly record sentences on its owns with a simple 
microphone and recording software, before achieving its 
modification thanks to our system.  
As an extent, thanks to the good quality of expressive 
modifications on synthetic speech, it could find applications in 
various research and development situations, going from 
advertising to industrial mass media, or even animated cartoon 
characters voice synthesis. 
4.2. Data-base enrichment 
 Another application of the Calliphony system to TTS 
concerns specifically data-driven speech synthesis. Synthesis 
systems based on selection/concatenation of non-uniform units 
need large corpora of recorded speech. Our system can be 
used for enrichment of the speech database, prior to synthesis. 
In this case, natural speech is modified, and a same sentence 
can be given several prosodic variations, as depicted in Fig.8 
 
Figure 8:  Enrichment of Data-Base with Non-Uniform Units 
 There are several steps to achieve this enrichment and it 
can be applied to various types of databases. There are no 
constraints on the content of the database. The system can then 
be used to add new expressions that were not recorded, or to 
have more utterances of a less represented expression. 
Then the prosodic content of the database can be extended 
and/or improved without the need of new recordings. This is 
independent of the TTS system itself, because it is only a 
matter of database pre processing. 
This application is in a preliminary stage: no formal 
evaluation of the synthetic speech obtained is available for the 
moment. 
5. Discussion and conclusion 
Speech instruments have been an important part of the history 
of speech synthesis, but have played only a marginal role in 
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speech synthesis application or research. We think that high 
quality real-time speech modification algorithms and new high 
precision interfaces have the potential for dramatically 
changing the current situation.  
In this paper, we explore the ability of handwriting 
movement for expressive speech synthesis. The system has 
been called “calliphony”, i.e. expressive speech beyond 
phonemes by analogy with “calligraphy”, i.e. expressive 
writing beyond graphemes. The results indicate even untrained 
players are almost as skilled for vocal imitation as for written 
imitation of expressive prosody. 
Then, the system can be applied to TTS post processing 
and database pre-processing. TTS post-processing can be a 
useful extension of a TTS system for tuning synthetic speech 
utterance output without the need of deep engineering or 
expensive recordings. The quality obtained is basically the 
quality of the TTS system itself. 
We are currently exploring the quality reached by database 
enrichment, a pre-processing for augmenting the prosodic 
content of a selection/concatenation TTS system, without 
recording new sentences. 
Future work will be devoted to duration and tempo 
modifications. Our experiments show (or confirm) that 
changing intonation without changing duration or tempo is not 
enough in many situations. Changing voice quality is also 
required for more realistic prosodic modifications. Additional 
control parameters will then be needed. 
Another path of research for future work is the interface 
itself. We are currently pursuing the study of the range of 
possibility offered by an ad-hoc controller called the Meta-
Instrument. This controller offers up to 54 continuous 
controllers simultaneously, supervised by the fingers and the 
arms (see [15]). 
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Abstract 
In the last decade there has been a shift towards development 
of speech synthesizer using concatenative synthesis technique 
instead of parametric synthesis. There are a number of 
different methodologies for concatenative synthesis like 
TDPSOLA, PSOLA, and MBROLA. This paper, describes a 
concatenative speech synthesis system based on Epoch 
Synchronous Non Over Lapp Add (ESNOLA) technique, for 
standard colloquial Bengali, which uses the partnemes as the 
smallest signal units for concatenation. The system provided 
full control for prosody and intonation.   
1. Introduction 
The most common mode of human communication is the oral 
mode. We are naturally conversant in communicating with 
other human beings in speech mode. In Indian languages 
machine to man communication has attained a reasonable 
level for direct practical application. Speech synthesizers in 
Indian languages are beginning to appear. 
Speech synthesis is the process, which allows the 
transformation of a string of phonetic and prosodic symbols 
into a synthetic speech signal. The quality of the result is a 
function of the quality of the string, as well as of the quality of 
the generation process itself. 
The first requirement of a text-to-speech (TTS) system is 
intelligibility and the second one is the naturalness. Actually 
the concept of naturalness is not to restitute the reality but to 
suggest it. Thus, listening to a synthetic voice must allow the 
listener to attribute this voice to some pseudo-speaker and to 
perceive some kind of expressivities as well as some indices 
characterizing the speaking style and the particular situation of 
elocution [1]. For this purpose the corresponding supra-
segmental information must be supplied to the system [2]. 
Most of the present TTS systems produce an acceptable level 
of intelligibility, but the naturalness dimension, the ability to 
control expressivities, speech style and pseudo-speaker 
identity still are poorly mastered. The user’s demands vary to 
a large extent according to the field of application: general 
public applications such as telephonic information retrieval 
need maximal realism and naturalness, whereas some 
applications involving professionals (process or vehicle 
control) or highly motivated persons (visually impaired, 
applications in hostile environments) demand intelligibility 
with the highest priority. 
In the last decade there has been a significant trend for 
development of speech synthesizers using Concatenative 
based Synthesis techniques. This method of speech synthesis 
is one of the most successful approaches for synthesizing 
speech, which uses pre-recorded speech units for building the 
utterances. There are a number of different methodologies for 
Concatenative Synthesis like TDPSOLA, PSOLA, MBROLA 
and Epoch Synchronous Non Over Lapp Add (ESNOLA).   
In the review by Klatt (1987) some of the early efforts on 
concatenative synthesis are included. Much earlier Peterson et 
al (1958) suggested that unit concatenation might be a 
possible solution for speech synthesis. Dixon and Maxey 
(1968) made a special effort to create a unit library for di-
phone synthesis. Early synthesis research at AT&T based on 
“Diadic Units” (Olive, 1977) demonstrated an alternative to 
rule-based formant synthesis (Carlson and Granström, 1976, 
Carlson et al, 1982 and Klatt, 1982). Charpentier and Stella 
(1986) opened a new path towards speech synthesis based on 
waveform concatenation, by introducing the PSOLA model 
for manipulating pre-recorded waveforms. The current 
methods of using unit selection from large corpora, rather than 
using a fixed unit inventory to try to reduce the number of 
units in each utterance and solve context dependencies over a 
longer time frame, is gaining ground. Möbius (2000) gave an 
extensive review of corpus-based synthesis methods. In 
automatic unit selection method issues are mostly related to 
estimating target costs that match the perception of a human 
listener, so that the units chosen by the system are the best in 
terms of perceived speech quality. What is more, quality, 
when it is available, is still achieved at the expense of storage 
requirements (AT&T’s system requires several hours of 
speech, i.e., several hundreds of Mbytes of speech data) and 
computational complexity (Speech Work’s system won’t work 
on your favorite PC, laptop or palmtop; users buy the right to 
run it on a server via the internet). This currently makes these 
systems unusable for low-cost general-purpose electronic 
devices. 
This paper presents a new Concatenative text-to-speech (TTS) 
system for Standard Colloquial Bengali (SCB) using a new set 
of signal units in sub-phonemic level, namely, partnemes. 
The Epoch Synchronous Non Overlap Add (ESNOLA) 
algorithm is developed for concatenation, regeneration as well 
as for pitch and duration (prosodic) modification. It may be 
noted that the prosody of the stored units is often not 
consistent with that of the target utterance and must be altered 
at the time of synthesis. Furthermore, several types of 
mismatches can occur at unit boundaries of the synthesized 
signal, which have to be properly truncated and matched. 
ESNOLA technique provides the complete control on 
implementation of intonation and prosody [3]. It allows 
judicial selection of signal segments so that smaller 
fundamental parts of the phonemes may be used as units 
reducing both number and size of the signal elements in the 
dictionary. Further the methodology of concatenation provides 
adequate processing for proper matching between different 
segments during concatenation [4][5]. The use of special type 
of basic signal segments makes the size of signal dictionary 
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very small so there is a possibility of its implementation in 
low-cost general-purpose electronic devices.   
 
2. Basic Working Principle of the Proposed 
Synthesizer 
Figure 1 represents the basic block diagram of TTS System 
using ESNOLA Technique 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Basic Block Diagram of TTS System using 
ESNOLA Technique 
 
The above block diagram (Figure 1) describes the basic part 
of the ESNOLA technique for the development of text-to 
speech synthesis system. It consists of three parts a) 
Preprocessing module, b) Text analysis module and c) 
Synthesizer module. 
2.1. Preprocessing module 
In this module the required speech segment (called 
pratnemes) database is created from the pre-recorded natural 
speech signal.  The advantage of using partnemes as the basic 
unit is the simplicity of introducing intonation and prosodic 
rules into the synthesized speech signals. For the building of 
pratneme dictionary the following steps are required. 
Step1: Creation of nonsense word set 
This set of words must contain acoustic phonetic 
characteristics of all phonemes. A set of tetra-syllabic 
nonsense words of the forms CVCVCVCV, 
CVVCVVCVVCVVC is used for normal consonants and 
vowels. However, as /n/-/!/ distinction in case of Bangla is 
not ascertained except in conjunction with appropriate 
consonant, an additional 8 syllabic form 
CVNVCVNVCVNVCVNV for two nasals /n/ and /!/ are 
included. The choice of tetra syllabic words in case of Bangla 
is necessary because Bangla being a bound stress language 
with stress occurring normally at the first syllable. Another 
set of words has to be collected from the normal lexicon of 
the language where the different vowel-vowel combinations 
occur. Usually all possible combination may not be easily 
available. For the unusual combinations appropriate sentences 
are created where such combination occur at word juncture. 
Step2: Recording 
A professional speaker with good voice quality is used to utter 
the aforesaid set of words in a noise free environment. The 
utterances should be devoid of emphasis. Care is taken to 
ensure that the pitch of the recorded word remains almost 
same throughout the recording.  Recording format is 16-bit 
PCM, mono, sampling frequency being 22050Hz.  
Step3.Pitch Normalization 
All signal segments is brought to exactly same fundamental 
frequency. This is necessary to avoid pitch-mismatch. 
However adjustment of pitch by manipulation of sampling 
frequency may be used only when the pitch difference does 
not exceed 10% of the original value.  
Step4. Amplitude Normalization 
Amplitude normalization is performed with respect to the 
intrinsic amplitude of vowels. It is known that the vowels of 
equal amplitude do not sound equally loud.  The amplitude of 
all the CV, VC and VV segments are normalized with respect 
to their associated vowel’s intrinsic amplitude.   
Step5. Segmentation 
A set of basic speech units called partnemes (i.e. part of a 
phoneme) is used here.  Partnemes include identifiable 
portions unique for phonemes as well as the segments 
representing co-articulation. The set of partnemes is divided 
into two sub-groups. The first group consists of the segments 
of occlusion or voice-bar along with the plosion or affrication, 
sibilants, nasal murmurs, laterals, semivowels and diphthongs. 
The second group has all CV, VC, and VV co-articulatory 
regions. It may be noticed that though VOT (Voice Onset 
Time) is an integral part of the plosives and affricates, it is not 
included in the consonantal parts for these phonemes. This is 
because during the VOT strong co-articulatory influences of 
the succeeding vowels are manifested in terms of aperiodic 
transitions.  
Figure2 shows how partnemes are extracted from the VCV 
segments.  For plosives the partneme consists of occlusion and 
burst (C) and for affricate the friction after the plosion is also 
included. The co-articulation between the vowel and 
consonant include the voice-onset-time (VOT) and the 
consonant vowel transition (CV). Vowel to consonant 
transition begins at the end of the steady state of the vowels up 
to the beginning of the occlusion of the next consonant or any 
other consonant marker.  
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Figure 2: Example pratneme of a) plosive b) affricate 
c) sibilant d) nasal murmur e) vocalic transition CV 
and VC 
2.2. Text analysis module 
The Text analysis module is the front-end language processor 
of the Text-to-Speech System, which accepts input text and 
generates corresponding phoneme string and stress markers. 
On many occasions the Text Analyzer consists of a natural 
language processing module (NLP), capable of producing a 
phonetic transcription of the text read, together with the 
desired intonation and rhythm (often termed as prosody). 
The text analysis module has two broad sections one is the 
phonological analysis module and other is the analysis of the 
text for prosody and intonation. Bangla has a syllabic script. 
Grapheme-to-phoneme (phonological analysis) conversion is a 
formidable problem [6][7]. The phonological problems are 
mainly found in the pronunciation of the two vowels /a/ and 
/e/ as well as a number of consonant clusters. Even the 
semantic and the parts of speech of a word sometimes play a 
significant role in pronunciation. A comprehensive set of 
phonological rules including the exceptions is developed and 
implemented [8].  
The naturalness of the synthesized speech out put depends on 
the suprasegmental feature (prosodic and intonation feature) 
of the speech signal mainly pitch variation, syllabic duration 
variation, amplitude variation and pause. The implementation 
of the variation of suprasegmental feature in synthesized 
speech depend on the two factor one generation of intonation 
and prosodic rule [8] along with the development of text 
parser for intonation and prosodic marking and the 
implementation of the suprasegmental feature variation in the 
synthesizer. The later part will only be discussed in this 
paper. 
2.3. Synthesizer module 
It is the task of the Synthesizer module to combine splices of 
pre-recorded speech and generate the synthesized voice 
output. A sequence of segments is first deduced from the 
phonemic input of the synthesizer. If required, the prosodic 
events may be assigned to individual segments based on the 
information extracted by the text analysis module. 
The Synthesizer Module functions in the following way: 
The Phoneme string input from the Text Analyzer is assigned 
tokens, based on the indexing of the segmented partneme 
voice signals. Modification of pitch, amplitude and duration of 
the vowels has to be done to implement the prosody and 
intonation. The selected segments are concatenated to get the 
raw output signal. Spectral smoothing is performed on the 
concatenation points to remove mismatch and other spectral 
disturbances  
Rules for Token generation: 
  CVCV  ! C +CV+V+VC+C+V+Vo 
 VCV ! Vi+V +VC+C+CV+V+Vo 
 CVYV ! C +CV+V+VY+YV+Vo 
                       CVV!C+CV+VV+Vo 
Where Vi, Vo, Vand C represent respectively fade-in vowel, 
fade-out vowel, Medial vowel and consonant. The fade in and 
fade out operation is applicable for the terminal vowels only. 
In non-terminal cases Vo and Vi are to be treated as V.   
In ESNOLA approach, the synthesized out put is generated by 
concatenating the basic signal segments from the signal 
dictionary at epoch positions.  The epochs are most important 
for signal units, which represent vocalic or quasi-periodic 
sounds. An epoch position is represented in Figure 3.  
 
 
Figure 3: Epoch position of a speech segment 
Steady states in the nucleus vowel segment of the synthesized 
signal are generated by the linear interpolation with 
appropriate weights of the last period and the first period 
respectively of the preceding and the succeeding segments. 
The generated signals require some smoothing at the point of 
concatenation. This is achieved by a proper windowing of the 
out put signal with out hampering the spectral quality. The 
equation of the window is as given below.  
1
( ) (1 cos( * / ))
2
W n n N!" #  for 0<n<0.125N     (1) 
Occlusion Fricative 
Burst
CV VC 
Epoch 
=1                                     for 0.125N<n<0.625N 
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1
(1 cos( * / ))2 n N!#"    for 0.625N<n<N 
 
Figure 4 represent a synthesized voiced out put for a given 
text input /bhar!t/ 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Synthesize out put for a given word /bhar t/ 
using ESNOLA technique 
2.3.1. Implementation of naturalness in synthesizer 
Intensity modification (amplitude modification): this done by 
multiplying each of the sample value of the segment by the 
value specified by amplitude parameter of the corresponding 
token. 
 
Duration modification: This operation in the present system is 
performed on steady state vowel segment. Length of the 
steady state of vowel segment depends on the syllable 
duration. It may be noted that the duration of consonants and 
the CV and VC transition are pre –specified.  
 
F0 modification: Pitch (F0) modification of the synthesized 
signal is one of the important aspects to introduce intonation 
in the synthesized speech signal. In the segment dictionary the 
signal whose pitch have to be modified are the CV, VC, VV, 
nasal murmurs and laterals. Time scale pitch modification is 
done by changing the length of the period of the original 
signal. 
In ESNOLA pitch (F0) modification involves three steps. 
These are (1) Generation of short-time signals from original 
speech waveform, (2) Epoch synchronous modification 
brought to the short-term signals, and finally, (3) Synthesis by 
the concatenation of the modified signals. These three steps 
are described below. 
2.3.1.1 Generation of Short-Time (ST) Signals 
Let x(t) be the digitized speech waveform and let em: m = 1, 
2, … represent the successive epoch positions in the signal. 
The intermediate representation of x(t) is a sequence of short-
time (ST) signals ( )nmx t , defined by 
( ) ( )
n
t x t pTm px W #"   for 0<t<nT …….(2) 
Here, 
1
( ) (1 / )
p
tpW $
#
"  for positive integers p, n such that 
the value of p runs from 1 to n for each ST signal and " is an 
empirically chosen constant and it is greater than 0. T is the 
time interval between epoch positions em-1 and em.  In the 
equation 2, the value of p is 1 for the range 0 t T% & , the value 
of p is 2 for the range T t 2T% & ,… the value of p is n for the 
range (n 1)T t nT# % &  The physical implication of equation 2 is 
that the mth ST signal for the mth epoch points of the original 
signal constituted of n numbers of intermediate signals, 
constructed from the same Perceptual Pitch Period (PPP) in 
between (m-1)th and mth epoch points, but each time the 
amplitude is diminished by the factor (1/")p-1  with increasing 
value of p. The length of the ST signal depends on the value of 
n.  
Time
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Figure 5: Epoch Positions Indicated by Arrows 
The figure 5 shows the three consecutive epoch positions and 
let us denote the three as e1, e2, and e3 from left to right. 
Figure 6 shows the ST signal for the epoch e1 of the original 
signal. The ST signal is for n = 3 and " = 4. The ST signal 
constitute of three generated signal. The part of the signal, left 
to the left vertical line is for p = 1, that in between the two 
vertical line is for p = 2 and the right most one is for p = 3. It 
is to be noted that the number of generated ST signals is equal 
to the number of epoch points in the original signal. 
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Figure 6: ST Signal for e1 in Figure 2.16 for n = 3 and 
" = 4 
It is obvious that if " is chosen a large value, then the 
amplitude of the generated signals for p > 1 become negligibly 
small. The effect of it in the synthesized signal would be like 
that a glottal pulse is generated much after the dying down of 
the previous glottal pulse. This condition would create a 
creaky voice. Similar, if the value of " is much lower, then the 
effect of it in the synthesized signal would be like that a 
glottal pulse is generated much before the dying down of the 
previous one. Thus, this will create a breathy voice. 
Empirically the value of " is obtained 0.25 for the production 
of good synthesized output. 
From this ST signal, the smallest pitch that can be generated is 
1
m nTf "  ……..(3)   
Each Short-Time signal is generated for the production of a 
single PPP of the synthesized speech signal. The value of n 
depends on the required pitch value of the synthesized signal. 
After generating the ST signal for a particular epoch points of 
the original signal, all the parameters are being reset and we 
bh bha a ar r r! ! !t t
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shift to the next epoch point for the generation of the 
corresponding ST signal. 
2.3.1.2 Epoch Synchronous Modification (ESM) of Short-
Time signals 
Epoch synchronous modification of ( )nmx t  is described below. 
During pitch modification, the stream of Short-Time signals 
( )nmx t is converted into modified stream of synthesized signals 
by placing a window appropriately and giving rise to a new set 
of epoch marks s me . Let { s me : m = 1, 2, …} denote the 
epoch positions of the synthesized speech signal. The 
algorithm works out a mapping f: { me : m = 1, 2, …} ' 
{ s me : m = 1, 2, …} between original and synthesized epoch 
marks such that the time difference between two consecutive 
epochs equals the corresponding synthesis pitch period. The 
modified stream of synthesized signals can be represented as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
n n
t t x tm m mx W"     …. (4) 
In the above equation, the left side represents the synthesized 
speech signal for the mth ST-signal and ( )nmw t  represents the 
window function for it. Note that this window is defined for 
every t less than or equal to the modified pitch period and it is 
zero beyond the pitch period. Selection of ( )nmw t and its 
consequence on ( )s mx t are described as in equation (2). 
Now concatenating those changed pitch periods generate the 
required segment. This process creates a prominent striation 
and produces a perceptible mechanical horn like sound over 
and above the normal quality of the voice. This is because 
such concatenation produces exactly periodic wave instead of 
quasi-periodic ones. Normal human voice is not perfectly 
periodic. Two successive pitch cycles do not produce exactly 
the same pressure waves. The variations are random in nature 
and occur for pitch, amplitude and complexity, which are 
referred to as jitter, shimmer and complexity perturbations 
respectively. An optimum value of these produces natural 
sound. An excess of the perturbations makes the quality of 
sound rough or hoarse. Absence of these perturbations again 
produces an unnatural horn like sound. Addition of jitter and 
complexity perturbation almost removes the defect. A random 
variation of 2-3% in pitch period is introduced for jitter by 
introducing appropriate modification of T1.  The complexity 
perturbation is introduced by randomly varying the sample 
value by (1%. 
3. Conclusions 
In this paper, a system for concatenative speech synthesis has 
been described using ESNOLA technique. Partnemes are used 
as the smallest signal units in the paper. The theoretical 
analysis of the ESNOLA technique clearly shows its 
advantages in speech synthesis. The ESNOLA framework and 
partneme inventories altogether give a simple approach for the 
production of high quality synthesized speech, particularly 
useful for intonated concatenative synthesis system. Using 
only the epoch information of the voiced speech signal, the 
pitch and prosody can be manipulated by keeping the quality 
intact. The attractiveness of the present approach is its 
computational simplicity for pitch and duration manipulations. 
For prosody modification, it is also necessary to manipulate 
the pitch and duration in the CV, VC, murmur and laterals 
portions of the stored signals. The epoch detection algorithm 
is necessary for manipulating pitch and duration in these 
cases. But this can be avoided by an offline detection of the 
epochs and storing them in files. 
Implementation of natural prosody and intonation need 
comprehensive rule for the spoken dialect. Unfortunately this 
is no yet available for SCB. Therefore system for flat speech 
using the technique has been developed for use. This is in the 
net where one cane hears the news from a Bangla daily 
newspaper, which is available in the net. Recently this system 
was used by the Election Communication for announcement 
of election results held in West Bengal. 
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'('G9424, 5+4*G84, 4*//758, ', 49GG'6G+H6'4+-, 12+5'50120'G, E7-+G,
/57/74+-,2(,8124,/'/+5I,L*5'827(,/5+-20827(,+M/+52E+(84,7D,NH
D7G-, 05744, ='G2-'827(, 417J+-, OPIQR, '(-, R@IRQ, E4, 2(, 3S.,
+5575:, '(-:, TIUTN, '(-, TIV!!, 2(, 0755+G'827(, 6+8J++(,E+'4*5+-,
'(-, /5+-208+-, -*5'827(, '8, 49GG'6G+, '(-, /17(+, G+=+G4:,
5+4/+082=+G9I,$1+, 07E/'5247(, 7D, /5+-20827(, /5+02427(, 417J+-,
81'8, 81+, /57/74+-, 49GG'6G+H6'4+-, E*G82HG+=+G, -*5'827(, E7-+G,
6+88+5, /+5D75E+-, 81'(, ', 07(=+(827('G, 42()G+HG+=+G, /17(+,
-*5'827(,E7-+GI,,
=>* ?3102)/;1-23*
$7, )+(+5'8+, ('8*5'G, 4/++01:, '(, '00*5'8+, -*5'827(, E7-+G, 24,
5+W*25+-, D75, '442)(2(), '//57/52'8+, -*5'827(, 87, +'01, 4/++01,
4+)E+(8I,;+,0'(,D2(-,W*28+,',D+J,4+)E+(8'G,-*5'827(,E7-+G4,
6'4+-,7(,+281+5,/17(+,75,49GG'6G+,2(,/5+=27*4,J75>4,X!YHX!OYI,
#(, /17(+H6'4+-, E7-+G:, 42()G+, /17(+, J'4, 07(42-+5+-, '4, ',
/52E'59,*(28,D75,/5+-20827(,'(-,'GG,+DD+084,7D,-*5'827(,07(857G,
D'08754, J+5+, 0'G0*G'8+-, '8, 7(+, 82E+, '8, /17(+, G+=+G, X!YHXOYI,
$124, 7(+HG+=+G, 0'G0*G'827(,E'-+, 28, +'49, 87,)G76'GG9,7/82E2Z+,
-*5'827(,/5+-20827(,+55754I,
;12G+, 2(, 49GG'6G+H6'4+-, E7-+G:, 49GG'6G+, J'4, *4+-, '4, ',
/52E'59, *(28, XNYI, #(, 81+, 49GG'6G+H6'4+-, E7-+G2():, D2548:,
49GG'6G+,-*5'827(,J'4,0'G0*G'8+-,'(-,81+(,/17(+,-*5'827(,J'4,
-+8+5E2(+-, D57E, 49GG'6G+, -*5'827(, 69, '007EE7-'82(), 284,
07(4828*+(8, /17(+4, *42(), 81+25, E+'(, -*5'827(4, '(-, 48'(-'5-,
-+=2'827(4,417J2(), 2(852(420,+G'4820289I, #(, 81+,/5+=27*4,J75>:,
81+, +DD+084, 7D, 07(4828*+(8, /17(+4,J+5+, (78, D*GG9, *4+-, 2(, 81+,
D2548, 0'G0*G'827(, 7D, 49GG'6G+, -*5'827(I,[(G9, 47E+, )+(+5'G2Z+-,
01'5'08+5248204, 4*01, '4, 49GG'6G+, 07E/G+M282+4, J+5+, +E/G79+-,
2(48+'-, 7D, D*GG, 07E62('827(4, 7D, 07(4828*+(8, /17(+4, 87,
5+'47('6G9, 5+-*0+, 81+, 07(857G, D'08754I, #8, 'G47, 1'4, 47E+,
-5'J6'0>4,D57E,07E/*8'827('G,=2+J/72(84:,K2548:,284,8J7H48+/,
0'G0*G'827(,0'((78,6+,7/82E2Z+-,'8,7(+,82E+,'(-,D2(+5,E*8*'G,
07(8526*827(, 6+8J++(, 8J7, G+=+G4, )2=+4, -*5'827(, +55754, '4,
/72(8+-,7*8,/5+=27*4G9,XQYXVYI,\7J+=+5:,69,4+/'5'82(),07(857G,
2(87,2(8+5H49GG'6G+,G+=+G,'(-,2(85'H49GG'6G+,G+=+G:,8124,8J7HG+=+G,
0'G0*G'827(,-25+08G9,2E/G+E+(8+-,07(857G,12+5'5019,'(-,4+5=+-,
D75, 6+88+5, *(-+548'(-2(), 7D, 81+, *(-+5G92(), 82E2(), 07(857G,
01'5'08+5248204,81'8,07*G-,6+,'//G2+-,87,781+5,(7(H485+44,82E2(),
-*5'827(,01'5'08+5248204,XPYI,,
#(,8124,/'/+5:,J+,/57/74+,',49GG'6G+H6'4+-,-*5'827(,E7-+G,
D75,$1'2,*42(),E*G82HG+=+G,G2(+'5,5+)5+4427(:,5+D+55+-,'4,E*G82H
G+=+G, E7-+G, D57E, (7J, 7(:, 87, /5+-208, 49GG'6G+, '(-, /17(+,
-*5'827(I,]9,G2(+'5,/57/+589,7D,G2(+'5,5+)5+4427(,^&3_,E+817-,
284+GD:,28,E'9,(78,)2=+,81+,0G74+48,-*5'827(,='G*+I,\7J+=+5:,28,
0'(, 4+5=+, 7*5, /*5/74+, 7(, 764+5=2(), *(-+5G92(), +DD+084, 7D,
-+425+-, 07(857G, D'08754, 2(, 81+, E7-+GI, #(, ?'/'(+4+, -*5'827(,
E7-+G2(),XOY:, 28,'G47,417J4,81'8,&3,E7-+G,0'(,/57=2-+,)77-,
/5+-20827(,5+4*G84I,]9,*42(),&3:, 8J7,12+5'50120'G,&3,E7-+G4,
'8, 49GG'6G+, '(-, /17(+, G+=+G4, '5+, '-7/8+-, D75, 7/82E2Z2(), 81+,
/5+-20827(, '8, 6781, G+=+G4:, '(-, *(-+548'(-2(), 7D, *(-+5G92(),
82E2(), 07(857G4, '8, +'01, G+=+GI, #(, 49GG'6G+HG+=+G, E7-+G:,
07(4828*+(8, /17(+4, '5+, 'G47, 8'>+(, 2(87, '007*(8, '4, E*8*'G,
07(857G4,D57E,/17(+,G+=+GI,#(,/17(+,G+=+G,E7-+G:,7(G9,/17(+,
D'08754, '5+, *4+-, 2(, E7-+G2()I, #(, '--2827(:, 49GG'6G+,
'007EE7-'827(,*42(),'647G*8+,-*5'827(,'(-,-*5'827(, 5'827, 24,
'G47, 48*-2+-I, #(, 81+, D7GG7J2(), 4+0827(4:, 81+, -+8'2G4, 7D, 81+,
E*G82HG+=+G, -*5'827(,E7-+G, '5+, -+/208+-, 2(, .+0827(, @I, $1+(:,
-*5'827(, 07(857G, D'08754, *4+-, 2(, 81+, E7-+G, '5+, -+40526+-I,
.+0827(,R,)2=+4,81+,-+8'2G4,7D,4/++01,-'8',D75,+M/+52E+(84I,#(,
.+0827(, O, '(-, N:, J+, /5+4+(8, 81+, -*5'827(, /5+-20827(,
+M/+52E+(84, '(-, 5+4*G84, D7GG7J+-, 69, -240*4427(4, '(-,
07(0G*427(4I,
@>* +,$-*)/0$1-23*<2)&#*/(-36*</#1-'#&7&#*#-3&$0*
0&60&((-23*$3)*("##$%#&*$;;2<<2)$1-23*
@>=>* A7&07-&B*2C*1,&*D02D2(&)*)/0$1-23*<2)&#*
$1+, 7=+5=2+J, 7D, 81+, /57/74+-, -*5'827(, E7-+G, '(-, 07(857G,
D'08754, 24, 2GG*485'8+-, 2(, K2)*5+, !I, $1+, /57/74+-, E7-+G, 24, ',
49GG'6G+H6'4+-, -*5'827(, E7-+G, J281, 8J7, &3, 4*6HE7-+G4,'8,
49GG'6G+,'(-,/17(+, G+=+G4I,$1+,E7-+G,07(42-+54,49GG'6G+,'4,',
/52E'59, 82E2(),*(28:,'(-,/17(+,5+/5+4+(84,07(4828*+(8, 82E2(),
07(485'2(84I, #(, 49GG'6G+HG+=+G, E7-+G:, 49GG'6G+, -*5'827(, 24,
E7-+G+-, D57E, 07(857G, D'08754, 5'()2(), D57E, /17(+HG+=+G, 87,
65+'81H)57*/,G+=+G4I,#(,/17(+HG+=+G,E7-+G:,-*5'827(,E7-+G2(),
24,0'G0*G'8+-,2(,8J7,48+/4I,K2548:,/17(+HG+=+G,&3,E7-+G,*42(),
7(G9,49GG'620,07(4828*+(8,/17(+4,+482E'8+4,)+(+5'G2Z+-,/17(+,
-*5'827(,D75,+'01,07(4828*+(8,/17(+,07(8+M8I,$1+(:,07(4828*+(8,
/17(+,-*5'827(,24,)+(+5'8+-,69,49GG'6G+,'007EE7-'827(,*42(),
/5+-208+-, 49GG'6G+, -*5'827(, D57E, 81+, 49GG'6G+HG+=+GI, C4,
2(857-*0+-:, /17(+, '(-, 49GG'6G+, G+=+G4, 07(8526*8+, 82E2(),
07(857G4, 7(, +'01, 781+5I, $7, 07/+, J281, 81+, E*8*'G, 07(857G4:,
/17(+,07(8+M8,J281,49GG'6G+,67*(-'59,2(D75E'827(,'5+,41'5+-,
6+8J++(, 8J7, G+=+G4I, C8, 49GG'6G+HG+=+G:, 28, 8'>+4, 2(85'H49GG'620,
'(-,2(8+5H49GG'620,/17(+4,2(87,'007*(8I,[(,81+,781+5,1'(-:,'8,
/17(+, G+=+G:, 7(G9, 2(85'H49GG'620, 07(4828*+(8, /17(+4, '5+,
07(42-+5+-I,
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B7E/'52(), 87, 07(=+(827('G, 49GG'6G+H6'4+-, E7-+G, XNY:,
81+5+, '5+, 8J7, E'2(, -2DD+5+(0+4I, K2548:, 07(857G4, 7D, 49GG'6G+H
G+=+G,'(-,/17(+HG+=+G,E7-+G4,'5+,(78,+(825+G9,4+/'5'8+-I,$1+9,
41'5+, 49GG'620, 07(4828*+(8, /17(+4, 87, 07/+, J281, E*8*'G,
07(857G4I, .+07(-:, /17(+, -*5'827(, 24, (78, -25+08G9, -+8+5E2(+-,
D57E,49GG'6G+,'007EE7-'827(,7D,E+'(,-*5'827(,'(-,48'(-'5-,
-+=2'827(4I, #(48+'-:, )+(+5'G2Z+-, /17(+, -*5'827(, D75, +'01,
07(4828*+(8,/17(+,07(8+M8,24,*4+-,2(,49GG'6G+,'007EE7-'827(I,
$124,)+(+5'G2Z+-,-*5'827(,24,+482E'8+-,69,81+,/17(+HG+=+G,&3,
E7-+G, *42(), 0*55+(8, /17(+, '(-, 07(4828*+(8, /17(+, 07(8+M8I,
\+(0+:, 81+, )+(+5'G2Z+-, /17(+, -*5'827(, 7D, 'GG, 07(4828*+(8,
/17(+4,1'=+,07(8'2(+-,2(852(420,-*5'827(,7D,0*55+(8,/17(+,'(-,
-*5'827(,01'5'08+5248204,7D,81+25,07(4828*+(8,/17(+,07(8+M8I,
E,23&*C$;120(
!"##$%#&*C$;120(
F20)*C$;120(*
?3123$1-23'D,0$(&*C$;120(*
G0&$1,'602/D*C$;120(*
!"##$%#&*)/0>*<2)&#*
E,23&*)/0>*<2)&#*
+23&'602/D*C$;120(*
)
:30-'/)1)S*G82HG+=+G,&3,-*5'827(,E7-+G)
@>@>* 8-3&$0*0&60&((-23*<2)&#*
$7,E7-+G, '(-, '('G9Z+, -*5'827(, 07(857G:, ', G2(+'5, 5+)5+4427(H
6'4+-, E7-+G, 24, '-7/8+-, D75, 4'>+, 7D, +'4+, 7(, 764+5=2(),
*(-+5G92(),07(857G,+DD+084I,#(,8124,J75>:,8J7,G2(+'5,5+)5+4427(,
^&3_, E7-+G4, '5+, '//G2+-, 87, 49GG'6G+HG+=+G, '(-, /17(+HG+=+G,
E7-+G4I, $1+4+, &3,E7-+G4, 1'=+, 6++(, +E/G79+-, 2(, ?'/'(+4+,
-*5'827(,E7-+G2(),XOY:,'(-,+M/5+44+-,2(,`WI,!I,
, ! " ;3
< %
3<%<%=>3> ::R:@:!a !#$$%# & , ^!_,
J1+5+,A:)!3:, > :)=)<%:,'(-,")<%^3_,,5+/5+4+(84,81+,(*E6+5,7D,
-'8':, 81+, /5+-208+-, -*5'827(, 7D, 81+, 3$", 4'E/G+:, 81+, E+'(,
-*5'827(,7D,'GG,4'E/G+4:,81+,5+)5+4427(,07+DD202+(8,7D,0'8+)759,
%, 7D, 07(857G, D'0875, <:, '(-, 81+, 01'5'08+524820, D*(0827(,
5+4/+082=+G9I,$1+,01'5'08+524820,D*(0827(,5+/5+4+(84,+M2482(),7D,
07(857G,D'08754,2(,81+,3$",4'E/G+I,$1+,D*(0827(,24,4+8,87,!,2D,81+,
07(42-+52(), D'0875, +M2484:, 781+5J24+:, 28, +W*'G4, TI, $1+,
5+)5+4427(,07+DD202+(84,=)<%,0'(,6+,2(8+5/5+8+-,'4,07(857G,+DD+08,
7D,81+,D'0875I,#8,0'(,6+,0'G0*G'8+-,69,E2(2E2Z2(),+W*'827(,^@_,
*42(),',07(=+(827('G,E*G82/G+,G2(+'5,5+)5+4427(,E+817-I, ,
, ! "$ '
3
33 >>
@a , ^@_,
@>H>* I23102#*C$;120(*
3+)'5-2(),87,07(857G,D'08754:,42M,12+5'50120'G,G+=+G4,7D,07(857G,
D'08754, '5+, 07(42-+5+-, 1+5+, '4, 417J(, 2(, K2)*5+, !I, $'6G+, !,
/5+4+(84, 81+, G2484,7D,07(857G, D'08754,*4+-, 2(, 81+,49GG'6G+HG+=+G,
E7-+GI,$1+,D'08754,5'()+,D57E,/17(+, 87,65+'81,)57*/, G+=+G4I,,
B7(0+5(2(), 87, 07(4828*+(8, /17(+4, '(-, 49GG'620, (+2)16752(),
07(8+M8:, 49GG'6G+, 24, -+42)(+-, 2(, 81+, D75E, 7D, 7(4+8H(*0G+*4H
07-'I, [(4+8, '(-, 07-', 5+/5+4+(8, 42()G+, 07(47('(84, 75,
07(47('(8, 0G*48+54I, A*0G+*4, 07=+54, 41758, '(-, G7(), =7J+G4:,
'(-:, 41758, '(-, G7(), -2/1817()4I, $'6G+, @, /5+4+(84, 81'8, 7(G9,
0*55+(8,/17(+,'(-,49GG'620,07(4828*+(8,/17(+4,'5+,'-7/8+-, 2(,
/17(+HG+=+G,E7-+GI,$1+,0*55+(8,/17(+,07=+54,'GG,/17(+4,81'8,
-+D2(+-,2(,7(4+8:,(*0G+*4:,'(-,07-'I,#(,0'4+,7D,81+,07(4828*+(8,
/17(+, D'08754:, 81+9, '5+, '//G2+-, '8, /17(+, G+=+G, 87, 07(8526*8+,
49GG'620,485*08*5+,2(D75E'827(,2(,/17(+,E7-+G2()I,
)
?#.@/)1,C,G2484,7D,07(857G,D'08754,D75,49GG'6G+HG+=+G,E7-+G)
B7(857G,G+=+G, B7(857G,D'08754,
]5+'81,)57*/, H, &+()81,^49GG'6G+,07*(8,2(,!T,40'G+4_,
H, b742827(,2(,*(28,^2(282'G:,E2-,75,D2('G_,,
#(87('827(,/15'4+, H, &+()81,^49GG'6G+,07*(8,2(,!T,40'G+4_,
H, b742827(,2(,*(28,^2(282'G:,E2-,75,D2('G_,
$7(+,)57*/, H, &+()81,^49GG'6G+,07*(8,2(,!T,40'G+4_,
H, b742827(,2(,*(28,^2(282'G:,E2-,75,D2('G_,
;75-, H, &+()81,^49GG'6G+,07*(8,2(,!T,40'G+4_,
H, b742827(,2(,*(28,^2(282'G:,E2-,75,D2('G_,
H, b'58,7D,4/++01,,^OQ,89/+4_,
.9GG'6G+, H, B*55+(8H49GG'6G+,$7(+,^$7(+,!HN_,
H, B7(8+M8*'G,87(+4,,
^@H/5+0++-2(),'(-,@,4*00++-2(),87(+4_,
H, .85+44,G+=+G,^485+44+-%*(485+44+-_,
b17(+, H, .9GG'620,07(4828*+(8,/17(+4,,
^7(4+8:,(*0G+*4,'(-,07-'_,
H, .9GG'620,(+2)16752(),07(8+M8,
^G+'-2()H49GG'6G+,(*0G+*4,75,07-':,'(-,
4*00++-2()H49GG'6G+,7(4+8_,
?#.@/)6,C,G248,7D,07(857G,D'08754,D75,/17(+HG+=+G,E7-+G)
B7(857G,G+=+G, B7(857G,D'08754,
b17(+, H, B*55+(8,/17(+,
H, .9GG'620,07(4828*+(8,/17(+4,,
^7(4+8:,(*0G+*4,'(-,07-'_,
@>J>* +0$-3-36* ("##$%#&'#&7&#* $3)* D,23&'#&7&#* )/0$1-23*
<2)&#(*
$7, 768'2(, ', D*GG, E7-+G:, J+, 48'58, D57E, 81+, 49GG'6G+HG+=+G,
85'2(2()I,C8,49GG'6G+,G+=+G:,J+,0'(,-25+08G9,85'2(,81+,E7-+G,69,
+E/G792(), 81+, 07(857G, D'08754, G248+-, 2(, $'6G+, !, 87, G2(+'5,
5+)5+4427(, 2(, `WI!, J281, 81+, G2(+'5, 7/82E2Z'827(, '4, 48'8+-, 2(,
.+0827(,@I@I,,
#(, 81+, /17(+, G+=+G, E7-+G2():, 81+, /5+-208+-, 49GG'6G+,
-*5'827(, D57E, 81+, 49GG'6G+HG+=+G,E7-+G, 24, *4+-, 87, '-c*48, 81+,
/5+-208+-, /17(+, -*5'827(, 87, 81+, /5+-208+-, 49GG'6G+, 7(+I, $7,
85'2(,81+,/17(+HG+=+G,&3,E7-+G:,07(4828*+(8,/17(+,-*5'827(,7D,
81+, /5+-208+-, 49GG'6G+, 24, (++-+-I, .2(0+, J+, 0'(, 768'2(, 7(G9,
07(4828*+(8,/17(+,-*5'827(,7D, 81+,/5+-208+-,49GG'6G+:, 49GG'6G+,
-*5'827(, '-c*48E+(8, 24, (++-+-, 87, 81+, 07(4828*+(8, /17(+,
-*5'827(4I,K75,8124,'-c*48E+(8:,J+,42E/G9,*4+,G2(+'5,40'G2(),'4,
417J(,2(,`WI,RI,,
, ((
)
*
+
+
,
-
.# $
#
_^a_^_^
!
: 3>>A>A>
;
3
B"+>@B"#%%B" , ^R_,
J1+5+, >B"2#%%^ A _:) >B"^ 3 _:, >B"^ A _:, '(-, !+>@, 5+/5+4+(8,
49GG'6G+H'007EE7-'8+-, /17(+, -*5'827(, 7D, 81+, A$", , E+'4*5+-,
/17(+,2(,E781+5,49GG'6G+:,E+'4*5+-,/17(+,-*5'827(,7D,81+, 3$")
'(-) A$", , E+'4*5+-, /17(+, 2(, E781+5, 49GG'6G+:, '(-, /5+-208+-,
-*5'827(,7D,E781+5,49GG'6G+I,
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CD8+5, 81+, 49GG'6G+, '-c*48E+(8:, 81+, 5+0'G0*G'8+-, /17(+,
-*5'827(4,J+5+,*4+-,D75,85'2(2(),7D,81+,/17(+HG+=+G,E7-+GI,
H>* !D&&;,*)$1$*
#(, 8124, J75>:, PRN, /17(+820'GG9, 6'G'(0+-, 4+(8+(0+4, 4+G+08+-,
D57E, $.9(B, 075/*4, X!NY, J+5+, '-7/8+-I,$124, -'8', 07(8'2(4,
DG*+(8G9, 5+'-, 4/++01, 5+075-+-, 69, ', $1'2, D+E'G+, '((7*(0+5I,
$1*4:, 8124, 5+'-2(), 489G+, 24,E75+, DG*+(8, 81'(, )+(+5'G, 5+'-2(),
489G+,'(-,28,47*(-4,G2>+,'((7*(02(),4/++01,5'81+5,81'(,5+'-2(),
7(+I,$1+,878'G,-'8',G+()81,+M0G*-2(),42G+(0+4,24,'//57M2E'8+G9,
QT, E2(*8+4I, #(, 49GG'6G+HG+=+G, -'8', 4+8:, 28, 07(8'2(4,
'//57M2E'8+G9, @T:UTT, 49GG'6G+4I, #(, /17(+HG+=+G, -'8', 4+8:, 28,
07(8'2(4,'//57M2E'8+G9,NN:@TT,/17(+4I,b17(+4,'5+,4+)E+(8+-,
'*87E'820'GG9, *42(), \SSH6'4+-, 4+)E+(8'827(I, $1+,
4+)E+(8'827(,+55754,J+5+,0755+08+-,69,1'(-I,
$7, +='G*'8+, 81+, /57/74+-, E7-+G:, 6781, -'8', 4+84, J+5+,
+W*'GG9, -2=2-+-, 2(87, D2=+, 4*64+84,D75,+='G*'827(,*42(),NHD7G-,
05744H='G2-'827(I,`'01,4*64+8,J'4,*4+-,7(0+,'4,',8+48,4+8,'(-,
81+, 5+48, J'4, D75, 85'2(2()I, $1+4+, -'8', 4+84, J+5+, *4+-,
8157*)17*8,81+,/'/+5I,
J>* ./0$1-23*D0&)-;1-23*&KD&0-<&31(*
;+, 07(-*08+-, 8J7, +M/+52E+(84, 87, E+'4*5+, 81+, D7GG7J2(),
01'5'08+5248204d, '_, +DD+084, 7D, 12)1+5H/17(+HG+=+G, 07(857G,
D'08754, 7(, /17(+, -*5'827(, 6_, +DD+084, 7D, -*5'827(, 89/+4, 7(,
49GG'6G+, '007EE7-'827(, '(-, /17(+, -*5'827(I, S75+7=+5:, J+,
07E/'5+-, 81+, /57/74+-, E*G82HG+=+G, -*5'827(, E7-+G, '(-, ',
07(=+(827('G,42()G+HG+=+G,/17(+H6'4+-,E7-+GI,
J>=>* LCC&;1(*2C*,-6,&0'D,23&'#&7&#*;23102#*C$;120(M*)/0$1-23*
1"D&(*$3)*("##$%#&*$;;2<<2)$1-23*
$7,07(D25E, 81+, 5+'47('6G+(+44,7D,07(4828*+(8,/17(+,-*5'827(,
0'G0*G'827(, -240'5-2(), 12)1+5HG+=+G, 07(857G, D'08754:, J+,
'('G9Z+-,-7E2('(8,D'08754,2(,/17(+,-*5'827(,07(857GI,K2)*5+,@,
417J4,81+,+M/+52E+(8,07(D2)*5'827(I,$124,+M/+52E+(8,4+84,*/,
',&3,/17(+,-*5'827(,E7-+G,*42(),8J7,4+84,7D,07(857G,D'08754I,
$1+, D2548, 4+8:, 5+D+55+-, '4, .+8, C:, 2(0G*-+4, 'GG, 12)1+5H/17(+H
G+=+G, 07(857G, D'08754, '4, 2(/*8I, #(, 07(85'48:, 81+, 4+07(-, 7(+:,
5+D+55+-, '4, .+8, ]:, -240'5-4, 81+, 12)1+5HG+=+G, D'08754I, #(,
'--2827(:,81+4+,8J7,4+84,41'5+,',4+8,7D,07EE7(,07(857G,D'08754,
2I+I,0*55+(8,/17(+,'(-,49GG'620,07(4828*+(8,/17(+4I,,
I23102#*C$;120(*' !&1*:
H B*55+(8,/17(+
H B7(4828*+(8,/17(+4
7D,E781+5,49GG'6G+
H $1+,781+5,D'08754,
5'()2(),D57E,49GG'6G+
87,65+'81,)57*/,G+=+G4
I23102#*C$;120(*' !&1*G
H B*55+(8,/17(+
H B7(4828*+(8,/17(+4
7D,E781+5,49GG'6G+
89*<2)&#*C20
D,23&*)/0$1-23*
D0&)-;1-23
* 2)&#*C20
D,23&*)/0$1-23*
D0&)-;1-23
E,23&*)/0$1-23
8-3&$0'(;$#-36*("##$%#&*
$;;2<<2)$1-23*/(-36*
<&$(/0&)*("##$%#&*)/0>
-3&$0'(;$#-36*("##$%#&*
$;;2 2)$1-23*/(-36*
&$(/0&)*("##$%#&*)/0>
+0$-3-36*)/0$1-23
H C647G*8+,-*5'827(
H b17(+%49GG'6G+,
-*5'827(,5'827
)
:30-'/) 6, `M/+52E+(8, 7(, 81+, +DD+084, 7D, 12)1+5H/17(+H
G+=+G,07(857G,D'08754,2(,/17(+,-*5'827()
.2(0+,07(4828*+(8,/17(+4,1'=+,87,/57/+5G9,D28,2(87,49GG'6G+,
D5'E+:,49GG'6G+,'007EE7-'827(,'-c*48E+(8,J'4,+='G*'8+-I,$7,
D28,81+,/17(+4,2(87,81+,E781+5,49GG'6G+:,8J7,89/+4,7D,D2882(),'5+,
+='G*'8+-I, $1+, D2548, E+817-, '-7/84,'647G*8+,/17(+,-*5'827(,
J281, G2(+'5, 40'G2()I,$1+,781+5,7(+, 24,6'4+-,7(,-*5'827(, 5'827,
6+8J++(, 07(4828*+(8, /17(+, -*5'827(, '(-, 81+,E781+5, 49GG'6G+,
-*5'827(I, #(, 8124, E+817-:, 'GG, /17(+, -*5'827(, 2(, 81+, 4'E+,
E781+5, 49GG'6G+, 24, (75E'G2Z+-, 69, -*5'827(, 7D, 81+, E781+5,
49GG'6G+I, , $1+, 49GG'6G+, 5'827, J'4, *4+-, D75, +=+59, 07(4828*+(8,
/17(+4I,$1*4:,4*EE'827(,7D,'GG,07(4828*+(8,-*5'827(,5'8274,2(,
', 49GG'6G+, 'GJ'94, +W*'G4, 7(+, *(28I, L*52(), 49GG'6G+,
'007EE7-'827(:, 49GG'6G+,-*5'827(,E+'4*5+-, D57E, 81+, 075/*4,
24, *4+-, '4, -*5'827(, 8+E/G'8+, D75, D2882()I, $7, 07E/'5+, 81+,
5+4*G84:, 6781, -*5'827(, 89/+4, '5+, '//G2+-, 87, 6781, -*5'827(,
E7-+G4I,,
J>@>* 4/#1-'#&7&#*$3)*(-36#&'#&7&#*<2)&#-36*;2<D$0-(23*
$7, +='G*'8+, 81+, /57/74+-, E*G82HG+=+G, -*5'827(, E7-+G:, J+,
07E/'5+-, 81+, /57/74+-, 7(+, '(-, ', 07(=+(827('G, 42()G+HG+=+G,
7(+I,K2)*5+,R,417J4,81+,07(D2)*5'827(,7D,49GG'6G+HG+=+G,E7-+GI,
$7, /5+-208, -*5'827(:, J+, +E/G79+-, 81+, D7GG7J2(), 07(857G,
D'08754, '4, 2(/*8e, 07(4828*+(8, /17(+4:, 49GG'620, (+2)16752(),
07(8+M8:, 0*55+(8H49GG'6G+, 87(+:, 07(8+M8*'G, 87(+4:, 485+44, G+=+G,
'(-,'GG,07(857G,D'08754,D57E,781+5,12)1+5,G+=+G4,5'()2(),D57E,
J75-,87,65+'81,)57*/,G+=+G4I,.9GG'6G+,-*5'827(,/5+-208+-,D57E,
81+, E7-+G, J'4, *4+-, D75, 81+, /17(+HG+=+G,E7-+GI, K2)*5+, O,
417J4,81+,/17(+HG+=+G,E7-+G,'4,+M/G'2(+-,2(,.+0827(,OI!,J281,
81+, D'08754,.+8,]I,C4,48'8+-:,'647G*8+,/17(+,-*5'827(, 24,*4+-,
2(,8124,E7-+GI,
,
I23102#*C$;120(
H B7(4828*+(8,/17(+4
7D,0*55+(8,49GG'6G+
H A+2)16752(),/17(+4
7D,0*55+(8,49GG'6G+
H $1+,781+5,D'08754,
5'()2(),D57E,49GG'6G+
87,65+'81,)57*/,G+=+G4
4/#1-'#&7&#*89*<2)&#*
C20*("##$%#&*)/0$1-23*
D0&)-;1-23
/#1-'#&7&#* * 2)&#*
C20*("##$%#&*)/0$1-23*
D0&)-;1-23
!"##$%#&*)/0$1-23
)
:30-'/) C) .9GG'6G+HG+=+G, 07(857G, D'08754, 2(, 81+, E*G82H
G+=+G,-*5'827(,E7-+G)
,
I23102#*C$;120(
H B*55+(8,/17(+
H B7(4828*+(8,/17(+4
7D,E781+5,49GG'6G+
4/#1-'#&7&#*89*<2)&#*
C20*D,23&*)/0$1-23*
D0&)-;1-23
/#1-'#&7&#* * 2)&#*
C20*D,23&*)/0$1-23*
D0&)-;1-23
E,23&*)/0$1-23
8-3&$0'(;$#-36*("##$%#&*
$;;2<<2)$1-23*/(-36*
D0&)-;1&)*("##$%#&*)/0>
-3&$0'(;$#-36*("##$%#&*
$;;2 2)$1-23*/(-36*
D0&)-;1&)*("##$%#&*)/0>
)
:30-'/)D)b17(+HG+=+G,07(857G,D'08754,2(,81+,E*G82HG+=+G,
-*5'827(,E7-+G)
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K75, 07E/'5247(:,J+, /5+-208+-,81+, /17(+,-*5'827(,*42(),
81+, 07(=+(827('G, 42()G+HG+=+G, /17(+H6'4+-,E7-+G, +E/G792(),
&3, E7-+G, +M/5+44+-, 2(, `WI, !I, K2)*5+, N, 417J4, 81+, 07(857G,
D'08754,D75,',07(=+(827('G,42()G+HG+=+G,/17(+,-*5'827(,E7-+GI,
#(, 8124,/17(+H6'4+-,E7-+G:,J+, -240'5-+-,49GG'6G+,67*(-'59,
2(D75E'827(, '(-, 85+'8+-, +=+59, /17(+, 67*(-'59, 2(, 81+, 4'E+,
E'((+5I, #(, 8124,E7-+G:,J+, '-7/8+-, 42Z+H+W*2='G+(8, E7=2(),
J2(-7J4,7D,D2=+,/17(+4,0+(8+5+-,'8,81+,E2-,/742827(,'4,2(/*8,
87,07=+5,G7()+5,07(8+M8I,$7,E'>+,81+,E7-+G,07E/'5'6G+:, 81+,
781+5,07(857G,D'08754,81'8,'//G9,87,81+,E*G82HG+=+G,E7-+G,J+5+,
'G47,2(0G*-+-,2(,8124,E7-+GI,
I23102#*C$;120(
H B*55+(8,/17(+
H A+2)16752(),/17(+4,
^@ G+D8,'(-,@ 52)18_
H $1+,781+5,D'08754,
5'()2(),D57E,49GG'6G+
87,65+'81,)57*/,G+=+G4
!-36#&*89*<2)&#*
C20*D,23&*)/0$1-23*
D0&)-;1-23
!-36#&* * 2)&#*
C20*D,23&*)/0$1-23*
D0&)-;1-23
E,23&*)/0$1-23* )
:30-'/)E,B7(857G,D'08754,+E/G79+-,D75,',07(=+(827('G,42()G+H
G+=+G,/17(+,-*5'827(,E7-+G)
N>* LKD&0-<&31$#*0&(/#1(*
;+, +='G*'8+-, /5+-20827(, /5+02427(, 7D, 81+, /57/74+-, -*5'827(,
E7-+G,*42(),NHD7G-,05744,='G2-'827(,87,'=72-,'(9,62'4,/576G+E,
2(, 4+G+082(), 81+, 85'2(2(), '(-, 8+48, 4+84I, 3S., +55754, '(-,
b+'547(f4,/57-*08HE7E+(8,0755+G'827(,6+8J++(,E+'4*5+-,'(-,
/5+-208+-,-*5'827(4,'5+,+E/G79+-,'4,+='G*'827(,E+'4*5+4I,$1+,
'=+5')+, ='G*+4, 7D, 81+, 5+4*G84, D57E, 81+, 05744, ='G2-'827(, '5+,
*4+-,D75,'('G9424I,
N>=>* :3$#"(-(*0&(/#1(*(/DD201-36*</#1-'#&7&#*<2)&#-36*
3S.,/5+-20827(,+55754,7D,81+,/17(+,-*5'827(,E7-+G,'5+,417J(,
2(,K2)*5+,P,^'_I,C4,417J(,2(,81+,K2)*5+:,81+,E7-+G,*42(),7(G9,
/17(+, D'08754, )'=+, +W*2='G+(8, 75, 6+88+5, /5+-20827(, 81'(, 81+,
E7-+G, *42(), 'GG, 07(857G, D'08754I, b17(+, -*5'827(, 0'G0*G'827(,
*42(), '647G*8+, -*5'827(, )'=+, 81+, 6+88+5, 5+4*G84, 81'(, 81+,
07(=+(827('G, 7(+, *42(), 5'827I, $1+, 0755+G'827(4, 6+8J++(, 81+,
/5+-208+-,'(-,81+,E+'4*5+-,/17(+,-*5'827(,417J+-,81+,4'E+,
8+(-+(09,'4,417J(,2(,K2)*5+,P,^6_I,$1+4+,5+4*G84,4*))+48,81'8,
/17(+,-*5'827(, 24,12)1G9,0755+G'8+-,J281, G70'G,/17(+,D'08754:,
'(-,81'8,'647G*8+,-*5'827(,)2=+4,6+88+5,5+4*G84,81'(,5'827,*4+-,
2(,07(=+(827('G,/17(+,-*5'827(,0'G0*G'827(I,,
C4,417J(,2(,81+,5+4*G84:,28, 24,87,6+,(78+-, 81'8, 81+,E7-+G,
*42(), 7(G9, /17(+, D'08754,/+5D75E4,6+88+5, 81'(, 81+, 7(+, 81'8,
2(0G*-+4,'GG, D'08754I,$124, D'08, 4*//7584, 81+, 5+'47('6G+(+44,7D,
81+,/57/74+-,E*G82HG+=+G,D75E*G'827(,42(0+,49GG'6G+,/+5D75E+-,
'4,',82E2(),D5'E+,D75,07(4828*+(8,/17(+4I,
S75+7=+5:, J+, 'G47, 07E/'5+-, 81+, /5+-208+-, /17(+,
-*5'827(, 6+D75+, '(-, 'D8+5, 49GG'6G+, '007EE7-'827(, *42(), 81+,
4'E+, +M/+52E+(84, -+40526+-, 2(, .+0827(, OI!I, K2)*5+, P, ^0_,
417J4, 81'8, 81+, E7-+G, J281, 49GG'6G+, '007EE7-'827(, )'=+,
6+88+5, /5+-20827(, 5+4*G84, 81'(, 81+, 7(+, J2817*8, 49GG'6G+,
'007EE7-'827(I,C4,417J(,2(,81+,K2)*5+:,J+,07*G-,D2(-,81'8:,
6+D75+, '-c*482(), 49GG'6G+, '007EE7-'827(:, 81+, E7-+G,
2(0G*-2(), 12)1+5H/17(+HG+=+G, D'08754, )'=+, 6+88+5, /5+-20827(,
81'(,81+,7(+,*42(),7(G9,/17(+,D'08754I,CD8+5,'007EE7-'82(),
49GG'6G+, J281, 07(4828*+(8, /17(+4:, 81+, E7-+G, *42(), /17(+,
D'08754,7(G9,)'=+,6+88+5,5+4*G84:,2(48+'-I,,
$1*4:, 81+4+, 5+4*G84, 4*//758, 81+, 2-+', 81'8, 81+,12)1H/17(+H
G+=+G, 07(857G, D'08754,E'2(G9, 07(8526*8+, 7(, 49GG'6G+, -*5'827(:,
'(-:, 81'8, /17(+, -*5'827(, 24, E'2(G9, 07(857GG+-, 69, G70'G,
07(4828*+(8,/17(+, D'08754I,K*581+5E75+:, 8124, 417J,/744262G289,
87,4+/'5'8+,',/17(+,-*5'827(,E7-+G,D57E,781+5,G+=+G,E7-+G4I,,
^'_,3S.,/5+-20827(,+55754)
@O>OO
@J>OO
@P>OO
H@>OO
:%(> 91> :%(> 91>
E,>*A3#" :##*Q$;>
9
4
!*
&0
02
0*
R<
(S
+0$-3-36
+&(1
)
^6_,B755+G'827(,6+8J++(,/5+-208+-,'(-,E+'4*5+-,-*5'827(4)
O>P@O
O>PJO
O>PTO
O>PPO
O>UOO
:%( 91 :%( 91
E,>*A3#" :##*Q$;>
I
20
0&
#$
1-2
3
+0$-3-36
+&(1
)
^0_,`DD+084,7D,49GG'6G+,'007EE7-'827(,7(,81+,E7-+G,
@J>OO
@U>OO
HJ>OO
HU>OO
JJ>OO
!: 3!: !: 3!:
E,>*A3#" :##*Q$;>
9
4
!*
&0
02
0*
R<
(S
+0$-3-36
+&(1
)
:30-'/) F) b5+-20827(, 5+4*G84, 7D, 81+, /17(+, -*5'827(,E7-+G,
^b1I,[(G9,'(-,CGG,K'0I,48'(-,D75,*42(),/17(+,D'08754,7(G9:,
*42(),'GG,07(857G, D'08754:, 5+4/+082=+G9I,C64I,'(-,38I,E+'(,
/17(+, -*5'827(, 0'G0*G'827(, *42(), '647G*8+, -*5'827(:,
-*5'827(, 5'827, 5+4/+082=+G9I, .C, '(-, .C, 48'(-, D75, J281:,
J2817*8,49GG'6G+,'007EE7-'827(:,5+4/+082=+G9I_)
N>@>* I2<D$0-(23* %&1B&&3* 1,&* D02D2(&)* <2)&#* $3)* $*
;237&31-23$#*23&*
$1+,3S.,+55754,6+8J++(,/5+-208+-,-*5'827(,'(-,81+,764+5=+-,
7(+, J+5+, 0'G0*G'8+-, 6781, D75, 49GG'6G+, '(-, /17(+, -*5'827(4I,
K2)*5+,Q, ^'_, 417J4, 49GG'6G+HG+=+G,/5+-20827(,+55754,6+8J++(,
81+, E*G82HG+=+G, '(-, 42()G+HG+=+G, E7-+G4I, C4, 417J(, 2(, 81+,
K2)*5+:,81+,E*G82HG+=+G,E7-+G,)'=+,6+88+5,/5+-20827(,/5+02427(,
81'(,81+,42()G+HG+=+G,-*5'827(,E7-+GI,K2)*5+,Q,^6_,417J4,81'8,
81+,/57/74+-,E7-+G,)'=+,',12)1+5,/5+-20827(,0755+G'827(,81'(,
81+,42()G+HG+=+G,7(+I,
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^'_,3S.,+55754,2(,49GG'6G+,-*5'827(,
JN>OO
JT>OO
JV>OO
JP>OO
!-36#&'#&7&# 4/#1-'#&7&#
9
4
!*
&0
02
0*
R<
(S
+0$-3-36
+&(1
)
^6_,B755+G'827(4,6+8J++(,/5+-208+-,'(-,E+'4*5+-,-*5'827(4)
O>PUN
O>UOO
O>UON
O>U=O
!-36#&'#&7&# 4/#1-'#&7&#
I
20
0&
#$
1-2
3
+0$-3-36
+&(1
)
:30-'/) G, $1+, 07E/'5247(, 7D, /5+-20827(, /5+02427(, 2(,
49GG'6G+, -*5'827(, 6+8J++(, 81+, E*G82HG+=+G, E7-+G, '(-,
81+,42()G+HG+=+G,E7-+G,
C8,/17(+, G+=+G:, 6781,/5+-20827(, +55754, '(-, 0755+G'827(,7D,
81+,/57/74+-,E7-+G,J+5+,6+88+5,81'(,8174+,7D,81+,42()G+HG+=+G,
E7-+G, '4, 417J(, 2(, K2)*5+, VI, $1+, -2DD+5+(8, 7D, /5+-20827(,
'00*5'09,7D,6781,E7-+G4,J+5+,(78,47,62)I,\7J+=+5:,81+,6+88+5,
5+4*G84, '8, 6781, 49GG'6G+, '(-, /17(+, G+=+G4, 4*//758, 81'8, 81+,
/57/74+-, E7-+G, 7*8/+5D75E4, 81+, 42()G+HG+=+G, E7-+G, 2(,
-*5'827(,E7-+G2()I,,
^'_,3S.,+55754,2(,/17(+,-*5'827(,
H=>PO
H@>OO
H@>@O
H@>JO
!-36#&'#&7&# 4/#1-'#&7&#
9
4
!*
&0
02
0*
R<
(S
+0$-3-36
+&(1
)
^6_,B755+G'827(4,6+8J++(,/5+-208+-,'(-,E+'4*5+-,-*5'827(4,
O>POT
O>POP
O>P=O
O>P=@
O>P=J
O>P=T
!-36#&'#&7&# 4/#1-'#&7&#
I
20
0&
#$
1-2
3
+0$-3-36
+&(1
)
:30-'/) H) $1+, 07E/'5247(, 7D, /5+-20827(, /5+02427(, 2(,
/17(+,-*5'827(,6+8J++(,81+,E*G82HG+=+G,E7-+G,'(-,81+,
42()G+HG+=+G,E7-+G,
$7, '('G9Z+, 0755+4/7(-+(0+, 6+8J++(, E+'4*5+-, '(-,
/5+-208+-, 49GG'6G+, -*5'827(:, J+, 417J+-, 81+, 40'88+5, /G78, 7D,
E+'4*5+-,49GG'6G+,-*5'827(,=+54*4,/5+-208+-,7(+, 2(,K2)*5+,UI,
C4, 417J(, 2(, 8124, K2)*5+:, 28, 0G+'5G9, 417J+-, 8J7, -*5'827(,
)57*/4, 0+(8+5+-, '//57M2E'8+G9, '8, @TT, '(-, NTT, E4:,
5+4/+082=+G9I, ;+, D7*(-, 81'8, 81+4+, )57*/4, 0755+4/7(-+-, 87,
49GG'6G+4, '8, (7(HD2('GH/15'4+, '(-, D2('GH/15'4+, /742827(4:,
5+4/+082=+G9I, C, G'5)+, G+()81+(2(), +DD+08, 7D, D2('GH/15'4+,
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Abstract
HiddenMarkov Models based text-to-speech(HMM-TTS)syn-
thesis is one of the techniques for generating speech from
trained statistical models where spectrum and prosody of ba-
sic speech units are modelled altogether. This paper presents
the advances in our SpanishHMM-TTS and a perceptual test is
conducted to compare it with an extended PSOLA-based con-
catenative (E-PSOLA) system. The improvements have been
performed on phonetic information and contextual factors ac-
cording to the Castilian Spanish language and speech genera-
tion using a mixed excitation(ME) technique. The results show
the preference of the new HMM-TTS system in front of the
previous system and a better MOS in comparison with a real
E-PSOLA in terms of acceptability, intelligibility and stability.
1. Introduction
One of the main problems of concatenative text-to-speech
(TTS) systems is the degradation of quality when the database
does not comprise the best units to be synthesized. Hence,
larger databases are required for these kinds of systems. As the
database grows up, it is more suitable to contain a unit closer to
the target and more likely to have a better join [1]. In order to
reduce errors, this database could become difficult to process.
Therefore, a common solution is to use a limited domain con-
text where text to be synthesized is under control (e.g. Virtual
Weather man [2]).
Thence it follows that the final objective is to improve qual-
ity and naturalness in applications for general purpose. The
main feature of the HMM-TTS is the statistical modelling of
units producing a smoothed and natural speech that have been
shown to be a possible advantage in front of the quality discon-
tinuities in the concatenative systems [3]. Moreover, the main
benefitof HMM-TTSis the capabilityof modellingvoices in or-
der to synthesizedifferent speaker features, styles and emotions
and perform interestingadaptationsof speech [4]. Furthermore,
HMM for speech synthesiscould be used in new systemsable to
unify both approaches and to take advantage of their properties
[5]. At this point, interestingwork was presented by [6] to de-
velop a fused system and last contributions have been presented
in [7].
The aim of this paper is to present the advances through-
out the development of a high-qualityHMM-TTS for Castilian
Spanish based on HTS engine [8]. Previous work for Spanish
[9] identified the common problems that affect the HMM-TTS
systems and other languages as well: vocoder, modelling ac-
curacy and over-smoothing [7]. The following improvements
are related to linguisticand vocoder issueswhich try to solve or
alleviate these problems.
Firstly, the following linguistic features have been updated.
In the one hand, the unit clustering has been upgraded using
new contextual factors with respect to the previous approach
[9], where the HMM training was presented to use a decision
tree-based context clustering in order to improve models train-
ing. Also, clusteringis able to characterizephonemeunits intro-
ducing a counterpart approach with respect to English [3]. On
the other hand, grapheme-to-phonemeconversion now uses a
rule-basedsystem to fix pronunciationerrors insteadof the Fes-
tival Spanish voice [10]. Secondly, synthesis quality has been
increased by applying a mixed excitation (ME) technique us-
ing well defined models of the parametrizedresidual excitation
[17]. The system is based on a source-filtermodel approach to
generate speech directly from HMM itself. One of the draw-
backs of these systems is the non ideal speech reconstruction
due to the parametricrepresentationof speech that the ME tech-
nique can solve by adding extra excitation parameters to the
model.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
HMM system workflow and parameter training for spectrum,
pitch, ME and duration. Section 3 concerns to synthesis pro-
cess description. Section 4 presents measures, section 5 dis-
cusses results and final section presents the concludingremarks
and future work.
2. HMM-basedTTS system training
As in any HMM-TTS system, two stages are distinguished:
training and synthesis. Figure 1 depicts the classical system
training workflow (dotted lines stand for parameters modelled
within the HMM).
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Figure 1: Training workflow
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First, mel-cepstral analysis of the speech is performed.
The first step estimates the HMM for isolated phonemes (each
HMM representsa contextual phoneme)and each of thesemod-
els will be used as an initialization of the contextual phonemes.
Then, similar phonemes are clustered by means of a decision
tree using contextual informationand previouslydesignedques-
tions. Unseen units during the training stage can be synthesized
using these decisiontrees. Each contextual phonemeHMMdef-
inition includes spectrum, state durations, F0, ME FFT param-
eters and the voicing strengths (VS) coefficients. During the
analysisof these information,pitch is used for subbandfiltering
and FFT parametrization.
Topologyused is a 5 states left-to-rightwith no-skips. Each
state is represented with 4 independent streams, one for spec-
trum, one for pitch and two more for mixed excitation part
which comprises both FFT and VS. Each parameter is com-
pleted with its delta and delta-deltacoefficients. The modelling
informationis structured in table 1.
Table 1: Informationmodelled in the HMM.
Feature vector streams
c ∆c ∆2c Spectrum
p ∆p ∆2p F0
me ∆me ∆2me FFT parameters for ME
v ∆v ∆2v Voicing strengths
2.1. Spectrummodelling
The system is based on a source-filtermodel and spectrum pa-
rameters are modelled as multivariate Gaussian distributions
[11]. Depending on the type and number of coefficients used
on the vocoder, the quality of the synthetic speech can signifi-
cantly vary. In this work, spectrum is updated to be modelled
from 12th to 24th order mel-cepstral coefficients which gener-
ate speechwith the MLSA (Mel Log SpectrumApproximation)
filter [12]. The advantage of mel-cepstral in front of standard
MFCC is that spectrum is better represented, so it gives a bet-
ter performance of speech during synthesis [12]. Mel-cepstral
has presentedgood results improving the basic HMM system in
languages such as Arabic [13].
Last advances in high quality HMM-TTS used the
STRAIGHT-based vocoding [14]. This analysis/synthesistech-
nique is considered a high-quality solution initially used for
speech morphing though it has been successfully applied to
HMM-TTS (e.g. Blizzard 2005 [15]). Although it presents the
advantage of performing pitch-adaptative spectral analysis, it
was shown in [15] that MLSA filter was the most computation-
ally efficient synthesis approach.
2.2. Mixed excitation
The aim of using a mixed excitation is to mimic the characteris-
tics of natural human speech. It was first used in the LP vocoder
(MELP) [16], a low bit rate speech coding and later integrated
in a HMM-TTS for Japanese [17]. The reason for the vocoded
speech quality is attributed mainly to the insufficiency of the
binary source signal model which switches exclusively either
the impulse train or the white noise. To solve this, the mixed
excitation is implementedusing a multi-bandmixing structure.
As in the case of spectrum,STRAIGHThas also been used
for the design of the mixed excitation as it weights a sum of a
pulse train with phase manipulationand Gaussian noise. Other
interesting schemes proposed the design of ME using wavelet
[18].
The main informationused to train the HMM is the follow-
ing:
• Bandpassvoicing strengths. The speech signal is filtered
into five frequency bands considering a sample rate of
16k Hz [17] (see figure 1). The voicing strength in each
band is estimated using normalized correlation coeffi-
cients around the pitch lag. In spite of correcting pitch
estimationsimultaneouslywith correlation,first the pitch
is marked up and later, the correlation in each band is
computed.
• Fourier magnitudes. In this work, the FFT parameters
are the first thirtymagnitudesof the centred pitch period
of a 20ms excitation frame. The residual excitation is
obtainedby inverting the exponentialfilter transfer func-
tion [12] and filtering.
2.3. Pitch,mixed excitationand durationmodelling
Pitch marks are crucial in order to obtain a good synthesis as
they affect the representationof various parametersand the pos-
terior training of the models. On the one hand, F0 contour is
simultaneously modelled within the HMMs, hence estimated
contour is dependent on the correctnessof the pitch marks. On
the other hand, mixed excitationFFT coefficients are estimated
based on the determinedpitch sequence. Thus, the Spanish cor-
pus pitch analysis has been performed using an approach that
automaticallyreduces themark-uperrorsby using dynamicpro-
gramming [19]. Moreover, this algorithm reduces discontinu-
ities in the generatedF0 curve for synthesis.
F0 model (table 1) is a multi-space probability distribu-
tion [11] that must be used in order to store continuous log-
arithmic values of the F0 curve and a discrete indicator for
voiced/unvoiced. As in the case of spectrum, FFT magnitudes
and voicingstrengthsaremodelledasmultivariateGaussiandis-
tributions.
State durations of each HMM are modelled by a multivari-
ate Gaussiandistribution [20]. Its dimensionalityis equal to the
number of states in the correspondingHMM.
2.4. Phonetic data
The Spanish female voice was created from a corpus developed
in conjunctionwith LAICOM [21]. Speech was recorded by a
professional speaker in neutral emotion. Time boundaries seg-
mentation was performed using an embedded HMM training,
segmentedand finally revised by speechprocessingresearchers.
Phonetic labellingwas performed in the previous work [9]
using the Festival [10] Spanish voice. In order to resolve some
incorrect transcriptions, a tested rule based approach (SinLib
[22]) has been applied for text analysis in this work.
The grapheme-to-phonemeconversion has been extended
from 31 to 36 units (see table 2) with one model of silence
(types of silences are POS-tagged). It is important to notice
that the system has the feature of a continuous transcription,so
rules are applied between words (e.g. /barko/ and /miBarko/,
translatedas, “ship” and “my ship”).
• Vowels. Models for vowels are different either if they are
stressed (capital letters) as also used in other approaches
[23]. The system distinguishes various types of vowels:
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semi-vowel, half open, open, closed and half closed in-
cluding the main group of table 2.
• Consonants. New consonants (emphasized in bold) are
used to avoid some pronunciation errors and improve
intelligibility. Apart from the main groups, the sys-
tem is also able to consider dental, velar, bilabial, alve-
olar, palatal, labio-dental, inter-dental, pre-palatal and
voiced/unvoiced.
Table 2: Castilian Spanish consonants and vowels inventory
(SAMPA [24]).
Vowels
Frontal vowels j,i,I,e,E,a,A
Back vowels o,O,u,U,w
Consonants
Plosive p,b,t,d,k,g
Nasal m,n,J,N,M
Fricative B,f,tS,T,D,s,x,G
Lateral l,L
Rhotic R,r
2.5. Contextual factors
Input text is converted into a complete list of contextualized
phonemes and each one is representedby a HMM. As the con-
textual information increases, HMMs will have less training
data. To solve this problem during the training stage, similar
units are clusteredusing a decision tree [11].
Extracted contextual information is language dependent
and it serves as the features (attribute-value pairs) to construct
the clustering decision trees. These trees are constructedusing
a set of questionsdesigned in base of the contextual factors and
the unit features using a yes/no based decision. Information
referring to spectrum, F0, duration and ME is independently
clusteredby different trees.
Basically, the new approach in this work is focused on in-
tonational improvement. EnglishHMM-TTS included the ToBi
tags which have been widely studied and applied to many sys-
tems [25]. In our case, we apply two groups of phonemes
(Accentual group (AG) and Intonational group (IG)) in order
to better represent the expressiveness. These parameters pre-
sented good results in a F0 estimatorbased on a machine learn-
ing approach applied to Spanish [9]. New information related
to prosody events is the following:
• AG. Incorporates syllable influence and is related to
speech rhythm. The type of AG is specifiedin Spanishas
agudo, plano, esdru´jula and sobre-esdru´jula depending
on the position of the accented syllable in the word.
• IG. Structure at this level is reached concatenatingAGs.
There are three types: interrogative, declarative and ex-
clamative.
• AGs and IGs start/endflags.
• Syllable and word start/endflags.
New features are related to flags for syllable,words and in-
tonationalgroupsboundaries(SinLibsystemalso controls these
boundaries) and Part-of-speech (POS) that has been upgraded
using Freeling [26] (a morphological engine). The following
parameters are used to design the questions for the tree-based
clusteringand are presented in hierarchicalorder:
1. Phonemes. Current phone, left and before left phones
and identical for the right side. Each kind of phoneme is
labelled independently depending on the characteristics
of table 2.
2. AG. The number of phonemes in current, previous and
next AG; start/endflag and type of AG.
3. IG. Start/endflag and types of IG.
4. Syllable. Stress of current, previous and next syllables;
position forward and backward of current syllable in
current word and in current phrase; number of stressed
syllables with respect to contextual syllables (this com-
prises 4 factors); vowel of the syllable and start/endflag.
5. Word. POS of the current, next and previous words; the
number of syllables of current, next and previous words
and position (forward and backward) of word in phrase
and start/Endflag.
6. Phrase. Number of syllables and number of words in
current, previous and next phrases; positions (forward
and backward) of current phrase in the utterance.
7. Utterance. Number of syllables, words and phrases in
the utterance.
3. HMM-basedTTS system synthesis
Figure 2 shows the synthesis workflow. Once the system has
been trained, it has a set of phonemes representedby contextual
factors. The first step is devoted to produce a complete contex-
tualized list of phonemes from a text to be synthesized.Chosen
units are converted into a sequence of HMM.
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Figure 2: Synthesisworkflow
Necessary parameters to synthesize are generated from the
HMM using the algorithmproposed in [27]. The HMM is com-
posed of the data and its ∆ and ∆2 features (see table 1). By
taking into account the constraints between static an dynamic
features, the algorithm avoid generatingidenticalparametersfor
each state of the same HMM which results on an improved and
smoothedspeech envelope. Generateddata are mel-cepstral,F0
and ME parameters. Duration is also estimated to maximize the
probabilityof state durations.
Excitation signal is generated from the F0 curve, voiced
and unvoiced information and the FFT parameters. Figure 3
presents the scheme to generate the mixed excitation (dotted
lines indicates parameters generated from HMM). The pulse
excitation is calculated from Fourier magnitudes using an in-
verse DFT of one pitch period in length. The bandpass fil-
ter for voiced and unvoiced parts are given by the sum of all
the bandpass filter coefficients for the voiced and unvoiced fre-
quency bands respectively. Voicing strengthsare used to decide
whether each filter coefficients belong to the voiced or unvoiced
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part. The excitation is generated as the sum of the filtered peri-
odic and noise excitations.
In order to reconstruct speech, the system uses spectrum
parametersas the MLSA filter coefficients and excitationas the
signal to filter. Finally, the obtainedspeech is filteredby a pulse
dispersionfilter which is a 130th order FIR derived from a spec-
trallyflattened trianglepulse based on a typical female pitch pe-
riod. The pulse dispersion filter can reduce some of the harsh
quality of the synthesizedspeech [16].
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Figure 3: Mixed excitation generation during the synthesis
stage.
One of the main problems during parameter generation is
over-smoothing [28] that decreases the expressiveness and nat-
uralness. Although the first solution would be to increase the
size of the trees, its effect does not represent a substantial im-
provement in quality [9]. Another solution to improve the ex-
pressiveness could be to use an external F0 estimator though it
can reproduce a forced intonation in some cases [9].
Last advances presented in [7] focus their study on reduc-
ing the error of the generated parameters. The HMM likelihood
for a parameter trajectory generated by the conventional algo-
rithm is too large compared with that for a natural one. This
implies that is not only necessary to maximize the HMM likeli-
hood [28]. For this case,minimumgenerationerror (MGE) [29]
or global variance (GV) [28] presented good results. GV intro-
duces new constraints to the method of training and generation
in order to avoid over-smoothing. The results reported were
very good though at the moment is only showed to perceptually
improve speech quality when applied to both mel-cepstral and
F0.
4. Experiments
Experiments are conducted on a female corpus and evaluated
using perceptual tests. The system was trained with HTS [8]
using620 phrasesof a total of 833 (25% of the corpus is used for
testing purposes). Contextual factors represent around 20000
units to be trained and around 5000 are unseen units.
Firstly, texts were labelled using contextual factors de-
scribed in section 2.5. Then, HMMs are trained, decision trees
for spectrum, F0, state durations and ME are built. Finally,
HMM models are clustered. These trees are different among
them because spectrum, F0 and states duration are affected by
different contextual factors. Table 3 presents only two features
to show the type of information in each tree. While spectrum
tree is focused on phoneme features, excitation tree presents
more high level information related to phrases (e.g. AG has
increased the representationwith respect to the spectrum tree).
It has been observed and discussedthat RMSE is not a valid
objective measurefor F0 as it does not reflect real improvements
showed by perceptual tests. For example, the generation al-
gorithm consideringGV usually causes larger errors compared
with the conventional one [28] though GV increases the natu-
Table 3: Main contextual factors used for each tree.
Feature vector Contextual factors
Spectrum Ph. 87%, AG 2%, Syll. 4%
Excitation Ph. 45%, AG 16%, Syll. 10%
Durations Ph. 76%, AG 8%, Syll. 5%
FFT Ph. 21%, AG 11%, Syll. 28%
RV Ph. 8%, AG 7%, Syll. 34%
ralness of synthesized speech. Meanwhile, subjective speech
quality evaluation is generally seen to be the best measure of
the aesthetic aspects [30] which is used to validate most of the
TTS systems. Taking this into account, what follows presents
a set of perceptual tests 1 to measure the improvements of the
current HMM-TTS system.
In the first test, the systemswith standard excitation (OLD-
HMM) and the new system (ME-HMM) are evaluated. Figure
4 presents the preference of the new system in front of the old
one. The effect of the ME (i.e. speech reconstruction buzzy
is significantly reduced) is more important than the linguistic
improvements. The preference tests evaluated single sentences
by 15 listeners.
76,4 13,9 9,7
ME-HMM Equal OLD-HMM
50,00 22,62 27,38
Figure 4: Preference test for OLD-HMM and ME-HMM sys-
tems: (up) ME and linguistic improvement, (down) only lin-
guistic improvements
Once the new system has been validated, the second test
(see figure 5) goal is to compare HMM-TTS systems with E-
PSOLA [31] in terms of acceptability, intelligibilityand natu-
ralness. The perceptual comparisonswere conducted using the
same number of training sentences for both HMM-TTS and the
E-PSOLA systems. Notice that the HMM-TTS systems model
the F0 contourof a femalevoicewith high variability(µF0=167
Hz, σF0=41 Hz) and the E-PSOLA version has real prosody
from corpus as input.
The test was performed using a five steps (1-5)Mean Opin-
ion Score (MOS) corresponding to the following quality eval-
uation: bad, poor, fair, good and excellent. The number of lis-
teners were 25, most of them students of a technical degree and
twenty phraseswere randomly chosen for each system.
Different studies refer to acceptabilityas a measure of dif-
ferent components [30]. It is clear that in subjective user evalu-
ations, at least intelligibilityand naturalness play an important
role. Subjective acceptability is not necessarilya simple conse-
quence of intelligibility, and a distinctionneeds to be made be-
tween the aesthetic and functional aspects of synthetic speech.
1. Acceptability. Figure 5 shows that acceptability is
higher for ME-HMM than for the other two systems,
reaching a MOS of 2.8.
2. Naturalness. This measurement deals with quality and
intonation as a measure of the extent to which a synthe-
sizer sounds like a human [30]. In the one hand, themain
1See http://www.salle.url.edu/∼gonzalvo/hmm, for some synthesis examples
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Figure 5: Acceptability, intelligibility and naturalness MOS
tests for ME-HMM, OLD-HMM and E-PSOLA systems.
problemof the HMM-TTS is that produces a flat synthe-
sis in some phrases. Moreover, although using a ME ap-
proach, the best example of a concatenative system still
produces a better synthesis than the best HMM-TTS re-
construction[7]. On the other hand, E-PSOLAsynthesis
sounds more like a human but naturalness is affected by
qualitydiscontinuities.In any case,ME-HMMimproves
quality in comparison to the OLD-HMM due to the use
of ME and new contextual factors (see section 2.5).
3. Intelligibility. This measurement marks the quality to
distinguish the maximum number of words in a phrase.
While E-PSOLAproduces strong discontinuitiesthat af-
fect the comprehensionof the phrases, HMM-TTS sys-
tems solve it by means of a smoother synthesis. This test
also measures the effect of the linguistic changes (see
section 2.4) with respect to the OLD-HMM.
Finally, as concluded for other languages (e.g. English [3]
or EuropeanPortuguese[32])HMM-TTSpresents the most sta-
ble quality and although is less natural than E-PSOLA, it avoids
quality discontinuities. In order to measure this, figure 6 shows
the stability of the acceptability test in a bar graph. Notice that
the E-PSOLA system is able to present more high-quality sen-
tences but the probability of producing a bad synthesis is also
higher than for the ME-HMM system. Stability of the ME-
HMM system is then guaranteed thanks to a high probability
“fair” zone.
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Figure 6: Stability comparisonbased on the acceptabilityMOS
results.
5. Discussion
In order to analyse the concrete effect of the HMM-TTS, this
work has presented a perceptual test in order to separate the
factors that make a HMM-TTS preferable for general purposes
applicationscontrollingthe length of the corpus.
In the one hand, the advantage of the HMM-TTS systems
is its ability to maintain the synthesis quality for any text to
be synthesizedand the main drawback is the naturalnessof the
final produced speech. Using a HMM-TTS provides a high in-
telligibilitysystem, that could even be more independentof cor-
pus label errors than a standard concatenative system. In fact,
the perceptual results could justify one of the possible aspects
to make the acceptabilitybe higher for system based on HMM-
TTS, that is, the intelligibilityand a quality able to reduce the
vocoded speech.
Therefore, HMM-TTS systems used in a non limited do-
main applicationsprovide stability. The intelligibilitytest could
be the main reason because results have shown that smooth
speechwith a high intelligibilityis preferable though a concate-
native system still provided a higher naturalness.
6. Conclusionsand future work
This work has presentedthe improvements on a SpanishHMM-
TTS basedon HTS updatingnew phoneticinformation,append-
ing the AG and IG to contextual factor and integrating a ME
scheme. With a set of tests we have compared the performance
against a concatenative synthesis system. Subjective measures
presented the advance of the system in terms of acceptability,
intelligibility, naturalnessand stability. The results have shown
that the HMM-TTS for Spanish presents a better intelligibility
and the ME reduced the buzzy vocoder quality. Also accept-
ability and stabilityof the systemhas presentedan advantage in
front of other kinds of synthesisin generalpurposesapplication.
HMM-TTS produces a flat synthesis caused by a smooth
F0 contour and mel-ceptral parameters estimation. The con-
clusion from the results is that the HMM-TTS system is more
suitable due to produce a continuousand more stable synthesis.
However, although naturalnesshas been improved with regards
to the previous system, it is still a lack and more expressive-
ness is still desirable. In this aspect, it seems to be necessary to
integrate a parameter generation using minimum error to gain
expressiveness and naturalness. New techniques and vocoders
(e.g. Harmonic-Noise Model or STRAIGHT) have presented
successful results in TTS systems, so a logical step would be to
compare its performancewith our current system. Moreover, it
would be interesting to shape the HMM generated F0 contour
with an external F0 estimationusing an extended version of the
system presented in the last approach [9].
Voice transformation and conversion techniqueswill be ap-
plied in the future. Finally, perceptual tests have been used to
measure the subjective quality of the system. Due to RMSE is
not a correctmeasure to objectively measure the improvements
of the systems, it would be desirable to propose a new objective
measure to evaluate the HMM-TTS systems quality that could
also be extended to other types of synthesis. Voice quality de-
scriptors could deal with this topic in the future.
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Abstract 
This paper presents an intonation model which determines 
intonation contours over intonation phrases. The model is 
described by four elements: communicative type of an 
intonation phrase; number of accent groups in it; position of 
the nuclear accent group in it; and set of target intonation 
points. Individualization of the model is based on semi-
automatic analysis of speaker database. The model was 
implemented in unit selection TTS system for Ukrainian.  
1. Introduction 
Modeling of intonation contributes to speech science by 
introducing clarity and defining more precisely the 
intonation system of a language. Adequacy of an intonation 
model can be tested by imposing it on synthetic speech. 
The goal of modeling consists of analysis and 
generalization of intonation phenomena and their 
representation in a parametric form that is compact yet 
preserves the naturalness of intonation in the synthesized 
speech.  
There is no generally accepted intonation model. 
Intonation models in TTS systems have varied from rule-
based models derived from expert knowledge to data driven 
statistical models.  
General disadvantage of rule-based methods of 
intonation modeling consists in their inflexibility and 
insufficient account of individual speaker peculiarities.  
Data-driven methods of intonation modeling often do not 
promote the understanding of linguistic phenomena. Using 
empirically composed large sets of features with wide range 
of values sometimes makes modeling “blind”, because the 
relative importance of different features is unknown [1].  
Our approach to intonation modeling combines rule-
based and data-driven methods by defining general set of 
intonation contours and a procedure of individualizing these 
contours based on the automated analysis of speech data.   
The intonation model described in this paper has been 
realized in the TTS system for Ukrainian [2, 3]. 
2. Stages of general intonation model 
development 
Speech communication is based on general models common 
for all people speaking a particular language.  
In this work intonation modeling is based on the 
assumption that the intonation serves primarily the 
communicative function. Intonation can be understood as the 
systematic use of pitch for communication [4]. P. Taylor 
notes one of the reasons why good models of prosody have 
proved hard to develop is that researchers have often tried to 
study prosody without reference to its communicative 
function. 
Three stages of intonation analysis have been carried 
out. First, we began with the acoustic-phonetic study of ten 
non-annotated speech corpora and six prosodically annotated 
speech databases of different speakers to examine Lobanov’s 
intonation model. 
2.1. Lobanov’s model of intonation  
Lobanov’s intonation model [5] has been successfully used 
for a long time in TTS systems for Russian. According to 
this model, the minimal intonation unit is the Accentual Unit 
(AU), consisting of one or more words, having only one 
fully stressed syllable. An AU, in its turn, consists of the 
nucleus (the fully stressed syllable), the pre-nuclear part (all 
the phonemes preceding the fully stressed syllable) and the 
post-nuclear part (all the phonemes following the fully 
stressed syllable). Phonemic content and number of syllables 
in the pre- and post-nucleus do not influence significantly 
the intonation contour of a certain type of phrase intonation. 
Phrase intonation is characterized by: 
• phrase type (finality, non-finality, interrogation, 
exclamation etc.); 
• number of AUs.   
For example, a declarative phrase composed of 4 AUs is 
marked as F-4. The last AU in a phrase is considered the 
prominent one, because usually the distinct intonation 
movement is associated with a phrase end. 
Each AU is described by a set of target intonation points, 
which determine F0 values. F0 values between these target 
points are calculated by means of linear interpolation. 
The Lobanov’s model has two significant advantages. 
The first one concerns the distinction between 
informationally important (nucleus) and non-important (pre-
nucleus and post-nucleus) portions of an AU. The second 
advantage concerns the detailed description of the nucleus 
by six target intonation points, which allows to model slight 
but categorical details and thus contributes to the natural 
quality of generated intonation. 
2.2. Preliminary study of Ukrainian intonation  
The acoustic-phonetic study of 10 speech corpora revealed 
general regularities of Ukrainian intonation. Table 1 presents 
analyzed speech material. Special attention has been paid to 
the comparative analysis of material obtained from different 
speakers reading the same text.  
Six speech databases have been created under the 
framework of unit selection speech synthesis on the basis of 
the six speech corpora: two from male voices (isolated
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Table 1. Speech material analyzed at the preliminary stage 
Number of intonation phrases with neutral intonation 
Speaker 
 
Text type 
 
Finality Non-finality Question Exclamation 
Number of 
intonation 
phrases with 
logical or 
emphatic accent 
Svyatoslav isolated sentences 267 268 3 14 114 
Olexandr isolated sentences 5 6 — 17 — 
Yuriy isolated sentences 4 7 — 9 — 
Larysa isolated sentences 11 13 — 13 — 
Dmytro radio news 15 31 — — 9 
Anzhelika radio news 11 4 — — — 
Viola radio news 14 12 — — — 
Valentyna instructions 18 8 15 — 6 
Mykola radio interview — — 23 — — 
Maryna isolated sentences 74 78 7 6 3 
 
sentences and radio news) and four from female voices 
(isolated sentences, radio news, and instructions).  
Experiments with the TTS system for Ukrainian have 
shown that Lobanov’s intonation model can be successfully 
used under the unit selection framework (earlier we used this 
model with a formant synthesizer). 
2.3. Correction of intonation model  
2.3.1. Units of intonation 
Intonation phrase (syntagm) is considered the basic 
intonation unit. Intonation phrase (IP) is divided into accent 
groups (minor phrases). An accent group (AG) consists of 
one or more words united by one accent. 
Pre-nuclear, nuclear and post-nuclear parts can be 
distinguished in an IP intonation contour, each of them 
carrying a different functional load. The nuclear part 
(nuclear, main, prominent AG) is an intonation center of 
an IP. It has a distinct F0 contour which allows to 
differentiate communicative types (discourse situations). 
Pre-nuclear and post-nuclear parts of an IP are optional.   
The intonation model determines the intonation contour 
over the whole IP, rather than over syllables [6], or over 
words or phonemes. The intonation contour is represented 
by a sequence of target F0 points. 
2.3.2. Model elements 
Investigation of the speech material and experiments with 
synthesized speech shown poor intonation modeling results 
for IPs with logical or emphatic accent placed on any AG 
other than last.  This led to the inclusion of one more 
element into the intonation model, namely position of a 
prominent AG in an IP. 
The general intonation model determines the intonation 
contour over the whole intonation phrase and is described by 
four elements [3]: 
• communicative type of an IP; 
• number of AGs in an IP; 
• position of the prominent (main, nuclear) AG in an IP; 
• set of target intonation points. 
The number of AGs is determined by the number of 
accented vowels in the IP. The position of the nuclear AG 
corresponds to the position of the last AG if there is no 
logical or emphatic accent. Otherwise the position of the 
nuclear AG corresponds to the position of the AG carrying 
the logical or emphatic accent.  
Target intonation points determine F0 values. The accent 
center (nucleus) of an AG is its accented vowel. It is 
modeled by 6 target points. The part of an AG preceding the 
accent center is modeled by 2 target points. The same 
applies to the succeeding part of an AG. Thus, an IP with 3 
AGs is described by 30 intonation points; an IP with 4 AGs 
is described by 40 intonation points, etc.  F0 values between 
target points are calculated by means of linear interpolation.  
2.4. Deeper study of intonation and testing of the 
intonation model 
Aiming at reflecting the full range of communicative 
functions in synthesized speech, we selected for our work a 
Ukrainian fiction text with dialogues (80 minutes) read by 
the professional male speaker Valeriy.  
2.4.1. Recordings and database development 
The recording sessions were not monitored. In fact, a 
speaker received an orthographic text, made recordings in a 
quiet room within one day (two sessions), and supplied these 
recordings to the researchers. A speech database containing 
18785 units (phones-in-context) was developed with manual 
correcting of automatically obtained transcription and 
segmentation into phones.  
Stressed and unstressed vowels are treated as different 
phonemes. 
The manual correction of segmentation assured 
appropriate pitch synchronous boundaries between phones. 
Segmentation of units into pitch periods was carried out 
automatically. Unvoiced phones were not segmented. 
2.4.2. Intonation annotation in the speech database 
The database annotation contains no high-level linguistic 
information nor symbolic prosodic labels like ToBI [1].  
To annotate intonation, we rely only on objective low-
level numerical feature that is the pitch period length. We 
claim that the sequence of pitch period lengths during an 
intonation phrase is the best intonation description 
independent of any intonation theory. 
Borders between intonation phrases and between words 
are unmarked. We found that it was incorrect to mark 
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borders relying on corresponding orthographic text (as in 
[7]), because the speaker often violates syntactic structure 
and ignores punctuation marks like question marks or points. 
To mark borders automatically without mistakes relying on 
acoustic cues (e. g. pauses) is also incorrect, because 
sometimes intonation phrases are not divided by a pause 
(3 % of borders between intonation phrases), while often 
there is an inner pause within an intonation phrase (25 %). 
Sometimes the speaker feels the need to place phrase breaks 
at equal intervals somewhat independently of the top down 
linguistic structure [4].  
The analyzed speech material contains many cases of 
prominence, which are difficult to mark automatically. 
3. Communication types of intonation 
phrases  
Our goal is to analyze prosodic annotations of a speech 
database and to create an inventory of intonation contours 
related to this database and thus relative to the speaker 
intonation. 
Two of the intonation model elements (number of AGs 
in an IP and set of target intonation points) can be found 
easily given the database annotation supplemented with 
breaks between IPs. But the other two elements, the position 
of the prominent AG in an IP and, most importantly, the 
communicative type of an IP, turned out to be difficult to 
identify not only automatically but even by phoneticians. 
We began with a list of 10 communicative types: 
finality, non-finality, wh-question, yes/no question, 
exclamation, contrast, explication, parenthesis words, 
expressive finality, and not-identified type. In many cases it 
was difficult to distinguish between types, for example 
between non-finality and contrast, or between exclamation 
and expressive finality. 
Thus we carried out a perception experiment aimed at 
analyzing what communicative types are assigned by 
listeners to different intonation phrases from real speech. 
20 listeners (students and professors of linguistic university, 
all native speakers of Ukrainian) were asked to listen to 
49 IPs selected from the investigated speaker’s recordings. 
Listeners were supplied with a list of 9 communicative types 
and the orthographic text corresponding to the recordings, 
where punctuation marks were absent and all the words were 
in lower case. The task was to indicate the communicative 
type of each IP. Each IP was played three times, and the 
experiment lasted 30 minutes.  
This experiment helped correct the list of 
communication types present in the speaker’s recordings. 
Thus, communicative types of explication and contrast have 
been excluded. On the contrary, 3 communicative type have 
been added: enumeration; attributive relative clause with a 
relative pronoun; and first part of complex wh-question. 
Table 2 represents the resulting distribution of IPs 
contained in the investigated read fiction text. 
3.1.1. Stylization 
In order to compare IPs with different segmental structure 
and to derive invariant intonation contours the stylization of 
F0 tracks was performed. 
Stylization consists in determining of F0 values at the 
target intonation points. Intonation contour of one-accent IP 
is described by 10 F0 values: 
,0,...,0,0 101
2
1
1
1 FFF  
where 110F  is the F0 value at the first not unvoiced 
phoneme (vowel or voiced consonant) of the AG;  
2
10F  is the F0 value at the last not unvoiced phoneme 
of the AG among phonemes preceding the accent center; 
3
10F  ... 
8
10F  are F0 values at the accent center; 
9
10F  is the F0 value at the first not unvoiced phoneme 
among phonemes succeeding the accent center;  
10
10F  is the F0 value at the last not unvoiced phoneme 
of the AG. 
Intonation contour of an IP divided into n AGs is 
described by 10n F0 values: 
1
10F , 
2
10F , ... , 
10
10F , 
1
20F , 
2
20F , ... , 
10
20F , ... , 
10nF ,  
2
0nF , ... , 
100nF . 
  Table 2. Distribution of intonation phrases with different communicative types 
Number of accent groups in an intonational phrase Communicative type of intonational 
phrase 
Total 
number of 
intonation 
phrases 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
neutral finality 350 49 94 113 67 18 4 5 
expressive finality 207 11 57 51 37 39 7 5 
non-finality 327 58 112 95 34 23 2 3 
yes/no question 21 12 2 2 1 2 2 — 
wh-question 20 — 6 10 3 — 1 — 
exclamation 59 19 18 9 10 2 1 — 
enumeration 17 5 8 — 4 — — — 
parenthesis words 10 2 7 — 1 — — — 
first part of complex wh-question 11 — 2 5 2 2 — — 
attributive relative clause with a 
relative pronoun 7 — 2 5 — — — — 
unidentified 26 8 8 7 3 — — — 
total 1055 164 316 297 162 86 17 13 
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Figures 1 and 2 represent non-stylized and stylized 
intonation contours of the IP „А ви прислухайтесь,” (“Lend 
your ear”), consisting of two AGs.   
 
 
Figure 1: Oscillogram  (top) and non-stylized intonation 
contour (down) of the intonation phrase „А ви 
прислухайтесь,” (“Lend your ear”) uttered by the speaker 
Valeriy.
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А ви прислухайтесь, 
       Figure 2: Stylized intonation contour of the intonation 
phrase „А ви прислухайтесь,” (“Lend your ear”) uttered by 
the speaker Valeriy. 
Stylization allows comparing IPs with different 
segmental content abstracting from intonationally 
insignificant segments and microprosody influence, e.g. F0 
change at consonants [8]. For example, there is an F0 
lowering by ≈10 Hz (speaker Valeriy) and by ≈15-20 Hz 
(speaker Svyatoslav) at voiced fricatives. It is considered 
traditionally that F0 variation caused by segmental structure 
of speech segments are not perceived as intonationally 
significant. Experiments testify that F0 contour may be 
considerably simplified without a loss of intonation 
perception.   
Now the stylization of intonation contours is performed 
in automated mode using speech database annotations 
containing the information about pitch periods lengths and, 
therefore, about F0 movement.  
The most difficult non-automated stage of the stylization 
is the detection of IPs borders, because not all IPs are 
separated by pauses and not all pauses indicate such borders. 
We plan to analyze the dependence of the presence of IP 
borders on pause duration and on range and form of F0 
contour at stressed vowels. First results in this direction 
allow us to automatically find potential IP borders.      
3.1.2. Classification 
The next step in the inventory of intonation contours 
deriving is classification of stylized intonation contours of 
all the IPs according to communicative types listed in 
Table 2.  
Each communicative class is divided into sub-classes 
according to the number of AGs, and each sub-class is 
divided into sub-sub-classes according to the position of the 
prominent AG in the IP. 
Each sub-sub-class is given a name consisting of three 
parts corresponding respectively to communicative type, 
number of AGs, and position of prominent AG: X_Y_Z. 
The number of IP contours which intonation model can 
determine is equal to ∑
=
m
n
nl
1
, where l is the number of 
distinguished communicative types, m is the maximum 
number of AGs in an IP, and n is the position of prominent 
AG in the IP. Now we distinguish 10 communicative types. 
The maximum number of AGs in an IP is equal to 7. Then 
the proposed model can generate 280 different intonation 
contours. 
We continued to investigate stylized F0 contours within 
each sub-sub-class, namely the direction of F0 movement 
(falling, rising or narrow). We discovered further 
subdivision into sub-types for finality (3 sub-types), non-
finality (4 sub-types), and exclamation (3 sub-types). 
Figures 3, 4, and 5 represent averaged variants (regarded as 
models) of finality, non-finality and exclamation for IPs 
consisting of two AGs, the second one being the prominent 
one. 
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Figure 3: Models for finality (speaker Valeriy). 
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 Figure 4: Models for non-finality (speaker Valeriy). 
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It should be added, that the proposed intonation model 
allows increase in the number of communicative types at the 
expense of a more detailed specification of communicative 
sense, e.g. differentiation between a proper question and a 
specifying question. 
4. Individualization of Intonation Model 
Synthesis of individualized speech implies the training of 
intonation model on speaker’s data that is elaborating 
individual inventory of intonation contours differing in F0 
range and shape. Training of the model is performed in 
semi-automatic way based on the annotation of the speaker’s 
database.  Intonation peculiarities other than F0 contours 
should be accounted for as well. In our case it concerns for 
example the insertion of an extra pause before the last AG of 
an IP. (This is characteristic of some actor’s readings).  
First, breaks between IPs are indicated, and then 
communicative sub-sub-classes are assigned. There is not 
enough knowledge at present to automate this step because 
neither the syntax structure nor even punctuation marks are 
helpful.  
Second, the stylization of IPs according to the intonation 
model is carried out automatically on the basis of speech 
database annotation which contains the detailed description 
of F0 movement along each vowel and voiced consonant in 
the form of a sequence of pitch period lengths. Stylization 
consists in determining of F0 values at the target intonation 
points of an AG: two F0 values for pre-nucleus, six for 
nucleus and two for post-nucleus. Tables (where the rows 
correspond to IPs in sub-sub-classes, and the columns 
correspond to target points) and diagrams of intonation 
contours are obtained and models of intonation contours are 
derived either by averaging or by selecting one 
representative contour.  
Weak points of the described procedure are: the 
difficulty of automatic identification of an IP communicative 
type and prominent AG position; errors of automatic F0 
values calculation; and lack of data for several 
communicative types.  
The set of obtained intonation contours forms the 
individualized intonation model and describes the intonation 
of a particular speaker. 
The challenge and the goal of the future work is to 
automate the process of breaks between IPs identifying, 
communicative type of an IP with indication of prominent 
AG marking, and variants of model contours within a set of 
IPs with equal communicative type, equal number of AGs 
and equal position of prominent AG discovering. For 
example, while speaker Valeriy has four variants of N_2_2 
intonation contours (non-final IP with two AGs, the second 
being the prominent one), the speaker Svyatoslav has only 
three variants of N_2_2 contour. In Figure 6, averaged 
N_2_2 intonation contours of two speakers are presented.  
We hope to advance in automation through detecting the 
correspondence between intonation contours on one hand 
and communicative nuances and lexical-syntactic structure 
of IPs on the other. For example, it is clear now that a 
change of a definite intonation contour occurs when the 
speaker is “uncertain” about what he is reading. 
The most important yet difficult goal is to develop 
procedures for input text analysis with modeling of text 
interpretation by a particular speaker. 
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 Figure 6: Models of intonation contours for non-finality of 
two speakers Svyatoslav and Valeriy.  
5. Implementation in TTS system 
Obtained individualized intonation models were used in the 
TTS system for Ukrainian. 
Communicative type is assigned based on punctuation 
mark and some lexical cues. Sequences of F0 values 
corresponding to target intonation points, are calculated by 
the prosody generation module, and are characteristic of the 
speaker whose voice is used for synthesis. In unit selection 
module, the fundamental frequency is one of the main 
criteria of selection. Concatenation of selected phones with 
definite intonation is performed by the acoustic processor. 
Phone waves may be either modified according to calculated 
values of durations and F0 or concatenated as they are, 
without modification (pure unit selection). 
6. Testing the intonation model 
To test the intonation model incorporated in the TTS system, 
a formal listening test was carried out. 22 listeners (students 
and professors of linguistic university, specialists in 
Ukrainian language) were asked to listen to 60 synthesized 
passages containing IPs of 10 communicative types 
(Table 2). All the passages were taken from the Ukrainian 
translation of the Lewis Carroll’s “Alice in Wonderland”, 
because this text has a natural variety of prosody [1]. Test 
material was synthesized with Valeriy’s voice.      
Listeners were supplied with a list of 10 communicative 
types and the orthographic text corresponding to the 
synthesized passages, where punctuation marks were absent 
and all the words were in lower case. The task was to 
indicate the communicative type of each IP. Each passage of 
synthesized speech was played three times, and the 
experiment lasted 30 minutes.  
The results are presented in Figure 7. The 
communicative type recognized the best was enumeration 
(89 %). This corresponds to the results of our experiment 
with real Valeriy’s speech. Then the listeners noted that this 
speaker had a distinct intonation contour for enumeration. 
So, it was not difficult to implement this contour in our TTS 
system. On the contrary, there is no big difference between 
contours of finality, expressive finality and exclamation, 
which is reflected in corresponding recognition results. The 
poor recognition of “first part of complex wh-question” is 
due to the fact that some listeners judged the whole 
questions and recognized them as wh-questions.  
H
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Figure 7: Results of IPs communicative type recognition (%).  
Table 3 represents recognition results of some IPs not 
containing lexical cues (in Ukrainian). Communicative type 
“parenthesis words” was recognized by all listeners in all 
corresponding IPs. 
   
Table 3. Results of IPs communicative type recognition 
IPs (English 
equivalent  for 
commodity) 
Imposed 
communicative 
type 
Recognized 
as 
You'll see me there expressive 
finality 
expressive 
finality 
Yes expressive 
finality 
neutral 
finality 
Poor Alice exclamation exclamation 
there's no use in 
crying like that 
exclamation expressive 
finality 
Alice felt non-finality non-finality 
I shall have to ask non-finality first part of 
wh-question 
all dripping wet, 
cross 
enumeration enumeration 
White (Rabbit) 
with pink eyes 
enumeration relative 
clause  
pulling me out of 
the window 
yes/no question yes/no 
question 
Not like cats yes/no question non-finality 
7. Discussion 
This work revealed the communicative polysemantics of 
information contained in texts to be read. Readers interpret 
texts according to situation, to audience and even to their 
own character. We studied several cases when, for example, 
some speakers break an IP in AGs and others do not, some 
add prominence, others do not while reading the same text. 
Thus, while synthesizing speech we have to model the 
reading of a text by a specific speaker. 
Now the individualized analysis of input texts is not 
performed to the full extent. Decision about the 
communicative type of an IP is made based on punctuation 
marks and some lexical cues. Then a corresponding 
individual intonation model trained on speaker data is 
applied to create a speaker “tailored” target specification of 
an input text. 
The attached audio file (“Alice.wav”) presents the 
synthesized beginning of the Ukrainian version of “Alice in 
Wonderland”. 
8. Conclusions  
The presented work concentrates on the study of intonation 
in communicative aspect. The full range of communicative 
types present in a large speech corpus was investigated. The 
presence of complex sentences allowed to discover specific 
types associated with parts of questions and attributive 
relative clauses with relative pronouns.      
The derived intonation model based on communicative 
types and its individualization based on semi-automatic 
analysis of speaker data were implemented in unit selection 
TTS system for Ukrainian and tested during a formal 
listening test. The results testify that the listeners identify the 
communicative types of synthesized utterances.  
The proposed model allows to synthesize speech in 
different styles (e.g. neutral and expressive) using the same 
speech database but different intonation contours (e.g. 
neutral and expressive finality, non-finality, questions, etc.). 
It should be noted also that the synthesis technology 
under the framework of which the proposed intonation 
model is used, may be applied to languages other than 
Ukrainian. Similar approach to intonation modeling is used 
in [5] for Russian and Polish.  
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Abstract 
Semantically unpredictable (SU) sentences are often used to 
assess intelligibility of TTS systems, but analyses of listener 
responses to SU sentences can be a labor-intensive process. In 
this paper we compare several approaches to the analysis of 
data from an SUS task. Data from a study comparing five TTS 
systems were analyzed in a variety of ways ranging from 
string edit measures based on carefully hand-corrected 
phonetically transcribed responses to largely uncorrected 
words- or sentences-correct measures. Results suggest that a 
simple sentences-correct measure is adequate when only rank 
order information is of interest. However, the sentences-
correct measure masks the magnitude of differences between 
systems and should be avoided when it is important to gage 
how large the difference in intelligibility is between systems. 
In preparing response data for analysis, careful human 
interpretation of listener response data can lead to higher 
intelligibility measures overall, but does not interact with TTS 
system or other factors and consequently does not lead to 
different conclusions when comparing multiple TTS systems. 
This suggests that largely automated scoring procedures are 
feasible.  
1. Introduction 
The use of syntactically well-formed but semantically 
anomalous sentences in assessing TTS systems was first 
described in [1]. More recently, [2] describe procedures for 
generating semantically unpredictable sentence (SUS) 
materials for evaluating TTS intelligibility. In [2], based on an 
earlier study ([3]), the recommended analysis procedure is to 
score whole sentences as either correct or incorrect, requiring 
every word of the sentence to be correct and in the correct 
sequence for a sentence to be scored as correct. 
While the scoring procedure recommended in [2] is 
simple to implement, it is very strict (leading to generally 
lower measures of intelligibility for any given TTS system), 
and relatively coarse. Concerns with such a coarse measure 
include the opposing possibilities that it may either (a) mask 
relatively serious differences, or (b) amplify relatively subtle 
differences between two TTS systems, making one system 
appear to be much more or less intelligible than another. The 
former could happen, for example, when comparing a TTS 
system that makes about 2 errors per sentence to a system that 
makes 10 errors per sentence. The latter could happen when 
comparing a TTS system that makes phonetically subtle errors 
with relatively higher frequency to a system that makes gross 
pronunciation errors with somewhat lower frequency. In such 
cases, it is possible that scoring responses at a more fine-
grained level would yield different intelligibility rankings of 
TTS systems, or would provide a more accurate measure of 
the differences between systems than would responses scored 
at the sentence level. 
A second and more general concern related to analysis of 
SUS response data is the question of how to interpret 
ambiguous response data, and whether interpretation of 
ambiguous data influences conclusions to be drawn from a 
study using SUS material. This is particularly an issue when, 
as in the study described here, listeners respond by typing 
their responses into a computer. Typed responses contain a 
variety of errors. Some, such as simple typos and spelling 
errors, are of little interest and are presumed to be randomly 
distributed with respect to the synthesizers being compared. 
However, such errors may result in responses that are 
probably correct to be scored as incorrect. If using a between-
subjects design, differences in the spelling or typing ability of 
subjects across groups could artificially increase or decrease 
real differences between TTS systems.  On the other hand, 
other errors, such as attempts to “phonetically” gloss tokens 
perceived as non-words, are indicative of real intelligibility 
problems and may yield valuable information about the 
strengths and weaknesses of the system under study.  
In the following, we explore the consequences of some of 
these factors on a set of data collected to compare five 
synthesis systems. 
2. Method 
2.1. Dataset 
The perception experiment in which the current data set was 
collected was briefly described in [4]. The study was intended 
to compare the intelligibility of a new TTS system to four 
existing commercially available systems. A more complete 
description of that study is in preparation. Here we outline the 
overall study design to lay out the structure of the data 
collected.  
2.1.1. Subjects 
The subjects were 30 University of Delaware students who 
received a $10 gift card to a local bookstore in exchange for 
participation. All listeners were native speakers of American 
English and reported having normal hearing. 
2.1.2. Stimuli 
The stimuli were 100 SU sentences generated by each of the 
five TTS systems. Since this report is not concerned with the 
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specifics of the TTS systems, they will be referred to simply as 
systems A, B, C, D, and E.  
Per recommendations in [2] the SU sentences were 
constructed using words of minimal length (all one-syllable) 
within five distinct sentence frames. Examples of sentences 
generated for each of the five syntactic frames are shown in 
Table 1. 
Table 1. Examples of each sentence frame. Words in 
italics are randomly assigned within the frame 
represented by words in normal font. 
FRAME EXAMPLE SENTENCE 
1 The trip talked in the old stage. 
2 The state spared the claim that wept. 
3 The thin aid brushed the part. 
4 Why does the strength trust the dark sound? 
5 Waste the shape or the hand. 
 
Synthetic renderings of all sentences were generated by 
each of the five TTS systems. Because all five synthesizers 
were sufficiently SAPI-compliant to be installed on the same 
Windows computer, sentences were generated directly to 
waveform files for storage and later presentation. 
To reduce the possible effect of amplitude differences 
inherent to the five synthesizers, all synthetic speech files 
were adjusted to 72.0 dB RMS amplitude (calculated over the 
entire synthetic speech file). For all synthesizers, speaking 
rate and average F0 were left at default levels (in some cases, 
these were not adjustable). While consistent differences in 
speaking rate (as measured by raw waveform duration) 
existed between synthesizers, the differences were not 
perceptually prominent. The overall average sentence 
duration was 2.2 seconds and varied from 1.9 seconds (system 
B) to 2.4 seconds (system E). 
2.1.3. Procedure 
The five hundred synthetic sentences (100 sentences by 5 
synthesizers) were split into five sets for presentation. Each set 
contained 20 sentences of each syntactic frame. Of the 20 
sentences of each frame, four sentences were produced by 
each of the five synthesizers. This blocking ensured that each 
trial set of 100 sentences contained an equal number of 
sentences of each syntactic frame produced by each 
synthesizer without any duplication of sentences. Each listener 
was assigned to one sentence set and, hence, was never 
presented with the same sentence twice. In all, six listeners 
were assigned to each of the five sentence sets. 
Listeners wore headphones and were seated at a computer 
in a quiet room. After hearing a sentence one time, listeners 
were provided as much time as necessary to type the sentence 
as they understood it. When finished, listeners clicked a Next 
button to initiate the next trial. 
2.2. Data Reanalysis 
The originally reported analysis of data from this experiment 
was based on the number of content words correct in each 
sentence [4]. For the present analysis, we have reanalyzed all 
data using measures based on the edit distance between the 
listener responses and the original sentences. The edit distance 
between two strings is defined as the minimum total "cost" of 
transforming one string into the other using insertion, deletion, 
and substitution operations, each operation being associated 
with its own cost.  For the present analysis, the costs of all 
operations were set to one, so that the edit distance is simply 
the total number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions. The 
same general measure can be used whether the strings being 
compared are strings of discrete word tokens or discrete phone 
tokens. 
The various edit distance measures reported are based on 
both word-level and phone-level measures. In both cases, we 
started by designing a dictionary to map both stimuli and 
listener input onto response tokens. The raw listener input 
(typed sentences) and stimulus sentences were first tokenized 
into a set of input word tokens, where a word token is defined 
as an uninterrupted sequence of alphabetic characters or 
apostrophes.  
For word-level analyses, the response tokens in the 
dictionary were usually exactly the same as the input tokens, 
but in some cases, the dictionary would map multiple possible 
input tokens onto a single response token. For instance, the 
input tokens rows, rose, and roze were all mapped to the 
token rose (the word form given to the TTS systems in 
generating the sentence).  
For phone-level analyses, a similar dictionary was used to 
map input tokens onto strings of phonetic symbols, including 
a word boundary symbol. For this experiment, two phone-
level dictionaries were created, an “uncorrected” one and a 
“hand-corrected” one. The former was generated by running 
the tokenized listener input through the letter-to-sound rules 
of one of the TTS systems with a bare minimum of additional 
hand editing. For example, the default TTS pronunciation of 
nonce forms was used unless the system chose to spell out the 
form. In the latter case, an experimenter-supplied 
pronunciation was used. The “hand-corrected” dictionary was 
created by further editing the “uncorrected” dictionary, and 
attempting to interpret the intention of the respondent. For 
example, all nonce forms were corrected if the automatic 
transcription did not agree with the experimenter’s 
interpretation of what the listener intended. When the 
respondent's intention could not be determined completely, a 
transcription that would result in the best match between 
stimulus and response was used. 
In addition, strings of phonetically uninterpretable listener 
input (e.g., a string such as ????) were mapped onto a word 
boundary symbol with no other phonetic content. This 
approach allowed us to retain word boundary location 
information to the extent that it was recoverable from the 
response data. 
Once all sentences were mapped, the word-level and 
phone-level edit distances between each pair of stimulus and 
response sentences were computed. For the phone-level edit 
distances, we chose to disregard several phonetic differences 
that were represented in the TTS symbol set we used. 
Specifically, the difference between front and back schwa was 
ignored, as was the distinction between a flapped /d/ and 
either an unaspirated /t/ or a full /d/. We also disregarded the 
distinction between aspirated and unaspirated voiceless stops. 
Additionally, in computing edit distances, word boundaries 
could be inserted or deleted, but they could not be substituted 
with other segments. 
Finally, a sentence-level error score (1 = incorrect; 0 = 
correct) was also computed for each response sentence.  A 
response sentence was scored correct only if the phonetic edit 
distance between it and the stimulus sentence was zero. 
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3. Results 
To analyze the data, scores were derived by summing edit 
distances or sentence errors over the four sentences of each 
frame type from each synthesizer per listener. This resulted in 
25 scores (5 frames X 5 synthesizers) per subject that we 
treated as a completely within-subjects design. Preliminary 
analyses revealed that the between-subjects factor 
SENTENCE SET (as described in 2.1.3) was not significant, 
and consequently it will not be discussed here. 
So that sentence, word, and phone-level data were 
comparable, raw scores for each level were divided by the 
number of sentences, words, or phones within the sentences 
from which the score was derived. The resulting proportion 
data were highly non-normal in their distribution and were 
consequently arcsine transformed to improve their suitability 
for analysis of variance. All analyses of variance described 
below were conducted using the arcsine transformed data; 
however, only the original proportions are presented in 
figures. 
3.1. Sentence-level scoring 
Sentence-level scoring produced results that closely resembled 
those originally reported in [4]. Overall, the main effect of 
synthesizer was significant (F[4,116] = 72.15, p < .001) as was 
the effect of sentence frame (F[4,116]=22.77, p < .001) and 
the interaction of synthesizer with sentence frame 
(F[16,464]=3.79, p < .001). Figure 1 displays the means 
underlying the significant main effect of synthesizer. System 
A clearly has the lowest error rate and system C the highest. 
Post hoc tests reveal that all differences among synthesizers 
except for the difference between systems D & E are 
significant. 
This main effect of synthesizer was conditioned by a 
significant interaction with sentence frame, indicating that the 
relative ranking of synthesizers varied significantly over the 
various syntactic frames used in the study. Figure 2 illustrates 
this effect by plotting the individual synthesis systems as 
groups of bars within each sentence frame. As this figure 
shows, error rates tended to be lowest for frame 5 (the shortest 
frame) and are most representative of the overall results. 
System C has the highest error rate in all frames, and system A 
has the lowest error rate in all but one sentence frame. Systems 
B, D, and E tended to vary more in intelligibility as a function 
of the sentence frame. 
 
3.2. Word-level scoring 
The pattern of significant effects for the word-level analysis of 
variance mirrored the pattern for the sentence-level analysis 
with effects for synthesizer, sentence frame, and their 
interaction all significant (F[4,116]=161.25; F[4,116]=42.63; 
and F[16,464]=4.05 respectively, all p’s < .001).  
The means underlying these significant effects also 
patterned similarly to those from the sentence-level analysis. 
As with the sentence-level analysis, system A had the lowest 
overall error rate and system C the highest (see Figure 5). 
Systems D and E remained statistically equivalent, although 
error rates were slightly higher for system E than for system 
D, a reversal of the order seen in the sentence-level analysis. 
Two other differences are worth noting. First, as expected, 
there was an overall lower proportion of errors for all 
systems. Overall, 60.9% of the sentences in the sentence-level 
analysis contained errors. However, only 17.9% of the words 
were incorrectly identified in listener responses. Another 
noteworthy difference between the sentence-level and word-
level analyses is revealed by considering the magnitude of the 
difference between the synthesizer with the highest error rate 
and the system with the lowest error rate. For the sentence-
level analysis, system C had an error rate (86.2% of the 
listeners’ response sentences had errors) about twice the 
magnitude of the error rate for system A (43.3% of the 
listener responses to sentence from system A had errors). By 
contrast, for the word-level analysis, the error rate for 
responses to system C (34.6%) was more than three times that 
of responses to system A (10.1%). 
 
Figure 2: Means for interaction of synthesizer and sentence frame for 
sentence-level scoring. The shaded bars in each grouping represent the 
means for each synthesizer (A – E in alphabetical order) within each 
sentence frame. 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Overall ranking of synthesizer intelligibility when scored at 
the sentence level. 
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3.3. Phone-level scoring 
We turn next to results from analysis of the phonetic edit 
distance measure. For this analysis we used the edit distances 
obtained using the largely uncorrected dictionary. Once again, 
the main effect of synthesizer was significant 
(F[4,116]=155.35, p < .001) as was the effect of sentence 
frame (F[4,116]=23.85, p < .001) and the interaction of 
sentence frame with synthesizer (F[16, 464]=3.30, p < .001). 
Figure 3 shows the means underlying the main effect of 
synthesizer. Comparing this to Figure 1, it is clear that the 
relative ranking of TTS intelligibility is unchanged. However, 
the differences between the poorest and best systems are 
enhanced by using the edit distance measure. Thus, while 
Figure 1 shows that slightly more than 40% of the sentences 
for system A contained some error, Figure 3 shows that on 
average, these were due to errors on only about 4% of the 
phonetic segments within those sentences. Also of note once 
again is the relative number of errors on system C versus 
system A. At the phone level, listeners made more than 4 
times as many errors transcribing utterances for system C 
compared to system A. 
The significant interaction between synthesizer and 
sentence frame for phonetic edit distance is illustrated in 
Figure 4. By comparison to Figure 2, we can see that 
differences between the systems are generally enhanced. 
While system C has the highest error rate in all sentence 
frames, there is greater variability among the other systems in 
Figure 4. For instance, in simple rank order, system A has the 
lowest error rate in 3 of the 5 frames which system E has the 
lowest rate in 2 of the five. As in the sentence-level analysis, 
however, system A is least variable over the five sentence 
frames. 
3.4. Combined multi-level analysis 
To further verify the impression that results from analyses at 
each level of analysis are qualitatively different, an additional 
analysis of variance was calculated combining data from all 
three levels of analysis as an additional within-subjects factor. 
Results of this analysis are given in Table 2 and Figure 5. As 
the ANOVA results shown in Table 2 indicate, level of 
analysis (LOA) was a significant main effect and participated 
in significant interactions with both synthesizer (SYN) and 
sentence frame (FRM).  
 
 
Figure 3: Overall ranking of synthesizer intelligibility when measured 
as phone-level edit distance. 
 
Figure 4: Means for interaction of synthesizer and sentence frame for 
phone-level edit distance. The shaded bars in each grouping represent 
the means for each synthesizer (A – E in alphabetical order) within 
each sentence frame. 
 
Figure 5: Comparison of mean proportion of errors for each 
synthesizer (shaded bars) at each level of analysis. 
Table 2: Summary table from multi-level ANOVA. All terms 
are p < .001. 
Term Df SSQ MSQ F 
LOA 2 187.1 93.6 2714.6 
SYN 4 34.4 10.9 121.8 
FRM 4 7.7 1.9 29.4 
LOAxSYN 8 6.8 0.9 30.9 
LOAxFRM 8 2.7 0.3 17.4 
SYNxFRM 16 5.2 0.3 4.1 
LOAxSYNxFRM 32 2.1 0.1 3.3 
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3.5. Hand correction 
To determine the consequences of carefully hand-correcting 
the phonetic transcriptions of listener response data, phonetic 
edit distances computed from hand-corrected versus 
uncorrected dictionaries were compared in an analysis of 
variance using synthesis system, sentence frame, and 
correction as factors in a 5 x 5 x 2 design. As expected from 
all the previous analyses, this analysis revealed significant 
main effects of synthesizer and sentence frame as well as a 
significant interaction of sentence frame and synthesizer. 
There was also a significant main effect of correction, with 
carefully corrected transcriptions having overall lower edit 
distances than did uncorrected data (F[1,29]=41.72, p < .001). 
Crucially, correction did not interact with any other factor. 
Thus, while hand correction of phonetic transcriptions for 
listener responses did result in lower edit distances overall, it 
had no further consequences for interpreting the results. 
3.6. Study size 
Study size can be varied either by changing the number of 
listeners involved, or by changing the number of stimuli per 
condition that are presented to each listener. In the latter case, 
reducing the number of stimuli per condition can reduce the 
total amount of time required to run a study, or allow more 
conditions to be explored with the same total number of 
stimuli. Reducing the number of listeners can also reduce the 
amount of time required to run a study (reducing cost if 
listeners are paid), or if listeners are grouped in different 
conditions, allow more conditions to be explored with the 
same total number of subjects.   
We simulated the relative costs of reducing the number of 
subjects per condition versus reducing the number of stimuli 
by repeatedly randomly discarding 50% of the subjects or 
sentences in a balanced manner, and recalculating the results 
based on the randomly selected subset. Results from 50 such 
simulated smaller experiments are presented in Figure 6, 
which shows boxplots for the results when subjects are 
randomly discarded (left panel) and when sentences are 
randomly discarded (right panel). Each boxplot represents the 
median error proportion (horizontal line in each box), the 
interquartile range (box vertical extent), and the full range of 
results (whiskers) sans data points identified as outliers 
(circles). The amount of variability (as indicated by 
interquartile range) is clearly larger for simulations based on 
discarding sentences than for simulations based on discarding 
subjects. 
Given that it is less costly—in terms of experimental 
power—to reduce listeners than to reduce sentences, we next 
simulated a series of studies of size ranging from one listener 
per group (total N=5) to 6 listeners per group (total N=30, i.e., 
the original study). In this simulation, we sought to determine 
how many listeners were needed to retain significant pair-
wise differences between synthesis systems. The results of 
this analysis are shown in Figure 7 where each small panel 
presents the average t-values for 50 comparisons between one 
pair of TTS systems with various numbers of subjects. Red 
dotted lines indicate the nominally significant level (p < .05) 
of t (without correction for multiple tests). Error bars indicate 
to total range of t-values observed. Significant differences 
between systems D and E were never observed. Significant 
differences between system A and systems D and E are 
sometimes lost with even a reduction from 30 to 25 subjects. 
Virtually all other pair-wise comparisons remained significant 
with only 5 or 10 listeners (i.e., one or two listeners per 
group). 
4. Discussion 
A variety of different analyses were presented to examine 
intelligibility measures at different levels of analysis. At the 
sentence level, the absolute overall ranking of the five TTS 
systems differed slightly from the other two levels. System E 
had a lower proportion of errors than System D in the 
sentence-level analysis, but a higher proportion in other 
analyses. However, the differences between these two systems 
were extremely small and not statistically significant in any 
analysis. Hence, both systems should really be considered to 
share a single rank in all analyses. With this qualification in 
mind, it seems safe to conclude that for merely ranking the 
intelligibility of TTS systems, it makes little difference 
whether one uses a simple “sentences correct” measure or a 
more labor-intensive phonetic edit distance measure. 
It is often important, however, to be able characterize how 
much more intelligible one system is compared to others. For 
instance, in selecting a TTS system for a specific application, 
one may want to consider multiple factors including 
intelligibility, naturalness, preference for a specific voice 
gender, etc. In weighing these factors to arrive at a final 
decision, knowing the amount of intelligibility difference 
between two systems is essential. That is, one may be willing 
to accept a small, but not a large, loss of intelligibility in favor 
of a more natural or pleasing voice. Our results here suggest 
that sentence-level scoring may obscure the magnitude of the 
differences between systems. While the present analysis was 
sufficiently well powered to detect the overall differences 
between most of the TTS systems at all levels of analysis, 
there is concern that screening studies run with fewer listeners 
and/or a smaller number of utterances per synthesizer would 
fail to detect differences with sentence-level scoring that 
would be detectable with word- or phone-level scoring. 
It is, of course, clear that developers of TTS systems need 
analyses at the phonetic level to diagnose specific strengths 
and weaknesses with systems. In that case, an encouraging 
finding from the present study is the absence of secondary 
effects of carefully hand-correcting phonetic data. Although 
our efforts to carefully interpret the phonetic intent of the 
subjects did result in overall lower error rates for all systems, 
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Figure 6: Comparison of simulations using a reduced number of 
subjects (left panel) versus a reduced number of stimuli (right panel). 
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Figure 7: Average t-values for all pairwise comparisons among the five synthesizers as a function of the number of subjects. Error bars reflect total 
range of t-values obtained in 50 simulation trials. See text for explanation. 
 
there is no evidence that these efforts would have 
consequences for conclusions drawn from the study. This in 
turn suggests that it should be possible to develop relatively 
automated scoring procedures based on dictionaries that 
include entries for highly probable typos, misspellings, and the 
like. 
Another advantage to using phonetic edit distances is that 
the edit distance data can be further analyzed to diagnose 
specific phonetic strengths and weaknesses within a system, or 
to discover differences between systems with indistinguishable 
gross intelligibility scores.  For example, while systems D and 
E in the present analyses have indistinguishable total edit 
distance scores, we found that responses to system E had a 
greater number of deletions, while responses to system D had 
greater numbers of insertions and substitutions. These 
differences in the types of errors listeners make on one system 
versus another may prove to be of diagnostic value. It is also a 
simple matter, during the computation of phonetic edit 
distances, to tabulate a confusion matrix of stimulus phones 
versus response phones, allowing systems to be examined and 
compared by phonetic classes. For example, responses to 
system E were more likely to delete voiced phones or replace 
them with voiceless ones, while responses to system D were 
more likely to subsitute labials with nonlabials. 
Finally, simulations of smaller experiments with different 
numbers of listeners and stimuli highlighted the importance of 
using a large number of stimuli per synthesizer, relative to the 
number of listeners. It is interesting to speculate that this may 
be particularly true of studies using concatenative TTS 
systems because of the very large number of unique 
concatenation sequences such systems may employ. 
5. Conclusions 
If one is only interested in ranking the relative intelligibility of 
several TTS systems, sentence-level scoring of SUS response 
data may be adequate, but it may mask the magnitude of real 
differences between systems. For more detailed analyses, 
phonetic edit distance is a more attractive measure. While the 
amount of effort needed to obtain phonetic-level edit distances 
is greater than that needed for a words or sentences correct 
measure, we found that little is gained by investing large 
amounts of effort in screening and interpreting listener 
responses. Instead, a more automated (and probably more 
objective) approach yields slightly higher overall error rates, 
but does not otherwise appear to influence conclusions one 
might draw from the data. 
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Abstract
This paper explores massive synthesis, or synthesis of suffi-
ciently large amounts of content such that its evaluation is chal-
lenging. We discussvarious applicationswheremassive synthe-
sis may apply, and their related issues. We also outline factors
related to those applicationsthat affect the perceived qualityand
intelligibilityof the speech output, and discussmodificationsof
those factors that can improve the understandabilityof the re-
sulting syntheticspeech. There is a discussionof the challenges
of evaluating this work, and of the different possible metrics
that may be appropriate. Finally, we show in a simple evalua-
tion that our modificationsimprove the perceived quality of the
synthesis.
1. Introduction
Speech synthesis is increasingly being used to deliver spoken
information to people. As its use becomes more frequent, new
applicationswhich push the limits of viable synthesis become
more desirable. One such applicationinvolves converting some
large amount of text-based information into speech, for listen-
ing to in situationwhere reading is inappropriateor impossible,
such as while driving or exercising – a sort of “automatic pod-
cast generation” task. The requirements of this application are
highly understandablespeech that is of sufficiently high quality
that people will listen to it.
The difficulty, of course, is that this task has an enormous
amount of text to be synthesized, when the potential uses are
examined, to the extent that it is impossible for a person, or
even a group of people to realistically evaluate it before use.
This is compoundedby the likelihood that new content is being
continuously generated, making optimizations based on prior
evaluationspotentially less useful.
We are calling this applicationtaskmassive synthesis– syn-
thesis of such a large amount of data that more typical evalua-
tion methods are impractical because no single person will be
able to listen to enough of it. The goal of our work is to identify
potential problems and find solutions that maximize intelligi-
bility and understandability with the least manual intervention
possible.
Though similar, there are two different relevant concepts
here. Intelligibility, or how well the words a synthesizer pro-
duces can be correctly recognized, is an importantmeasure for
determining the quality of the speech synthesis. Understand-
ability, or how well knowledge, information, and concepts can
be transferred from the speaker to the listener, is also of great
importance when considering speech applications designed to
provide information. For speech, understandability builds on
the intelligibility, which provides a sort of ceiling for how un-
derstandable the speech will be; less intelligiblespeech, by de-
fault, will be less understandableas well. Both of these are im-
portant to the task of massive synthesis; though more challeng-
ing, the ultimategoal of this work is to produceunderstandable,
and not just intelligible,synthetic spoken output.
2. Massive Synthesis
2.1. PotentialApplications
We envision several possible applications that could be classi-
fied as massive synthesis. Tasks such as error reports, business
case summaries,even a news reader, all have characteristicsthat
synthesis for them would end up as massive synthesis. Pro-
ducing speech in these domains, at least on a sufficiently large
scale or sufficientlyoften, will result in too much audio to legit-
imately evaluate. However, the task requires high understand-
ability in order to be a success - listening to a news story you
can’t understandright away is not worthwhile,and most people
would not bother.
All of these domains share the difficulty of having signifi-
cant amounts of content, and generally, continuous generation
of new content. However, each of the above tasks has some
characteristics that may simplify them. For example, error re-
ports are likely to have a standard format and fairly closed lan-
guage, and while news stories typically have a few new or un-
known words per day, they are otherwise fairly normal English
text. Unfortunately, that can’t be said for all massive synthe-
sis applications. Weblogs are another potential use of massive
synthesis, and though they might be thought of as amateur-
producednews articles, there can be some noticabledifferences,
both in terms of the topics covered and the vocabulary used.
2.2. ExampleContent
2.2.1. Obtaininga Corpus
As mentioned above, there are several applicationswhere there
is more content to be synthesized than can reasonablybe heard
by any individual or small group. One of these, synthe-
sis of weblogs, is interesting because of the large amount of
continuously-generatedcontent to synthesize, as well as a po-
tentially large pool of users to listen to the synthesized output.
Though each synthesized blog may have only a few listeners,
the entire space here is quite large and is clearly suitable to the
problem at hand.
It is fairly easy to collect data from a number of weblogs,
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though there are some concerns about making the content rep-
resentative of a “generic” blog. Fortunately, there has already
been an effort to create a large-scale corpus of weblog content.
The TRECBlog06 corpus [1], a collectionof over 100,000RSS
and Atom feeds collected over 11 weeks in late 2005 and early
2006, is an ideal example of a large corpus of this sort of text.
The corpus was created by downloading the homepage and all
new permalinks for each feed once a week, for a total of over
750,000 collected feeds over this time period. The corpus in-
cludes an appropriateamount of spam content for realism.
It should be noted that this corpus also has a non-negligible
amount of non-English text, including French, Spanish, and
German, among others. As we are only concernedwith English
at this time, this content was largely ignored.
2.2.2. Analysis
To examine the content of this corpus, we first did a small
amount of text processing to extract the content from the sur-
rounding HTML and meta-informationfrom the corpus distri-
bution. Removing this non-content informationresulted in a 14
gigabyte collection of blog text. This is primarily the form in
which we used the corpus.
We performeda word frequency analysis to determinehow
weblog text differed from other English text, such as news arti-
cles. Our hope was to find “blog frequent”words that would be
unlikely to be synthesizedwell, either in terms of quality or in-
telligibility. Once the “unusual”frequentwords were identified,
we thenwould determineif they were present in the lexicon, and
if not, if their predictedpronuciationis likely to be accurate. For
words with implausible or incorrect pronunciation, they would
be flagged and targetted for improvement strategies.
In general, our analysis found most of the text was typi-
cal for English, at least with the most frequent words, which
is not surprising. The most frequent but atypical tokens, html
and blog appeared 27th and 28th most frequently, respectively,
but otherwise the top 50 words appear to be fairly normal for
English text. Even the unusual words that are frequently seen
tend to be normal English words, simply used more often than,
say, in the Wall Street Journal. Other common words that are
mishandled tend to be acronyms that should be spelled rather
than pronounced (or vice-versa), such as “FAQ”, or pluralized
abbreviations such as “mp3s”.
It is interesting to observe the frequency of “adult” content
in this corpus. Though not overwhelmingly common, “porn”
and variants appear several hundred thousand times in the data.
This perhaps says something about what happenswhen content
is produced anonymously, either through weblog posts or their
comments.
3. Improving the SynthesizedContent
For several reasons, speech output of this content is difficult to
understand. Since the usefulnessof a spoken report or article is
very low if it can’t be understood, this is a problem that must
be solved. We believe there are several issues that cause the re-
duced understandability, but there also are likely solutions that
can be implementedto mitigate the effects.
3.1. Relevant Factors
3.1.1. Non-standard Words
Though non-standard words [2] are present in many differ-
ent applications, including news articles, it seems that weblog
content has a higher incidence of these, and a wider variety.
News articles are generally limited to numbers and some punc-
tuation symbols, and perhaps some foreign names or words,
whereas blogs can have a far greater range of non-standard to-
kens. These includetechnicaljargon (particularlywhen the con-
tent is related to computing technology), what is termed leet-
speek (or l33t5p33k), intentional or inadvertant typographical
and spelling errors (such as “the-teh”, “lose-loose” or “voila-
viola”), expressive spelling (such as “soooo...”), self-censoring
of expletives (as in “#*!%”), frequent usernames and handles
that are often ambiguously pronounceable, as well as similar
non-standardwords as in news articles. To a certain extent this
is due to the lack of a formal editor reviewing the contentbefore
publication,but the fact that weblogs tend to be treatedmore as
informal conversation than a professionalpublicationis also an
influence on these trends.
Improperly rendering these non-standardwords has a sig-
nificant effect on the perceived quality and intelligiblityof the
synthesizedspeech, reducing the overall understandability. For
the listener to understandwhat they are hearing, the speech out-
put must take into account these words, and produce something
more like what a person would say when reading: “leet” rather
than “el three three tee”.
In many cases, these non-standard words can be grouped
into classes, some of which may be quite large; for example,
words containingnumbersor punctuationsubstitutedfor letters.
For these, it may be helpful to consider them as a foreign lan-
guageof sorts, and approach learningtheir properpronunciation
in that fashion. Techniques as in [3] would prove useful in that
situation,particularlyif we can devise a systemwhere users are
capable of providing feedbackwhile listening to the content.
3.1.2. Formatting / Text Structure
Because the bulk of the content we would be synthesizing in
these applications is web-publishedmaterial, there is an inher-
ent structureembeddedby use of markup languages. This struc-
ture likely will provide hints for appropriate ways to segment
the content, even when presenting it as speech, rather than vi-
sually. Thus, a method that takes the text structure into account
will likely be easier to understand.
Even if an individual post’s content has no structure or for-
matting beyond simple paragraphs, the entire page containing
the post almost certainly will: title, content sections, comment
sections, archive links, links to other sites, ads, and other items.
If the goal is to synthesizethe content, removing or ignoring the
parts of the structure that are unrelated or unnecessary should
simplify the output and probably improve how it is perceived
by the listener.
Similarly, how the text itself is formatted can be used as
a guide for how it should be said. Words that are empha-
sized in the text should probably be emphasizedwhen spoken.
Expressive spelling, as mentioned above, is another example
of text formatting signifying how it should sound when spo-
ken. When this is done appropriately, it can make the resulting
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speech sound more like how a human would speak - and more
understandable.
Other formattingissues can be more problematicthan help-
ful. ImproperlyrenderedHTMLentities,for example, are likely
to be very poorlyunderstoodwhen synthesized,and even if they
can be understood, people will be unlikely to know (or care)
what &#8211; (or as would be heard “ampersand hash eight
two one one”) is supposed to represent.
3.1.3. Content Summarization
One issue that is likely to arise, particularlywhen synthesizing
weblogs, is the problem of having very long articles, or related
to that, several new articles, that should be spoken. Is it always
appropriate to read very long articles in their entirety? Will
condensing several new comments to the phrase “and there are
15 new comments”or similarbe sufficient,or shouldall of those
comments be heard? These questions and other similar ones do
not seem to have obvious answers, but they are at the core of
providing understandablespeech to people.
Like most speech applications, the answers here likely de-
pend in some way on either the user or the domain, or possibly
both. Some users might prefer condensed summaries, while
others insist on hearing everything. Summaries themselves can
have several options. They can summarize the main article and
just indicate there are comments, summarize both the article
and any comments, just say how many new posts and comments
there are, or somethingmore abstract like “several pages of rav-
ings from a barely literate teenager”, for example.
There are other, more intermediateoptions as well, such as
subsetting the content. That is, speaking enough of the start to
make it clear what the article is about, and then waiting for the
user to indicate whether the system should continue or move
on to something else. In this way, the user could more quickly
“browse” through the content.
Though all of these can potentiallyhelp, the most appropri-
ate option is almost certain to depend on user preferences.
3.1.4. Phrase Boundaries
It is fairly well known that improved phrase breaks can produce
significant gains in the overall understandabilityof synthesized
speech. This effect is likely amplified with informal writing,
which is less likely to have consistentpunctuationor other cues
for identifyingphrase breaks.
In some ways, weblog content – particularly very infor-
mallywritten content – can end up resembling“word soup” due
to a lack of punctuation and grammatical sentences. The text,
then, could be thought of in the same way as the output from
machine translationengines,and synthesized appropriately. Be-
cause the language in the text is “unusual”, the default naı¨ve
method to determinephrase breakswill be less effective. Some-
thing more advanced, taking things such as part of speech into
account, can probably provide improved breaks.
This problemis particularlynoticablefor non-sentencecon-
tent, such as structural or navigational information on web
pages. Sometimes the information provided is important, but
simply reading it out without adding better prosody and phras-
ing makes it too difficult to understand.
3.1.5. MultipleVoices
Another possibility to improve intelligibility and understand-
ability would be to use multiple voices, particularlywith long
utterances. Using different voices for different contexts - such
as one for the main content, one or two others for other com-
ments, and one for meta information or non-primary content -
could provide audible cues to where content is changing. Those
cues could, in turn, make the speech easier to follow, and thus,
understand.
For situations where multiple different voices may not be
appropriate or desired, a similar effect might also be obtained
using a single voice but changing style, particularly combined
with improved phrasing.
Also, though not strictly speaking a different voice, using
non-speech sounds to render some text could also provide a
more natural or understandable result. For example, turning
“ROFL” into an appropriate laughter sound would probably be
better than trying to turn that “word” into speech. Using non-
speech sounds such as beeps to indicate shifts betweendifferent
content can also provide a potential increase in understandabil-
ity, though at the cost of decreasednaturalness.
3.2. Identifyingand Correcting Problems
Of course, in order to use the strategies outlinedabove, it is nec-
essary to know when and where to apply them. The most likely
method to find problems is to listen to the speech output, but as
we have discussedabove, massive synthesis is characterizedby
having too much content to listen to. However, evaluating some
of it is likely to help, particularly if we select things which are
more likely to have errors.
Determiningwhether the synthesis is correct is, in the end,
always going to require someone to listen to the speech. This
manual process is both slow and expensive, but necessary. To
reduce the cost, we want to find as many potential problems
without requiring a human listener as possible. There are some
heuristicswe can use here. First, though we want to select ex-
amples at random, we can start by selecting those examples
with words not in the lexicon, such as those we flagged from
the Blog06 corpus. Using this as a guide to select candidate
examples for evaluationsmakes it for more likely to find errors.
Still, however, the amount of content to examine is likely
to be large. Therefore, some method of gauging the severity of
the potential errors would be ideal, in order to prioritize error
correction. This is key, because trying to find and fix all errors
is unlikely to be cost effective. The more optimal approach to
error correction and resolution would be to concentrate on so-
lutions that fix large classes of errors, and simple fixes that can
be implementedquicklywithoutmuch effort.
3.3. Evaluation
Like the problem for speech synthesis in general, it is difficult
to describe a consistent, objective measure that can evaluate
this speech with regard to its quality and/or understandability.
Typical approaches have included mean opinion scores, modi-
fied rhyme tests, semanticallyunpredictablesentences,and oth-
ers, and in fact these have all been present in some fashion in
the Blizzard Challenge [4] in previous years. However, though
these approaches are suitable for comparing different synthe-
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sizers or methods, they are not as helpful for demonstratingim-
provement for a specific task, particularlywith regard to under-
standability. Semantically unpredictable sentences are inher-
ently an artificial task which may or may not have any bearing
on understandabilityfor a specific application.
There are other possibilities, however. Asking listeners to
rate which of two or more examples they prefer, or “like more”,
could be a useful dimension presuming the voice being used
is the same and the quality level is consistent across different
utterances. However, such an open-ended criterionmay not be
capturingthe desired informationabout quality and understand-
ability, though a large evaluation with many examples and ex-
plicit directions should be able to demonstrate improvements
over a baseline. Another option would be to design a test sim-
ilar to reading comprehension tests for children; by providing
the content, and then specificquestionsabout what was present,
it should be possible to identify differences in understandabil-
ity. The drawback to this sort of approach is the effort and cost
required to design and implement it; it is likely to be far more
expensive than typical synthesis evaluations.
4. Simple Evaluation
4.1. Test Examples
Given all of the issues related to how the synthesis is perceived,
as well as the cost-benefit analysis to dealing with them, we
implemented a number of modifications to weblog-style text.
These modifications include a set of “number-to-letter” rules
that effectively translate common “leet” words into pronounce-
able English, rules for words such as “iTunes” that use case to
identifysyllableboundaries,and lexical entries for several com-
mon non-standardwords like “pwn” and “kthx”, among others.
To test our modifications, we synthesized random com-
ments and articles from several blogs and content sources:
Slashdot [5], MetaFilter [6], LiveJournal [7], as well as a ran-
dom Wikipedia article [8] and text from the Blog06 corpus.
We felt these were fairly representative of the types of content
that we have been working with. All examples were selected
randomly, with the only constraints on the content being non-
pornographic,and total playing time under 40 seconds.
Each of the examples was synthesized with a default Fes-
tival [9] installationand using our modifications. We used one
of the Nitech HTS Arctic voices [10], because we felt, based
on the results of past evaluations, the HTS voice would provide
consistent,good-qualitysynthesis and reduce perceived quality
differences between multiple utterances. The original content
was identical between the modified and unmodified versions,
though obviously the modified output might contain different
phrases due to the token modifications.
4.2. Task Setup
Subjects were asked to listen to 6 different content examples,
one from each method, for a total of 12 different wavefiles. For
each example, they were instructedto identifywhich of the two
waveforms they felt was better, and then rate on a scale of 1 to
5 how much better. The order of presentationwas randomized,
such that the same method was not used to generate the first
presentedwavefile for all examples.
Five subjects, all of whom are familiar with speech synthe-
sis, took part in this evaluation. Each was given a URL that
outlined the task to them, and provided the wavefiles to listen
to. Subjects could listen to the examples using either speakers
or headphones, but were encouraged in either case to listen to
each file as few times as possible.
4.3. Results
All subjects universally preferred the modified examples to the
unmodified ones. Though we expected a clear preference to
emerge, it is still somewhat surprising that this preferencewas
complete in all cases.
There was less consistent cross-listener agreement in the
degree of preference, however, with some examples showing
strong agreement and others almost none. In general, the av-
erage preferencewas fairly weak, so despite a clear preference
for the modifiedutterances,that preferencedoes not seem to in-
dicate a strong improvement over the baseline. The preference
scores are shown in Table 1. These results are not statistically
significantdue to the limited sample size.
Min Pref Avg Pref Max Pref
Ex 1 1 2.2 3
Ex 2 1 3 4
Ex 3 1 1.8 2
Ex 4 1 2 3
Ex 5 2 3 5
Ex 6 2 3 4
Table 1: Degree-of-preferencescores from this evaluation.
5. Discussion
As the results from our evaluation show, it is clear that some
fairly simple modifications will result in speech which is per-
ceived as better to at least some degree. More thoroughor com-
plex changes might produce an even more obvious user pref-
erence. Our results, unfortunately, are lacking more detailed
comments that would prove useful in how the speech was per-
ceived. It may be that listeners found both examples to be poor
or difficult, and one was simply “less bad” than the other.
It seems likely, based on some past evaluations and anec-
dotal experiences, that improved prosody will be required to
have truly understandable synthesis of lengthy items. The
machine-like qualities simply make it harder to concentrate on
the speech, with the result being longer utterances are far more
difficult to understand. On some level this is likely to be a
memory issue – people have limited auditorymemory [11], and
even natural speech is hard to remember after hearing a long
talk. However, the fact that people can routinely go to an hour-
long lecture and come away having learned somethingsuggests
memory is not a valid excuse to hide behind. It seemshighlyun-
likely that the same lecture, if delivered by a speech synthesizer,
would be as well understood,or received by the audience, even
with a modern, state of the art synthesizer. We would like to,
with this work, be able to “close the gap” and reduce the under-
standabilitydifferences between synthetic and natural speech.
One area which we discussed but have not explored here is
utilizingthe structureof the content to help influence its synthe-
sis and presentation. Other recent work [12] suggests this can
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be helpful, both in terms of resultingunderstandability, but also
with summarizing complex information into something more
suitable for spoken output. We feel that looking further into this
has high potential for improving massive synthesis.
As we discussed above in regarding evaluation, a massive
synthesis application will never be able to be quality-checked
in the same fashion as, say, a limited domain synthesizer. To
help alleviate that issue, we believe having users of these ap-
plications provide feedback (and if possible, corrections) can
provide useful improvements to the spoken output. The draw-
backs to this approach are that for truly useful feedback, the
users must actually care about what they are listening to, and
have a want or need to understand it. This becomes tricky since
those types of users, besides being harder to find in the first
place, are also the ones who are least likely to put up with doing
error correction as part of using a system like this. However, it
is important to be have this sort of feedbackmechanismto drive
improvements.
Even with user-provided feedback, however, it is unclear
that there is a good evaluation metric on which to judge
progress. On some level, receiving fewer error reports from
users would be a reasonable measure (presuming that the user
base stays constant). Othermetrics such as token error rate may
be useful as well, but there is still likely a perceptualcomponent
that needs to be considered.
Moving forward, we envision developing a prototype sys-
tem which, given the URL or other locationof a document,will
parse the content and provide a “podcast” to listen to – in some
sense, a web browser that instead of displayingthe content on a
screen, renders it as speech. Given the nature of this, some col-
laborationwith groups working on web browsers for the blind
might be beneficial.
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Abstract 
This paper* describes an eye tracking experiment to study the 
processing of diphone synthesis, unit selection synthesis, and 
human speech taking segmental and suprasegmental speech 
quality into account. The results showed that both factors 
influenced the processing of human and synthetic speech, and 
confirmed that eye tracking is a promising albeit time 
consuming research method to evaluate synthetic speech. 
1. Introduction 
The evaluation of synthetic speech in terms of intelligibility 
has primarily been done with offline research methods. For 
example, the Modified Rhyme Test [1] has been used to 
investigate the segmental intelligibility of synthetic speech [2]. 
In this test, listeners are presented with spoken words and are 
instructed to select the word they heard from a set of 
alternatives that differ only in one phoneme. Another example 
is the Mean Opinion Score [3] in which listeners have to rate 
the quality of spoken sentences on scales (i.e., excellent - bad).  
A disadvantage of offline research methods is that no 
insight is obtained in how listeners process synthetic speech. 
Online research methods, like eye tracking, give a direct 
insight in how speech is processed incrementally. In the 
“visual world paradigm”, participants are asked to follow 
spoken instructions to look up or pick up objects within a 
visual display (e.g., [4, 5]). The fixation patterns on the 
objects within the display are used to draw inferences about 
the processing of spoken instructions. Eye tracking might give 
an idea of how similar the processing of synthetic speech is, 
compared to the processing of human speech. This idea was 
first explored by Swift et al. [6] in a study concentrating on 
acoustically confusable words (e.g., beetle, beaker, and 
speaker) to see if the “disambiguation” point was processed at 
comparable time windows for two instances of synthetic 
speech and human speech. The results showed that both 
human speech instructions and synthetic speech instructions 
were indeed processed incrementally. Moreover, when 
hearing the onset of the target noun (e.g., beaker), the 
listeners were more likely to look at the cohort competitor 
(e.g., beetle) than at the rhyme competitor (e.g., speaker). 
Finally, the listeners identified the target more rapidly in the 
human speech condition than in the two synthetic speech 
conditions. 
                                                          
*The current research is performed within the IMIX-IMOGEN 
(Interactive Multimodal Output GENeration) project sponsored by 
the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO). The 
authors would like to thank Lennard van der Laar, Pascal Marcelis, 
and Marie Nilsenova for their help in setting up the experiment, Marc 
Swerts for discussing the findings of the experiment and Carel van 
Wijk for his statistical advice. 
The intelligibility of speech does not only depend on its 
segmental quality but also on the quality and the 
appropriateness of the prosodic information in the speech 
signal (i.e., suprasegmental quality) [7]. The visual word 
paradigm has more recently been used to investigate how 
humans process prosodic information. For example, Weber et 
al. [8] used eye tracking to investigate how prosodic 
information influences the processing of spoken referential 
expressions. In two experiments, participants followed two 
consecutive instructions to click on an object within a visual 
display. The first instruction mentioned the referent (e.g., 
purple scissors). The second instruction either mentioned a 
target of the same type but with a different colour (red 
scissors) or of a different type and a different colour (red 
vase). The instructions were either realised with an accent on 
the adjective (e.g., Click on the PURPLE scissors, Click now on 
the RED scissors) or on the noun (e.g., Click on the purple 
SCISSORS, Click now on the red SCISSORS). The results showed 
that the listeners were affected by this prosodic difference. 
When the first instruction was realized with an accent on the 
adjective (e.g., Click on the PURPLE scissors), listeners 
anticipated the upcoming target, i.e., before the onset of the 
target noun, listeners looked at the target of the same type as 
the referent but with a different colour (red scissors). When 
both instructions were realized with an accent on the adjective 
(e.g., Click on the PURPLE scissors, Click now on the RED 
scissors) this anticipation only increased. However, when the 
instructions were realized with an accent on the noun (e.g., 
Click on the purple SCISSORS, Click now on the red SCISSORS), 
listeners did not anticipate the upcoming target. 
Both segmental and suprasegmental quality are important 
factors in processing synthetic speech. In this paper, we 
therefore extend on the work by Swift et al. by focusing on 
both segmental and suprasegmental aspects of speech. In our 
evaluation experiment, the participants were given two 
consecutive spoken instructions to look at a certain object 
within the visual display. These instructions were presented in 
three speech conditions: diphone synthesis, unit selection 
synthesis, and human speech. Diphone synthesis is based on 
concatenating prerecorded diphones (i.e., phoneme 
transitions), followed by signal processing to obtain the 
required pitch and duration. Unit synthesis is also based on 
concatenation, but on a much larger scale, where units are of 
variable size (e.g., sentences, constituents, words, 
morphemes, syllables, and diphones). As larger units of 
natural speech are exploited, requiring less concatenation, the 
segmental quality of unit synthesis is in general significantly 
higher than that of diphone synthesis. At the same time, the 
prosody may be inadequate, because the intended realisation 
of, for example, pitch accents, may not be available in the 
speech database. Thus, while quality of diphone synthesis is 
in general inferior to that of unit synthesis, it has the 
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advantage that it can always produce contextually appropriate 
prosody (albeit by human intervention). In this experiment, 
we investigated this trade-off between segmental quality on 
the one hand and contextually appropriate prosody (i.e., 
suprasegmental quality) on the other from the perspective of 
humans processing synthetic speech. The human speech 
condition was added as a baseline to compare processing of 
natural and synthetic speech. 
2. Method 
2.1. Participants 
Thirty-eight native speakers of Dutch (13 male and 25 female, 
between 18 and 33 years old) were paid to participate. They 
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing. 
None of the participants were colour-blind and none had any 
involvement in speech synthesis research. 
2.2. Stimuli 
Fifteen pairs of Dutch monosyllabic picturable nouns were 
chosen as stimuli. These nouns shared the same initial 
phonemes (e.g., vork - vos, fork - fox). Each experimental trial 
consisted of a 3x3 grid with four objects in the corner cells, 
see Figure 11.  
 
 
Figure 1: An example of a visual display 
For every grid, the participants were given two consecutive 
spoken instructions each referring to a certain object within 
the grid. In both instructions, the nouns were modified with a 
colour adjective (blue or pink). The first instruction 
mentioned the referent (e.g., Kijk naar de roze vork, Look at 
the pink fork). The second instruction mentioned the target. 
The target could either be of the same type as the referent 
modified with a different colour adjective (e.g., Kijk nu naar 
de blauwe vork, Now look at the blue fork), or of a different 
type as the referent modified with a different colour adjective 
(e.g., Kijk nu naar de blauwe vos, Now look at the blue fox). 
A fourth object was added as a distractor (e.g., blauwe mok, 
blue mug). The distractor did not share the form of the other 
objects, but did share the colour with the two targets. The 
distractor was never mentioned in the experimental trials. The 
colours blue and pink could occur in both instructions and 
were randomized across the trials. 
                                                          
1
 The textual descriptions in figure 1 are only added for illustrative 
purposes, they did not occur in the actual experiment. 
The first instruction was realised with a standard, neutral 
intonation contour. In the second instruction, the adjective 
and noun were both accented (e.g., BLAUWE VOS, BLUE FOX). In 
half of the cases the second instruction had a contextually 
appropriate double accent pattern while the other half had not, 
see Table 1. The second instruction had an appropriate accent 
pattern when it mentioned a different colour adjective and a 
different object type as the referent in the first instruction. The 
second instruction had an inappropriate accent pattern when it 
mentioned a different colour adjective but had the same object 
type as the referent in the first instruction [9, 10]. Note that 
the choice of a double accent pattern was forced by the output 
of the unit selection synthesizer, as it typically produces these 
double accents.  
Table 1: Example of the instructions 
First instruction Kijk naar de roze vork Look at the pink fork 
Second instruction 
contextually appropriate 
double accent pattern 
Kijk nu naar de BLAUWE VOS 
Now look at the BLUE FOX 
Second instruction 
contextually inappropriate 
double accent pattern 
Kijk nu naar de BLAUWE VORK 
Now look at the BLUE FORK 
 
The instructions were realised in three speech conditions, 
i.e., diphone synthesis, unit selection synthesis, and human 
speech. A female voice was used for all three speech 
conditions. The diphone stimuli were produced using the 
Nextens2 TTS system for Dutch, which is based on the 
Festival TTS system [11]. The input consisted of words and 
prosodic markup. Pitch accents were phonetically realised 
with a rule-based implementation of the Gussenhoven & 
Rietveld model for Dutch intonation [12]. For the unit 
selection synthesis a commercially available synthesizer was 
used. The instructions were obtained through an interactive 
web interface of the synthesizer. The output that was given by 
the interface was stored. Note that it was not possible to 
control the accent patterns of the instructions, as this type of 
synthesis is dependent on the intonation of the selected units 
in the database of the synthesizer. The instructions in the 
human speech condition were recorded by a native speaker of 
Dutch (the first author) in a quiet room at Tilburg University. 
The instructions were digitally recorded, sampling at 44 kHz, 
using Sony Sound Forge™ and a Sennheiser™ microphone 
(type SKM 135 G2). The instructions were recorded multiple 
times and the best realisations were chosen. An independent 
intonation expert checked the utterances using PRAAT [13] 
to make sure that the intended accents in the second 
instructions were properly realised. All instructions in the 
three speech conditions were normalized at -16 dB, using 
Sony Sound Forge™, and stored in stereo format. 
We checked whether there were durational differences 
between the target nouns mentioned in the second instruction 
between the various conditions. It turned out that speech 
condition did not affect the duration (F< 1). Also, the target 
object type (same object type vs. different object type) 
mentioned in the second instruction did not affect its duration 
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(F< 1). Finally, there was no interaction for duration between 
speech condition and target object type (F< 1).  
In addition to the 90 experimental trials (15 stimuli × 3 
speech conditions × 2 target object types), 20 filler trials were 
constructed to add variety to the visual display, and the accent 
pattern of the second instruction. In the filler trials, either the 
adjective or the noun mentioned in the second instruction was 
accented (i.e., ROZE mok, PINK mug or roze MOK, pink MUG), 
and they were only realised in human speech and diphone 
synthesis.  
Three lists were constructed in a semi-Latin square 
design, each containing 90 experimental and 20 filler trials. In 
each list, the stimuli were mixed up and presented as one 
block to the participants. Thus, the participants were 
presented with all three speech conditions and both target 
object types during the experiment.  
2.3. Procedure 
Each participant was invited to an experimental laboratory, 
and was seated in front of a computer monitor. First, the 
participants were familiarised with the objects that occurred 
within the visual display during the experiment to ensure that 
they identified them as intended. This was done by asking 
them to describe the thirty depicted objects and their colour 
(pink or blue) aloud. The objects were shown in the middle of 
the computer screen. Participants could view each object at 
their own pace by clicking on a button, and they were 
corrected when an object was described incorrectly. This 
object was viewed again until it was described correctly. 
Subsequently, the instructions of the actual experiment 
were read to the participants, and the eye-tracking system was 
mounted and calibrated. Participants’ eye movements were 
monitored using an SR Research EyeLink II eye-tracking 
system, sampling at 250 Hz. Only the right eye of the 
participant was tracked. The spoken instructions were 
presented to the participants binaurally through headphones. 
Next, the participants were presented with a practice session 
in which the procedure of the experiment was illustrated. This 
practice session consisted of six trials (3 speech conditions × 
2 target object types). The structure of a trial was as follows. 
First, participants saw a white screen with in the middle a 
little black cross, and they pressed a button to continue. Next, 
a white screen appeared with in the middle a central fixation 
point, and the participants were instructed to look at this 
point. The experimenter then initiated an automatic drift 
correction to correct for shifts of the head-mounted tracking 
system. After the automatic drift correction, the visual display 
appeared. The first instruction was given after 50 
milliseconds. The participants had to look at the object that 
was mentioned, after which they pushed a button. 
Subsequently, a little black cross appeared in the centre of the 
grid and the participants were instructed to look at this cross. 
After 2000 milliseconds, the cross disappeared and the second 
instruction was given. Again, the participants had to look at 
the object that was mentioned, after which they pushed a 
button. Subsequently, the white screen with in the middle a 
little black cross appeared again and the participants pressed 
on a button indicating the start of the next trial. After 
completing the practice session, the actual experiment started, 
proceeding in the same way as the practice session. During 
the experiment, there was no interaction between the 
participant and the experiment leader.  
After the participants completed the experiment, they 
were asked to listen to an instruction (i.e., Kijk nu naar de 
BLAUWE BLOEM, Now look at the BLUE FLOWER) realised in 
diphone synthesis, unit selection synthesis, and human 
speech. Next, they were asked to fill out a questionnaire. This 
questionnaire consisted of four items about the intelligibility 
(i.e., audibility, comprehensibility, perceptibility, and 
distinctness) and four items about the naturalness (i.e., 
intonation, pleasantness to listen, speech rate, and 
naturalness) of the three speech conditions. Each question 
was accompanied with a 7-point Likert scale on which the 
participants could indicate how much they agreed or 
disagreed with the content of each item.  
2.4. Coding procedure and data processing 
Eyelink software parsed the eye-movement data into fixations, 
saccades, and blinks. Fixations were automatically mapped 
(using the program Fixation3) on the objects presented in each 
trial, and this mapping was checked by hand. The fixations 
occurring in the first and second instruction of a trial were 
analysed. In the first instruction, trials in which less than 50% 
of the sample points after the onset of the referent noun 
belonged to fixations on the referent object were excluded 
from further analysis. In the second instruction, trials in which 
less than 50% of the sample points before the onset of the 
target noun belonged to fixations on the centre of the grid 
were excluded from further analysis. These trials were 
excluded because the instructions were not followed. The data 
of one participant was excluded, as she did not meet the 
above-mentioned criteria in any of the trials. The total amount 
of data that was excluded from further analysis was 7.7%, 
including the data discarded for the above-mentioned 
participant.  
Fixation proportions were averaged over two time 
windows for each participant F1 and item F2 and analysed 
with a 3 (diphone synthesis, unit selection synthesis, human 
speech) × 2 (same target object type, different target object 
type) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)4, with 
a significance threshold of .05. For post hoc tests, the 
Bonferroni method was used. The dependent variables were 
the mean proportions of fixations to the target and to the 
competitor. The first time window began 200 ms after the 
onset of the target noun, because this is the earliest point at 
which fixations driven by information from the target noun 
were expected [5, 14]. The time window extended over 400 
ms, which roughly corresponded to the mean duration of the 
target noun. The second time window extended from 600 to 
1000 ms after the target noun onset. 
The results of the questionnaire were processed by 
mapping the items to which the participants disagreed to 1 
and agreed to 7 and were analysed with a 3 (speech condition) 
× 4 (items) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), 
with a significance threshold of .05. For post hoc tests, the 
Bonferroni method was used.  
                                                          
3http://www.tilburguniversity.nl/faculties/humanities/people/cozijn/res
earch 
4Mauchly's test of sphericity was significant for some main effects 
and interactions. For these cases, we looked both at Greenhouse-
Geisser and Huynh-Feldt corrections on the degrees of freedom, which 
gave similar results. For the sake of transparency, we report on the 
normal degrees of freedom.  
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 DIHONE SYNTHESIS UNIT SELECTION SYNTHESIS HUMAN SPEECH 
Figure 2: Proportions of fixations to the referent, the target, and the competitor for diphone synthesis, unit selection synthesis, and 
human speech for the second instruction mentioning a same target object type (top row) and different target object type (bottom 
row).  
Table 2: Mean proportions of fixations to the target and competitor for the two time windows in relation to the speech 
condition 
 Diphone synthesis Unit selection synthesis Human speech 
 Target Competitor Target Competitor Target Competitor 
Time window 200 – 600 ms .22 .15 .20 .09 .21 .11 
Time window 600 – 1000 ms .72 .14 .78 .06 .78 .04 
Table 3: Mean proportions of fixations to the target and competitor for the two time windows in relation to the target object 
types mentioned in the second instruction 
 Target object of the same type Target object of a different type 
 Target Competitor Target Competitor 
Time window 200 – 600 ms .26 .07 .16 .16 
Time window 600 – 1000 ms .82 .03 .70 .12 
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3. Results 
3.1. Eye movement data  
Table 2 summarizes the mean proportions of fixations found 
within the time window 200 to 600 ms for the three speech 
conditions. The statistics showed that the mean proportions 
of fixations to the target did not differ significantly between 
the three speech conditions F1 and F2 < 1. In all three speech 
conditions, the mean proportions of fixations to the target 
were approximately 20%. However, there was a significant 
difference between the three speech conditions in the mean 
proportions of fixations to the competitor: F1 [2,72] = 20.68, 
p< .001, partial eta squared = .37; F2 [2,28] = 10.13, p< 
.001, partial eta squared = .42. The mean proportions of 
fixations to the competitor were the highest in the diphone 
synthesis condition and the lowest in the unit selection 
synthesis condition. The mean proportions of fixations to the 
competitor in the human speech condition fell between these 
two. Table 3 reveals that within the time window 200 to 600 
ms, the mean proportions of fixations to the target were 
higher when the second instruction mentioned a target object 
of the same type than when it mentioned a target object of a 
different type: F1 [1,36] = 48.82, p< .001, partial eta squared 
= .58; F2 [1,14] = 34.08, p< .001, partial eta squared = .71. 
Conversely, the mean proportions of fixations to the 
competitor were higher when the second instruction 
mentioned a target object of a different type than when it 
mentioned a target object of the same type: F1 [1,36] = 
44.40, p< .001, partial eta squared = .55; F2 [1,14] = 21.67, 
p< .001, partial eta squared = .61. Finally, within the time 
window 200 to 600 ms, an interaction was found between 
speech condition and target object type mentioned in the 
second instruction for both the mean proportions of fixations 
to the target: F1 [2,72] = 18.93, p< .001, partial eta squared 
= .35; F2 [2,28] = 11.18, p< .001, partial eta squared = .44, 
and to the competitor: F1 [2,72] = 21.95, p< .001, partial eta 
squared = .38; F2 [2,28] = 9.73, p< .005, partial eta squared 
= .41. For all three speech conditions, the mean proportions 
of fixations to the target were significantly higher when the 
second instruction mentioned a target object of the same 
type than when it mentioned a target object of a different 
type. Conversely, for all three speech conditions the mean 
proportions of fixations to the competitor were significantly 
higher when the second instruction mentioned a target object 
of a different type than when it mentioned a target object of 
the same type.  
In the time window 600 to 1000 ms, an significant effect 
was found of speech condition in the mean proportions of 
fixations to the target, although not by items: F1 [2,27] = 
12.70, p< .001, partial eta squared = .26; F2 [2,28] = 1.32, p 
= .28. The mean proportions of fixations to the target were 
the highest for unit selection synthesis and human speech 
and low for diphone synthesis. The results found for speech 
condition in the mean proportions of fixations to the 
competitor were similar to those found in the time window 
200 to 600 ms, F1 [2,72] = 57.16, p< .001, partial eta 
squared = .61; F2 [2,28] = 5.28, p< .025, partial eta squared 
= .27. Also, similar results were found for the target object 
types mentioned in the mean proportions of fixations to the 
target: F1 [1,36] = 72.92, p< .001, partial eta squared = .67; 
F2 [1,14] = 19.93 p< .005, partial eta squared = .59, and to 
the competitor: F1 [1,36] = 83.13, p< .001, partial eta 
squared = .7; F2 [1,14] = 10.87, p< .01, partial eta squared = 
.44. Finally, a similar interaction was found between speech 
condition and target object type in the mean proportions of 
fixations to the competitor: F1 [2,72] = 53.45, p< .001; 
partial eta squared = .60; F2 [2,28] = 3.70, p< .05, partial eta 
squared = .21. The interaction found between speech 
condition and target object type in the mean proportions of 
fixations to the target was different from the results found in 
the previous time window, F1 [2,72] = 57.20, p< .001; 
partial eta squared = .61; F2 [2,28] = 5.96 p< .01, partial eta 
squared = .30. Only in the diphone synthesis condition: F1 
[1,36] = 129.89, p< .001; partial eta squared = .78; F2 [1,14] 
= 13.18, p< .005, partial eta squared = .49, and in the unit 
selection synthesis condition: F1 [1,36] = 17.12, p< .001; 
partial eta squared = .32; F2 [1,14] = 7.26, p< .025; partial 
eta squared = .34, the mean proportions of fixations were 
higher when the second instruction mentioned a target object 
of the same type than when it mentioned a target object of a 
different type. For human speech, no difference between the 
speech conditions was found: F1 [1,36] = 1.52, p = .27; F2 < 
1. 
3.2. Intelligibility and naturalness of the three speech 
conditions  
Figure 3 illustrates the results found for the questionnaire on 
the intelligibility and the naturalness of the three speech 
conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Mean results of the questionnaire on the intelligibility and naturalness of the three speech conditions 
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A significant effect was found of speech condition for both 
intelligibility: F [2,72] = 42.52, p< .001, ηp2 = .54 and 
naturalness: F [2,72] = 49.83, p< .001, ηp2 = .58. Post-hoc 
tests showed that all pairwise comparisons were significant 
at p< .001. For intelligibility and naturalness diphone 
synthesis was rated lowest followed by unit selection 
synthesis. Human speech was rated highest. Finally, Figure 3 
shows that the participants were homogeneous in their 
ratings on the intelligibility and the naturalness of human 
speech, but they were heterogeneous synthesis. 
4. Conclusion and discussion 
In this paper, we described an experiment in which eye 
tracking was used to evaluate human speech, diphone 
synthesis, and unit selection synthesis having either 
contextually appropriate or inappropriate accent patterns. 
We found differences in the performance accuracy between 
the three speech conditions. In the time window 600 to 1000 
ms, the mean proportions of fixations to the target were 
lowest for diphone synthesis and highest for unit selection 
synthesis and human speech. Also, in both time windows, 
significant differences between the three speech conditions 
were found in the mean proportions of fixations to the 
competitor. The mean proportions of fixations to the 
competitor were highest for diphone synthesis. An 
explanation for these results could be that the relatively poor 
segmental intelligibility of the diphone synthesis makes it 
harder for the participants to determine the disambiguation 
point of the acoustically confusable words. We also found 
that the participants anticipated the upcoming target. In both 
time windows, the mean proportions of fixations to the target 
were higher when the second instruction mentioned a target 
object of the same type. Moreover, interactions were found 
between speech condition and the target object type 
mentioned in the second instruction. In the time window 200 
to 600 ms, the mean proportions of fixations to the target 
were significantly higher for all three speech conditions 
when the second instruction mentioned the same object type. 
However, in the time window 600 to 1000 ms, this 
interaction was only found for diphone synthesis and unit 
selection synthesis. These results indicate that not only the 
segmental intelligibility of synthetic speech plays an 
important role in speech processing, but also listeners’ 
anticipations based on the accent patterns within the speech.  
The results of the questionnaire showed that for both 
intelligibility and naturalness of the three speech conditions, 
diphone synthesis was rated lowest followed by unit 
selection synthesis. These subjective measures correspond 
with the results found in our eye-movement data. The 
combination of these offline subjective measures and online 
objective measures give a detailed insight in the perception 
and the processing of synthetic speech. 
The experiment shows that eye tracking is a promising 
research method to evaluate synthetic speech. The results 
give an insight in how similar the processing of synthetic 
speech is compared to the processing of human speech on a 
segmental and a suprasegmental level. The complexity of the 
method could be reduced if a test bed environment would be 
created that enables an easy comparison of the processing of 
new speech synthesis systems. That way new speech 
synthesis methods could be tested in a standardised way.  
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Abstract. Articulatory speech synthesis currently has two perspectives. (i) 
Technical perspective: Due to progress in common computer hardware (general 
increase in computation rate) and software (usability of compilers and 
simulation software) it is now possible to develop comprehensive phonetic 
models of speech production reaching nearly real-time for the calculation of 
acoustic speech signals. Furthermore the phonetic knowledge increased to a 
degree that these production models now are capable of accomplishing a good 
up to high acoustic quality. Limitations are mainly the control modules. In this 
paper we argue for a self-learning input dependent gestural control model for 
articulatory speech synthesis. (ii) Theoretical perspective: A comprehensive 
articulatory speech synthesis system capable of producing high quality acoustic 
output necessarily incorporates a lot of knowledge on all phonetic aspects of 
speech production: articulatory sound targets, typical articulatory movement 
strategies for realizing sounds or syllables (e.g. coarticulation), a general 
concept for temporal coordination of speech relevant articulatory movements 
(i.e. speech gestures) etc. In this paper an example for such a system will be 
given and a suggestion for the still open question on strategies for control 
concepts for high-quality articulatory speech synthesis will be proposed.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Blizzard Challenge was started in 2005 as a way to 
evaluate different corpus speech synthesis techniques on a 
common data set.  It has been noted that it is very hard to 
evaluate different speech synthesis techniques when different 
size and quality databases are used to build a voice.  To 
remove the variable of database size and speaker quality, we 
proposed a common database that all participants would use. 
 
The Challenge itself is for participants to take the given 
database (or databases) and build a voice using their voice 
building software.  After a short time, a set of test sentences are 
released that are to be synthesized by each participants' system. 
 
The synthesized utterances are collected together and a web-
based listening test is set up.  Two types of listening tests are 
carried out, a simple MOS based test, and a set of 
understandability tests where the listener is asked to type in 
what they hear. 
 
Three sets of listeners are used: speech experts (provided from 
the participants' groups), volunteers (collect by web 
advertising), and paid undergraduate native speakers. 
 
Each year the results have been presented at a workshop where 
participants present descriptions of their systems, and final 
results are given. 
 
The challenge has brought together groups from academia and 
industry from around the world.  Both established groups, and 
new groups have been represented.  The results have been both 
interesting and unexpected. 
 
But we see the Challenge as a long term evolving event.  
Modifications in the basic structure are being considered each 
year.  For example: how to test if speaker identity is preserved 
in voice conversion based systems; how can we test multi-
sentence synthesis; what about multi-lingual databases; and 
who is going to run it. 
 
No individual results will be presented in this talk, but overall 
trends will be given as well as discussion of future directions 
for Blizzard. 
 
A more detailed description of the motivation and details of the 
challenge is described in [Black and Tokuda 2005]. 
 
All the presentations including anonymized results are also 
available on line at http://festvox.org/blizzard/ 
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